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Preface
The eighth edition of Electlrc Cilclrr is a carefully planned revision to the
most widely used introductory circuits text of the past 25 years. As this
book has evolved over the years to meet the changing learning styles of
students, importantly, the underlying teachirg approaches and philoso
phies remain unchanged.The goals are:

. To build an understanding of concepts and ideas explicitly in terms of
previous leardng.

. To emphasize the relationship between conceptual understanding
and problem-solving approaches.

. To provide students with a strong foundation of engineering practices

WHY THIS EDITION?
When planr rg for the eighth editjon ievision of Electic Citcuits, carcfnl
thought was given to how \ve should best update this classic text to improve
upon the success o{ preceding editions and make the eightl edition as com,
pelliry as the first. Through a thorough review process that included both
inshuctors and students who currendy use tlectli. C;rc&its and those who
use other texts, our revision plan was formed. wllat emerged from this
exercise was a clear pictue of what matters most to instructors and stu
derts. With this feedback in mind, we made the following changes:

. Problem solving is fundamental to the study of circuit analysis. The
authors put their pdmary eftbrt into updating and adding new end-
of-chapter problems. The result is a ftesh text with approximately
80o/" new or revised problems compared to the previous edition.
Having a wealth ofnew problems to assign and work is a key to suc
cess in any circuits course.

. The eighth edition iepresents a major redesign to the text. Careful
attention was paid toward how to present the material tex1, figures,
and aitwork-in a clean, clear manner that would facilitate learning
and encourage reading. The seventh edition was the fi$t introduc-
tory circuits text to recognize the changing needs of today's students
with a modern, four-color design. The eighth edition refines this color
treatment with a morc pedagogjcally coherent presentation.

' Navigation was imprcved by the addition of page numbers to the
chapter objectives, less rcliance on icons whete names were more
effective, ard the updated organization of end-of-chapter problems
by section levels Additionally, the layout was enhanced to limit the
instarces where Examples spill over onto multiple pages.

. All artwork, pholos, and images have been modernized and enhanced
to present a crisper illustration of the key elements and application of
circuit analysis.



. Recognizing ttrat moie class preparation and studying is happening
online wilh t}re use of additional resources, ttre development of
online resources for tle eighth edition represents a sigdfica[t
improvement from the seventh edition. From online, automatically
graded homework, to study aids and an e-book, all of this and more is
now available on an easy{o-navigate website for students and

College textbooks excel at presenting complicaled mateiial in a clear,
straigltforward mannei, Authon and publishers spend countless hous
developing the best possible leaming aid for students and teachhg aid for
instructors. Prcntice Hall is committed to working with authors to create
textbooks and supporthg resources that enablebetter teaching andbetter
student leamhg. The eigh0l edition of tlectric Cir.cr.itr is one such exam-
ple,It set the standard foi circuits education 25 yean ago and il continues
that trend today.

HALLMARK FEATURES

Chapter Problems
Userc of Electic C cuits have consistently rated the Chapter Problems as
one ofthe book's most attmctive features.In the eighth edition, theie are
ovei 1000 problems with approximately 80% that are new or revised from
the previous edition. Problems are organized at the end of each chapter by

Practical Perspectives
The eighth edition continues the use of Practical Perspective inftoduced
with the chapter openers. They offer examples of real-world circuits, taken
from real-world devices. Most chapters begin wittr a bdef descdption of a
practical application of the material that follows. Once the chapter mate-
da1 is presented, the chapter concludes witl a quantitative analysis of the
application along with a Practical Perspective problem. This enables you
to unde$tand how to apply the chapter contents to the solution of a real-
world problem.

Assessment Problems
Each chapter begins with a set of chapter objectives At key points in the
chapter, you are asked to stop and assess youl mastery of a particular
objective by solving ore or more assessment problems.Ifyou are able to
solve the assessment problems for a givel objective, you have mastered
that objective.

Examples
Every chapter includes many examples that illustrate the concepts pre-
sented in the text in the folm of a numeric example. There are over
130 examples in this text. The examples are intended to illustrate the
application oI a particular concept, and also to encourage good problem-
solving skilts.



Fundamental Equations and Concepts
Throughout the text, you will see fundamental equatioN and concepts set
apart from the main text.This is done to help you focus on some of the key
piinciples in electric circuits and to help you navigate tbrough the impor-
tant topics.

Integration of Computer Tools
Computer tools can assist students in the learning process by pioviding a
visual representation oI a circuit's behavior, validating a calculated solu_
tion, rcducing the computational burden of morc complex circuits, and
iterating toward a desired solution using parameter variation. This compu-
tational suppofi is often invaluable in the design process The eighth edi-
tion ircludes the support of PSpice, a popular computer tool Chapter
problems suited for explomtion with Pspice are so marked.

Design Emphasis
The eighth edition continues to support the emphasis on the design of cir-
cuits in many ways First, several of the Practical Perspective discussions
focus on the design aspects of the circuits. The accompanying Chapter
Problems continue the discussion of the design issues in these pnctical
examples. Second, desigl-odented Chapter Prcblems have been labeled
explicitly, enabling students and instructols to identify those problems
with a design focus. Third, the identification of problems suited to explo_
ration wit}I Pspice suggests design opporturdties using this soflware

Accuracy
All text and problems in the eig.hth edition have undergone our strict hall-
mark triple accuracy checking process, to ensure the most error-ftee book
possible.

RESOURCES FOR STUDENTS AND INSTRUCTORS

www.pren ha[[.con/ni lsson
The eighth edition of Elsctlic Circuits comes with Prentice Hall's poweful
new suite of student and instructol online resources

For Studentsi

, Online homework and Dractice with immediate feedback and inte
grared e-book uslDg PH UradeAssl\ l

. Online Study Guide that highlights the key concepts of electric circuits

. Additional book and course specific resouces



For Instructors:
. Assignable, automatically graded online homework with PH

cradeAssist
. Digital version of all figur€s from the book
. Interactive Learning classroom PowerPoint slides
. Sample Chapter Tests
. Additional book and course specific resources

ADDITIONAL OFFLINE RESOURCES
For Students:

. Student Study Pack-This new resoutce teaches students techniques
for solving problems presented in the text. Organized by concepts,
this is avaluable problem-solving resource for all levels of students.

. Introduction to Pspice Manual-Updated for the eighth edition, the
manual comes with the latest available release of the software on CD.

For Instructors:
. Instructor Solutions Manual-Fully worked out solutions to end-of-

chapter problems.
' Instructor Problem Bank A tremendous new resoruce with many

additional problems and conespo ding solutions to problems not
found in the text.This is a great tool for qeating homework and exams.

0rdering 0ptionsl
Ek!:tric Citcuits wilh PH Grade Assist Online Homework Access:

ISBN 0-13-514291-1

Elecftic Citcuits wft Sfitdent Studt Pa&:ISBN 0,13 51,4290-3
Eled c Circuits \Nith Inrrcduction to Pspice Ma utl..ISBN 0-13,514292-X

PREREQUISITES
In writing tlte fint 12 chapters of the text, we have assumed tlat the
reader has taken a course in elementary differential and integral calculus.
We have also assumed that the rcader has had an introductory physics
coune, at either the high school or university level, that iritroduces the
concepts ol energy, power, electric charge, electric current, electdc poten,
tial, and electromagnetic fields. In writing the final six chapters, we have
assumed the student has had, or is enrolled in, an introductory coune in
differential equations.

c0uRsE 0m0Ns
The lext has been designed for use in a one-semestei, two-semester, or a
thiee-quarter sequence.

. Single-semestet courser Alter covering Chapters 1-4 and (hapten 6 10
(omitting Sections ?.7 and 8.5) the instructor can choose from Chaprer 5
(operational amplifiels), Chapter 11 (tbree-phase circuirs). Chapters 13



and 14 (hplac€ methods), and Chapter 18 (Tko-Port Circuits) to
develop the desired emphasis

. Ttro-semester sequencer Assuming three lectuies per week, tle fiIst
nine chapters can be covered during the first semester, leaving
Chapters I0- l8 for the second .emesler.

' Academic quartu schedrler The book can be subdivided into three
parts: Chapten 1-6, Chapters 7-12, and Chapters 13-18.

The introduction to operational amplifier circuits can be omitted vithout
interfercnce by the rcader going to the subsequent chapten. For examplq if
Chapter 5 is omitted, the instructor can simply skip Section 7.7, Sectron 8-5,
Chapter 15, and those problerns and assessing objective problems in the
chapterc folowing Chapter 5 that pertain to operational amplifiers.

There are seveml appendixes at the end of the book to help readers
make effective use of t]left matlematical background. Appendix A review$
Cramer's method of solving simultaneous lirear equations and simple
matrix algebra; complex numbers are reviewed ir Appendix B;Appendix C
contains additional mateiial on magnetically coupled coils and ideal trans-
fomels; Appendi{ D contabs a biiel discussior of the decibeli AppendixE
is dedicated to Bode diagEmsiAppendix F is devoted to an abbreviated
table of trigonometdc identities that are useful in circuit analysis; and an
abbreviated table of useful integrals is given in Appendix G Appendix H
prcvides answers to selected suggested prcblems
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Circuit Variables
ElectricaI engineering is an exciting and challcnging profcssion
for anvone who has a genuine interest in, and aptitude lor,

applied science and mathematics. Over the past century and a
hall, electrical engineers have played a dominant rolc in thc
developnrent of svstems that have cbanged the v',ay people live
and work. Satellite commu cation links, telephones, digital com
puters, tcicvisions, diagnostic and surgical medical equipment,

assembiyline robots, and eleclrical power tools are representa-
tive components of systems that define a modern technological
socicty.As an clcctrical engincer. you can participate in this ongo-
ing technological revolution by improvilg and refining these
existing systems and by discovcdng and dcvcloping new systems
to meet the needs ot our ever-changing socjety.

As ]'ou embark on the study of circuit analysis, you nccd to
gain a feel for where tlris study fits into the hierarchy of topics

that conlprise an introduction to electrical engineering. Hence we
begin by presenting an oveNiew of electrical elElineering, some
ideas about an engineering point of view as jt relates to circuit
analysis. and a revierv of the international system of units.

Wc then describe generally what circuit analysis entails. Next,
we intloduce the concepls olvollage and current.We lbllow these
concepts with discussiol of an ideal basic element and the necd
for a polarity reference system. We conclude the chapter by
describing how current and voltage rclatc to powcr and cncrgy.



1.1 Etectrical Engineering: An Overview
Electrical engineering is the profession concetned with systems that

oroduce. transmit, anal measure electric signals. Elect cal engineeing
;ombines the pbysicist's models of natural phenomena ith the mathe-

matician's tools lor manipulating those models to produce systems that

meet practical needs. Electiical systems pervade our lives;they are found

ir homes, schools, workplaces, and transportation vehicles everywhere
We begin by presenting a few examples from each ofthe five major clas-

sifications of electrical systems:

. commu catlon syslems
' computel systems
t control systems
. power sysEms
. signal-processing systems

Then we describe how electrical engineers anallze and design such systems
Conrmunication systems are electrical systems that generate' trans-

mit. and distribute information. Well-known examples include television

equipment, such as cameras, transmitters, receivers, and VCRS; radio tele-

scopes, used to explore the univeise; satellite systems, which return images

of other planets and our own: radar systems, used to coordinate plane

fl ights; ard telephone systems.
Figure 1.1 depicts the major components of a modern t€lephone sys-

tem. Sta ing at the left of the figure, inside a telephone, a microphone

turns sou d waves into electric signals. These signals are caded to a

s$ritching center where they are combined with the sigmls from tens, hun-

dreds, or thousands of othei telephones. The combined signals leave the

switching center;tleir form depends on the distance they must travel. In

our example, tley are sent througl wires in underground coaxial cables to

a microwave transmission station. Here, the signals are transformed into

microwave frequencies and broadcast from a tansmission antena through

air and space, via a communications satellite, to a rcceiving antenna.The
microwave receiving station translates the microwave signals into a folm

suitable for furtler transmission, perhaps as pulses of light to be sent

through fiber-optic cable. On arival at the second switching center, the

combineal signals are separated, and each is routed to the approprrate

telephone, where an earphone acts as a speaker to convert the leceived

electric signals back hto sound waves. At each stage of the process, elec-

tric ci.cuits operate on tlle signals. Imagine the challenge involved in

designing, building, and operating each circuit in a way that guarantees

that all of the hundreds of thousands of simultaneous calls have high quality

Computer syslems use electric signals to process information mrg-

ing from word processing to mathematical computations. Systems range

in size anal power from pocket calculato$ to personal computers to

supercomputers thal perform such complex tasks as plocessing weather

data and modeling chemical interactions of complex organic molecules.

These systems include networks of microcircuits, or iniegrated circuits-
postage-stampsized assemblies of hundreds, thousands, or millions of

1.1 EtectncatEngin€€nng: An 0verview

tigure 1,1 A Atetephone sYstem.
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figure 1.2 a A tT scan ofan adLrtt head.

electrical components that often operate atspeeds andpowerlevels close
to fundamenlal physical limits, including th.3 speed ol light and the thermo
dynamic laws,

Control systems use electric signals to regulate processes, Examples
include the control of tempemtures, pressures, and flow mtes in an oil
refinery; the fuel-air mixlure in a fuel-injected automobile engine;mecha-
nisms such as the molors,doors, and lights in elevators;and the locks in the
Panama Canal. The autopilot and autolanding systems that help to fly and
land airyIanes aie also familiar control systems

Power syst€ms generate and distribute electric power.Electric power,
which is the foundatior of our technology-based society, usually is gener-
ated in large quartities by nuclear, hydroelectric, and thermal (coal-, oil-,
or gas-fired) generato$. Power is distributed by a grid of conductors that
crissooss tlle country. A major challenge in designing and operating such
a system is to provide sufficient redurdancy and control so that failure of
any piece of equipment does not leave a city, state, or region completely

Signal-processing systens act on electric signals that represent infor-
mation. They translorm the signals and the informarion contained in tlem
into a more suitable form. There are many different ways to process the
signals and their information. For example, image-processing systems
gather massive quantities of data from orbiting weather satellites, reduce
the amount of data to a manageable level, and transform the remaining
data into a video image for the evening news broadcast. A computerized
tomography (CT) scan is another €xample ofan image-processing system.
It takes signals genemted by a special X-ray machine and transforms them
into an image such as the one in Fig. 1.2. Although the original X-ray sig-
nals are of little use to a physician, once they are processed into a recog-
nizable image the information they contain can be used in the diagnosis of
djsease and injury.

Considerable interaction takes place among the engineering disci
plines involved in designhg and operating these five classes ol systems.
Thus conmunications engineers use digital computeis to control the flow
of information, computers contain control systems! arrd control systems
contail computers, Po\ver systems require extensive communications sys
tems to coordinate safely and reliably the operation of components, which
may be spread across a continent. A signal-processing system may involve
a conmunications link, a computer. and a control system.

A good example of the interaction among systems is a commercial
airplane, such as the one showl in Fig. 1.3. A sophisticated communica-
tiom system enables the pilot and the air traffic controller to monitor the
plane's location. permitting the air traffic controller to design a safe flight
path for a of the nearby aircraft and enabling the pilot to keep the plane
on its designated path. On the newest commercial airplanes, an onboard
compuler system is used for managing engine tunctions, implementing the
navigation and flight control systems, and gererating video information
scrcens in the cockpit. A complex control system uses cockpit commands
to adjust the position and speed ofthe airplane,producing the appropriate
signals to the engines and the control surfac€s (such as the wing flaps,
ailerons, and rudder) to ensure the plane rcmains safely airbome and on
the desired flight path.The plane must have its own power system to stay
aloft and to provide and distribute the electric power needed to keep theFigure 1.3 A An ajrplane-
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cabin lights on, make the coffee, and show the movie. Signal-processing
systems reduce the noise in air taffic communications and tlansform
information about the plane's location into the more meaningful form of a
video display in the cockpit. Engineering challenges abound in t}le design
of each of these systems and their integration into a coherent whole. For
example, these systems must operate il widely varying and unpredictable
environmental conditions. Perhaps the most importalt engineering chal-
lenge is to guarantee that sufficient redundanry is incorporated in the
designs to ensure that passenge$ arive safely and on time a! their desired
destinations.

Although electrical engineers may be interested primarily in one
area, they must also be knowledgeable il other areas that interact with
this area of interest. This intemction is part of what makes electrical engi
neering a challenging and exciting profession. The emphasis in engineer
ing is on making thingswork,so an engineel is free to acquire and use any
technique, ftom any field, tlat helps to get t}lejob done

Circuit Theory
In a field as diverse as electrical engineering, you might well ask whether
all of its branches have anything in common. The answer is yes rlectric
circuits. An elect'ric circuit is a mathematical model that approximates
the behavior of an actual electrical system.As such,itprovides an impor-
tant foun{:lation for leaming-in your later courses and as a practicing

engineer-the details of how to design and opefate systems such as tnose

iust described. The models, the mathematical techniques, and the language
of circuit theory will form the intellectual framework for your future engi
neering endeavors.

Note that the term electtic circuit is commonly used to reter to an
actual electrical system as well as to the model that represents it. In this
text. when we talk about an electdc circuit, we always mean a model,
unless otherwise stated.Itis the modeling aspect of circuit theory that has
broad applications across engineering disciplhes.

Circuit theory is a special case of elestromagnetic field theory: the study
of static and moving electdc charges. Altlough generalized Iield theorl
might seem to be an approp ate starting point for investigating electric sig-
nals, its application is not only cumbersome but also requires the use of
advanced mathematics. Consequendy, a course in electromagnetic field
theory is not a prerequisite to urderstanding the material in this book. We
do, ho ever, assume that you have had an introductory physics course ilr
which electdcal and magnetic phenomena were discussed.

Three basic assumptions permit us to use circuit theory, rather than
electromagnetic field theory to study a physical system represented by an
electric circuit. These assumptions are as follows:

7. Electrical effects happen instantaneously throughout a system. We
can make this assumption because we know that electric signals
travel at or near the speed of light. Thus, if the system is physica y

small, elecfic signals move through it so quickly that we can con-
sider them to affect every point in the system simultaneously A sys-
tem that is small enough so that we call make this assumption is
called a lumped-paramet€r system.



2. The net charge on ewty component in the system is always zero.
Thus no component can collect a net excess of charge, although
some components, as you will learn latei, can hold equal but oppo-
site separated charges.

3. Therc is no magnetic co pling betteeen the components in a system.
As we demonstrate later, magnetic coupling can occtrr within a
componenL

Thafs it; there are no other assumptions. Using circuit theory provides
simple solutions (of sufficient accuracy) to problems that would become
hopelessly complicated if we were to use electromagnetic field theory
These belefits are so great that engineeN sometimes specifically design
electical systems to ensure that these assumptioN are met. The impor-
tance of assumptions 2 and 3 becomes apparent after we inlroduce the
basic circrlit elements altd the rules for analyzing interconnected elements.

However, we need to take a closer look at assumption 1. The question
r\  "How smal l  does a pb). ical  syslem hare ro be ro quat i fy as a lumped
parameter system?" We can get a quantitative handle on the question by
noting that electdc signals propagate by wave phenomena. If the wave-
length of the signal is large compared to the physical dimensions of the sys-
tem, we have a lumped-parameter system. The wavelength I is the velocity
divided by the repetition rate, or frequency, of the signal;that is, ,\ = c/f.
The frequency / is measured in hertz (Hz). For example, power systems
in the United States operate at 60 Hz. If we use t]le speed oI light
1r -  3 103 m s) as lhe velocir)  ot  propagat ion. lhe walelenglh is
5 l0 'm. I f  rbe po\rer (ystem ot inrere\r  ic pbysical ly smatter lhan $is
wavelength, we can represent it as a lumped-parameter system and use
circuit theory to analyze its behavior. How do we define marel? A good
N\e 1s the rule of 1/10ri: if rhe dimension oI the system is 1/10th (or
smaller.) of the dimension of the wavelength, you have a lumped-parameler
system.fhus, as long as the physical dimension of the power system is less
than 5 x 10) m,we can treat it as a lump€d-parameter system.

On the other hand, the propagation frequency of mdio signals is or tlle
order of 10v IIz. Thus the wavelength is 0.3 m. Using the rule of 1/10ttr, rtre
relevant dimerNions of a connunication syslem that sends or receives mdio
signals must be less tian 3 cm to qualify as a lumped-parameter system.
menever any of the pertinent physical dimensions of a system urder study
approaches the wavelength of its signals, we must use electromagnetic field
theory to aralyze that system. Thioughout this book we study circuits
de ved ftom lumped-parameter systems.

Problem Sotving
As a practicing engineer, you will not be asked to solve problems that
have already been solved. Wlether you are trying to improve the per-
fomance of an existing system or qeating a rew system, you will be work-
ing on unsolved problems. As a student, however, you witl devote much ol
your attention to the discussion of problems already solved. By reading
about and discussing how these problems were solved in the past, and by
solving related homework and eram problems on your own, you w.ill
begin to develop the skills to successfully attack the unsolved problems
you'll face as a practicing engineei.



1.1 Etectrical Engineering: An oveMew

Some general problem-solving prccedures are presented here Many

ol rhem perlain lo lhinking about and organLing )our solul ion slr0legy

6elor€ proceedingwith calculations.

1.. Identify what's Siven and what's to be found h problem solving, you

need to know your destilation before you can select a route tbr get-

ting tlere. What is the problem asking you 10 solve or find?
Sometimes the goal of tle prcblem is obvious; other times you may
need to paraphrase or make lists or tables of known and unknowr
inJormation to see your objective.

The problem statement may contain extraneous information
tlat you need to weed out betore proceeding. On the other hand' it

may offer incomplete information or more complexities thar can be
handled given the solution methods at your disposal. In that case,
you'll need to make assumptions to fill in the missing information or
simpliJy the problem context. Be prepared to circle back and recon-
sider supposedly extraneous informatior and/or your assumptions if
youl calculations get bogged down or produce an answer that doesn't
seem to make sense.

2. Sketch a cicuil diagram or other risual model. Translathg a verbal
problem description into a visual model is often a useful step in the

solution process. If a circuit diagam is aheady provided' you may
need to add inlormation to it, such as labels, values' or leference
directions. You may also want to redraw the circuit in a simpler, but
equivalent, form. Later il this text you vrill Ieam the methods for

developing such simplified equivalent clrcuits

3. Think of several solution methoh and decide on a w6Jr of choosing
among theru'f\is colnse will help you build a collection of analyti-
cal tool$ several of which may work on a given pioblem. But one
method may pioduce fewer equations to be solved than another, or
it may require only algebra bstead of calculus to reach a solulion.
Such efficiencies, if you can anticipate them, can sfeamline your cal_
culations consideiably. Having an alternative method in mind also
gives you a path to pursue iJ your first solution attempt bogs down

4. Calculate a solution. Your planning up to tltis point should have

helped you identify a good analytical method and the correct equa-
t ions tor lhe probtem. Not\  comes rhe \olul ion of lhose equal ions.
Paper-and-pencil, calculator, and computer metlods are all avail-
able for performing t]le actual calculations of circuit analysis
Efficiency and your insxuctor's prefeiences will dictate which tools
you should use.

5. Use Ww creatirit!.ltyou suspect that yolu answer is off base or if the
calculations seem to go on and on without moving you toward a solu_
tion, you shotlld pause and consider altematives. You may need to
revisit your assmlptions or select a diffeient solution method. Or, you

may need to take a less-conventional problem_solving approach' such
as working backwad from a solution. This text provides answen to all

of the Assessment Prcblems and many of the Chapter Problems so

that you may wo* backward when you get stuck. ln the real world,
you wonl be given answers in advance, but you may have a desired
prcblem outcome in mind from which you can work backward. Other
seative approaches include allowing yourself to see parallels witl
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other t!?es of probleris you've successfully solved, following your
intuition or hunches about how to proceed, and simply setting the
prcblem aside temporadly and coming back to it later.

6. Test your sol tion. Ask yourself whether the solution you've
obtained makes serlse. Does the magnitlde of the answer seem iea
sonable? Is the solution physically realizable? You may want to go
furtler and rework tle problem via an alternative method. Doing
so will not only test the validity of your odghal answer, but will also
help you develop your intuition about the most efficient solution
methods for various kinds of problems. In the real \qorld, safety-
cdtical designs are always checked by several iDdependent means.
Getting into the habit ol checking your answeis will benefit you as
a student and as a practicing engheer.

These problem-solving steps cannot be used as a recipe to solve every prob
lem in this or any other cource. You may need to skip, change the order of,
oI elaborate on certail steps to solve a particular problem, Use these sleps
as a guideline to develop a problem-solving style that works for you.

1.2 The International System of Units
Engineen comparc theoretical results to experimental results and com-
pare competing engine€rhg designs using quantitative measures. Modern
engineering is a multidisciplinary profession in which teams of engineers
work together on projects, and they can connnunicate their results in a
meaningful way only if they all use the same units of measure. The
Intemational System of Units (abbieviated SI) is used by aI the major
engheering societies and most engifleers throughout the world;hence we
use it in this book.

Th€ SI units are based on seven d€lired quantities:

. length

' fime
. elect c current
. thermod]'namic tempemture
. amount of substance
. luminous intensity

:rI4*l:lrlillrri
Qumtily Basic Unit

Length

Mass

Tine

Thermodynamic temperature

AmouDt of substane

kg

K



1.2 The Intenationat System ofUnits

These quantities, along rvith the basic unit and s]'mbo1 for each, are
lisled in Tablc 1.1. Although not sldclly SI units, the familiar time unils of
minute (60 s), hour (3600 s), and so on arc often used in engineering cal
culalions. In addirion. defined quanlities arc combined to form deriv€d
units. Some, such as force, energl', power, and elcctric charge. you already
krow through previous physics cou$es. Table 1.2lists the derived units
used in this book.

Ir many cases, the SI unit is either ioo small or too large to use conve-
niently. Standard prefixcs corresponding to polve$ of 10, as ljsted in
Table 1.3, are then applied to the basic unit. All o{ lhesc prefixes are cor-
rect. but engineen oftcn use only the ones for powers divisible b]' 3;thus
centi, deci, deka, and hecto are used rare\,. Also, engineers oflen select the
prefix lhat places the base number in the range between I and 1000.
Suppose that a time calculation yields a result of 10 ' s, that js,0.00001 s.
Most engineers would dcscribe this quantity as 10 /is. that is.
10 j = 10 x 10j s, mlher than as 0.01 ms or 10,000,000 ps.

objective 1-lJnderstand and be abte to use SI units and the

1.1 How many dollars per millisecond would the
federal govemment have to collect to retire a
delicit of$100 billion in one year?

Answ€r: $3.17/ms.

NOTE: Abo try Chaptet Prcblems 1.1,1.3, and L6.

standard prefires for powers of 10

1.2 If a signal can tmvel in a cable at 80% of the
speed of light, what length of cable, ir inches,
rcpreserts 1 ns?

Answer: 9.45'.

TABLE 1.3 Standardized Pr€fixes to signify

Prefu Symbol Pol€r

TABLE 1.2 Derived Units in SI

Qufllity UnitNrne (Slnbol)

t 0  r 3

10 r'�

1 0 v

1 0 6

1 0 3

t0  l

l 0 '

l|)

1o'�
t0 l

106

10e

l0''�

pico p

Electric potential

Electric conduclance

Magnetic llux

hetv (Hz)

newtoD (N)

joulc (J)

coulonb (c)

vo1l (V)

ohm (o)

sienens (s)

lrenry (H)

N m

J

I/C

C/V

kilo

nilli

d

h

M

G

T
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tigure t.4 A A conceptuaL modet for elechcat enqi-
needng design.

1.3 Circuit Analysis: An 0verview
Before becoming involved in the details of circuit analysis, we need to
take a broad look at engineeing design, specilically the design of electric
circuits. The purpose of this oveNiew is to prcvide you with a perspective
on where circuit analysis fits within the whole of circuit design. Even
though this book focuses on circuil analysis, w€ try to provide opportud-
ties for circuit design where appropriate.

A11 engineering designs begin with a need, as shown in Fig. 1.4. This
need may come from the desire to improve on an existing desig , or it may
be something brand-new A careful assessment of the need results in
design specifications, which are measumble characteristics of a proposed
desigl. Once a design is proposed, the design sp€cifications allow us to
assess whether or not the design actually meets the need.

A concept for the design comes next. fhe concept derives ftom a com-
plete understanding of the design speciJications coupled with ar insight into
t]!e need, which comes from education and experience. The concept may be
realized as a sketch, as a written description, or ir some other fom. Often
t]le next step is to translate tle concept into a mathematical model. A com-
moily used mathematical model for electrical systems is a circuit model.

lhe elements fhat comprise the circuit model are called ideal circuit
components. An ideal circuit component is a mathematical model of an
actual elecldcal component, like a battery or a light bulb. It is important
for the ideal circuit component used in a circuit model to iepresent the
behavior of the actual electrical component to an acceptable degree of
accuracy. The tools of circuit snalysis, the focus of tlis book, are then
applied to ttre circuit. Circuit analysis is based on mathematical techniques
and is used to predict the behavior of the circuit model and its ideal circuit
components.A comparison between the desired behavior, from t}le design
specifications, and the predicted behavior, from circuit analysis, may lead
to rcfinements ir the c cuit model and its ideal circuit elemerts. Once the
desired andpredicted behavior aie in agreement, a physical prototype can
be constructed.

The physical proroqpe is an actual electrical system, constnrcted ftom
actual electrical components Measuiement techniques are used to deter-
mine the actual, quantitative behavior of the physjcal system. This actual
behavior is compared vrith the desired behavior from the design specifica-
tions and the predicted behavior from circuit analysis. The comparisons
may result ir rcfhements to the physical prototype, the circuit model, or
botb Eventually, this iterative process, ir which models, components, and
systems are coflthually rcfined, may produce a design that accurately
matches the design specifications and ttrus meets the need.

From this desciption, it is clear that circuit analysis plays a very
important role in the design process. Because ciicuit analysis is applied to
circuit models, practicing engineers try to use mature circuit models so
that the resulting designs will meet the design specifications in the filst
iteration. In this book. we use models that have been lested for between
20 and 100 years; you can assume that they are matuie. The ability to
model actual electrical systems vrith ideal circuit elements makes circuit
theory extremely useful to engineers.

Saying that the interconnection of ideal circuit elements can be used
to quantitativety predict th€ behavior of a system implies that we can
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describe the interconnection with mathematical equation$ For the mathe-
matical equations to be useful,we must write them in terms of measurable
quantities.In the case of circuits. these quantities are voltage and current,
whjch we discuss in Section 1.4. The study of circuit analysis involves
understanding the behavior of each ideal circuit element in terms of its
voltage and current and understanding the constraints imposed on the
voltage and current as a result of interconnccting the ideal elcmcnts-

1.4 Vottage and Current
The concept of electric charge is the basis for describing all electrical phe-
nomena. Let's review some important characteristics of electric charge.

. The charge is bipolar, meaDing that electrical effects are described in
terms of positive and negative charges.

. The electric charge exists in discrete quanrities, which are integral
multiples of the electronic charge,1.6022 x 10-1e C.

. Electical effects are attributcd to both the sepafation of charge and
charges in motion.

ln circuit theory, the separation of charge creates an electric force (vol!
age),and the motion of charge creates an electric fluid (cunenr).

The concepts of voltage and cu ent are usetul from an enginee.ing
point ol view because they can be expressed quantitatively. Whenever
positive and negative charges are separated, energy is expended. Voltage
is the energy per unit charge created by the separation. We express this
ratio in differential form as

0 = the voltage in volts,

1, = the energy injoules,

4 = the charge ir coulombs.

The elect cal effects caused by charges in motion depend on the rate
of charge flow The rate of charge flow is klown as the electric currcnl,
which is expressed as

,=#,
j : the current in amperes,
q = the charge in coulombs,

I : the time in seconds.

Equations 1.1and 1.2 are definitions for the magnitude ofvoltage and
cu ent,rcspectively.The bipolar nature of electdc charge requircs that we
assign polarity references to these variables. we will do so in Section 1.5.

(r.1) 4 Definition of voltage

(1.2) < Definition of current
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Figure 1.5 A An id€albask circuit ehment.

Although current is made up of discrete, moving elechons, w€ do not
need to consider them hdividualy because of the enormous number of
them. Rather, we can think of electrons and thei corresponding charge as
one smoothly flowing entity. Thus, i is heated as a continuous variable.

One advantage of using circuit models is that we can model a compo,
rent stricUy in terms of tie voltage and current at its terminals. Thus two
physically different components could have the same relationship
between the teminal voltage and terminal current. lf they do, for pur-
poses of circuit analysis, they are identical. Once we know how a compo-
nent behaves at its terminals, we can anal'ze its behavior in a circuit.
However, when developing circuit models, we are interested in a compo-
nent's intemal behavior. We might want to know, for example, whether
charge conduction is taking place because of free electrons moving
through the dystal lattice structure of a metal or whether it is because of
electrons moving within the covalent bonds of a semiconductor material.
However, these concerns are beyond the rcalm of circuit theory In this
book we use c cuit models that have alreadv been develoDed: we do not
di .cu\\  ho$ compoDent models are de\eloped.

1.5 The Ideal Basic Circuit Element
An ideal basic circuit el€ment has three attributes: (1) it has only two ter-
minals, which are points of connection to other circuit components; (2) it is
described mathematically in terms of current and/or voltage; and (3) it
cannot be subdivided into other elements. We use the word deal to imply
that a basic circuit element does not exist as a realizable physical compo-
nent. However, as we discussed in Seclion 1.3. ideal elements can be con-
nected in order to model actual devices and systems We use the word
Dartc to imply that the circuit element cannot be further reduced or sub-
divided into other elements. Thus the basic circuit elemelts form the bui]d-
ing blocks for constructing circuit models, but they themselves cannot be
modeled with any other type of element.

Figur€ 1.5 is a rcpresentation of an ideal basic circuit element. The box
is blank because we are making IIo commitment at this time as to the type of
circuit element it is.In Fig. 1.5, the voltage across the teminals of the box is
denoted by o, and t}le cunent in tlle circuit element is denoted by i. The
polaiity reference for the voltage is indicated by the plus and minus signs,
and the reference direction for the curent is shown by the arrow placed
alongside the current. The interprctation of these rcIercnces given positive
or negative numerical values of o and i is sunmarized in Table 1.4. Note that

.u voltage drop from terminal 1 to terminal 2

vollage ise ftomterminal2to terminal l

i positive charge flowing from terminal 1 ro terminal2

negative charge ilowing ftom terminal2 io tenninal 1

voltage rise from terminal 1 ro terminal 2

voltage drop from terminal2 to terminal 1

positive charge tlowing from terminal 2 to terminal I

negative charge flowi.g fiom terminal 1 to termilal2
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algebraically the notion ofpositive charge flowing in one direction is equiv

aleni lo the notion ofnegative charge flowing in the opposite dircction
Thc assignmcnts of the rcference polarily for voliage and the reftr

ence dircction for curreni irc entirely arbitrary. Howevel. olrcc you have

assigned the Iefercnces, you must wrilc all subsequent equations to

agr;e \vith the choscn references The most widely Lrscd sign convention
applied lo these retcrences is called the passive sign conv€niion, which

we use throughoul thjs book The passive sign convention can bc staled

Whcnever the reference direction Ior the current in an element is in

the direction of the re{ercnce voltagc drop across the elemcnt (as in

Fig.1.5). use a positive sign jn any exprcssion that relates lhc voltage
ro Lhc cuff<nt.  O,hef$ i r i .  u.e a n(galr \  e \ igrr '

We apply this sign convertion in all the analyses that follo$r Ourpur-
pose for inlroducirg it even before we havc introduccd the dilTereni

lypcs ofbasic circuit elenents is !o impress on )rou the Iact that the selec-

tion of polaity referenccs along with the adoption ot the passivc sign

conventior is rol a function of the basic elements nor thc type oI inter-

conncctions nadc with thc basic elements. We present thc applicatlon

ard interpretalion of the passive sign convention in power calculations in

Seclion 1.6.

-l Passive sign convention

Objective 2-Know and be abte to use the definitionsot voltage and cu ent

1.3 The current at the terminals of thc clement
Fig.1.5 is

The expression for the charge eDtedng the
upper t€rminal ofFjg.1.5 is

, le'" c.1 - ( . r .
i :20e 5ooo'A, r  > 0.

Calculate the total charge (in microcoulombs)
entering the element at its upper terninal-

Answer: 4000 /..C.

NOTE: Also try Chapter Ptoblem 1.9

Find lhe maximum value ofthe curlenl enter-
ing the terminal i fa = 0.03679 sr.

Answer: l0 A.
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1.6 Power and Energy
Power and energy calculations also are important in circuit analysis. One
reason is that although voltage and current are useful variables in the
analysis and design of electrically based systems, the useful output of the
system often is nonelectrical, and this output is conveniently expressed in
terms of power or energy. Another reason is that all practical devices have
Iimitations on the amount of power that they can handle. In the design
process, therefore, voltage and current calculations by tlemselves are not
sufficient.

We now relate power and ene.gy to voltage and curent and at the
same time use the power calculation to illustrate ttre passive sEn conven-
tion. Recall from basic physics that power is the time rate of expending or
absorbing energy. (A water pump rated 75 kW can deliver more lite$ per
secord than ore rated 7.5 kW.) Mathematically, energy per unit time is
er-Dressed in the form of a derivative. or

(1.3),:'H,.,Definition of power >

Power equation >

the power rn watts,

the energy in joules,

the time in s€conds.

Thus 1W is equivalent to 1 J/s.
The powei associated with the flow of charge follows directly from

the definition of voltage and current in Eqs.1.1and 1.2,or

(1.4)

aw / aw\( aq\
d t  \  d q  l \ d t  J '

p : t}le power in watts,

1) = the voltage in volts,

i : the curent in amperes,



Equation 1.4 shows that the pow€r associated with a basic ckcuit element
is simply the pmduct of the current in the element and the voltage adoss
the element. Therefore, power is a quaDtity associated with a pair of tei_
minals, and we have to be able to tell from our calculation whether power
is being delivered to the pair of teminals or extracted from it. This infor-
mation comes ftom the corect application and interpretation of tle pas-

sive sign convention.
If we use the passive sign convention, Eq. 1.4 is correct if the rcference

alirection for the current is in the direction of the rcference voltage drop
across the terminals. Otherwise, Eq. 1.4 must be written with a minus sign.
In other words, if the current reference is il the direction of a refererce
voltage rise across the teminals, the expression for the power is

(1.5)

1.6 Power and Eneqy

'- 
I;:] 41.-_s�tl}�-l

,  l - - : l  .  L - - -  I*-113 1 *----f:--]
( c ) p = - d (d)p = , i

+

The algebraic sign of power is based on charge movement tbiough
voltage drcps and rises. As positive charges move ttrrough a drop in volt-
age, they lose energy, and as they move through a rise in voltage, they gain
energy. Figure 1.6 summarizes the relationship between the polarity rcfer-
ences for voltage and current and the expressiol for power-

We can now state the rule for interprcting the algebraic sign of power:

If the power is positive (that is, if p > 0), power is being deiivered to
the circuit iNide the box. If the power is negative (that is, iJ p < 0),
power is being extracted from the circuit inside the box.

For example, suppose that we have selected the polarity refeiences
shown h Fig. 1.6(b). Assume further that our calculations for the curent
and voltage yield ttre following numeical results:

j = 4 A  a n d  D :  1 0  V .

Then the power associated with the terminal pair 1,2 is

? = _(_10x4) : 40 w.

Thus t}Ie circuit inside the box is absoibing 40 W.
To take this analysis one step furthel, assume that a colleague is solv_

ing the same problem but has chosen the reference polarities shown in
Fig. l .6tcl .The resuldng numerical  \alues dre

i : - 4 A ,  0 : 1 0 V ,  a n d  p : 4 0 w .

Note that interprcting these results in terms of this reference system gives

the same conclusions that we proviously obtained-namely, that the cir-
cuit inside the box is absorbing 40 W In fact, any of the reference systems
il Fig. 1.6 yields tlis same result.

figure 1.6 a Potadty rcferences and th€ expr€sion

{ Interpreting atgebraic sign of power

(b)p = -?)i
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objective 3-Know and use the definitions ofpower and energyt Objective 4-Be abte to use the passive sign

1.5 Assume that a 20 V voltage drop occurs across
an clcmcnt from tcrminal2 to lcrninal l and
that a curcnt of4 A entcrs tcminal2

a) SpeciJy the values of d and t for the polarity
ret<fence. shoqn in r ig.  1.6(r)  (J .

b) State whether the circuit inside the box is
absorbhg or delivering po$'er.

c) How much power is the circuit absorbing'?

Answen (a) Circui t  1.6(a):r ,  = 20V,t :  4A;
circui i  1.6(b):  1]  :  20V,i  = 4A;
c i r c u j t  1 . 6 ( c ) : c  =  2 0 V , t  =  4 A :
circui t  1.6(d):0 :  20 V. t  :  4 A;

(b) absorbing;
(c) 80 w:

1,6 Assume that the voltage at the terminals ofthe
element in Fig. 1.5 corresponding to the currcnt
in Assessnent Problem 1.3 is

Calculatc thc total cncrgy (injoulet dclivered
lo the circuit clement.

Answer: 20 J.

Answ€r: 1,140 MW Celilo to Sylmar.

1.7 A higi-voltage direcl curenl (dc) lransmissioll
line between Celilo, Oregon and Sylmar,
C , l i tufDi I  i .  opcrrt i rg Jt  800 kV and car r \  i19
1800A, as showr. Calculale lhe power (in
megawalts) at the Oregon end ofthe line and
state the direction ofpower flow

1]:  10e-s00e kv, I  > 0

NOTE: Also try Chapter Problems 1.12,1.17,1.24, and 1.26.

Srimnrary
'lhe International S]'stem of tjnits (SI) enables engjneers
to communicatc in a mcaningful way about quanlilalive
rcsults. Tablc 1.1 summarizcs thc basc Sl unils;Table 1.2
prcsents somc uscill dcrivcd SI units, (See pages 8 and 9.)

Circuit analysis is based on the variables ofvoltage and
current. (See pase r1.)

Vollage is the erergy per unit charge created bt' charge
sepantion and has the SI unit of \olt Q) = dlNldll).
(See page 11.)

Cunenl is the rate ofcharge tlow and has thc SI unit of
ampere (, : d4ldr). (Scc pagc I l.)

The id€albasic circrit elemenl is a two-terminal compo-
Dert that cannot be subdivided; ii car be described
malheDralically iD tenns ofits terminal voltage ard cur-
renl. (See page 12.)

The passive sign convention uses a positive sign in the
expression thal relales lhe voltagc and cu cnt at thc
le niials oI an elemenl when thc relcrcncc dircction
Ior the cu enl lhrough the elemenl isin thc dircclion of
the relerence vollage drop across the element. (Scc
page 13.)

Pofler is energy per unit of iime and is equal to the
product ofthe terminal voltage and curren! it has the SI
unit of$'att (t : dflrlll = ot). (See page 1a-)

The algebraic sign of power is interpreted as follows:
. If p > 0, power is being delivered to the circuit or

cfcurt component,
. If r, < 0, power is being extracled tuom the circuil or

circuii component. (See page 15.)
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Problems

Seclion 12

L1 There are apprcximately 250 million passenger
vehicles rcgistered ir the United States. Assume
that the batteiy in the average vehicle stores
440 watt-hours (Wh) of energy. Estimate (in
gigawatt-houis) tlle total energy stored in U.S. pas-
sengei vehicles,

1.2 The line desuibed in Assessment Problem 1.7 is
845 mi in lengtl. The line contains lour conductors,
each weighing 2526 lb per 1000 ft. How many kilo
$ams of conductor are in the line?

L3 The 4 giga-blte (GB : 10e bytes) flash memory chip
for an MP3 player is 32 rnm by 24 rnn by 2.1 mm. This
memory chip holds 1000 thee-minute songs

a) How many seconds oI music fit into a cube
whose sides arc 1 mm?

b) How many bytes of memory are stored in a cube
whose sides aie 100 pm?

1,4 A hand-held video player displays 320 x 240 picture
elements (pixels) in each frame of the video. Each
pixel requires 2 bytes of memory. Videos are dis'
played at a mte of 30 frames per second. How many
minutes of video will fit in a 30 gigabyte memory?

1,5 Some species of bamboo can grow 250 nn/day.
Assume individual cells in the plant are 10 pm long.

a) How long, on average, does it take a bamboo
stalk to $ow 1 cell length?

b) How many cells are added in one week, on
average?

1.6 One liter (L) oI paint covers approximately 10 m2
of wall. How thick is the layer before it dries? (/{tnr:
1 L = 1 x 1 0 6 m m 3 . )

Section 1.4

A curent of 1200 A exists in a copper wfue, wrth a
circular cioss-section (iadius = 1.5 nrm). The cur-
rent is due to free electrons moving through the
wfue at aIt average velocity of o meten/second If
the concentntion of free electrons is 1de elecrrons
per cubic meter and iJ they are uniformly dispersed
tbroughout the wire, then what is the average veloc-
ity of an electon?

In electronic circuits it is not unusual to encounter
currents in the micioampere iange. Assume a

35 /rA curent, due to the flow of electrons. What is
the average number of elechons per second that
flow past a fixed reference qoss section that is per-
pendicular to the direction of flow?

1,9 The current enteriry tlle upper terminal of Fig. 1.5 is

i : 24 cos 4000t A.

Assume t}le charge at t}le upper terminal is zerc at
the instant the current is passing through its maxi-
mum value. Find the expression for q(t).

L10 How much eneryy is extracted ftom an electron as
it flows through a 6 V battery from tlle positive to
tbe negarive rerminal:  F\pfess )ouf answef iD
attojoules.

Sections 1.F1.6

1,11 Ore 9 V battery supplies 100 rA to a camping
flashlight. How much energy does the battery sup-
ply in 5 h?

1,12 Two electiic circuits, repiesented by boxes A and
B, are connected as shown in Fig. P1.12.The refer
ence dhection foi ttre current i h the inteiconnec-
tion and the reference poladty for the voltage ?.r
across the inter connectiotr are as shown in the fig-
ure. For each of the following sets of nume cal val-
ues, calculate the power in ttre interconnection and
state whether the power is flowing ftom A to B or

a )  i : 5 A ,  u :  l 2 0 Y

b )  i :  8 A ,  r : 2 5 O Y

c )  i : 1 6 A ,  t , :  - 1 s 0 v

d )  t :  1 0 A ,  0 :  4 8 0 V

The references for the voltage and cu ent at the
terminal oI a circuit element are as shown in
Fig.1.6(d).The numedcal values Ior o and t are 40V
and 10A

a) Calculate the power at the teminals and state
whether the power is being absorbed or deliv-
ered by the element in rhe box.

figuru P1.12

1.8

1.13



18 Circuit va'iabtes

b) Given that the current is due to electron flow,
state whether the electrons are entering or leav-
ing terminal2.

c) Do the electrons gain or lose energy as they pass
thmugh the element in the box?

1.14 Repeat Problem 1.13 with a voltage of 60V.

1.15 Wlen a car has a dead battery it can often be started
by connecting the battery from another car across its
terminals. The posilive terminals are connected
together as are the negative terminals. The connec-
tion is illustrated in Fig. P1.l5. Assume the crment i
in Fig. P1.15 is measued and found to be 30 A.

a) Which car has the dead battery?

b) If this connection is maintained for 1 min, how
much energy is transferred to the deadbattery'?

Figure P1.15

1,17 The voltage and current at th€ t€rminals of the cir
cuit element in Fig. 1.5 are zero lor , < 0. For , > 0
they are

?) = e s00, ?-1500! v,

i : 30 40e 56'+ 10e-1s00i mA

a) Find the power at r - 1 ms.

b) How much energy is delivered to the circuit ele-
ment between 0 and 1 ms?

c) Find the total energy delivered to the element

1.18 The voltage and curent at the terminals of fte cir
6trG cuit element in Fig. 1.5 aie zero for I < 0.Fort > 0

they are

a) Find tlre power absorbed by the element at
1 = 1 0 m s .

b) Find the total energy absorbed by the element.

1,19 The voltage and current at the terminals of the cir-
cuit element in Fig.1.5 are shown in Fig. Pl.19.

a) Sketch the power versus lplot for 0 < t < 50 s.

b) Calculale the energy delivered to the circuit ele
ment at t : 4, 12, 36, ard 50 s"

fiqure P1.19

1] (v)

t0

2
0
2

8
10

The manufacturer of a 9V diy-cell flashlight battery
says tlat the battery will deliver 20 mA for 8u con-
r inuous hours. During thal  t ime lhe vol lage qi l l

drop trom q v lo o V Assume the drop in !ol lage is
linear witl time. How much energy does the battery ]�0
deliver in tlis 80 h interval?

Il.4
0

-1.0

t' = 400e roo' sin 200t V,
j = 5e-1m'sin 200t A.

8 1

1,16

1.20 lhe voltage and cu ent at the terminals of t}le cir
6pre cuit element in Fig- 1.5 are zero for 1 < 0. For I > 0

r):75 -  75a 1oauv,

j  = 50e rm/mA.

a) Find the maximum value ofthe power delivered
to the circuit.

b) Find the total energy delivered to the element.

2 0 2 4 ' 2 8 3 2 3 6 4 0 4 4 s2 s6 r(s)
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1:1 The voltage and current at the teminals of the ele-
P*r€ ment inFig.1.5 are

r': 36 sin 200rt V, i = 25 cos 2007t A.

a) Find the maximum value of the power being
delivered to the element.

b) Find t]le maximum value of the power beirg
erlracted frcm the element.

c) Find the aveiage value of p iJl the interval
0 < t < 5 m s ,

d) Ftnd the average value oI p in tlle htelval
0 < l < 6 . 2 5 m s .

L22 The voltage and cu:rent at the teminals of an auto-
6PIcr mobile battery du ng a charge cycle are shown in

fi$.P1.22.

a) Calculate
battery

b) Calculate
battery.

Figure P1.22

t,(v)

1,23 The voltage and currcnt at t}Ie teminals of the cii-
tsi'c crit element in Fig. 1.5 are zero for t < 0. For t > 0

they are

1) - (16,000r + 20)e-eo' V,

t = (128r + 0.16)?{0' A.

a) At what instant of time is ma-\imum powel
delivered to the element?

b) Find the maximum power in watts.

c) Flnd the total energy delivered to tlle element in
millijoules.

1.24 The voltage and clment at the terminals of tlte cir-
6flc cuit element in Fig.1.5 are zero for t < 0andt > 3s

In rhe jnierval belween 0 and 3 s lbe er?ressjons are

b : t ( 3  t ) V ,  0 < t < 3 s ;

i = 6 - 4 t r , 4 . , 0 < t < 3 s .

a) At what instant of time is the power being deliv-
ered to the c cuit element maximum?

b) What is the power at the time found in pa (a)?

c) At what bstant of time is the power behg
extracled frcm tle c cuit element maximum?

d) Wlat is the power at the time found in part (c)?

e) Calculate the net energy delivered to the circuit
at  0,1,2 and 3 s.

1.25 The voltage and curent at the terminals of the cir-
E Ic cuit element ir Fig. 1.5 are zero for t < 0. For t > 0

mey are

?) = (10,000r + s)eroo'V, 1> 0;

t = (40r + 0.05)e4orA, r > 0.

a) Fird the time (in milliseconds) when the power
del i \ered lo lhe ciJcuit  elemeDl is maximum.

b) Find the maximum value olp in milliwatts.

c) Find the total energy delivered to the circuit ele-
ment in millijoules.

total charge tmnsfered to the

total energy transferred to the

12 lo 20 l (ks)

tne

the

(A)

12
10

6
4
z

16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2

1,2 t6 20 r(kt
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The numerical values for the currents and voltages
in the circuit in Fig. P1.26 are given in Table P1.26.
Find the total power developed in the circuit

Figure P1.26

'.26

I

g

5.0

2.0

3.0
-5.0

1.0

-2.0

6-0

150

250

200

400

50

350

400

350

TABI.E P1.26

Etemenl Yoltage (n\7) Currenr (A)

1.28 The numerical values of the voltages and currents
in the interconn€ction seen in Fig. P1 28 are grven in
Table P1.28. Does tlle interconnection satisfy t]le

Power check?

rigure P1,28

Elem€nt Volt.ge (\,)

f

150

150

100

250

300

300

0.6

-0_8

-0.8

2.0

7.2

r27 Assume you are an engineer in charge of a project
and one of your subordinate engineen reports that
the interconnection in Fig. P1.27 does noi pass the
power check. The data for the interconnection are
given in Table P1.27.

a) Is the subordinate corect? Explain your answer'

b) If the subordinate is corect, can you find the
error in the data?

Figure P1.27

f

36

2a

108

32

48

80

80

250
-250

100

150

350

200
- 150
-300

g

h

j

4  f l 3
, . L l

+ +

+

t



129 One method of checkirg calculations involving
interconnected circuit elements is to see that the
total power deiivered equals the total power
absorbed (conservation-of-energy principle). Witl
this thought in mind, check the interconnection in
Fig. P1.29 and state whether it satisfies this power
check. The current and voltage values for each ele-
ment arc given in Table P1 .29.

Figure P1.29

1.30 a) In the circuit shown in Fig. P1.30, identity
which elemenls are'absoibing power and which
are det i lef iDg power. usi0g the pa$ive sign
conventron.

b) The numerical values of tle currents ard volt-
ages for each element are given in Table P1.30.
How much total power is absorbed and how
much is delivered in this circuit?

figure P1.30

Elemenl volraee (mv) Curenl (irA)

b

I

g

h

80

60

50

2t)

30

40

30
-20

30

f

g

j

1.6

2.6

1,.2

1.8

1.8

3-6

3.2

2.4

300
-100

200

2M

350

200

250

50

25

10

1 5

35

25

10

35

10

,t" "l ! L + ! c +



Circu'it Elements
There are five ideal basic circuit elements: voltasc sourccs.

2.1 VoLtage and Cunent Sources p. 24

2.2 ELectric;L Resistance (Ohmt Law) p. 28

2.3 Con5trudion of a Circuit l4odet p. 32

2.4 Kir€hhoff's laws p. .t6

2.5 Anatysis of a Circuit Containing Dependent

Undertand th€ symbots for afd the behavior of
the fottowifg ideatbasic circujt el€ments;
jndependent voltag€ and cuir€nt sources,
d€pefdert votiage aid cuiient sourc€s, and

Be abte to stat€ 0hmt taw, Kirchhoffs current
ta& and (irchhoffs vottage taw and be abte to
use these laws to anatyze simpt€ cjrcujtr.

Know how to caLculate th€ power for €ach
element jf a simpl€ circujt and be abte to
detefmjie whether or not the power batarces

cunent sources, r'esistors, inductols. and capacito$. In this chap-
tcr wc discuss thc chaaactcristics of voltage sources, current

sources, and r-esistors. Altlrough this ma,y seem like a small num

ber of elements with which to begin analyzing circuits,mal1y prac-

tical systems can be modclcd with iust sources and resistors.They

are also a LlseftLl starting point because o[ their relative simplicity;
thc mathcmatical rclationships bctwcen voltage and current ill
sources and resistors are algebraic.Thus you will bc ablc to bcE:in

leaning the basic techniques oI cjrcuit analysis with only alge-
braic manipulations.

We will postpone introducing inductols and capacitors until

Chapter 6, because their use requires thal you solve integral and

differential ecluations. However. the basic analytical techniqucs

for solving circuits with induclols and capacitors are the same as
those introduced in this chapter. So, by the time you need tcr

begirl manipulating more difficult equations, you should be vcry

familiar with the methods of writirg them.

22



PracticaI Perspective
Etectrical. Safety
"Danger-High VoLtage." This commonty seen warning is mis-
teading. Att forms of energy, including etectricaL energy, can
be hazardous. gut ifs not onty the vottage that harms. The
static etectriciry shock you receive when you watk across a
carp€t and touch a doorknob is annoying but does not injure.
Yet that spark is caused by a vottage hundr€ds or thousands
oftimes larger than the voltages that can cause harm.

The etectricat energy that can actuatty cause injury is due
to etectricai current and how it ftows through the body. Why,
then, does the sign warn of high vottage? Eecause ofthe way
eLectrical power is produced and djstributed, it is easier to
determjre voLtages than cuffents. Atso, most etectdcaL
sources produce constant, specified voltages. So the signs
warn about what is easy to measure. Determining whether
and under what condjtjons a source can suppty potentiaLty
dangerous currents is more difficutt, as this requjres an under-
standing of etectrical engineering.

Before we can examine this aspect of eLectricaL safety, we
have to learn how voltages and currents are produced and the
reLationship between them. The etectrical behavior of objects,

such as the human body, is quite comptex and often beyond
comptete comprehension. To atLow us to predjct and controt
eLectfical phenomena, we use simpLiryjng models jn whjch sim-
ple mathematjcaL retationships between vottage and current
approximate the actuaL retationships jn reaL objects. Such mod-
els and analyticaL methods form the core ofthe electrjcaL engi-
neering technjques that wjLlattow us to understand att etectrjcaL
oheromena. incldding ose retdLi rg to electdcaI safety.

At the end of this chapter, we witt use a sjmpte etectric
circuit model to describe how and why people are injured by
etectric currents, Even though we rnay never deveLop a com-
ptete and accurate exptanation of the etectricaL behavior of
the human body, we can obtain a ctose approximation usjng
simpte cjrcuit modeLs to assess and improve the safety of
etectrjcal systems and devices. DeveLoping modets that pro,
vide an understanding that h jmperfect but adequate for solv-
inq practical probtems lies at the heart of engineering. I4uch
of the at of etectricat engineering, which you wil[ Learn with
experience, js in knowing when and how to sotve difficutt
probtems by using simptirying modets.

23
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Figure 2.1^ Ihe circuii symbob for G)an ideatinde-
pendent vothge source and (b)an jdeat independent

2.1 Voltage and Current Sources
Befoie aliscussing ideal voltage and curent sources, we need to consider
the general nature of electncal sources. An elechical sourc€ is a devjce
that is capable oI converting nonelectric en€rgy to electric energy ard vice
versa. A discharging battery converts chemical energy to electric energy,
whereas a battery being charged converts electric energy to chemical
energy. A dynamo is a machhe that conveits mechanical energy to electdc
energy and vice versa.If operaling in the mechanical-to-electic mode, it is
called a generator. If transforming ftom electric to mechanical energy, it is
referred to as a motor. The impotant thing to remember about these
sources is tlat theY can eitler deliver or absorb elect c power, generally

maintaining either voltage or current. This behavior is of particular

interest for circuit analysis and led to the creation of the ideal voltage
source and the ideal current source as basic circuit elements.The chal-
lenge is to model practical sources in telms of the ideal basic circuii

An ideal voltage source is a circuit element that maintains a pre-

scibed voltage across its terminals regardless of tle curent flowing ilt
those terminals. Similarly, an idesl cuEent source is a circuil element that
maintains a presoibed current thmugh its terminals regardless of the volf
age aooss those teminals. These circuit elements do not exist as practical
devices-they are idealized models of actual voltage and current sources.

Using an ideal model ior currenl and vol lage rources places an impor-
tant restriction on how we may descdbe them mathematically. Because an
ideal voltage source provides a steady voltage, even if the current in the
element changes, it is impossible to speciry' the current in an ideal voltage
source as a function of its voltage. Likewise, iJ t}le only inlormation you

have about an ideal ctment source is the value of curent supplied, it is
impossible to determine the voltage aooss that current source We have
sacrificed our ability to relate voltage and current in a practical source for
the simplicity of using ideal sources in circuit analysis.

Ideal voltage and curenl sources can be further described as either
independent sources or dependent sources An independent sowc€ estab
lishes a voltage or current in a circuit without relying on voltages or cur
rents elsewhere in the circuil. The value of the voltage or current supplied
is specified by the value of the independent source alore. In contrast' a
dep€ndenl souce establishes avoltage or curent whose value depends on
tie value of a voltage or current elsewhere in the circuit. You cannot spec-
ify the value of a dependent source unless you know the value of the volt
age or currenr on which i l  depends.

The circuit symbols for the ideal independent sources ale shown rn
Fig.2.1. Note that a circle is used to rcpresent an independent source To
completely specify an ideal independent voltage source in a circuit, you

must include the value of the supplied voltage and the reference polarity,
as shown in Fig.2.1(a). Similarly, to completely specify an ideal independ-
ent cuirent source,you must include th€ value ofthe supplied current and
its rcference direction, as shown fuFig.2.1(b).

(b
Y
(b)

,A
( - )

Y
L

G)



2-1 Vottag€ and Cunent Sourc€s 25

The circuit symbols Ior the ideal dependent sources are shown in
Fig. 2.2. A diamond is used to represent a dependert source. Both the
depeDdent current source and the dependent voltage source may be con-
trolled by either a voltage ot a current elsewhere in the circuit, so there
are a total of four variations, as indicated by the symbols in Fig. 2.2.
Dependent sources are sometimes called controlled sources.

To completely specify an ideal dependent voltage-controlled voltage
source! you must identify the controlling voltage, the equation that per-
mits you to compute the supplied voltage ftom the controlling voltage,
and the reference poladty for the supplied voltage.ln Fig.2.2(a),tlre con-
trollirg voltage is named o,, the equation that determines the supplied

I, = Itrx.

and the reference polarity for ?r is as indicated. Note that ri is a multiply-
ing constant that is dimensionless.

Similar requircments exist for completely specifying the other ideal
dependent sources.In Fig.2.2(b), the controlling currcnt is i' the equation
for the supplied voltage ," is

Ds =  p1 \ ,

the relerence polarity is as show4 and the multiplying constant p has the
dimension volts per ampere. In Fig. 2.2(c), the conrroling volrage is o-,
the equation for the supplied current rs is

r s :  d l ) r ,

the reference directior is as shown, and themultiplying constant d has the
dimension amperes per volr. In Fig. 2.2(d), the controling current is j,, the
equation for the supplied current i, is

i ,  = Bi, ,

the reference direction is as shown, and the multipllng constant p is
dimensionless.

Finally, in our discussion oI ideal souices, we note that they are
examples of active circuit elements.An active element is one that models
a device capable of generating electdc energy. Passive etements model
physical devices that cannot generate electric energy Resistors, induc-
torE and capacitors are examples of passive circuit elements. Examples 2.1
and 2.2 illustrate how the characteristics of ideal indepefldent and
dependent sources limit the t'?es ofpermissible interconnections ofthe

?
G)

?
(b)

t
(c)

(d)

Figure 2.2 A The circujt symbols for G)an ideat
dependent voltage-controthd vottas€ source, (b) an
jd€atdependent current-controtted vothge soufte, (c) an
jdeat dependent vottage-conhoLled currcni source, and
(d) an jdeatd€pendent cunent{ontrolLed cunentsource.
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Testing Interconnections of ldeal Sources

Using t}le defidtions ofthe ideal independent volt-
age and current sources, state which interconnec-
tions in Fig. 2.3 are pemissible and which violate
tlle constraints imposed by t}le ideal sources.

Solution

Conneclion (a) is valid. Each source supplies volt
age aooss the same pair of terminals, marked a,b.
This requires that each source supply the same volt-
age witi the same polarity, which they do.

Connection (b) is valid. Each source supplies
current tbrough the same pair of terminals, marked
a,b. This requires that each source supply the same
current in the same direction, which they do.

Conrection (c) is not permissible. Each source
supplies voltage across the same pair of terminals,
marked a,b. This requires that each source supply
the same voltage with the same polarity, which they

Connection (d) is not permissible. Each source
supplies currenr througl the same pair oI teminals,
rnarked a,b. This requires that each source supply
the same current in the same direction, which they

Connection (e) is valid. The voltage source sup-
plies voltage across the pair of terminals marked
a,b. The current source supplies curent through the
same pair of terminals. Because an ideal voltage
source supplies the same voltage regardless of the
current, and an ideal curent source supplies the
sane current regardless of the voltage,this is a per-
missible connection. Figur€ 2.3 a The c'rcuits for tuampte 2.1.

10v

+ \  / +
L O V

G)

(b)

10v

5 V

(d )



2.1 Voltage and CurentSources

Tegting Interconnections of Ideat Independent and Dependent Sources

Using the definitions of the ideal independent and
depende0r sourcer.  srale which iDterconneclrons in
Fig. 2.4 are valid and which violate the consuamN
imposed by the ideal sources.

Solution

Connection (a) is invalid. Both the independenr
souce and t])e dependent souice supply voltage
across the same pair of terminals, Iabeled a,b. This
requircs that each source supply the same voltage
with the same polaity.The independent source sup-
plies 5 Y but the dependent souce supplies 15 V

Connectiotr (b) is valid. The independent volr-
age source supplies voltage acioss the pair of termi-
nals maiked a,b. The dependent current source
supplies curent through the sarne pair of terminals.
Because an ideal voltage source supplies the same
voltage regardless of cuirent, and an ideal currert
source supplies the same curent regardless of volt-
age, this is an allowable contrection.

Connection (c) is valid. The independenr cur-
rent source supplies crment tlrough the pait of ter-
mhals marked a,b. The dependent voltage source
supplies voltage aqoss the same pafu of terminals.
Because an ideal cufient source supplies the same
current regardless of voltage, and an ideal voltage
source supplies the same voltage regaidless of cur-
rcnt, this is an allowable connection.

Connection (d) is invalid. Both the irdepend-
ent source and the dependent source supply cunent
through ttre same pair of terminals, labeled a,b. This
requkes that each source supply the same curent
in the same reference dircction. The independent
souce supplies 2 A, but the dependent source sup-
pfies 6 A iII the opposite direction.

G)

(d )

Figure 2.4lr The circuitstor Examph 2.2.

T\\ |),=3r,,

b
(.)

+ \  / , = 3 , ,r )  "  " " ( t

b

t)  
' .=4r.

(b)

T I
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Objective 1-understand ideal basic circuit etements

2.7 For the circuit shown,

a) what vdl e ofzr is rcquired in order for the
interconnection to bc valid?

b'  for lh i .  valu< ol  "s.  f inLl  l le po$er r"oci-
ated with lhe 8 A source.

Answer: (a) -2 V;
(b) 16 w (16 w delivered).

2.2 For lhc circtlil shown,

a) What value of d is requiled in order for the
interconncction to be valid?

b) For the value of a calculared in part (a), fhd
the power associated with the 25 V sonrce-

Answer; (a) 0.6 A/Vl
(b) 375 w (37s w absolbed)

NOTE: Abo try Chuptet Problens 2 2 dnd 2 3.

R
+\\.-

figur€ 2.5 :" The cjrcuit synrbotfor a resktor having a

2.2 El.cctfiea{ fiesista$ee {$hm's !-aw}

Resistrnc€ is lhe capacity of mateials to impede the llow ot curcnt or'

more specifically, thc flou of clectdc charge. ll]c circuil clement usc'l to

model ihis behavior is the resistor-Figure 2 5 shows the circuit symbol tor

Lhc resistor, with R denoting thc resislance value of the resistor'
Conceptually, we can undcrstand resistarce if we think aboul the

moving electrons that nake up clectric current iltcracting with and being

resisted by the atonic structurc of the rnaterial through which they are

noving. In lhe cou6c of thesc interactions, somc amount of electric

eDergy is conr,erted to thcrmal encrgy and dissipaled in the [om1 of heat'

Tlis cfTect may be undeslrable. However, many uselu] electdcal devices

take advantage ot resislance healing. including stoves. toasters, rrons. and

Most marerials exhibit measumble resislance to current The amouDl

of resistance dcpends on the matcrial Metals such as copper and alu

minlrm have smal1 values of resistance, making then good choices lbr

wiriig used to conduct elcctric curcnl ln fact' when rcpresenled in a cir

cuit diagram. copper or aluminum wiring isn't usually modeled as a resN

tor; thc resistancc of the wire is so small compared 1() the resistance oI

other elements ilr the circuit that we can neglcct the lYiring resistance to

simplify the diagran.'For 
purposes of circuil analysis. we musl rcference the currcnt in

the resistor io the tcrminal voltage. We can do so in two waysi eilher in
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the direction of the voltage drop across the resistor or in the direction
of the voltage rise across the resistor, as shown in Fig. 2.6. If we choose
the former, the rclationship between the voltage and current is

?r - iR, (2.1) .{ 0hm's taw

r : the voltage in volts,

i = the curent in amperes,

R : the resistance in ohms,

If we choose the second method, we must wnte

where r,, j, and R are, as before, measured in volts, amperes, and ohms,
respectively. The algebmic signs used iII Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 are a direct conse-
querce of the passive sign convention, which we introduced in Chapter 1.

Equations 2.1 and 2.2 are known as Ohm's law after Georg Simon
Ohm, a German physicist who established its validity early in the nine-
teenth century Ohm's law is the algebraic relationship between voltage
and current for a resistor. In SI units, resistance is measured in ohms. The
Grcek letter omega (O) is the standard symbol for an ohm. The circuit
diagram symbol for an B O resistor is shown in Fig.2.7.

Ohm's law expresses the voltage as a function of the current. However,
expressing the curcnt as a function of the voltage also is convenient. Thus,
frcm Eo.2.1.

u  =  - i R , \2.2)

(2.3)

12.4)

" = * " \2.5)

i l ^  ' l

r = i R  r =  , R

Figure 2.6.q Two possibte r€ference choices forthe
drrent and vottage atthe ternrinals of a resistor, and

8r}

Flgure 2.7 d. The circuit symboLfor an 8 O rcsjstor.

:1

or,fromEq.2.2,

The reciprocal of the resistance is rcferred to as conductance, is sym-
bolized by the letter G, and is measured in siemens (S).Thus

An 8 O resjstor has a conductance value of 0.125 S In much of tie profes
sional iiterature, the ur t used for conductance is the mho (ohm spelled back-
ward), which is symbolized by an inverted omega ((J). Therefore we may
also descdbe an 8 O resistor as having a conductance of 0.125 nho, ((').
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We use ideal resistors in circuit analysis to model the behavior of
physical devices. Using the qualifier ideal rem'inds us that the resistor
model makes several simplifying assumptions about the behavior of
actual resistive devices.lhe most impo ant ofthese simplifying assump-
tions is that the iesistance of the ideal resistor is constant and its value
aloes not vary over time. Most actual resistive devices do rot have constant
resistance. and their resistance does vary over time. The ideal rcsistor
model can be used to represent a physical device whose resistance doesn't
vary much from some constant value over the time period of interest in
the circuit analysis.In this book we assume that the simplifyhg assump-
tions about resistanc€ devices are valid, ard we thus use ideal resistors in
circuit analysis.

We may calculate the powel at the termhals of a resistor in several
ways. The first approach is to use tle defining equation and simply calcu-
late the product of the terminal voltage and curent. For the refeience sys-
tems shoM in Fis.2.6. we x'dte

\2.6)

w h e n o  =  i R a n d

(2.7)

when 1'  = - iR.

A second method of expressing the power at the terminals ol a resis-
tor expresses power in terms of the currcnt arld the resistance.
Substitutirg Eq. 2.1 into Eq. 2.6,we obtain

Power in a resistor in terms of current b' P = i 2 R

Likewise, substituting Eq.2.2 into Eq.2.7,we have

p = -1)i : -(-i R)i = i2R. (2.e)

p = u i = ( i R ) i

p

(2.8)

Equations 2.8 and 2.9 are identical and demonstrate clearly that, regard_
less of voltage polarity and current direction, the powel at the terminals of
a resistor is positive. Therefore, a resistor absorbs power from the circuit.

A tlird method of expressing the power at the teminals of a iesistor
is in terms of the voltage and resistance The expression is independent of
the Dolaritv references. so

R
Power in a resistor in tenns of vottage F (2.10)
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Sometimes a resistor's value wlll be er?rcssed as a conductance rather
than as a resistance. Usirg tlle relationship betweer resistance and con-
ductance given in Eq.2.5, we may also wrire Eqs. 2.9 and 2.10 in lerms of
the conductance, or

(2.11)

l?.12)
Equations 2.G2.12provide a vadety ofmethods for calculating the power
absorbed by a resistor. Each yields the same answer.In analyzing a circuit,
look at the information provided and choose the power equationthat uses
lbal in lormal ion direcl l ) .

Example 2.3 illustrates the application of Ohm,s law in coniunction
with an ideal source and a resistor. Power calculations at the terminals ofa
iesistor also aie illustrated.

i,

Ir each circuit in Fig.2.8, eittrer the value of z or, ts

Cal.cutating Vottage, Current, and Pou/er for a Simpte Resistive Circuit

I  ) 1A  1 , , ,  8o

(a)

f ) r a  " .  : o o )50 v 25n
( '.1

The current i, in the resistor with a conductance
of 0.2 S in Fig. 2.8(b) is ir the direction of rhe
voltage drop across the resistor. Thus

rb = (50x0.2) - 10 A.

The voltage r). in Fig.2.8(c) is a dse in rhe direc-
tion of the current in the rcsistor. Hence

0 c =  - ( 1 ) ( 2 0 ) =  2 0 v .

The curent id in the 25 O resisror in Fig. 2.8(d)
is in the direction of the voltage dse affoss the
resistor. Therefoie

(c) (d)

tigure 2.8 A The circuih for ExampL€ ?.3.

a) Calculate the values of 0 and i.
b) Determine th€ power dissipated in each resistor.

Solution

a) The voltage oa in Fig.2.8(a) is a drcp in the direc-
tion of the curent in the resistor. Therefore,

b) The power dissipated in each of the four resistors is

r 8 l
rso  = ;  -  (1 )18)  =  8w.

pors : (s0),(0.2) = 500 w,
I  7n\)

r:on = _fr = t1t(20) = 20 w,

{ 5 0 ) 2
PL'a = 

i- 
= ( 2)12s) - 100w.

. 5 0
' 2 5

0.2 s50v

(b)

,o : (1X8)



Having introduced the general characteristics of ideal sources and resis-
lors,wc next show how to se these elements to build the circuit model of
a practical system-

objective 2-Be abte to state and use ohm's Law . . .

2.3 For the circuit shown.

a) Ifos = 1 kV and ls = 5 mA, find the vahre
of R and lhe power absorbed by tlre resistor

b) Ifis : 75 mA and thc powcr dclivered by
the voltage source is 3W,find os,n, and th€
power absorbed by the rcsistor,

c) If R - 300 O and the power absorbed by R
is 480 mW. find ts and z,g.

For the circuit shown,

a) ff is = 0.5 A and G : 50 mS, find ?s and
t}re power delivered by the curent source

b\ l r  ds -  l5 V rnd lhe poqcr Llel i \efed lo rhe
conductor is 9 W.find the conductanc( G
and the source current is.

c) If G : 200 pS and thc power delivered to
the conductance is 8 W find is ard z's.

r ) G

Answer: (a) 200 kO,5 W:
(b) 40 v s33.33 0,3 W;
(c) 40 mA, i2V

NOTE: Also tty Chapter Problems 2.6 and2.8.

Answer: (a) 10 V5 W;
(b) 40 mS,0.6 A;
(c) 40 mA,200 v

2.3 eonstruction cf a e ireuit iv!*dei
We have already slated lhat onc reason for an interest in the basic circuit
elements is thal they can be uscd 1o construct circuit models of practical
systens.Thc skill rcqujred 1o develop a circuitmodel ofa device orsysten
is as conplex as thc skill rcquired to solve the derived circuit. Although
this text emphasizes thc skills required to solve circuits,I'ou also will need
other skills in the practice of clcctrical engineering, and one of the most
impoilanl is modeling.

We deveiop circuit models in the next two cxamples. ln Exampie 2.1
we construcl a circuit modei based on a knowledge ofthc bchavior of the
system's components and how the componenls are intcrconncctcd. ln
Example2.5 we create a circuit model bymeasuring thc tcrminalbehavior



2.3 Consiiuction ofa Cncuit llodet

Constructing a Circuit Modet of a Ftashtight

Consrruct a circuit model oia flashlight.

SoLution
We chose the flashlighl to illustrate a practical system
because its components are so familar. Figure 2.9
shows a photograph of a widely available flashlight.

When a flashlight is regarded as an electrical
system, the components of primary interest are the
batteries, the lamp, the connector, the case, and the
switch. We now consider the circuit model for each

A dry-cell battery maintahs a reasonably con-
start teminal voltage if the current demand is rot
excessive. Thus if the dry-cell battery is opemting
witlin its intended limitq we can model it wrth an
ideal voltage source. The prescribed voltage ther is
constant and equal to the sum of two dry-cell value$

The ultimate output of the lamp is light energy,
which is achieved by heating the filament in the
lamp to a tempeiature high enough to cause radia
tion in the visible range. We can model tlte lamp
with an ideal resistoi. Note in this case that although
the resistor accounts for the amount of electric
enelgy converted 10 thefitlal energy, it does not pre-
dict how much of the thermal energy is converted to
liglt eneigy. The rcsistor used to represent the lamp
does predict the steady current dmin on the battei-
ieE a charactedstic of the system that also is of intei-
est.In this model, Rr symbolizes tle lamp resistance.

The connector used in the flashlight se es a
dual role. First, it provides an electdcal conductive
patll between the dry cells and the case. Second, it is
formed into a springy coil so that it also can apply
mechanical pressure to the contact between the
batteries and the lamp. The puipose of this mechan-
ical pressure is to maintain contact between the two
dry ce s and between the dry cels and the lamp.
Hence, in choosing the $rirc lor the connector, we
may find that its mechanical prope ies are more
important than its electrical properties for the
flashlight design. Electdcally, we can model the
€onnector with an ideal resistoi, labeled Rr.

The case also se es both a mecharical and an
electdcal purpose Mechanicaly, it crntains all the
other components and provides a $ip for the peNon
using it. El€ctrically, it provides a connection between

Flglre 2.9 A A flashtight can be viewed as an etectricat system.

other elements in the flashlight. If the case is metal, it
conducts curent between the batteries and the lamp.
If it is plastiq a metal strip inside the case connects
the coiled connector to the switch. Erther way, an
ideal resjstor, which we denote &, models the electri,
cal connection provided by the case.

The final component is the switch. Electically,
the switch is a two-state device. It is either oN or
oFF. An ideal switch offen no resistance to the cur-
rent when it is in the oN state, but it offers iDfinite
resistance to curent when it is in the oFF state.
These two states represent the limiting values of a
resislor:  rhar ic,  rhe O\ slale coffespoDds ro a resi ,
tor with a numedcal value of zero, and the oF! state
correspolds to a resistor with a numerica] value of
infinity. The two extreme values have the descrip-
tive names sho circuit (R = 0) and open circuit
(R : m).Figure 2.10(a) and (b) show ttre graphical
representation of a short circuit and an open circuit,
respectively. The symbol shown in Fig. 2.10(c) rep-
resents the fact that a switch can be either a shofi
circuit oran open circoit, depending on the position
oI its contacts,
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(b)

OFF

*/-
ON

G)
Figure 2.10 A Circuit synbols. G) Short cncuit. (b) open ci(uit.
G)swi ich.

We now construct the circuit model of the
flashlight. Staiting with the dry-cell balteries, the
positive terminal of the first cell is connected to
the negative terminal of the second cell, as shown 1n
Fig.2.11.The positive terminal of the second cell is
connected to one terminal of the lamp. The oth€r
teminal ofthe lamp makes contact with one side of
lhe .s irch, and lhe other . ide of lhe s\ \ i lch is con-
nect€d to the metal case.The metal case is then con
nected to the negative teminal of the fust dry cell
by mcans of the metal spring. Note that the ele
ments form a closed path or circuit. You can see fte
closed path formed by the connected elements in
Fig.2.11. F$re 2.12 shows a circuit model for the
flashlight.

Figure 2,11 ,s The arangement offtashtight components.

Figure 2.12 A A ciftuit modettor a flashtight.

We can make some general observations about modeling hom our
flashlight example: First. in developing a circuit model, the eli?cr'icdl behav-
ior of each physical component is of primary interest. In the flashlight
model, three very diJferent physical components a lamp, a coiled wire,
and a metal case-are all represented by the same circuit element (a resis-
tor), because the electrical phenomenon taking place in each is the same
Each js presenting resistanc€ 10 the current flowing through the circuit

Second. circuit models may need to account for undesired as well as
desired electrical effects. For example, the heat resulting ftom the resist
ance in the lamp produces the light, a desired effect. However, the heat
resulting from the resistance in the case and coil represents an unwanted
or parasitic effect. It drains the dry cells and produces no useful output
Such parasitic effects must be considered or the resulting model may not
adequalely represent the system.

And finally, modeling requires approximation. Even for the basic sys-
tem represented by the flashlight, w.3 made simplifying assumptions ir
developjng the circuit model. For example, we assumed an ideal switch,
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but in practical switches, contact resistance may be high enough to inter-
fere with proper operation ofthe system. Our model does not predict tlis
behavior. We also assumed that the coiled connector exerts enough pres-
sure to eliminate any contact iesistance between the dry cels. Our model
does not predict the eflect of hadequate pressure. Our use of an ideal
voltage source ignores any internal dissipation of energy in the dry cells,
which might be due to the parasitic heating just mentioned. We could
account foi this by adding an ideal resistor between the source and the
lamp resistor. Our model assumes the internal loss to be negligible.

In modelhg the flashlight as a c cuit, we had a basic understanding of
and access to the internal components of the system. However, sometimes
we know only the terminal behavior of a device and must use this infor
mation in constructing the model. Example 2.5 explores such a modeling
problem.

Construding a Cir.uit Model Based on Terminat Measurements

The voltage and current arc measued at the tenni-
nals of the device illushated in Flg. 2.13(a), and the
values oI o! and ir are tabulated in Frg. 2.13(b).
Construct a circuit model of the device iiside t}le box.

,, (v) t (A)
-40 -10

20 - 5

0
20 5

40 10

(b)

Solution
Plotting the voltage as a function of the cunent
yields the graph sho*n ir Fig.2.14(a).The equation
of tle lille in this figue illustrates that the termhal
voltage is directly proportional lo the terminal cur-
rcnt, t'! = 4i. In tems of Ohm's law, the device
inside the box behaves lile a 4 ( I resistor. Therefore,
lhe cfcuir model for lhe de\ice iniide rhe bo-\ is a
4 O resislor, as seen h Fig.2.14(b).

We come back to this technique of using termi-
nal characteristics to constmct a circuit model after
int foducingKircbhof f  s la$saDdcircui r  analys is .

(") (b)

Figure 2.13 A lhe (a) device and (b) data tor Exampte 2.5.

r,,(v)
,10
20

20
40

G.)
Flgure 2.14 ̂  (a)The vatues ofor versus t, for the devicejn Fig. 2.13. (b) Ihe cncLrit modet
for the devjce in Fi9.2.13.

NOTE: Assess yow undetstunAing ofthk efumpk by tyine Chapter Prcbkms 2.10 and2.11.

(b)
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a R 1  b  R "

Flgure 2.15l Circuit modetofthe flashtight with
assigned voltage and curcnt variabtes.

2.4 Kirchhoff's Laws
A circuit is said to be solved when tle voltage across and the current in
every element have been detemhed. Ohm\ law is an important equation
for deriving such solutions. However, Ohm's law may no1 be enough to
provide a complote solution. As we shall see in trying to solve th€ flash
light circuit from Example 2.4, we need to use two more important alge
braic relationships, knom as Kirchhoffs laws, to solve most circuits.

We begh by redrawing the circuit as shown in Fig. 2.15, with the
switch in the oN state. Nole that we have also labeled the current and volt
age vadables associated with each resistor and the current associated with
the voltage source. Labeling includes reference polarities, as always. For
convenience, we attach the same subscripl to the voltage and current
labels as we do to the resistor labels.In Fig.2.15,we also removed some of
the terminal dots of Fig. 2.12 and have inserted nodes. Terminal dots ate
the start and end points ofan individual circuit element.A node is a point
where two or more circuit elements meet.It is necessary to identify nodes
in order to use K chhoff's currert law. as we will see in a moment. In
Fig.2.15, the nodes are labeled a, b, c, and d. Node d connects the battery
and the lamp and in essence strelches all the way across the top of t]le dia-
grum, though we label a single point for convenience. The dots on eithet
side of the switch irdicate its terminals, but only one is needed to repre-
sent a node, so only one is labeled node c.

For the circuit shown in Fig.2.15, we can idenlify seven urftnowns:
t,, t1, i., i, 1J1, z'., and ?,r. Recall that o" is a known voltage, as it represents
the sum of the terminal voltages of the two dry cells, a constant voltage
of 3 V The problem is to find the seven unknown va ables. From alge-
bra,you know that to find r unkno$,n quantities you must solve,? simul-
taneous independent equations. From cur discussion of Ohm's law in
Section 2.2, you know that three of the necessary equations are

or : irRr, (2.13)

\2.14)

12.15)

What about the otler four equations?
The interconnection of circuit elements imposes consttaints on the

relationship between the teminal voltages and current$These constraints
are rcferred to as Kirchhoff's laws, after Gustav Kirchhoff, after Gustav
Kirchhoff, who first stated them in a paper published in 1848. The two laws
that state the constiaints in mathematical form are known as Kirchloff's
current law and Kirchhoff's voltage law.

We can now state Kfuchhoffs cunent law

The algebraic sum of all the cufients at any node in a circuit
equals zero,

Kirchhoff's current taw (KCL) >



To use Kirchhoff's curent law, an algebraic sign co[esponding to a
reference direction must be assigned to every current at the node.
Assigning a positive sign to a current leaving a node requires assigning a
negative sign to a cu[ent entering a node. Convenely, giving a negative
sign to a current leaving a node requires giving a positive sign to a current
entering a node.

Applying Kirchhoff's curent law to the four nodes in the circuit
shown in Fig. 2.15, using the convention that currents leaving a node are
considered positive, yields four equations:

j " - i 1  : 0 ,

- i c - r : t ) ,

q  \ = t ) '

(2.16)

(?.17)

(2.18)

(2.1e)

Note that Eqs. 2.1G2.19 are not an independent set, because any one
of the four can be dedved hom the ottrer tbree. In any cilcuit witl r nodes.
l' 1 independent crment equations cail be dedved from Kirchhoffs
current law.r Let's disiegard Eq. 2.19 so that we have six independent
equations, namely, Eqs.2.13-2.18. We need one more, which we can de ve
from K cbloff's voltage law.

Before we can state K chhoffs voltage law, we must define a dosed
psth or loop. Starting at an arbitra ly selected node, we trace a closed
path in a circuit througl selected basic circuit elements ard returr to the
original node without passing tlrough any intermediare node more tlan
once. The circuit shown in Fig. 2.15 has only one closed pat}l or loop. For
example, choosing node a as the starting point and tracing tlte circuit
clockwise, we form the closed path by moving through nodes d, c, b, and
back to node a. We can now state Kirchhoff's voltase law:

The algebraic sum of all the voltages around ary closed path in a circuit 
{equals zero.

To use Kirchhoffs voltage law, we must assign an algebnic sign (iefer-
ence direction) to each voltage ir the loop. As we tiace a closed path, a volt-
age will appeai either as a rise or a drcp in the tracing direction. Assigning a
positive sign to a voltage rise requiies assignirg a negative sign to a voltage
drop. Conversely, giving a negative sign to a voltage rise rcquires givhg a
positive sign to a voltage drop.

We now apply Kirchhoffs voltage law to the circuit showll in Fig.2.15.
We elect to trace the closed path clockwise, assignhg a posilive algebraic
sign to voltage dropr Starting at node d leads to the expression

Kirchhoff's vottage Law (RVL)

1 1 - 1 ) c + 1 ) 1  . = U .

I We say more about lhis obseNalion in Chapier ,1,

(2.20)
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which represents the severth independent equation needed to find the

seven unknown circuit variables mentioned earlier'
The thought of having to solve seven simultaneous equations to find

the curent delivered by a pair oI dry cells to a flashlight lamp is not very

appealing. Thus in the coming chapte$ we introduce you to analytical

techniques that will enable you to solve a simple one-loop circuit by writ-

ing a single equation. However, before moving on to a discussion of these

circuit techniques, we need to make several observations about the

aletailed analysis of the flashlight circuit ln general, these observations are

true and therefore are important to the discussions in subsequent chap-

ters. They also suppo the contention that the flashlight circuit can be

solved by defining a single unknown
Firsi, note that if you know tlte curent ill a resistor, you also know the

voltage across the resistor, because current and voltage are directly

relatod through Ohm's law. Thus you can associate one unknown variable

with each resistor. eithel the current or the voltage Choose, say, the cur-

rent as the unknovn vadable. Then, once you solve for ttre unknown cur-

rent in the resistor, you cal! find the voltage across the resistor. In general,

if you know the current in a passive element, you can find the voltage

across it. greatly reducing the number of simultaneous equatrons to be

solved. For example, in ttre flashlight circuit, we eliminate the voltages ?.,

ot, and ,l as unknowns. Thus at the outset we leduce the analytical task to

solving four simultaneous equations rather than seven
The second general  obser\  al ion felales lo rhe coDsequences of con-

necting only two elements to form a node.According to Kiichhoff's cur-

rent law, when only two elements connect to a node, if you know the

current in one of the elements, you also know it in the second element.

In other words, you need define only one unlnown current for the two

elements. When just two elements connect at a single node,the elements

are said to be in series. The importance of ttris second observation is

obvious when you note that each node in the circuit shown in Fig 2.15

invol!er only rqo elemenls. Thus ) ou need to del ine onl)  one unknown

current. The reason is that Eqs. 2.16-2.18 lead directly to

which states that if you know any one of th€ element currents, you

know them all. For example, choosing to use ir as the unknown elimi

nates 4, i., and ir. The problem is reduced to determining one unknown,

Examples 2.6 and 2.7 illustrate how to write circuit equations based

on Kirchhoffs laws. Example 2.8 illustrates how to use Kirchhoff's laws

and Ohm's law to find an unknown current. Example 2 9 er?ands on the

technique prcsented in Example 2 5 for constructing a circuit mod€l ibr a

device whose terminal characteristics are known.

\2.2r)
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Using Kirchhoff's Current Law

Sum the curents at each node in the circuit shown
in Fig.2.16. Note that there is no connection dot (.)
in the center of the diagram, where the 4 {) branch
crosses the branch containing the ideal current

Sotution
In wdting the equations, we use a positive sign for a
crment leavirlg a node. The four equations are

Figure 2.16 A The cjrcuit for Exanrpte 2.6.i \  + ia i2 is:  0,

n o d e  b  i 2 + i 3  i 1  - i 6 - t , = 0 ,

node d

i b  i 3  -  i 4  -  i . : 0 ,

4 + t a + i c : 0 .

Using Kirchhoff's Vottage Law

Sum t}le voltages around each designated path ln
the circuit shown in Fig- 2.1 7.

Solution
In writing the equations, we use a positive sign for a
voltage drop. The four equations are

6 0

path a

parh b

path c

-r'1 + ti2 + ?r4 - 2rb z'3: 0,

r J a + ? ] 3 + z r s : 0 ,

a b - 1 4  u c  ? , 6  ? ) 5 : 0 ,

palh d - r .  -  , r  i r .  q  ,  r r7 ,J  -  0 . Figure 2.u A lhe circuit for Exampte 2.7.
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Applying ohm's Law and Kirchhoff's Laws to Find an Unknown Current

a) Use Kirchhoff's laws and Ohm\ law to find i, in
the circuit shown in Fig.2.18.

We obtain the second equation from Kirchhoff's
vollage law in combination with Ohm's law.
Nol ing l rom Ohm c law lhrt  , -  ic Int .  and d'  is
504, we sum the voltages around the closed path

1 2 0 + 1 0 t , + 5 0 i r = 0 .

In writing this equation,we assigned a positive
sign to voltage drops in the clockwise direc
tion. Solving these two equations for i, and
it yields

Figur€ 2.18 A lhe circuit for Exanrpte ?.8.

b) Tcst the solution for i, by verirying that the total
power generated equals the total power dissipated.

Solution

a) We begh by redrawing the circuit and assigning
an unknown current to the 50 O resistor and
unknown voltages across the 10 O and 50 O
resisto$. Figure 2.19 shows the circuit. The nodes
are labeled a, h,  and c lo r id the discussion.

t . :  3 A  a n d  i r = 3 A .

b) f te po$ef dirs ipaled in rh( 50 Q re. i . lor rs

p5oo = (3)'�(50) : 4s0 w.

The power dissipated in the l0 O resistor is

2 1 o o = (  3 ) , ( 1 0 ) = 9 0 W .

The power delivered to the 120V source is

p121,y = -120i" = 120(-3) : 360 W

The power delivered to the 6 A source is
Figure 2,19 A The circuit shown jn Fig. 2.18, with th€
uiknowns i1, 0., and rr d€fined.

Because i, also is the current in the 120 V
source, we have two unknown currents and
lherefore must deive two simultaneous equa
tions involving l, and 4. We obtain one of the
equatioN by applying Kirchhoff's current law to
eithernode b or c. Summing the currents atnode
b and assigning a positive sign to the cunents
leaving the node gives

P6a = -1s0(6) : -900 w'

The 6 A source is delivering 900 W, and the
120 V source is absorbing 360 W. The 1otal
power absorbed is 360 + 450 + 90: 900 W
Therefore, the solution verifies that the power
delivered equals the power absorbed.

pra = u(6), but tr  = 50t1 :  150 V

- )rzo v

i l  i o - 6 : 0 .
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The terminal voltage and terminal current were
measured on the device shown in Fig. 2.20(a), and
the values of tr and i ar€ tabulated in Fig.2.20(b).

Figlre 2.20 A (a) Devjce and (b) data tor ExampLe 2.9.

a) Construct a circuit model of the device inside

b) Using this circuit model, predict the power tlis
device will deliver to a 10 O resistor.

Solution

a) Plotting the voltage as a function of the current
yields the giaph shown in Fig.2.21(a).The equa-
tion of the line plotted is

u ' : 3 0  5 ' !

Now we treed to identiJy the components of a cir-
cuit model t}Iat will produce the same rclation-
ship between voltage and current. Kirchhoffs
voltage law tells us tlat the voltage drcps aqoss
two components in sedes add. From the equa
tion, one of those components produc€s a 30 V
drop regardless oI t}le current. This component
can be modeled as an ideal independent voltage
source. The other component produces a positive
voltage drop in the direction of t}le current ir.
Because the voltage drop is propo ional to the
current, Ohm's law tells us that this component
can be modeled as an ideal resistor with a value
of 5 (r. The resulting circuit model is depicted in
the dashed box in Fig.2.21(b).

(b)

Figurc 2,21 i (a)The gftph of r, versus t/ torihe devic€ jn
r is .  2 . /0(a) .  (b i I5p 'e \L f ,ng c i 'c '  iL  -odet t r ! \e  derce ' .
Fig.2.20(a), connected to a 10 O r€sjstor.

:r
- , +

t ' l
Device I

b) Now we attach a 10 O rcsistor to the deuce m
Fig. 2.21(b) to complete the circuit. Kirchhofs
current law tells us that t}le current in the 10 f}
resistor is the same as t]Ie current in the 5 {) resis-
tor. Using Kirchhoffs voltage law and Ohm's law,
we can write the equation for the voltage drops
around the circuit, stafiing at the voltage source
and proceeding clockwise:

- 3 0 + 5 i + 1 0 i : 0 .

Solving for t, we get

i = 2 4 . .

Because this is the value of currcnt flowmg in
the 10 O resistor, we can use the powerequation
p : j2R to compute the power d€livered to this
rcsistor:

Proo - (2)'�(10) = 40 w
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0bjective 2-Be able to state and use ohm's law and Kirchhoff's current and voltage laws

2.5 For the circuit shown, calculate (a) i5; (b) "r;
(c) ?,r; (d) z,\; and (e) thc power delivered by
the 24V sorrce.

Answ€r: (a) 2 A;
(b) 4Y
(c) 6 V;
(d) 14 v;
(e) a8w

2.7 a) The terminal voltage and terminal currcnt
were measured on the device shown,The
values of 2,, and j, are provided in the table.
Using these values,create the st(aight lil1e
ptot of 4 versus ir- Compute the equalion of
the lire and use the equarion to construct a
cfcuit model for the device usjng an ideal
voltage source and a resistor.

b) Use the model constructed h (a) to predicr
the power that the device will deliver to a
25 O resistor.

Answer: (a) A 25 V source in serics $iith a 100 O
resistor;

(b )  1w

(lt) (b)

2.8 Repeat Assessment Problem 2.7 bul use the
equation ofrhe graphed line to construct a cir-
cuit model containing an ideal current source
and a resistor,

Answer: (a) A 0.25A cunert source connected
between the terminals of a 100 O rcsistor;

(b) 1 w.

2 1 V

3 0

2 1 )

1 A

Use Ohm's law and Kirchhoffs iaws to find the
value oIn in the circuit shown-

Answer: R = 4().

200v 1 2 0 \ : 2 4 ! ) 8 r )

\OTf:  AL, '  ! r j  (hdpler  Ptub| ,n52.11.2.1 ' ,2 .18.dnJ ) .1u.

Figure 2.22 Z A circuit with a dependent source.

2.6

2.5 A*nlysis qf e eircuit Ccmt*iming
Sependent 5o$rees

We conclude this introduction to clenenlary circuit analysis with a discus
sion of a circuit that contains a depeident source. as depicted in Fig.2.22.

5i,r We want to use Kirchholls laws and Ohm\ la$'to find o, in this cir
cuit. Before writing equations, il is good practice to examine the circuit
diagram closel_v. This rvill help us identify the information that is known
aDd the information rje musl calculate. It may also help us dcvisc a slrat
egy for solving the circuit using only a few calculations.



2.5 Anatysis of a Cjrcujt Contajning Depend€nt Sources

A look at the ckcuit in Fig.2.22 reveals that

. Once we know to, we can calculate oo using Ohm's law

. Once we know i^, we also know the cu enl supplied by the dependent

. The curr€nt in the 500 V source is i^.

There are thus two unknown curents, iA and io.We lleed to construct and
solve two independent equations involving these two currerts to produce

From the circuit, notice the closed path containing the voltage source,
the 5 O resistor, and the 20 O resistor. We can apply Kircbloff's voltage
law aro nd this closed path. The resulting equation contains the two

Nowweneed to generate a second equation containing these two cur,
rents. Consider the closed path formed by the 20 O resistor and the
dependent curent souice.If we attempt to apply Kirchhoff's voltage law
to thjs loop, we fail to develop a useful equation, because we don't know
the value of the voltage aooss the dependent current source. In faclj the
voltage aooss the dependent source is oo,which is the volrage we ate try-
ing to compute. Writing an equation for this loop does not advance us
toward a solution. For tlis same reason,we do not use tie closed path con-
lainhg the voltage source, the 5 O resistor, and the dependent source.

There are three nodes in the circuit. so we turn to Kirchhoff's current
law to generate the second equation. Node a connects the voltage source
and the 5 O resistor;as we have already observed. the current in these two
elements is the same.Either node b or node ccan be used to construct the
secofld equatior from Kirchhoff's current law We select node b and pro-
duce the following equation:

500 : 5ia + 20t,. \?.?2)

l o = i A + 5 t A = 6 t a \2.23)

Solving Eq$2.22 and 2.23 for the currents, we get

j ^ : 4 A '

i n : A  4 , .  1 2 . 2 4 )

Using Eq.2.24 and Ohm's law for the 20 O resistot, we can solve for the
voltage tro:

?)o = 20to : 480 V'

Think about a circuit analysis slrategy before beginning to write equa-
tion$As we have demonstrated, no1 every closed path provides an oppor
tunity to write a useful equation based on Kirchhoff's voltage law. Not
every node provides for a useful applicatior of Kirchhoff's current law
Some preliminary thinking about the problem can help in selecting the
most fruitful approach and the most useful analysis tools for a particular
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problem. Choosing a good approach and the appropriate tools will usually
reduce the numbei and complexity of equations to be solved. Example 2.10
illustrates another application of Ohm\ law and Kirchhoff's laws to a cir-
cuit with a dependent source. Example 2.11involves a much more compli-
cated circuit, but with a careful choice of analysis tools, the analysjs is
relatively uncomplicated.

Apptying ohm's Law and Kirchhoff's Laws to Find an Unknown Vottage

a) Use Kirchhoff's laws and Ohm's law to find the
voltage ,r, as shown inFig.2.23.

b) Show that your solution is consistent with the
constraint that the total power developed jn the
circuit equals the total power dissipated.

2 A

Applying Ohm's law to the 3 O resistor g.Ives
the desired voltage:

?)o : 3to - 3V

b) To compute the power delivered to the voltage
sources, we use the power equation in the form
p : ol. The powei delivered to the independent
volrage source ls

p : (10x 1.67) : -16.7 W.

The power delivered to the dependent voltage

p = (3r"x-i") : (5)( 1) = -5 w.

Both sources are developing power, and th€
total developed power is 21-7W

lo compure lhe power deli\ered lo Lhe Ie.i<
ton, we use the po er equation in the form
p - lTR.The poqer delivered ro rhe b Q resislor is

p = (1.61)2n : M.1 w.

The power delivered to the 2 O resistor is

P : (1)'�(2:) = 2w '

The power d€livered to the 3 O iesjstor is

P  =  ( 1 F ( 3 ) : 3 w .

The resiston ail dissipate power, and the total
power dissipated is 21.7 W equal to lhe total
power developed in the sources.

Figure 2.23 A The circuittor Eramph 2.10.

Solution

a) Acloselook at the circuit in Fig.2.23 reveals that:
' There are two closed paths, the one on the

left with the curent ir and the one on the
right with the curent i,.

. Once i, is known, we can compute 2),.
We need two equations for the two currents.
Because there are two closed paths and both have
voltage sources, we can apply Kirchhoft's voltage
law to each to give the following equations:

10 _ 6i'

3 i " = 2 i . + 3 i . .

Solving for the curents yields

i" : 1.67 A,



The circuit in Fig.2.24 represents a common config-
uration encountered in the analysis and design of
transistor amplifien. Assume that the values of all
the circuit elements'_R1, R2, Rc. RE, Ucc, and U$-

a) Develop the equations needed to determine the
current in each element of this circuit.

b) From these equations, devise a formula for com-
pufing is in terms of the circuit element values.

Apptying 0hm's Law and Kirchhoff's Law in an Amptifier Circuit

2.5 Anatysjs ofa Cncujt Containing DependentSources

( 3 )  i E -  i E -  i c - 0 .

A fourth equation iesults ftom imposing the
constraint presented by the sedes connection of
Rc and the dependent source:

(4) ic = BiB

We tum to Kirchhoff's voltage law in de v-
ing the remaining two equalions We need to
select two closed paths in order to use Kirchhoffs
voltage law. Note that the voltage across the
dependent current souice is unknown, and that it
cannot be detemined from the source current
Bis. Thereforc, we must select two closed patbs
that do not contain tlis dependent current source.

We choose the patls bcdb and badb and
specify voltage drops as positive to yield

Figure 2.24 A The circuit for Exampte 2.11.

Solution
A careful examination of the cfcuit reveals a total
of six unknown currents, designated ir, rj, is, ic, ir,
and jcc. In defining these six unlnowr curents, we
used rhe observal ion thal  rhe resisror R( i \  in ser ies
with the dependent curent source Bir. We now
must derive six independent equations involving
these six unknowrs.

a) We can derive three equations by applying
Kirchhoff's curent law to any thiree of the nodes
a, b,c, and d. Let's use nodes a, b, arld c and label
the currenls aqay from lhe 0odes as posi l i !e:

b) To ger a single equation for i, in terms oI t}le
known circuit variables, you can follow these steps:

. Solve Eq. (6) for t1, and substitute this solu-
rion for jl into Eq. (2).

. Solve the transfomed Eq. (2) for tr, and sub
stitute tiis solution for i, into Eq. (5).

' Solve the transformed Eq. (5) for ir, and sub
stitute this solution for iE into Eq. (3). Use
Eq. (4) to eliminate ic in Eq. (3).

. Solve the transformed Eq. (3) for is, and
rearange the terms to yield

Uo + iERE i2R2: 0,

- 4& + Ucc i2R2: 0.

(uccR)/(& + R2\-uo
(nlRt/(Rr + n,) + (1 + p)RE

(s)

(6)

(2.25)

(1) i1 + tc -  icc:  0,

( 2 )  i B +  i 2  i t = 0 ,

Problem 2.27 asks you to verify these steps. Note
that once we know ir, we can easily obtain the
remanlng currents.
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objective 3-Know how to calcutate pow6r for each etement in a simple circuit

2.9 For the circuit shown find (a) the current ir in
microamperes, (b) thc voltage o in volls, (c) the
iotal power gcncratcd, and (d) the total power
absorbed.

Answer: (a) 25 /..A;
(b) 2 v:
(c) 61s0 /,w;
(d) 61s0 /..w.

c) ihe power delivered by the independent cur-
renl source!

d) the power delivered by the contlolled cur-
rent source,

€) the lolal power dissipaled in the lrvo rcsislors.

Answer: (a) 70 V;

(b) 210 w
(c) 300 w;
(d) 40 w;
(e) 130 w

2,10 The current t{ in the circuit sho*n is 2A.
Calculate

b) Lhe power absoibed by the independent
vollage source,

NOTE: Also tt| Chapter Prcblems 2.21 und 2.28.

Practical Perspective
ttectrical Safety
At the beginning of this chaptet we said that current through the body can
caus€ injury. Lefs examine this aspect of etectricaI safety.

You might thjnk that etectrjcaI jnjury is due to burrs. However, that is
not the case, The most common etectricat jnjury js to the n€rvous system.
Nerves use etectrochernical signats, and etectrjc currents can disrupt those
signats. When the current path jnctudes onLy sketetaI musctes, the effects
can inctude temporary paratysis (cessation of neruous signats) or involun-
tary muscle contractions, which are generalty not fife threatening. Howevet
when the current path jncLudes nerves and muscLes that controL th€ supply
of oxygen to the brain, the problem js much more se ous. Temporary paral
ysis of these musctes can stop a pe6on from breathing, and a sudden mus-
cLe contraction can disruDt the siona[s that reoutate heartb€at. The resutt is
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a hatt in the flow of oxyqenated btood to the brain, causing death in a few
minutes untess emergency aid js gjven immediatety. Tabte 2.1 shows a range
of physiotogicat reactlons to various curlent levets. The numbers in this
table are approxinate; they are obtajned from an anatysis of accidents
because, obviousty, it is not ethicat to perform eLectricaL experiments on
people. Good etectrjcal design witl limit currentto a few milLiamperes or less
under al[ possible conditions.

PhylioLoglcal Reaction

BarcLy p€rcephbLe

Heat stoppage

35 50 mA
50-70 mA
500 mA

rvot* Data taken frcm w F. coop€t, Ehcttico! SaJety Engtnging, 2d ed. (London: ButteNodh,
1936); and c. D, Winburn, P@cttdi tledr?dlsdrtry (Monti@tlo, N.Y.: l,4arcel Dekket 1988).

Now we devetop a sinpLified eLectrjcal model of the human body. The
body acts as a conductor of current, so a reasonable starhng point is to
model the body 0sing resistors. Figurc 2.25 shows a potentiatly dangerous
situahon. A voLtage difference exists between one arm and one leg of a
human being. Figure 2.25(b) shows an eLectricaL model ofthe hunan body jn

Fig. 2.25(a). The arms, tegs, neck, and trunk (chest and abdomen) each have
a characterjstic resistance. Note that the path of the current is through the
trunk, which contains the heart, a potentjatty deadLy arnngement.

NO|E: Assess your understonding of the Pradical Perspective by soling Chapter
Prcblens 2.34-2.38.

Figure 2.25 A (a)A human body wjth a vottase
djfference between one am and one teg. (b) A sim-
ptified modet ofihe human body with a vottase dif-
ference bebveen one atm and one teg.

Summary

The circuit elements introduced in this chapter are volt-
age sources, curent sources, and rcsisto$:
. An ideal voltage sourc€ maintains a prescribed volt-

age regardless of the current in the device. An ideal
q|rletrt source maintains a prescdbed cuffent regard-
less of the voltage across the device. Voltage and cur-
rent sources are eitler indepetrd€nt, that is, Dot
influenced by any other curent or voltage in the ck-
cuit;or d€petrdent, that js! determined by some other
current or voltage ir the circuit. (See pages 24 and 25.)

. A resistor constrains its voltage and current to be
proportional to each other. The value of the propor-
tional constant relating voltage and current in a resis-
tor is called its resislance and is measured in ohms
(See page 28.)

Ohm's law establishes the proportionality of voltage
and current in a resistor. Specifically,

\2.?6)
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if the current flow in the resistor is in the directiol of
the voltage drcp across it, or

through connecting elementq starting and ending at the
same node and encountering intermediate nodes o y
once each. (See pages 36 38.)

fhe voltages and cullenfs of interconnected circuit ele-
ments obey Kirchhoffs laws:

. I(irchhoffs current law states that the algebraic sum
of all the currents at any node in a circuit equals zero.
(See page 36.)

. KirchhofPs voltage law states that the algebraic sum
of all the voltages aiound any closed path in a circuit
equals zero. (See page 37.)

A circuit is solved when the voltage across and the cur
rent in every element have been detemined. By com-
bining an undentanding of independent and dependent
sources, Ohm's laq and Kirchhoff's laws, we can solve
many simple circuits.

12.27)

if the curent flow in the resistor is in the direction of
the voltage dse aooss it. (See page 29.)

By combidng the equation for power, p : ot, with
Ohm's law, we can determine tle power absorbed by a

n = - i R

p = i z R - u z l R . (2.28)

(See page 30.)

. Circuits are described by nodes and closed paths. A
node is a point where two or more circuit elementsjoin.
When just two elements connect to form a node, t]!ey
are said to be in seri€s. A clos€d path is a loop traced

Problems

Section 2.1

2.1 a) Is the interconnection of ideal sources in the cir-

figlre P2.2

cuil in Fig. P2.1valid? Explain.

b) Idenrify which sources aie developing
and which sources are absorbing power.

c) Verify that the total power developed in
cuit equals the total power absorbed.

d) Repeat (a)-(c), reversing the polarity
10V source.

figure P2.1
If the interconnection ir Fig. P2.3 is valid, find rhe
total power developed bythe voltage sources.If the
interconnection is not valid, explain why.

Figure P2,3

the cir-

of the
2.3

3 0 v

rhe
the

Tf rhe inlerconnecl ion in Fig. P2.2 is val id.  f ind
power developed by the current sources. If
interconnection is not valid, explain why.

10v

2.2

10v



2.4 If the interconnection il Fig. P2.4 is valid, find ttre
total power developed in the circuit. If the inteicon-
nection is not valid, explain why.

Flgurc P2.4

Probtems 49

a) Is the interconnection in Fig. P2.7 valid? Er?lain.

b) Can you find the total energy developed in the
circuit? Explain.

Figurc P2.7

20v

5 A

3 i r
l )  ,oA(  I

t
tcnv{i  )  roov( -

The inteiconnection of ideal sources can lead 10 an
indeterminate solution. With this thought in mind,
explail why the solutions foi ot and t'2 in the circuif
in Fig. P2.5 are not unique.

Flgue P2.5

If the interconnection in Fig- Y2.8 is valid, find the
total power developed in the circuit.Il the irtercon-
nection is not valid, explain why.

Flgure P2.8

t 0 A
50v

25 If the interconnection in Fig. P2.6 is valid, find the
total power developed ir the circuit. ff the intercon-
nection is not valid, explain why.

Figure P2.6

m2.9 Find the total
Fig.P2.9 it a. =

tigure P2.9

pov/er developed ir the circuit
100 V and is : 12 A.

6 V

10v

100 v

1 0 A

M A



Seclions 2.2-2.3

2,10 The teminal voltage and terminal current were
measured on the device shown in Fig. P2.10(a).The
values of ? and i are given in the table of
Fig. P2.10(b). Use tlle values in the table to con-
struct a circuit model for the device consisting of a
single rcsistor.

Figure P?.10

50 Circuit Etenenb

--E ---__l
/A

l D e v i e  I  (  ) , ,
l r l  Y- f - l

G)

Flgurc P2.12

A pair of automotive headlamps is connected to a
l2 V barrer) v ia tbe arfangements shown in
Fig. P2.13. In the figure, the tdangular symbol V is
used to hdicate that the terminal is coturected
directly to the metal ftame of the car-

a) Construct a circuit model using resisto$ and an
independent voltage source.

b) Identify the corespondence between the ideal
circuit element and the s]'mbol component that
it rcpresents.

tigurc P2.r3

<!:

- -

?- - E

t (mA) ?,(v)
-20 -160

-10 80
10 80
20 160
30 u0

(b)
2.13

2.tl A variety of voltage source values were applied to
the device shown in Fig. P2.11(a). The power
absorbed by the device for each value of voltage is
recorded in the table given ill Fig. P2.11(b).Use the
values in the table to construct a circuit model for
ttre device consisting of a single resistor.

Flgure P2.11

! (v) ' (mwl
10 25.0

6.25
6.Zs

t0 25.0
15 56.25

20 100

(b)

A variety of curent source values were applied to
tlle device shown in Fig. P2.12(a). The power
absorbed by tle device for each value of curent is
recorded in the table given in Fig. P2.12(b). Use t})e
values in the table to construct a circuit model for
the device consisting of a single resistor.

r (A) p 0v)
z 100

400
900

8 1600
10 2500

12 3600

(b)

2.12



2.14 Tho voltage atrd cunent werc measured at the ter-
minals of ttre device shown in Fig. P2.14(a). The
results are tabulated in Fig. P2.14(b).

a) Construct a circuit model for this device using
an ideal current source and a resistor,

b) Use ttre model to predict the amount of power
the device will deliver to a 5 O resistor.

51

Use your circuit model to predict the open-circuit
voltagg of the current souice.

Wlat is the actual open-circuit voltage?

E)plain why the answers to (d) and (e) are notr)

Figwe P2.74

i ,  (A)

100 0
180
260 8
340 12
420 16

(") (b)

The voltage and curent were measured at the ter-
mhals of the device shown in Fig. P2.15(a). The
results are tabulated in Flg. P2.15(b).

a) Construcl a circuil model for lhis device usiDg
an ideal voltage source and a resistor,

b) Use the model to predict the value of ii when or

Figure P2.15

G) (b)

The table in Fie. P2.16(a) gives the rclationship
between the teminal current afid voltage ot the Fac-
tical constant cunent source shoM in Fig. P2.16(b).

a) Plot i, versus ,'".

b) Construct a circuit model of this current source
that is valid for 0 < z'" < 30 V, based on the
equation of tle line plotted in (a).

c) Use your circuit model to predict the currcnt
delivered to a 3 kO resistor.

The table in Fig. P2.17(a) gives the ielationship
between the terminal voltage and current of the prac-
tical coDstant voltage source sho$n in Fig. P2.17(b).

a) Plot ,J versus ir.

b) Construct a circuit model of ttre piactical source
that is valid for 0 < i" < 225 mA, based on the
equation of the line plotted in (a). (Use an ideal
voltage source in series witl an ideal rcsistor.)

c) Use your circuit model to predict the curent
delivered to a 400 O resistor connected to the
teminals of tle practical souce.

d) Use your circuit model to predict the orrrent
delivered to a short circuit connected to the ter-
minals of t}Ie practical source.

e) What is the actoal short-circuit current?

f) Explain why the a$wers to (d) and (e) are not

Figurc P2.r7

'75 0

60 75

45 150

30 225

20 300

10 400
500

figure P2.16

40
35 10
30 20
25 30

18 40

8 50

0 55

(b)

L15

LM

2.17

:L

r ----:
fr--l

- l

l r
t ;

?,', (V) ,, (A)

50 0

58 z
66
'74 6
82 8

90 IO

(b)

(a) (b)
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Section 2.4

2,18 Given the circuit shown in Fig. P2.18, tind
""" a) the value ofi.,

b) the value of 4,
c) t]le value of o,,
d) the power dissipated in each resistor,
e) the power deliveied by rhe 50 V source.

Flgure P2.18

r,ilzo o

2,19 a) Find the currents il and t, in t}le circuir in
Fig. P2.19.

b) Fitrd tlle voltage !'o.
c) Verify that t}le total power developed equals rhe

total power dissipated.

Flgure P2.19

180 V

2.22 For rhe circuit shown in Fig. P2.22, find (a) R and
6trc (b) the power supplied by tle 125 V source.

ligurc P2.22

125 V

2.23 The variable rcsistor R in rhe circuir in Fig. p2.23 is
EEc adjusted until z'd equals 60 V Find the value of R.

Fig(re P2.23

2.24 The voltage across ttre 15 kO resistor in the circuit
6nd in Fig. P2.24 is 500 V positive at rhe upper terminal.

a) Find the power dissipated in each resistor.
b) Find the power supplied by the 100 rLA ideal

cufient source,
c) Verify tiat the power supplied equals t}le total

power dissipated.

li$rc ?2-24

Figure P2.21

2 5 0

50v 8 0 0

90f,)

2.20 The current ia in the cftcuir shown h Fig. p2.20 is
Errd 2 mA. Find (a) io (b) is; and (c) rhe power deljvered

by the independent current source.

Flgue P2,20
1 k ( )

' .Ji z ro
3ko

221 The cunenl i, in the circuit in Fig. p2.21 is 4 A.
""" a) Find i1.

b) Find the power dissipated in each rcsisror.
c) Vedfy thar the rotal power dissipated in rhe cir-

cuit equals the power developed by the 180 V

4k()

5() 10()

R

30f,r

3 0 0

80()
4 5 0

180 r)

18()



2r5 The cuffents ia and ib in the circuil in Fig. P2.25 are
6fl4 4 A and 2 A, respectively.

a) Fitrd is.

b) Find the power dissipated in each resistor.

c) Find 0s.

d) Show that the power delivered by the current
source is equal to the power absorbed by all the
other elements,

Figu€ P2.25

2.28 a) Find tie voltage o, in the circuit in Fig. P2.28.
""" b) Show that t]le total power genemted in t}le cir-

cuit equals the total power absorbed.

tigure P2,28

72o'
15.2 V

Figule P2.30

10()

zznThe curents i1 and i2 in the circuit in Fig. P2.26 are
10 A and 25 A, respectively.

a) Find the power supplied by each voltage source.

b) Show that the total power supplied equals the
total power dissipated in the resistors

Figure P2.26

100 r}

S€dion 2.5

227 Derfte Eq.2.25. Hint: Use Eqs (3) and (4) fiorD
Example 2.11 to express iE as a function of is. Solve
Eq. (2) for i, and substitute the result into both
Eqs. (5) and (6). Solve the "new" Eq. (6) for tr and
subshtute this rcsult into tle "new" Eq. (5). Replace
tr in the "new" Eq. (5) and solve for is. Note that
because rcc appears only in Eq. (1), the solution for
is involves the manipulation of only five equatiofls.

2r9 Find (a) t,, (b) ir, and (c) i, in the circuit in Eg. P2.29.

Flgurc P2.29
1 k o

500 0

2.30 Find rJ1 and os in the circuit shown in Fig. P2.30
6xa when oo equals 250 mV (Hirtr start at tle dght end

of the circuit and work back toward os.)

4(} 24o"

12.5 I)
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2,31 Foi the circuit shown in Fig. P2.31, calculate (a) ia and
Ede o" and O) show drat the power developed equals the

power absorbed,

rigure P2.31

232 For the circult shoxn n Fig.2.24, Rr = 20kO,
Emr R, : 80 ko, Rc : 5000, RE = 100 (), vcc = 15 v,

y0 : 200 mY and B : 39. Calculate is, ic, ;8, 2,3d,
,bd,,2,4, oab, icc, and o13. (Noter In the double sub-
script notation on voltage variables, the first sub-
script is positive with respect to tlle second
subscript. See Fig. P2.32.)

Sectiono 2.1-2.5

2.33 It is often desirable h designing an electric wiring
pffiTil| system to be able to contrcl a single appliance from

two or more locationE for example, to control a
Iighting fixtue from both the top and bottom of a
stairwell. In home wfting systems, this type of con-
trol is implemented \irith three-way and four-way
switches. A tbree-way switch is a three-terminal,
two-positior switch, and a four-way svdlch is a four-
teminal, two-position switch. The switches are shown
schematica[y in Fig. P2.33(a), which illustrates a
three-way switch, and P2.33(b), which illustmtes
a four-way switch.

a) Show how two three-way switches can be con-
nected between a ard b in the circuit ill
Fig. P2.33(c) so that the lamp I can be tumed oN
or orT lrom two locations

b) If the lamp (appliance) is to be controlled hom
more than two locationE four-way switches are
used in conjunction with two thrce'way switches.
one four-way switch is required for each location

(b)

tc/

234 Suppose t]le power company installs some equip-

tigl;ii! ment that could provide a 250 V shock to a human
being.Is the cuffent that results dalrgerous enough
to warmnt posting a warning sign ard taking otlei
piecautions to prevent such a shock? Assume that
if the souce is 250 Y the resistance of the arm is
400 O, the resistance of the trunk is 50 O, and the
rcsistance of the leg is 200 O. Use ttre model given
inFig.2.25(b).

2.35 Based on the model and circuit sho$n in Fig.2.25,

pll|;l#; draw a circuit model ol the path of current tlrougl
tlle humar body for a person touching a voltage
source with both hands who has both feet at the
same potential as the negative teminal of the volt-

in excess of two, Show how one four-way switch
plus two three-way switches can be connected
between a and b in Iig. P2.33(c) ro control the
lamp from three locations. (Hirr The four-way
switch is placed between the three-way switches.)

Flgure P2.33

11---21
| l 1
1 l
l
? 9

Position 1

t a t ] l

t \ l
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n l

1 3  4 l
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2.36 a) Using the values of resistance for arm, leg, and
lrunl Drovided in Pfoblem ).14, calculate lhe"" '" ' ' ' " '  
po.",  di . r ipured in the arm. leg. and lr  unJ.

b) The specific heat of water is 4.18 x 10r J/kg'C,
so a mass of water M (in kilograms) heated by a
power P (in watts) undergoes a rise in tempera-
lure ar a mre glven oy

dT 2.39 .  10-aP ^^
i =  M  

' ' 1 "

Assuming that the mass of an arm is 4 kg, the
mass of a leg is 10 kg, and t]le mass of a trunl is
25 kg, and that the human body is mostly water,
how many seconds does it take the alm,leg, and
trunk to dse the 5'C that endangers living tissue?

c) How do the values you computed in (b) com-
pare vrith the few minutes it takes for oxygen
sta ation to injure the brain?

2.37 A person accidently $abs conducton connected to

?lltfff*Jr each end of a dc voltage source, one in each hand

a) UsiDg the resistance values for the human body
provided in Problem 2.34, what is the mhimum
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source voltage that can produce electdcal shock
sufficient to cause pamlysis, preventing the per-
son ftom letting go of the conducton?

b) Is there a significant dsk of this type ol accident
occurring while servicing a pe$otal computer,
which typically has 5 V and 12 V souces l

2.38 To unde$tand why the voltage level is not the sole

, l l i , l * l ,  delelmina n I  oI  polent ial  in iur]  due to elecrr ical' -  '  _ '  
sbock, con. ider lhe case ol  a . lat ic eleclr ic i ly shock
mentioned in the Practjcal Perspective at the start
of this chapter. W}IeIl you shuffle youi feet across a
carpet, your body becomes charged The effect of
this charye is that your entire body iepresents a
vollage potential. w]len you touch a metal door-
knob, a voltage difference is created between you
and the doorknob, and curent flows-but the con-
duction material is air, not your body!

Suppose the model of the space between your
hand and the doorknob is a 1 MO resistance what
voltage potential exists between your hand and
the doorknob ifthe current causing the mild shock
is 3 mA?



3.1 Resistors in Seri€s p. 58

3.2 Resistors in Parattet p. 59

3.3 The Voltage-Divider and Current-Divider
Circlits p. 62

3.4 Vottag€ Divrsion and Current Division p. 65

3.5 li'leasuring Voltage and Cunent p. 68

3.6 t'leasuring Resistance-The Wheatstone
Bndge p. 71

3.7 DeLta-to-Wye (Pi-to-Tee) Equivatent
Circuits p. 7.t

I 8e able to rccogfjze resistors connected in
s€ries and in paratLet and use th€ rutes for
combining serjesconiected resjstols and
paraiteL-connected resistors to yietd equivatent

2 Know how to design sjmpte vottage-divjd€r and
cunent-divid€r circuits.

3 Be abt€ to use voltage divjsion and cur€it
djvision apprcpriatety to sotve sjmpi€ cjrcuits.

4 Be abte to determine the reading of an ammeter
when added to a circuit to measure curfenL be
abte to detemine the readjng of a voLtmeter
when add€d to a cjrcujt to measure vottage.

5 Understand how a Wheatstone bfidge is used to

6 Know when and how io use d€Lta-to-wye
equival€it citcuits to sotve simpb cncuits.

Simple Resistive Circuits
0ur analytica[ toolbox now contains Ohm's law and Kirchhofls

laws. In Chapter 2 we used these tools in solving simple circuits

In this chapter we continue applying these tools, but on more_

complex circuits. The greater complexity lies in a greater numbel-

oI elements with more complicated interconnections. This chap-

ter focuses on reducing such circuits into simpler, equivalent cir-

cuits. We continLre to focus on telatively simple circuits for two

reasons: (1) It gives us a chancc to acquaint ourselves thoroughly

with the laws underlyirg more sophisticated methods, and (2) it

allows us to be introduced to some circuits that have important

engineering application..

The sources in the circuits discussed in this chapter are lim-

ited to voltage and curent sources that generate either constant

voltages or curents; that is, voltages and cunents that are invat-

ant with time. Constant sources ale often called dc sources. The

dc standsfor direct curleat, a dcscription that has a historical basis

but can seem mislcading now. Historically, a direct current was

defined as a current produced by a constant voltage. Therefore, a

coNtant voltage became known as a direct cunent, or dc, voltage

The use of dc for conrldtf stuck, aDd the terms dc cuftent arr'd dc

volldg? arc now universally accepted in science alld engineering

to mean constant current and constant voltage.



PracticaI Perspective
A Rear Window Defroster
The rear window defroster grid on ar automobite js an exam-
pte of a resjstive circuit that pedorms a useful function. one
such grid structure is shown on the teft of the figure here. The
gid conductors can be modeled wjth resistors, as shown on
the ight of the figure. The number of hoizontaI conductors
varies with the make and modeL of the car but typicatty ranges
from 9 to 16.

How does this grid work to defrost the rear window? How
are the properties of the g d determined? We witt answer
these questions in the Practical Perspective at the end ofthis
chapter. The circuit anatysis required to answ€r these ques-
tiors adses flom the goaL of having uniform defrosting in
both th€ horizontal and verticaL directions.

5 7
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\t'i 
'ii 

i
) "

R, RO Rr

n ; c - i r - i "

figurc 3.1 A Resjstors connected jn sedes.

R, RO RS

3.1 Resistors in Series
In Chapter 2, we said that when just two elements connect at a single
node.lhey are said to be in series. Seri€\-connected circuit eternents canr
lhe same cuffenr.The resi .rors in rhe circui l  shown iD frg.3.t  are con-
necled in ser ies. \  e can show lhal  lhe.e fesistorc cafry lh;  .ame currerr
b\ appl l ing Kirchhoffs currenl law to cacb node in rh; c ircuir .The scr ics
interconnection in Fig. 3.1 requires that

i s = 4 =  i 2 = i r = i a :  i s =  - i 6 =  i . � , (3.1)

which states that if we know any one ofthe seven currents, we know them
all. Thus we can redraw Fig.3.1 as shown in Fig.3.2, retainhg rhe idenrity
of the single curent i".

To find i., we apply Kirchhoff's voltage law around the single closed
toop. Delinirg thevoltage across each resistor as a drop jn the direction of
rr grves

-ol + i"Rr + irn2 + irR3 + j.Rj + lrR5 + trn6 + irRT:0, (3.2)

z ' .  =  t " ( R 1  + R 2 + & + & + R s + R 6 + R ? ) . (3.3)

h g f e

Figure 3.2 A Series resistors with a sjngte unkno\i/n

The significance of Eq.3.3 for calculating ir is that the seven resistors can
be replaced by a single resistor whose numeiical value is the sum of the
individual resistors. that is.

R e q  =  R 1  + R 2 + R 3 + R 4  + R 5 + R 6 + R 7 \3.4)

and

h

Figure 3.3 A A simplified version of the cjrcujt shown
in Fig.3.2.

(3.5)

Thus we can redraw Fig.3.2 as sho$n in Fig.3.3.
In general, if tr resistors a.re connected in series, the equivalenl sircle

re. is lor has a resrstance equal lo lhe sum ot lhe & re, i . rancir .  or

(3.6)

Note that the resistanc€ of the equivalent resistor is always larset than
!har ot lhe largcsl  resi . tor in rhe ser ies connecl ion.

Combining resistoc in series >



Another way to think about this concept of an equivalent resistancc is
ro visualize the string of resistors as being inside a black box. (An elcctri
cal engineer uses the term black bor to imply an opaque container; that is,
the conterts are hidden from view The engineer is theD challenged to
modei ihe contents of the box by studying the relationship between the
voltage and current at ih termillals.) Determining whether the box con-
tains k resistors or a single equivalent resistor is impossible. Figure 3.4
illustrates this method ofsttdying the circuit shown in Fig.3.2.

3.2 Resistors in Faratlel
When two elemerts connect at a single node pair, they are said to be in
parallel. Parall€l-cotrnecled circuit elements have the same voltage across
their terminals.The circuit shom in Fig.3.5 illust.ales lesistors connected
in parallel. Don't make the mistake of assuming thal two elements are
parallel connected merely because they are lined up in parallel in a circuit
diagran. The defining charactedstic of parallel-connected elements is that
they have the same voltage across their terminals. In Fig. 3.6, you can see
that Rr and R3 are not parallel connected because, belwecn their respec-
rive termhals. another resistor dissipates some ofthe vollag.3.

Resislors in parallel can be reduced to a single equivalent resistor
using Kirchhoff's current law and Ohm's law. as we now demonstmte. In
the circuit shown in Fig. 3.5, we lel the curenis ir, tr. ii. and ia b.3 the cur-
rents in the fesistors Rr througl Ra, respectively. We also let the positive
reference direction for each resislor current be down firough th.3 resistor,
that is, from node a to node b. From Kirchhoff's cunent la\

3.? Resisto6 in PaEttet

h R7 R6 .It5

Figure 3.4 A The black box equjvahniofthe circuit
shown in fi9. 3.2.

Figure 3.5 A Resistors jn parattel.

R2

Figrre 3.6 { Nonparalhtresistors.
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+

The parallel connection ot the resistors means that the voltage across each
resistor must be the same. Hence,from Ohm's law,

i r :  t 1  + t r + i r + i 4 . (3.7)

rrR, : irRz = 4Rr = raRr - r, (3.8)

Therelore,

Rr' �

:t

l, and

:I
R1

(3.e)
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Substitutirg Eq.3.9 into Eq. 3.7 yields

from which

.  [ r  1  1  1 \, " :  " \ ^ ,  '  & ,  k .  R , l

i r 1 1 1 1 1

, , = R * : 4 - & - & - &

G " q =  > G i : G l  + G 2 +  + G k

(3.10)

Flgorc 3.7 A RepLacing th€ foff palaLtet r€sisto$ shown
in Fiq.3.5 with a single equivat€nt resistor.

Equation 3.11 is what we set out to show: that the four resistors in the cir-
cuit shown in Fig.3.5 can be replaced by a single equivalent resistor. The
circuit shown in Fig. 3.? illustrates the substitution. For k resistors con-
nected ir parallel, Eq. 3.11 becomes

(3.11)

Many times only two resistors are connected in pamllel Figure 3.8
illustrates this special case We calculate tle equivalent resistance ftom
Eq.3.121

1  1  1  n2+  R1
R * = & - & :  R t &  '

combining resistors in patallel >

'-Fl'
Figure 3.8,| Two rcsistols connecied jn palaLteL.

13.\2)

Note that the resistance of the equivalent resistor is always smaller than the
rcsistance of the smallest rcsistor in the parallel comection. Sometimes,
usirg conductance when dealing witl resistors connected in parallel is more
cotrvenient, In that case. Eo. 3.12 b€comes

(3.13)

R.R"

(3.14)

(3.15)

Thus for just two resistorc h parallel the equivalent resistarce equals
the product of the resistaDces divided by the sum of the resistance$
Remember that you can only use this result in the special case ofjust two
rcsistors in Darallel. Examole 3.1 illustrates the usefulness of these results.



Applying Series-Parall.et simpLifi cation

Find i,. rr . aod i2 in lhe ci-rcuil shown in Fig.3.s.

Solution
We begin by noting that the 3 f,) resistor is in senes
wirh rbe 6 Q resistor.we Lherelore replace lhis series
combination with a 9 O resistor, reducing the circuit
to the one shown in Fig. 3.10(a). We now can replace
the parallel combhation of the 9 O and 18 O resis-
tors with a single resistance of (18 x 9)/(18 + 9), or
6 O. Egure 3.i0(b) shows t]Iis turtler reduction of
the circuit.The nodes x and y marked on all diagmms
facilitate tracing through t]le reduction of the circuit.

From Fig. 3.10(b) you can veiify that iJ equals
120/10, or 12 A. Figure 3.11 shows the iesult at this
point in the analysis. We added the voltage ?)1 to
help cladfy the subsequent discussion. Using Ohm's
law we compute the value of ,1:

3.2 Relisto6in Panttet

+ t t l :18o  ' , { 6 0

v
Figur€ 3.9 a Th€ crrcujt for E,dmph 3.1.

4 f )

l20v r, l$rso r,,f

y

G)
4 0  x

120V
+\ '"

6 0

v
(b)

Figue 3,10 a A sinpLification ofthe cjrcuit shown jn Fjg.3.9.

+\ 12A

v
figuru 3.r1 A lhe circuit of Fig. 3.10(b) showins the numedcaL
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3 ( )4 0

t20 v

9 f )

1\ = (12)(6) - '72v. (3.16)

But t 1 is the voltage drop fmm node x to node y, so
we can return to the circuit shown in Fig. 3.10(a)
and again use Ohm's law to calculate tr and ir. Thus,

(3.17)

(3.18) 120 V

18
72-  
1 8  

: 4 A '

: 8 A .

4f)

1)1 
:72

9 9
6()

We have found t}le thrce specified currents by using
series-parallel reductions in combination with
Ohm's law'

Belore leaving Example 3.1, we suggest that you take the tlme to
show that the solution satisfies Kirchloffs curent law at every node and
Kirchloff's voltage law around every closed path. (Note that there are
thee closed paths that can be tested.) Showing t]Iat the power delivered
by the voltage souce equals the total power dissipated in the rcsistors also
is informative. fsee Prcblems 3.3 and 3.4.)
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objective 1-Be abte to recognize resistors conneded in

3.1 For tbe circuit shown, find (a) the vollage o,
(b) the power delivered to the circuil by the
cufent source, and (c) the power dissipated in
the 10 () resistor.

Answer: (a) 60Vr
(b) 300 w;
(c) s7.6w

NOTE: Also try Chapter Problems 3.1,3.2,3.5, and 3.6.

series and in parattel

7.211

101)

(") (b)

Figure 3.12 a (a) A votiase-divider circuit and (b) the
vottagsdivids circuit with crrent ; indicaied.

- R r01 =rr(1 :  ?rnr 
+ R2,

.-  R,
0 2  =  u < 2 :  x s R t  

+  R ,

(3.20)

(3.21)

13.22)

3.3 The \foltage-Sivider
and eurrent-Sivider eireuits

Al timss especially in eleclronic circuils developing more than one
voltage level from a single vollage supply is necessary. One way of doing
this is by using a voltsge-divid€r circuil, such as the one in Fig.3.l2.

We analyze this circuit by directly applying Ohm's la$' and
Kirchhoff's laws.To aid the analysis, we introduce the curent i as shown in
Fig. 3.12(b). From Kilchhoff's current la\ Rr and R, carry the same cur-
rel1l.Applyilg Kilchhoff's voltage law around the closed loop yields

r . - l R r + i R z ,

R r + R ,

Now wc can use Ohm's law to calculale ul and ,2:

Equations 3.21 and 3.22 show that ,r and o, are fractions of o,- Each
ftaction is the ratio of the resistance across which rhe divided voltage is
defined to the sum ofthe two resistances. Because this ratio is always lcss
than 1.0. the divided voltages or and ?J2 are always iess than the source

If you desire a particular valuc of ?)2, and o, is specified, an infinile
number ofcombinarions of Rr and R, yicld thc propcr ratio. For example,
suppose that !. equals 15 V and 1J2 is to bc 5 V Thon r2/o, = i and, liom



3.3 The Vottage'Divider and Currcnt- Djvider Circuiis

Eq.3.22,we find that this mtio is satisfied wherever R, : ;R1. Other fac-
tors that may enter into the selection of R1, and hence R2, include the
powei losses that occur in dividing the source voltage and the effects of
connecting the voltage-divider circuit to other circuit components.

Consider connecting a resistor Rz fu parallel witl R2, as shown in
Fig. 3.13. The resistor R, acts as a load on the voltage-djvider circuit. A
load on any circuit consists of one or more circuit elements that draw
power from the circuit. With the load Rr connected, the expression for the
output voltage becomes

- '  
Rr + R.q 

'"

RtRr

\3.23)

Figure 3.13 A A voLtage djvjder connected to a toad R..

Substituting Eq.3.24 into Eq.3.23 yields

R2+ RL

R2

Rlt1 + (,R /R')l + R"'

(3.21)

Note that Eq. 3.25 reduces to F'q.3./2 as Rz+c!, as it should.
Equation 3.25 shows that, as long as R, >> R2, the voltage ratio r,/?i" is
essentially undisturb€d by t})e addition of the load on the divider.

Atrother chaructedstic of the voltage-divider circuit of interest is the
sensitivity of the divider to tie tolerances of the resistors. By roler.ar?ce we
mean a range of possible values. The resistances of commercially available
resistors always vary within some percentage of theh stated value.
Example 3.2 illustrates the effect of resistor tolerances in a voltage-divider
circuit.

Anatyzing the Voltage-Divider Circuit

The resistors used in the voltage-divider circuit
shown in Fig.3.14 have a tolerance of t10%. Find
the maximum and minimum value ofo,.

Sotution
From Eq. 3.22, the maximum value of r)o occurs when
R is l0oo high and Rr is l0 'o lo\ \ .and (be minimum
value of t', occurs when R2 is 10% low and Rr is
10% high.Thereforc

(100v110)
,lma\) = 

1101-- 
= 83.02 v.

(100x90)
,,(Illrn) = 

e0 +-- 
: 76.60 v.

Thus, in making the decision to use 10% resistors in
this voltage divider, we recognize that the noload
orltput voltage will lie between 76.60 and 83.02 V

t00v

25 kO

100kI)

Figur€ 3,14 A The circujt for Exampi€ 3.2.
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rigure 3.15 A Ihe drnent-divider circuit.

t o ,*1, '  ,  *

The Current-Divider Circuit
The curent-divider cfucuit showr in Fig- 3.15 consists of two tesistors con-
nected in parallel adoss a current source. The current divider is designed
to divide the current i. between R1 and R2. We find t]le relationship
between ttre curent i, a.nd the current in each resistor (that is, i1 and ir) by
directly applying Ohm's law and Kirchhoffs current law. The voltage
aooss the parallel resistom is

Ffom Eq.3.26,

Analyzing a Cufient-Divider Circuit

, . =  R ,  ,"' 
R, + R7-"'

, . =  R '  ,"' 
R, + Rz-''

(3.26)

13.27)

(3.28)

Equations 3.27 and 3.28 show that the current divides between two resis
tors in parallel such that the curent in one resistor equals the curent
entering the parallel pail multiplied by the other resistance and divided by
the sum of the rcsistors. Example 3.3 i ustrates the use of the cuflent-
divider equation.

Find the power dissipated in the 6 f) resistor shown
inFig.3.16.

Solution
First, we must find the curent in the resistor by sim-
plifying the circuit with series-parallel rcductions
ltus, the circuit shown ir Fig. 3.16 rcduces to the
one shown in Fig. 3.17. We find the qrllent i, by
using the formula for current division:

1 6
j"  = _--(10) :8 A.

t b  +  4

Note that i, is the cunert in the 1.6() iesistor in
Fig. 3.16. We now car turther divide i, between the
6 O and 4 O resistols. The current in the 6 O resistor is

rd : _(8) : 3.2 A,

and the power dissipated in the 6 O resistor is
p = ( 3 . 2 ) ' ( 6 ) = 6 1 . 4 4 w .

1.6 r}

t )  f r r o  3 o n

figure 3.16 A The ci,cuitfor Erampte l.l.

1 0 A I  )  1 6 0 4{)}

Figure 3.17 A A sjmptjfication ofthe ciftuitshown in Fig.3.16.



3.4 Vottage Division and Crrent Division

0bjective

3.2 ^)

c)

d)

2*(now how to design simple vottage-divider and

Find the no-load value of?J, in the

Find n, when nr is 150 kO.

How muchpower is dissipated in thc 25 kO
resistor ifthe load terminals are accidentally
shon-circuited?

What is the maximum power dissipatedjn
the ?5 kO resistor?

cuff€nt-divid€r circuits

3,3 a) Find the value of R that will cause 4 A of
current to flow through the 80Q resistor in
the circuit shown.

b) How much power will lhe resistor R from
part (a) nced to dissipale?

c) How much power will the current source
genemte lor the value of R froln pafi (a)?

2 0 A

Answ€r: (a) 30O;
(b) 7680 w;
(c) 33,600 W.

60()

1 0 0

It

8 0 0

NOTE:

(a) 150 v;
(b) 133.33 V
(c) 1.6W
(d) 0.3w

Also tty Chaptet Pnblems 3.13,3.15, antl3.21.

3.4 tfqlltaqe fiivisisn
a$d eurrent l l ivision

We can row generalize the resrlts from analyzing thc voltage divider cir-
cuit in Fig.3.12 and tlre currentdivider circuil in Fig.3.15.The generaliza-
tions will yield two addiiional and very usctul circuit analysis lechniques
known as voltage division and current division. Consider the circuil shown
inFig.3.18.

The box on tlre left can cortain a single voltage source or any other
combination of basic circuit elements that results in thc vollag€ ?) shownin
the tigure. To the right of the box are r resistors conncctcd in series. We
are interested in finding the voltage drop ol across an arbitrary resistor Rl
in terms of the voltage r. We start by using Ohm's law !o calculate i, fte
current through all of the resistors in serics, in lerms of the current o and

n l  + R 2 +  - + R , , R.q 
' (3.2e)

figure 3.18 t Cjrcuit usd to ittustEie vottage division.
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The equivalent resistance, Rcq, is the sum ol the r resistor values because
the resistors are in series, as shown in Eq. 3.6. We apply Ohm's law a sec-
ond time to calculate the voltage drop o/ across the resistor Rj. using the
cureni t calculated in Eq.3.29:

Vottaqe-division equation >

Current-division equation t

R I
u r :  i R t  :  = - 1 )

0 = (R1 R2 . . .  i ln,)  :  rReq.

Note that we used Eq.3.29 to obtain the right-hand side oI Eq.3.30.
Equation 3.30 is the voltage division equation. It says that the voltage
drop ri across a single resistor Ri ftom a collection of se es-connected
resistors is pioportional to the total voltage drop , across the set ofseries-
connected resislors. The coDstant of propor'tionality is the mtio of the sin-
gle resistance to the equivalert resistance of the series comected set of
resistors, or R'/Red.

Now consider the c cuit showr in Fig. 3.19. The box on the left can
contain a single curent source or any other combination of basic circuit
elemenls that results in the current i shown in the figure. To tlre right of
the box are r resistors connected in para el. We are inrerested in finding
the curent ii through an arbitrary resistor Rr in terms of the current i. We
stafi by using Ohm's law to calculate z),the voltage drop across each of the
resistors in parallel.in terms of the current; and the r resistors:

R,

(3.30)

(3.31)

The equivalent resistance ofn resistors in parallel, Rcq, can be calculated
usirg Eq.3.12.We apply Ohm's law a second time to calculate the current
l, through the resistor R;, using the voltage o calculated in Eq.3.31:

n

Note that we used Eq.3.31 to obtain the right-hand side of Eq- 3.32.
Equation 3.32 is the current division equation. It says that the current i
through a single resistor Rr {rom a collectior of parallel-connected resis-
to$ is proportional to the total current i srpplied to the set of parallel-
connected resistors. The constant of proportionality is the ratio of the

tigure 3.19 A Circuii used to ittustrate cunentdivjsion.



equivalent rcsislance of the parallel-connecled ser ofresistors to the siDgle
resrstance. or Rcq/&. Note that the constanl of proportionaliry in thc cul'
rent division equation is rhe inverse of rhc constant of proportionalily il1
the voltage division equationl

Examplc 3.4 uses voltage divislon and current division to solve for
voltages and culrenls in a circuit.

Using Vottage Division and Current Division to Solve a Circuit

3.4 Vottage Divisjon and Current Division

Figur€ 3.20 ,", The circuitfor Examph 3.4.

,, = l!,** u, : ,av.

6 l

[Jse currenr division to find thc cullett i, and use
voltage division to find the voltage r,, for the circuit
]n Fig.3.20.

Solution
We san use Eq. 3.32 if we can find the
tcsislance of the four parallel branches
rcsislors. Symbolically,

Req = (36 + 44) l0 (40 + 10 + 30) 24

= 8 0  1 0 8 0 2 4 -

equivalcnl
containing

= 6 0 .
1*  ro  *

Applyhg Eq.3.32.

6
i ,  =  

t (8A)  
=  2A.

We can usc Ohm's law to find thc \,ottage drop
across the 24 () resistor:

1] : (24)(2) = 48 V.

This is also tlle voltage drop across the branch con
taining the 40 Q, thc 10 O, and the 30 0 resistors in
.<r i(s We c.n rhcl  U.c \  ol lxg< di \  is ion ro de.cr1r i i r
the voltage drop ,. across the 30 () resistor gi\,cn
l l J L  $ <  k n o q  t h e  r o l t r g i  o r u p  r c f o . .  r l ' e  i c r i c \
connected resistors, using Eq. 3.30. To do this, wc
recognize that the cquivalenl resisrance of the
series-connected rcsislors is 40 + 10 + 30 = 80 O:

1 t
s 0 - t

I
lJ0

obiective 3-ge abte to use vottage and current division to sotve simple circuits

3.4 a) Use voltage division to determine the
voltagc ?), across the 40 O resistor in lhe
circuit shown.

b) Use o,, from part (a) to determinc rhe cur-
rent through the 40 J) resistor, and use this
currcnt and currelt division to calcu]ate the
current in the 30 O resistor.

c) How much power is absorbed by lhe 50 O

NOTE: Alxo ttr Chapter Problens 3.22 and 3.23.

+
' ,o,,1 

rr l  ,0,,
7 0 o

4 0 0

6 0 v

Answer: (a) 20 V;
(b) 166.67 I1lA;

(c) 347.22mw.

50(:}
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Figurc 3.21 A An ammeter connected to measure the
curent in Rr. and a voLtmeter connected to measure the

Figue 3.22 A A short-circujt modet for the jdeat amme
ier, and an open'circuit modeLtotthe jdeatvoLtmeter.

Figue 3.23 A A sch€matjc diagram 0f a dl\rsonvat

tigue 3.24 A A dc ammeter crrujt.

3.5 Measuring Vottage and €urrent
When working with actual circuits, you will oJten need to measue volt-
ages and cullents. we will spend some time discussing several measuring
devices here and il the next section, because they are relatively simple to
analyze and offer practical examples of the curent- and voltage-divider
configurations we have just studied.

An .nmet€r is an hsuument designed to measue curent;it is placed
in seies with the circuit element whose cuuent is being measured A
voltrnet€r is an instument d€signed to measure voltage;it is placed in par'
allel with the element whose voltage is being measured.An ideal ammeter
or voltmeter has no effect on the circuit variable it is designed to measure
That is, an ideal ammeler has an equivalent resistanc€ of 0 o and func-
tions as a short circuit in sedes with the element whose current is being
measured. An ideal voltmeter has an i inite equivalent resistance and
thus functions as an open circuit in parallel with ttre element whose voll
age is being measu.ed. The configurations fol an ammeter used to meas-
ure the current in R1 and for a voltmeter used to measure the voltage irl 1R2
are depicted in Fig.3.21. The ideal models for these meters in the same cil-
cuit aie shown in Fi9.3.22.

There arc two broad categories of meters used to measure contiluous
voltages and currents: digital mete$ and analog meters. Digital meters
measde the continuous voltage or current siglal at disclete points in
time, called the sampling times. The signal is thus conve ed from an ana-
log sigml, which is continuous ir time, to a digital signal, which exists only
at discrete hstants in time. A more detailed e4lanation of th€ workings
of digital meters is beyond the scope of this text ard coufte. However, you
are lilely to see and use digital meten in lab settings because they olfer
several advantages over analog meters. They introduc€ less resistance into
the circuit to which they are connected, they are easier to co rect, and the
precisior of the measurement is greater due to the nature of the rcadout

Analog m€t€rs are based on the d'Arsonval meter movement which
implements the readout mechanism. A d'A$onval meter movement con-
sists of a movable coil placed in the field of a pemanent magnet wlen cur-
rent flows in the coit, it creafes a torque on the coil, causing it to rotate and
move a pointer across a calibrated scale. By design, the deflection of the
pointer is directly proportional to the current in t]le movable coil- The coil is
chaiactefzed by both a voltage rating ard a curent rating. For example,
one commercially available meter movement is rated at 50 mV and 1 rnA.
This means that when tlle coil is carrying 1 ntA, the voltage drop affoss the
coil is 50 mV and the pointer is deflected to its full-scale position. A
schematrc illustration of a d'Arsonval meter movement is shown in Fig. 3.23

An analog ammeter consists of a d'A$onval movement in parallel
with a rcsistor, as shown in Fig. 3.24. The purpose of the pamllel resistor is
to limit the amount of curent in the movement's coil by shunting some of
it ttrrough R,4. An analog voltmeter consists of a d'Arsonval movement in
series with a resistor, as showtr in Fig. 3.25. Here, the iesistor is used to
limit ttre voltage drop across tlle meter's coil. In both meteis, the added
resistor derermines rhe ful l -scale feading of rhe meler mo\ emenl.

From these descriptions we see that an actual meter is nonideal;bottr
the added resistor and tlle meter movement i troduce resistance in the

Figue 3.25 a A dc vottmeter cncuit.



circuit to which the meter is attached.In fact, any instrument used to make
physical measu{ements extracts energy from the system while making
measurements. The more energy extracted by the instnments, the more
severcIy the measurement is disturbed, A real ammeter has an equivalent
resistance Urat is not zero, and it thus effectively adds resistance to the cir-
cuit itr series with the element whose current the ammeter is readins. A
real \ohmeler bas an equivalenr resistance lhal  is not inLini te,  so i t  eFec-
tively adds resistance to the circuit in pamllel with the element whose
voltage is being read.

How much these meters disturb the circuit beinA measured deDends
on Lhe el tecl ive resistaDce of the meter.  compared ; lh the resista;ce in
t]le circuit. For example, using the rule of 1/10th, the eflective resistance of
an ammeter should be no moie than 1/10th of the value of the smallest
iesistance in the circuit to be sure that the current being measured is
nearly t]le same witl or without the ammeter. But in an analoe meter. the
vaiue oI resistance is determined by lhe desired tull-scale fead;g \re wisb
to maLe, and it cannot be arbitarily selected. The following examples
illustrate the calculations involved in detemining the rcsistance needed it
an analog ammeter or voltmeler. The examples also consider the resulting
effeclive resistance of the meter when it is insefied in a circuit.

lJsing a d'Arsonval Amrreter

a) A 50 nV 1 mA d'Arsonval movement is |o o€
used in ar ammeter with a full-scale reading of
10 mA.Determine R,a.

b) Repeat (a) for a full-scale reading of 1A.
c) How much resistance is added to the or€urt

when the 10 mA ammeter is inserted to mcasurc

d) Repeat (c) for the 1A arnmeter.

Solution

a) From the statement of the problem, we know
that when the current at the terminals of the
ammeter is 10 mA, 1 mA is flowing rlrough the
meter coil, which means that 9 mA must be
dive ed through R4. We also know that when
the movement caries 1 mA, the drop across its
terminals is 50mV Ohm's law requires that

b) Wlen the full-scale deflection of the ammeter is
1A, R,a must cary 999 mA when the movement
carries 1mA.In tlis case, then,

9 9 9 x 1 0 - 3 R , { = 5 0 x 1 0 - 3 ,

R,{ : 50/999 ! 50.05 mO.

c) Let R- rcpresert the equivalelt resistance of the
ammetei. For the 10 mA alnmeter,

50 mV

3.5 Measudns vottage and Cureni 69

or, alternatively,

r50)r50l9 |
x m : s n + ( 5 0 / g = s o .

d) For the 1 A arnmeter

10 mA

50 mV

or, alternatively,9 x 1 0 3 R n - 5 0 x 1 0 3

R1 : 50/9 : 5.555 O.
(5oxso/eee)

50 + (s0/eee)
: 0.050 ().
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Usinq a d Arsonval Vottmeter

a) A 50 mV, 1 nA d'Arsonval movement ls to be
used in a voltmeter in which the full-scale rcad
ing is 150V Determine nr.

b) Repeat (a) for a lUll scale reading oI5V

c) How much resistance does the 150 V meter
insert into the circuit?

d) Repeat (c) for the s V neter.

b) For a tul] scale reading of5 Y

Solution

a) Full-scale deflection requjrcs 50 mV across the
meier movement. and the movement has a resisl
ance of 50 O. 'lterefore we apply Eq. 3.22 with
Rr -  RtR, :  50,D. = 150.and1)2 = 50nV.

- 5r l
s 0 .  1 0 ' : = - ( 1 s 0 ) .

K /  +  ) l l

Solving for Rr gives

R. = 149,950 O.

5 0 x 1 0 3 : n J s o ( s ) ,

R, : 4950 O.

c) If we let R", represent the equivaleni resistance

R- = 150.v = r5o.ooo ,l,.
t 0  ' A

or, altematively,

n,,, - 149.950 + 50 - 150,000 O.

d) Then,

^- : l]L = ,ooo ,,.'  t 0 ' A

or, alternatively.

R- : 4e50 + 5U = 50U0 A.

objective 4-Be abte to determine the reading of ammet€rs and vottmeterc

3.5 a) Find the current in the circuit shown.

b) lfthe ammeter in Example 3.5(a) is used to
measure the cullent, what will it read?

Answer: (a) 10 mA;
(b) 9.524 mA.

NO'.E: Abo try Chapter Probtems 3.30 a 3.33.

3.6 a) Find the voltage 1, across the 75 k0 resistor
in the circuit shown.

b) lfthe 150V voltmeter of Example 3.6(a) is
used to measue l]re vollage,what will be
ttre reading?

75 kO

Answer: (a) 50Y
(b) 46.15v
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3.6 Measuring Resistance-
The Wheatstone Bridge

Many difrerent circuit conJigurations are used to measue resistance, Heie
we will locus on just one, the mealstone bddge. The Wheatstone brialge
circuit is used to precisely measure resistances of medium values, that is. itr
the range of 1 O to 1MO. In commercial models of tie Wheatstone
bridge, accuracies on the order of +0.1olo are possible. The bridee circuit
consists of four resislorr a dc voltage source. anl a delector.The ;sisraoce
of one of the four rcsiston can be varied, wbich is indicated in Fis_ 3.26 bv
lhe arrow tlu-ough Rr. Tbe dc \ohage source is usually a bartery, whicb is
indicated by the battery symbol for the voltage source z, in Fig. 3.26. The
detector is generally a d'Arsonval movement in the micioamD ranqe and is
caued a galvanometef. Hgure 3.2b sho\rs the circuil aflansemenl ot lhe
resislaoces baltery and detectof q bere Rt.  R..  and R3 are L;owo resislors
and R, is the unknown resistoi.

To find the value of R,, we adjust the variable resistoi R3 until theie is
Iro cunetrt in thg galvanometer, We then calculate the unknown rcsistor
from the simole exDiession

R.
& :  - -  Rr .

The derivalion of Eq. 3.33 follows directly from ths apptication of
Kirchhoffs laws to the bddge circuit. We redmw the bridsi circuit as
Eg. 1.27 ro sho\r (be curenrs appropriate to lhe deri lat ion of Eq. .J. l3.
W}len is is zero, that is, when the bddge is balanced, Kirchhoff\ curent
law requires that

Q3q a

tz = tt. (3.35)

Now, because is is zerc, there is no voltage drop across the detector, and
thercfore points a and b are at the same potential. Thus wher the bddge is
balanced, Kirchhoff's voltage law requires that

(3.36)

(3.37)

i1R3 : 12R".

Figure 3.25 ̂  The Wheatstone bidqe circuit.

Figure 3.27 l A batanced wheatstone bfidse (ls = 0).

i:Rs : i,R ,

iRI : i2R2.

Combining Eqs.3.34 and 3.35 with Eq.3.36 gives

We obtain Eq. 3.33 by firsr dividing 8q.3.38 by Eq.3.37 and r}ten solving
the resulting expression for Rr:

(3.38)

R: R,
Rr Rz'

R, -'/

(3 .39)
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R.
ft,: *n:. (3.40)

Now that we have voriticd rhe validity of Eq.3.33, several conments
aboul lhe r'esull are in ordcr. First. note that ifihe ratio R /R1is unily. the
unknown resistor R, cquals Rr. ln this case, the bridge resislor n3 must
vary over a rangc that includes the value R.. For example, iI lhe unknown
resistance lvere 1000 O and Rl could bevariedfrom0 to 100 (), the bridge
could never be balanced. Th us to cover a wide range of unknown resislors.
we must be able to vary the ralio R2/Rr. In a commercial Wheatstone
bridge, Rr aDd 112 consisl oI dccimal values of resistances that can be
switched into the bridge circuil. Normall,v, the decimal values are
1, 10, 100, and 1000 O so |hal the ratio R2/Rr can be varied fron 0.001 to
1000 in decimal steps.The variablc rcsistor Rr is usuall]' adjustable iD iDle
gral values ofresislance from :l to 11,000 O.

Altlough Eq.3.33 inplies that R, can vary from zero to infinit),. the
practical rarge ofR, is approxinalely I () to 1 MO. Lower resistances are
difficrlt to measure or a standard whealslone bridgc because of thermo-
eleciric voltages generated at the juncliorls of dissimilar metals and
bccause of thermal heating effects lhat is, i'�R eIiecls. Highcr rcsjstances
arc ditTicult to measure accurately because of leakage currcnts. In other
words. if R, is large, the current ieakage in lhe eleclrical insulation may be
conparable to the curfent in the branches oI lhe b dgc circuit.

. obiective s-lJnderstand how a Wheatstone bridoe is used to measure resistance

The bridge circuit shown is balanced wher
R1 :  100 O.. /1,  -  1000 O,and Rj -  150 O.
Thc bridgc is energized from a 5V dc source.

a) What is the value ofR,?

b) Supposc each bridge resistor is capable of
dissipating 250 mW Can the bridge be left
in thc balanced state without exceeding the
power dissipating capacity ofthe resistors,
thereby damaging thc brjdgc l

NOTE: AIso tr! Chupter Problem 3.4ti.

Answer: (a) 1500 {);
(b) yes.
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+

Figure 3.28 A A resistjve netwo* generated by a
Wheaistone bridse circuit.

3.7 Detta-to-Wye (Pi-to-Tee) Equivalent
Circuits

The bridge configuratior in Fig. 3.26 introduces afl interconnectiofl of
resistances that warrants further discussion. If we reDlace the salvano-
meler $1lh r ts equi\alenr resisrance R,.  qe can draq r le circuir  .houn in
Fig. 3.28. We cannot reduce the interconrected rcsiston of this circuit to a
single equival€nt resistance across the teminals ofthe batterv if reslricted
to t]le simple series or parallel equivalent circuits introduced earlier in this
chapter. The hterconnected resistors can be reduced to a single equiva-
lent resistor by means of a delta-to-r,ye (A{o-Y) or pi-to tee (,7-ro-T)
equivalent circuit.l

The rcsiston Rl, R2, and R- (or R3, n- and R,) in the circuit shown
in Fig.3.28 are referred to as a delta (d) intercorn€ction because the
interconnection looks like the creek letter A. It also is refened to as a
pi int€rconnection because the A can be shaped into a ?' without dis-
turbing the electrical equivalence of the two conJigurations. The electri-
cal equivalence between the A and z interconnections is aDDarent in
Fig. J.2,r .

The resistors Rl, R-, and R3 (or Rr, R- and R,) in the circuit shown in
Fig. 3.28 are referred to as a rrye (Y) interconnection because the inter-
connectior can be shaped to look ljke the letter Y It is easier to see the y
shape when the interconnection is drawn as in Fig. 3.30. The y configuration
also is rcferred to as a tee (T) int€rconnection because the Y structure can
be shaped into a T structure without disturbing the electdcal equivalence of
the two structures. The electrical equivalence of the y and t}le T configura-
tions is apparent from Fig.3.30.

Figure 3.31illustrates the A-to-Y (or r {o-T) equivalent circuit tians-
formation. Note that we cannot transfom t}le A interconrection into the
Y interconnection simply by changing the shape of the interconnections.
Saying the A-connected circuit is equivalent to the Y-connected circuit
means that the A configuration can be replaced witi a Y configuration to
mal(e the termhal behavior of the two configurations identical. Thus if
each circuit is placed in a black box, we can't tell by extemal measure-
melts whether the box contains a set of A-coinected resistors or a set of
Y-comected resistors.This condition is true only if the resistaflce between
corresponding terminal pails is the same for each box. For elample, the
re' istance belween terminal.  a and b mu.l  be lhe ."me $herher $e use
the A-connected set or the Y connected s€t. For each pair of terminals in

r A and Y sLuctnrcs are presenr in a variely of useful circuits, rcr jusr resislivc nelworks
Hence the Aro-Y transfomation is a helptul ioot in circuit analysis.

F i g u r e 3 . 2 9 L A Aconfiguration vjewed as a r

Figlre 3.30 4 A Y niucture viewed as a T stiuciure.

Figure 3.31 A The A to-Y transformation.
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the A-connected circuit, the equivalent rcsistance can be computed using
series and pamllel simplifications to yield

R.(R" + nb)
Rat : - R 1  + R 2 ,

= R : + R : ,

= R 1  + R }

& + R 6 + R .

R.(R, + &)

(3.11)

(3.42)

(3.43)

11.11)

(3.45)

R , + n b + R .

Rr(R. + R,)
R a + R b + R .

StaightJorward algebnic manipulation of Eqs. 3.41 3.43 gives values
for the Y-connected resistors in terms of the A-connected rcsistors
reouired for the A-to-Y eouivaletrt circuit:

Ra R.
-Rd + R, + &'

n.&
R , + R 6 + R . '

&Ra
& + R r + R .

13.46)

Revening tle A-to-Y trarsfomation also is possible. fhat iq we can start
with the Y shucture aDd replace it with an equivalent A structure. The
expressions for the three A-connected resistors as functions of the three
Y-connected rcsistors are

n 1 R 2 + R 2 R 3 + R 3 R 1
\3.47)

(3.48)

(3.1e)

R1

n 1 R 2 + R 2 R 3 + R 3 R r

R2

n 1 R 2 + n 2 R 3 + R 3 R 1

Example 3.7 illustiates the use of a A{o-Y hansfomation to simplify
tlle analysis of a circuit.



Applying a Delta-to-Wye Transform

Find the current and powei supplied by the 40 V
souce in the circuit shown in Fig.3.32.

Figure 3.32 A lhe circuit for Exampte 3.7.

Solution
We are interested oDly in the current and power
drain on the 40 V source, so the problem has been
solved once we obtain the equivalent rcsistance
across ttre terminals of the source. We can find this
equivalenl resistance easily after replacing eilher
the upper A (100, 125,25 O) or the lower A (40,
25, 37.5 O) with its equivalent Y We choose to
replace the upper A- We then compute the three Y
resistances, defined in Fig. 3.33, from Eqs. 3.44 to
3.46.Thus,

3.7 Detta-to-Wye (Pi-ro-TeF) Equivdlert (ncrirs 75

resistance across the terminals of the 40V source by
se es-parallel simplifications:

(501450)
R," : 55 + -_- = 80 ().-' 

I ll(,

The final step is to note that the circuit reduces to
an 80 f) resistor across a 40 V souice, as shown ln
Fig. 3.35, from which it is apparent t]lat the 40 V
source delivers 0-5 A and 20 W to the circuit.

Figure 3.33 A The equivalentY rcsistor.

37.5 0

100 x 125= 5 0 r ) ,

1 2 5  2 5  - ^ _ ^
250

100 25 .^ ^
250

Flgure 3.34 t A trandom€d version ofthe cncuit shown in
Fjg. 3.32.

Flgure 3.35 ̂  Thefinatstep jn the simptification of the cjrdrit
shown jn F ig.3.32.

250

Substituting the Y-rcsistoN into t]le circuit
shown iD Fig. l.J2 produce( the ciJcuit sholn in
Fig.3.34- From Fig.3.34,we can easily calculate the

,J'
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0bjective 6-Xnow wh€n and how to use detta-to-wye equivaterit circuits

3.8 Use aY-to-A tansforinaticjn to find the voltage
, in Lhe circui t  .horrn.

Answer: J5 \.

NOTE: Abo try Chapter Prcbletns 3.52,3.53, and 3.51.

105 {}

Practical Perspective
A ReaI Window Defroster
A nodel of a defroster grid is shown in Fig. 3.36, where r and ], denote the
horizontal and verticaL spacing of the grid etemerts. Given the dimensions
of the grid, we need to find expressions fof each resistor jn the gfid such
that the power dissipated per unit tength js the sanie jn each conductor.
This wjlL ensure uniform heatjrg of the rear window in both the .v and l
directjons. Thus we need to find vatues for the grid resistors that satis! the
foUowinq retationshiDs:

tigur€ 3,36 e Modetof a deftusta grid.

"(+) :,,(+) -(+) = (+) : -(+)
'(+) ,(+)
(+)='(+):,'(+):,,(+)
,,(?)=',(*)

(3.50)

(3.51)

(3.52)

(3.53)

We begjn the anatysis of the grid by taking advantage of its structure.
Note that if we disconnect the lowef portion of the circuit (i.e., the resjstor
&, R,/, Ra, and R5), the curr€nts i1, iz, il, and ib are unaffected. Thus, instead
of analyzjng the circuit in Fig. 3.36, we can analyze the simpler circujt in
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Fig.3.37. Note furtherthat after finding R1, R2, R3, Ra, and R, in the circuit
in Fig. 3.37, we have alio found the vaLues for the remaining rcsjstors, since R1

Begin analysis of the simpLified grid circuit in Fig. 3.37 by writing
expressions for the currents i1, i2, i?, and ib. To find ir, descrjbe the equiva-
lent resistance in paratlel with R3:

-  ^ ^  x r (R1  +2&)

_ (& + 2R.)(R2 + 2R) + 2R2Rb
(Rt I R, 2RJ

For convenience, define the numerator of Eq. 3.55 as

D = (\ + 2R)(R2 + 2R) + 2R2Rb, (3.56)

, R .

Figure 3.37 a A sjmptified modeL ofthe

Rt - Rz,

R" : RA,

Ra - R,.

(3.54)

(3.57)

and therefore

It foLtows directty that

and

( R r + R , + 2 R " )

. v,t
'' 

R3

Expressjons for i1 and 12 can be found djrectly from ib usjng current
division. Hence

' . = &-' 
R.

Y d c ( R r + R r + 2 & )
D 

(1 58)

i iR1 %,R'
'  R - - R ,  r ' R . ,  D

. ib(R] + 2R4) vd.(Rr + 2&)
( R t '  R ,  2 R  D

The expression for i3 js simpLy

(3.61)
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Now we use the constraints in Eqs. 3.50-3.52 to derive expressions for
R., nb, R2, and R3 as functions of R1. From Eq. 3.51,

R, RI

R ^ = L R , = , r R , .

., = (1)'^,.
Then from Eq. 3.50 we have

The ratio (ir/ir) is obtained directty from Eqs. 3.59 and 3.60:

tJ- Rz :  Rz

i2 Rr + 2R" Rr + zoRl

When Eq. 3.64 js substituted into Eq. 3.63, we obtain, after some aLgebraic
maniputation (see Probiem 3.69),

R r = ( t + 2 o ) ' � R r . (3.65)

13.62)

(3.63)

(3.64)

(3.66)

(3.67)

(3.68)

The expression for R6 as a fundjon of R1 js derived from the constraint
imposed by Eq. 3.52, namety that

/ :  \ 2
no :  l r l  n .

\ t b /

The ratio (i/i/,) js derived from Eqs.3.58 and 3.59. Thus,

\ _  n
ib (.\ + R2 + 2R")

When Eq. 3.67 is substituted into Eq. 3.66, we obtain, after some atgebraic
manipuLation Gee Probtem 3.69),

^ (L + 2c)2oR1
^'- 

4(1j "r,

FinaLly, the expression for R3 can be obtained from the constnint given
jn Eq. 3.50, or

o.: i1)'",, (3.6e)
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once aqain, after some atgebraic maniputation (see ProbLem 3.70), the
expression for R1 can be reduced to

RzR:

D

(1 + 2o\1
R l  : - R , .'  ( I + o ) '

(3.70)

i3

The resutts of our anaLysis are sumnarized in Tabte 3.1.

NqTE: Assess your undeRtanding of the Prddical Petspective by trying Chopter
Problens 3.71-3.73.

Rz

R3

(t + 2o)zoR1

4(I + o)'�

(1 + 2o\!R1

I  + 2d\a

a *'F"'

5ummary
. Sedes resistorc can be combined to obtain a single

equivalent resistance according to the equation

R " q = ) R r : R r + R 2 + .  + R & .

(See page 58.)
. Pamll€l resistors can be combined to obtain a single

equivalent resistance according to the equation

|  : r  I  I  r
R.q e Ri Rr R2 Rfr

When just two resistors are in parallel, the equation lbr
equi\dlcnl  resisrance can he simpl i f ied ro gi !e

.R R,
, ."q 

Rr + R2.

(See pages 59-60.)
. When voltage is divided between sedes resistors, as

shown in the figure, the voltage across each resistor can
be found according to the equations

, , -  
R l  

, ," '  
R r  +  Rr ' '

R: ir"
* = " r * & - ' "

(See page 62.)

Rr

. When currelt is divided between para]lel resistors, as
shown in the figure, the curent Urrough each resistor
can be found according to the equations

. R l 2'' 
Rr + tRr'"

R1
-' 

Rr + Rr'"

(See page 64.)

l )  ' r l n, nl

Rj
t ] ' = - ? ) '' Kcq

where oi is the voltage drop across the resistance Rl
and o is the voltage drop across the se es-connected
resistances whose equivalent resistance is R.q. (See
page 66.)

Voltage division is a ciicdt analysis tool thar is used to
find the voltage drop across a single resjstance from a
collection of series-coDnected resistances wheD the vol!
ase droD across the collection is known:
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Curr€trt division is a circuit analysis tool that is used to
find the cunent through a single resistance ftom a col-
lection of paiallefconnected resistances when t]Ie cur-
ient into ttre collection is kno$n:

R""
,  j _  p . ,

where ir is the curent thmugh the iesistance Rj and i is
the current into the parallel-connected resistances
whose equivalent resistance is Req. (See page 66 )

A voltmeter measures voltage and must be placed in par-
allel with the voltage being measuled. An ideal vollmeter
has infinite inlemal resistance and tlus does not alter tlle
voltage being measured. (See page 68.)

Digital met€rs and analog meterc have intemal resisG
ance, which influences ttre value of the circuit variable
beins measured. Meters based on the d'Arsonval meter
mov;ment detbemtely include internal rcsistance as a
way to limit t]le current in the movemenf's coil. (See
page 68.)

The Wh€atstone bddg€ circuit is used to male precise
measuements of a rcsistoi's value using four resistors, a dc
voltage source, and a galvanometer' A Wheatstone biidge
js balanced when the resjstors obey Eq. 3 33, resulting in
a galvanometer reading of 0 A. (See page 71.)

. A circuit with three resistors connected in a A configu-
ration (or a ?]' configuiation) can be transformed into an
equivalent circuit in which the ttrree resistors are Y con-
nected (or T connected). The A-to-Y transformation is
given by Eqs.3.44-3.46; the Y-to-A hansformation is
given by Eqs. 3.47-3.49. (See page 74.)

. An ammeter measurcs current and must be placed in
series with the curent being measured.An ideal amme-
ter has zero internal rcsistance and thus does not alt€r
the current beingmeasured. (See page 68.)

Problems

Sections 3.1-32

3,1 For each of the circuits shown,
a) identify the resistors connected in serieq

Figure P3.1

b) simplify the circuit by replacing ttre series-
connected resiston with equivalent resistors.

3ko  8ko  5ko

4 0 0  4 5 0

soo :ov(  )  3oo
60f)

10v

240 {l

1800 300 ()

140 0

200 ()



3.2 For each of tle cftcuits showr in Eg. P3.2,
a) identify the rcsistors connected in parallel,
b) simplify tle circuit by replacing the parallel-

connected rcsisto$ with equivalent rcsistorc,

3,3 a) Find the power dissipated ir each resistor iII the
cLcuit showr) in Fig. 3.9.

b) Fhd tle power deiivered by the 120V source.
c) Show that the power deliveted equals the power

dissipated.

3,4 a) Show that the solution of the circuit in Fig. 3.9
(see Example 3.1) satisfies Kirchhoff's current
law at junctions x and y.

Figure P3.2

Flgure P3.7
2 A  1 0 ( )

81

b) Show that the solution of the circuit in Fig.3.9
satisfies Kirchhoff's voltage law around every
closed loop.

Find lhe equivale0r resisrance seen by the source in
each of the circuits of Problem 3- 1.

Find the equivalent resistance seen b' lhe source in
each of the circuits ol Problem 3.2.

Eind the equivalent resistance R"b for each of the
circuits in Fi9.I,3.7.

Find the equivalent resistance Rab for each of the
circuits in Fig. P3.8.

300

3,5

3.6

3J

3.8

14()

Figure P3.8 1 4 0

500

4{O

7ko

12 [r
3 0

20a '  a z7a

2{l
300 \1 12 0

G)

24o"
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3.9 a) In the circuits in Fig. P3.9(a)-(c), find the equiv-
alent resistance -Rab,

b) For each circuit find the power delivered by the

S€€{ioE 3.}3.4

3.10 Find the power dissipated in the 30 O resislor in the
EnG c cuir ir Fig. P3 10

Figue P3.10

3,11 For the circuit in Fig. P3.11 calculate

b) the power dissipated in the 12 O resistor.

c) the power developed by the curent souice.

Figure P3.U
10() 12A

1800

3.12 a) Find an expression for the equivalent resistance
oI two resistois of value R in parallel.

b) Find an expression for the equivalent resistance
of ,? resistom of value R in parallel.

tigurc P3.9

18f I

c) Using tle results of (b), destn a resistive net-
work with an equi laieDl resislaDce o[ using
1 kO resistois.

d) Using tle rcsufts of (b), design a resistive net-
work with atr equivalent resistance of 5.5 kO
using 2 kO resistors.

a) Calculate the noload voltage t, foi the voltage-
divider circuit shoM in Fig. P3.13.

b) Calculate the power dissipated in & and R2.
c) Assume tlat only 0.5 W resisto$ are available.

The noload voltage is to be the same as in (a).
Specify the smallest ohmic values of R1 and Rr.

tigur€ P3.13

3.13

!!99!!1

t60v

3,14 In the voltage-divider circuit shown in Fig. P3.14,
the no-Ioad value of oo is 4 V Wlen the load resisf
ance Rr is attached across the teminals a and b, ?r,
drops to 3 V Find Rr.
Figure P3,14

40()

-t*l-? 
.�l]]]

( : )  3 . , , '  l R .-r l_ *___l

14()

1 4 o

144v 16 O

1 0 0

10()



3.18

3,11)

3.1S

!ryq!!11

The no-load voltage in the voltage-divider circuit
shown ir Fig. P3.15 is 20 V The smallest load resistor
that is ever connecled 1o t]le divider is 48 kO. When
the divider is loaded, r', is not to drop below 16 V
a) Design the divider circuit to meet the speciJica-

tions just mentioned. Specify the numerical value
of R1 and R2.

b) Assume the powei ratings of commercially
available resistors are 1 /16, 118, 11 4, 1, aad 2 W.
Wlat power rating would you specify?

Figure P3.15

n1

100 v

There is often a need to produce more than one
voltage using a voltage divider. For example, the
memory components of many penonal computen
require voltages of -12 V, 5 V and +12 V, all with
respect to a common reference terminal. s€lect the
values of R1, R2, ard R3 in the circuit in Fig. P3.18 to
meet the followitrg design requirements:

a) The total power supplied to the divider circuit
by the 24 V source is 80 W when the divider is
unloaded.

b) The three voltages, all measuied with respect to
the common reference terminal, are ,r = 12 V,
? ) 2 - 5 V , a n d t ' 3 =  1 2 V .

Fig(re P3.18

Probtems 83

L o
R, = -R"

AR

and

^  k - d  ^^ ' -  qt  _ r f-
Specify the numedcal values of R1 and R2 iI
& : 0.85, a = 0.80,and Ro : 34 kO.

If x'" = 60 V, specify the maximum power that
will be dissipated in R1 and R2.
Assume the load resistoi is accidentally short
circuited. How much power is dissipated in R1
and Rr?

3.16 Assume tie voltage divider in Fig. P3.15 has been
constructed from 0.15 W rcsistors, How small can
R, be before ore of tlle resistors in the divider is
operating at its dissipation limit?

3.17 a) The voltage divider in Fig. P3.17(a) is loaded
with the voltage divider shown in Fig. P3.17(b);
that iq ais connected to a', and b is connected to
b'. Find !',.

b) Now assume the voltage divider in Fig. P3.17(b)
is connected to the voltage divider in
Fig. P3.17(a) by means of a current-controlled
voltage source as shown in Fig. P3.17(c).Find r..

c) What effect does adding the dependent-voltage
source have on the opention of the voltage
divider that is connected to the 480V source?

figule P3.17

A voltage divider like that in Fig. 3.13 is to be
designed so that o. : /,.r'" at no load (R, : oo) and
?, = aor at full load (Rr = R,). Note that by defi-

a) Show that

20 ko

b)

c)

d)

+

60 ko

80,000 i 180 ko

20ko
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3.20 a) Show that the current in the ,tth branch of the
6BG circuit in Fig. P3.20(a) is equal to tle source current

is times the conductance of the *th branch divided
by the sum of the conductanceq that is,

iFr

b) Use the result derived in (a) to calculate the cur-
rent in the 6.25 f,) resistor in t]le circuit in
Fig.P3.20(b).

Figuru P3.20

Specify tle iesistorc ir the circuit in Fig. P3.21
meet the following design criteda:

i s = 5 m A ; 0 s : l v t i = 4 i 2 1

i2 : 84; and i3 : 5la.
Figue P3.21

Look at the circuit in Fig.P3.1(a).
a) Use current division to fhd the current flowing

from top to bottom ir the 10 kO resistor.

b) Using your result from (a), find the voltage drop
affoss the 10 kO resistor, positive at the top.

c) Using your result ftom (b), use voltage diusron
to find the voltage drop across the 6 kf,) iesistor,
positive at t])e top.

d) Using 'our resuit lrom (c). use !oltage division
to find the voltage drop across the 5 kO resistor,
positive at the left.

Look at the circuit in Fig. P3.1(b).
a) Use voltage division to find the voltage drop

across the 240 O resistor, positive at tle left.

b) Using your result from (a), find tle current flow-
iog i0 the 240 O resisror lrom lei lo right.

c) Using your result form (b), use curent division
to find the current in the 140 O resistor.

324 a) Find the voltage ?J, in the circuit in Fig. P3.24.
""" b) Replace the 30V source with a general voltage

source equal to 14. Assume % is positive at the
upper teminal Find o, as a function of %.

hg,rrc P3.24

3.2S Find ?1 and ?J2 in the circuit itr Fig. P3.25-
EPr'r Figure P3,25

5ko

1ko

1 2 0

30v

60 ko

15 k{)

50()

321

3.26 Find o, in the cfcuit in Fig. P3.26.
'5"!' tigure P3.26

10 ko
2 k O  + i r , -  4 k O

15 kO

3ko

12 kO

327 Find i. and is in tlle circuit in Fig. P3.27.
""" Figure tl,zz

R. i .

6'�75 V

10()



3.28 For the cftcuit in Fig. P3.28, calculate (a) t, and
tsdc (b) the power dissipated in ttre 15 O resistor.

figuru P3.28

Figure P3.31

The curent in the 12 O resistor in the circuit in
Fig. P3.29 is 1A, as shoM.

a) Find 0s.

b) Find tlle power dissipated in the 20 O resistoi.

tigure P3.29

2 l l

20()

1.2 0 5 f ) 2 t l

I-/

The ammetei described in Problem 3.31 is used to
measrue the current jo in the circuit in Fig. P3.32. What
is the percetrtage of elror ir the measured value?

figure P3.32

4 ( )

329

3 ( ) 6 f )

Section 3.5

3.30 a) Show for tle ammeter circuit in Fig. P3.30 that
the current in the d'Arsonval movement is
always 1/25th of the curent being measured.

b) What would tle fraction be if the 100 mV 2 mA
movement were used in a 5 A ammeter?

c) Would you expect a unifom scale on a dc
. d'Arsonval annneter?

Figun P3.30
100 mV. 2 mA

A d'Arsonval voltmoter is shown in Fig. P3.33. Find
t}le value of Ro lor each of the follovrhg full-scale
readinss: (a) 100 v, (b) 5V, and (c) 100mV

figure P3.33

t )  3 , n20 mA

a

l 1 A
t2f}

3.34 Suppose tlle d'Arsonval voltmeter described in
Problem 3.33 is used to measure the voltage aqoss
the 24 O resistor in Fig. P3.32.
a) What wil tle voltmeter read?

b) Using lhe definilion of the percentage oferror in
a meter reading found ir Problem 3.31, what is
the percentage of eror in tle voltmeter rcading?

A shunt resistor and a 50 mV, 1 mA d'Arsonval
movement are used to build a 10 A ammeter. A
resistance of 0.015 O is placed across the terminals
of tle ammeter. Wlat is the new full-scale range of
the ammeter?

(25/n) a

The ammeter in the circuit in Fig. P3.31 has a resist-
ance of 0.5 O. What is the percentage of error in the
reading of this ammeter if

^.  /  measwed value "\  _^^-,/o error: I ___________ .r | \ IUU/
\ rrue varue /

60f)

3.31
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A d'Arsonval movement is rated at 1 mA and
50 nV Assume 0.5 W precision resistors are avail-
able to use as shunt$ What is the largest full-scale-
reading ammeler lhal  can be designedl Eyplain.

A d'Anonval ammeter is shown in Fig. P3.37.
Design a set of d'Arsonval ammeten to rcad the fol-
lowing tull-scale cunent readings: (a) 5 A, (b) 2 A,
(c) 1 A, and (d) 50 mA. Specify the shunt resisror
R,a for each ammeter-

3.3E 1!e elements in the circuit h Frg.2.Z have the folow-
adc ing values: R1 = 20 kO, R, - 80 kO, rRc = 0.82 kO,

Rr: 0.2 kO, Vcc = 7.5 V,% : 0.6V, and B = 39
a) Calculate the value of/s inmicroamperes.
b) Assume that a digital multimeter, when used as a

dc ammeter, has a resistance of 1kO. If the
meter is inseted between terminals b and 2 to
measure the current is, what will the meter read?

c) Using the calculated value of iB in (a) as the cor-
rect value, what is the percentage of elror in the
measurement?

l.Jg The vohage-divider circufl shown in Fig. PJ.Jq is
designed so that the noload output vollage is
7/9ths of the irput voltage. A d'Arsonval voltmeter
having a sensitivity of 100 O/V and a full-scale rat-
ing of 200 V is used to check the operation of tlte

a) What will the voltmeter read if it is placed aqoss
t]le 180V source?

b) What will the voltmeler rcad if it is placed acioss
the 70 kO iesistor?

c) What will the voltmeter read if it is placed aooss
the 20 kO resistor?

d) Will the voltmeter readings obtained in parts (b)
and (c) add to the reading recorded in pal1 (a)?
Explain why or why not.

Figure P3.39

You have been told that tlle dc voltage of a power
supply is about 500 V Wren you go to the instrument
Ioom to get a dc voltmeter to measue t]Ie power
supply voltage, you find that there are only two dc
voltmeters available. The voltmeters are rated 400 V
full scale and have a sensitivity of 1000 O/V.
a) How can you use the two voltmeters to check

the power supply voltage?

b) What is the maximum voltage that can be
measured?

c) If ttre power supply voltage is 504 Y what will
each voltmeter read?

Assume that in addition to the two voltmeters
described in Problem 3.40. a 50 kQ precisjon resis-
tor is also available. The 50 kO rcsistor is connected
in sedes with the sedes-colnected voltmeters, fhis
circuit is then connected acrcss the terminals of the
power supply. The reading on the voltmete$ is
328 V Wlat is the voltage of the power supply?

Th€ voltmeter shown in Fig. P3.42(a) has a fu[-
scale rcading of 800 V The meter movement is
rated 10O mV and 1 mA. Wlat is the percentage oI
error in the meter reading if it is used to measure
the voltage o in t}le circuit of Fig. P3.42(b)?

3.36

3.40

3.41

Figurc P3.37

3.42
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- - - - - -  8 0 0 V
tigurc P3.42 3.44

3.,15

Assume in designing the multLange voltmetet
shown in Fig. P3.44 that you ignore the rcsistance of
the meter movement,

a) Specify the values of R1, R2, and R]].

b) For each of the three ranges, calculate the percent
age of er:ror that this desig[ strategy prcduces.

tiglre P3.44
(b)

3.43 A 600 kO resistor is connected from the 200 V ter'
minal to the common termhal of a dual-scile volt'
meter, as shown iD Fi& P3.43(a). This modified
voltrneter is then used to measure the voltage across
the 360 k(! resistor in the circuit ir Fig. P3.43(b).

a) Wltat is the reading on lhe 500 V scale of
the meter?

b) What is the percentage of ellor in the measued
voltage?

Figure P3.43

Design a d'Alsonval volfieter that will have the
three voltage mnges shown in Fig. P3.45.

a) Specify the values of R1, R2, and R3.

b) Assume that a 500kO resistor is connected
between the 100 V terminal and the common
terminal. The voltmeter is then connected to an
unknown voltage using the common teminal
and the 200 V teminal. The voltmeter reads
188 V What is the unknown voltage?

c) W}lat js the maximum voltage the voltmeter h (b)

50v

20v

2 V

| 500 v

r - -  - -  - l

500v|
I
I

Modified

tigure P3.45

360 ko

(b)
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3.46
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The circuit model of a dc voltage souce is shown in
Flg. P3.46. The following voltage measurements are
made at 1Ie terminals of the source: (1) With the
terminals of the source open, the voltage is meas-
ured at 80 mY ard (2) with a 10 MO resistor con-
nected to the terminals, the voltage is measured at
72 mV All measurements are made with a digital
voltmeter that has a meter resistance of 10 MO,
a) What is the internal voltage of the source (or) in

millivolts?

b) Wlat is the internal resistance of the source (Rr)
ir kilo-ohms?

figure P3.46

R"

3.48 The bddge ctucuit shown in Fig.3.26 is energized
6@ ftom a 21 V dc source. The bddge is balanced when

Rl = 800 o, R' = 1200 o,and R3 : 600 o.
a) What is the value of &?
b) How much curent (in miltamperes) does the dc

source supply?

c) Wlich resistor ir t]le circuit absorbs the most
power? How much power does it absorb?

d) Which resistor absorbs the least power? How
much power does it absorb?

3.49 Find the detector curent i,i in the unbalanced
Edc bridge in Fig. P3.49 if the vollage drop across the

detector is negligible.

Figure P3,49

3,50 Find tle power dissipated in the 18 O rcsistor ir lhe
6r.r circuit in Fig P3.50.

figure P3.50

3.51

352

In the Wleatstone bddge circuit shown in Fig. 3.26,
the ratio R2/Rr catr be set to the following values:
0.001, 0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, and 1000. The resistor R3
can be varied from 1to 11,110 O, in inffements ol
1 (1. An unknown resistor is knoim to lie between
4 and 5 O. Wlat should be the setting of the R/Rl
ratio so that the unknown resistor can be measured
to foui signiJicant figures?

Use a A-to-Y transformation to find the voltages ,1
and t,2 in the circuit in Fig. P3.52.

Figure P3.52Sectiotrs 3.6-3.7

3.47 Assume the ideal voltage source in Fig. 3.26 is
replaced by an ideal cuirent source. Show tlat
Eq.3.33 is still valid.

3.53 a) Find the equivalent rcsistance Rab in the chcuit
in Fig. P3.53 by using a d-to-Y transfomation
invol!  iDg rbe resislo^ Rr.  Rr.  and Ra.

b) Repeat (a) ushg a Y{o-A transfonnatior
involving resiston -R2, Ra, and R5.

c) Give two additional A-to-Y or Y-to-A transfor-
mations that could be used to find Rab.

figuru P3.53

20o"

28f}

16 |l 60f}



3,54 Find the equivalent resistance R.b in the circuit in

rigure P3.54

Prcblems 89

3.58 a) Find the resistance seen by the ideal voltage
source in the circuit in Fig. P3.58.

b) If oab equals 600 Y how much power is dissi-
pated in the 15 O resistor?

Figure P3.58
a 20 60J)

15() 1 0 0

3.55 In tlle circuit in Fig. P3.55(a) the device labeled D
P5E.E represents a component that has the equivalelt cir-

cuit shown in Fig. P3.55(b). The labels on the termi-
nals of D show how the device is connected to the
circuit. Find ?,x and the power absorbed by the device.

3.56 Find id and the power dissipated in t}le 140 O resis-
EtrG tor in the circuit ir Fig. P3 56.

Flgure P3.55

3.59 Use a Y-to-A transformation to find (a)
6dc (c) 4; and (d) the power delivered by the

rent source ir the circuit in Fig. P3.59.

tigure P3.59

f i a

8 0

140 f)

15(}

i,; (b) irt
ideal cur-

3.60 For the circuit showrl in Fig. P3.60, find (a) ,1, 0) o,
k) t , and (d) the power supplied by tle voltage

Figure P3.60

3 0 0

224 20 tL

1 2 0

182 ()

240 Y ) "n-'..-. Itogrruo n

10()

3.57 Find nab in the circuit in Fig. P3.57.

Figure P3.57
Derive Eqs.3.44-3.49 from Eqs.3.41 3.43.The fol-
lovrhg lwo hints should help you get stated in the
dglt dhectioni

a) To find Rl as a tunction of &, R6, and Ra, filst
subtract Eq. 3.42 ftom Eq.3.43 and then add this
result to Eq. 3.39. Use similar manipulations to
find R2 and R3 as functions of R,, R6, and R..

80()

38()

60J)

Figure P3.55

320 {))

1.8 kO

3.61
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b) To fitrd Rb as a function of n1, R2, and R3, take
advantage of the derivations obtained by hint
(1), namely, Eqs 3.44-3.46. Note that these equa-
tions can be divided to obtait

GzGz
G r + G 2 + G 3 ' �

GGz
G t + G z i G t '

GtGz
G \ + G 2 + G 3 '

b ! - -Rr-  t - - . .1 d
Attenuator

a) The fixed-attenuator pad showl in Fig. P3.64 is
called a brillgel tee. Use a Y{o-A transforma-
tion to show that Rab : RL if R = RL.

b) Show that when R : RL, the voltage ratio o,/o,
equals 0.50.

Flgue P3.54

"  i _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _  I  '
Fixed-attenuator pad

The design equations for the bddged-tee attenuator
circuit in Fig. P3.65 are

2RRi

R2 R^ R.= ;, or R, = ;Rb,
^b

and

xr Ro ^ R2^
& : & .  

. '  ^ , : x ^ '

Now use these ratios in Eq.3.43 to eliminate &
and &. Use similar manipulations to find Ra and
& as functions ol R1, R2, and R3.

Show that the expressions for A conductances as
lunctions of the three Y conductances are

3.64

^ 1 ^ 1r ,  :  
o .  

r .  :  
&.  

erc .

Seclions 3.1-3.7

R2

2R1 -r R2 + RL

Resistor networks are sometimes used as volume
control c cuits. In this application, they are
refened to as resr.rtdrce atknu&tors or pads. A typr-
cal fixed-attenuator pad is shown in Fig. P3.63. In
designiDg an dr lenuado0 pad. lbe circui l  designer
will select the values of R1 and R2 so that the iatio
of r,/oi and the resistance seen by the input voltage
souice R"6 both have a speciJied value.
a) Showthat i fRab: RL, then

R i : 4 R r ( R 1  + R ) ,

3 n - R L
3R + RL'

when R2 has the valuejust given.

a) Design a fixed attenuator so tlat oi : 3oo when
R L : 6 0 0 o

b) Assume the voltage applied to the input of the
pad desigtred in (a) is 180 V Which iesistor in
the pad dissipates t}le most power?

c) How much power is dissipated in the resistor in
part (b)?

d) Which rcsistor in the pad dissipates the least

e) How much power is dissipated ill the resistor in
part (d)?

b) Select the values of R1 and R2
Rab - RL = 600 O and 0,/?,r : 0.6.

so that
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Figure P3.65

a) For the circuit shown in Fig. P3.66 rhe bridge is
balanced when AR = 0. Show that if A-R << R,
the bridge output voltage is approximately

-An&
U ^ = - r ) , -"  (R ,+  R4r  -

b) Given R, : 1 kO, R3 : 500 O, n4 = 5 kO, and
oin - 6 V, what is the approximate bridge out-
put voltage if AR is 3olo of Ro?

c) Find the actual value of 1'" in part (b).

Figure P3.66

show that the percent elror in the approxima-
tion of o, in koblem3.66 is

/ A  P \ P .o/o enor = -::il:i:- . 100.
(fi, + &r)ll4

b) Calculate the perce error in od, using the values
h Problem 3.66(b).

Assume the eror in t'd in the bridge circuit in
Fig. P3.66 is not to exceed 0.5%.What is tlle largest
percent change in Ro that can be tolerated?

3.69 a) Derive Eq.3.65.

,:lNfl[ii, b) Dedve Eq.3.68.

3.70 Derive Eq.3.70.

3,fl Suppose the grid structure in Fig.3.36 is 1 m wide
and the veitical displacement of fie five hodzontal
gdd lines is 0.025 m. Specify the numerical values of
R1 R5 and R, - Rd to achieve a unilorm power
dissipation of 120 rym, using a 12 V power supply.
(Hrrri Calculate (' filsr, then R3, R1, Ra, Rr, and R2
in that order.)

3,72 Check t}le solution ro Problem 3.71 by sho$ring that
J#;lHlE the total power dissipated equals the power devel-

e;ai- oped by the 12 V sowce.

3.68

3.66

3.73 a)

T!ryla!
ry,ryL.

Design a defroster grid in Fig. 3.36 having five
horizonral conductors lo meel the following
specifications: The gdd is to be 1.25 m wide, the
ve ical sepamtion between conductors is to be
0.05 m, and the power dissipation is to be
150 Wm when the supply voltage is 12V
Check your solution and make sure it meets the
design specifications.

3.67 a) llperce

approxrmale value r] , roo
b)

Ifpercent eror is defined as
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Techniques of
Circuit Analysis
So far, we have analyzed retativety simple resistive circuits
by applying Kirchhoff's laws in combination with Ohm's law We
can use this approach for all circuits, but as they become struc-
turally more complicated and involve more and more elements,
this direct method soon becomes cumbersome.In this chapter we
introduce two powerful techniques of circuit analysis that aid in
the analysis of complex circuit structures: the node-voltage
method and the mesh-curent method. These techniques give us
two systematic methods of describing citcuits with the minimum
Ilumber of simultaneous equations.

In additioll to these two general analytical methods, in this
chapter we also discuss other techniques for simplifying circuits.
We have already demonstrated how to use sedes-parallel reduc
tions aIId A-to-Y transformatjons to simplify a circuit's structure.
We now add source ffansfor'rnations and Thdvenin and Norton

4.8 Th€ Node-Voltage Merhod V€rsus the
M€sh-Current ethod p. 112

4.9 Source lransformations p. 116
4.10 Thevenin and Norton Eguivalents p. 119
4.11 ltlor€ on Deriving a Th6venin

EquivaGnt p. 1?3

4.12 i\,laximun Power Transfer p. 126

4.13 Superposition p. ?29

equivalent circuits to those techniques.
We also consider two other topics that play a role in circuit

analysis. One, maximum power transfer, considers the conditions
necessary to ensure that the power delivered to a resistive load by
a source is maximized. Th6venin equivalent circuits are used in
establishing the ma,\imum power transfer conditions. The final
topic in this chapter, superposition, looks at the anatysis ol cir-
cuits with more than one independent source.

1 Understaid and be abte to us; ihe iode-voltage
nrethod to soLve a circuit-

2 Understand and be abie t0 us€ the mash-cunent
method io solve a circuit.

3 Be able to decide whetherth€ node-vottage
method or the m€sh-cunent method is the
preturred approach to soLvjng a partjcutar circuit.

4 Understand source transforflatior and be abLe
to us€ it io sotve a circuit.

5 Und€Etand the concept ofthe Th6venin ard
Noton equjvaLent circujts afd be abte to
construct a Theverjn or Norton equivatent for a

6 Know tlr€ condition for maximum powertransfer
to a resistive toad and be able to calcuLate the
vatue ofthe Load resistorthat satisfies this

g2



Practicat Perspective
Circuits with Reatistic Resistors
In the tast chapter we began to expLore the effect ofimprecise
resistor vatues on the peformance of a circuit; specificaLty, on
the perfomance of a voltage divider Resistors are manufac
tured for onty a smatl number of discrete vaLues, and any given

resistor from a batch of resistors witl vary fiom its stated value
within some toteBnce. Resistors wjth tighter toterance, say
1ol0, are more expensive than resjstors wrth greater tolerance,
say 100/". Therefore, in a circuit that uses many resjstors, it
woutd be important to understand which resisto/s vatue has
the grcatestimpact on the expected perfornrance ofthe circljt.

In other words, we would tike to predjct the effect of varying
each resistor's vatue on the output of the circuit. If we know

that a palticul"ar resistor must be very ctose to its stated vatue
for the crrcuit to function cofiectly, we can then declde to
spend th€ €xtra money necessary to achieve a tr'ghter toLerance

on that resisto/s vatue.
ExpLorirg the effect of a circuit componenfs value on the

cifcujfs outputis known as sensitivity anaLysis. 0nce we have
presented additionat circuit anatysis technjques, the topic of

sensitivjty anatysis wL[ be examjned.

93
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4.1 Ternninology
To discuss the more involved methods of circuit analysis, we must define
a few basic terms. So far. all the circuits presented have been planar
circuits-that is, those circuits that can be drawn on a plane with no
oossing branches. A circuit that is drawn witb crossing branches still is
considered planar if it can be redrawn with no crossover branches. For
example, the circuit shown in Fig. 4.1(a) can be redrawn as Fig 41(b);
the circuits are equivalent because all the node connections have been
maintained. Therefore, Fig.4.1(a) is a plarar circuit because it can be
redmwn as one. Figure 4.2 shows a nonplanar circuit-it cannot be
redra$n in such a way that all the node connections are maintained and
no branches overlap. The node-voltage method is applicable to both pla_
nai and nonplanar circuits, whereas the mesh-current method is limited
to planar circuits.

Describing a Circuit-The vocabulary
In Section 1.5 we defined an ideal basic circuit element.When basic cir-
cuit elements are interconnected to form a circuit, ihe resulting inter-
connection is described in terms of nodes, paths, branches, loops, and
meshes. We defined both a node and a closed path, or loop, jn

Section 2.4. Here we restale those definitions and then define the terms
path,blanch, ardmesh. Foi your convenience, ail of these definitions are
presented in Table 4.1. Table 4.1 also includes examples of each defini-
tion taken fromthe circuit in Fig.4.3 (see page 95.).which are developed
in Example 4.1.

rigurc 4.1 A (a) A planar cncuit. (b)Ihe same cncuii
rednwn to venry that it is ptanar

RI R2

RS

Fiqlre 4.2 d A nonplanar circuit.

Exanple Fron Fig. (3

path

A point where two or more circuit elenentsjoin

A nodeehere three or more circuit elemenrs join

A trace of adjoining basic elements vilh no
elements included more than once

A path that connects t\vo nodes

A path {hich connects two esential nodes without
pasiDg through an essential node

Apath whose lastnode is the same as thestartingnode

Aloop that doesnot enclose any olher loops

A circuir that can be drawn on a plane lvith Do

;

,r  Rr

2 r - R r  R 5  R 6 -  R a  , ?

? r - R r - n j  R j  R ,

Fis. 4.3 is aplanar cncuit
Fig.4.2 is a nonplanar circuit
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Identifying Node, Eranch, Mesh and Loop in a circuit

For the circuit in Fig 4.3, identify

a) a[ nodes.

b) all essential nodes.

c) all brarches.

d) all ess€trtial branches.

e) all mesh€s.

0 two paths that are not loop6 or essential branches.

g) two loops that are trot meshes.

Sotution

a) The nodes are a, b, c, d, e, f, and g.

b) The essential nodes are b, c, e, and g.

c) The branches are ?J1, tb, Rt, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6,
R?, and 1.

d) The essential branches are
2,2 - R4, R5, R6, R7, and I

2

\

)
R z d R 3

R,

" , (

)

Rz - Rl

NOTE: Assess your understanding of this motelial bt ttting Chopter Prcblettus 4.2 snd 4.3

Simultaneous Equations-How Many?
The number of unktrown currents in a circuit equals the number of
blaltrche$ ,, where the current is not known. For exadple, the circuit
showtr itr Fig. 4.3 has nitre branches in which the cu[ent is uoknown.
Recal that we must have D itrdependent equations to solve a circuit with
b unknown currenls If we bt ,r rcpresent the number of nodes in the circuit,
we can derive ,l 1 independent equations by applying Kirchhoffs cur-
rent law to any set of'' - 1 nodes. (Application of the current law to the
,rth node does not generate ar iDdependent equation, because this equa-
tion can be derived from the previous rl - 1 equation$ See Problem 4,5.)
Because we need b equations to describe a giveD circuit and because we
can obtain n - 1 of these equations from Kirchhoff's current law, we must
apply Kirchhoff's voltage law to loops or meshes to obtain the remaining
b (/r l) equations.

Thus by counting nodeE meshes, and branches where the cuuent
is unknoM, we have established a systematic method for writing the
necessary number of equations to solve a circuit. Specifically, we apply
Kirchhoff's curent law to n 1 nod€s and Kirchhoff's voltase law to

e) The meshes are \ - R1- R5 - R3 - R2,
u 2  R 2  R 3  -  R 6 -  R 4 ,  R 5 -  R 7 - R 6 ,  a n d
& r .

Figure 4.3 r A circujt jttustnting nodes, bmnches, nreshes,

D R1 ns R6 is a path, but it is not a loop
(because it does not have the same starting and
ending nodes), nor is it an essential bmnch
(because it does not connect two essential nodes),
o, - R2 is also a path but is neither a loop nor an
essential branch, for the same reasons.

g) ?J1 Rl R5 - Re - Rr - ?'2 is a loop but is
not a mesh, because there are two loops wilhin it.
/ R5 Ro is also a loop but ool a mesh.
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f -

Fi$re 4.4 a ne circuit shown in Fig. 4.3 with rix
unknou,n bEnch cunents defined.

b - (n - 1) loops (or neshes). These obseryations also are valid in terms
of essential nodes and essential branches. Thus iI we lel ne represent the
number of essential nodes atrd 4 the number of essential branches where
the current js unlno*n, we car apply Kirchhoffs current law at n. - I
oodes and Kirchhoffs voltage law around 4 - (n - 1 ) loops or meshes.
In circuits, the Dumber oI essential nodes is less than or eoual to the num-
ber of nodeq and the number of essential bmnches is less than or eoual to
the num ber ot branches. Th us it is ofletr conven ient to use essential nodes
and essential branches when anallzing a circuit, because they produce
fewer independent equations to solve.

A circuit may consist of disconnected parts. An example of such a cir-
cuit is examined in Problem 4.3. The statements pe aining to the number
of equations that can be derived from Kirchhoffs curent law, r - 1, and
voftage laqwi b (n - l), apply to connected circuits. If a circuit has
,? nodes and b branches and is made up of r parts, the current law can be
applied n s times, and the voltage law 6 - /, + r times.Any two sepa-
rate parts can be connected by a single conductor. This connection always
causes two nodes to fofin one node, Moreover.no cu[ent exists in the sin-
gle conductor, so any circuit made up of s disconnected parts can always
be reduced to a connected circuit.

The Systematic Approach-An Illustration
We now illustmte this systematic approach by using the circuit shown in
Fig. 4.4. We write the equations on the basis of essential nodes and
branches. Th€ circuit has four essential nodes and six essential branches,
denoted ir - ,;, for which the current is unhown.

We derive thrce of the six simultaneous equations needed by applying
Kirchloffs current law to any three of the four essential nodes. We use the
nodes b,c,and e to get

i t + i 2 + i 6 - I : 0 ,

i r - i r  i 5  0 .

4 + i4 i2 = 0. (4.1)

We derive the remaining ttrree equations by applying Kirchhoff's voltage
law around three meshes. Because the circuit has four meshes, we need to
dismiss_one mesh.We choose ri? 1, because we don't know the voltage
across 1,,

Using the otler three meshes gives

R1il + R5i, + 6(R, + Rt - 1,r : 0,

-i3(n, + Rl) + iaR6 + i5na t2 = 0,

- i r R 5 + i 6 R 7 - l o R 6 = Q .

/-a
)

R z a R :

R5

R6

R,c
r i :

\ i
J  ' r !

n4

' W. say mole about this dcchion in Section 4.7.

(4.2)



RearrangiDgEqs.4. l  and4.2 ro taci l i tare lheir .olul ion yieldslheser

a.2 hiroduction to the Nod*VoLtage Method

1 0 v

Figlre 4.5 A A ciruit used to ittustnte the node-vottage
method of circujt anatysk.

91

\4.3)

Note that summing the curent at t}le nth node (g in this example) gives

R1i1 +R5i2+(Rr+R3)t1 + ota + ots + 0t6 = r,1,

0i1 + 0i' - (R' + R3)i3 + R6i4 + Rai5 + 0i6 = or,

-ir + i + 0t3 + 0i4 + 0i5 + t6 = 1,

i1 + Oi2 i) + ola i5 + 0t6:0,

qir-  i2+ h + i4 + 0i5 + 0i6 = 0,

0i1 R5i2 + 0i3 R6ia + Ois + R?i6 = 0.

i s  i a  i 6 + I : 0 . (4.4)

Equation 4.4 is not independent, because we can deiive it by summhg
Eqs.4.1 and tlen multiplying tle sum by -1. Thus Eq.4.4 is a linear com-
bination of Eqs. 4.1 and theiefore is not itrdependent of them. We now
cally the procedure one step further. By introducing new vadables, we can
des€ribe a circuit with just,1 - 1 equations or jusr b - (n - 1) equations.
Therefore these new variables allow us to obtain a solurion by manipula!
ing fewer equationq a desirable goal even if a computer is to be used to
obtain a nume cal solution.

The new variables are known as rode voltages and mesh curents.The
rode-voltage method enables us to describe a circuit in tems of r? 1
equations; tle mesh-current method enables us to desffibe a circuit in
tems of be (na 1) equations. We begin in Section 4.2 $dth the node-
voltage method.

NOTE: Assess yow unde$tunlling of this mateflil by trying Chaptel
Prcblens 1.1 an.l 1.4

4.2 Introduction to the
Node-Vottage Method

We introduce the node-voltage metlod by using the essential nodes of the
circuit. The first step is to make a neat layout of the circuit so that ro
branches closs over and to mark clearly the essential nodes on the circuit
dia$am, as in Fig.4.5. This circuit has three essential nodes (/,": 3);
therefore, we need two (r?" - 1) node-voltage equations to descdbe the
circuit. fhe next step is to select one of the three essential nodes as a rcf-
erence node. Although theoretically the choice is arbihary, pmctically the
choice for the reference node often is obvious. For examDle. the Dode with
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1f,)

Figure 4.6 A The cncuit shown jn Fig. 4.5 with a
rcference node and the node voltages.

10v

the most branches is usually a good choice. The optimum choice of the ref-
erence node (if one exists) wi become apparent after you have gained

^ some expef ience using lhi \  method. In rhe circuir  sboqD iD f ig.4.5. rbe
lq lo\rer node connect5 rhe mosl branchel so $e use ir  as Lhe reference node.

We flag the chosen reference node with the symbol V,as in Fig.4.6.
Atter selecting the reference node, we define the node voltages on the

circuit diagram. A nod€ volfage is defined as the voltage rise from the ref-
erence node to a nonreference node, For tlis circuit, we must define two
node voltages, which are denoted ol and 2'2 in Fig- 4.6.

We are now ready to generate the node-voltage equations. We do so by
first writing the cufient leaving each branch connected to a nonreference
node as a function of the node voltages and then summinb these cunents to
zem in accordance with Kirchhoff's current law. For the circuit in Fis. 4.6.
lhe currenl away from node I lhrough the I O res;\ror i( lhe rohag;rop
across t]le resistor divided by the resistance (Obm's law). The voltage drop
across the resistor, in the direction of the curent away hom the node, is
r)r - 10. Therefore t]le cunent in the 1 J) resistor is (o1 10)/1.Figure4.7
depicts these obsenations.It shows the 10 V-1 O branch, with the appro-
priate voltages and culrent.

This same reaso ng yields the curent in every branch where the cur-
rent is unknown. Thus the current away ftom node 1 thtough the 5 O
resistoris o/5, and the cunent away from node l thrcugh the 2 O resistor
is (or ?)r)/2. The sum of the three curents leaving node 1 must equal
zero;therefore the rode-voltage equation derived at node 1is

Figure 4.7 A Computation ofthe branch currcnt t.

r'r - 10 r'1
1 5 14.5)

\4.6)

2 '

The node-voltage equation derived at node 2 is

2 1 0

Note that the first terminEq.4.6 is tie current away from node 2 through
the 2 O rcsistor, the second term is the current away ftom node 2 tlrough
the 10 O resistor, ard the third term is the cu[ent away from node 2
through the current source,

Equations 4.5 and 4.6 are t]te two simultaneous equations that
descdbe the circuit shown in Fig.4.6 in tems of the node voltages or and
?)2 . Solving for r'1 and ?,l2 yields

10n
. l  

--  = 9.09V-  l l

1 t o
r r , -  

-  -  1 0 . 9 1  v ._  t l

Once the node voltages are knowi\ all the branch curents can be cal-
culated. Once these are knoM, the branch voltages and powen can be
calculated. Example 4.2 illustrates the use ofthe node-voltage method.
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Using the Node-Voltage Method

a) Use the node-vollage method of circuit analysis
to fhd the branch currents i., ib, and ic in ihe cir
cuit shown in Fi9.4.8.

b) Find the powcr associated with each source, and
state whether the source is delivering or absorb-
ing power.

SoIution

a) We begin by notingthatthe circuit has two essen-
tial nodes; thirs we need to write a single node-
voltage expression. We select the lower node as
the rcference node and define the unknown node
voltage as r,1. Figure 4.9 illustrates these deci'
sions. Surming the currenls away fiom node I
generates tlle node-vohage equation

5 o

1 )  '  | , n n , , $ r o o  ( t

Figur€ 4.8 .i, The circuitfor Eranrph 4 2

5 0 v

0, 50 ,1 0l-  + i ] + i
s 1 0 4 0

- 3 : 0
figure 4.9 r. The circuit shown in Fig.4 8 with a rcference
node and the unknown node voliage or.

l - . /  Tl '< po\re'  a*uciatcd t \ i rh Ih.  <U\ \ourccis

15ov = 50ta = -100w (delivedng).

The po$er a..ocialcd ui l l r  Ihe r  A .oLfce ic

p3A= 3?,r:  3(40) = 120 w (deh'er ing).

We check these calculations by noiing that the
total delivered power is 220 W.The total power
absorbed by the three resisrors is 4(5) + 16(10)
+ 1(40), or 220W, as we calculalcd and as it

Solving for ?J1 gives

; : ' '  = ) A

' "  
1 0

40
' 4 0

Obiective 1-Understand and b€ able to use the node-voltag€ method

For the circuit sho\ln, use the node-voltage
method to lind r,1, r,2, ancl i1.

How much power is delivered to the cfcuit
by the 15 A source'l

l )

c) Repeat (b) for the 5 A source.

Answ€r: (a) 60V 10Y 10A;
(b) eoo w;
(c) s0w.

5r}
F L  - -  I  +

) r r o ,  | u o n  * " n  } r n  ,  ( l
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4.3 The Node-Voltage Method
and Dependent Sources

Ifthe circuit contahs dependent sources, the node-voltage equations must
be supplemented with the constraint equations imposed by the presence
of the dependent sources. Example ,1.3 illustrates the application of the
node-voltage method to a circuit containing a dependent source.

Using the Node-Voltage Method with Dependent Sources

Use the node-voltage metiod to find the power dis-
( ipated in lhe 5 Q resisror in lhe circui l  sho$n in
Fig.4.10.

Summing the curents away from node 2 yields

01- x1 u2 Ir2 - 8lp ^

As \raritten, these two node-voltage equations con,
tain tluee unknowns, namely, 01, ?r2, and id. To elim
inate id we must express this controlling current in
terms of the node voltages, or

5 f )

8 b

Figure 4.10 A The circuit for Exampte 4.3.

SoLution
We begin by noting t]Iat the circuit has three essen-
tial nodes, Hence we need two node-voltage equa-
tions to describe the circuit. Four branches temtnare
on the lower node, so we select it as the rcfcrcrce
node. The two unknown node voltages are defined
on t}te circuit sho$,n in Fig. 4.11. Summing the cur-
rents away ftom node 1 generates the equation

Substituting this relationship into the node 2 equa-
tion simplifies the two node-voltage equations to

0.75u1- 0.2u2- 10,

b r + 1 6 u 2 = 0 .

Solving for ?J1 atd zJ2 gives

q : 1 6 v

t'2 = 10 V.

o,  '  20 o,  u,  -  t ) ,  
and

-  + j +  -  ' = n
2 2 0 s " '

20o-
+

10(l
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lsr) : (1.14)(5) : 7.2 w.

A good exercise 10 build your problen solving
intuition is to reconsider this example, using nodc 2
as the rcference node. Does it make the analysis

2 { )  1  5 1 ) 2 { t

tigure 4.11 ;1l The circuit shown in Fig. 4.10, \i/ith a refelen.e
node and the node voLtaqes.

16 10

objedive l-ljnderstand and be able to use the node-vottage method

4.3 a) Usc the node-voltage mcthod to find the
power associated with each source in ihe

State whether the source is delive ng power
to the circuit or extracting power from the

b)

50v

I i0{ ]  2

100 v

figurc 4.12 3 A circuit \vith a known node vottaqe.

Answen (a) p5ov: 150W,11 = -144W.

zre = -80 w;
(b) all sources are deliveing power to the

clrcurt.

NOTE: Also try Chaptet Probkms 1.19 and 424.

4.4 The Flodc-tfo{tage f4ctltsd:
5*rn* Special {ias*s

When a voltage sourcc is the onll' elemenl bctween two essential nodcs,
the node-voltage method is simplified. As an example, look at the circuit
in Fig. 4-12. There are lhree cssential nodes in this circuit. which means
that two simultaneous equations are needed. From these three essential
nodes, a rcference node has bccn chosen ard two olher nodes have been
latreled. But the 100 V source constrains the voltage betwcen node 1 aDd
the retercnce node to 100 V This means rhat there is only one unknown
nodc voltage (rr). Solution oflhis circuit thus involves onl]' a single node
vollage equation at node 2i

, 2 . , ,

1 0  5 0

But rr = 100 V. so Eq.4.7 can be solved lbr tr.

1)2 = 125 V.

Knowing riz, we can calculate the curent in every branch.You should ver-
ify that the current into node 1 in lbc branch containing the independent
voltage source is 1.5 A.

14.7)

(4.8)

3 i t

6 f ) 2 A

8 0 4 ' , (
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Figufe 4.13 A A cjrcuit with a dependent votiage
source connected betw€en nodes.

rigure 4.14 a The cncuit shown jn fig. 4.13. wiih the
setected node voliages defined.

Figure 4.15 A Consideing nodes 2 and 3 to be a

In generul, when you use the node-voltage method to solve circuits
that have voltage sources connected dirccrly between essential nodeq the
number of unknown node vollages is reduced. The reason is that, when-
ever a voltage source connects two essential nodes. it constraiN tle differ-
ence between the rode voltages at these nodes to equal the voltag€ of the
source. Taking the time to see if you can ieduce the number of unknowns
in this way will simplily circuit analysis.

Suppose that the circuit shown it Fig.4.13 is to be analyzed using the
node-voltage method. The circuit contains four essertial nodes. so we
anticipate writing three flode-voltage equations. However, two essential
nocles arc connected by an independent voltage source, and two other
essential nodes are connected by a current-controlled dependent voltage
source, Hence, there actually is only one unknown node voltage,

Chooring $hich node lo use as rhe reterence node in\olves several
possibililies. Either node on each side of the deDendent voltase source
look. atbacrive because. iJ cho<en. oDe of lhe ;ode vol ldger;ould be
known to be eitler +10id oeft node is rhe rcference) or 10td (righr node
is the reference)- The lower node looks even better because one node volt-
age is irnmediately known (50 V) aIId five branches terminate there. We
tierefore opt for the lower node as the reference.

Figure 4.14 shows the redrawn circuit, with tie reference node flagged
and the rode voltages defined. Also, we intrcduce the current i because we
cannot express the cufent in the dependent voltage souce branch as a
functior of the node voltages o2 and 2)3. Thus, at node 2

5 5 0 ' " ' 14.e)

aIId at node 3

f r - ;  + : o
We eliminate i simply by adding Eqs.4.9 and 4.10 ro get

I) Ur i 'I)1

5 5(J too - " '

(4.10)

(4.1L)

The Concept of a Supernode
Equation 4.11 may be written directly, without resorting to the intermedi-
aie step represented by Eqs. 4.9 and 4.10.To do so, we consider nodes 2 and
3 10 be a single node and simply sum the currents away from the node in

4 A terms of the node voltages 02 and ?J3. Figure 4.15 illustrates this approach.
When a voltage source is between two essential nodes. we can combine

those nodes to form a supenode. Obviously, Kirchhoffs current law must
hold for the supemode. Ir Fig.4.15, srarting wirh rhe 5 O bmnch and mov-
ing counterclockwise around the supernode,we generate the equation

b) - Di '01 u1

5 50 100 
- "' (4.r2)
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which is identical to Eq. 4.11. Creating a supemode at nodes 2 and 3 has
made the task of analyzing this circuit easier' It is tlerefore always worth tak-
ing the time to look for this tlpe of shortcut before writing any equations.

After Eq.4.12 has been dedved,the next step is to reduce the expres-
sion to a single unknown node voltage. FiISt we eliminate ,1 from the
equation because we know that ,r = 50 V. Next we express D3 as a func_
tion of 02:
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We now express the current controlling the dependent voltage source as a
function of the node voltases:

, 3 = 1 2 + 1 0 i 0 . (4.13)

u2 50

Using Eq$4.13 and4.14 and or = 50VreducesEq 4.12to

# . # )  : 1 0 + 4 + 1 ,

r2(025) = Is,

14.14)

Figsre 4,16 A The tnnsistor amptifier circuit shown in
69.2.?4.

, ,  , - \  f igure 4.17 A lhe i rcu ' t  +owr : r  F9.4.16.  wi rh
'- '-' 

vottages and the lupernode rdentified

( 1  I, , \ s o - 5 -

From Eqs.4.13 and 4.14:

2 4 ,

? r 3 : 6 0 + 2 0 = 8 0 V .

60 50
5

Let's use tlle node-voltage method to analyze the circuit ftst introduced
in Section 2.5 and shown agah in Fig.4 16

wlten \le used the branch-current metlod of analysis in Section 2.5,
we faced the task oI writing and solving six simultaneous equations Herc
we will show how nodal analysis can simplify our task.

The ciicuit has four essential nodes: Nodes a and d are connected by
an independent voltage source as are nodes b and c Therefore the prcb-

lem reduces to finding a single unknown node voltage, because
(n" 1) - 2 = 1� Using d as the reference node, combine nodes b and c
hto a supernode,label the voltage drop across R2 as tb, and label the volf
age drop across RE as oc, as showll inFig.4.17 Then,

Node-Voltage Analysis of the Amplifier Circuit

u o  
= u "  r * - B i " : 0 .,,fn *
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We now eliminate both tc and iB from Eq.4.15 by noting rhar

.,. (in Brr)Rr.
' D c : n 6 - U r '

Substituting Eqs.4.16 and 4.17 inro Eq.4.15 yields

\4.16)

14.17)

. _ l
- l  ' r  - n o
R R  r l  B )R ,  I  R  r I  I  P ,R /  

' - '

Solving Eq.4.18 for ob yields

yc.n (1 + B)Rr + %R1R, (4.1e)
R r R 2  +  ( 1  + B ) R E ( R I + R )

Using the node-voltage method to analyze this c cuit reduces the prob
lem bom manipulating six simultaneous equations Gee Problem 2.27) ro
manipulating three simultaneous equations. You should verify rhat, when
Eq.4.19 is combined with Eqs.4.16 and 4.17, the solution for is is identical
to Eq.2.25. (See Problem 4.30.)

Objective l-t ndectand and be abt€ to use the node-voltag€ method

4.4 Use tbe node-vol lage method lo l ind , .  in  rhe
ci fcu i l  .bo\  n.

4,5 U(e (he nocle-voltage merhod lo f ind ,  in lhe
circui t  sbo$D.

30r)

Answer: 8V

Use lhe node{ol laqe melhod to f ind L,  in  lh ,

NOTE: Also try Chapter Probkms 4.21,426, and 1.27.



4.5 Introduction to the
Mesh-Current Method

As stated in Section 4.1, t}]e mesh-current method of circuit analysis
enables us to describe a circuit in terms of r" (/,e 1) equations. Recall
tlat a mesh is a loop with no otler loops inside it. The circuit in Fig.4.1(b)
is shown agai in Fig. 4.18, with cu ert arrows inside each loop to distin-
guish it. Recall also that the mesh-curert method is applicable only to
planar circuits. The circuit in Fig. 4.18 contahs seven essential branches
where the current is unknown and four essential nodes, Therefore, to solve
it via the mesh-curent method, we must *.dte four [7 (4 1)] mesh-

A mesh cunent is the current that exists only il the penmeter of a
mesh. On a circuit diagram it appears as eitier a closed solid line or an
almost-closed solid line that follows tlte pedmeter of the apprcpriate
mesh. An arrowhead on the solid line indicates the reference direction for
the mesh current. Figuie 4.18 shows the four mesh ctments that describe
tle circuir in Fig. 4.1(b). Note that by definition, mesh currents automati-
cally satis{y Kirchhoff's curent law. That is, at any node in the circuit, a
given mesh current both enten and leaves the node.

Figure 4.18 also shows that identifying a mesh current il terms of a
bmnch current is not always possible. For example, the mesh curent t2 is
not equal to any branch cutent, whereas mesh currents i1, 4, and i4 can be
identified with branch currenls. Thus measudng a mesh curent is not
always possible; note that tlere is no place where an ammeter can be
insefted to measure t]]e mesh current i2. The fact that a mesh current can
be a fictitious quantity doesn't mean that it is a useless concept. On the
contrary, the mesh-curent mefiod of circuit analysis evolves quite natu-
rally ftom the bmnch-current equations.

We can use the circuit in Fig.4.19 to show the evolution of the mesh_
current technique. We begin by using the branch currents (ir, i2, and i3) to
formulate the set of independent equations. For this circuit, 4 = 3 and
}?, = 2, We can write only one independent curent equation, so we need
two independent voltage equations Applying Kirchhoff's curent law to
the upper node and Kirchhoff's voltage law around the two meshes genei-
ates the followins set of equations:

4.5 Introduction to the Mesh-Curent llethod

Figue 4.18 A The cjrcujtshown in Fjg.1.1(b), with the

tiglre 4,19 A A circuii used to itLusirate devetopnrent
0fthe mesh-cunent method of circuit analysis.
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i I :  i 2  +  i 3 ,

?)r = i1R1 + i3R3,

-D2 = izR2 iR}

(1.20)

(4.21)

\4.22)

\4.23)

(4.24)

We rcduce this set of three equations to a set of two equations by solving
Eq.4.20for i3 and then substituting this expression into Eqs.4.21and 4.22:

?,r = ir(R1 + R3) 4nj,
-r2: i7R3 + tr(R, + R3).

we can solve Eqs 4.23 and 4.24 for i1 and t, to replace the solution of
three simultaneous equations \.ith the solution of two simultaneous equa-
tions. We derived Eqs.4.23 and 4.24 by substituting the 'l" 1 curent

t+
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tigure 4.20 A Me5h cuirents ia and tb.

Using the Mesh-Cunent Method

a) Use the mesh-current method to determine the
power associated with each vollage source in the
circuit shown in Fig.4.21.

b) Calculate the voltage o, across the 8 f) rcsistor.

SoLution

a) To calculate the power associated witl each
so[rcej we need to know the culent in each
source. The circuit indicates that these source
curents will be identical to mesh currents.Also,
note that the circuit has seven branches where

equations into the 6d (,?" - 1) voltage equations.The value of t}le mesh-
current method is that, by defining mesh curents, we automatically elimi-
nate the ,1e - 1 curent equations. Thus the mesh-curent method is
equivalent to a systematic substitution of the /,a 1 curent equations into
the b" - (n" 1) voltage equations.The mesh clrllents ir Fig.4.19 that are
equivalent to eliminating the branch current i3 frolxl Eqs.4.21 al:td 4.22 arc
shown in Fig.4.20. We now apply Kirchhoff's voltage law around the two
mesheq expresshg all voltages across rcsistois ilr tems of the mesh cui-
rents, to get the equations

?r1 : ianl + (ia tb)R3,

-?,, - (rb tJn3 + i6R .

Collecting tlle coefficienls of ir and ib in Eqs.4.25 and 4.26 gives

Note ttrat Eqs. 4-27 and 4.28 and Eqs.4.23 and 4.24 are identical in form,
wilh the mesh currents ia and ib replacing the branch curents 4 and i2.
Note also that the branch currents shown in Fig. 4.19 can be expressed in
terms ofthe mesh curents shown in Fig.4.20, or

u1 = ia(n1 + R3) ibR3,
-1tz: ia& + tb(n, + Rr).

\4.25)

(4.26)

\4.?7)

(4.28)

\4.29)

(1.30)

(4.31)

The ability to write Eqs. 4.29 4.31 by inspection is crucial to the mesh-
curent method of circuit analysis. Once you know the mesh currents, you
also know the branch culrenls. And once you know the bmnch currents,
you can compute anyvoltages or powers olinterest.

Example 4.4 illustrates how the mesh-current method is used to find
souce Dowers and a branch voltape.

Figure 4.21 A The cjrcujtfor Lyampt€ 4.4.

the current is unknown and five nodes. Therefore
we need three [b (,? 1) : 7 - (5 i)]
mesh current equations to descdbe the circuit.
Figure 4.22 shows the three mesh currents used
to descdbe the ctucuit in Fig. 4.21. If we assume
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that the voltage drops are positive, the three mesh

40  +  2 ta  +  8 ( i .  t b ) :0 ,

ll('r, + 6 i r +

2 l l 6 0 . i o

+ \  , !  )  / +
,  8 a ?  ,  ? 6 ! r7 '  I  ' �  I  ' � \

6(,. lb) + 4i. + 20 = 0. (4.32)

Your calculator can probably solve these equa-
tions, or you can use a computer tool. Cramer's
method is a useful tool when solvirrg tlree or
more simultaneous equatioDs by hald. You cdr
review this important tool in Appendi\ A.
ReofgJnt ing tqs.4.32 in anric ipar ion of using
your calculator, a computer program, or Cramer's
method gives

figure 4.22 ,\ The thr€€ mesh cu enis used to anatyze the
circui t  shown in Fi9.4.21.

Thc mcsh cnrrent i" is identical with the branch
crrrrcnr 

'n 
r l 'c 4rr \  source..o rhe poser ds\oci-

atcd with this source is

prov = -40i, : -224 W.

The minus sign mcans that this source is deliver-
ing power to the nelwork. Thc currcnt in the
20 V source is identical 10 thc mcsh current ic:

prov - 20i" = -16 W.

The 20 V soulce also is delivcring power to the(4.rr)

10i, - Stb + 0i. =

8i. + 20ib 6;c =

oir 6lb + 101. =

The three mesh currents are

i b : 2 0 A ,

r. : 0.80 A.

b) The branch curfent in the
direction of the voltage

8 () resistor in the
drop 0, is i" - tb.

ti - 28.8 V., , :  8(1"  lb)

objective 2-llnderstand and be able to use the mesh-current method

4.7 Use lhe mesh-current method to find (a) the
power delivered by the 80 V source to the cir-
cuit shown and (b) the power dissipaled in the
8 O resistor.

80v
Answer: (a) 400W;

(b) 50w

NOTE: Abo try Chaptet Problens 4.31 snd 1.32.

4.6 Tiie Mesh-eurrent Stethed
amd mependent So|'srees

II lhe circuilconlains dependenl sources. the nesh-currenl equalions lnusl
be supplenenled by lhe appropriale conslraiil equalions. Exanple 4.5
illustrales the application of the mesh curenl method when the circuit
includes a dependenl source,

30(:}
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50: 5(i1 - r ')  + 20(rr ir),

0 = 5(i, 11) + 1i2 + 4(iz - h),

0 = 20(b Q + 4(i i) + 15i/". \4.34)

Using the Mesh-Current Method with Dependent Sources

Use lhe mesh-curent method of c cuit analysis to
determine the power dissipated in the 4 O resistor
in the circuit shown inFig.4.23.

15 t6

Figure 4.23 A The cjtcujt for Exampte 4.5.
Solution
This circuit has six branches where the current is
unknown and four nodes. Therefore we need three
mesh curents to describe the circuit. They are
delined or the circuit shown in Fig.4.24.The three
mesh curent equations are

We now er?ress the branch currcnt controlling the
dependent voltage source in terms of the mesh

iO: i I  i3 , 11.35)

which is the supplemental eq ation imposed by the
presence of the dependent source. Substituting
Eq. 4.35 into Eqs. 4.34 and collecting the coeffi-
cients ofi1, i, and i3 in each equation generates

5 0 : 2 5 i r - 5 i 2 - 2 0 h ,

0: 5i1 + 10i2 4i3,

0 :  54  4 i z+9h .

15 i,L

Figure 4.24 a, The cjrcuitshown in Fig.4.23 with thethrce

Because we are calcuiating the power dissipated in
the 4 O resistor, we compute the mesh currents i2
and i3:

i 2 = 2 6 A ,

j 3 : 2 8 A

The curent in the 4 f) resistor o ented from left
to right is i3 - i2 , or 2 A. Therefore the power
dissipated is

p4n = (4 i2)2(4:): (2)'�(4) = 16 w.

What if you had not been told to use the mesh-
current method? Would you have chosen tlre node-
voltage method? It reduces tlre problem to finding
one u*nown node voltage because of the presence
oftwo voltage sources between essential nodes.We
present more about making such choices later.

s o  l ' )  q o

' ' ' ; ) , ,
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objective 2-lJnderstand and b€ able to use the mesh-current method

4,8 a) Determine the number ofmesh-cunent
equations needed to soh'e the circult shown.

b) Use the mesh-current method to find how
much power is being delivered to t}le
dependenl vol lJge source.

Answer: 16V

Answert (a) 3;
(b) 36]V.

4,9 Use the mesh-current method to lind ?r, in lhe
circuit sho$n.

NOTE: Also try Chapter Pnblems 4.37 dnd 4.38.

4.7 The Mesh-eurrent Method:
Son"re SpeeiaI eases

W})en a branch includes a current source,thc mcsh currcnt method rcquircs
somc additional manjpulations. Thc circuit shown in Fig. 4.25 depicts the
nature of the problem.

We have defined the mesh currenls ia, ib, and ic. as well as the voltage
across the 5 A curent sowce, to aid the discussion. Nole thal the circuil
conlains live essential branches lvhere the cur'renl is uDknown and four
essenlial nodes. Hence we need 10 write lwo 15 (4 1)] nesh'current
equations to soive the circuit.The presence of the curreni source reduces
the three unknown mesh cufents to tlvo such currents. because it cor-
strains rhe difference between i" and t. to equal5 A. Hence, if we know 1..
we krow i., and vice versa.

However,when we attempt to sum the voltages around eitler mesh a
or rnesh c- we must inlr'oduce inlo the equations the unknown voltage
across the 5 A current soulce,fhui for rnesh a:

r 0 0 = 3 ( i " - l b ) + t , + 6 i a , (4 .36)

l 00v

Figure 4.25 a A circujt jttustrating nresh anatysis when
a branch contains an independent cLrrrent source.

l0 f )

5 0 = 4 i c  1 ] + 2 ( i .  i b ) \4.37)
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100 v

We now add Eqs.4.36 and 4.37 to eliminate ? and obtaitr

5 0 = 9 i " - 5 i b + 6 r . .

Summing voltages around mesh b gves

0 = 3(ib i") + 10rb + 2(ib - iJ.

-100 + 3( i .  -  ib) + 2(tc ,b) + 50+4i"+ 6ia=0, (4.4\)

which reduces to

5 0 = 9 i a - s i b + 6 6 . \4.42)

(4.38)

(4.3e)

We rcduce Eqs.4.38 and 4.39 to two equations and two unknowns by using
the constraint that

50v

(4.40)

We leave to you tlle verification that, when Eq. 4.210 is combined witl
Eqs.4.38 and 4.39, the solutions for the tbree mesh currents a-re

h = 1.75 A, ib : 1.25 4., and t" = 6.75 A

The Concept of a Supermesh
We can derive Eq. 4.38 without introducing tle unknown voltage o by
using the concept of a supemesh. To qeate a supermesh, we mentally
rsmove the current source ftom the circuit by simply avoiding tlis branch
when lTiting the mesh-crrrent equations. We express the voltages around
the supermesh in terms of ttre original mesh currents. Figure 4.26 illus-
fiates tho supermesh concept. When we sum the voltages around t]le
supemesh (denoted by the dashed line), we obtair the equation

6 0  4 l L

tigure 4.25,| The circuit shown in Fiq.4.25, iltustrat-
ing the conc€pt of a supemesh.

tigure 4,27 a The circujtshown in Fig.2.24with
mesh cun€nts i", ib, and t".

Note that Eqs.4.42 and 4.38 are identical. Thus the supemesh has elimi-
nated the need for introducing the unknown voltage aooss the curent
sourc€. once agaio, taking time to look carefully at a circuit to identify a
shortcut such as this provides a big payoff in sirnplifyhg t]le analysis.

Mesh-Cunent Analysis of the Amptifier Circuit
We can use the circuit first introduced in Section 2.5 (Fig.2.24) to illustnte
how the mesh-cu ent method works when a bmnch contains a dependent
current source. Figure 4.27 shows that crrcuit, with the three mesh currents
denoted t,, ib, and i". This circuit has four essential nodes and five essential

10(}

l:t)

o ,  i ,
a'f,,)

the
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bmnches wherc the current is unlmown. Therefore we know that the cit-
cuit can be analyzed in terms of two t5 - (4 - 1)] mesh-curent equa-
tions. Although we defined three mesh cunefis in Fig. 4.27, the dependent
crurent source forces a constaint between mesh currents ia and ic, so we
have only two unlnown mesh currents, Using tle concept of the super-
mesh, we iedmw the circuit as show[ in Fig. 4.28.

We now sum the voltages arormd the supermesh in terms of the mesh
cunents i!, ib, and L to obtait

R 2 t b + Y o + n r ( i b - i " ) = 0 .

The constaint imposed by the dependent cunent source is

Rri^ + 'Dcc + RE(tc ib) - Vo = 0.

The mesh b equation is

p i B = i , - i . . 14.45)

\4.43)

Figure 4.28 A Th€ circuit shown jn Fig.4.27, depicting
(4.44) the sup€nnesh crcated by the presence ofthe dependent

cuftentsourc€.

The bmnch current contiollhg tle dependent curent source, expressed
as a function of the mesh currents! is

From Bqs.4.45 and 4.46,

jc=(1 r B)'a - Ir,b.

We now use Eq.4.47 to eliminate ic frcm Eqs. 4.43 and 4.44:

fn1 + (1 + p)RElia - (1 + B)REib=V)-Ucc,

(t B\Rd" - [R/ + fr - B)Rr]t" - -Yo.

(4.46)

14,47)

(4.48)

14.4eJ

You should veriiy that the solution of Eqs. 4.48 and 4.49 for ia and ib gives

. uoR2 - uccR2 - ucc(1 + B)RE
h: RrRtr (1 -r B)R CR, + R, ' \4.50)

(4.51)
-uo& - (1+ B)REUcc

R1R' .r (1 + B)R,(R1 + R )

We also leave you to verify that, when Eqs. 4.50 and 4.51 are used to fhd
iB, the result is the same as that given by Eq.2.25.
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objective 2-Understand and be abte to use the nesh-current method

4.10 Use the mesh-curent method to find the power
dissipated in the 2 O resistor in the circuit shown.

Answer 72 W:

4.11 Use the mesh-curlent method to find the mesh
currert ia in the circuit shown.

A n s w e r : 1 5 A .

4.12 Use the mesh-current method to find the
power dissipated in the 1 O resistor in tlle ci!-
cuit shown.

3 0

1 0 v

NOTE: AIso try Chsptet Prcblems 1.41 ,4.12,4.17, and 4.5A.

4.8 The F{ode-VoltaEe Method Versus
the Mesh-eecrremt Methsd

The greatest advantage ofboth the node-voltagc and mesh-current meth-
ods is that they reduce the number ofsimultancous equations thatmust be
manipulated.Thcy also require the analyst to be quite systematic in terms
oforganizing and wdling these equations.It is natural to ask,lhen, "When

is the node-voltage method preferred to the mesh-current melhod and
vice versa?" As you might suspect. there is no clear-cut answer.Asking a
number of questions, however, may help you identify the more efficient
method belbre plunging into the solution process:

. Does one of the melhods result in fewer simultaneous equations

. Does the circuil contain supernodes? If so, using the node-voltage
method will permil you to reduce the number of equalions to

i 0 A
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. Does the circuit contain supermeshes? If so, using the mesh-current
method will p€rmit you to reduce the number of equations to
be solved,

. Will solving some portion of the c cuit give the requested solution?
If so, which method is most efficient for solving just the pertinent
portion of the circuit?

Perhaps the most important obse ation is that, for any situation, some
time spent thinking about the problem in relation to the various analytical
apprcaches available is time well spent. Examples 4.6 and 4.7 ilustrate the
process ol deciding between the node-voltage and mesh-curent methods

Understanding the Node-Vottage Method Versus Mesh-Current l{ethod

Find the powei dissipaled in the 300 O resistor in
the circuit showl in Fig.4.29.

dependent voltage source between two essentral
nodes, we have to sum the currents at only two
nodes.Hence the prcblem is reduced to writing two
node-voltage equations and a constraint equation.
Because the node-voltage method r€quires only
three simullaneous equations, it is the more altrac-
tive approach.

Once the decision to use the node-voltage
method has been made, the next step is to select a
refercnce node, Tlvo essential nodes ir the circuit in
Fig. 4.29 merit consideration. The fiist is the refer-
ence node in Fig.4.31.If this node is selected, one of
the unknown node voltages is the voltage across the
300() resistor, namely, ?2 in Fig. 4.31. Once we
know this voltage, we calculate the power in the
300 O resistor by using the expression

3000 l!

Figure 4.29 A The circuit for BGnrpte 4.6.

Solution
To find tlre power dissipated in the 300 O resistor,
we need to find either the curent in the resistor or
tlle voltage across it. The mesh-current method
yields tlle curent in ttre resistor; this approach
iequires solving five simultaneous mesh equations,
as depicted in Fig. 4.30. In writhg the five equa-
tions, we must include the comtraint iA : r,.

Before going furtler, let\ also look at the cir
cuit in terms of the node-voltage method. Note that,
once we know the node voltages, we can calculate
eitler the current in the 300 O rcsistor or the voll
age across it. The circuit has four essential nodes,
and therefore only tlree node-voltage equations
are required to descibe the circuit. Because of the

prmo : oji 100.

1.28V

Figure 4.30 A The circuit shown jn Fig. 4.29, with the nve
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300 {)
we compare these two possible rcference nodes

by mea]ls of the lollovring sets of equations. The first
set pertains to the sircuit shown in Fig. 4.31, and the
second set is based on the circuit shown in Fig.4.32.

Note that, in addition to selecting the reterence
node, we defined the three node voltages "1, ?,r, and
?.,3 and indicated that nodes 1 and 3 form a super-
node, because they are cormected by a dependent
voltage source.It is understood that a node voltage is
a rise from the reference node;tlerefore, in Fig.4.31,
we have not placed tlle node voltage polarity refer-
erces on the circuit diagram.

The second Dode that merits considemtion as
the reference node is the lower node in the circuit,
as shoM h Fig. 4.32. It is attractive because rt has
the most branches connected to it, and the node-
voltage equations are thus easier to $'rite. However,
to find eitlei the current in the 300 f,, resistor or
the voltage acioss it requies an additional calcula-
tion once we know the node voltages oa and oc. For
example, the curent in the 300 O iesistor is
(.,. - r,,)/300. $hereac tbe voltage acfo.< the re<is

Ll r_

Figur€ 4.31 a Th€ circujt shown jn Fjg. 4.29, wjth a

300 0 -ij
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Figure 4.32 A The circujtshown in Fis.4.29 with an
attemative r€ference node.

set 1 (Fig 4.31)
At the supernode,

r)  ot  D o - (D -  128)

r00 250 200 400 500

,r\ + 256 ^
150

b  X ) - D  D ) -  D li j : : : +  -  - +  -  - +
300 250 .100

1r2 + 128 u3

From the supemode, the constraint equatron $

t)t : Ut )UrI : Ltl -

. Set 2 (Fig4.32)

1)" 0" - 256 ,a - 0b oa 0c

2c0- 150 
- 

1oo 
- 

3oo 
=' '

,c u. + 128 1).-  rb
4oo 

' 
5oo 

- 
250 

- 
3oo 

-'

500

From the suDemode. the constraint equation is

50(r" ,")
ub : 50ia : -ff

You should veify that the solution of either set
leads to a power calculation of 16.57 W dissipated
in the 300 O rcsistor.

6
128V



4.8 The Node-Vottage Meihod Versus the l4esh-Current l,4ethod ,15

Conparing the Node-Voltage and Mesh-Current Methods

fiDd rhe vol tage , ,  in rhe cjrcui t  sho$n in Fig.4.33.

Sotution
At firsl glance, the node-voltage method tooks
appealing, because we may define the unknown
voltage as a node voltage by choosing the lov/er ter-
minal of the dependent curent source as the refer-
ence node, The circuit has four essential nodes and
two voltage-contmlled dependent sources, so the
node-voltage method requires manipulation of
three node-voltage equations and t\ro constraint
equatiorN.

Let's now turn to the mesh-current method for
finding oo. The circuit contains three meshes, and
we call use the leftmost one to calculate zr., If we
let i. denote the leftmost mesh curent, then
oo = 193 10ia. The presence of the two curent
sources reduces the problem to manipulating a sin-
gle supermesh equation and two constmint equa-
tions. Hence the mesh-curent method is the more
attractive technique here.

Figure 4.35 A The circujtshown in Fig.4.33 with node vottages.

To help you compare the two approaches, we
summaize both methods. The mesh-curent equa-
tions arebased onthe circuit shown in Fig.4.34, and
the node-voltage equations are based on the circuit
shown in Fig.4.35.The supermesh equation IS

193 : 10i, + 10tb + 10tc + 0.80d,

alld t]re constraint equations are

lb ta :  0.4?,r :0.8tc;

1)d = 7.5id and

ic -  ib = 05

We use the coNtraint equations to write the super-
mesh equation irl terms ofla:

160 : 80i,, or ia : 2 A,

1). = 193 - 20 : 173 Y.

The node-voltage equations are

4 f )  2 : 4  2 A

6J) 7.5() 80

tigure 4.33 A Ihe cncuit for Exampte 1.7.

60  7 .5 { )  8 r )

Figun 4.34 A The cncujt shown jn Fig. 4.33 wjth th€ three mesh currents.

U r=  ,0 ,  ,O= l&
- (16 + 0.8r'd) J^

10 l -

D. 193
10

o.+,tr+\f : o,

o , - ( z ' b + 0 . 8 0 ,

+ + o . s +

10

0 b + 0 . 8 0 d - r , "

10

The constraint equations are

We use the constraint equations to reduce the node-
voltage equations to three simultaneous equations
involving o,, oa, and ob. You should vedfy that the
node-vol lage approach also gi \es d. 173 V.
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objective 3-Deciding betw€en the node-vottage and mesh-current methods

4.13 Find the power delivered by the 2A current
source in the circuit showr.

4.14 Find the power delivered by the 4A current
source in the circuit shown.

1 5 ( )

NOTE: AIso try Chapter Problens 4.54 and 1.56.

Figure 4.36 r. Source transtormatioN.

Answer: 40 W:

G)

rj

4.9 S*ure* Tyaslsf*r$fi a"iioris
Even though t1re node-voltage and mesh-current methods are powcrful
tcchniques lor solving cilcuits,we are still irterestedin methods that can be
used to simplify circuits. Sedes-parallel reductions and I{o-Y transfbrma
tions are already on our list of simplifying techniques. We begin cxpandnrg
this lisl with source transformations. A solrlc€ transformation. shown in
Fig.4.36,allows avoltage source in serieswith a resistor to be replacedby a
curent source in parallel with the same resistor or vicc vcrsa.The double
headed arrow emphasizes tiai a source transformation is bilateral that is,
lve can startwith either configuration and dedve the other.

We need to find the relationship bctwcorl o, and ir thal guamntees the
two configurations in Fig. 4.36 are equivalent with respect 1() iodes a,b.
Equivalence is achieved if an_v resistor R, experiences the same current
flo\l:, and thus the same voltage drop, whether connected between nodes
a,b in Fig.4.36(a) or Fig.4.36(b).

Suppose R, is connecled betlveen nodes a,b in Fig. 4.36(a). Using
Ohm\ law. thc current in n, is

14.52)

Now suppose thc same resistor R, is connected between nodes a,b in
Fig.4.36(b). Using current division, lhe cunent in R, is

If the lrvo circuits in Fig. 4.36 are equivalent. these resistor currents must be
the same. Equating ihe righlhand sides ofEqs.4.52 and:1.53 and sirnplitying,

, ' = R

2 A  2 5 V

14.54)



When Eq.4.54 is satisfied for the circuits in Flg.4.36, tle curenl itr Rr is
the same for both circuits in tle figure for all values of Rr. If the current
through R. is the same in botl circuits5 then the voltage drop across R, is
the same ir both circuitq and tle circuits are equivalent at nodes a.b.

lf lhe polarily of d. is reversed. rhe orie0rarion olir mu<t be reversed
to mahtaitr equivalence,

Example 4.8 illustmtes the usefulness of making source ftamforma-
tions to simplify a circuit-analysis problem.

Using Source Transformations to Solve a Circuit

a) For the circuil showr in Fig.4.37, find the power
associated wifi the 6V souce.

b) State whether the 6 V source is absorbitrg or
delivedng the power calculated in (a).

Solution

a) ff we study the circuit show! ill Fig. 4.37, knowitrg
rhat lhe power asqociated witb fte o V source is
of interest, several approaches come to mind, The
circuit has four essential nodes and six essential
branches where the curent is unlnown, Tnus we
can find the current in the brarch containitrg the
6 V source by solving either thrce 16 (4 - 1)l
mesh-currert equations ot three [4 1] node-
voltage equations, Choosing the mesh-curent
approach involves solving for the mesh current
that cor:responds to the branch current in the 6 V
source. Choosing the trode-voltage approach
involves solving for the voltage adoss t}le 30 O

Flgure 4.37 A The circujt for E\ampte 4.8.

resistor, from which the branch current in the 6 V
source can be calculated. But by focusing on just
one branch culrent, we can first simptily tlle cir-
cuit by using source transformations,

We must reduce the circuit in a way tlDt
preserves $e idenriry of lhe braDch conlatning
the 6 V source. We have no leasol to preserve
the identity of the branch cotrtaining the 40 V
source. Beginnhg witl tlis btanch, we can trans-
form the 40 V source in series with the 5 f,) resls-
tor into an 8 A curent sourc€ in parallel witl a
5 O resistor, as shown in Fig.4.38(a).

(b) second step

6 0

+ '
30o  t20o

10 {}

5 { }4 { }

4.9 SourceT6nsformations717

40v

(a) First step

(c) Thnd step (d) Fourth step

Flgur€ 4.38  

 

Siep-by-step sjmplification of ih€ circujtshown in Fig.4.37.
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Figure 4.39  

 

Equivatent circuits containing a
rcsistance in paratteL with a voltage source ot in series

@ 
Using special sour€e T]ansformation

I
I a) Use source transfomations to find the voltage
I oo in the circuit shown in Fig. 4.40.

I ut nnd rne po*er aeleloped by rhe 25u v lolrage

I source.

I c) Find the power developed by the 8 A current

I 
source.

I

I Solution
I
I d) We beein bv removins tbe I25 Q and l0 Q fesis-

I ror". l-.*ut. the l2'5O re\islor is connecled

I across the 250 V \ol tage sourc€ and the l0 Q

I resisror is conDected i0 rer ies wj lh lhe R A cur-

I  rent source. we also combine the .er ies-con-

I nected resistors into a single resistance of 20 O.
I Figure 4.41 shows the simplified circuit.

Next, we can rcplace the pamllel combination of
the 20O and 5O resistors with a 4O resistor.
This 4 O resistor is in parallel with the 8 A source
and tlerefore can be replaced with a 32 V source
in series with d 4Q resisror, as sho\rn in
Fig. 4.38(b). The 32 v source is in seiies with 20 O
of resistance and, hence, can be rcplaced by a cur-
rcnt source of 1.6 A in parallel with 20 l), as shown
in Fig.4.18(c).Tbe 20 A and l0 0 parauel le\ i .
tors can be reduced to a single 12 O resistoi. The
parallel combination of the 1.6 A cu:rent souice

and the 12 O resistor tiansfoms hto a voltage
source of 19.2 V in series widt 12 o. Figure 4.38(d)
shows the result of this last transformation. The
curent in the direction of the voltage drop across
the 6 V source is (19.2 - 6)/16, or 0.825 A.
Theiefore the power associated with the 6 V

P6v = (0 82s)(6) = 4 9s w'

b) The voltage source is absorbing power.

A question that arises ftom use of the souce transformation depicted
in Fig.4.38 is, "Wlat happens if there is a resistance R, ir parallel with the
voltage source or a rcsistance Rr in se es with the current source?" In
both cases, the resistance has no effect on the equivalent circuit that prc_
dicts behavior with rcspect to terminals a,b. Figure 4.39 summarizes this

The two circuits depicted in Fig.4.39(a) are equivalent with iespect to
terminals a,b because they produce the same voltage and cuirent in any
resistor Rr inserted between nodes a,b. The same can be said for $e cir-
cuits in Fig.4.39(b). Example 4.9 illustrates an application of tlle equiva-
lent circuits depicted in Fig.4.39.

Techniques

25A 5f)

250 V 1 5 0

20o"

tigure 4.40 A The cjrcuit for ErampL€ 4.9.

250 V

Figue 4.41 A A q i  _pt 'Fed vels 'on of  lhe,cu t  s ' ror .  i l
Fig.4.40.

25o"

1 )  ( f ) r o  ' . | , o o

125 0 {  J 8 A 100 0
1 0 0
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souce, posilive at the upper terminal of theWe now use a source transformation to
replace the 250V source and 25 O resistor with a
10A source in parallel with the 25 O rcsistor, as
shoqn in Fig.4.4).We cdn noq simpl iJy lhe cir-
cuit showr in Fig. 4.42 by using Kircbhoff's cur-
rent law to combine the parallel curent sources
into a single source. The pamllel resistors com-
bine into a single resistor Figure 4.43 shows the
Iesull.Hence r), = 20 V.

b) The current supplied by the 250 V source equals
the current in the 125 O resistor plus the current
in the 25 O resistor-Thus

2 5 0  2 5 0  2 0  . - ^' '  
1 2 5  2 5  

" '  -

Therefore the power developed by the vottage

/25ov(developed) : (250)01.2) = 2800 W.

c) To find &e power developed by the 8 A current
source, we fi$t find the voltage across the source.
It we let o" represent the voltage aqoss the

DJ + 8(10)  = ro = 20.  ot  .N. :

and the polver developed by the 8 A source rs
480 W Nole that the 125 O and 10 O resistors
do not alfect the value of ,". but do affect the
power calculations.

f ) r o a  J z : o  ( { ) r , r ,  } r , , r , o

Figure 4.42 A The circuii shown in Fig.4-41aftera source

t ) l U O

Figurc 4.43 d The circuit shown in Fig. 4.42 after combjning

objective 4-llndersiand souice transformation

4.15 a)

b)

Use a series df sdurce ti:;sfonilalions to
find the voltage o in the circoifshown.
How mtch power does the 120 V source
deliver to ttre circuit?
(a) as V
(b) 374.4w

NOTE: AIso tty Chaptel Problens 1.59 and 4.62.

8()

4.10 Th6venin and Norton frquival,ents
At times in circuit analysis, we wanl 10 concentrate on what happens at a
speciJic pair ofterminals. For example, when we plug a toaster into an out
let, we are interested primarily in the voltage and current at the tcrminals
of the toaster.We have little or no interest in the effect that connecting the
toaster has on vollages or curents elsewhere in the circujt supplying the
outlet.We can expand this irterest in terminal behavior to a set of appli,
ances, each requiring a different amount of powcr. We then are interested
in how the voltage and current delivered at thc oullel change as we
change appliances.Ir otherwords,we want to focus on thc bchaviorol the
circuit supplying the outlet, but only at the ortlet terminals.

1.6 r}
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nelqork @ntaining
independcnr and

(a) (b)

Flgure 4.44 a (a) A generatcircuit. (b)The Thdvenjn

rigure 4.45.4 A circuit used io ittunrate a Thevenjn

figure 4.46 A The cjrcuitshown in Fig.4.45 with
ierminab a and b shot cncuit€d.

3 2 V

Figue 4,47 A The Th6venin equivatenr ofrhe circuit 
solving for or vields

shown in Fig. 4.45.

8r)

-[*
[ )

I-

Th6venin and Norton equivalents aie circuit simplification techniques
that focus or termiml behavior and thus are extremelv valuable aids in
"ndl ls i . .  Al though bere $e drscuss them a. they penain ro re. isr i \e ciF
cuitE Th6venin and Norton equivalent circuits may be used to represent
any circuit made up of lineat elements.

We can best describe a Th6venin equivalent circuit by relercnce to
Fig. 4.44, which represents any circuit made up of sources (both hdepend,
ent and dependent) and rcsisto$. The letters a and b denote the pair of ter,
minals of interest. Egure 4.44(b) shows the Th6venjn equivalent. Thus, a
Th€ve n €quivalent circuit is an independent voltage souce yrh in series
witl a resistor Rll, , which replaces an interconnection of sources and rcsis,
tors. Tfus series combination of yrh and Rr, is equivalent to the orighal cir-
cuit in the sense that, if we connect the same load across the tetminals a,b
of each circuit, we get the same voltage and current at the terminals of the
load- l]!is equivalence holds for all possible values of load resistanc€.

To represent the original circuit by its Thivenin equivalent, we must
be able to delermine the Th6venin voltage /rl1 and the Thevenin resist-
ance Rr,. First, we note that if the load resistance is infinitely large, we
have an open-circuil condition. The open-circuit voltag€ al the terminals
a,b in the circuit shown in Fig. 4.44(b) is V16. By hlpothesis, this must be
the same as the open-circuit voltage at the terminals a,b in the o ginal cir-
cuit. Therefore, lo calculate the Th6venin voltage yrh, we simply calculate
the open circuit voltage ir the original circuit.

Reducing t}le load resistance to zero gives us a short-circuit condition.
If we place a short circuit across the terminals a,b of the Th6venin equiva
lcnt circuit, the shortcircuit current directed ftom a to b is

By h!?othesis, this shorlcircuit current must be identical to the short-circuit
current that exists in a short circuit placed across the terminals a,b of the
original network. From Eq.4.55,

vn

zrr - 25 D1
s  - 6 -

\4.56)

(4.51)

Thus the Th6venin resistance is the ratio ofthe open-circuit voltage to the
sho -circuit curent.

Finding a Thdvenin Equivalent
To find the Th6venin equivalent of the circuit shown in Fig. 4.,15, we first
calculate the open ciicuit voltage of o,b. Note that when the teminals a,b
are open, there is no current in the 4 O resistor.Therefore the open,circuit
voltage oab is idcntical to the voltage across the 3 A curent source,Iabeled
We find the voltage by solving a single node-voltage equation. Choosing
the lower node as the reference node,we get

Rrr, =

1 1 :  3 2  v . (4.58)



Hence ttre Th6venin voltage for the circuit is 32 V
The trext step is to place a sholt circuit affoss the terminals and calcu-

late the rcsulting short-cftcuit culrent. Figue 4.46 shows the circuit vrith
the short in place. Note that the shot-circuit curent is in tle direction of
the opetr-circuit voltage drop auoss the terminals a,b. If the shon-circuit
curent is in tlle direction of the open-circuit voltage rise aqoss the temi-
oals. a miDus sign must be insened in Eq.4.5o.

The short-circuit curent (isc) is foutd easily once ,2 is known.
Therefore tle problem reduces to finding 1,2 with the short in place. Agaiq
iJ we use the lower node as the reforence node. the equation for ,, becomes

\4.59)

Solving Eq.4.59 for ?]2 gives

u 2 : 1 6 Y '

HeDce, the shofi-circuit current is

(4.60)

4.10 Th6v€nin and Norton Equivatentr 121

Step 1:
Source transformation

Step 3:
Souce kansformationj series

resistors combined, producing
the Thevenin equivalent circuit

Step 1:
Souce traDsfornation, producing

the Norton equivalent circuii

Figure 4.48 A Step-by-step denvation of the Ih€venin
and Noiron equivatenis ofthe cjrcujt shown jn Fjg. 1.45.

, , - 2 5
5 2 0 -

. 1 6
| s _ / =

^ * = * : ? = ' n

(1.61)

We now find the Th6venin resistance by substituting the numerical results
from Eqs.4.58 and 4.61inro Eo.4.56:

14.62)

Figure 4-47 shows the Th6venin equivalent for the circuit showtr in Fig. 4.45.
You should verify that, if a 24 O resistor is connected across the ter-

minals a,b in Fig. 4.45, the voltage across the resistor will be 24 V and the
current in t}le resistor will be 1 A, as would be the case with the Thdvenit
circuit iD Fig. 4.47. This same equivalence between the circuit in Figs. 4.45
alrld 4.47 holds for any resistor value cornected between rodes a,b.

The Norton Equivalent
A Norton equirelent chcuit consists of an independent current source in
parallel with the Norton equivalent rcsistance. We call dedve it from a
Thevenin equivalent circuit simply by making a source tansfomation.
Thus the Norton curont equals the shorlcircuit current at tlle terminals of
interest, and the Norton resistance is identical to the Th6venin resistanc€.

Using Source Transformations
Sometimes we can make effective use of source transformations to derive
a Th6venin or Norton equivalent circuit. For example, we can derive the
Th6venin and Nortor equivalents of tle circuit shown in Fig.4.45 by mak-
ing tle series of source tansformations shov,n in Fig. 4.48. This technique
is most useful when the network cotrtains only independent sources, The
presence of dependent sources tequires retainhg the identity of the con-
trollhg voltages and/or curents, and this constraint usually prohibits
conthued reduction of the circuit by source tmnsformations We discuss
tlle problem of finding the Th6venin equivalent when a circuit contains
dependent souces in ExamDle 4,10.

Step 2:
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Find the Th6venin equivalent for the circuit con
taining dependent sources shown in Fig- '1.49.

Figure 4.49 a A circuit us€d to itLustraie a Th6venin eqLrilatent
when the circuit contajns dependent sources.

Sotution
The first slep i]l analyzing the circuit in Fig 4'19 js

to recognize that the current labcled i. must be
zero. (Note the abscnce of a retum path for ir to
enter the leffhand portion of the cjrcuit.) The
open circuit, or Th6venin. voltage will be the voll
age across the 25 O rcsistor.With i" : {),

Y r h = o o b : (  2 0 t ( 2 s )  =  5 0 0 i '

The current i is

5 - 3 0  5  3 y f t
': 2ooo 

: 
,(no '

In writing t}le equation for i, wc recognize that the
Th6venin voltage is identical to the control voltage
wllen we combine these two equalions,we obtarl

Y r h = - 5 v

To calculate the short-circuit curent, we place
a short circuil across a,b.When the terminals a,b are
shorted togelher,the control voltage ? is reduccdto
zero. Therelore, with the short in place, the circuit
shor\n in Fig. 4.4,r  becomer lhe one \ho$n in
Fig. 4.50. WitI the sho.t circuit shunting the 25 O
resistor. all the curent from the dependent cunent
source appears in the short,so

Finding the Thdvenin Equivalent of a Circuit with a Dependent Source

Figure 4.50 s The circuit shown in Fig. 4.49 wiih termjnaLs a

As the voltage controlling the dependent volt-
age source has been reduced to zero, the current
controlling the dependent current source is

Combining these two equations yields a shortcircuit

i," = 20(2s) = 50 mA.

From i,. and Yrh we gel

5
2000

Figure 4.51 illustrates the Th6venin equivalent
for the circuit shown in Fig.4.,19. Note that the ref
erence polarity marks on the Th6venin voltage
source in Fig. ,{.51 agree witb the preceding equa-
tion for Yft.

- x 10e = 100O.

Figure 4.51',. The Th6venin equjvahntforihe cncuit shown in
Fil.4.49.

100()

('

2ko
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objective 5-Understand Th6venin and Norton equival€nts

4.11 More *n $erivi*g * Th$v*n-in
Hquivx[ent

The lechnique for determining nrh rhat wc discussed and iltustrared in
Scclion 4.10 is not ahvays thc easiest merhod available. Two other meth
ods generally are simpler to use.The first is useful if thc netlvork contains
only indepcndent sourccs. To calculato nft for such a nerwork, wc first
deactivatc all independcnl sources and theD calculate the resistance seen
looking inlo lhe network allhe designared rerminat pair.A voltagc source
is deactivaled by replacing it $'ith a shorl c cuit. A curent source is deac-
tivated by replacing it wirh an open circuil. Fof example, consider rhe cir,
cuit shown in Fig. 4.52. Deactivating the independcnl sources simplifies
the circuit to the one shown in Fig- 4.53. The resisrance seen looking into
the terminals a.b is denotcd R"b, which consists ofthc 4 O resistor in se es
with ihe parallel combinalioDs of thc 5 and 20 Q rcsislors.Thus.

R  R  ,  .  
r 2 o _ 8 , , .

Nole that thc derivation of nTn with Eq.,1.63 is much simpler
sane derivation with Eqs.,l-57+.62.

than the figure 4.53 4 The circuit shown in Fig. 4.52 after deac
tjvatjon of the jndependent soLrrces.

4,16 Find the Th6venin equivalent circuit with respect
to the termimls a,b Ior the circuil shown.

Answer: Yab = Yrh = 64-8 V, Rft : 6 O.

4,17 Find thc No on equivalent circuir with respeci
to the teminals a,b tbr dre circuit sho!v!.

Answe.: 1N = 6 A (directed toward a), RN : 7.5 O.

4.18 A voltmeter wirh an inlernal resistance of
100 kO is used to measure the voltage ?AB in the
circuil shown.Whal is the volrmeter reading?

Answer 120V

NOTE: Aho try Chaptet Problems 4.63,4.66,and 4.67.

12 kO

2 5 V

Figure 4.52 .r A cjrcuit used to itlustcte a Th€venin

5 ( ' 4( : }

1 5 A

(4.63)

72 l l
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If the circuit or network contains dependent sources, an alternative
procedure for finding the Th6venin resistance Rrr is as follows. We fi$t
deactivate all independent souces, and we then apply either a test voltage
source oi a test culrent source to the Th6venin terminals a,b. The Th6venin
resistance equals tle ratio of the voltage acmss the test source to t}Ie cur-
rent delivered by the test source. Example 4.11 illustrates this alternative
procedure for fhding Rrh, using the same ciicuit as Example 4.10.

Finding the ThEvenin Equivalent Using a Test Source

Find the Thdvenin resistance Rrh for the circuit in
Fig.4.49, using the alternative method descdbed.

5olution
We filst deactivate the independent voltage source
ftom t}Ie circuit and then excite the circuit ftom the
teminals a,b with either a test voltage souice or a
test current soruc€. If we apply a test voltage source,
we will know t}Ie voltage of the dependent voltage
source ard hence the controlling curlent i. Therefoie
we opt for t]le test voltage soluce. Figure 4.54 shows
the circuit for mmputirg the Th6venin resista[ce.

Figure 4.54  An atternatjve method for compuiing the

The externally applied test voltage source N
denoted o?, and the current that i[ delivers to the
ciicuit is labeled ir. To find the Thdvenin resistance,
we simply solve the circuit shown in Fig.4.54 for the
ratio of the voltage to the current at the test source;
that is, Rrh = Dr/ir. From Fig.4.54,

We then substitute Eq.4.65 into Eq.4.64 and solve
the resulthg equation for the mtio t r/i?l

i ,= f r+zoi ,

-30"
i = ; ' n A .

i . f  , 7  _  6  5 0  1
ur 25 200 5000 100

From Eqs.4.66 and 4.67,

n r n = 3 = t o o o .

(1.64)

\4.65)

(4.66)

(4.61)

b.r 60t)r
25 2000'

(4.68)

In general, these computations are easier than those involved in com-
puting the shofcircuit current. Moreover, in a netwoik containing only
resiston and dependent sources, you must use the alternative method,
because the ratio of the Th6venin voltage to the shorFcircuit current is
indeteminate. That is. it is the ratio 0/0.
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objective 5-Understand Th6venin and Norton equivatents

4.19 Find the Th6venin equivalenr circuit wilh respect 4.2O
to the lerminals a,b lor the circuit shown.

Answeri  Y1.h -  ?rab = 8V,Rrh: 1O.

Find thc Th6venin equivalent circuit with
respect to the terminals a.b for the circuit
showr. (girtr Define the voltage at the left
most node as ?), and wrile two nodal equations
with ynr as the righr node voltage.)

NOTE: Ako trt Chaptet Ploblems 1.71 dnd 4.77.

Using the Th€venin Equivalent in the Amplifier Circuit
At trmes we can use aThivenin equivalcnl to reduce one portion of a cir
cuir ro greatll' simplify analysis of the larger network. Let,s reiurn to the
circuil first introduced in Section 2.5 and subsequently analyzed in
Sections 4.4 and 4.7. To aid our discussion. we redrcw the c cuit and iden-
tified the branch currents ofinterest, as shor\ltl in Fig.4.55.

A. L 'ur prerrou\ analvsi \  hds \no$n. /s i ,  Inc ke) ro t inding rhc or lrer 
'  

r
branch currents. We redraw rhe circuil as shown in Fig.4.56 to prcpare to
replace the subcircuil to rhe left of % wirh its Th6venin equivatcnt. you
should be able to determine that lhis modificalion has no etlect on the
branch currents i1, ir, iB, and iE. h

Now we replace the circuit made up oI y.t., R1, and R2 with a
Thdvenin equivalent, with respect to the terminals b,d.The Thdvenir volr ir ,
age and reslslance are

Answer: Y1]r : oab = 30 V. Rft : 10 O.

160;r

VccRz
r4.6e, li9u.,e 

4.55 , 
-\€ 

apolica io- o d 
-\p.€.' 

eq na a
'  rn or(urr  anarvsE.R r + R 2

Rrn:
R1 + Rr ' 14.10)
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d

Figure 4.56 a A modified veEion ofthe circLrit sho$,n
in F ig.4. t5.

tigurc 4.57 A The ciftuit shown jn Pig. 4.56 modified
by a Th€venin equivatent.

figure 4.58 A A circuit describing maximum power

with the Th6venin equivalent, the circuit in Fig. 4.56 becomes the one
shown hFig.4.57.

We now derive an equation for iB simply by surnming t]le voltages
around the left mesh. ln writing this mesh equation, we recognize that
i, : (1 + B)t,. Thus,

irom which

,r, 
4,12

vn,: R*i, +va+ RE(1 + B)iB, \1.71)

Vm V,t
Rrh + (1 + B)R,

Maxircrum Power Transfer

\4.72)

Wiren we substitute Eqs. 4.69 and 4.70 into Eq. 4.72, we get the same
er?ression oblained in Eq.2.25.Note lhatwhen we have incoiporated the
Th6venin equivalent into the original circuit, we can obtain the solution
for is by wdting a single equation.

Circuit analysis plays an importantrole in the analysis of systems designed
to transfer power lrom a source to a load, We discuss power transfer in
terms of two basic types of systems. The first emphasizes the efficiency of
the power transfer. Power utility systems are a good example of this type
because they are concerned with the generation, tmnsmission, and distri-
bution of large quantities of electric power. If a power utility system is
inefficient, a large peicentage of the power generated is lost in the trans
mission and distribution piocesses, and thus wasted.

The second basic type of system emphasizes the amount of power
transfeired. Communication and instrumentation systems are good exam-
ples because in the transmission of information, or data, via electdc sig-
nals, the power available at the transmitter or detector is limited. Thus,
transmitting as much of this power as possible to the receiver, or load, is
desilrable. In such applications the amount ol power being lransferred is
small, so the efficienry of transfer is not a primary concen. We now con-
sidermaximum power transfei in systems thai can be modeledby a purely
resistive circuit.

Ma-\imum power transfer can best be described wilh t}le aid of the cir-
cuit shown in Eg. 4.58. We assume a resistive network containing irde-
pendent and dependent sources and a designated pair of terminals, a,b, to
which a load, Rr, is to be connected.The problemis to determine the value

i ,,



ol Rr lhat permiLs maximum power deliver) ro Rr. The first slep in thjs
process is to fecogniTe lhat a fesisrive nerwork can aiways be feplaced by
its Thdvenin equivalent. Therefore, we redraw the circuit sho$n ir Fig. 4.58
as the one shown.in Fig. 4.59. Replacing the original network by its
Thdvenin equivalent geatly simpiifies the task of finding Rr. Derivation of
Rr rcquires expressing the power dissipated in R, as a function of the
three circuit parameters yTh, Rft, and Rr, Thus

p = P R L : ( # E ) " "

4.12 l,4aximum Power Transfer 127

rigur6 4,59  

 

A circuit us€d to d€t€rmine the value of
nr for maximum power transfer.

Next, we rc€ognize that for a given circuiq yft and Rrn will be fixed.
Therefore the power dissipated is a function of the single variable Rr. To
find the value of R, that mMi;izes the power, we use elementary calculus.
We begin by writing an equation for the dedvative ofp with rcspect to Rr:

^:'^l ( R f t + R f
{^Trlr + ^r)_ - KL. Z\Krh + ltL) l

\4.73)

\4.74)

The dedvative is zerc and p is maximized when

(^Tb - r(L.,-, 1l(r(Kft -

Solving Eq.4.75 ields

Rrl \4.75)

Thus maximum power,hansfer occurs when ihe load resistance R, equals
lhe TheveDi0 resisraoce Rrb. To find the ma"\ilnum povr'er de[!ered to Rr.
we simply substitute Eq . 4;76 ]JJto E�q. 4.731

(4 76) < Condition for m.ximum poner transfer

\4,77)
^  =v'*a""* enD' 4 R .

The analysis of a circuit wheii the Ioad resistot is adiusted for maximum
power hansfer is illustrated in Example 4.12.
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a) For the circuit shown in Fig. 4.60, find the value
of Rr_ that results in maximum power being
transferred to Rt.

Cal.cutating the Condition for Maxinum Power Transfer

360 V

3 0 0

- ) rso o

b

300 v

Figure 4.61 3. Reduction ofthe circuit shown jn Fig. 4.60 by
means of a Thdvenin equivateni.

b) The maximum power that can be delivered to
Rr is

25o"

R.

,*" = (S)i,a: 'o*.

c) When Rr equals 25 O, the voltage ?,b is

/ t o o \
,"h :  l= j (2s) :  150 v.

\ r t r /

From Fig. ,1.60, when o"b equals 150 V the cur-
rent in the voltage source in the dnecdon ofthe
voltage rise across the source is

360 150 210 _( =  
: r o  

- 3 0 = / A

Figure 4.50 a The cjrcuitfor ExampLe 4.12.

b) Calculate the maximum power tlat can be deliv-
ered to Rr,

c) When R._ is adjusted for maximum power tians-
fer, what percentage of the power delivered by
the 360V source reaches Rr?

Solution

a) The Th6venin voltage for the circuit to the left of
t]re terminals a,b is

v* : '*141:eo; 
= :oo ,r.

The Th6venin resistance is

(150V30)

Replacing the circuit to the left of the terminals
d.b wi lh i lsThevenin equivalenr gives us rhe cir-
cuit shown ir Fig. 4.61, which indicates that Rr_
must equal25 J) for maximum power transfer.

Therefore, the source is delivering2520W to the

p, = t,(360) = 2s20 w.

The percentage ofthe source power delivered to
the load is

900
25?]J 

^ 100 :35 .71%.
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obiective 6-Know the condition for and catcutate maximum power transfer to resistive load

4.21 a) Find the value ofI that enables the circuit
shown to deliver maximum power to the
terminals a.b,

b) Find the maximum power delivered to R.

Answen (a) 3 O;
(b) 1.2 kw

NOTE: AIso tt! Chaptet Ptublems 1.79 and 4.80.

4.22 A..u.ne lhdl  rhc circuu in Assessmenr
Problenr 4.21is delivering maximum power to
the load resistor R.

a) How much powcr is the 100V sourc€ deliv-
ering to the network?

b) Repeat (a) for the dependent voltage

c) Wlul percentage of the total power gcner
ated by these iwo sources is delivered to the
load resistor -R?

Answer: (a) 3000 W:
(b) 800 w;
(c) 31.s8%.

4.13 5up*rg:**iti*n
A linear systcn obeys the prirciple of superposilion. which states that
whenevcr a linear system is excited, or driven, by more than one indc
pendent soulce oI energy, the total responsc is the sum of the individual
responsos. An individual response is thc resull of an independent source
acting alone. Because we are dcaling lrilh circuits made up of inter
connccled liDear-circuit elements. wc can apply the prirciple ofsupcrposi
tion direclly to the analysis of such cjrcuils when they are driven by lnore
than ore independent energ,\' sourcc.At present,we restrictthe discussion
10 simple resistive networks: however. the principle is applicable 1() any

Superposition is applied in both the analysis and thc design oI circuiis
In ana\zing a complcx circuil with multiple independcnt voltage and cur-
rent sources. therc are oflen fewer, simpler equations 1{) solve when the
effects of the indepcndcnl sources are considered one at a 1ime. Applying
superyosition can thus simplify circuit analysis. Be aware. though, that
somedmes applying srpcrposition aclually complicates thc analysis,produc-
rl1g lnore equations to soh'c than with an alternative method. Superposition
is required only if thc jndepeDdent sources in a circuit are lriDdamental]y
different. In thcsc carly chapters, all independent sources are dc sources, so
superposition is nol required. We introduce superposilion here ir anticipa-
iion ot latcr chaple$ ir which circuiis will rcquie i!.
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tigure 4.62 A A circuit used to iLLustrate supeposition.

120 V

Superposition is applied in design to synthesize a desired circuit
response tlat could not be achieved in a circuit with a single source.If the
desired circuitresponse can be written as a sum of two or more terms, the
response can be realized by including one hdependent source for each
term ol the rcsponse. This approach to the desigt of circuits with complex
responses allows a designei to consider several simple designs instead of
one complex design,

We demonstrate t}le superposition pdnciple by using it to find the
bmnch curents in the circuit shoMr in Fig. 4.62. We begin by finding the
bmnch curents resulting from the 120 V voltage source. We derote those
currents with a pdme. Replacing the ideal current source with an oper cir-
cuit deactivates iq Fig. 4.63 shows this. The branch currents ir this circuit
are the result of only the voltage source.

We can easily find the bmnch curents in the circuit in Fig. 4.63 once
we know the node voltage across t}le 3 O resistor. Denoting this voltage

120 V 1 2 A

Figue 4.53  

 

Th€ circuitshown jn Fjg.4.62 u/jth the
curent source deactivat€d.

7 2 4

Figure 4.64 A The circuii shown jn Fig. 4.6? wjth the
voltage source deactivaied.

6 { ) 2 t l

t2 A.

Figlre 4.55 -r The circujt shown in Fig. 4.64 showjng
the node vottag€s rr and ?a.

q 120
6

ii = 14-lq = 15 A,

11.t8)

(4.80)

(4.81)

(4.82)

0, 14.83)

\4.84)

r . r -

from which

01 :30 v.  (4.79)

Now we can wite the expressions for the branch currents ti - ti directly:

To find the component ol the bnnch cu:rents resulting from the curent
source, we deactivate tle ideal vollage source and solve the circuit shown in
Fig. 4.64. The double-prime flotation for the currents hdicates they are the
components of the total cunent resulting from the ideal cuffent source.

We determine the branch currents in the c cuit showr h Fig. 4.64 by
first solving for the node voltages across the 3 and 4 O resisto$, respec-
tively. Figurc 4.65 shows tie two node voltages. The two rode-voltage
equations that describe the circuit are

= ; = 1 0 A ,

. 3 0 -

3 6 2

U4 0 l  ,4  . ^
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Sol\iDg Eqs.4.83 and 4.84 for ,r aDd d.. we get

(4.85)

(1.86)

Now we can write the branch currents ii tlrough ii directly in tems of the
node voltages ?r3 and 04:

i i :  = : : : 2  A ,

i l  = l =  l =  a A .
3 3

-12 + 24

i i = i : i = - s a .

a3 : -72 V,

o t = - 2 4 V

i r : i \ + i i : 1 5 + 2 : 1 7 A ,

i 2 = i i + i 5 = 1 0 - 4 = 6 A ,

i t =  i \ +  i i : 5  +  6 : 1 1  A ,

i + = i L + i i =  5 - 6 :  1 A .

\4.87)

(4.88)

(4.8e)

(4.e0)

To furd the branch currents in the original citcuit, that is, the curents
iI, i2, 4, and ia n FIE 4.62, we simpty add rhe cunents given by
Eqs.4.87-4.90 to the currents given by Eqs. 4.80 4.821

\4.91)

14.e2)

(1.93)

(4.e4)

You should veriry that tle curents given by Eqs,4.91 4.94 are tlle corrcct
values for the bmnch currents ir the circuit shown in Fig.4.62.

When applying superposition to linear circuits containing both inde-
pendent and dependent sources, you must recognize that the dependent
sources are never deactivated. Example 4.13 illustrates the application of
superposition when a circuit contains both dependert and indeDendent



Using Superposition to Solve a Circuit

Use the principle of superposition to find o, m the
circuit shown in Fig.4.66.
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4 : 2 * @ )  :  B v .

10v

Figure 4.57 A The circuit shown in Fig. 4.66 with the s A

when the 10 V souce is deactivated, the circuit
reduces to the one shown in Fig. 4.68. We have
added a reference node and the node designations
a, b, and c to aid the discussion. Summing the cur-
ients away from node a yields

_2 -! O.du'; - 0. or rr: B.i u.
2 0 5

Summing the currents away from node b gives

0 . 4 0 (  +  -  5 = 0 . o r_  l 0

4D'\ + Db 2iL: 50.

I ) b = 2 1 L + l l ' � L

to find the value for 0i. Thus,

5ui = 50, or l)l = 10 V.

From the node a equation,

soii = 80, or 06 = 16 V.

The value of o, is the sum of z'i, and o;, or 24 V

tigure 4.68 A The cjrcuitshown in Fig.4.66 wjth the 10 V

Figure 4.66 A The cjtcujttof Examph 4.13.

Sotution
We begin by linding the component of oo resulting
from the 10 V source. Figure 4.67 shows the circuit.
With the 5 A source deaclivated, r,l, nust equal
( 0.ari!X10). Hence, oi must be zero, tlre branch
containing the two dependent sources is open, and

NOTE: Assess your understanding of this matetial by trting Chapter Problems 1.91 and 4.92.
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Practical Perspective
Circuits with Realistic Resistors
It is not possibte to fabricate identicaI etectricaL components. For exampte,
resis(ors produced from ihe )ame manu%ctuing process car vary in vatue
by as much as 20%. Therefore, in creatjng an electrjcal systern the designer
must consider the impact that component variation wilt have on the per
fornance of the system. one way to evaluate this jmpact is by performing
sensitiviry anatysis. Sensitiviw anatysis permits the designer to calcutate
the impact of variations in the component vatues on the output ofthe sys-
tem. We witL see how this information enabtes a designer to speci! an
acceptable component vatue toterance for each ofthe system's conponents,

Considerthe circuitshown in Fig.4.69. To ittustrate sensitiviw anatysjs,
we wjt[ investigate the sensitivity ofthe node vottages rl and ?2 to changes
jn the resistor Rt. Using nodal anatysis we can derive the expressjons fof r,1
and 22 as functions of the circuit resistors and source currents. The results
are given in Eqi. 4.95 and 4.96:

Rr{RrRy's, - lRz(Rr + R4) + n.Ral/rr}
(R l  +n r (R3+R4)+R3n4 \4.95)

(1.e6)
R3R4[(R1 + R)Ir2- RJ 91]- '  
( R 1  + R ) ( R 3 + R 4 ) + R 1 & '

drr
dRr

Ihe sensitivjty of ?,1 with respect to Rr is found by differentiating Eq. 4.95
with respect to R1, and simitarty the sensitivity of zJ2 with respect to R1 js
found by differentiating Eq. 4.96 with respect to R1. We get

[R3& + Rr(R3 + n4)]{R3R4rs, lR3R4 + R (R3 + Ri)11s1}

I(R1 + R )(R3 + R4) + R3R4l2

\4.97)

d?,r, R3R4{R3R418, - lRr(R3 + R4) + R3R4U81}

d& l(Rr + R)(R3+ R4) + R3R4l '
(4.e8)

Figure 4.69 A Cjrcuit used to introduce sensiiivity ana\6is.
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We now consider an exampLe with actual component vatues to itLustrate
the use of Eqs. 4.97 and 4.98.

EXAMPLT
Assume the nominat vatues ofthe components in the circuit in Fig. 4.69 are:
R r = 2 5 0 o ;  R z = 5 O ;  R 3  = 5 0 O ;  R a = 7 5 O ;  I s 1  = 1 2 A  a n d
1, = 16A. ljse sensitivity anatysis to predict the vatues of 01 and t'2 if
the vatue of Rr is different by 10% from its nominal vatue.

Solution
From Eqs. 4.95 and 4.96 we find the nominal vaLues of 01 and tr2. Thus

)5 {2750 t lo r  5 (125 ,  -  J750  l 2 l
-' 30(125) + 37s0

and

37s0130(16) - 25(12)l
1- ' ,=  3odt+3dj=eov 

(4.100)

Now from Eqs. 4.97 and 4.98 we can find the sensitivity of t)1 and ?J2 to
changes in Rr.  Hence

d?-'1 _ 137s0 + 5(125)l - {37s0O6) - 137s0 + s(12s)112}
dRr l(30x125) + 37sol'�

- 
ivla, 

(4.101)

and

duz 37s0{3750(16) [5(12s) f 37s0]12]l

LtR (?soo/

: 0.5 v/o. (4.102)

How do we use the resutts given by Eqs. 4.101 and 4.102? Assume that
Rl is 10% less than its noninat value, that is, Rr : 22.5 O. Then
ARr = -2.5 11 un, ,0. ,.101 prcdicts A?)1 witt be

t 7 \
a a  -  

l ' ; J f - 2 5 )  
1 4 5 8 1 v '

Therefore, if Rr is 107o less than its norfiinal vatue, our anatysis predicts
that 01 witL be

or : 25 - 1.4583 : 23.5417 v. (4.103)
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Simjtarty tor Eq. 4.102 we have

A?], : 0.5(-2.5) : 1.25 V,

?,, : 90 1.25 = 88.75 V.

We attempt to confirm the resuLts jn Eqs. 4.103 and 4.104 by substituting
the vatue R1 : 22.5 O into Eqs. 4.95 and 4.96. When we do, the resutts are

\4.104)

(4_105)

(4.106)

Why is there a difference between the values predjcted from the sensitivity
anaLysis and the exact vatues computed by substituting for Rr in the equa-
tions for or and ?'2? We car see from Eqs. 4.97 and 4.98 that the s€rsjtiviry
of 01 and z)2 with respect to Rr is a functjon of Rr, because R1 appears in
the denominator of both Eqs. 4.97 and 4.9a. Thjs means that as Rl
changes, the sensitivities change and hence we cannot expect tqs,4,97 and
4.98 to give exact resutts for large changes in R1. Note that for a 10%
change 1n 11, the percent error between the predjcted and exact vatues of
0?)1 and 0o2 js smatl. Specjficatty, the percent error in Dt = 0-2713"/0 aft the
P€rcent error in ,2 : 0.06'764/".

Frorn this exampte, we can see that a tremendous amount of work is
invotved ifwe are to determjne the sensitivjty of?r and 02 to changes jn the
remajning component vaiues, namety R2, R3, -R4, /sr, and 1s2. FortunateLy,
Pspice has a sensitivity fonction that witl pedorm sensitivity anatysjs for us.
The sensitivity function in Pspice catculates two types ofsensitjvjty. The first
is known as the one-unjt sensitiviry, and the second is known as the 1ol.
sensitivity. In the exampte circuit, a one-unit change ir a resistor would
change its vatue by I O and a one-unit change in a current source woutd
change its vaLue by 1A. In contEst, 1% sensitivity anatysis determines the
effect of changj ng resjsto$ o I sou rces by I o/o of th€ir nomi na I vaLues.

The result of Pspice sensjtivity anaLysis of the circujt in Fig. 4.69 js
shown in Table 4.2. Because we are analyzing a Unear circuit, we can use
superpositjon to predict values of zJl and 1)2 if more than one component's
vaLue changes. For exanpte, L€t us assume R1 d€creases to 24O and R2
decreases to 4 O. From Tabte 4.2 we can combine the unit sensitjvity of or
to changes in Rr and R2 to get

A1)' Az,,
ln, 

+ 
* 

:oss:: - 541'/ :  4.8337Y/a.

Simjtarty,

A r )  A r ,
a n '  t l n  

-  0 5  -  6 5  - o v  o

Thus if both Rr and R, decreased by 1 O we wouLd predict

r"r = 23 4780 V,

02 = 88.6960 V.

Dt=25 + 4.8227 = 29.8331v,

12: 90 '7 = 83Y.
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TABLE 4.2 Pspice Sensitivity Analysis Res ts

Etement Elenent ElenentSensttlvlty orinaliz€dSensitivity

.!:r......_ - rillJ 09tt"/,u1q,.,.,...,...,....(-v-9!!:1l9TJl!l
(a) DC Sensitivities oJ Node VoLtase V1
R1 25
R 2 5
R3 50
R4 75
IG1 72
!G2 16

(b) Sensitiities of 1utput Vz

0.5833
-5.477
0.45
0.2

,74.58

0.5
6 , 5
0.51
4.24

-72.5
1 5

o.7458
-o.27Q8

0.225
0.15

- \ ,15

2

0.125
0.325
Q,27
0.18

?.4

R1 25
R 2 5
R3 50
R1 75
IG1 72
IG2 76

If we substitute Rr = 24 O and n, : 4 O jnto Eqs. 4.95 and 4.96 we get

ut = 29'793Y'

1tz = 82759 Y'

In both cases our prcdictions are withjn a fractjon of a vott ofthe actual node
vottage vatues.

Circujt designers use the resutts of sensitivity anaLysis to determine
whi€h component vatue varjatjon has the greatest impact on the output of
the circuit. As we can see from the Pspice sensitivity anaLysis in Tabte 4.2,
the node voLtages q and ,2 are much more sensitive to changes in R2 than
to changes in Rr. Specificatty, r\ is (5.417 /0.5833) or approximatety
9 times more sensitive to changes in R2 than to changes in R1 and tt2 js
(6.5/0.5) or 13 times more sensitive to changes in R2 than to changes in
Rl. Hence in the exampte circuit, the tolerance on R2 must be more strin-
gent than the tolerance on R1 if it js important to keep o1 and o2 close to
their nominal vatues.

ll0TE: Assess yau understanding af this Pradicol Pe5pective by ttying Chapter
Problems 4,1054.107.
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5ummary

For the topics in tlis chapter, mastery of some basic tems,
and the concepts they represent, is necessary. Those terms
are nod€, ess€ntisl node, path, brsnch, essential bmnch,
m€sh, and planor circuit. Table 4.1 piovides definitions
and examples of these term$ (See page 94.)

Two new circuit anaiysjs techniques were introduced in
tlis chapter:

. The node-voltage method works with both planai
and nonplanar circuits. A reference node is chosen
ftom among the essential nodes. Voltage variables
are assigned at the remaining essential nodes, and
Kirchhoff's current law is used to write one equation
per voltage variable. The number of equations is
,?" - 1, where r, is the number of essential nodes.
(see page e7.)

. The mesh-current method works or y with planar
circuits. Mesh cunents are assigned to each mesh,
and Kirchhoff's voltage law is used to write one
equation per mesh. The rumber of equations is
6 - (, - 1), where b is the number of branches in
which the curent is unknown, and n is the number of
nodes. The mesh currents are used to find the bralch
curents. (See page 105.)

Several rew circuit simplification techniques were
introduced in this chapter:

. Source traNformations allow us to exchange a volt-
age source (o") and a sedes resisror (R) for a current
qou ce (1. )  and u paral iel  fesisror (R) and \  ice ver.a.
The combirations must be equivalent in terms oI
tleir terminal voltage and current- Tefininal equiva,
lence holds provided that

(See page 116.)

. Th6v€nin equiElenrs and Norton equivalents allow
us to simplify a circuit compris€d of sources and resis-
tors into an equivalent circuit consisting oI a voltage
source and a series resistor (Th€venin) or a current
souce and a parallel resistor (Norton). The simplified
circuit and the original circuit must be equivalent in
terms of their terminal voltage and curent. Thus
keep in mind that (1) the Thdvenin voltage (yrJ is
the open-cjrcuit voltage aooss lhe teminals of the
odginal cjrcuit, (2) the Th6venin resistaflce (Rn) is
the ratio of the Th6venin voltage to the shortcircuit
curent across the terminals of t]re oiginal circuit;
and (3) the Nonon equivalent is obtained by per-
forming a source transformation on a Th6venin
equivalent. (See page 119.)

Maximum power transfer is a technique for calculating
the maximum value ofp that can be delivered to a load,
Rr. Maximum power transfer occu$ when Rl = Rrh,
thc Th6venin resistance as seen from the resistor Rr,
The equation for the maximum power tmnsferred is

v+d
' 4Rt

(See pase 126.)

In a circuit witl m ltiple independent sources,
superyosition allows us to activate one source at a timc
and sum the resulting voltages and curreDts to det€r'
mine the voltages and currents that exist wh€n all inde
pendent sources are active, Dependent sources are
never deactivated when applying superposition. (See
pase 129.)
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Problems

Sectiotr 4.1

41 Assune ttre current is in the circuit in Fig. P4.1 is
known.The resistors R1 Rs are also known,
a) How many unknoM currents are there?

b) How many independent equations can be wit-
ten using Kirchhoff's curent law (KCL)?

c) Wdte an indeperdent set of KCL equations.
d) How many independent equations can be

derived from Kirchhoff's voltage law (KVL)?

e) Write a set of hdependent K\aL equations.

Figur€ P4.1

42 For the circuit shown in Fig. P4.2, state the trumerical
value of the number of (a) hanches, (b) brarches
wherc the current is urkno\rn, (c) essential bmnches,
(d) essential branches wherc the cunent is unknown,
(e) nodes, (f) essential nodes, and (g) meshes.

Figure P4.2

43 a) How many separate parts does the circuit in
Fig. P4.3 have?

b) How many nodes?

c) How many branches are theie?

d) Assume tlat tle lower node in each part of the
circuit is joined by a single conductor. Repeat
fie calculations in (a)-(c).

Flgufe P4.3
nr

l )  jn ,  r 'J

{) pr,

c)

If only the essential nodes and bnnches are
identified in t}le circuit in Fig. P4.2, how many
simultaneous equations are neoded to descdbe
ttre circuit?

How many of these equations can be derived
using Kirchhoff's current law?

How many must be derived using Kirchhoff's
voltage law?

Wbar rso meshes should be dvoided in dpplying
the voltage law?

R5

4.4 a)

d)

4.5 A current leaving a node is defined as positive.

a) Sum the currents at each node in the circuit
showr in Fig. P4.5.

b) Show ttrat any one of the equations in (a) can be
derived from tlle remaining two equation$

i) , , l l^, ,, l lo, i l i

3
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Section 42

46 Use t}le node-voltage method to find 2,. in the cir-
6rc cuit in Fig. P4.6.

Figure P4.6

Figlre P4.10

18{))

a7 ^)

c)

4.9

128V

125 V

125 V

Find t]le power developed by tle 3A current
source in the circuit in Fig. P4.6.
Find the power developed by the 60 V voltage
source in the circuit in Fig. P4.6.
Verify that tle total power developed equals the
total power dissipated.

411 The circuit shoM in Fig. P4.11 is a dc model of a
Atrft rcsidential power distdbution circuit.

a) Use the node-voltage method to find rhe branch
currents i1 i6,

b) Test your solutior for the bianch currents by
showing that the total powei dissipated equals
the total power developed.

Figure P4.11
1 { )

4.8 A 10 O resistor is connected in series with the 3A
6flft current source in the circuit in Fig. P4.6.

a) Find ?,,.

b) Find the power developed by the 3,{ currenr

c) Find the power developed by the 60 V voltage

d) Ved$' thatthe totalpower developed equalsthe
total power dissipated.

e) What effect wil any finite resistance connected
in series with the 3,{ current source have on the
value of o.?

Use the node-voltage method to find ?J1 atd z)2 in
the circuit sho$n in Fig. P4.9.

t3

4.12 Use the node-voltage method to find ?,1 and 02 in
am the circuit in Fig P4.12.

tigure P4.12
4 f } 80| l

Flglre P4,9

410 a) Use the node-voltage method to find the bmnch
curreirts ir ;€ in the circuit shom in Fig.P4.10.

b) Find the total power developed in the circuit.

4.13 Use the node-voltage
E!'c power the 2A source

Fig. P4.13.

Figure P4.13

method to find how much
extracts ftom the circuit in25 tl
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4.14 a) Use the node-voltage method to find t r, 02, and
t'3 in ttre circuit in Fig. P4.14.

b) How much power does the 640 V voltage source
deliver to t}le circuit?

figure P4.14
3 A  2 . 5 4

Figure P4.17

640 V 12.8A

+ +

l )  , ,J '0o" ,  j 'o  (1
4,18 a) Find the node voltages tt, ,2, and r'3 in the cir-

cuit in Fig. P4.18.

b) Find the totalpower dissipated in the circuit.

tigur€ P4.18
25o" 50() 20()

2A 2.5 A

4.15 Use the node-voltage method to find the total power
tstrG dissipated in the circuit in Fig. P4.15.

Figure P4.15

30v

38.5 V

15()

\_-,/

25 ll

)
31.25 ()

5 0 0

5oo  (

+ l  +
5r }

1 )2 , "  "  i r ooo  r | : ooo^ {  ( :
5 i,,

4,16 a) Use the node-vollage method to show that the
output voltage o, in the circuit in Fig. P4.16 is
equal to the average value of the source voltages.

b) Fhd o, if 2,1 -150V, r'2 = 200V, and
03 = -50 V-

tigure P4.16

Seclion 4.3

4.17 a) Use the node-voltage method to find o, in the
circuit in Fig. P4.17.

b) Find the power absorbed by the dependent source.
c) Find the total power developed by the independ-

ent sources.

4.19 Use the node-voltage method to calculate the
Fr ' t  po$ef del ivered by rhe dependenl vol lage source in

the circuit in Fig. P4-19.

figurc P4.19
5() 10J)

80v ' j l soo
1 5 0

420 a) Use the node-voltage method to find the total
power developed in the circuit in Fig. P4.20.

b) Check your answer by finding the total power
absorbed in the circuit.

tisul€ P4.20
5 ( )

-

t )  J t s o  J : o o  J r u o

3 0 0

20o'

5 i r
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S€ction 4.4

421 Use the node-voltage method to find the value of o,
Atrc ir the circuit in Fig. P4.21.

Figure P4.21

4.22 Use the trode-voltage method to find i, in rhe cir-
6nc cuit in Fig. P4.22.

Figure P4.22

423 a) Use the node-voltage method to find the power
dissipated in the 5 O resistor in the circuit in
Fig. P4.23.

b) Find the power supplied by the 500 V source.

figure P4.23

4r5 Use the node'voltage method to find the value of o,
EnG in the circuit in Fig. P4.25.

Figure P4.25

Figure P4.24

10v

426 Use the node-voltage method to find r', and
poser del ivered b) lhe 40 V voltage soufce in
circuit in Fig. P4.26.

rigure P4.25

the
the

417 Use the node-voltage method to find o, in the cir-
6trc cuit in Fig. P4.27.

Figure P4.27

rals
1 0 0424 a) Use the node-voltage method to find the bmnch

currents il, j2, and i3 in the circuit in Fig. P4.24.
b) Check your solution for tr, tr, and i3 by showing 50v

that the power dissipated in the circuit equals
the power developed.

| , .  l ' v l  +

1 0 o  : r o  o  i 3 o o , ,

500 ()

800 J)

1 0 A  +

40v
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428 Assume you are a project engineer and one of your
Bfl(! staff is assigned to analyze the circuit shown in

Eg. P4.28. The reference node and node numbers
given on the figurc were assigned by the analyst.
Her solution gives the values of D3 and oa as 235 V
and 222 V, respectively.

Test these values by checking the total power
developed in the circuit against t}le total power dis-
sipated. Do you agee vrith the solution submitted
by the analyst?

Figure P4.28
(30) ro

Figure P4.31
3 r)  4A

4.32 a) Use t]le mesh-currcnt method to find tlte total
powei developed in the circuit itr Fig. P4.32.

b) Check your answer by shovring that the total
power developed equals the total power
dissipated.

Figurc P4.32

+

2 A

,,1+*' r'
+

1.5 o

2 A

40v 64V

I

10 {} 3.2ra

3.125 rA

1 1 0 V

429 Use the node-voltage method to find the power devel-
Bnc oped by the 20 V source h the circuit in Fig. P4.29.

Figur€ P4.29
4.33 Solve Problem 4.10 using the mesh-current method.

434 Solve Problem 4.11 using ttre mesh-current metlod.

4.35 Solve Prcblem 4.22 using the mesh'curent metlod.

436 Solve Problem 4.23 using the mesh-current method.

Sectior 4.6

4.37 Use the mesh-current medod to fitrd the power dis"
tsrG sipated in the 8 O resistor in the circuit ir Fig. P4.37.

Figure P4,37

430 Show that when Eqs.4.16,4.17, and 4.19 are solved
for is, the rcsult is identical to Eq.2.25

Section 45

431 a) Use the mesh-current method to find the branch
currents i, lr, and i. in the circuit in Fig. P4.31.

b) Repeat (a) if the polarity of the 64 V source is
revelsed.

2 t l 1 ( ) 4r}3 4

25ov(

I+ ti
F�-') zoa 40r} q 10r)  Da

35 ia

1 6 f }  4 A



438 Use the mesh-current method to find the power
6dc delivered by the dependent voltage source in the

chcuit seen in Fig. P4.38.

tigure P4.38

439 Use the mesh-curent metlod to fhd the power
si,G developed in 1he deperdent voltage source in the

circuit ir Fig. P4.39.

Flgure P4.39
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Figure P4.41

a) Use t]le mesh-curent method to solve foi iA in
the circuit in Fig. P4.42.

b) Find the power deliveied by the independent

c) Fhd the power delivered by the dependent vol!
age soulce,

Figlre P4.42

9800 1.8 kO

4.42

200 ir' ,1* , ,  on
4.7 kA

4.40 a) Use the mesh-curent metlod to find ,l, in the
circuit in Fig. P4.40.

b) Find the power deliveied by the dependent souce

4,43 Use tle mesh-current method to find the total power
6dc developed in the circuit in Fig. P4.43.

Figne P4.43

0.5 ,I

125 V

Figure P4.40
2 A 12o"

4.,|4 Use the mesh-cuffent method to fhd the total power
6dc developed in tlle circuit in Fig. P4.44.

Figure P4.44
S€ction 4,7

441 a) Use the mesh-curent method to find how much
power the 12 A current souce delivers to the
circuir in Fig. P4.41.

b) Find the total power delivered to tle circuit.
c) Check your calculations by shovring that the

total power developed ir the circuit equals the
total power dissipated.

2.65 u!

1 5 ( )  2 5 0

165 V

25 {} 20()
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445 a) Use the mesh-current method to find the power
defivered to the 2 O resistor in the ckcuit in
Fig. P4.45.

b) What percentage of the total power developed
in the circuit is delivered to the 2 {) resistor?

tigur€ P4.45

b) Repeat (a) if the 3 A curent source is replaced
by a short circuit.

c) Explah why the answers to (a) and (b) are
the same,

4.50 a) Use the mesh-clrlrent method to find the branch
curents in i. i" il the circuit in Fig. P4.50.

b) Check your solution by showing that the total
power developed in t}le circuit equals the total
power dissipated.

Figure P4,50

100 f}
4.46 a) Use the mesh-curent method to determine

which sources il the circuit in Fig. P4-46 are gen-
emting power.

b) Find the total power dissipated it the circuit.

figure P4.46
2A 5 ()

10v

4.51 a) Find the branch currents ia - ie for the circurt
shown in Fig. P4.51.

Check your answers by showing that the total
power generated equals the total power
dissipated.

4.47 Use the mesh-currcnt method to find the total
xnc power dissipated in the circuit in Fig. P4.47_

Figure P4.47

3{) 9{))

21,48 Assume the 18 V source in the circuit in Fig. P4.47 is
""c increased to 100 V Find the total power dissipated

in tlle circuit.

4.49 a) Assume t}le 18V source in the circuil inFig. P4.47
is changed to -10 V. Find the total power dissi-
pated in the circuit.

Figure P4.51

S€clion 4.8

452 The circuit in Fig. P4.52 is a directcurrent ve$ion
6rt! of a typical tbree-wire distdbution system. fhe

resistois R", Rb, and R" represent the rcsistances of
the three conductors that connect the three loads
Rr, R2, and R3 to the 110/220 Vvoltage supply. The
resistoft Rl and R2 represent loads connected to

L Z  r ^

1 5  d  * t c



the 110 V circdts, and R3 tepresents a load con,
nected to the 220V circuit.

a) What circuit analysis method will you use
and why?

b) Calculate q, 2,2, and q.

c) Calculate the power delivered to Rr, R2, and R3.
d) What percentage of the total power developed

by the sources is delivered to the loads?
e) The Rb branch represents the neutral conductor

in the distribution circuit. What adverse effect
occurs if the neutml conductor is opened? (Hir?r:
Calculate ot arld r'2 and note that appliances or
loads designed for use in this circuit would have
a nominal voltage rating of 110V)

Figure P4.52

1 1 0 V

b) Find tlre power developed by the currentsource.

4.56 a) Would you use the node-voltage or mesh-current
method to lind the power absorbed by the
10 V source in the circuit in Fig. P4.56? Explain
your choice.

b) Use the method you selected in (a) to find
the power.

Figure P4.56

r,E.

A 4k O resjstor is placed in parallel with the 10 nA
curent source in the circuit in Fig. P4.54. Assume
you have been asked to calculate the power devel-
oped by the curent source,

a) Which method of circuit analysis would you rcc-
ommend? Explain why

The vaiiable dc current source in the ciicuit in
Fig. P4.57 is adjusted so that the power developed
by the 15A current source is 3750W Find the value

Figure P4.57

R r = 5 4 6 2 5 O

Flgure P4.54
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1 t0v

4.53 Show that whenever R1 : R, in the circuit in
Fig. P4.52, the curent in the neutral conductor is
zero. (,r1/rti Solve for t}le neutral conductor curent
as atunction of Rr and -R). 4.57

d54 Assume you have been asked to filld the power dissi-
Fc, pdled in lhe I  kO resi .ror in rhe circuir  in Fig. P4.54.

a) Which method of circuit aflalysis would you rcc
onrmend? Explain why.

b) Use your rccommended method of analysis to
find tle power dissipated in the 1 kO resistor.

c) Would you change your recommendation if the
problem had been to find the powei developed
by lhe l0 mA currenr source? Lxplain.

d) Find the power delivered by the 10 mA cur-
rent source.

1 5 A

'7.2 {l

\-./

15[)

)
,/

2 0 0

40()

' n (

R. = 0.1O

R r = 1 8 o

R, = 110.5 o

1qv 10A 2i,

420y
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4.58 The variable dc voltage source in the circuit in
Anc Fig. P4.58 is adjusted so that i, is zero.

a) Find the value of Ydc.
b) Check youi solution by showing the power

developed equals the power dissipated-

figure P4.58

Section 4.9

459 a) Use a sedes of source transformations to find
the cunent i, in tle circuit in Fig. P4.59.

b) Verify your solution by using the node-volrage
method to find i,.

Figure P4,59

4.61 a) Use source transfomations to find o, in the cir,
cuit in Fig. P4.61.

b) Find the power developed by the 340 V source.
c) Find the power developed by the 5 A current

d) Vedfy that the total power developed equals the
total power dissipated.

figure P4.61

4.62 a) Use a series of source transformations to find i,
in tlre circuit in Fig. P4.62.

b) Verify your solution by using the mesh-cufient
m€thod to find i,.

Figure P4.62

Seclion 4.10

4.63 Find the Th6venin equivalent with respect to rhe
5r.r telminals a,b for the circuit in Fig. P4.63.

Figure P4.63
1 0 ( }  8 0

2.7 kO

l )  $ 2 . : r o  J r r . o  ( f

4.60 a) Find t})e current in the 10 kO resistor in the cir-
cuit in Fig. P4.60 by making a succession of
appropriate source tmnsformations.

b) Using the rcsult obtained in (a), work back
through the circuit to lind the power developed
by the 100 V source.

figurc P4,60
20 ko

* ) roov  $soro  (  t ) , : . o  fuooo
1ko

340 V

20()
10r)

+

5 { )  1 5 ( )

l 0 A

r k o 5ko

10 ko
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4.64 Fnd the Thdvenin equivalent with respect to the
5rft terminals a,b for the circuit in Fig. P4.64.

Figue P4.54

Figure P4.67

4.65 Find the Th6venin equivalent with iespect
\c -  !erminals a.b for lhe ciJcuit  in Fig. P4.o5.

Figure P4,65

4.66 Find the Norton equivalent with rcspect to the ter-
Erft minals a,b in the circuit h Fig. P4.66.

Figlre P4.65

4.67 A voltmeter with a resistance of 100 kO is used to
amE measrre the voltage ,"b in the circuit in Fig. P4.67.

a) What is tlte voltmeter reading?

b) mat is the percentage of eiror in the voltmeter
r€ading if the percentage of error is defined as
l(measured - actual)/actuall x 100?

468 a) Find the Th6venin equivalent with respect to the
terminals a,b for the circuit in Fig. P4.68 by find'
ing the open-circuit voltage and the shortc cuit

b) Sol le for rhe Thdlenin re. isrance b! removing
the independent sources. Compare your result
to the Th6venin resistance found in (a).

Figlre P4.68

4.69 An automobile battery when connected to a car
radio,provides 12.5V to the radio.When connected
to a set ofheadlights,it provides 11.7V to the head-
lighfs. Assume the mdio can be modeled as a 6.25 O
iesistoi and the headlights can be modeled as a
0.65 {) resistor. What are the Th6venin and Norton
equivalents for the batlery?

470 Determine L and o, in the circuit shown in Fig. P4.70
tsr.r when R, is 0,2,4, 10, 15,20,30,50,60, and 70 O.

1,2v

4ko  3ko

6 ( )

't2 {r 2a

20o"

t5 ko

60()
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4fl Determine the Thevenin equivalent with respect to
*rft the terminals a,b for the circuit shown in Fig. P4.71.

Figure P4.71

4.72 Find the Th6venin equivalent with respect to the
EEe teninals a,b for the circuir seen in Fig. p4.72.

ligtrrc P4.72

liglure P4.74

1 1 4 0

4,75 A Thdvenh equivalent can also be determined
trom measurements made at the pair of terminals
of interest, Assume the following measurements
were made at the terminals a,b in the circuit ill
Fi+.P4.75.

When a 15 kO resistor is connected to the ter-
minals a,b, the voltage o,b is measured and found
ro be 45V

When a 5 kO resistor is conrected to the ter-
minals a,b, the voltage is measured and found to
b e 2 5 v '

Find the Th6venin equivalent of the network
with respect to the teminals a,b.

4.76 The Wheatstone bddge in the circuit shown in
tsda Fig. P4.76 is balanced when R3 equals 1200 O.If tlle

galvanometer has a rcsistance of 30 O how much
cuuent will tlte galvanometer detect when the
bridge is unbalanced by setting R3 to 1204 O?
(ftrf Find the Th€venin equivalent wilh respecr to
the galvanometer terminals when R3 = 1204 O.
Note that once we have found rhis Th€venin equiv-
alent, it is easy to find the amount of unbalanced
curent in the galvanometer branch for different
garvanometer movements.)

30 ra

zko  5ko

-\.;.-

10 ko

) ,,120 ko :50 ko 40 ko

4.73 Wlten a voltmeter is used to measure the voltage zre
En.r in Fig. P4.73,it reads 7.5V

a) Wha[ is the resistance ofthe voltmeter?
b) What is t}le percentage of erroi in the voltage

measurement?

Figure P4.73

_ ̂  0.4 v

4.74 When an ammeter is used to measure the current td
6tr( in the circuit shown in Fig. P4.74, ir reads 10 A.

a.) Wlat is the rcsistance of the ammete(
b) What is the percentage of error in the current

measurement?

16 (l 96 {)

tigure P4.75



Figure P4.76 Figure P4.79
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60f,l
----, ,  

€qoo

200 (:}

+ )60 i

50()

1200 C)

120V 100 v

S€ctiotr 4.11

4.77 Find the Th6venin equivalent with respect to the
6trc terminals a,b in the circuit in Fig. P4.77.

tigure P4.77

4.80 The variable resistor (R, in tle circuit in Fig. P4.80
6dc is adjusted for maximum power hansfer to RL.

a) Find the numerical value of RL.
b) Find the maximum pouer tmnsferred to RL.

Figure P4,80

4.81 The vaiable resistor in lie circuit in Fig. P4.81 is
6flc adjusted for maximum power traNfer to R,.

a) Find the value of R,.

b) Find the maimum power that can be delivered
to R,.

4 k { )

4.82 What percentage of th€ total power developed in
Er( the circuit in Fig P4.81 is delivered to R. when R"is

set tbr maximum power transfer?

4.83 A variable resistor R, is coinected across the ter-
am minals a,b in the circuit in Fig. P4.?2. The vadable

resistor is adjusted until maximum power is trans-
lerred to R,.

a) Find the value of Ro.

b) Find the maxjmum power delivered to Ro.

c) Find the percentage of the total power devel
oped in the circuit that is delivered to R,.

4.78 Fird the Th6venin equivalent with respect to
ade terminals a,b for the circuit seen in Fig. P4.78.

Figure P4.78

the

10{) 1 2 0

Section 4.12

4.79 The variable resistor (&) in the circuit in Fig. P4.79
Eflc is adjusted until the power dissipated in the resistor

is 1.5 W. Find the values of R" that satisry this condi-
tion,

1 0 ( )  1 2 0

Figure P4.81

1.25 ko
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4.84 a) Calculate the power delivered for each value of
n, used in Problem 4.70.

b) Plot the power delivercd to R, ve$us the resist-

c) Ar what value of R, is the power delivered to Ro
a maximum?

4,85 The variable resistor (Ro) in tle circuit in Fig. p4.85
6trc! is adjusted for maximum powet transfer to R,.

What percentage of the total power developed in
the ciicuit is delivered to R,?

Figure P4.85

486 The vadable resistor (R") in the circuit in Fig. p4.86
6trc is adjusted for maximum power transfer to R .

a) Find the value of &.
b) Find t}le maximum power that can be delivered

to R,.

Figure P4.86

4.87 w}lat percentage of the total power developed in
Atrc the circuit in Fig. P4.86 is delivered to R ?

4.88 The va able rcsisror (R,) in t})e circuit in Fig. p4.88
tsdd is adjusted ulltil it absorbs maximum power ftom

the circuit.

a) Find rhe value of Rd.

b) Find the maximum power.
c) Find the percentage of the total power devel-

oped in the circuit that is delivered to R,.

tigule P4.88

2 A  4 0

4.89 The vadable rcsistor in the circuit in Fig. P4.89 is
6flc adjusted for maximum power transfer to _R,.

a) Find the numedcalvalue of &.
b) Find the maximum power delivered to R,.
c) How much power does ttre 280 V source detiver

to the circuit when R, is adjusted to the value
found in (a)?

Flgure P4.89

0.5725 a^

4.90 a) Find the value of the variable resistor R, in the
circui l  in Fig. P4.S0 lhal  wi j l  fesul l  in ma\imum
power dissipation in the 6 O resistor. (I*nr:
Hasty conclusions could be hazardous to your
career.)

b) Wlat is the maximum power rhar can be deliv-
ered to the 6 O resistor?

5 f I

50 i4

10f) so 20a

14 ia

figure P4.90
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Section 4,13

Use the principle of superposition to find the
voltage o in tle circuit of Fig. P4.91.
Find the po\aer dissipaled in lhe 20 n resisto-

Figule P4.91

Use the principle of superposition to find the vott-
age x' in the circuit of Fig. P4.92.

Figore P4,92

4.95 Use superposition to solve for i, and z), in the cir-
6nrr cuit in Fig. P4.95.

Figure P4.95

Figure P4.94

I

4 0 0

7.5 A
30() 20 tr

180 V :60 O 80f}

491 a)

b)

492
2 5 0

4() r-

496 Use the principle of superposition to find the cur-
Bflc rent L in the circuit shown in Fig. P4.96.

Figure P4.95

5 0 v

1.8()

10r)
I ,)4.s A 12o" f ) : o e t r + o

)so v
15 {)

4.93 Use the principle of superposition to find
Erra rent L in the circuit in Fig. P4.93.

Flgurc P4.93

5() 10J)

497 a) In the ctucuit in Fig. P4.97, before the 10 mA cur-
rent source is attached to ttre terminals a,b, the
current io is c?lculated and found to be 1.5 mA.
Use superyosition to find the value of i, after
the current source is attached.

b) Verily your solution by finding i, when all three
sources are acting simultaneously,

figuru P4.97

4.94 Use the principle of superposition to fhd r,. in the
6da ckcuit in Fig. P4.94.

l )  Jroro r,Jfrsr,o (troro r,J$ rs rom v
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Sections 4.1-4.13

4.98 Laboratory measurements on a dc voltage source
yield a teminal voltage of 75 V with no load con-
nected to the soutce and 60 V when load€d witi a
20 O,rcsistor.

a) What is the Th6venin equivalent wirh respect to
the terminals of the dc voltage source?

b) Show tlat the Th6ve n resistance of the source
is given by the expression

/ t:-" \
R r h = [ - 1  1 J R r .

\ r,, /

q'i = the Th6venin voltage,

?, = the terminal voltage correspondiflg

to the load resistance RL.

4,99 Tko ideal dc voltage souces are connected by elec-
tdcal conductors that have a resistance of / O/m, as
shown in Eg. P4.99. A Ioad having a resistance of
R O moves between the two voltage soucen Let .r
equal the distance between the load and the source
?)1, and let .L equal t}re distance between the souices
a) Show that

U r R . + R ( U ,  O ) J
u = - - .

RL + 2rLx 2rr'

b) Show that the voltage ?, will be minimum when

" Y : - l  - 0 r  +

c) Find i  when a = 16km,?)1 :  1000V, u2 :
1200 V, R : 3.9 O, and r' : 5 x 10 s O/m.

d) What is the minimum value of o for the circuit
of part (c)?

Figure P4.99

4.100 Assume your supervisor has asked you to detemine
the power developed by the 16 V source in the circuit
in Fig. P4.100. Before calculating the power developed
by the 16 V source, the supervisor asks you to submit a
proposal describirg how you plan to attack the prob-
lem. Futhemore, he asks you to explain why you
have chosen your prcposed method of solution.
a) Describe your plan of attack, explaining your

reasoning.

b) Use rhe merhod you have outlined in (a) to Iind
t}le power developed by the 16 V source_

Figure P4.100

4.101 Find the power absorbed by the 2 A current source
Edc in the circuit in Fig.P4.101

Figure P4.101

8 r ,

1 1 0 V

3 0 8 { )

4102 Find 01, r)2, and r,3 in the circuit in Fig. P4.102.

figure P4,102

1 6 V

| < - l - _

1 1 0 V

0.2 0 0.2 A

1 8 0



4.103 Find i in the circuit in Fig. P4.103.

tigure P4.103
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Assume the nominal values for the components in
the circuir  in Fig.4.60 are: R. = 25 Q: R2 5 O:
R3 - 50 O;Ra :  75 O;1s1 = 12A;and1s2 = 16A.
Predict the values of q and D2 if 1s1 deqeases to
1 1 A and all other componerts stay at thefu nominal
value$ Check your predictions using a tool like
Pspice or MATLAB.

4,105

t!61!q,v!

4.106 Repeat Problem 4.105 if 1s2 increases to 17 A, and

Jrliflfii! all otler components stay a1 t]reir nominal values.
5;;i Check your predictions using a tool like Pspice or

MATLAB-

For the circuit ir Fig.4.69 derive the expressions lor
the sensitivity of ?r and 1,2 to changes in the source
currents 1" j  and 1"r.

Repeat hoblem 4.105 if Is1 deqeases to 11A ard
/d2 increase. ro l7 A. Check your predicl ions using
a tool lile Pspice or MATLAB.

Use the results given in Table 4.2 to predict tle val-
ues of 1)1 and q if Rt and n3 increase to 10olo above
their norDinal values and R2 and Ra deqease to
l0o. belovr '  lbeiJ nomiDai !alues. /st  and /s2 remajn
at theh nominal values. Compare your predicted
values of or and ?2 with their actual values.

4.1o7

t! !t!!!v!

4108

4.t04

1 ( )
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5.7 A More Reatistic l4odetfor the operational

Be abte to nam€ th€ five op amp teminals and
describe and use the vottage and curreft
constrairts and the r€sulting simptjficatjons
they Lead to in  ar  ideatop amp.

Be able to anaLyze simpte circujt' coitajning
ideat op anrps, and 'ecosniz€ the fottowjng op
amp cjrcujc: irvefting ampfifier, summing
amptifier, non jnvertirs ampLjfi er, and differerce

Understand the more reaListjc modet for ar op
amp and be abte to use this modet to anatyze
simpt€ cjrcujts containing op amps.

The 0perationaI Amplifier
The electronic circuit known as an operationaI amptifier has
become increasingly impofiant- However, a detailed analysis of
this circuit requircs an understanding of electronic dcvices such
as diodcs and transisloN. You may wondel, then, why we are
introducirlg the circuit bcforc discussing the circuit's electronic
componcnts. There are several reasons, First, you can develop an
appreciation for how the opcrational anlplifiel cat1 be used as a
circuit buildirg block by focusing on its terminal bchavior. At an
introductory level, you need not fully understand the operation
of the electronic components that govem termiDal behavior.
Second, the circuit model of lbe operational amplificr requires
thc use of a dependelt source.Thus you have a cbance to use this
type oI source ill a practical circuit rather than as an abstract cir-
cuit component. Third, you can combinc thc operational ampli-
ficr with resistors to pedorm son,c very usefuL lhDctions, such as
scaling, summing, sign changing, and subtracting. Finally, after
iltroducing inductors and capacitors in Chapter 6, we cal1 show
you how to use the opcrational ampliiier 1() design integrating
and dillercntiating circuits.

Our iocus on the termiral bchaviol of the operational ampli
fiel irnplies taking a black box approach to its operation; thar is,
we arc not interested in the internal structure of the ampliliernor
in the cuuents and voltages that exist ill this structure. Thc impor-
tant thing to remernber is that the intemal belravior of the anpli-
fier accourts for the voltage and cu ent constraints imposed at
the terminals. (For now, we ask that you acccpt these constrairlts
on liith.)



Practical Perspective
Strain Gages
How cou[d you measure the amount of bending jn a metaL bar
such as the one shown jn the fiqure wjthout physjcaLty con-
tactjng the bar? one method woutd be to use a strain gage. A
strain gage js a type of transducer. A transducer is a devjce
that neasures a quantity by convefing jt into a more con-
venient form. The quantiw we wish to measure in the metal
bar is the bending angte, but measuring the angte djrectty is
quite difficutt and coutd even be dangerous. lnstead, we
attach a strajn gage (shown in the Ljre drawing here)to the
netat bar. A strain gage is a grid of thjn wjres whose resjst-
ance changes when the wires are tengthened or shortened:

\ t
AR = 2R=

L

where R is the resistance of the gage at rest, AI/a js the
fractionat lengthening of the gage (which is the definition of
"strajn"), the constant 2 is typical ofthe manufacture/s gage
factor, and AR is the change jn reshtance due to the bending
of the bal, TypicaLty, pairs of stEin gages are attached to
oppos'te sides of a bar. When the ba- is bent, the wires in one
pajr of qages get longer and thinner, increasjng the resist-
ance, whjle the wjres in the other pajf of gages get shorter
and thjcker, decreasing the resistance.

But how can the change in resistance be measured? one
way woutd be to use an ohmmeteL However, the change jn

resistance experienced by the strain gaqe js typjcatty nruch
smatter than could be accuratety measured by an ohmmeter,
Usuatly the pairs of strain gages are connected to form a
Wheatstone bridge, and the vottage djfference between two
legs of the bridge is measured. In order to fiake an accurate

fieasurement ofthe voltage difference, we use an operationat
ampufier circujt to amptit/, or increas€, the voltage differ-
ence. After we intfoduce the operational ampLifier and some
of the impotant circujts that emptoy these d€vjces, we witL
present the circujt used together with the strain qaqes for
rreasudng rhe amounr of belding in a metal  b: , , .

The operationat amptifier circuit first came into existence
as a basic bujLding btock in analog computers. It was referred
to as opetutional beca$e it wa5 used to impLement the math-
ematical opentions of integation, differentiation, addition,
sign changing, and scaLing. In recent years, the range of
appLication has broad€ned beyond imptem€rting mathenratj-
caI operations; however, the orjginaI name for the cjrcuit per
sists, Engineers and technjcians have a penchant for creating
technical jafgon; hence the operational ampLifier is wideLy
known as the op amp.

155
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Figure 5.1 .,Ihe eisht tead DIP packase (top view).

Nonir \LLIrns 
F\ . t  

Posi rnL po$er suppl)
Inpur l.+ t\\

I  >-outDur
nrverr rng-F J/

inDut  l - -4.'  rcgrr re nowersupprv

Figure 5.2 n The circuit symbottor an opeEtional

Figure 5.3 rr A simptified circuit symbotforan op anrp.

Conmonnode

tigure 5.4 ,g lemjnatvottage larjabtes.

5.1 Sperationa[ .{rnptifier Terrnina[s
Because wc are stressing the temhal behavior of the opemtional ampli-
fier (op amp), we begin by discussing the terminals on a commercialty
available device. In 1968, Fairchild Semiconductor inlroduced an op amp
that has found widespread acceptance:the /.A741. (The /rA prefix is used
by Fairchiid to irdicate a microcircuit fabrication of the amplifier.) This
amplifier is available jn several di{ferent packages. For our discussion, we
assume an eighllead DIP.I Figure 5.1 shows a top view of thc package,
with the terminal designalions given alongside the terminals. The rermi-
nals of primary inierest are

. inverting input
' noninverting i put
. output
. positjve power supply (r+)
. negative power supply (Y )

The remahing thrce teminals are of little or no concern. The ofliet null ter-
minals may be used in an auxiliary circuit to compensate for a degadation
in performance because of aging and imperfectiors. Howcver, the degrada-
lion in most cases is negligible. so the offset terminals often are unused and
play a secondary role in circuit analysis. Terminal B is of no interest simply
because it is an unused terminal;NC stands for no connection, which means
that the terminal is not connected to the amplifier circuit.

Figure 5.2 shows a widelyused circuit symbol fbr an op amp thar con
tains the five teminals ofprimary interest. Using word labels for thc ter-
minals is jnconvenient in circuit diagams, so we simplify the rerminal
designations in the following way. The roninve ing input terminal is
labeled plus (+), and thc inverting input terminal is labeled minus (-).
The power supply terminals, which are always dralvn outside thc triangle,
are marked y- and y_. The terminal at the apex of the triangular box is
always understood to be the output terminal. Figure 5.3 summarizes these
sirnplified designations.

5.2 TerminaI Voltages and eurrents
We are now ready to introduce the terminal voltages and curtents used to
descdbe the behavior of the op amp. The voltage vadables are measured
from a common refercnce node.2 Figure 5.4 shows the voltagc variables
with lheir reference polarities.

t DIP is an abbeviation lor .fual d lte pd.nda..'Ihis neans thar rhe temrinals on each side of
tlre package are in linc, and that lhe temnrah on opFsite sides of the package lho line up.

I l]1e cotunor nodc is extemai to the op anp It h the reterene temnral ol the circuir in whicl
the op anp is embcdded.



All voltages arc considered as voltage ses from the common node.
This convention is the same as that used in tle node-voltage mettrod of
analysis. A positive supply voltago (ycc) is connected between l^ and
the common node. A negative supply voltage (-ycc) is connected
between y- and the common node. fhe voltage betweetr the irverting
input terminal and the common node is denoted o,. The voltage between
the noninverting input termhal and the common node is designated as
o,. The voltage between the output lermiltal and the common node is

Figue 5.5 shows the curent variables with their reference dircctions,
Note that all the current rcference d[ections are into t]le terminals of the
operational amptJier: i, is the curent into the inverting input terminal;i?
is the curent into the noninveting input terminal; io is the current into
the output terminal;i.* is the curent irto the positive power supply termi-
nal and i" is the curent itrto the negative power supply terminal.

The teminal behavior of the op amp as a linear circuit element is
characterized by constaints on the input voltages and the input currents.
The voltage constraint is dedved from the voltage transfer characteristic
of the op amp integrated circuit and is pictured in Fig.5-6.

The voltage transfer characteristic descdbes how the output voltage
varies as a function of the input voltages; that is, how voltage is tmnsferred
ftom the input to the ouQut. Note that for the op amp, the output voltage
is a function of the difference between the input voltages, o, - o,,. The
eouation for the voltase transfer charactedstic is
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Figure 5.5 A Ie,minatcu,reni vadab e5

tigure 5.6 A The voliage transfer chancteristic of an

\:$
A ( D t , - D " ) < - U c c .

- "^) - Vcc = A(up rn) < +Ucc, (5.1)
A(np n") > +Ucc.

We see ftom Fig. 5.6 atrd Eq. 5.1 that the op amp has three distinct
iegions of opemtiotr. When the magnitude of the input voltage difference
( o, - o, ) is small, t]Ie op amp behaves as a linear device, as the output
voltage is a Linear function of tlle input voltages. Outside this linear region,
t]Ie output of the op amp satumtes, and the op amp behaves as a nonlinear
device, because tlle output voltage is no longer a Lhear functiol of the
input voltages. When it is opemting linearly, the op amp's output voltage is
equal to the difference in its input voltages times the multiplying constant,
or gaitr. ,4.

wllen we conline the op amp to its linear operaling region, a cor-
straint is imposed on the input voltages, o? and r'" . The constraint is based
on tpical numerical values for ycc and ,4 in Eq. 5.1. For most op amps, t]le
recommended dc power supply voltages seldom exceed 20 V and t]Ie gain,
,4, is mrely less than 10,000, or 104. We see from bottr Fig. 5.6 and Eq.5.1
that in the linear region, the magnitude of the input voltage differerce
( l r ?  , ,  I  m u s l b e  l e s s  t b a o  2 0  l 0 " . o r 2 m V



The 0p€rabonat Amplifi er

Typically, node voltages in th€ circuits w€ study are much larger than
2 mV, so a voltage difference ofless than 2 mV means the two voltages are
essentially equal. Thus, when an op amp is constrained to its linear operal
ingregion and the node voltages are rnuch larger than 2 mV the constraint
on the input voltages of the op amp is

Input vottage constraint for ideal op amp ts (5.2)

Note tlat Eq.5.2 characterizes the relationship between the input voltages
for an ideal op amp;that iq an op amp whose value of.4 is infinite.

The input voltage constrajnt jn Eq.5.2 is called the yiltual short
condition at the input of the op amp. It is natural to ask how the virtual
short is maintained at the input of the op amp when the op amp is
embedded in a circuit, thus ensudng linear operation.The answer is that
a signal is fed back from the output terminal to the inverting inpul ter
minal. This configuration is known as negative feedback because the
signal fed back ftom the output subtiacts from the input signal. The
negative feedback causes the input voltage difference to declease.
Because the oulput voltage is proportional to the input voltage differ-
ence, the outpul voltage is also decreased, and the op amp operates in
its linear region,

If a circuit containing ar op amp does not provide a negative leedback
path from lhe op amp output to the inverting input, then the op amp will
nonnally saturate. The difference in the input signals must be extremely
small to prevent saturation with no negative feedback. B t even if the cir-
cuit provides a negative feedback path for t}le op amp,linear operation is
not ensured. So how do we know whetler the op amp is operating in its
linear region?

The aNwer is,we don't!We deal with this djlemma by assuming lin
ear operation, peforming the circuit analysis, and then checking our
results for coltradictions. For example, suppose we assume that an op
amp in a circuit is operating in its linear region, and we compute the
output voltage of the op amp to be 10 V On examining the circuit, we
discover that ycc is 6 Y resulting in a contradiction, because the op
amp's output voltage can be no larger than Vcc, Thus oul assumption
of linear operation was invalid, and the op amp output must be satu-
rated at 6 V

We have identified a constraint on the input voltages that is based
on the voltage transfer characteristic of the op amp integrated circuit,
the assumption that the op amp is restricted to its linear operating
rcgion and to typical values for ycc and.4. Equation 5.2 represents the
voltage constmint for an ideal op amp, that is, wittr a value of,4 that is
infinite.

We now tum oul attention to the constraint on the input currents.
Analysis of the op amp integrated circuit reveals that the equivalent resist-
ance seen by the input termimls of tlre op amp is very large, tpically 1 M O
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or more. Ideally, the equivalent input resistance is infinite, resulting in the

i p + i r -  i a  i ,  r .  = u .

Substituting the constraint given by Eq.5.3 into Eq.5.4 gives

Note ttrat the curent constraint is nor based on assuming the op amp is
confined to its linear operating region as was t}te voltage constraht.
Together, Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3 folm the constaints on terminal behavior that
define our ideal op amp model.

From Kirchhoffs current law we know that the sum of the currents
entering the operational amplfier is zero, or

(5.3) < Input current constraint for ideat op amp

(5.4)

tigure 5.7 A The 0p amp syrbotwith the power suppty

The significance of Eq. 5.5 is that, even though the curent at the input ter-
minals is negligible, there may still be appreciable curent at the output
terminal.

Beforc we starl analyzing circuils containing op ampE let's further sim-
plify tlle circuit symbol. w1len we know that the ampliEer is operaring within
its linear rcgion, the dc voltages +Vcc do not enter into t}Ie circuit equations.
In this case, we can remove the power supply teminals from tle s]'rnbol
and the dc power supplies from the circuit, as showt ir Fig. 5.7. A word of
caution: Because the power supply teminals have been omitted, therc is a
danger of inJening from the symbol that i, + in + i, = 0. We have already
noted that such is not the case;that is, i, + i, + i, + i., + i.- : 0. In other
words! the ideal op amp model conshaint that i, : i, : 0 does no1 imply
that i" : 0.

Note that tle positive and negative power supply voltages do not
have to be equal ir magnitude. In the linear operating region, z, must lie
between the two supply voltages. For example, if V+=15V and
y = -10V,then-10V< D. < 15 V.Be aware also that the value of.4
is not constant under all operating conditions. For now, however, we
assume t]tat it is. A discussion of how and why the value of .4 can change
must be delayed until after you have studied the electronic devices and
components used to fab cate an amplifier.

Example 5.1 ilustrates t}le judicious application of Eqs.5.2 ard 5.3.
When we use these equations to predict the behavior of a circuit contain-
ing an op amp, in effect we are using an ideal model of the device.

i o :  Q , .  +  i . ) .
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Anatyzing an 0p Amp Circuit

The op amp in the circuit shown in Fig.5.8 is ideal.

a) Calculate 1,, if ?J! - 1 V and ,b = 0 V-

b) Repeat (a) for 0o : 1 V and ob : 2 V.

c) Ifo, = 1.5 V, specify the range of rb that avoids
amplifier saturation.

The current constraint requires i, = 0.
Substiluting the values for the three currerts
into the node-voltage equation,we obtain

7 1).
25 100 

' '

Hence, t, is 4V, Notc that because,, lies
between j 10V, the op amp is in its linear
region of opemtion.

b) Using the same process as in (a),we get

a p : a h : u n = ) y ,

'" 
25

1 - 2
25

ff-"'

1:  
2 5 . ^ ,

Figure 5.8 ..' The ci,cuit for EMmpte 5.1.

From Ohm's law,

l
,,r = ru. ,,,)/25: - mA.

4o1r = (?Jd 0,) /100:0,/100 mA.

,25 : ,1tl(]

Therefore, ?,o = 6 V. Again, ?, lies within + 10 V.

c) As beforq o, = op = ob,andi25 = itoo. Because
? ] a : 1 5 V ,

100

Sotution

a) Because a legative feedback path exists from the
op amp's output to its inverting irput througl the
100 kO resistor, let's assume the op amp is con-
fined to its linear operating region. We can write
a rode-voltage equation at the inverting input
terminal.The voltage at tlle irverting input termi-
nal is 0, as r'r, : x'b = 0 from the connected volt-
age source, and uh:1)p from the voltage
constraint Eq. 5.2. The node'voltage equation at

10025
1 , 5  -  0 b  0 o - 0 t

Solving for ob as a function of o, gives

I . -
' b = i ( o + " i

Now, if the amplfier is to be within the linear
regior of operation, -10 V < 0, < 10V.
Substituting these limits on o, into the expres-
sion lor ?b, we see that ob is limited to

t ! !  100 kO

- 0 . 8 V < ' D b < 3 . 2 V .
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objective 1-Use voitage and curent constraints in an ideat op amp

5.1 Aqsume rbar Ihe op amp i0 rhe circuir  ,hown
is idei l .

a) (  alcuiale do lbr rhe louowing valuc\ oi ,  :
0.4,2.0,3.5, -0.6. 1.6, and -2.,1V.

h) SpeciJ) lhe rang.- ol  d,  required lo a\ord
amplifier saturation.

A n s w e r :  ( a )  7 .  1 0 .  - 1 5 . 3 . 8 . a n d  l 0 \ ;
r b r  2 \  , .  1 l \ .

''IOl L: Also lry Charpr Ptublen\ 5.1-5.3.

5.3 The Xnvefri*lg-Amp['!fier ef rcsit
We are now ready to discuss the operation of some important op amp cir,
cuils, usirg Eqs.5.2 and 5.3 to model the behavior of the device itseli
Figure 5.9 shows an inverting-amplifier circuit. We assume that thc op amp
is operating in jts linear regior Note that, in addition to thc op amp, the
circuit consists of lwo resistors (Rl and R,), a voltage signal source (1,,),
and a shortcircuit connected between the noninvefiing input terninal and

We row analyze this circuit, assuming an ideal op amp. The goal is ro
obtain an expression for the output voltage,.ro, as a function of the source
voltage, or. Wc employ a sirgle node voltage equation ar the inverting ter-
minal ofthe op amp, given as

is + i f :  in.  (5.6)

The vollage constraint of Eq. 5.2 sets ihe voltage at un = 0, because the
voltage at tlp = 0. Therefore,

Figurc 5.9 ). An jnvedjngimpLifier circuit.

. 1)a
' J D

. . t

Now we invoke the constraint stated in Eq.5.3, namely.

Substituting Eqs.5.7-5.9 into Eq.5.6 yields the soughr after resuit:

-R,

(5.7)

(5.8)

(5.e)

80 ko

(5.10) { Inverting-amptifier equation
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Figure 5.10.d An inleidng ampLifier operating

Note that the ouQut voltage is an inverted, scaled replica of the input. The
sign revercal from input to ouQut is! of course, the reason for refening to tlle
circuit as an invertnS amplifier. The scaling factor, or gain, is the ratio -Rf /Xs.

The result given by Eq. 5.10 is valid only if the op amp shown in the
circuit h Fig.5.9 is ideal;that is, iL4 is infinite and the input resistance is
infinite. For a practical op amp, Eq.5.10 is an approximation, usually a
good one. (We say more about this later.) Equation 5.10 is important
because it tells us thatifthe op amp gain,4 is large, we can specifythe gain
ofthc inverting amplifier with the external resistors Rf and Rr. The upper
l imf l  on rhe gain. R/ R..  is derermined b) rhe pot\er
supply voltages and the value of the signal voltage o,. Ifwe assume equal
power supply voltages,that is, y" : y- : fcc, we get

-  lY - l
t , " l

For example, if ycc : 15 V and o" : 10 mV, the ralio Rl /R, must be less
than 1500.

In the inverting amplifier circuit sho*'n in Fig. 5.9, the resistor Rf pro
vides the negative feedback cornection. That is, it connects the output ter
minal to the inveting input termiml. If Rf is removed, the feedback pattr
is opened and the amplifier is said to be operating open loop.Fi9].lle 5.10
shows the open-loop operation.

Opedng the feedback path drastically changes tlle behavior of the
circuit. First, the output voltage is now

ro < Vcc'
l n r  I
l4*l = u-' R.

p (5.11)

(5.12)

assuming as betore that V* : V : ycc; th€n lo,l < Vcc fA lor llnear
operatjon. Because the inve ing input curent is almost zero, the voltage
drcp aooss R" is alnost zero, and the inve ing input voltage nearly equals
the signal voltage, o" ; that is, on - os , Hence, the op amp can operate open
loop in the linear mode only if ltr, < ycc/A.If ?)" > ycc/A, the op amp
simply satuates. In particular, if tr, < ycc/A, the op amp satumtes at
+ycc, and if tr, > ycc/A, the op a1np saturates at -ycc. Because the
relationship shown in Eq. 5.12 occu$ when there is no feedback path, the
value ofA is often called the open-loop gain of the op amp.

0bjedive 2-Be abte to analyze sinpl; circuits containing id€al.dp amps

5.2 lhe source \ol lcge u. in the circuit in
Assessment Problem.s,lis -640 mV. The ,
6U kIt  IeeoDacx resrslor rs replaceo b) a \an-
able resislor R. .  Whar .ange ot R, al loqs lhe

NOTE: Abo try Chapter Problems 5.8 and 5.9.

inverting amilifier to opeiate in its lheaf
region?

< 250 koAnswer: 0 < Rl
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5.4 The Summing-Amplitier Circuit
The output voltage of a summing amplifier is an inveited, scaled sum of
the voltages applied to the input of the amplifier. Figure 5.11shows a sum
ming amplifier with three input voltages.

We obtain the relationship between tlte output voltage o. and the
three input voltages, zra, ?h, and o., by summingthe currents away from the
inverting input termiMll

'r1o tn - uc un uo

&  
* - - *  1 - + - - + t " : o

Assuming an ideal op amp, we can nse the voltage and curenl constraints
together with thc ground imposed at z), by the circuit to see that
rn= DD: o znd in = 0.ThisreducesEq.5.13ro

( \  R t  R r \
" =  

\ e *  
+ 4 ' b +  

& " ( / '

(5.13) Fisure 5.11 .{ A summins amptifier.

(5.14) r€ Inverting-sumning amplifier equation

Equation 5.14 states thal the output voltage is an inverted, scaled sum of
the thrce input voltages.

If R" : Rb = Rc : &, then Eq.5.14 reduces to

Finaily, if we make Rt = Rr, the output voltage isjust the irverted sum of
the input voltages. That is,

(5.15)

1, ,  = (oa+ 4+ 0c) .

Although we illustrated the summing amplifier wjth just three input
signals, the number oI input voltages can be inffeased as needed. For exam-
ple, you might wish to sum 16 individually recorded audio signals to form a
single audio signal. The summing amplifier conJigurarion in Fig. 5.11 could
irclude 16 djfferent input resistor values so that cach of the input audio
tracks appears in the output signal with a differeni amplification factor.
The summhg amplifier thus plays the role of an audio mixer. As with
invefiing amplifier circuits, the scaling factors in summirg-amplifier cir-
cuits are deternired by the exlemal resistors Rr, na, Rb, R., . . . , R,.
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0biective 2*Be abte to anatyze simpte circuits containing ideat op amps

5.3 a) Find r, jr the circuit shown ifo. : 0.1V
and tb = 0.25 V.

b) If tl6 = 0.25 V, how large can oa be before
the op amp saturates?

c) lf x'" - 0.10 V, how large can 1]l) be before
I he op amp sarurares?

d) Repeat (a), (b), and (c.) wjth the polaity of
'!_b IeVCned.

Answer: (a) -?.5 v;
(b) 0.15 v;

NOTE: Also tty Chaptet Problems 5.12,5.1i, dnd 5.15.

Figurc 5.12 A A noninverling amplifier.

(c) 0.5v:
(d) -2.s, 0.2s, and 2v

5.5 The f{oninverting-Amptitr'er Cireuit
Figure 5.12 depicls a nonirveriing amplifier cilcuit. The signal source is
represented by us in series with the resistor Rg.In derivhg the expression
Ior the oulput voltage as a function of the souce voltage, we assume aD
ideal op amp operating wilhin its linear region. Thus, as belore, lve use
Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3 as t}le basis for the dedvation. Because the op amp iDput
curenl is zero, we can write a, = 1" o"4,1to- tq. 5.2, 2,, = u! as well
Now, because the input currert is zero (i, : ,/, : 0), the resistors Rf and
R, form an unloaded voltage divider across D.. Therefore,

Noninverting-amptifi er equation v

u,R,
x J + R /

Solving Eq.5.17 for o,, givcs us the sought after exprcssion:

R " + R l
, , , :  

R, 
0s.

Opcration in the linear region requires lhat

(5.17)

(5.18)

o , * o r . l y . .
&  l r "

Note again that, because of the ideal op amp assumption, we can
express the output voltage as a function oftheinput voltage and the exter-
nal resistors in this case, R" and Rt.
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objective 2-Be abte to analyze simpte circdts containing ideat op anps

5.4 Assume that the op amp in the circuir shown
is ideal.

a) Find the output voltage when tlle vadable
resistor is set to 60 kO.

b) How large can n" be before the amplifier
saturates?

Answer (a) 4.8 V;
(b) 7s ko.

NOTE: Abo try Chapter Pnblems 5.17 and 5.18.

Thc output voltage of a difference amplifier is proportional to rhe dificr
encc between tlle two inpul voltages.To demonstrate, we analyze thc diJ-
fcrence-amplifier circuit showD in Fig.5.13, assumiDg an ideal op amp
operating in its linear region. We derive thc relationship between o, and
lhe two input voltages Da and ?rb by summing the currents away from the
inve ing input nodc:

5.6 The $ifference-"4r'nptifier efreuit

1id(R" + Rb) Rr,
'  R,(R. + t?,r) " n" "'

Dn - Xa 'nr 1)a

R. fir
(5.1e)

Because thl3 op amp is ideal,we use the voltage and current constraints ro Figurc 5.13 i,\ A differcnce amptjner.

\5.20)

Rd
",r = 0e = 

RJ Rd 
0Lr. \5,2r)

Conbining Eqs.5.19,5.20, and 5.21 gives the desired relarionship:

\5.??)

Equation5.22 shows thar the output voltage isproportional to the dif-
lerence betweena scaled replica ofob and a scaled replica oI?i".Ingeneral
the scaling factor applied to ob is not the samc as that applied to oa.
Howcver, Lhe scaiing factor applied to each input voltage can be made
cqual by setting

R. n"
Rr Ra \5.?3)
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simptifi ed difference-amp[iIier equation >

When 8q.5.23 is satisfied, the expiession for the output voltage reduces to

15.24)

Equation 5.24 indicates that the output voltage can be made a scaled
replica of the difference between the input voltages ob and oa. As in the
previous ideal amplifier circuits, t]le scaling is controlled by the external
resisto$, Furthermore, tlte relationship between tle output voltage and
the input voltages is not affected by cornecting a nonzeio load resistance
across the outDut of the amDlfier.

The Difference Amplifi er-Another Perspective
We can examine t]te behavior of a difference amplifier more closely if we
redefine its inputs in tems of two othei voltages. The fbst is the
difiercnlial mod€ input, which is the difference between the two input
voltages in Fig.5.13:

(5.25)

The second is tlre commotr mode input, which is the average of the two
input voltages in Fig.5.13:

r. = (o^+ Di/2. \5.?6)



Using Eqs. 5.25 and 5.26, we can now represent the original input voltages,
oa and 0b, in tems of the differential mode atrd common mode voltases.
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rigure 5.14 A A differcnce ampLifierwith common
mode and djff€r€ntiat mode inputvottages.

I
lta: D6 

t|)dn,

I
r b : 1 ) d + l : d n

\5.27)

(5.28)

Substitutirg Eqs. 5.27 and 5.28 into Eq. 5.22 gives rhe outpur of the dif-
ference amplifier in terms of the differertial mode atrd common mode
voltaees:

, t t"-n"Rd - RbRc

R"(n. + Rd)

. IR d ( R a + R 6 ) + R b ( R " + R d ) l
,RJRJ RJ j'd-' 15.?9)

(5.30)= ?4!nod + ,4dm0dm,

where Ad is t}le common mode gain and .4dn is tlle differential mode
gain. Now, substitute Rc = Ra and Rd : Rb, which are possible values for
Rc and Rd rhar satisfy Eq.5.23, into Eq.5.29:

Thuq an ideal dilference amptifier has /d = 0, amplifies only rhe differ-
ential mode portion of the input voltagg and eliminates the cormon mode
po ion of the input voltage. Figure 5.14 shows a difference-amplifier
circuit lvith differential mode and common mode input voltages in place of

Equation 5.30 provides an important pe$pective on t}le function of
the difference amplfier, since in many applicatioDs it is the differential
mode signal that contains tle infomation of hterest, whereas the com-
mon mode signal is the noise found in all electric signals. For example, an
electrocardiograph electrode measures the voltages produced by your
body to regulate your heartbeat. These voltages have very small magni-
tudes compared with the electdcal noise that the electrode picks up from
sources such as lights and electrical equipment. The noise appears as the
common mode poftion of the measured voltagg whereas tle hea rate
voltages compdse the differential mode portion. Thus an ideal difference
amplifier would amplify only the voltage of interest and would suppress
the noise.

/ n t \
\4/**

1!4
2

3ss
2
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Measuring Difference-Amplifi er Performance-
The Common Mode Rejection Ratio
Ar ideal difference amplifier has zero conrmon mode gain and nonzerc
(and usually large) differe tial mode gain. Two factors have an influence
on tle ideal common mode gain-resistance mismatches (that is, Eq. [5.23]
is not satisfied) or a nonideal op amp (that is, Eq. [5.20] is not sarisfied). We
locus here on the effect of resistance mismatches on the performance of a
difference amplifier.

Suppose that resistor values are chosen that do not precisely satisfy
Eq. 5.23. Instead, the relationship among the resistors R,, Rb, R", and Rd is

R" R^

i ; : ( 1  
- € ) R , , '

X" = (1 - €)R. and Rr = Ra, (5.32)

Rd: (1 - €)Rb and R, = R",

where € is a very small number. We car see the effect of this resistarce
mismatch on the common mode gain ofthe difference amplifier by substi-
tuting Eq.5.33 into Eq.5.29 and simplifying the expression for ,4..,:

R , ( 1  - € ) R b - R a R b
15.34)

(5.36)

R a + ( i - € ) R b

- -eRr
- R , . &

(r - e)n(n" + Rb) + R6[R" + (1 - €)nb]
2RalRa + (1 €)Rbl

(e/2)Ra 
'l

R , .  (1  " )&  ]

n , [R"+ (1  -  € )Rb ]

-exr

We can make the approximation to give Eq. 5.36 because € is very small,
and thercforc (1 €) is approximately 1 in the denominator of Eq. 5.35.
Note that, when the resiston in the difference amplifier satisfy Eq. 5.23,
€ : 0 and Eq.5.36 gives Acn = 0.

Now calculate the effect of the resistance mismatch on the differential
mode gain by substituting Eq. 5.33 into Eq. 5.29 and simplitying the
expression for ,4dm:

(5.37)

(5.38)
n.I
R"L
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R,[- (€/2)xi I= 
4L'  R" + R' ] (5.re)

We use the same rationale for the approximation in Eq.5.39 as in the com_
putation of r cm. Wlen the resistors in the difference amDtifier salisfv
Fq.5.)J.  c = 0 and Eq 5. lq gi !ec ?4o, -  Ro RI

The conrmon mode r€jection ratio (CMRR) can be used to measure
how nearly ideal a difference amplifier is. It is defined as rhe rario of rhe
dif lerenrial  modc gajn lo rhe common mode sr in:

a .  )
(5.10)

The higher the CMRR,the more nearly ideal rhe difference amplifier.We
can see the effect of resistance mismatch on the CMRR bv substitutins
Eqs.5.36 and 5.39 into Eq.5.40:

l l t t ,o,+r,,,^, * *",1
C M R R  -  l - ' -€fb/(Rr + Rb) \5.41)

-l
\5.4?)

15.13)
11+ Rb/R"  ]

I

From Eq. 5.43, if the resistors in the difference amDlifier are matched.
.  0 rnd CVRR - rc.  L\en i t  rhe iesislors are mi.marched. ue can
minimize the impact of the mismatch by making the differential mode
gain (Rb/Ra) very large, thereby making the CMRRlarge.

We said at the outset that another reason for nonzero cornrnon mode
gain is a nonideal op amp. Note that the op amp is itself a difference
amplifier, because in the linear operating region, its output is proporrional
to tlle difference of its irputs; that is, r,, : ,4(rp , o,,). The outpur of a
nonideal op amp is not strictly propofiional to the difference between the
inputs (the differential mode input) but also is compdseal of a common
mode signal.Internal mismatches in the components ofthe intesrateal cir-
cui l  make (he beha\ ior ot  rhe op amp Donideal.  in rhe .ame ua."y rhar rhe
resistor mismatches in the difference-amplifier circuit make its behavior
nonideal. Even though a discussion of nonideal op amDs is bevond the
.cope ol  lh is te)\r .  you ma! note lha( lhe CM RR i ,  orren u:ed in i .se*ing
how neaily ideal an op amp's behavior is. In fact, it is one ofthe main wavs
of mting op amps in pnctice.

NOTE: Assess tour undentanding of thb materiat by trying Chapter
Prcblems 5.32 and 5.33.

R"(1 €/2) + Rbl
-&
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Figure 5.15 A An equivalent cncuit foran opeEtional

5.7 A More Reatistic Modet for the
0perational Amptifier

We now consider a more realistic model tlat piedicts the perfomance of
an op amp in its linear region of operation. Such a model includes three
modifications to the ideal op amp: (1) a finite inpul iesistance, Rj; (2) a
finite oper-loop gain,,4; and (3) a noMero output iesistance, Ro. The cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 5.15 illustr4tes the more realistic model.

Whenever we use the equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 5.15, we disre-
gard the assumprions that t^ = Dp (Eq. 5.2) and ti = ,e = 0 (Eq. 5.3).
Furthermore, Eq. 5.1 is no longer valid because of the presence of the
nonzero output resistance, Ro. Arother way to undentand the circuit
shown in Fig. 5.15 is to reverse our thought process. That is, we can see that
the circuit reduces to the ideal model when R; + co, 14 - m , and Rd + 0.
For th€ /rA741 op amp, the tlpical values of &, ,4, and Ro are 2 MO, 10,,
and 75 O, respectively.

Although the pres€nce of Ri and Ro makes the analysis of circuits con-
taining op amps more cumbeNome, such analysis remains straightforward.
To illustmte, we anal'ze both an invefiing and a noninverting amplifier,
ushg the equivalent circuit shown in Fig- 5.15. We begin with tle inverting
amplifier.

Analysis of an Inverting-Amplifier €ircuit using
the More Reatistic 0p Amp Modet
If we use the op amp circuit showl in Fig. 5.15, the circuit for the inverting
amplifier is the one depicted in Fig. 5.16. As before, oul goal is to express
ttre output voltage, o,, as a function of the souice voltage, r'r, We obtain
the desired expression by writing the two node-voltage equations that
describe the circuit and tlen solving the rcsulting set of equations foi tro.
In Fig. 5.16, the rwo nodes are labeled a and b. Also note that 2,, : 0 by
vi ue of the extemal short-c cuit connection at the noninverthg input
terminal. The two node-voltaee eouatioN are as follows:

node a: 15.11)

(5.15)

(5.40)

15.47)

D n - b s  u n  ,  b n  u o

nooe o: - +

R, xr

D" - A(-D,\

tigure 5.16 A An inveiring-amptifier (ncuit.
We rearrange Eqs. 5.44 and 5.45 so that the solution for o, by Cramer's
method becomes aDoarent:

l t  r  r \  1  1
\ a * ^ , *4 / "  4%-A . , " '

(*-+)... (+.;)":"

A \rp - 1,),



Solving for 0" yields
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(5.48)

(5.501

Figure 5.17 A A noninverting amptifrer cncuit.

A + (R"/R)

Note that Eq.5.48 reduces to Eq.5.10 as n, '0, &+ co, and "4 + oo.
I{ the inve ing amplifier shown in Fig.5.16 wero loaded at its output

term;nal(  wi$ a load re. istaoce ot R. ohms. rhe relal iooship belwee; , .
and o" would become

t + A

Analysis of a Noninverting-Amplifier €ircuit Using
the More Realistic 0p Amp Model
w}Ien we use the equivalent circuit shown in Fig.5.15 to analyze a ronin-
ve ing amplifier, we obtain the circuir depicred in Fig. 5.17. Helq the voli-
age source os, in se es with tle resistatce Rs, represents tlle signal
source. The resistor Rr denotes the Ioad on the amplifiet. Our analvsis
consisls of deriving aD expre<(ioD tor ,, as a flrncrion ol 0". We do so by
wri t ing rhe node-\ol lage equadoDs ar nodes a and b. Ar node a,

+('. ".*). (t.').*"

.t.*).("r"X'
D .

and at node b,

u n  o n - x g  D n - D o  ^

& - R r + R , '  ^ ,  
= "

Because the current in Rs is the same as in Rr, we have

r p - D g  I " -  D g

A + (R. /Rf) --  1, . .  (5 .49)
R , \  &- 4 ) - 4

R I + R " 15.52)
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We use Eq. 5.52 to eliminate o/ from Eq. 5.51, giving a pair oi equations
itrvolving the unknown voltages on ard 2,. fhis algebraic manipulation
leads to

l t  r  r \  / r \  /  t  \
a \ n . '  n " - n , '  \ )  

" \ E ) - % \ R " . R , /  ( 5 5 r )

f  e n ,  t l  .  ( t  I  r \" ln , rn ,  -  " ,  
-  

4 l ' " \& 
-  

& '  &/

f en. l- ',Ln rn, * n,rl (5'51i

Soivjng for lJ, yields

[(R/ + x") + (R,R"l ARt\]Ds
{5.55)

4 * f1, * *.; + 
RtR" + (Rrl f"x^r + Rs)

,, & Rc Rr R, R1R. r R1R, - RrR.
^ ' :  

&  &  R B ,

Note that Eq.5.55 reduces to Eq.5.18 when R,+0, ,4+oo, and
Ri+ co. For the unloaded (Rz = c.) noninverting amplifier, Eq. 5.55
simplifies to

(nr+&)+ R"R"/ARID|
'  

- . n . ( " . n , + n , \ .  r . ^ ^
R. | 

; \L 
I 

R, 
" 

) '  A:,R-,IR, 
R" | (R, 4XRi R!)l

(5.56)

Note that, in the derivation of Eq.5.56 from Eq.5.55, 1(, reduces to
(& + Rs)/n,.
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objective 3-Understand the more realistic model for an op amD

5.6 The inverting amplifier in the circuit shown has
an input resislance of500 kO, an output resisf
ance ()15 kO, and an openloop gain of300,000.
Assumc that the amplifier is operating in its
linear region.

a) Calcnlate the volrage gain (r,,/us) of the
anlpnner.

b) Calculate the value of z',, ir rticrovolts whcll
D c  =  1 V '

c) Calculate the resistance seen by thc signal
source (0s).

d) Rcpeat (a)-(c) using the ideal modet for the
op amp.

NOTE: AIso tly Chaptcr PtobLems 5.42 dnd 5.43.

Answer: (a) 19.9985:

(b) 69.995 pV;
(c) 5000.3s o;
(d) 20,0 pV,5 ko

Practical Perspective
Strain Gages
Changes in the shape of etastic sotids are of great impotance to enqjr€ers
who desjgr structures that twjst, stretch, or bend when subjected to exter,
nal forces. An ajrcraft frame is a prime exampte of a structure in which engi
neers must take r'nto consideration etastic strain. The jnteLtigent apptjcatjon
of strain gages requires information about the physicat structure of the
gage, methods of bonding the gage to the surface ofthe structure, and the
orjentation of the gage retative to the forces exerted on the structure. our
purpose here is to point out that strain gage measurements are important jn
engjneering apptications, and a knowledge of eLectric cjrcujts is germane to
their oroDer use.

The circuit shown in Fjg. 5.18 provid€s one way to measure the change
in resistance experienced by strain gages jr appLicatjons Ike the one

Figure 5.18 n An op amp circujt used for measuing the change in nrain gage

r00 ko

F + A R a  f R - t R
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described in the beginning ofthis chapter As we wit[ see, this citcuit is the
familiar difference amptifier, wrth the strain qage bridge providing the two
vottages whose djfference is amptified. The pair of strajn gages that are
lengthened once the bar is bent have the vatues R + An in the bridge
feeding the difference amp$fier, where as the pair of strain gages that are
shortened have the vaL0es -R - AR. We witt anatyze this circuit to discover
the retationship between the output vottage, o, and the change jn resist-
ance, AR experienced by the strain qages.

To beqin, assume that the op amp is ideal. wdting the XcL equations at
the inveding and noninverting input terminat5 ofthe op amp we see

R + A R

R A R

L)n , Dn Ua: R  
A R '  &  

'

= R + A R - & (5.58)

(5.60)

Now rearrange Eq. 5.58 to get an expression for the vottage at the ronin-
verting termjnaI of the op amp:

(5.5e)

*  *,(- !-al*.a)

As usuat, we witl assume thatthe op amp is operating in its Linear regjon, so
r', = o, and the expression for ?, in Eq. 5.59 must aLso be the expression
for r',. We can thus substitute the right-hand side of Eq. 5.59 in ptace of zJ,
in Eq. 5.57 and sotve for r,. After some aLgebraic maniputation,

Rr(2AR)
r' = 

F'� r1;1't'"t

Because the change in resistance experienced by strain gages js very smalL,
(AR)'� << R2, so R2 (AR)'� - R'� and Eq. 5.60 becomes

R f
(5.61)

where 6 : AR/R.

NOTE: Assets ,ou anderstandinq of this Practical Perspective by
tlying Chapter Prcblem 5.48.
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Surnnrary

The equatior that defines the voltage transfer charac
tedstic ofan ideal op amp is

where .{ is a propofiionaUty constant knoM as the
open-ioop gain, and ycc represents the power supply
voltages. (See page 157.)

A feedback path between an op amp's output and
its nrverting inpnt can constrain the op amp to its
linear operating region where ,', = ,4(?,r o,.). (See
page 157.)

A voltage constmint exists when the op amp is confined
lo its linear operating region due to typical values of
Ucc and A. If the ideal modeling assumprions are
made-meaning A is assumed to be infinite the ideal
op amp modelis characterizedby the voltage constmint

r P :  0 "

(See page 158.)

. A currenl constraini further characterizes the ideal op
amp model, because the ideal input resistance of the op
amp integrated circuit is infinite. This curent constraint
is given by

i P :  i "  =  0 '

(See page 159.)

. We considered both a simple, ideal op amp model and a
more reaiistic model in this chapter. The differences
between the two nodels are as follows:

Simpli6cd Model More Reslislic Model

An inverting amplifier is an op amp circuit producing
an output voltage that is an inverted, scaled replica of
the input. (See page 161.)

A sunming amplifier is an op amp circuit producing an
outp tvoltage thatis ascaled sum olthe input voltages.
(See page 163..)

AnoDinverting amplifier is an op amp circuit producing
an output voltage that is a scaled rcplica of the input
voltage. (See page 164.)

A difference amplifier is ar op amp circuil producing an
oulput voltage that is a scaled replica of the input voit-
age difference. (See page 165.)

The two voltage inputs to a difference amplifier can be
used to calculate the common mode and difference
mode voltage inputs, om and ud.. The oulput from the
difference amplitier can be written in the form

r, - /m0cm+r  dnr id , i ,

where ,4cn is the common mode gain, and ,4dm is the
differential mode gain. (See page 167.)

Tn an ideal di f lerence dmpl i f ier A.n, = 0. To mca(ure
how nearly ideal a difference amplifier is. we usc rhe
common mode rejection ratio:

l-Ur., A(t;o - r") < V66,
ro = 

\A\rp D), -Ucc = A(up - u") < + Vcc,

I + t. . ,  A(ur 1),1> + ucc,

Infi nite input resislance

Infinite openloop gain

Zefo output resistance

Finite lnput resistrnce

Pinite openloop gain

NoMero oueur resislancc

CMRR :  l+1.
l ^ . m l

An ideal difierence amplifier has an infinite CMRR.
(See page 169.)(See page 170.)
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Probtems

S€ctions 5.1-5.2

5,1 The op amp in the circuit in Fig. P5.1 is ideal.
tsPItt a) Label the five op amp term.inals witl their names.

b) W}tat ideal op amp constraht determines the
value of i,? What is this value?

c) W}lat ideal op amp constrairt detemines the
value of (rr - 0,)?What is this value?

d) Calculate t'o.

figure P5.1

5.3 Find i, in t}te circuit in Fig. P5.3 if the op amp is ideal.

Figurc P5.3

The op amp in the circuit in Fig. P5.2 is ideal.
a) Calculate 2,. if o" : 1.5 V and ?rb = 0 V
b) Calculate 1,o if z,! : 3 V and ?,b : 0 V.

c) Calculate ,, if o. : 1 V and z'o : 2 Y.

d) Calculate 0, if ou : 4 V and ,b = 2V.

e) Calculate t, if o, = 6 V and ,b - 8 V.

f) If ob = 4.5 V, specify the range of o, such that
the amplifier does not saturate.

Figuru P5.2

5,4 A voltmeter with a tull-scale reading of 10 V is used
tsP!.r to measurc the output voltage in the circuit in

Fig. P5.4. What is tlle reading of the voltmeter?
Assurne the op amp is ideal.

Fig!re P5.4

55 The op amp in tlle circuit in Fig. P5.5 is ideal.
Ed.r Calculate the folowinC:

b) 0,

" ) h

d) i,

Fig!re P5.5

20 ko z0 ko

9ko

8ko

3.3 MO

160 ko

9 V  u ; 6 0 k O



5.6 Find ir (in microamperes) in the circuir in Fig. P5.6.

5.7 A circuit desigrer claims t}le circuit in Fig. P5.7 will
pl$flg;Eproduce an output voltage that will vary berween

6mi _j9 as os varies between 0 and 6 V Assume the op
amp is ideal.

a) DIaw a graph of the output voltage od as a func-
tionof theinputvoltage?s foro < zs < 6V

b) Do you agree with the designer's claim?

Figur€ P5,7

Section 5J

5"8 The op amp in the circuit oI Fig. P5.8 is ideal.
""" a) What op amp circuit conliguration is tlis?

b) Calculate 0d.

tigule P5.8

Prcblems 177

Design an inverting amplifier using an ideal op
amp t]tat has a gain of 4. Use only 10 kO resisto$.
I l ,ou wirb lo ampl i l l  a 2.5 V input signal u. ing
the circuil you designed in part (a), what are the
smallest power supply signals you car use?

The op amp in the circuit sho\an in Fig. P5.10 is
ideal. The adjustable rcsistor R^ has a ma-ximum
value of 120 kO, and a is rcstricted to the range
of 0.25 = d < 0.8. Calculate the range of o, if

5.9 a)

b)

5.10 a)

5.11

b) If d is not restricted, at what value of a will tle
op amp satumte?

figure P5.10

The op amp in the circuit in Eg. P5.11 is ideal.
a) Find t]le rarge of values for (' in which the op

amp does not saturate.

b) Find i, (in microamperes) when d :

figure P5.11

5 k o

15 k()

30 k{}

100 ko
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Section 5.4

5,12 The op amp in Fig. P5.12 is ideal.
""" a) What circuit configuration is sholl,n in this figure?

b) Find r, if ou : 0.5V, ?]b = 1.5V, and
? ' ' = - 2 5 V

c) The voltages 0a and ,'b remain at 0.5 V and 1.5 V,
respectively. w}lat are the limits on ?c if the op
amp operates within its Linear region?

Figure P5,12

5.13 a) The op amp in Fig. P5.13 is ideal. Find 1,o if
?]a = 16V, ub :  12V, 1J. = -6V,and,Ud = 10V.

b) Assume th ,'c, and ?rd retain their values as given
in (a). Specify the range of ?,b such that the op
amp operates within its linear region.

33 kO

5.14 The 330kO feedback resistor in the circuit in
Afln Fig. P5.13 is ieplaced by a variable resistor RJ . The

voltages oa- od have the same values as given in
Problem 5.13(a).

a) Whal value of .lRf will cause the op amp to satu-
rate? Note that 0 < nf < co.

b) Wlen Rt has the value fourd in (a), what is the
current (in microamperes) into the output ter
minal of the op amp?

Design an in\  er l rng summing ampl i l ier 50thal

u":  -(3r,  + sxb+ 4Dc+ 2Di.

If the feedback resistor (RJ) is chosen to be 60 k0,
draw a circuit dia$am of the amplifier and speciJy
the values ofRa, Rb, &, and Rd.

5.16 Refer to t}le circuit in Fig. 5.11, where the op amp
Efl( is assumed to be ideal. Given that R. = 4kO,

Rb : 5 kO, & = 20 kO, ?,, - 200 mV,
,b : 150mV, zrc = 400 mV, and ycc - a6 V, spec-
ify the range of Rl for which tlle op amp operates
within its linear region.

Secfion Sj

5.17 The op amp in the circuit of Fig. P5.17 is ideal.

a) What op amp circuit configumtion is this?
b) Find ?. in terms of ?".

c) Find the range of values for os such that z,o does
not saturate and the op amp remains inits linear
region of opention.

Figure P5.17

5.18 The op amp jn the circuit shown in Fig. P5.18 is ideal.
""" a) Calculate o, when z's equals 3 V

b) Specify the range of values of ts so that the op
amp operates in a linear mode,

c) Assume that z)s equals 5 V and that the 48 kO
resistor is replac€d with a variable resistor. What
value of the variable resistor will cause the op
amp to saturate?

Figure P5.18

5.15

1!9!€ll

180 ko

32 kO

Figure P5.13
330ko

.18 kO
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5.19 The op amp in the circuit of Fig. P5.19 is ideal.
""" a) What op amp circuit configurarion is this?

b) Find r]" in terms of 0r.
c) Fird the range of values for Dr such that o, does

not saturate and the op amp remains in its linear
region of opemtion.

Figure P5,19

5.20 The op amp in the circuit shown in Fig. P5.20 is
Erft ideal.The signal voltages o" aIId ob are 500 mV and

1200 mY respectively.

a) Wlat circuit conJiguration is showl in tlle figure?
b) Calculate r', in volts.

c) Find i, and 4 in microamperes.
d) wllat are the weighting factors associated with

?a and ,b?

Figure P5.20

Flgure P5,21

The circuit in Fig. P5.22 is a noninverting summing
amplifier. Assume the op amp is ideal. Design the
circuit so that

r a = 4 u d + 1 ) b + 2 u . ,

a) Specify the numerical values ofRb, R., and Rr.
b) Using the values found in part (a) for R/, RD, and

R., calculate (in microamperes) i,, ib, and tc
when ?)a = 0.75 V, 0b : 1.0 V, and r,. - 1 5 V-

Figure P5.22

4.7 kO

lr9r!!1

5,1kO

5.21 The op amp in tbe noninverting summing amplifier
Erie of Fig. P5 21is ideal.

a) Specify the values of &, Rb, and Rc so thar

0 o : 6 0 a + 3 r b + 4 1 ) " .

b) Using the values found in part (a) for R/, Rb,and
n., find (in microamperes) ia, ib, i., ie, and is
when ?,'a = 0.5 V, ?b : 2.5 V, and ?. : 1 V.

Section 5.6

5.23 a) Use the principle of superposition fo clerive
Eq.5.22.

b) Derive Eqs.5.23 and 5.24.

40 ko

72 kO
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524 The op amp in the circuit of Fig. P5.24 is ideal. What
value of Rf will give the equation

uo: 15 zDd,
for this circuit.

Figure P5.24

!rg|!r!.

Design the difference-amplfier circuit in Fig. P5.27
so that ?,, : 7.5(r,b 0,), and the voltage source ob
sees an jnput resistance of 170 kO. Specify the val-
ues ot Ra,Rb, and Rf. Use the ideal model for tle
op amp.

Figure P5.27

15 kO

5.25 The op amp in the adder-subtracter c cuit shown in
6trc Fig. P5.25 is ideal.

a) Find oD when oa = 0.4 V, ?b : 0.8 V, ?rc : 0.2 V,
a n d ? ' ) d : 0 6 V '

b) ff o,, r'., and 2d are held constant, what values of
0b will not saturate the op amp?

figure P5.25

5.28 Select the values of Rb

*fJfljr Fis. Ps.28 so t}lat

,r, : 4000(ib

The op amp is ideal.

Flgufe P5.28

and Rr in the circuit in

r").

5.26 The resistors in the difference amplifier shown in
Ma Fig.5.13 are R" = 20 kO, Rr : 80 kO, R" = 47 kO

and Rd = 33 kO. The signal voltages ?ra and ,6 are
0.45 and 0.9 V respectively, and ycc : 19 V.

Design a difference amplifier (Fig.5.13) to meet tne
following cdteda: I)a :zDb - 5a^. The resistance
seen by the signal source rJb is 600kO, and tlle
resistance seen by the signal source o, is 18kO
when the output voltage o, is zero. Specilf the val-
ues of Ra, Rb, nc, and Rd.

The op amp in the circuit of Fig. P5.30 is ideal.

a) Plot Da versus a when RJ : 4Rr and DE = 2V.
Use inuements of 0.1 and note by hypothesis
that0 < a < 1.0.

5.29

to,r_!ll1

a) Find 1)".

b) W[at is the resistance

c) What is the resistance

seen by the signal

seen by the signal

375 kO



b) Wdte atr equation for the staight lire you plot-
ted in (a). How are the slope and intercept of the
line related to os and the ratio Rr/R1?

c) Using the results from (b), choose values for ?is
and tllre ratio Rr/R1 such thata" = -6a + 4.

Figure P5.30

pmbtems 181

In tle differerce amplifier shom in Fig. P5.33, what
range ofvalues of Rr yields a CMRR > 750?

Figure P5.33

5.33

Rr

-10v

531 The rcsistor Rr in the circuit in Fig. P5.31 is adjusted
EtrG until the ideal op arnp saturates. Specill' lRr in kilohms.

Flgure P5.31

T0 the dif{erence ampUfier sbosD in fig. P5.J).
compure (a) the differential mode gain, (b) the
common mode gain, and (c) rhe CMRR.

Flgufe P5,32

Sectiotrs 5.1-5.6

5.34 a) Show that when the ideal op amp in Fig. P5.34 is
operating in its Linear region,

. 3r,
, a : ^ .

b) Show that the ideal op amp will saturate when

R(tUcc - zr,E)

tigur€ P5.34

;

47 kA

100 ko
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5.35 The c cuit inside the shaded area in Fig. P5.35 is a
arc constant current source for a limited range of val

ues of Rl,

a) Find tle value ofi, for R, : 2.5 kO.

b) Find the maximum value for Rr for which i_ wiil
have the value in (a).

c) Assume that RL = 6.5 kO. Explain the operation
of the circuit. You can assume that in : i? - 0
under all operating conditions.

d) Skeich ir versus R' for 0 < R, < 6.5 kO.

Figurc P5.35

5.36 The op amps in the circuit in Fig. P5.36 aie ideal.
""" a) Find 1".

b) Find the value of the right source voltage for
which i, = 0.

Figure P5.36

5,37 Assume that the ideal op amp in the circuit in
Ers Fig. P5.37 is operating in its linear region.

a) Calculate the power delivered to the 16kO

b) Repeat (a) witi the op amp removed from the
circuit, that is, with the 16 kO resistor connected
in the series with t}le voltage source and the
48 kO resistor.

c) Find the ratio of the power found in (a) to that
found in (b).

d) Does the insertion of the op amp between the
source and the load serve a useful purpose?
Explain.

Figure P5,37

48 kO

320 mV

s.38Assume that the ideal op amp in the circuit seen ir
Fig. P5.38 is opemting in its lineai region.

a) Showthatr ' , :  [ (Rr + Rt lnr]?r.

b) What happens if Rl + oo and R2 + 0?
c) Explain why this circuit is referred to as a vol!

age follower when -R1 : co and R, = 0.

itit

500mV
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figure P5,38

Figure P5.39

Figur€ P5.40
2ko 18 kO

3.9kO

5.41 The voltage os shown in Fig. P5.41(a) is applied to
6ntr the inverting amplifier shown in Fig. P5.41(b).

Sketch rro versus t, assuming fie op amp is ideal.

5.39 The two op amps in the circuit
Edc ideal. Calculate 2,1and 1,,2.

in Fig. P5.39 are

4.7 kO

2

(a)

75 tO

5.40 Th€ signal voltage o! in the circuit shown in Fig. P5.4.0
Fa., is described by the following equations:

r < 0 , 8.2kO

?,s = 4 sin(srl3)r V, 0 < t < oo.

Sketch ?r, ve$us ,, assuming tlte op amp is ideal.

Figure P5.41

2 Y

' \  /  \  /
0.s l �q 1.5 1.0 2.s 3.q 3.s y ' .o /G

(b)
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Section 5.7

5.42 Repeat Assessment Problem 5.6, given tlat the
Efld irverting amplifier is loaded with a 500 O resistor.

5.,(} The op amp in t}le noninverting amplifier circuit of
xrc Fig. P5.43 has an itrput resistance of 440 kO, an out-

put resistance of 5 kO, and an openloop gain of
100,000. Assume that t}le op amp is operating in its
linear region,

a) Calculate the voltage gain(1,"/D).

b) Find the inve ing and noninverting input volt-
ages on and o/ (in millivolts) if lls = 1 V.

c) Calculate the difference (?i? on) in microvolts
when t,s = 1V.

d) Fhd the current drain in picoamperes on rhe
signal source rrs when l)s = 1 V.

e) Repeat (a)-(d) assumhg an ideal op amp.

s.44 a) Find the Th6venin equivalent circuit vdth rcspect
lo lbe ourpul lermjnals a.b lor the inverrjng
ampliJier of Fig. P5.44. The dc signal souice has a
value of 150 mV The op amp has an itrput resist
ance of 500 kO, aJI output resistance of 750 O
and an open-loop gain of 50,000.
$4lat is rbe ourpur resistance of the in\ef l ing
amplifier?
lvhat is the re. isrance f in ohms) seen b) the sig,
nal source ?rs when the load at the teminals a,b
is 150 O?

Figure P5.44

5.45 Repeat Problem 5.44 assuming an ideal op amp.

5.216 Assume rbe inpur resislance of the op amp in
qr+ Fig. P5.46 is inf inire and i lc output resi .rance i .  /ero.

a) Find o, as a function of ?s and the open-loop
galn,{.

b) What is the value of t,o
/ : 150?

c) What is the value of 1),

d) How large does.4 have to be so that o,is 98% of
its value in (c)?

Figure P5.46

J

if os : 0.5 V and

if  o" = 65Y , t t .

c)

240 ko

2lm ko

150ko

5.47 Dedve Eq.5.60.
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S€ctions 5.1-5.7

5.48 Suppose the stmin gages in the bridge in Fig. 5.18
pPRi.Ht have the value 120 O I 1%. The power supplies to

the op amp are I 15 V, and the reference voltage,
OEr, is taken from the positive power supply.
a) Calculate tie value of Rt so that when the strain

gage that is lengtlening reaches its maximum
Iengtl, the output voltage is 5 V

b) Suppose that we can accurately measure 50 mV
changes in the output voltage. What change
in strain gage resistance can be detected in
milliohms?

5.49 a) For the circuit showr ir Fig. P5.49, show rhar if

,ll|;iH;, AR << R, the output voltage of the op amp is
iiiiii approximately

-'l "'*,approximate value

Assume the resistance in the variable arm of
the bridge circuit in Fig. P5.49 is 9810 O and the
val l res of R. &. and ,"  are the same as in
Problem 5.49(b).What is the approximate value

What is the percent eror in the approximation
ot ro \rhen the var iable arm resi .rancc j (
9810 ()?

5.50 a)

r!:r!!lv!

I fperceDt error is del i red as

-R, rR + n.l
d o  ! ; ;  ,  -  . ( - ^ R ) 2 , , 0 .

b) Find ?,, if Rr = 470 kO, R = 10 kO, AR : 95 O,
and !'in = 15 V.

c) Find tie actual value of oo in (b).

Figure P5.49

show that the percent eroi in the approxima-
tion of I'o in Problem 5.49 is

. AR (R + Rf)
% e r o r =  =  - : v l o t , .

^  t ^ - z ^ t

b) Calculate the percent erloi in ?r, for Problem 5.49.

5.51 Assume the percent error in the approximation of
pRflH;lod in the cncuit in Fig. P5.49 is not to exceed 1ol".

Fna Wlat is the largest percent change in 1R that can be
toleiated?

5.52 Assume the resistor in the variable branch of tlle
p'#flI#hbridge circuit in Fig. P5.49 is n - AR.

Ma; a) What is the expression for o, if AR << R?
b) What is the expression for the percent erroi in

0o as a function of R, Rr, and AR?

c)



Inductance, Capacitance,

6.1 The Inductor p 188

6.2IheCapaeitot p 195

6.3 Series-Parattet Combinations of Inductance
and Capacitance p ?00

6.4 Mutuat lnductan€e p 203

6.5 A Ctoser Look at llutuallndtdan.e p 2A7

and Mutual Inductance
We begin this chapter by introducing the last two ideal circuit
elements mentionecl in Chaptet 2, namely. inductors and capacj-
tors. Be assured that the circuit analysis techniques introduced in
Clrapters 3 and 4 apply to circuits containing inductors and capac
itols. Thercfolc, once you Lrlde$fand the tcrminal bebavior oI
these elements in terms of current and vollage, vou can usc
KirchholT's laws to desc be anv intetconnections with the other
basic clcments. Like other compoflents. inductors and capacitols
are easier 1() describe irl terms of circuil variables rather than
electromaSnetic ficld variables. T-Iowever, before we focus on the
circuit desc ptions, a blief revierv of thc field concepts ul1der--
lying these basic elcmcnts is in order'.

An incluctor is ar1 electdcal component that opposes any
change in electrical current. It is composed oI a coil of wire
wound ar-ound a supporting core wbose material may bc lnag-
netic or nonmagnetic.'l'he behavior of inducto$ is basecl on phe-
nomena associated with magnetic fields. The source of thc
magnetic tleld is charge in motioD, or current. If thc culrent is
varving with tjrne. the magnetic field is varying with time. A time-
varyiig ma[iletic licld induces a voltage in any conducior linked
by ihe ticld. The cir-cuit parameter of ind[ctance relates the
induced voltage 1() the cufrent. We discuss this quanlilative rela
tiorNhip in Section 6.1-

A capacitor is an electrical componenl that colsists of two
corrductors separatcd by an insulator or dielectric matcrial. The
capacitor is the only device other than a battery ihat can store
electrical cbarge.The behavior ofcapacitors is based on phel1om-
ena associated with electric ficlds.The source of the electric ficld
is separation of charge, or voltage. lf the voltagc is varying with
time, the electlic lield is varying with time. A time-varying elec ic
field produces a displacement currel1l in the spacc occupied by
thc field. The circuit parameter of capacitance lelates the dis
placement current to thc voltage, where the displacement curcnt
is equal to the conduction current at the terminals of thc capaci-
tor. Wc discuss lhis quantitative rclationship in Section 6.2.

Know and be abte to use the equations for
voLtage, curcnt, pow€r, and en€rgy jr an
jnductor; understafd ho\a an inductor behaves
jn th€ presence of cofstait cLrrrent, and the
requnement that the cunent be continuous in

Know and b€ abt€ to use the equatjors for
voltage, cunent. power, and eneryy in a
capacitor; undestand how a capacjtor behaves
in the presence of consiant vottag€, and the
rcquirement tlrat th€ vottage be continuous in a

Be abte to combine inductoB with iiitiat
condjtions in sen€s and in panltetto form a
singt€ equivatent inductor with an jfiiiat
coidjtion; be abte to combir€ capacjtoB wjth
jfitial coidjtions jn senes and jf pamttet lo
form a singLe equivatent capacitor with an

Urde6tafd the basic cofcept of mutual
inductance and be abte to write m€sh-cufleit
equatjois for a citruit containing maqneticatly
coupted coits usjfs the dot conveniion

186



PracticaI Perspective
Proxinity Switches
The etectrical devices we use in our daily tjves contain many
switches. l4ost switches are mechanicat, such a5 the one used
in the ftashlight introduced in Chapter 2. l4echanical switches
use an actuator that is pushed, putLed, stid, or rotated, caus-
jng two pieces of conducting firetal to touch and create a
shot circuit. Sometjmes designers pr€fef to use switches
without moving parts, to r'ncrease the safety, retjabitity, con-
venience, or novetty of their products. Such switches are
caLted proxjmity switches. Proxjmity switches can empioy a
variety of sensor technotogies. For exarnpl€, some etevator
doors stay open whenever a Ljght b€am is obstructed.

Another sensor technotogy used in proximity switches
detects people by responding to the djsruption they cause in
etectrjc fields. This type of proximity swjtch is used in some
desk lamps that turn on and ofF when touched and in etevator
buttons with no moving parts (as shown in the figure). The
switch js based on a capacitor As you are about to dtscover in
this chapter, a capacitor is a cifcuit €Lement whose terminaL
characterjstjcs are detemined by etectric fietds. !!hen you
touch a capacitjve proximjty switch, you produce a change in

the vatue ofa capacitor, causing a voltage change, which acti
vates the switch. The design of a capacjtjve touch-sensjtjve
swjtch is the topic ofth€ Practicat Perspective exanrple at the
end of this chapter.

187
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Section6.3 describes techniques used to simplify circuits with series or
parallel combinations of capacitors or inducto6.

Energy can be stored in both magnetic and electic field$ Hence you
should not be too surprised to learn that inducto$ and capacitors are
capable of storing energy For example, energy can be stored in an induc-
tor and then releasedtofire a spark plug. Energy can be stored in acapac_
itor andthenrcleased to fire a flashbulb.In idealinductors and capacitors,
or y as much energy can be extracted as has been stored. Because hduc-
tors and capacitois cannot generate energy, they arc classified as passive

In Sections 6.4 and 6.5 we considei the situation in which two circuits
are Linked by a magretic field and thus are said to be magnetically cou_
pled.In this case, the vollage induced in the second circuit can be related
to the time-varyilg cment in the first circuit by a parameter knofir as
mutual inductance. The practical significance of magnetic coupling
unfolds as we study 1ie relationships between current,voltage,power, and
several new parameters specific to mutual inductance- We introduce these
relationships here and then describe their ulility in a device called a trans-
former in Chapters 9 and 10-

6.1 The Inductor
Inductance is the circuit parameter used to describe an inductor. Inductance
is synbolized by tlle letter l,, is measured in henrys (H), and is represented
graphicatly as a coiled wire a reminder that inductance is a consequence
of a conductor linking a magnetic field. Figure 6.1(a) shows an inductor.
Assignhg the rcfererce direction of the current in lhe direction of the volf
age drop acmss theteminals ofthe inductor, as shown h Fig. 6.1(b), ields

Theinductorr - t  equation ts

L
. f f i -

(a)

L
F-,ffi<

i
( D l

Figure 6.1 A (a) The graphic symbotfor an inductor
with an inductance of /, henrys. (b)Assigning refer€nc€
vottage and cmentto the inductor, fottowjng the pas-

, d i (6.1)

where o is measured in volts, L in henrys, i in amperes, and I in second$
Equation 6.1reflects t}le passive sign convention shown in Fig. 6 1(b);that
is, the current reference is in the diroction of the voltage drop across the
inductor. If the current reference is in the direction of the voltage rise,
Eq.6.1is written witl a minus sign.

Note fromEq.6.1 tlat the voltage aooss the termjnals ofan inductor
is proportional to ttre time rute of change of the current in the inductor.
We can make two important obsenations here. First, if the current is con'
stant, the voltage acoss the ideal inductor is zeio. Thus the inductor
behaves as a short circuit ir the presence of a constant, or dc, current.
Second, cu en[ cannot change instantaneously in an inductor; that is, the
curent cannot change by a finite amount in zero time. Equation 6.1 tells
us that this change would require an irfinite voltage, and infinite voltages
are noi possjble. For example, when someone opens the switch on an
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inductive circuit in an actual system, the current irutially contlnues to flow
in the ah across the switch, a phenomenon called a/cr'r& The arc across
the switch prevents the current ftom drcpping to zero instantaneously.
Switching inductive circuits is an important engineering prcblem, because
arcing and voltage surges must be controlled to prevent equipment dam-
age. The first step to urderstandbg the natue of this problem is to master
tle hfoductory material presented in this and tle following two chapteG
Example 6.1 illusirates the application of Eq. 6.1 to a simple circuit.

The independent current soruce in the circuit
shown in Fig. 6,2-generates zerc curent for t < 0
and a pulse 10te "A, for t > 0.

Determining the Voltage, Given the Current. at the Terninals of an Inductor

Fisure 5.2 r Th€ cjrcujt for b(ampl€ 6.1.

a) Sketch the curent waveform.

b) At what instant of time is the current maximum?

c) Er?ress the voltage adoss the lemrinals of the
100 mH irductor as a function of time.

d) Sketch tlle voltage waveform.

e) Are the voltage and the clrlrsnt at a maximum at
t])e same time?

f) At what instant of time does the voltage change
polarity?

g) Is therc ever an instantaneous change in voltage
aqoss the inductor? If so, at what time?

Sotution

a) Figue 6.3 shows the curent waveform.
b) dildt = lo(-ste-st + s 1= 10e 5'(1

- sr) Als;dildt = 0 when t = l s. (See Fis.6.3.)

c:)u = Ldi ld. t  = (0.1)10€ 5!(1 -5, =e "(1

5 l ) v , l  >  0 ; ? ,  :  0 ,  t  <  0 .

d) Figure 6.4 shows the voltage waveform.

e) No;the voltage is proportional to dt/dt, not i.

f) At 0.2 s, which coresponds to the moment when
/t/d/ is pa$ing rhrougb zero and changing sign.

g) YeE at t : 0. Note that the voltage can change
instantaneously across the teminals of an
inductor,

Flgure 5.31The cunentwaveform for Example 6.1.

t = 0 ,  r < 0

100mH

i = 1 0 t e  5 l A ,  , > 0

r (A)

?r (v)

Figure 6.4  

 

The voLtage waveform fo' E\ample 6.L
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Current in an Inductor in Terms of the Voltaae
Across the Inductor
Equation 6.1 expresses the voltage aooss the terminals ofan inductor as a
function oI the curent in the inductor. Also desirable is the ability to
express the curent as a function of the voltage. To find i as a function of o,
we start by multiplying both sides ofEq.6-l by a differential time dt:

Multiplying the rate at which i vades with tby a differenrial change in rime
generates a differential change in t, so we $,rite Eq.6.2 as

(6.2)

a d t  =  L d i . {6.3)

We next integrate both sides of Eq. 6.3. For convenience, we interchange
the two sides ofthe equation and write

" l*,' o' = 1,"' ' o' (6.4)

4.t) : j(ro), (6.5)

= , ( * ) , ,

1 r
i I 1' !1r +

iI'�.*.

Nole that we use I and i as the variables of irtearation. whereas I and I
become l imirson lhe integral . .Thcn. trom Lq.0.4.

The inductor i - z' equation b

where i(r) is the current coresponding to 1, and i(r0) is the value of the
inductor curent when we initiate the integration, namely, t0. In many
practical applications,to is zero and Eq- 6.5 becomes

(0). (6.6)

Equations 6.1 and 6.5 both give the relationship between rhe volrage
and current at the terminals of an inductor. Equation 6_1 exDresses the
\olrage as a funcr ion ot currenr.  u hereas Lq. o.5 i \pfesse\ lhe curfcnl  as a
tunction of voltage.In bolh equations the reference direction for the cur-
rent is in the direction of the voltage drop across the teminals. Note that
i(lo) cardes its own algebraic sign. If the initial cu enr is in the same dircc
tion as the reference direction for i, it is a positive quantity. If the initial
current is in the opposite direction, it is a negative quantity. Example 6.2
illustrates the application of Eq. 6.5.
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Determining the Current, Given the Voltage. at the Terminals of an Inductor

The voltage pulse applied to the 100 mI{ inductor
shown in Fig. 6.5 is 0 for t < 0 and is given by the
expfession

a(t) = 20tu ntV

foit > 0. Also assume i : 0 for I < 0.

a) Sketch the voltage as a function of time.
b) Find the inductor currena as a function of time.

c) Sketch the current as a functiotr of time.

r = 0 ,  r < 0

100 mH

1) = z\ te-| tuV, t>0

Figure 6.5  

 

lhe circuit for Exanpte 6.2.

Solution

a) The voltage as a lunction of time is shorm ln
Fig.6.6.

b) The cunent in the hductor is 0 a 

 

= 0.Therefore,
the current for t > 0is

1=  t  | 2 r . xe  t cd t  +  o

t  " , o '  l l ,=  2001 1m (10r  + 1)  l l  .
I  t 0

=2(1- 10te 10'  -  s 10) A, r  > 0

c) Figure 6.7 shows the cment as a function of time.

Flgure 6.6 A The voLtage wavefo,n for tuample 6.2

r (A)

2

I

Figure 5.7  

 

The cun€ntwavetorm for Exampte 6.2.

Note ir Example 6.2 that i approaches a constant value of 2 A as t
increases. We say more about this rcsult after discussing th€ energy stored
in an hductor,

Power and Energy in the Inductor
The power and energy relafionships for an inductor can be derived
directly ftom the current al1d voltage relationships. ff the curent refer-
ence is in rhe dircction of t]le voltage drop across the terminals of the
inductor. the Dower is

(6.7)
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Energy in an indudor >

Reqgmbe-I lhlt pqwg.r.is tu wa!t!, voltage is in voltq atrd aurrent is in
amperes. If we express the inductor voltage as a function of tlte hductor
currcnt, Eq. 6.7 becomes

'i:lt:',;1.. :: ':
Power in an inductor > :'i'i:Li:i!..

' : .  
. .  \ t  d t  . : i .

We can also express the curent it terms of the voltage:

(6.8)

(6.e)o:,1!1,"',*. r,"t)
Equation 6.8 is useful in expressing the energy stored in the inductor.
Power is the time mte of expending energy, so

d . w  , . d i
(6.10)

Multiplying both sides of Eq.6.10 by a differential time gives the differen-
tial relationship

(6.11)

Both sides of Eq.6.11 are integiated with the understanding that the ref-
eietrce for zerc energy correspotrds to zero curent h the inductor. Thus

I  d x = L l y d ) J ,

$u,iffi

dw : Li .1i.

(6.12)

As before, we use different s]'mbols of integration to avoid confusion
with the limits placed on the integrals. In Ed: 6.12, the energy is itr joules,
inductance is in henrys, and curent is in amperes. To illustrate the appli-
catiotr of Eqs. 6.7 and 6.12, we return to Examples 6.1 and 6.2 by means of
Example 6.3.



a) Por Example 6.1, plot i, o,p, and x, versus time.
Line up the plots veftically to allow easy assess
ment of each variable's behavior.

b) In what time interval is eneryy being stoied in
the inductor?

c) In what time interval is energy being extmcted
from the inductoi?

d) What is the maximum energy stored in the
hduclor?

e) Evaluate tl]e integrals

f" /-
J" oo' and 

.l",oot,

and comment on thet significance.
Repeat (a) (c) for Example 6.2.

In Example 6.2, why is there a sustained curent
ir the inductor as the voltage approaches zero?

Determining the Current, Voltage, Power. and Energy for an Inductor

6.1 lhe Inductor 193

e) Fiom Example 6.1,

i : 10t?-5'A and

Therefore,

p = 1)i = Tote 1or - 5or2e 1or w.

0.6 0.8

figure 6.8 A The varjabtes t, r, p, and u venus r for
Example 6.1.

? , : e  5 ' ( 1  - 5 4 v .

Solution

a) The plots of i, o, p, and ?.' follow direcdy from the
er?ressions for i and t, obtained in Example 6.1
and are .hown^ in I  ig.  6.8. ln part iculaf.  p -  , t .
andl/, - (;)Lt.

b) An increasing energy cun'e indicates that energy
is being stored. Thus erergy is being stored in the
time intenal 0 to 0.2 $ Note that this corre-
sponds to the irterval when p > 0.

c) A decreasing energy curve indicates that energy
is being extracted. Thus energy is being extracted
in rhe r ime inrerval 0.2 s lo oo. Nole that rhis cor-
responds to t}le inte al when p < 0.

d) From Eq.6.12 we see that eneigy is at a naxlmum
when current is at a maximum; glarcing at the
gmphs contirms this. From Example 6.1, ma)omum
curent : 0.736 A. Therefore,unax : 2'�7.07 mJ.

1'(v)

u (nJ.)



t a .2  f , t u  l o . z

/  rat  :  tul  * t- to '  
-  t t  

l "

'{t#. *[#r-,,-
= 0.2e) : 27 .0'7 tJ,l ,
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Thus g) The application of tle voltage pulse stores
ene4y in the inductor. Because the inductor is
ideal, this energy cannot dissipate after the vott-
age subsides to zero, Therefore, a sustained cur-
rent circulates in the circuit. A lossless inductor
obviously is an ideal circuit element. Practical
inductors rcquire a rcsistor in the circuit model.
(More about this laler.)

Figure 5.9 l. The va abtes 1', t, p, and ?o ve6us r for
Exampte 6.2.

' , ] ) : '

" ] ) ;

Based on the definition of p, the area undei the
plot of p ve^us r represents the energy
erpeDded over the intenal of inregration.
Hence tlte integmtion of t}le power between
0 and 0.2 s represents the energy stored in the
inductor during tiis time interval. The inteFal
of p ovei the interval 0.2 s co is the energy
extracted. Note that in this time interval, all the
energy odginally stored is removed;that is, after
the cment peak has passed, no energy is stoied
in the inductor.

The plots of o, 4 p, and 1, follow dircctly from the
er?ressions for ?, and i given in Example 6.2 and
are shown in Fig. 6.9. Note that in this case the
po$er is alwals posi l i re.  and hence energy is
always being stored during the volrage pulse.

f)

, (v)

/ -  f  " 1 a t  l m

Jate',t 
= IoLlmt to, t, 

]0.,

'{3#..e[#, *'-

: ^0.2e 2 = -21.M mJ.

i (A)

? (-w)

u (mr)

0.4 0.5 0.6 '
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objective 1-Know and be ab[€ to use the equations for vottage, current, power, and energy in an inductor

6.1 The curent source in the circuit shown gener-
ates the curent pulse

l r ( t ) = O ,  t < 0 ,

is( l )  = 8€ 3m'- 8d 12oo'A, r  > o.

Fnrd (a) u(0); (b) the iDstant of time,greater
than zero, when the voltage o passes through
zerc;(c) the expression for the power deiivered
to the inductor: (d) the instant when the poNer
delivered to the inductor is maximum; (e) the
naximum power; (t the instant of time when
the stored erergy is maximum;and (g) the max-
imum energy stored in the inductor.

NOTE: Also try Chaptet Pnbkns 6.1 and 6.3.

An5wer (a) 28.8V
(b) 1.s4 ms;
(c) 76.8e-6ooi + 384e 15oo'

- 307.2e-2{otw. r > 0;
(d) 411.0s i!s;
(e) 32./2w;
(f) i.54 rns;
(g) 28.s7 mJ.

6.2 The fapacitor
The circuit parameter oI capacitance is represented by the leller C. is
measured in farads (F), and is synbolized graphically by tlvo short paral
lel conductive plates, as shown in Fig.6.10(a). Because the farad is an
extrernely large quartity ofcapacitance. practical capacitor values usually
lic in the picofarad (pF) to microtarad (,.rF) range.

Thc graphic symbol for a capacitor is a reminder that capacitance
occurs whenever electrical coDduclors arc scparated by a dielectric, or
insulating, material. This condition implics that electric charge is nol
lransported through the capacitor. Although applying a voltage to the
terminals ofthe capacitor cannot move a charge through the dielectric. it
can displace tI chargc within the dielectric. As lhe voltage varies with
time, the displacement ot charge also varies with lillle, causing what is
knowr as the displecem€nt cunent.

At the terminals. Lhe displacement current is indistinguishablc fiom a
conduction curcnt. The current is propolioDal 1() thc ralc at which the
voltage across thc capacitorraries with time, or, malhematicall-v,

- -
(a)

C

(b)

Figure 6.10;]: (a)Ihe circuiisymbotfor a capacitor.
(b)Assignjnq rcfercnce vottage and cu entto the
capacitor, totLowing the p$sive sign convention.

(6.13) n; capacitor i t, equationt =  r # ,

whcre i is measured in amperes, C in larads. ?r in volts, and tin seconds.
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Equation 6.13 reflects the passive sign convention shown in Fig. 6.10(b);
that is, the current reference is in the direction of the voltaqe drop across the
capacilor. It tbe currenl reference i\ in fie direclion oirhe volrase rise.
Eq. o. lJ i \  wr irren with a mjDu. srgn.

Two important obsenations follow from Eq. 6.13.Iirst. voltage carmot
change instantaneously across the terminals of a capacitor. Equation 6.13
indicares tbr l  such a change would produce int inire currenr,  a phrsical
impossjbi i i r ) .second. i t  the vol lage across lhe lermtnal.  is con.ranr,  rhe
capacrtor current is zero. The reason is that a conduction current cannot be
established in the dielectdc male al of the capacitor. Only a time_varying
voltage can produce a displac€ment current, Thus a capacitor behaves as an
open circuit in the presence of a constant voltage.

Equation 6.13 gives tle capacitor curent as a function of the capaci-
tor voltage. Expressing the voltage as a lunction of the cu ent is also use-
ful. To do so, we multiply both sides of Eq. 6.13 by a differcnriat time dr
and then integrate the resulting differentials:

i d !  =  C d o l))'* =il,"''*

Capacitor?) - i equation b

Capacitor power equation ts

Carrying out the integralion of the left-hand side of the second equa,
tlon grves

{6.14)

In many practical applicarions of Eq. 6.14, rhe initial rime is zero; thar is,
lo = 0. Thus Eq.6.14 becomes

,(t) : (6.15)

We can easily derive the power and energy relationships lor the capacitor.
From the definition of power,

, r , t=l l ' ,0,*,<^t.

Il,',0,, ^o,

, = '11f,""*. ^,",]

(6.16)

Combining the definition of energy with Eq.6.16lelds

du : C1) d't),

16.r7)



from which

I  d . x :  C  I  j dy ,
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t  <  0 s ;
0 s = 1 < 1 s ;

-8e 2( 1) 
/rW, , > 1s.

(6.18) .{ Capacitor energy equation

In the derivation of Eq.6.18, the reference for zero energy corresponds to

Examples 6.4 and 6.5 ilustrate the application of the current, voltage,
power, and energy relationships for a capacitor.

Determining Current Vottage, Power, and Energy for a Capacitor

The voltage pulse described by the following equa-
tions is impressed auoss the terminals of a 0.5 /rF

Solution

a) FromEq.6.13,

10-9(0) = 0, 1< 0s;
1 0 6 \ ( : )  =  2 p " A ,  0 s < r < 1 s ;
10 6)( 4a(i r)) : ze (t r) LLA, t > rs.

The exprcssion for the power is derived from
Eq.6.16:

a) Derive the expressions for the capacitor current,
powei, and energy,

b) Sketch the voltage, current, power, and eneigy as
functions of time. Ljne up the plots ve ically.

c) SpeciJy tle interval of time when energy is being
stored in the capacitor.

d) Specify the interval of time when energy is being
delivered by the capacitor.

e) Evaluate tlle integrals

1)0) : [ {os  *
, : 1 ( o . s x

( (0.s x{li, , "
t  <  0 s ;
0 s < 1 < 1 s ;

1 ,oiuo, : ,,,*,
[ (4e (' 1)(-2rt 1) =

{ l,to.a,u,' : o,',r,
(1(o.s)t0""t' r) : 4e2(' r) pJ,

The energy expression follows directly fmm
Eq.6.18:

I'pdt and 
l* oo, t  <  0 s ;

0 s < t < 1 s :
t  >  1 s ,and comment on their significance.
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b) Figure 6.11 shows the voltage, clurentj power,
and eneryy as functions of time.

c) Energy is being stored in the capacitor whenevei
the power is positive. Hence energy is being
stored in the illteival0-1s.

d) Energy is being delivered by the capacitor when-
ever the power is negative. Thus energy is being
delivered for all t geater than 1 s.

e) The integral of p d/ is the energy associated vrith
the time inte al cofiesponding to the limits on
the integral. Thus the first integral represents the
eneryy stored in the capacitor between 0 and 1 s,
whereas the second integral represents the
energy returned, or delivered, by the capacilor in
the interval 1 s to co :

t r  t t  , l r
I  t a r  =  , 8 t  d t  : 4 i l : 4 p I .

, , 0  J 0  l 0

8

rG)

Figure 5.11 .A The variabt€s x,, i, p, and ?o ve6us, for
Exanple 6.4.

z'(v)

2
I
0
1
z

rG)

p @w)

/N tF  -  2 r , - l J  lN

I  e a, = , r-8c " ')dt = (-8) i l  = -a /,J
J  , I t  z  l l

The voltage applied to the capacitor rctums to
zero as time inoeases without limit, so the energy
returned by this ideal capacitor must equal the
eneigy storcd.

rG)

!@!| Finding ,tl, p and ?, Induced by a Triangular current Pulse for a capacitor

I An uncharged 0.2 /,F capacitor is ddven by a tlian- Solution
I gular current pulse. The current pulse is desciibed by

I t n , < o; 4 Fll i 
== 

?':r;iii"D 
arr are zero'

|  , . .  -  J  s 0 0 0 / A .  0 .  r - 2 0 s s :
|  

" " -  
l o . . z  -  s o o o , a ,  2 0 < r  < 4 0 p s ;  o = 5 x 1 0 6  l 1 s o r n l a r + 0 = 1 2 . 5 x 1 0 e r ' � v ,|  |  J o 'I  t o  r  -  4 o p s  

p  . , i  0 2 5  l o r r l ' w '
I  a) Deri !e lhe er"ression. for the capaci lor vol lage.

I Wwer, ana enereV for each of the four time rnter- w:1Ctl = 15.625 < 101'�14J.
I vals needed to descdbe the current.

I 
b) .P]glt: ilflr"l y lersus 

I Aligo the plots as spec- For 20ps < , < 40 ps,
I 

Ineo rn rne prevlous exampres,

I c) Why does a voltage rcmain on the capacitor aJt er a: S x tOu / (0.2 - S000r)dr + 5.
I the current rcturns to zero? Jzo^

u (pJ)



. = lc,t,

(Notc thal 5 V is lhe voliage on the capacitor at
the end of thc prccedirg iDlerval.) Then,

| = (106r - 12.5 x 10er2 10) V.

- (62.5 x 10tr13 7.5 )< 10et, + 2.5 x 105r - 2)w,
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t (i.t

I (,..s)

p ('nw)

500
400
300
200
100

0 r0 20 30 40 50 60
r (pt

" 0,1)

I  ( ! t

Figure 6.12 6. The variabhs i, r, p, and u versus r for
txamph 6.5.

= 05.625 x 1or'�ia 2.5 x 10qrr + 0-125 x 106t2

?  +  l o  5 ) J .

a  =  1 0 V ,

10 pJ.
1 ^

1r = 
tclr 

=

b) The excitation currcnt and the resulling voltage,
po\\,er. and cncrgy are ploned in Fig.6.12.

c) Note thal thc power is always positive for the
duralion of the cullenl pulse, which means that
encrgy is conlinuously behg stored in the capac-
itor. When the curreit returDs to zero, the stored
energy is lrapped because the ideal capacitor
oflers no means for dissipating energy lhus a
vollage remains on the capacitor after i rclurns

t (mA)

,, (v)

l0
8
6

2

0 10 20 30 ,10 50 60

obl'edive 2-Know and be able to use the eqqations for voltage, current, power, and energy in a capacitor

6,2 Thc vollage al t11e termimls ofthe 0.6 pF
capacilor showD in the figure is 0 for I < 0 and
40e rs'0mrsin 30.000t V tor t > 0. Find (a) i(0);
(b) the power delivered to the capacitor at
r = 7/80 ms; and (c) the energy stored in lhe
capacitor afi : d80 ms.

Answer: (a) 0.72A;
(b) -649.2 mw;
(c) 126.13 pt.

6.3 Thc curcnt in the capacitor ofAssessment
Problenr 6.2 is 0lbr r < 0 and 3 cos50.0001A
for r > 0. Find (a) ?)0)i (b) the ma"{imum po}'er
delivered to the capacitor at any one ilNtant of
time;and (c) the maximum energy stored in the
capacitor at any one instant of time.

Answer: (a) 100 sin 50,000t V, / > 0;
(b) 150 w;(c) 3 mJ.

0.6 pF

NOTE: Also rty Chapter Problems 6.14 aru16.t 5.
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Lt Lz L3
+ ? L  + L 2  + r 3

=i'.11<.1T*J
i

Figure 6.13 A Inductors in sedes.

Lt Lz L1
@

i(to)
1 l

i
Leq:  L1+ L2+ L3

i'g'e
(,0)

Flgure 6.14  

 

An equivatent circujt for inductors in
series canying an initialcuri€nt t(d.

Combining inductors in series >

f,.t,;

6.3 Series-Paratlel Combinations
of Inductance and Capacitance

Just as serieepaiallel combinalions of resistois can be reduced to a sinAle
equivalenl rer istor.  ser ies-paral lel  combinarion5 ot inducrors or capacir6n
car be reduced to a single inductor or capacitor. Figure 6.13 shows induc-
tors in series, Here, the inducto$ are forced to cat:ry the same curent;thus
we define only one curent for the s€ries combination. The voltage drops
across the hdividual inductors are

. d i  d i  d t
,  - t t a , .  0 z - L i  a n d  u  - t . d , .

The voltage across the series connection is

0 1 - t L t + u t  L , l ; t .

from which it should be apparent that the equivalent inductance ofseries-
connected inductors is the sum of the individual irductances. For ', induc-

(6.19)

+ ir(ro),

+ i2Gd,

+ /3(to).

If the original inductors carry an initial curtent of i(to), the equivalent
inductor carries the same initial curent. Figure 6.14 shows the equivalent
circuit for se es inductors carrlng an initial culrent.

Inductors in parallel have the same terminal voltage.In the equivalent
circuit, the current in each inductor is a function of tle terminal voltage
and the initial curent in the inductor. For the tlree inductors in pamllel
shown in Fig. 6.15, the currents for the individual inducton arc

PiguE 6.15 A Three jnductors in parattet. 1 . f
;  I  r a I

1 r

1 r
(6.20)



The current at the terminals of the tlree parallel inductors is
the inductor currents:

i = i r + i 2 + h .

Subsrituring Eq. 6.20 into Eq. 6.21 ields

6.3 Series-ParattetCombinatjonsof Inductance andCapaciiance

the sum ot

\6.?1)

201

\.r
ir(ro) + iz(ro) + 4(ro). (6.22)

I  l \  f '
- + ; - l l u d r +

. 1 r
t :  I  l l t a r +

1 1 1 1- : - + - +
L"o L, Lt Lt

Now we can interpret Eq. 6.22 in telms of a single inductor; that is,

Compadng Eq.6.23 with (6.22) yields

\6.23)

(6.24)

\6.25)

Figue 6.16 shows the equivalent circuit for the three parallel inductoE in
Fig.6.15.

The results er:pressed in Eqs. 6.24 and 6.25 can be exterded to
, hductors in pamllel:

Capacitois connected in sedes can be reduced to a single equivaletrt
capacitor. The reciprocal of tle equivalent capacitance is equal to the sum
of t]le rcciprocals of the individual capacitances.If each capacitor cades
its own initial voltage, the initial voltage on the equivalent capacitor is tle

(6.26) < Combining inductors in paratlel

(6.27) a Equivateni inductance initiaI current

;(ro) = 400) +,,G0) + 4(ro).
L = 1 +  L + !

Lcq L1 L2 L3

j(ro.) = ir(,o) + t (rJ + i(ro)
Leq

figure 6.16 A An equjvatent cjrcujt for ihree inductoE
in parattet.
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Cornbining capacitors in seri€s >

fquivatent capacitance iniiial voltage >

Co|nbining capacitors in paraltet >

algebmic sum of the initial voltages on tlle individual capacirors, Figure 6.17
and t]Ie following equations summadze these observations:

(6.28)

(6.2e)

(6.30)

We leave tlle dedvation of the equivalent circuit for sedes-connected
capacitors as an exercise. (See Prcblem 6.30.)

The equivalent capacitance of capacitors connected in parallel is sim-
ply the sum of the capacitances of the individual capacitors, as Fig. 6.18
and the follouring equation show:

Capacito$ connected in parallel must carry the same voltage. Therefore, if
fiere is an initial voltage across the origbal pamllel capacitors, this same
idtial voltage appeaN across the equivalent capacitance Ceo. The deriva-
tion of the equivalent circuit for pamllel capacitors is left ai an exercise.
(See hoblem 6.31.)

We say more about se es-parallel equivalent circuits of inductors and
capaciton in Chapter 7, where we interpret results based on their use.

l +"^i"t^s

I
T

+
q (ro)cl

c1

_ L = ! +  L + . . . * !('.q cr c c"

1,(d = ?,(d + !(h) + " + 1'"(ro)

;--r-r-
. - _), - _)-' 'T  "T
; 1 1

(a)

cea,

Ce1,=  Cr+  C2+ -  +  Cn

(b)

figure 6.18"| An equjvatent cjrcuit for capacitors connected in
palattet. (a) CapacjtoB in paratteL. (b) Ihe equivatent cncuii.

;1
l

(a) (b)

Figure 5,17 A An equivatent cjrcuittor capacitors connected in
series. (d) Ihe sedes caDacirors. (b) Tte eqriva.ent crcu r.
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objective 3-Be able to combine inductors or capacitors in series and in paral(el to form a singLe equivaLent indudor

6.4 The initial values oflr and l2 in the circldt
showl are + 3 A and 5 A, respective]y. The
voltage at the terminals ofthe paraliel induc-
torsfort  > 0is 30e "mV.

a) Il lhc parallel iDductors are replaccd by a
singic inductor', what is its irduclancc?

b) Whal is Lhe initial current and ils leference
directior in the equivalcn 1 inductor?

c) Use the equivalcnt induclor to find l(r).
d )  I  n d ;  { , 1 a n L l  r  t ) .  \ e r i r }  r r J .  r r e . o l u r ' o n .

fbr i1G), ir(,), and ,0) satisfy Kirchhofl's

An5wer: (a) ,18 mH;
(b) 2 A,|p;
(c) 0.125e 5, 2.125 A,1 > 0;
( d )  r r 0 )  =  o l e  s r +  2 . 9 4 . r  >  o ,

jy'r) = o.o25e 5' 5.025 A, r > o.

6.5 Thc currenl ai the terminals of the two capaci
lors showD is 240? "'l.A for I > 0. Thc inilial
values ofur and q are 10Vand 5V.
respectivell Calcuiate the total cncrgy trapped
in the capacitoK as r + N. (H,irij Don'lcom-
bine the capacitors in series lind thc energy
lrapped in each, and then add.)

240 mH

Answer: 20 AJ.

NOTE: ALto try Chapter Probler8 6.21,6.22,6.26, urul6.27.

6.4 t4uti l; l  inducta*se
The magnetic ijcld we considered in orn study of iiduolors in Secrion 6.1
was restricted to a single circuit. We said that induclance i! the parameter
that relatcs a voilage 1() a time-\,arying cuflcnt in the same circuit;thus,
jnductancc is nore precisely referred to as scll inductance.

We now consider the situation in which lwo circuits are linkcd by a
magnclic [e]d.In this case. the voltage induced in rhe second circuil can
bc rclaled lo the time-varying currcnl in the first circuir bv a paramcter
kno\n as nutual inductance. Thc circuil showr in Fig.6.i9 reprcscnls tlvo
magnclically coupled coils. The scll nrductances of the tr,o coils are
labeled /,1 ard lr, and the mutual inductancc is labeled M. The doublc
headed arrow adjacent to M indicates thc pair oI coits with this valuc of
mutual inducQnce.Tlis rotation is necdcd parlicularly in circ its conrrin
ing morc than oDe pair ofrnagnetically couPled coils.

The easiest way to analvze circuits conlainhg murual inducrance is 1{)
usc mesh cu ents.The problem is 1owdle the circuit equations that describe
lhe circuit in terms of thc coil currents. First, choose thc rclcrence direction
lbr each coil current. Figurc 6-20 lholvs arbitrarily sclcctcd relcrence cur-
rerls. After choosing thc rcfcrcnce directions for i and ;2. sum the voltages
around each closed path. Becausc ol lhe mutual inductance M. thcrc will be
two vollages across each coil.namcll a self-hduced voltage and a nutually

- + v V - t , _

.,o ',1 [,', i^'
Fig!ie 6.19 i. Two magneticatty coupted coiLs.

Figure 6.20 i Coitcurients tL and l2 used to describe
tlre cncuit shown in Fiq. 6.19.
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r------.d -- r. -
|  . l ' r r a  I

*Qrl.,l ["? *"
t . l

Figurc 5.21A The cjrcuit of Fig.6.20 with dotr added
toth€ coits indicating the potarity ofthe muiuatly

Dot convention for mutuatty coupl€d coits >

Dot convention for mutuatty coupted coits
(alternate) >

induced voltage. The self induced voltage is the product of the self,
inductance of the coil and the 6rs1 derivative of th€ cunent in tftat coil. The
mutually induced voltage is the pioduct of tlrc mutual inductance of the coils
and the fust derivative of the curent in the other coil. Consider the coil on
the left in Flg. 6.20 whose selJ-itrductarce has the value la. The selJ-induced
voltage adoss this coil is ar(dildt) and the mutualy hduced voltage aooss
this coit is M(di/dr). But what about the polariries of rhese rwo voltages?

Using the passive sign convention, the self-induced voltage is a voltage
drop in the direction of the curent producing the voltage. But the poladty
of the mutually induced voltage depends on the way t]le coils are wound in
relation to tte reference directior of coil clrllents. In general, showing ihe
details of mutually coupled windings is very cumbersome. Instead, we keep
track of the polarities by a method known as t}Ie ilot convention, in which a
dot is placed on one lerminal of each whding, as shown in Fig.6.21.These
dots carry the sign informatior and allow us to draw the coils schematically
rather than showing how they wrap around a core structure.

The rule for using the dot convention to determine the polarity of
mutually induced voltage can be summaized as follows:

When the reference direction for a curent enters the dotted temi-
nal ol a coil, t]le reference polarity of the voltage that it induces in
the othei coil is positive at its dotted terminal.

Or, stated alternatively,

W}len tie reference dircction for a current leaves the dotled termi-
nal of a coil, the reference pola ty of the voltage that it induces in
the other coil is negative at its dotted terminal.

For the most part, dot markings will be provided for you in the circuit
diagrams in this text. The important skill is to be able to wdte the appro-
priate circuit equations given your underctanding of mutual inductance
and the dot convention. Figu ng out where to place the polarity dots if
they are not given may be possible by examining tie physical configura,
tion of an actual circuil or by testing it in fhe laboratory. We will discuss
these procedures afrer \i'e discuss the use of dot markings.

In Fig. 6.21, the dot convention rule indicates that the reference polar-
ity for the voltage induced in coil 1 by the current i2 is negative at tie do!
ted terminal of coil 1. This loltaEe (Mdi2/dt) is a voltage dse with respecr
to 4. The voltage i duced in coil 2 by the curent ilis M dh/.Lt, ^nd its rcf-
erence polarity is positive at the dotted terminal of coil 2. This voltage is a
voltage ise in the direction of 4. Figue 6.22 sho*s t}le self- and mulually
induced voltages aooss coils 1 and 2 along with their polarity maiks.

+
M

L l

tiguru 6.22 a The s€lf and mutuattyinduced vottases appearjng
across ihe coits shown in Fig.6.21.
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Now let\ look at the sum of the voltages around each closed loop.In
Eqs.6.31and 6.32,voltage ises in the reference dircctioll ofa current are
negative:

-u "  -  i ,R ,  t  t , d "  , o ' .  - -  o ." d t d t

t,*, * t,* ,* = o.

The Procedure for Determining Dot Markings

(6.31)

\6.3?)

We shift now to two methods of determining dot markings. The first
assumes that we know the physical arangement of the two coils and the
mode of each winding in a magnetically coupled circuir. The following six
steps,applied here to Fig.6.23, determine a set ofdot markirgs:

a) Arbitradly select one terminal say, the D terminal- of one coil and
mark it with a dot.

b) Assign a current into the dotted termiml and label it rD.
c) Use the ight-hand iule1 to determine the direction of the magneric

field established by iD iruide the coupl€d coils and label this field dD.
d) Arbitrarily pick one terminal of the second coil-say, terminal A and

assign a curent into this terminal, showirg the current as iA.
e) Use the ght-hand rule to detemine t}le direction of the flux estab-

lished by ta ir ide the coupled coils and label this flux dA.
f) Compare the direcrions of the two fluxes dD and dA. If the flrlxes have

the same rcference direction, place a dot on the terminal of the second
coil where the test current (iA) enters. (In Fig. 6.23, the fluxes dD and
dA have the same reference direction, and therefore a dot goes on ter-
minal A.) If the fluxes have different reference directioni place a dot
on the teminal of the secord coil where tie test current leaves.

The relative polarities of magnetically coupled coils can also be deter-
mhed experimentally. This capability is important because in some situa-
tions, determining how the coils are wound on the core is impossible. One
experimental m€thod is to connect a dcvoltage souice, a resistor, a switch,
and a dc voltmetei to the pair oI coiiE as shown in Fig. 6.24- The shaded
box coverjng the coils implies tlat physical inspection of the coils is nol
possible.The resistorR Limits the magnitude of tie currentsuppu€d by the
dc voltage source,

The coil terminal connected to the positive terminal of tle dc source
via the switch and limiting resistor receives a polarity mark, as show, in
Fig.6.24. Wlen the switch is closed, the voltmeter deflection is observed.If
the momentary deflection is upscale, the coil teminal connected to the
positive terminal of the voltmeter receives the poladty mark. ffthe deflec-
tion is dowNcale, the coil terminal connected to the negative telmhal of
ure voltmeter ieceives the polarity mark.

Example 6.6 shows how to use the dot markings to fomulate a set of
circuit equations in a circuit containing magneticaly coupl€d coils.

-' 
s".ti*ion ot ru.uauyt taw on page 207.

Figure 6.23 A A set of coils showing a method for
d€t€rmining a set ofdot nrarkings.

Flgure 6.24 A An experimentaL setup tor deteririning

lsrel 
?)

rA.rbitrarily

(Step 1)

,l
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Finding Mesh-Current Equations for a Circuit with Magenticatty Coupted Coits

a) Write a set of mesh-crment equations that
descdbe the circuit in Eg. 6.25 in tems of the
currents i1 and ,2.

b) Verify that if there is no energy stored in tlle clr-
cuit at r - 0 and if ic = 16 - 16e-5'A, tie solu-
tions lbr i1 and i2 are

i 1  = 4 + 6 4 a 5 t - 6 8 e 4 t A ,

i2= 7 -  52a5t+ 51e4t A..

Figure 6.25  

 

The circuit for Example 6.6.

b) To check the validity of i1 and i2, we begin by
testhg 1}le initial and final values of i1 and i2. We
know by h}?ot}lesis that t1(0) = ir(0) = 0. From
the giver solutions we have

i 1 ( 0 ) = 4 + 6 4 - 6 8 = 0 ,

i , ( 0 ) = 1  5 2 + s 1  = 0 .

Now we observe that as l approaches inlinity the
source current (is) approaches a constatrt va.lue
of 16 A, and ttrerefore the magnetically coupled
coils behave as shon circuils. Hence al I - m
lhe circui l  feduces ro rhat (howo in Fg. b.26.
From Fig. 6.26 we see that at I : co the thrce
rcsistors are in pamllel aqoss the 16 A source.
The equivalent resistance is 3.75 O and thus the
voltage across the 16 A curent source is 60V It
tbllows that

4(co)
60 60
20 60

r @ = t ot(,:o):

Solution

a) Summing tle voltages around the il mesh yields

4 d  -  I 3 d t l i s  t 2 )  . 2 0 ( i  - i )  l 5 ( ;  - r " ) = 0 .

The i mesh equation is

) si,
20l i r  l , )  |  60i ,  + lb:{ / ,  i " r  8"1'  -  " .

d t -  '  d t

Note that the voltage aqoss the 4 H coil due to
the current (is - i), that is,gd(is - i)/dt,1s a
voltage drop in the d ection of tt. The voltage
induced in the 16 H coil by tle curent i1, that is,
8dtldl, is a voltage rise in tle direction of i2.

These values agree with the final values predicted
by t}Ie solutions for 4 and i2.

Finally we check the solutions by seeing if
they satisfy the differential equatiom dedved in
(a). We will leave this fhal check to the readei
via Problem 6.37.

8 H
t . )

20f,l

re u f i'-i aoo

50  20a

Figure 5.26 A lhe circuii of Lumpte 6.6 when r = co.
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0bjective 4-Use the dot convention to write mesh-current equations for mutually coupted coils

6.6 a) Wite a set of mesh-curtent equations lor
the circuit in Example 6.6 if the dot on the
4 H inductor is at the righl-hand telminal,
the referelce djrection of is is reversed,alrd
the 60 O resistor is increased ro 780 ().

b) Verify that ifthere is no energy srored in rhe
circuit at r : 0, and if is - 1.96 1.96e 4tA,

the solutions to the differential equations
derived in (a) of this Assessment ProDrem are

Ans$,er: (a) 4(dirldr) + 25ir + a(rlizlrh) 20i2
: sis s(disldt)

8(di/dt) - 20ir + 16(rli2/ dt) + 800i2
- 16(di:r/dt);

(b) vedfication.

ir = -0.,1 11.6e{' + 12€-5'A,
/2 - 0.Ul 0'1o," " ,' 5 A

NOTE: Also try Chaptet Prcblen 6.34.

6.5 A fl[oser Look at Mutual 3*duetaalee
In order to fully explain the circuit paramercr mutual inductance, and to
examine thc limilations and assunptions made in the qualitative discussion
presented in Section 6.4, wc begin with a more quanritativc descdption of
self-inductance than was prcliousiy providcd

A Review of Setf-Inductance
:lhe concept ofinductance can be traced to Michael Faraday. who did pio
neering work in this area in t]re early 1800s. Faraday postulated that a
magnelic field consists of lines of force surrounding the current-carrying
conductor. Visualize these lines of lbrce as energy storing elastjc bands
that close on themselves.As the current increases and decreases. the clas-
tic bands (that is. thc liDes of force) spread and collapse about rhe conduc-
tor. The voltage jnduced in the conductoris proportional to rhe number oI
lines that collapse into, or cut. thc conductor. This image of induced volf
age is expresscd by what is callcd Faraday s law;lnar N,

, : n ' (6.33)

where ,\ is rcferred to as thc flux linkage and is neasured in weber{urns.
Howdowegetfrom Faraday's law to the definition ofinduclaDce pre-

sented in Scction 6-1?We can begin to draw this connection using Fig.6.27 Figure 6.27 A Represeniation of a magnetjc field tink
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The lines tbreading the N tums and labeled d represent the magnetic
lin€s of foice that mal(e up the magnetic field. The shength of th€ mag'
netic field depends on the strengttr of the current, and the spatial orienta-
tion of ihe field depelds on the diection of the current. The right-hand
rule rclates the odentation of the field to the direction of the cment:
w}len the fingers of tlle right hard are rrrapped around the coil so that the
fingers point in the directior of tlle curent, tle thumb points in the direc-
tion of that potion of the magneticfield inside the coil.The flux linkage is
the product of the magnetic field (0), measured in webers (Wb), and the
number of turns linted bv the field fN\:

16.34)

(6.36)

(6.35)

where N is the number of tums on the coil, and O is ttrepermeance ofthe
space occupied by the flux. Permeance is a quantity that describes the
magnetic properties of this space, and as such, a detailed discussion ofper-
meance js outside the scope of this text. Here, we need only obsene that,
when the space containhg the flux is made up of magnetic materials (such
as iron, nickel, and cobatt), the permeance varies with the flux, giving a
nonlinear relationship between 4 and t. But when the spacecontaining the
flux is comprised of noimagnetic materialsr the permeance is constant,
giving a linear relationship between d and i. Note from Eq. 6.35 that the
flux is also propoitional to the number of tums on tle coil.

Here, we assume that the core material-the space containing the flux
is notunagnetic. Then, substituting Eqs. 6.34 and 6.35 into Eq. 6.33 yields

The magnitude of the flu\, d, is rclated to the magniiude of the coil
current by the relationship

O :  s N t ,

d^ d(No)

= N;: N;tENrl

= Nza!! _ t!!

which shows that self-inductance is propoitional 10 tlle square of the num-
ber of tums on the coil. We make use of this observation later.

The polarity of the induced voltage in tie circuit in Fig. 6.27 reflects the
reaction of the field to the cwent creating the field. For example, when i is
increasing, dt/dl is positive and o is positive. Thus energy is required to
establish the magnetic field. The product ?i gives tlre rate at which energy is
stored in the field. Wlen the field collapses, di/dt is negative, and again the
polarity of the induced voltage is in opposition to the change. As the field
collapses about the coil, energy is returned to the circuit.

Keeping in mind this furtler insight into the concept of sef-inductance,
we now turn back to mutual inductance,
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The Concept of Mutual Inductance
Figure 6.28 shows two magnetically coupled coils. You should verily that
the dot markings on the two coils agree with the direction of the coil wind-
ings and curents shown. The number of turns on each coil are N, and N".
respeclively. Coii I is energized b) a trme+arling cunenr tour.. rlai
establishes the current ir itr the Nl turns. Coil 2 is not etrergized and is
open. The coils a-re wound on a ronmagnetic core. The flux produced by
the cment il can be divided into two components, labeled du and d21.
The flu\ component d11 is tlle flux produced by ir that links only the N1
turns. The component 421is t}le flrlx produced by i1 that links the N2 turns
and the N1 tums. The tint digit in the subscript to the flux gives the coil
number, and the second digit refers to the coil current. Thus dj r is a flux
linking coil 1 and produced by a current in coil 1, whereas d2r is a flux lhk-
ing coil2 and produced by a current in coil 1.

The total flux linling coil 1 is dl, tle sum of d11 and d\:

et :  . l t  + 6* (6.37)

The flux dr and its components dx and d2r are related to the coil curent
i1 as folows:

Figure 6.28 A Two nragneticatly coupted coib.

6t = 94rir

0i : 9l�,Ni1,

(6.38)

(6.3e)

(6.40)

where 9r is the permeance of the space occupied by the flux d1, 9rr is the
permeance of the space occupied by the flux d1r, and 921 is the permeance
of t}te space occupied by the flux d21. Subsriruting Eqs. 6.38,6.39, and 6.40
into Eq. 6.37 yields the telatioNhip between the permealce of the space
occupied by the total llux dr and tle pemeances of rhe spaces occupied
by its components d11and d2r:

(6.41)9 1 = g r + @ 2 1 .

We use Faraday's 1aw to derive erpressions for r)r and o2:

,' = # = o'ry;fu : N,*@u, o,')
: N]g.11+ s^\* = *p,* = ",*

d(Nzdzt)

(6.42)

dt
= u.frg,,N,i,1

=  N , w , g , , \

and

(6.43)
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The coefficient of dt/dt i]) Eq. 6.42 is the self-inductance of coil 1. The
coefficient of dtldl in Eq. 6.43 is the mutual inductance between coils 1
and 2. Thus

\6.44)

The subscript on M specifies an irductance that relates the voltage induced
in coil2 to the curent in coil 1.

The coefficient of mutual inductance sives

di.
D 2 =  M 2 r  

d t .
(6.45)

Note that tle dot convention is used to assign the polarity rcference to ?)2
in Fig.6.28.

For the coupled coils in Fig. 6.28, exciting coil 2 from a time-varying
current source (i2) and Ieaving coil 1 open produces the circuit arrange-
ment shown h Fig. 6.29. Again, the polarity reference assigned to or is
based on the dot convention.

The total flux linking coil2 is

Figure 5.29 A The magnetkatly coupted coil5 0f
Fig. 6.28, with coit 2 exciied and coill open.

6 z : 6 z z + 4 o . (6.46)

The flux d, and its components d22 afil dD are related to the coil curent
i2 as follows:

O2 = g2N2i2,

4n : qrNzrz,

0D: grzN2i2.

\6.47)

(6.48)

\6.49)

The voltages u2 and ur afe

The coefficient of mutual inductance that relates the voltage induced
in coil 1 to the time-varying current in coil 2 is the coefficient of dizldt
in Eq.6.51:

u=ff=uZo,ft=1,ff,
,,:ff =fiw,q-l - Nfi2{to*.

Mp = N1N20p.

(6.50)

(6.51)

For nonmagnetic materials, the pemeances O12 and @r are equal, and
rherefore

MD: M2r = M.

(6.52)

(6.53)

Hence for linear circuits with just two magnetically coupled coils, attach-
ing subscripts to the coefficient ofmutual inductance is not necessary.
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Mutual Inductance in Terms of Self-Inductance
The value of mutual inductance is a furction of the seiJ-inductances. We
derive tlis relationship as follows. From Eqs.6.42 atrd 6.50,

Lr = Nlgr,

L2 = N1!t2,

respectively. From Eqs.6.54 and 6.55,

Substituting 8q.6.59 into Eq.6.58 yields

LrL2 - N?N1!trs2.

= *(,H)('.H)
Replacing the two terms involving permeances by a single
expresses Eq.6-58 in a more meaningful form:

(6.54)

(6.55)

We now use Eq.6.41 and the corresponding expression for @2 to write

L[2 = N1Ni(gr + @2)(922 + gn).

But for a linear system, O21 : 9p, so Eq. 6.57 becomes

(6.56)

(6.57)

Lr4= (N1N2s1)2(1. 
#)('. #)

i=("H)(.H)

(6.58)

consIant

tf = kzLrLz

wherc the constant t is called t}le coefficient of coupling. Ac€ording to
Eq. 6.59, 1/fr'�musr be $eater than 1, which means that ,t musr be tess than 1.
In fact, the coefficient of coupling must lie between 0 and 1, or

0 < k < 1 . (6.61)

The coefficient of coupling is 0 when the two coils have no conmon
flux; that is, when dD = drl = 0. This condition implies that 912 : 0, and
Eq. 6.59 indicates that Yle - cr', or tr : 0. If there is ro flux linkaqe
between the coils, obviously M is 0.

(6.5e)

(6.60) < Retating setf-indudances and mutuar
inductance using coupting coeffiaient
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Figur.5.30 A The circuit used io denve the basic

The coefficient of coupling is equal to 1 when 411 and 422 are 0. This
condition implies that aI the flux that finks coil 1 also links coil 2. In terms
of Eq. 6.59, gr1 = @z : 0, which obviously represents an ideal state; in
ieality, winding two coils so that tley share precisely the same flux is phys-
ica y impossible. Magnetrc matedals (such as alloys of iron, cobalt, and
nickel) create a space with high permeance and are used to establish coef-
ficients of coupling that approach unity. (We say more aboul this impor-
tant quality ofmagnetic materials in Chapter 9.)

NOTE: Assess you undeqtanding of this material b! tying Chapter
Problems 6.12 and6.43.

Energy Calculations
We conclude our first look ai mutual inductance with a discussion of the
total energy stoied in magnetically coupled coils. In doing so, we will
confirm two observations made earlier: For lirear magneric coupling,
(1\ MD: M^ = M,^nd(2) M: krZE, where 0 < t  < 1.

We use the circuit shown ir Fig. 6.30 to dedve the expression for the
total energy stored in the magtetic fields associaled $rith a pair of iinearly
coupled coils. We begin by assumirg tiat the currents ir and t2 are zero
and that this zero-current state corresponds to zero energy stored in the
coils.Then we let i1 increase from zero to some arbitrary value 1r and com-
pute the eneigy stored when ir = 1r. Because i:0, t]le total power
input into the pair of coils is ?,r4, and t}le energy stored is

I.
1 ^

W : ; L 1 I i . (6.62)

Now we hold ir constant at 11 ard increase i, from zero to some arbitrary
value 12. During this time interval, ttre voltage induced in coil 2 by il is
zero because 1r is constant. The voltage induced h coil1by i2 is M Driizldt.
Therefore. lhe powef inpul lo the pair  of  coi ls is

di.
p = I r M n ; + i 2 o 2 .

The total energy stored in the pair of coils when i2 : 12 is

d1t, = Lt.la idir

t w  t t ,  t h

J*  
o* :  

J "  
I tM ld i ,+  

J )  
L , id i , ,

w =w+ rJ,MD + tk4.
:)r ,4 +lkt1+ t ,r ,u, , . (6.63)
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If we reverse the procedure-that is, if we fkst increase 4 from zero to 12
and then inuease i1 from zero to 11-the total energy stored is

w =l,r?,1b4* r,t,u,,. 16.64)

Equations 6.63 and 6.64 express the total energy stored in a pair oI lin,
early coupled coils as a function of t}le coil curents, the selJ-inductances,
and t]le mutual inductance. Note that the only diflerence between rhese
equations is the coefficient of the cu ent product 1rI2. We use Eq. 6.63 if
i1 is established first and Eq.6.64 ifi, is estabtished first.

When the coupling medium is linear, the total energy stored is the
same regardless ofthe order used to establish lr and 12. The reason is that
in a linear coupling, tlle resultant magnetic flux depends only on the final
values of 4 and i2, not on how the clllrents reached their final values. If the
resultant flux is the same, the stored energy is t}le same. Therefore, for lin-
ear coupling, M12 : Mz1. Also, because 11 arrd 12 are arbitrary values of i1
and i2, respectively, we rcpresert the coil currents by their instantaneous
values 4 and i2. Thus, at any instant of time, the total energy stored it the
couDled coils is

-Ol =7,& +lr,i1+ ui,i,. (6.65)

(6.66)

(6.67)

We de ved Eq. 6.65 by assuming that both coil curents entered
polarity-marked terminals. We leave it 10 you to vedfy that, if one current
enters a polarity-marked terminal while the other leaves such a teminal,
the algebraic sign of the telm Mi1i2 reve6es Thus, in general,

*1t7 : ,\,i? + f,r,i} r ui,i,

We use Eq. 6.66 to show that M cartrtot exceed \/LJ;. The magneti-
cally coupled coils are passive elements, so the total energy stored can
never be negative. If ?r(r) can never be negative, Eq. 6.66 indicates that the
quanlrty

t - l

,L i '  )Lr i )  
-  t t | . t ,

must be greater tlan or equal to zero when it and i2 are eilher both posi-
tive or both negative. The Limitiry value of M corresponds to setting the
quantity equal to zero:

I , t * ) " a -  M i1 i 2 :0 .

To find the Limiting value of M we ^dd and subtract the telm
ilirvall2 to tle left-hand side ofEq.6.67. Doing so genetates a term that

I E;.
\!7' 

- / _  \
+ i iz\ . t /LrL2 - M 

):0.
(6.68)
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The squared lerm in Eq. 6.68 can never be negative, but it can be zero.
Thereforc u(t) > 0 only if

^/Lrt2 > M, (6.69)

which is anofter way ofsaying ihat

M  =  k ^ / L ; L ;  ( o = & < 1 ) .

We derived Eq.6.69 by assuming that 4 and i2 arc either both positiye or
both negative. However, we get the same result if il and i2 are of opposile
sigD, because in this case we obtain the limiting valuc of Mby selecting the
plus sign in Eq.6.66.

NOTE: Assess foar unde^tanding of thi,J material by tJing Chapter
Problems 6.17 and6.18.

PracticaI Perspective
Proxinity Switches
At the b€qinning of thjs chapter we jntroduced the capacitive proxjnity
swjtch. There are two fonis of this switch. The one used jn table Larnps
js based on a sinqle-electrode switch. It is Left to your jnvestigation in
Probtem 6.50. In the example her€, we considef the two-etectrode swjtch
used in elevator catl buttons.

EXA14PLE
Th€ eLevatof call button is a snrall cup into which the finger is inserted, as
shown in Fig. 6.31. The cup is nade of a metat ring eLectrode and a circutar
ptate etedrode that are insutated from each other Sometimes two concentric
rings embedd€d in insuLating ptastic are used instead. The eiectrodes are
covered with an insutating tayer to prevent direct contact with the metat.
The resutting device can be modeted as a capacitor, as shown in Fig. 6.32,

cl
.  - i - - .

Figure 5.32 ̂ 4. A capacitor modeL ofthe two-eteclrode
prcximity switch used jn etevator caLlbuttons.Figlre 6,31"'. An etevator cattbutton. G) Froni vieu (b)Side view.



Untike most capacitors, the capacitive proximjty switch permits you to
insert an object, such as a finger, between the etectrodes. Because your fin-
ger is much more conductive than the insutating covering surrounding the
etectrodes, the circuit responds as though another electrodg connected to
ground, has been added. The resutt is a three,terminal circuit containjng
three capacitors, as shown in Fig. 6.33.

The actual vatues of the capacitors in Figs. 6.32 and 6.33 are jn the
range of 10 to 50 pP, depending on the exact geometry of the switch, how
the finger is jnserted, whether the person is weadng gtoves, and so forth.
For the fotlowing problems, assume that all capacjtors have the same value
of 25 pF. Atso assume the elevator catl button is ptaced in the capacjtive
€quivatent of a vottage-divider circuit, as shown in Fjg. 6.34.

a) Catcutate the output voltage wjth no finger present.
b) Catcutate the output vottage when a finger touches the button.

Solution

a) Begin by redrawing the circujt in Fig. 6.34 with the catl button replaced
by its capacitive modet from Fig. 6.32. The resuLting circuit is shown jn
Fig. 6.35. Write the current equation at the singLe node:
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cl

tt:r-.,Tr.,-
Figure 6.33 A A circujt modeLofa capacitive
proxjmiry switch actjvated by fingert0uch.

Figure 6.34 A An elevator catlbutton cncuit.

Figure 6.35 A A modet ofthe etevaior caltbutton
cjrtujtwith no finger preseni.

" .  d(u +)  *  c.4:  o.
t1l ' dI

(6.70)

Rearrange this equation to produce a differential equation forthe output
vottage o(t):

(6.71)

C.
, { t i : -  u , ( r )  +  u (0 ) . (6.12)

The resutt in tq. 6.72 shows that the sedes capacitor circuit in Fig. 6.15
forms a voLtage dividerjust as the s€ries resistor cjrcujt djd in Chapter 3.
In both vottage-divider circuits, the output voltage does not depend on
the component vatues but onty on thejr ratio. Her€, C1 = C2 = 25 pF,
so the capacjtor ratjo is Cr/C, : 1. Thus the output voltage is

0 ( t )=0 .5 r , ( r )+ " (0 ) . (6.73)

dn _ CI dt"
d t  C r + C 2  r l t '

Finatty, integrate Eq. 6.71to find the output voLtagei

The constant term in Eq. 6.73 is due to the initiaL charge on the capacitor,
We can assume that o(0) : 0 y, because the circuit that senses the out-
put voltage etiminates the effect ofthe initiat capacjtor charge. Therefore,
the s€nsed outout voltaoe is

0(i) = 0.5,,(1). 16.74)
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b) Now we repLace the catL bltton of Fig. 6.34 with the modet of the acti-
vated switch in Fig. 6.33. The resultis shown in Fig. 6.36. Again, we cal
cutate the currents leaving the outplt node:

-  d ( u -  u s )  ^ d D  ^ d uc  
, 1 ,  

- - c ) d r - e t d - - 0 .

Reafianging to write a differential equation for ?,(r) resutts in

dD Ct du"

A: cn c. + qn'
FinatLy, sotving the differentiai equation in tq. 6.76, we see

(6.15)

(6.76)

(6.78)

r l t ) : ?,"(r) + o(0). \6.77)c 1  + c 2 + c r

If Cr = C2 = Cz = 25pF.

?'(t) = 03331'r(t) + t'(0)'

As before, the sensing circujt etiminates ?r(0), so the sensed output
voltage is

o(t) = 0.3330"(r). (6.7e)

Comparing Eqs. 6.74 and 6.79, we see that when the button is pushed,
the output is one third of the input voltage. When the b0tton is not
pushed, the output voLtage is one haLf ofthe input voLtage. Any drop in
output vottage is detected by the etevato/s control computef and utti-
mateLy resuLts in the elevator a iving at the appropriate floor.

NoTE: Assess your undestanding of this Proctical Perspective by trying Chaptel
Problens 6.49 ond 6.51,

Figure 6.36 d A modet of the ei€vator catt button cncuit when
activated by finger touch.
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Surnmary

Inductanc€ is a linear circuit parameter that relales the
voltage induced by a time-varying magreric field to the
current producing the field. (See page 188_)

Capacifance is a linear circuit pammeter that relates the
cment induced by a time-varying electric lield to the
voltage producing the field. (See page 195.)

Inductors and capacitors are passive elemenls;they can
store and release energy, but they cannot generate or
dissipate energy. (See page 188.)

The instantaDeous power al the terminals of an inductor
or capacitor can be posilive or negative, depending on
whether energy is beirg delivered to or extracted from

. does not permit an instantaneous change in its termi-

. does permit an inslantaneous change in fus teminal
voltage

. behaves as a short circuit in the presence ofaconsrant
terminal current (See pages 188-189.)

. does not permit an instantaneous change in its temi-
nal voltage

. cloes pemit an instantaneous change in ils terminal

. behaves as aII open circuil in t]re presence of a con
stant terminal voltage (See page 196.)

Equations for voltage, curent, power, and encrgy in
ideal inductors and capacitors are given in Table 6.1.

Inductors in series or in parallel can be repiaced by an
equivalenl inductor. Capacitors in series or in parallel
can be replaced by an equivalent capacitor- The equa-
tions are summaized in Table 6.2. See Section 6.3 for a
discussion on how to handle the initial conditions for
series and parallel equivaient circuits involving induc-
tols ano capacrton.

. o = i l i a , + x 1 t o ;

p : r i = C D *

w : i c f

(v)

TABLE 6.2 Equations for Series- and Pahllet-Connected
Inducto15 .nd Capacitors

and Capacitors .

, = L *

i = i J , , , a "+4 t , , 1

p : I i i - L i #

(v)

(w)

(r)

(A)

(w)

(r)

r . . : z r + l + .  + f

c e q :  c | +  c ?  +  , , ,  +  c ,

Mulual inductance, M, is the circuit parameter relating
rhc vol lage induccd in one c i rcu i t  to  a l ime-vary ing cur  .
rent in another circuil. Specifically,

dr i  J t .
r , t = L r i + M i ;

_.  , t iL  -  d i t
u)  = tu l r -  + L)  .

dt - ,lt
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where ?)1 and i1 are the voltage and cment in circuit 1,
and ?)2 and i2 are the voltage and current in circuit 2. For
coils wound on notunagnetic core<. Mp - M1] - V
(See page 210.)

. The dot conv€ntion establishes the polarity of mutually
induced voltages:

When ths reference dir€ction for a curent enters
the dotted teminal of a coil, tle reference polar-
ity of the voltage that it induces h the other coil
is positive at its dotted terminal.

Or, altematively,

When the rcference direction for a curent leaves
t]Ie dotted teminal of a coil, the refererce polar-
ity of the voltage that it induces in the other coil
is negative at its dotled teminal.

(See paee 20a.)

Probtems

the ielationship between the self-hducfance of each
winding and the mutual inductance between windhgs is

M : k^/LJ4.

The coefffcient of coupling, &, is a measure of the degiee
of magnetic coupling. By definition, 0 < I < 1. (See
page 211.)

The energy stored in magnetically coupled coils in a lin-
ear medium is related to the coil currents and induc-
tances by tlre relationship

*:LS,i i  * l , i?+ uri , .

(see paee 213.)

Secrion 6,1

6.1 The triangular current pulse shoM in Fig. P6.1 is
""" applied to a 375 mH inductor.

a) Write the expressions that desc be i(t) ill the
foul intelvals l < 0,0 = t = 25ms,25ms < l <
50ms, and t > 50 ms.

b) De ve the expressions for the inductor volt-
age, power, and energ]. Use the passive sign
convention.

Figure P6,1

fr
The current in the 4 mH inductor in Fig. P6.3 is
known to be 2.5 A for I < 0. The inductor voltage
for t > 0 is giver by the expression

Ir( t)  :  30e 3rmv, 0* <t < oo

Sketch r'.(t) and tr(,) for 0 < t < oc'.

figure P6.3

Figure P6.2

6.3

(a)

iL(.4

0 1 2 t(ns)
(b)

i (nA)

400

0 25 50 ,(m0

6.2 The voltage at the terminals of the 300 /-.H hductor
""" in Fig. P6.2(a) is shown in Fig. P6.2(b). The hductor

cu[ent i is known to be zero for I < 0,

a) Derive tlre expressions for i for t > 0.

b) Sketchtversusl loro < I  < @.

u ,@ ,1mH



The curent in a 100 /rH inductor is known to be

iL = zotel t  A Ior t>0.

a) Find the voltage aqoss the inductor for t > 0.
(Assume the passive sign convention.)

b) Find the power (in microwarts) at the rerminals
of the inductor when r : 100 ms.

c) Is the inductor absorbing or delivering powei at
100 ms?

d) Find the energy (in microjoules) srored in the
inductor at 100 ms.

e) Find t}le maximum energy (in midojoules)
slored iD rhe induclor aDd the t ime ( in micro
seconds) when it occurs.

The current in and $e voltage across a 2.5 H induc-
tor are known to be zero for t = 0. The voltage
across lhe inductof is gjren bv the graph in Fig. po.5
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6.7 a) Find the inductor curent in tle circuit in
Fig. P6.7 if t) = 250 sin 10001V, l, = 50 mH, and
(0) : -5 A.

b) Sketch r', i, p, and tl) veNus r. In makhg rhese
sketches, use the fomat used in Fig. 6.8. plot over
one complete cycle of the voltage waveform.

c) Describe tle subintervals in the lime inte al
between 0 ard 27 ms when power is being
abso$ed by the inductor. Repeat for the sub-
intervals when power is being delivered by the
inductor.

Figure P6,7

fl
6.8 The current ir a 15 mH inductor is known to be

t < 0 ;
lort > 0.
a) Derive the expression for the curent as a

function of tim; in the intenals 0 = t < 2s,
2 s  <  r <  6 s ,  6 s  <  r =  1 0 s ,  1 0 s  < ,  <  1 2 s ,
a n d 1 2 s  = t < c o .

b) For r > 0, what is the current in the ilductor
when the voltage is zero?

c) Sketchiversus,foro < t  < c.o.

figure P6.5
, (v)

i : Ale-zm, .+ A2e-3,m,A, t > 0.

The voltage affoss the inductor (passive sign con-
vention) is 60 V at I = 0.
a) Find the e4)ression for the voltage across the

inductor for r > 0.
b) Fitrd the time, greater than zero, when the power

at t]le terminals of the inductor is zero.

Assume in Problem 6.8 that the value of the voltage
asoss the inductor aff = 0is 300 V instead of 60V
a) Find the nume cal expressions for j and o for

r > 0 .

6.9

The curent in a 20 mH inductor is known ro oe
7 + (15 sin 140r - 35 cos 1zl0r)€ 20'mA for I > 0.
Assume the passive sign convention.
a) At what instant of time is tle voltage across the

ilductor maximum?
b) What is the maximum voltage?

Specify the time itrtervals when the inductor js
storing eneryy and the time intenals when the
inductor is delivedng eneryy.
Show that the total energy extracted from the
inductor is equal to t}le total energy stored.

The current in a 2 H inductor is

i  = 2 5 4 ,  t = 0 ;

i = (81 cos 51 + 82 sir sl)e-,A, I > 0.

The voltage adoss the inductor (passive sign qjn-
vention) is 100 V a 

 

: 0. Crlculate the power at the
terminals of the hductor at t = 0.5 s. State whether
the inductor is absorbing or deliverhg power.

b)

.)

6,6

6.10
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6.11 Initially there was no energy stored in the 20 H
inductor in the circuit in Fig. P6-11 when it was
placed acioss the terminals of the voltmeter. At
t = 0 the inductor was switched instantuneously to
position b where itiemainedlor 1.2 s before return-
ing instantaneously 10 position a. The d'Arsonval
voltmeter has a full-scale reading of25V and a sen-
sitivity of 1000 O/V. W}lal will the reading of the
voltmeter be at the instant the switch returns to
position a if the inertia of 1ie d'Arsonval move-
ment is negligible?

Figure P5.11

Section 6,

6.14 A 0.5pF capacitor is subjecied to a voltage pulse
having a duration of 2 s. The pulse is described by
the following equations:

(  q o t ' v .  o = 1 < 1 s ;
, . ( t ) = 1 a 0 ( 2  4 ' v ,  1 s < r < 2 s i

t 0 elsewher(.

Sketch the cuuent pulse that exists in the capacitor
duringthe2sinterval.

6.15 The rectangular-shaped current pulse shown in
End Fig- P6-15 is applied to a 0.2 IrF capacifor. The ini-

tial voltage on the capacitor is a 40 V drop in the
relerenco direction of the currert. Derive the
expression for the capacitor voltage for the time
intervals in (a)-(c).

a) 0 < t  < 100ps;

b) 100ps < t < 300l..s;

c) 300ps < r  < oo;

d) Sketch r(l) over the interval -1001.s < t<
500 ps.

Flgure P6.15

6.12 Evaluate the integral

1," o o,
for Example 6.2. Cornment on the significance oI
the result.

6.13 The expressions for voltage, power, and energy
derived in Example 6.5 involved both integntion
and manipulation of algebraic expressions. As an
engineer, you cannot accept such results on faith
alone. That is, you should develop the habit of ask-
ing yourself,"Do these results make sense in tems
of the known behavior of the c cuit ttrey porport 1I)
describe?" With tlese tloughts in mind, test the
expressions of Example 6.5 by performing the fol-
lowing checks:

a) Check the expressions to see whether the volt-
age is continuous ir passhg from one time inter-
val to the next.

b) Check the power expression in each interval by
selecting a time within the inteflal and seehg
whether it gives the same result as the corre-
sponding product of o and i. For example, test at
10 and 30 ps.

c) Check the eneryy expression within each interval
by selecting a time within the interval and seeing
whether,the- eneigy equation gives the same
rcsult as;Co'. Use 10 and 30 ps as test points.

r(/d

6.16 The voltage at the terminals of the capacitor in
Eflc Fig.6.10 is known to be

[ --ro v. r - rr:
" 

lto ro" 1m,(4 cos3000r + sin 3000r) v I > 0.

AssumeC:0 .5 / rF .
a) Find the curent in the capacitor for I < 0.
b) Fnrd tlre curent in the capacitor tbr r > 0.



c) Is there an instantanoous change in the vottage
aooss tle capacitor at I : 0?

d) Is tlere an instantaneous change in the current
in the capacitor at t = 0?

e) How much energy (in mioojoules) is stored in
the capacitor at, = co?

6,17 The curent shown in Fig. P6.17 is applied to a
6flft 0.25 pF capacitot. The idtial voltage on the capaci-

tor is zero.

a) Fird the charge on the capacitor at t = 30 ps.
b) Find the voltage on the capacitor a1 r = 50 ps.
c) How much energy is stored in the capacitor by

this culrent?

The initial qrllent ir the capacitor is 90 mA. Assume
t}Ie passive sign convention.
a) What is the initial eneigy srored ir the capacitor?
b) Evaluate the coefficients,4l and.42.
c) What is the expiession for the capacitor current?

Section 6.3

6.20 Assume tlat the initial energy stored in the induc-
tors of Fig. P6.20 is zero. Find the equivalent induc-
tance with respect to the terminals a,b.

figure P6.20

6.21 Assume that the initial energy stored in the induc-
ton of Fig. P6.21 is zero Find rhe equivalent iDduc-
tance with respect to the terminals a,b.

Flgure P5,21
12H 5 H

6.19 The voltage across the terminals

fzsv,  t
[erre 

r5m' +,42€ ]soev. I > 0 .
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of a 0.4 /r,F

1 4 H

6.18 The initial voltage on the 0.2 rlF capacitor shown in
6tre Hg. P6.18(a) is -60.6 V. The capacitor current has

the wavefom shown in Fig. P6.18(b).
a) How much energy, in miffojoules, is stored in

the capacitor at t = 250 ps?
b) Repeat (a) for t = oo.

Flgure P6.18

O.2 pF

- - -60.6V

(a)

figure P6.17

2 1 H
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The two parallel inductors in Fig. P6.22 are con-
necled across lhe terminaL of a black bo), al / - 0,
The resulting voltage u for t > 0 is known to be

1800€ m' V. It is also known that ir(o) = 4 A and
ir(0) = -16 4.

a) Replace rhe or iginal  inducror.  with an equiva-
lent inductor and find i(r) for I > 0.

b) Find ir(t) for t > 0.

c) Find i2(t) foi t > 0.

d) How much energy is delivered to the black box
in the time intenal0 < 1 < oo?

e) How much energy was initially stored in the par'
allel inductors?

f) How much energy is tiapped in ttre ideal
inductoft?

g) Show that your solutions for tr ard t, a$ee with
the answer obtained in (0.

Figure P6.22

;,oi

The thee inducton in tlle circuit in Fig. P6.23 are
conrected across the termimls of a black box at
t = 0. The resulting voltage for I > 0 is knorn to be

u. : 7250e25' Y

If tr(0) = 10 A and i(0) : -s A, ftrd

a ) , , (o ) ;
b) ',(r), r > 0;
c) i l ( r) , r  > 0;

d ) i r ( r ) , r > 0 ;

e) the initial energy stored in the three inducto$;

f) the total energy delivered to the black box;and
g) the energy tmpped in tlre ideal inductors

For the circuit shown in Fig. P6.23, how many milli-
seconds after the switch is opened is the energy
delivercd to the black box 80o/o of the total energy
delivercd?

Find t}le equivalent capacitance wit}l respect to the
terminals a,b for tlle circuit shown in Fig. P6.25.

Figure P6.25
12 p.F

622

6.23

Figurc P6.23

624

625

6.:26

18 DF

8 V

20 pF --rts-
?1PF - L

24 p.F 28 pF 5 V

2 Y

Find the equivalent capacitance with respect to the
terminals a,b for the circuit shown in Fig. P6.26.

figu|e P6.26

8 n F

30v  + 1 5 V  +
5.61F ,  / /

40 Dr
b.-

+  5 V l 0 v  +

The two series connected capacitors in Fig. P6.27
are connected to the terminals of a black box at
I = 0. The resulting current l(t) for t > 0 is known
to be 900e 15oot pA.

a) Replace 'he or igjnal  capacirors wirh an equi!d-
lent capacitor and find z"(r) for / > 0.

b) Find 01(t) for t > 0.

32H

10H,?0)l

6.n



4 5 V

1 5 V

+

c) Find r'r(r) for r > 0.
d) How much energy is delivercd ro the black box

in the time interval0 < r < oo?

e) How much energy was initially stored in the
series capacitors?

f) How much energy is trapped in the ideat
capacitors?

g) Show t]tat the solutions for or and o, agree with
the answer obtained in (1).

Figure P6.27
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d) the percentage of the initial energy stored that is
delivered to the black box| and

e) the time, in miliiseconds, it takes to deliver 5 /..J
to the black box.

6.30 Derive the equivalert circuit Ior a series connection
of ideal capaciton. Assume that each capacitor has
its o$,n initial voltage. Denote these initial voltages
as rr(r0), o2(r0), and so on. (Ht rr Sum rhe voltages
across the stdng of capacitors, recognjzing that the
series connection forces the current in cach capaci-
tor to be the same.)

6.31 Derive the equivalent circuit for a parallel connec-
tion of ideal capacitors. Assume that the initial volf
age across the paralleled capacitors is u(lo). (dir?rr
Sum the currents into th€ string of capaciton, rec-
ognizing that the parallel connection forces the
voltage across each capacitor to be the same.)

Sections 6.1-{,3

6.32 The cment ir the circuit in Fig. P6.32 is knowl to be

i, : 5043o0'(cos 60001 + 2sin60001.1mA

for / > 0+. Find ?,r(0+) and z,l0+).

Figure P6.32

6.33 At t = 0, a series connected capacitot and inductoi
are placed across the terminals of a black box, as
shown in Fig. P6.33. For r > 0, ir is known that

j, : e-30'sin 6ot A

If0c(0) = 300 V lind ", for I > 0.

tigure P6.33

6.?2 The four capacitors in the circuit jn Fig. P6.28 are con-
nected across the tenninals of a black box at 1 = 0.
The resulting current i, for a > 0 is kllown to be

it = 50e-^a' tt A.

If o"(0) : is v, t.(0) = 45 v, and z'd(o) : 40 V,
tind the following for / > 0: (a) olr, (b) ?,,0),
(c) o.(1), (d) trlr, (e) n(0, and (f) ,,(,).

Figure P6.28

6.29 For the circuit in Fig. P6.28,calculate
a) the initial eneigy stored in the capacitors;
b) the final energy stored in the capacitors;
c) the total energy delivered to the black box;

320 Q



Section 6.4

6.34 There is no energy srored in the circuit in Fig. P6.34
at the time the switch is opened.

a) Derive the dilferential equation that govems
the behavior ot 12 i f  Lr -  l0 H. L, -  40 H.
M : 5 H , a n d R d : 9 0 O .

b) show that when ie = 10;' - 10 A, t > 0, tlle
differential equation derived in (a) is satisfied
when i2 = at - 5e 225t A, t > lJ.

c) Find the expression for the voltage ?1 across the
current source.

d) what is the initial value of x'r? Does tlis make
sense in terms of known circuit behavior?

Figure P6.34

l ) , LI
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6.35 Let o. represent the voltage across the 16 H induc-
toi in the circuit in Fig. 6.25. Assume D, is positive at
thedot.AsinExample6.6, i"  = 16 - t 'n5'  O.

a) Can you find 2o without having to differentiate
the expressions for the currents? Explain.

b) Derive tle expression for r',.

c) Check your answer in (b) using the approp ate
current derivatives and inductances,

6.36 I-et Ds reFesent the voltage across the current source
in the circuit in Fig.6.25.The reference for ?,s is posi-
tive at the upper teminal of the current source.
a) Find-ts as a Iunction of time when ts = 16 -

b) wlat is the initial value of os?
c) Fitrd t])e expression for the power developed by

the current source,
d) How much power is the current source develop-

ing when I is infinite?
e) Calculate the power dissipated in each resistor

wherl t is infinite.

6.37 a) Show that the differential equations dedved in
(a) of Example 6.6canbe rearanged as follows:

di. di" di"
4; + 2sit - 8i - 2Oi2 = si. - 8 

dt:

di, di. di,
8- 20r, I  t6-i  + 80i, - t6-

dt dt dt

b) Show that the solutions for it, and 12 given in (b)
of Example 6.6 satisfy the differential equations
given in pa (a) of this problem.

6,38 The physical construction of four pairs of magneti-
caly coupled coils is shown in Fig. P6.38. (See
page 225.) Assume that the magnetic flux is con-
fined to the core material ir each structure. Show
two possible locations for the dot markings on each
pair of coils.

6.39 The polarity markings on two coils are to be deter-
mhed expeimentally. The experimental setup is
shoM in Fig. P6.39. Assume that tho terminal con-
nected to the negative termhal of tle battery has
been given a poladty mark as shown. When the
switch is close4 the dc voltmeter kicks upscale.
Where should the polarity mark be placed on the
coil connected to the voltmeter?

6.40 a) Show that the two coupled coils in Fig. P6.40 can
be replaced by a single coil having an inductance
of aab : a1 + L2 + 2M. (Hint: Express o^b as a
tunction of tab.)

b) Show that if the connections to the terminals
of the coil labeled a2 are reveNed,
Ldb = Lr + Ia 2M.

Figure P6.40
M

a5:r._._ri'^_'b

rigure P6.39



rigure P6.38

6.41 a)

0) G)

Show that the two magneticaly coupled coits in
Fig. P6.41 can be feplaced by a single coi t  having
a.n inductance of

Pmblems 225

(d)

Show that if the magnetic polarity of coil 2 is
reversed, then

b)

Lrlo - M'
hlo M2

L r +  L 2  2 M
L r +  L 2 + 2 M

(Airi Let it and i2 be clockwise mesh curents in
the left and dght "whdows" of Fig. P6.41, respec-
tively. Sum t]te voltages around the two meshes.
In mesh 1 let ?,ab be t})e unspecified applied volt-
age. Solve for d4/dt as a function of oab.)

Fi$re P6.41
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S€.tion 6.5

6,42 TWo magnetically coupled coils are wound on a
nonmagnetic core. The se[-inductance of coil 1 is
250mH,the mutual inductance is 100 mH, the coef
ficient of coupling is 0.5, ard tlle physical structure
ofthe coils is such that 91r = 922.
a) Find 12 and the turns ratio N/N2.

b) If Nr = 1000, what is the value ofgr and 0r?

6.43 The self-inductances of two magnetically coupled
coils are l,r = 400 riH and 12 : 900 &H. The cou-
pling medium is nonmagnetic. If coil t has 250 tums
and coil 2 has 500 tums, find 9x and 921 (in
nanowebers per ampere) when lie coefficient of
coupling is 0.75.

tance between the coils is 19.5 mlL

a) What is the coefficient of coupling?
b) For these two coils, what is the largest value that

,14 can have?

c) Assume that the physical structure of these cou-
pled coils is such that Or : 92. What is the turns
ratio N/N, if Nl is the number of tums on the
52 mH coil?

6.45 The self-inductances of two magtetically coupled
coils are 288 mH and 162 InH, respectively. The
2B8 mH coil has 1000 tums, and the coefficient of
coupling between the coils is Z. The coupling
medium is nonmaglelic. When coil 1 is excited with
coil2 open,the fluxlinking only coil 1 is 0.5 as large
as the flux linkhg coil 2.

a) How many turff does coil2 have?

b) What is the value of 02 in nanowebers per

c) What is the value of 9n in nanowebers per
ampere?

d) What is the ratio (drxldrr?

6,46 a) Starting with Eq.6.59, show Orat the coefficient
of coupling can also be expressed as

b) On the basis of the fracnons 62\/6r and. OdQ,
explain why k is less than 1.0.

The self-inductances of thl3 coils in Fig. 6.30 are
L1 : 25 mH and L2 : 100 mH. If the coefficient of
coupling is 0.8, calculate the energy stored in the
system in millijoules when (a) t1 : 10 A, 4 : 15 A:
( b )  i 1  :  1 0 A ,  i =  1 5 A ;  ( c )  t r  =  - 1 0 A ,
'2 = 15 A; and (d) t1 = 10 A, i2 : -15 A.

The coefficient of coupling in Prcblem 6.47 is
increased to 1.0.

a) If ,r equals 1 0 A, what value of i results ir zero
stored energy?

b) Is there any physically realizable value oft2 that
can make the stored energy negative?

Sections 6.1-6.5

divider circuit, as shown in Fig. P6.49. Calculate tlre
output voltage o(t) when a finger is present.

Figuru P6.49

6.47

6.48

6.,14 Two magnetically coupled coils have self-inductances 6.49 Rework the Practical Penpective example, except
of 52 mH and 13 mH, respectiveryThe mutual induc pll$lf?i! that this time, put the button on the hottom of tie

t"(t)

' J(#X#) ..{-

6.50 Some lamps are made to tum on or off when the

,l$llJjhbase is touched. These use a one-tenDinal variation
of the capacitive s$itch circuit discussed in the
Practical Perspective. Figue P6.50 shows a circuit
model ol such a lamp. Calculate the change in the
voltage t'(t) when a person touches the lamp.
A(.ume al l  capacirorr are i0i l ia l ly J ischarged.

Figure P6,50
10pF Lamp Person 10 pF=ti



6.51 In the Practical Perspective example, we calcu-
pPEIifiIHLE lated the output voltage when the elevaror bufton

is the upper capacitor in a voltage divider. In
Problem 6.49, we calculated the voltage when the
button is the bottom capacitor in the divider, and
we got the same tesult! You may wonder if this
will be true for all such voltage dividers. Calculate
the voltage difference (fingerversus tro finger) Ior
the circuits in Figs. P6.51(a) and (b), which use
two identical voltage sources.

Figuc P6.51

Probtems 227

Fixed

,"(r)

""(,)

_p5 pF +

?5 pF ri^"a
; 

-f capacitor
\ E5 pF +

)(t) No finger

?,(r) Finger



7.1 The Naturat Response of an RL[itcuir p.230
7.? The Naturat Response of anRCaircuit p.236
7.3 The St€p Response of f,l and

RC Citcuits p. 24A

7.4 A Generat SoLution lor Step and NaturaL
Responses p. 248

7.5 Sequentiat Switching p- 254

7.6 Unbounded Response p. 258

7.7 The Integnting Amplifier p. 26,

1 Be able to deiermire ihe faturat fesponse of
botlr RL aid RC cncuits.

2 Be abte to determine the step rcsponse of both

3 Know how to anatyze circuits with sequentjat
swiiching.

4 B€ abt€ to analyze op amp cncujts containing
rcsistors and a sjngl€ capacitof.

228

Response of First-0rder
Rl and RC Circuits
In Chapter 6, we noted that an importanl alt bute o[ inductois
and capacitors is their ability to store energy. We are now in a
position to determine thc currcnts and voltages that alise when
cnergy is either released or acquired by an inductor or capacitor
ln response to all abrupt change in a dc voltaE:c or curent source,
In this chaptcr. we will focus on circuits that consist only of
sources, resiston, and either (but nol both) inducton or capaci'
tors. For brevity, such configurations are called lla (.esistor-

inductor) and RC (resistor-capacitor) circuits.

Our analysis of R, and RC circuits will be divided into three
phases. II1 the first phase, wc considcr the curents and voltages
that arise when stored erergy in an inductor or capacitor is sud-
denly released to a resistive network. This happcns whcn thc
inductor or capacitor is abruptly disconnected fronr its dc source.
Thus we can reduce the circrlit to one ofthe two equivalent tbrms
shown in Fig.7.1 on page 230.The curents and voltages that arise
in this configuration are leferred to as the natuml tesponse of the
circuit, to emphasize that the nature of the circuit itsclf,not cxtcr
nal sources of excitation. dotermines its behavior.

Tn tbe second phase of our analysis, we consider the cunents
and voltages that arise when energy is being acquircd by an induc-
tor or capacitor due to the sudden application of a dc voltage or
cunent source. This response is referred to as the step rcsponse.
The proccss for finding both the natural and step responses is the
same;thus.jn the third phase of our analysis, we develop a general

method that can be used to find thc response of RL and nC cjr-
cuits to any abrupt change in a dc voltage or cuflent soulce.

Figure 7.2 on page 230 shows the lour possibilities fo. the gen

eral configuration ol RZ and RC circuits. Note that when there
are no indcpendent sources in the circuit. the Th6venin voltage or
Norlon cunent is zero, and the circuit reduces to one of those
shown in Fig.7.1;that is, we have a natural-response problem.

na and RC circuits are also known as first-order circuits,
because their voltages alrd culrents are described by first ordcr
ditferential cquations. No matter how complex a cjrcuit may



PracticaI Perspective
A Fl.ashing Light Circuit
You can probably think of rnany djfferent applications that
require a flashing tight. A stitL camera used to take pictures jn
low light conditions emptoys a bright ftash of Light to ittumi-
nate the scene forjust tong enough to record the inrage on
fitm. GereralLy, the camera cannot take another pjcture untjl
the circuit that creates the ftash of Light has 'te-charged."

other applicatjons use fLashing tights as warnjfg for haz-
ards, such as tat[ antenna towers, construction sites, and
secure areas. In designing circuits to produce a flash of tight
the engineer must krow the requir€nr€nts of the apptication.
For exampte, the design engineer has to know wheth€r the
flash is controtLed manuatLy by operating a switch (as in the
case of a camela) of if the flash is to repeat itsetf automati-
catty at a predetermined rate. The engineer atso has to know if
the flashing light js a permanent fixture (as on ar antenna) or

a temporary instatlation (as at a construction sjte). Another
qr e\f ion rhat has [o be answFred'.  wherLrer a power sorrce i .
r€adiLy avaitabte.

Many ofthe cjrcuits that are used today to controlflashjng
Lights are based on €tectronic circujts that are beyond the
scope of this text. Neverthetess we can get a feel for the
thought process jnvotved in designing a fLashing tight circuit
by anatyzjng a circuit consisting of a dc voLtage source, a rests-
tor, a capacr'tor, and a lamp that is designed to discharge a
flash oftight at a criticat vottage. Such a cjrcuitis shown jn the
figure. We shatl djscuss this cjrcuit at the end ofthe chapter.

229
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Rrh

c.,r

(a) (b)

FiguE 7.t A The tu/o forms ofthe cncuits for natuGt
rcsponse. (a) Rr cncujt. (b)nrcircuit.

I l -

f l"* .j,
Y I

G)

(d)

tigure 7,2 A Four possible fi'st-order circuits.
(a) An inductor connected t0 a Th6venin equjvateni.
(b)An inductor connected to a Norion equjvatent.
k) A capacitor connected to a Th6venin equjvatent.
(d) A capacitor connect€d to a Norton equivaLent.

vrh

Yrh
Rft

appear, if it can be reduced to a Th6venir or Norton equivalent connected
to the terminals of an equivalent inductor or capacitor, it is a first-order
circuit. (Note that if multiple inductors or capacitors exist in the original
circuit, they must be intercoinected so that they can be replaced by a sin-
gle equivalent element.)

Aftei introducing tlle techniques for analyzing the natural and step
rcsponses of fi$t-order circuits, we discuss some special cases of interest.
The first is that of sequential switching, involving circuits in which switching
can take place at two or more hstants in time. Next is the unbounded
rcsponse. Finally, we anallze a useful circuit called the integrating amplifier.

7.1 The Naturat Response
of an RL Circuit

The natural response of an Ra circuit can best be desc bed in terms of the
circuit shown in Fig. 7.3. We assume that the independent current source
generates a constant curent of 1"A, and that t]re switch has been in a
closed position for a long time. We define the phrase a long time morc
accumtely later in this section. For now it means ttrat all currents and volt-
ages have rcached a constant value. Thus oDly constant, or dc, currents can
exist in the circuit just prior to t]le switch's being opened, and therefore
the inductor appears as a shot c cuit (adi/dl : 0) prior to the release of
the stored energy.

Because the inductor appears as a short circuit, the voltage across the
inductive branch is zero, and there €an be no current in either Ro or R.
Therefore, all the source current 1, appea-rs in the inductive branch.
Fhding the natuial response requires finding the voltage and curent at
the terminals of the resistor after tlle switch has been opened, that is, after
the source has been disconrected and the inductor begins releasing
energy. If we let t = 0 denote the instant when the switch is opened, the
problem becomes one offinding ?(r) and t(t) for I > 0. For t > 0, the cir,
cuit shown in Fig.7.3 reduces to tlle one showr in fig.7.4 on the next page.

Deriving the Expression for the Current
To find i(t), we use Kirchhoff's voltage Iaw to obtain an expression involv-
ing i,R, and a. Summing the voltages around the closed loop gives

t 4 n ^ r = o , (7.1)

where we uselhepassive sign corvention. Equation 7.1is known as a firs!
oider ordinaly differential equation, because it contains terms involvhg
the ordinary derivative of the unknown, that is, dy'dt. The highest order
derivative appeaing in the equation is 1;hence the telm fitst-otdet.

We can go one step fu her in descdbing this equation. The coeffi
cients in the equation, R and a, are constants; that is, ttrey are not ftrnc-
tions of either the dependent variable ior the independent variable t.Thus
ttre equation can also be described as an ordinary differcntial equation
witl constant coefficients.

t L

(b)

Figure 7.3 l' An Rt circuit.



We obtair an explicit expression for i as a function of r by integrating both
sides ofEq.7.3. Using r and I as variables of integiation yields

To solve Eq. 7.1, we divide by a, transpose rhe rerm involving i ro the
right-hand side, and then multiply both sides by a differenrial time dr. The
resutt rs

d i ,

Next,we recognize the lelrhard side ofEq.7.2 as a differertial change in
the current i, that is, di. We now divide through by j, gettitg

d i  R ,

i 
= -70, (7.3)

-,=.'8,
-4tot 17.2)  F igure 7,4 A t tp ,  , .1 ' t  s  ow- i -  t  g .  / .? .  fo .  ,  -0 .
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Figure 7.5 A The current response for the cncuit shown
jn Fjg. 7.4.

d Initial inductor current

in which i(lo) is the cu[ent coresponding to time r0, and j(1) is the current
corresponding to time t. Here, r0 = 0. Therefore, carrying out the indi-
caled integration gives

li,,'+= -:1,"'*,

' ( 0  R
(0) L"

Based on the definition ofthe natural logarithm,

17.4)

Recall from Chapter 6 that an instantaneous change of current cannot
occur in an inductor. Therefore, in the first instant after the switch has
been opened, the curent in the inductor remains unchanged.If we use 0
to denote the timejustprior to switching, and 0+ for the time immediately
Iollowing switching, then

, ( 0 - ) : ( 0 + ) = 1 0 ,

where, as in Fig. 7.1, 10 denotes the initial curent in the inductor. The initial
current ir the inductor is oriented in the same directiorl as t]re reference
direction of i. Hence Eq.7.6 becomes

(7.5)

i\t) = i\o)e tR Ltt (7.6)

i tJ \ :  r ^ "  lR /L) t (7.7) { Natural response of an nt circuit

which shows that the current starts from an initial value 10 and decreases
exponentially toward zerc as r increases. Figure 7.5 shows this response.

We derive the vollage across the rcsistor in Fig.7.4 ftom a direct appli
cation of Ohm's law:

r :  iR= IoRe-\RtL) t ,  t  >0+. (7.8)
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Note that in contrust to the expressiotr for the curent shown in Eq. 7.7,
the voltage is defined only for I > 0, not at t = 0. The reason is that a step
change occurs in the voltage at zero. Note that for r < 0, the derivative of
the current is zerq so the voltage is also zero. (This result follows hom
1 ) = L d i / d t - \ . J m u s

" ( 0 ) : 0 ,

t (0-) = 1oR,

(7.e)

(7.10)

(7.11)

where r{0+) is obtained from Eq.7.8 withr = 0+.1With this step change at
an hstant in time, the value of the voltage at 1 = 0 is unknowr. Thus we
use I > 0- in defining the rcgion of validity for these solutions.

We dedve the power dissipated in the resistor ftom any of the follow-

p = izR,

Whichever form is used,the resulting expression can be reduced to

p lzRe-2(RtL)t, t > 0+, 17.12)

The energy delivered to the rcsistor during any intenal of time after the
swilch has been opened is

-= | ,,": fo'na",,' ' ,,a,
:4fu13*1t - "u'*'",
= L*tZrt - e-2tR/Lr), t >0. ( 7 . 1 3 )

Note ftom Eq. 7.13 tlat as t becomes iniinite, the energy dissipated in the
iesistor approaches the initial energy stored in t]te inductor.

The Significance of the Time Constant
The e\pr-essions lof  j (1) ( tq 7.7i  and d 

 

tEq. 7.8) include a term ot rhe
lorm p- " "'. The coefLicienr ot l-namel]. n L determines rbe rate al
which the cwent or voltage approaches zero. The reciprocal of this ratio
is the time constsnt of the c cuit. denoted

\7.11)

t we can de6ne the er?ressio.s 0 and 0+ more fomaly. The exprcsion r(0 ) refeB to the
linit or the variable x as t +0 fron tne left. oi lron negalive tine. The expresion r(0+)
relers to the limil of ihe rariable x as r + 0 fron the right, or fton posilive tine

Time constant for Bl circuit >



Using the time-constant concept, we write the expressions for curtent,
voltage, power, and energy as
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i l t ) =  I o e a ' ,  t > 0 ,

1)( t )  = IoRe- ' /1 ,  t>0+,

p  =  I 1 R e 2 t h ,  t > 0 + ,

t -
*=  ru t^ r ,  e -o , , t .  t>0 .

The time constant is an important parametet fot firsForder circuits, so
mentioning several of its charactedstics is worthwhile. First, it is conven-
ient to fhink of the time elapsed after switching in terms of integral multi-
ples of r. thus one time constant after the inductor has begun to release
its stored eneigy to the resistor, the curent has been reduced to tl, or
apprcximately 0.37 of its initial value.

Table 7.1 gives the value of ?-t" for integal multiples of r from 1 to
10. Note that when the elapsed time exceeds five time constants, the cur-
rent is less than 1ol" of its initial value. Thus we sometimes say that five
time constants after switching has occuned, the currents and voltages
have, for most practical purposes, rcached tlle final values. For single
time-constant circuits (first-order circuits) with 1 % accuacy, the phnse a
/org dme implies that tive or more time constants have elapsed. Thus the
existence of current in the R-L circuit shown in Fig.7.1(a) is a momentary
event and is refered to as the tramient r€sponse of the circuit. The
response that exists a long time after the switching has taken place is
called the steady-state response. The phrase d long ,tne then also means
the time it takes the circuit to reach its steady-state value.

Any first-oder circuit is characterized, in part, by the value of its time
constant. If we have no method for calculating the time constant of such a
circuit (perhaps because we don't know the values of its components), we
can determine its value fmm a plot of the circuit's natural response. That's
because another important characteristic of the time constant is that it
gives the time required for the current to reach its final value if the curent
continues to change at its initial rate. To illustmLe, we evalrrate di/ dt at 0*
and assume that the cunent continues to change at this mte:

firot = -lr,: lt (7.19')

Now, if i starts as 10 and decreases at a constant rate of 1o/r amperes per
second. the exDression for i becomes

2r

3r

5r

6r
'7r

8r

9r

10t

Figure 7,6 A A g€phic jntenretatjon of the time cor
stant ofthe Rt cjrcuitshown in Fig.7.1.

(7.15)

(7.16)

\7.17)

(7.18)

11.zoJ

3.6788 x 10_1

1.3534 x 10 1

4.9'�787 x 10n

1.8316 x 10-,

6.7379 \ 10 3

2.4i88 x 10 3

9.1188 x 10+

3.3546 x 1or
1.2341 x 1or

4.5400 x 10 5

Io

Equation 7.20 indicates that i would reach its fhal value of zero in
r seconds. Figue 7.6 shows how this graphic interpretation is useful in esti.
mating tle time conslant of a circuit from a plot of its natural rcsponse.
Such a plot could be generated on an oscilloscope measuring output cur-
rcnt. Drawing the tangent to the nalural response plot at t : 0 and readhg
the value at which the tangent intersects the time axis gives the value of r.
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Calculating the natural response of
Rl circuit ts

The switch in th€ circuit shown in Fig. 7.7 has
been closed for a long time before it is opened at
t : 0. Find

a) iro) for t > 0,

b) i,(t) for t > 0*,

c) ?,o(,) for r > 0+,
d) the percentage of the total energy slored tn the

2 H inductor that is dissipated jn the 10 O resistor.

Calculating the natural response of an RL circuit can be summarized

Find the initial current,10, through the inductor.
Find the time constant o{ the circuit, r : a/F
Use Eq. 7.15, Ioe '/', to genemte t(l) from 10 and i

40f)

b) We find the current in the 40 O resistor most
easily by using current division;lhat is,

10
'" '"10 

+ 40

Note that this er?ression is valid for I > 0*
because jo = 0att:0 . The inductor behaves as
a shor circuit prior to the s$ritch behg opened,
producing ar instantaleous change in the cufent
i". Then,

t , ( r ) =  - 4 d 5 r A ,  r > 0 * .

c) We find the voltage r, by direct application of
Ohm's law:

D.(t) = 40i": -160e 5'v, r > 0'.

d) The power dissipated in the 10 O resistor ls

,?
D N ' u r =  ? -  2 5 b 0 f  l 0 W .  / ' 0 '

t ( l

The total energy dissipated in the 10 O resistor is

/ -
u )  ̂ " ( t \ :  I  2 5 o 0 P r u ' d l  :  - 2 5 b 1 .

.lo

The initial energy stored in the 2 H inductor rs

l _ 1
ru(O) = -Zi ' (0): : (2)(4n0) = 40uJ.

Therefore the percentage oI energy dissipated in
the 10 O resistor is

ffirroot = o.to..

1.
2.
3.

A other calculations of interest follow ftom knowing i(1).
Examples 7.1 and 7.2 illustrate the numerical calculatioN associated with
the natuml response ofan Rt circuit.

Determining the Natural Response of an il Circuit

2 Q

) ' "
0 .1o  , i , l 2 H 1 0 0

Figure 7.7 4 The circuiifor Exampte 7.1.

Solution

a) The switch has been closed for a long time p or
to r :0, so we know the voltage across the
inductor must be zero at r : 0 . Therefore the
initial cuirent in the inductor is 20 A at r = 0 .
Hence, iz(O-) also is 20 A. because an instanta-
neou. change in rbe cuffenr cannot occuf iD an
inductor. We replace the resisrive circuit con-
nected to the terminals of the inductor wu a
single resistor of 10 ():

R . q = 2 + ( 4 0  1 0 ) = 1 0 O .

The time constant of the c cuit is I/Rcq, or 0.2 s,
giving the expression for the inductor current as

,r(r)  -  20e-5,A, r>0.
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Determining the Natural Response of an Bl. Ci]cuit with Parallel Inducto]s

In the circuit shown in Fig. 7.8, the initial currents in
inducto$ 1,1 and Z2 have been established by
sources not shown.The switch is opened at I = 0.

a) Find i1, i2, and ir for I > 0.
b) Calculate the inilial erergy stored in the paiallel

c) Determine how nuch energy is stored in tl]e
inductorsast+co.

d) Sbow thar $e roral  energy del ivefed ro lhe re. is-
tive network equals the dilference between the
results obtained in (b) and (c).

Solution

a) The key to finding curents ir, i2, and i3 lies in
knowing the voltage o(t). We can easily find o(r)
if we reduce the circuit shown in Fig. 7.8 to the
equivalent folm shown in Fig. 7.9. The parallel
inductors simplify to an equivalent inductance of
4 H. carrying an i0i l ia l  current of  l2 A.The resi*
tive network reduces to a single rcsistance of
8 O. Hence the initial value of i0) is 12 A and
rhe l ime conslanr is 4/8. or n.5 s.  Iherelore

i ( t )  = 1 2 e ) 1 A ,  t > 0 .

Now z'(l) is simply tlle prcduct 81, so

.,( t )  = 96e2'Y, t>o+.

The circuit shows that o(l) : 0 at t = 0 , so the
expression for D(r) is valid for r > 0*. After
obtaining o(,), we can calculate i1, i, and 4:

1 I l
i ,  =:  I  96e2'dr -  8'  : J o

= 1 . 6 - 9 . 6 e 2 A ,  t > 0 ,

: 7.6 2.4e2' A, t > 0,

i , :  - -  =  5 . 7 o P  z  A .  / > 0 + .

Nole that the expressions for the inductor cunents
it and ,2 are valid lor r > 0, whereas the expres-
sion for the resistor curent i3 is valid for t > 0*.

,o1 8()

tisure 7.9  

 

A simptification ofthe circuit shown jn Fig. 7.8.

b) The ini t ia l  energ) srored in rhe induclor( h
1 1

d: -(5X6a) + -(20)(16) :320J.

c ) A s  t + c o ,  j 1 ' 1 . 6 A  a n d  i 2 -  1 . 6 A .
Thereforc, a long time after the switch has been
opened, the energy stored in the two inductors is

t _ t -
d  ^ ( 5 X l . o )  - : ( 2 0 X  l . o l  J 2 J .

d) we obtain lbe toral  energy del ivered lo the resis-
rive network by integrating the expression for
lhe ioslcnraneous power from Tero lo inf inir) :

/.m
u:: I pdt: I 1rs2e4,dt

,ln .la

"-4t )"
= 1152: , l  :  288 J.- +  l n

This result is the dillerence between the initially
stored eneryy (320 J) and the energy trapped in
the paftllel induclors (32 J). The equivalent
inductor for the parallel inductorc (which pre-
dicts the terminal behavior of the parallel com-
bination) has an initial energy of 288 J; that is,
the energy stored in the equivalent inductor rep-
resents the amount of energy that will be deliv-
ered to the rcsistive netwoik at the terminals of
the original inductors.

10r)

i , : j � l ' s a " ^ a ' , t

4 { }

L1 (5H)
lo I
r2QoH) 

1

r = 0
40{)) , r rn 

" l

Figurc 7.8 A The cncuit for Examph 7.2.
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objective 1-Be able to determine the naturaL response of

7.1 The swirch in thc circuil shorvn has been closed
for a lo g time and is opened at t - 0.

a) Calcular.3 the initial value of;.

b) Calculare the inirial cncrgv slored in the

c) w}lal is the time corstant of the circuit lbr
t > 0 ' l

d) Wlat is thc nunericat expression for ;0) for

e) What percentage of the initial energy stored
has been dissipated in the 2 r) resislor 5 ms
afler the switch has been opcned?

both [l and RC circuits

Answer: (a) -12.5 Ar
(b) 62s nJ;
(c) a nis:

(d) -12.5a1sorA. r > 0r
(e) e1.8o/..

7,2 At r : 0, the s*itch in the circuit shown noves
instantaneously from posilion a to posilion b.

a) Calculate ,. for t > 0'.

b) What percentage of the initial cncrgy slored
in the inclucror is eventually dissipaled in
the ,1 O resistor'?

120V

NOTE: Also try Chapter Prabkn$7.1 7.3.

Figrre 7.10,1An fC c i rcu i i .

(a) 8c "'V. t > 0:
(b) 80%.

7 .2 l-he N*tsrraI ResBrnne
*'i' e* R{ eirer"rit

As mcntioned in Section 7.1, the natural responsc ot an RC circuil is aral,
ogous to thal ofan Rl, circuit. Consequentl],. wc don't treal lhe RC circuit
in thc sane detail as we did the nl- circuit.

The Datural response of an RC circuil is dcvcloped froD the circuit
shown in Fig.7.10.We begin b]' assuming thal lhc ss,ilch has been in posi-
tion a lbr a long time, allowilrg the loop nade up of thc dc vollage source
ys. the resistor n1. aDd the capacitor C to reach a steady stalc condilion.
Recall fionr Chapler 6 that a capacitor behaves as an opcn circuil il1 the
presencc of a constant voltage.'lhus dre voltage sourcc caniot suslaiD a
currcnt, and so lhe source voltage appears across the capacitor tenninals.
In Scction 7.3, we will discuss how thc capacitor vollage actually builds to
the sleady-state value ofthc dc voltage source, but for now the important
pojnl is that when the switch is moved from posiiioD a to position b (at
i = 0), the voltage on the capacilor is y-. Because there can be no instan-
tancous change in the voltage at the tcrminals oI a oapacitor. the problem
rcduces 1lr solving the circujt shown in Fig.7.l1.

rigurc 7,11 ;! The cir.uit shown in



Deriving the Expression for the Voltage
We can easily find tlle voltage ?(t) by thinldng in tems of node voltages.
Using the lower junction between R and C as the reference node and sum-
ming tlle curents away from the upper junction between R and C gives

Comparing Eq. 7.21 with Eq.7.1 shows that tlte same mathematical tech-
niques can be used to obtair the solutior for z(t). We leave it to you to
show that

7.2 The NaturaL Response of an nCCircuit 237

(7.21)

(7.23) < Initial capacitor vottage

(7.24) < Tine constant for BC circuit

(7.25) < Nalulal resDonse of an nc circuii

\7.22)

As we have already roted, t]le initial voltage on tle capacitor equals the
voltage source voltage %, or

where yo denotes the ioitial voltage on the capacitor.The time constant for
the nC circuit equals the product of the resistarce and capacitance,
namely,

i:rli,;#!l
Substituting Eq$ 7.23 arrd'7 .24 n\b Eq.1 .22 yields

which indicates that tle natural rcsponse of an RC circuit is an exponen-
tial decay of the initial voltage. The time constant RC governs tle mte of
decay. Figure 7.12 shows the plot of Eq. 7.25 and the $aphic interpreta-
tion of the time constant.

After determining D(l), we can easily dedve the expressions for i,p,
and 1,:

vo

Flgure 7.12  

 

The naiuraLrcsponse ofan if circuit.

c 4  *  { : 0 .

D(i)  = u(o\e1tRc, t-0.

44  =  ! !  = \ - t1 ,  ,  -  ( ) * ,

p - D i  =  2 R e - 2 ' , , .  t > O + .

:?,a,, -

17.26J

17.27)

1,(t, = ve r'

a(t) :vo

17.28)
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Catcutating the natural response of an
fC circuit >

The switch in the circuit shown in Fig.7.13 has been
in position r for a long time. At I : 0, the swltch
moves instantaneously to position y. Find

a) oc(t) for l > 0,
b) 0,(t) for r > 0*,
c) to(4 for r > 0*, and

d) the total energy dissipated in the 60 kO resistor.

Figure 7.13 A The circujt for Exampte 7.3.

Solution

a) Because the switch has been in position r for a
long time, the 0.5/rF capacitor will charge to
100 V and be positive at the upper terminal. We
can replace ttre resistive network conlected to
the capacitor at a : 0' with an equivalent resist,
ance of 80 kO. Hence the time constant of rhe
circuir is (0.5 x 10-1(80 x 1d) or 40 ms.Then,

Calculating the natural response ol an RC circuit car be summarized
as followsi

Find the initial voltage, y0, across the capacitor.
Find the time constant of the circuit, r = RC.
Use Eq.7.25, ?(t) : U& 't', to Eerleif�re 1)(1) from yo and r.

Al1 other calculations of interest follow from knowing t)0).
Examples 7.3 and 7.4 illustrate the numerical calculations associated rvith
the natural response ofan RCcircuit.

l .
2.
3.

Determining the Natural Response of an fC Circuit

b) The easiest way to find o,(r) is to note that the
resistive circuit forms a voltage divider across
the teminals of the capacitor. Thus

48 -_
, r ' )  

s;rcf l )  
-  b0. z- 'v.  r  > u .

This expression for ,"(t) is valid for / > 0+
because tro(0-) is zero. Thus we have an instanta-
neous chang€ in the voltage across the 240 kO

c) We find the current i,(t) ftom Ohm's law:

r,"(t)
i"(t\ : : e  2 5 r  m A ,  t > 0 + .

60 x 103

d) The power dissipated in the 60 kf,l tesistor is

p60ko0): t3(r)(60 x 103) - 60e-50,mw, r >

The total energy dissipated is

0-.

"c(t)  = 100e' �5 'V, /  > 0.
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Determining the Natural Response of an 8C Circuit with Series Capacitors

The initial voltages on capacitors C1 and C2 io the
circuit shown in Fig. 7.14 have been established by
sources not shown. The switch is closed at t : 0.

a) Find o(t, or(t), and o(t) for / > 0 and t(t) for
r > 0 - .

b) Calculare rbe inir ia l  energy srored in lhe capaci-
tors C1 and Cr.

c) Determine how much energy is stored in tlle
capaqlonast+oo,

+

+

24V

1'(r_)

l(4
250 ko

r ( ,

250 ko

Cl(5pF) " ( r )

c2Q0 t/F) nzl)

d) Show tlat the total energy delivered to
250kO resistor is ttre difference between
results obtained ir (b) and (c).

the
the

Figure 7.14 A The cjrcuit for E\ampte 7.4.

Solution

a) Once we know o(t), we can obtain the cunent t(t)
from Ohm's law. After determining i(l), we can
calculate q(1) and ?rr(l) because the voltage aooss
a capacitor is a function of the capacitor cunent.
To find ?0), we roplace the series-connected
capacitoN with an equrvalent capacitor. It has a
capacitance of 4 pF and is charged to a voltage of
20 V Therefore, the circuit shoM ir Fig. 7.14
reduces to the one shown in Fig. 7.15, which
reveals that the initial value of o(t is 20 V and that
the time constant of the circuit is (4)(250) x 10 r,

or 1 s. Thus the exprcssion for o(r) is

r( t)  = 20e- 'V, t>0.

The current i(t) is

, / ,1
i ( r l  = : * : 8 o e i  ! A .  / > o + .

I)U,WU

Knowing i(t), we calculate the expressions for
0(t) and or0):

r0b / '
r,(t) = --- | 80 . l0-6e "dx 4

5 ./o

- (16e-' 20) V, t > 0,

i.'6 tt
, r ( r )  =  -=  I  80  .  t o6e 'd r  +  U

.\ t . ta

=  ( 4 e . + 2 0 ) V ,  r > 0 .

Figure 7.15 A A simphfication of the ckcuitshown in Fjg.7.14.

b) The initial energy stored ir C1 is

1 -
t,j - :(5 \ 10n)(16) = a0 sJ.

The initial energy stored in C, is

w2: 
;Q0 

x 10 )(s76) = 5760 pJ.

The loral  energy srored in rhe rwo capaci lors is

&'o : 40 + 5760 : 5800 pJ.

rr+ 20V and u2+ +20V.

Ttere[ore lhe energy slored in rbe two capaci
fols is

1 ,
rr& = 

;(5 
+ 20) x 10-"(400) : 5000pJ.
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d) The total energy delivcred to the 250 kO resistor is

f- 4onu 2'
l p d !  l ^ ^ ^  r l t  -  R t . ' r u J
/ 

 

. /  r  Z) lr . (r l ru

Comparing the results oblained in (b) and (c)

800 riJ : (5800 5000) /1J.

Thc enelgy stored in the equivalcnt capacitor in
Fig.7.l5 is +(,1 x 10 6)(400), or 800 /..J. Because
this capacilor predicts the terminal bchavior of
the original series-connected capacilorsj the
encrgy slored in the equivalent capacitol is the
encrgy delivered to the 250 kO rcsislor.

objective 1-Be abte to determin€ the natural response of both nt and nC circuits

7.3 The switch in the circuit shown has been closed
for a long rime and is opened at r : 0. Find

a) the initial value of?r(/),
b) the time constant lol r > 0-
c) the numerical exptession for ?r(l) after the

switch bas been opened.
d) thc inilial energystored irl the capacitor, and
e) the length oI timc required to dissipate 75 7o

of ihe initially stored energy

7,4 The switch in the circuit shown has bee! croseo
for a long time before bejng opened at r = 0.

a) Find 1r,,(l) for r > 0.
b) Whal percentage ofthe initjal encrgy stored

in thc circuit has been dissipated after lhe
svilch has been open for 60 rns?

Answer: (a) 8e '�5' + 4e Iu v. L > 0;
(b) 81.05o/o.

50kJ)

Answen (a) 200 Y
(b) 20 ns;
(c) 200€ 5o'V, r > 0j
(d) 8 mJ;
(c) 13.86 ms.

NOTE: ALto try Chapter Prcbleft 7.21 und7.21.

7.3 The Stenl l{esponse *f ffA
ai'd fff e !rcu'its

We arc now ready to discuss thc problem of firding the currents and vol!
agcs generated in first-ordcr na or RC circuits when either dc vollage or
currenl soulces are suddcnly applied.The response of a circuit to the sud-
den application ofaconstant vollage orcurrent sourcc is referred to as the

rsv )r, ' 'uloo*,



step rcsponse of ttre circuit. In presenting the step response, we show how
the circuit rcspotrds when energy is being stored iI) the inductor or capac-
itor. We begin with the step response of an RL circuit.

The Step Response of an nl Circuit
To begin, we modiry ttre firsrorder circuit shown in Fig. 7.2(a) by adding a
switch. We use the resulting circuit, shown in Fig. 7.16, in developing the
step iesponse of an Ra circuit. Energy storcd in the inductor at the time
the switch is closed is given in terms of a nonzero initial current i(0). The
task is 10 find t]le eeressions for the current in the c cuit and for the volt-
age across the inductor after the s$ritch has been closed. The procedure is
the same as that used in Section 7.1;we use circuit analysis to derive the
differential equation that descdbes the cftcuit in terms of the variable of
intercst, and then we use elementary calculus to solve the equation.

AJter the switch in Fig.7.16 has been closed, Kirchhoffs voltage law
rcquires that

7.3 lhe SteD ResDome offt and RC Cncuits 241

Figure 7.15 A A circujt used to ittustrate ihe step
tesponse ofa ntst-order ru cncuit.

v " : R i + L + , 11.2e)

(7.30)

\7.31)

which can be solved for the current by separating the variables t and r ard
then integrating. The first step in this approach is to solve Eq.7.29 for the
deivative di/ dtl

Next, we multiply both sides of Eq. 7.30 by a differential time dl. This step
reduc€s the leffhand side ot the equation to a differential change in the
ctrllent, Thus

R i + u "
L

a \

,  R / .  v . \
d r -  

L \ i -  R ) / l t

We now separate the variables in Eq.7.31 to get

d i  - R ,

t - t u / R )  L  " ' '

dt
, * )

v"\- ; ) 0 , ,
.h*
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Step response of & circuit >

and then integate both sides of Eq. 7.32. Using .r and y as variables for th€
intesration. we obtain

where 10 is the crment at I = O and j(t) is the curent at any t > 0.
Performing tlle integration called for in Eq.7.33 generates the exprcssion

. i(t) - (4/R) -R
n  

h l v r $  
=  

L r ' \7.34)

(7,33)

from which

Equation 7.36 indicates that after tlle switch has been closed, the cur-
rcnt hcreases exponentially from zero to a final value of y,/R. The time
constalt of the circuit. Z/R. detemines the mte of hclease. One time
constant after the switch has been closed. the cunent will have reached
approximately 6370 of its final value, or

[i(t) dx -R f .
1 , " , - , v 1 4 =  7  1 , ' t '

u , ' : \ - \ ^ " ' = o . o : z r * . 17.37)

If ihe current were to continue to increase at its initial rate. it would reach
its final value at t = 7: that is. because

di
clt

i(t) (ulR)
Io -  (W R)

(7.35)

When the initial energy in the inductor is zero, 10 is zeio. Thus Eq. 7.35

i0 =f; \^" t*ro' (7.36)

u -,,.
L

-  4 (  ' \ . , , ,
R \ , , /

(7.38)



firot
If the current were to continue to increase at this rate, the erpression for i
would be

'= l ' ' (7.40)

from which, at t = 7,

u
R . \1.41)

Equations 7.36 and ?.40 are plotted in Fig.7.1?. The values given by
Eqs.7.37 and7.41 are also shown in this figure.

The voltage across an itrductor is ady'dt, so from Eq. ?.35,for I > 0-,

the initial rate at which i(1) inoeases is

TX.

7.3 The Step Response ofRt and ffC Cjrcuits

Figure 7.17 .. The st€p response 0fthe nL circujt
shown in Fiq. 7.16 when 10 = 0.

_ u
L '

E), r"r,r,
R ) '

\7.39)

.  u L
I, R

The voltage across the inductor is zero before the switch is closed.
Equation 7.42 indicates fiat the inductor voltage jumps to I{ - 1oR at the
instant the switch is closed and then decays exponentially to zeio.

Does the value of o at t = 0* make sense? Because the initial current
is 10 and the inductor prevents an instantaneous change i[ curent, the
current is 10 in the instant after the switch has been closed. The voltage
drop aooss the resistor is 1oR, and t]le voltage impressed across the induc-
tor is the souce voltage minus t]le voltage drop, that is, ys 10R.

When the initial inductor curent is zero, Eq.7.42 sjmplifies to

= (v" - ry!.\RtL,. Q.4z)

r : Vse IRILY 17.13)

If the initial cuirent is zerq the voltage across the inductor jumps to 14. We
also expect the inductor voltage to approach zero as 1 inoeases, because the
curent in the circuit is approachhg the constant value of VJ-R. Figure 7.18
shows the plot of Eq.7.43 and the relationship between the time constant
and the initial rate at which the hductor voltage is deueasing.

If there is an initial current in the inductor, Eq. 7.35 gives the solution
for it. The algebraic sign of 10 is positive if the initial current is in ttre same
direction as i;otherwise,lo carries a negative sign. Example 7.5 illustrates
the application of Eq.7.35 to a specfic circuit.

0 ? 2 t 3 r 4 r

figure 7.18 A Inductorvottag€ ve66 tjme.
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figure 7.19 A The circuitfor Examph 7.5.

Determining the Step Response of an Rl Circuit

The switch in the c cuit shown in Fig.7.19 has been
in position a for a long time. At I = 0, the swltcn
moves from position a to position b.The switch is a
make-before-break type; that is, the connection at
position b is established before the conneclion at
position a is broken, so there is no interruption of
current through the inductor.

a) Find the expression for t0) for, > 0.
b) What is the initial volrage across the irducrorjust

after the switch has beenmoved to position b?
c) How many milliseconds after the switch has been

moved does the inductor voltage equat 24V?
d) Does this initial voltage make sense in terms or

circuit behavior?
e) Plot both t(r) and ,l(r) versus r.

b) The voltage across the induclor is
d t

7 ' = L ,

: 0.2(200e-10,)

: 4 0 e  l o ' V ,  t > 0 + .

The initial inductorvoltage is

2(0-.) = 40 V.

c) Yes; in the instant after the switch has beefl
moved to position b, the inductor sustains a cur-
rent of 8 A counterclockwise around the newly
formed closed path. This current causes a 16 V
drop across the 2 O resistor. This voltage drop
rddc ro lhe dfop acros. lhe.ource. producing a
40 V drop across the inductor.

d) We find the time at which the inductor voltage
€quals 24V by solvirg the expression

24 : 4De tol

tor t:

1 , 4 0'  :  1o - t
= 51.08 x 10 l

-  51.08 ms.

e) Figure 7.20 shows the graphs oIt0) and r,(r) ver-
sus /. Note that the instant of time when the cur
rert equals zero corresponds to the instant of
time when the inductorvoltage equalsthe source
voltage of24V as predicred by Kirchhoff,s volr-
age law

1J(v)t(A)

Solution

a) The switch has been in position a for a long time,
so the 200 mH inductor is a short circuit across
the 8 A current source. Therefore, the irductoi
carries an initial curent of 8 A. This currenr is
oriented opposite to the reference direction for i;
Jhus 10 is -8 A. w}len the switch is in posiuon D,
the final value of i will b e 24l2,or 12 A.T\e time
constaDt of the circuit is 200/2, or 100 ms.
Substituting these values into Eq.7.35 gives

r = 12 + (-8 12)€ 4'rr

= 1 2  2 0 e  t n A ,  t > 0 .

40
32
21
1(r
8

figure 7.20 .d The current and vottaqe wavetorns for

, (nt
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obj€ctive 2-Be abte to determine ihe step response of both nl' and nC circuits

7-5 Assume thal the switch in the circuit showD ro
Fig.?.19 has been in position b for a long time-
and at r = 0 ir moves 10 position a.Find
(a);(o*); (tr) z(o-); (c) r, t > 0: (d) i(r), r > 0;
and (e) ,l0), t > 0+.

\O7 f: Al,o rt Chaplrt Prohlrn' -..1.1 -.13.

We can also describe thc voltage ?J(r) across the inductor in Fig.7.16
directly, Dot jusl in lemrs ol lhe circuit current.We begin by noling thal thc
voltage across the resistor is the ditference between the source vollage
and the inductor vollage.Wc $.rite

Answer: (a) l2A:
(b) 200 v:
(c) 20 ms;
(d) -8 + 20?-' A, I >
(e) -200e so'V,I > 0 .

11.44)

$ h c r c  v  i . a c o n \ t d n r . D i r t e f e n l i r t j n !  b o t h r i d c \ u i r h  c \ t e c l  r o r i ' n e ) i e l d \

d t  R d t
(7.45)

Theq iI we mulliply each side of Eq. 7.15 by the induclalce a, wc gct an
expression for thc voltage across the inductor on the lefl hand sidc, or

(7 .46)

Putting Eq.7.46 into standard IoIm yiclds

(7.47)
d x R

(l i  R. V"
A t L L

You shouid vedly (in Problen1 7.40) that the solution to Eq.7.47 i! idcnti
cal io that given in Eq.7.42.

At this poinl, a general observation about the step response oI an
Rl, circuil is pertincnt. (This observation will prove helplul latcr.) When
we derived lhe dificrcntial equatior for the inductor currenl, we obtained
Eq.7.29.We now rcwritc Eq- 7.29 as

\1.48)

Obscrvc that Eqs.7.47 and 7.48 have Lhe same form. Specifically, each
equatcs thc sum ofthe firsi derivative oI lhe variablc and a constant times
the variable to a constant value.In Eq.7.47,thc constant on the right-haDd
side happens to be zero;hence this equation takcs on the same form as the
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Figure 7.21A A circuit used to iltustnterhe step
response of a first-oder Rr cjrcuit.

Step response of an fC circuit >

natuml rcsponse equations in Section 7.1.Ir bolh Eq.7.47 a$d,Es.7.48.
rbe consla0l mult ip ly ing lhe dependent !ar iable is the rec;procal of  tbe
time constant, that is, R/a = 1/r. We encounter a similar situation iII the
de vations for the step response of an RC circuit. In Section 7.4. we will
use these observations to develop a general approach to finding the llatu-
ral and step responses of Ra and RC circuits.

The Step Response of an nC Circuit
We can find the step response of a firsforder RC c cuit by analyziry the
circuit shown in Fig.7.21. For mathematical convenience, we choose the
Norton equivalent of the retwork comected to the equivalett capacitor.
Summing rhe cuJrenF a\ray f iom tbe lop node in Fig. r . : t  generires rhe
differcntial equation

(7.49)

(7.50)

Compadng Eq. 7.50 vrith Eq.7.48 rcveals that the form of the solution for
oc is the same as that for the curent in the inductive circuit. namelv.
Fq. 7.15. Tberelore. b) s impl) subst i t l r l ing rhe appropriare var iabtes anl
coefficients, we can wdte the solutiotr for ?c directly. The translation
requircs that 1, replace 14, C replace a, 1/R reptace R, and y0 replace 10.
We get

(7.51)

Division of Eq.7.49 by C gives

A similar derivation for the curent in the capacitor yields the differential
equation

,!; ,3 = ,"

d t  
-  

R C = V

d i l ^

dt  RC'  
' '

i - ( r . - \ \ t , ' ^ " , , - 6 . ,

\7.52)

Equation ?.52 has the same form as Eq. ?-47, hence the solution for j is
obtained by usjng the same translations used for the solution of
Eq.7.50.Thus

\7.53)

where y0 is the initial value of oc, the voltage across the capacitor.
We obtained Eqs. 7.51 and 7.53 by using a mathematical amlogy to

the solution for the step rcsponse of the inductive circuit. Let's see
whether these solutions for the RC circuit make sense in tems of known
circuit behavior. From Eq.7.51, note tlat the initial voltage affoss the
capacitor is yo, the final voltage across the capacitor is IrR, and t]te time



constant of the circuit is RC.Also note that the solution for oc is valid for
t > 0. fhese obse ations are consistent with the behavior of a capacitor
in parallel with a resistor when driven by a constant current source.

Equation 7.53 predicts that the curent in the capacitor at t - 0- is
1" - yo/R. This prediction makes sense because the capacitor voltage can-
not change hstantaneously, and therefore the initial curent in the rcsistor
is yo/R, The capacitor branch curent changes hstantaneously ftom zero
att = 0 tols - yo/R at I : 0+. The capacitor cuirent is zero at I : l)o.
Also rote that the final value of 1, = 1"R.

Example ?.6 illustrates how to use Eqs.7.51 and 7.53 to fhd the step
resDonse of a first-order RC circuit.

Determining the Step Response of an nC Circuit

The switch in t}Ie circuit shown in Fig.7.22 has been
in position 1 for a long time. At t = 0, t})e switch
moves to position 2. Find

a) 0.(t) for / > 0and

b) i"(r) for t > 0*.

Figule 7.22 A lhe circuiitor Exampte 7.6.

Solution

a) The switch has been in position 1 for a lorg time,
so the initial value of ?, is 40(60/80), or 30 V To
take advantage of Eqs.7.51 and 7.53,we find the
Norton equivalent with respect to the terminals
of the capacitor foi I > 0.To do this, we begin by
computing the open'circuit voltage, which is
given by the 75 V source divided across the
40kO and 160 kO resistors:
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The value of the Norton current source is the
ratio of the open-circuit voltage to the Th6venin
resistance, or 60/(40 x 10) : -1.5 mA. The
resul l rng Norron equivalenl c i fcui t  is sboqn in
Fig. 7.23. From Fig.'7.23, I,R = -60V and
RC:10ms. We have already noted t iat
o,(0) : 30 V, so the solution for z'. is

.t). = 60+ [30 ( 60)]rlm,

= 60 + 90e-1mrv, ,>0.

b) We write the solution for i, directly from
Eq. 7.53 by noting -that 1, = -15mA and
U/R : (30/40) x 10-r, or 0.7s mA:

io : 2.25e rmt mA, t > o+.

We check the consistency of the solutions foi o,
and L by noting that

t , ,  C? (0.25 l0 6)(-o000e r ' " ' ,
t11

= 2.25e lau mA.

Because dp.,(D-)/dt:0, the expression for i,
clearly is valid only for t > 0-.

Figlre 7.23 a The eqoivatent circuii fort > 0 forthe circuit
shown jn F jg.7.22.

vo, 160 x 103
(40 + 160) <103 

(-7s) = -60 v

Ner1, we calculate the fh6venin iesistance, as
seen to the right of the capacitor, by shoning t}le

75V source ard making sedes ard pamllel
combinatioN of tlle resistors:

RTl' : 8000 + 40,000 lL 160,000 = 40 kO
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arr

, - l
/G\ )

V* .J
G)

Figure 7.24 a Four po$jbh firt,order circuits.
{a)An jnductor connected to a Th6venin equivatent.
(b)An inductorconnected to a Nodon equivateni.
G)A capacjtor connected to a Th6venjn equivateni.
(d)A capacitor connected to a No,ton equjvahnt.

7.6 a) Find the expression for the voltagc across
the 160 kO resistor in the circuir shown m
Fig.7.22. Let this volrage be denoleu ui, anu
assume that the reference polarity for the
voltage is posjtive a1 the upper termillal of
rhe 160kf) resistor.

NOTE: Also try Chaptet Ptublems 7.50 und 7.51.

frr

b) Specify the interval of time for which the
expression obtained in (a) is valid.

Answer: (a) -60 + 72e 1t)rt yl

( b )  I  >  0 ' .

where the value ofthe constant 1( can be zero. Becausc the sources in rhe
circuit are conslant voltagcs aDd/or currcnls, the final value of .r will be
conslantl thal js, Lhe final value must satisfy Eq. 7.54, and. rvhen x reaches
its firral valuc.lhe derivative dr/dl must be zero. Hencc

7.4 A Seneral Solutiog'l for $tep
ftnd Nsturel Responses

The general approach Lo finding cither the natural response or the step
response of the first order Rl, and RC circuits sbown in Fig. 7.24 is based
on their differential equations having the sanrc lorm (compare Eq.7.48
and Eq.7.50).To generalize the solution ofthesc lour possible circuits, we
let r(r) represent the unknown quanriry,giving r(,) four possible vatues. Ir
can represent the current or voltage at the lcrminals of an inductor or rhe
current or voltage at the terminals of a capacitor. From Eqs. 7.47. 7.4tj.
7.50. aDd 7.52. wc knolv that thc differential cquarion describing any one
of rhe four circuils in Fig.7.24 rakes the fornr

\7.51)d t - ;

i/p

r, = Kr.

where.r/ represeDts the final value ofthe variable.
We soivc Eq.7.54by separatingthe variabtes, beginnil1g by solvingtor

thc first derivative:

.. (x Kr) -1x -r1)
(1.56)

In w ling Eq.7.56, we used Eq. 7.55 to subsrirute r, for Kr. We now mul
tiply both sides ofEq.7.56 by dr and divide by.r .r/ to olrtain

o '  : 1a t .

L

(b)

17.51)
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Next, we integrate Eq. 7.57. To obtair as general a solution as possible, we
use time lo as the lorqer limit and I as the upper limit. Time t0 corresponds
to the time of the switching or other change. Previously we assumed that
r0 : 0, but t}Iis change allows the switching to take place af any time.
Using & and o as slanbols of integration, we get

The importanc€ of Eq.7.59 becomes appaient if we write it out in words:

f't') a" 1' ft  r  du.
J ' 1 ' ; u - t 7  1 J "

Canying out the integiation called for in Eq.7.58 gives

the unknown the final
variable as a - value of the

function of time variable

tlre idtial
value of the -

variable

(7.58)

(7.59) < ceneral solution for natural and steo
resDonses of f[ and fC cirauits

< Calcutating the natural or step rcsponse
of Rl or nC circuits

the finaLl
vaiue of rhe 

I
variablel

x € rlne$tulrd) (7.60)

In many cases, the time of switching that is, t0 is zero,
W}len computing the step and natural rcsponses of circuits, it may

help to follow these steps:

1. Identify the va able of interest for t}le circuit.For RCcircuits,it is
most convenient to choose the capacitive voltage;for -Ra circuits,
it is best to choose t}le inductive cuffent

2. Detemine tlle initial value of the variable, which is its value at 10.
Note that if you choose capacitive voltage or inductive current as
your variable of interest, it is not recessary to distinguish berween
t : l; and I : td.2 This is because they both are continuous vari-
ables. If you choose another variable, you need to remember that
its initial value is defined at , = 16.

3. Calculate tle fhal value of the variable, which is its value as I - m.
4. Calculate the time constant for the circuit.

With these quantitieE you can use Eq. 7.60 to produce an equation
describing the variable of interest as a function of time. You can then find
equations lor other circuit variables using the circuit analysis techniques
introduced in Chapters 3 alld 4 or by rcpeating the preceding steps for the
other vadables.

Examples 7.7-7.9 illustrate how to use Eq. 7.60 to find the step
respoff e of an -RC or Rl, circuit.

'�Tne expressions r; and rf are analogous to (' and 0'. ttus r(rt) is the linit of r(r) as r + ,0
lron the left, and rG is the linit of r(t) as t - ro fron the rieh!.
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Using the General Solution Method to Find an nf Circuifs Step Response

The switch in the circuit showr in Fig.7.25 has been
in position a for a long time. At r = 0 the switch is
moved to position b.

a) What is the initial value of 0c?
b) What is the final value of 0c?
c) What is the time constant ofthe circuit when the

switch is in position b?
d) Wlat is the expression for z,c(r) when I > 0?
e) Wrat is the expression for i(r) when r > 0+?
t) How long after the switch is in position b does

the capacitor voltage equal zero?
g) Plot "c(1) and i(r) venus r.

Solution

a) The switch has been in position a for a long time,
so the capacitor looks lite an open circuit.
Thercfore the voltage acioss the capacitor is the
voltage acmss tle 60 (} resistor. From tie voltage,
divider rule, the voltage across the 60 O resistor
is a0 x [60/(60 + 20)], or 30 v As rhe refer
ence for oc is positive at the upper lerminal of
the capacitor,we have z,c(o) : 30 V.

b) After the switch has been in position b for a long
time, the capacitor will look like an open circuit
in terms of the 90 V source. Thus the final value
ofthe capacitoi voltage is + 90V.

c) The time constant is

T : R C
= (400 x 103x0.5 x 10 {)
= 0.2 s.

d) Substituting the appropriate values for z/, t'(0),
and r irto Eq.7.60 yields

0 c ( t ) = 9 0 + (  3 0  -  9 0 ) e { '
= 90 120ts'V, I > 0.

e) Here the value for r doesn't chaflge. Thus we
need to find only the initial and final values for
the curent in the capacitor. When obtaining the
initial value, we must get t}le value of t(0+),
because the currett in the capacitor can change
instantaneously. This current is equal to the cur-
rent in the iesistor, which from Ohm,s law is
[90 ( 30)]/(400 x 103) = 300 /,A. Nore that
when applying Ohm'slawwe recognized rhar the

Figure 7.25 A The circuit for Example 7.7.

capacitor voltage cannot change instantaneously.
The fiMl value of i(t) - 0, so

i 0 ) - 0 + ( 3 0 0 - 0 ) e - 5 .

= 300e-srpA, r>0+.

We could have obtahed this solution by dif-
fbrentiating tlle solution in (d) and mulriplying by
the capacitance. You may want to do so for your-
seli Note that this altemative approach to finding
r(r)  also pfedrclc lhe disconl inu ]  dl  I  = 0.

f) To find how long the switch musr be in position b
before the capacitor voltage becomes zero, we
solve the equation derived in (d) for rhe rime
when 0c(t) : 0:

,. 720
-  

9 0 '

1 ,  / 4 \, = r - \ 3 /
= 57.54 ms.

Note that when ,c = 0, i = 225pA and the
voltage drop across the 400 kO resistor is 90V

g) Figure 7.26 shows the graphs of oco) and i0)

, (i.A) t)c ry)

Figure 7.26 a The drr€nt and vottage waveforms tor
Exanrpte 7.7.

120t5r = 90 or

300
250
200
150
100
50
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Using the General Solution Method with Zero InitiaL Conditions

The switch in t]le circuit shown in Fig.7.27 has been
open for a long time. The initial charge on the
capacitor is zero. At 1 = 0, the swirch is closed. Find
the expressior for

a) i(r) for t > 0- and

b) ,0) when t > 0-.

Substituting tlese values irto Eq.7.60 genemtes

( ,  = o + ( 3  - o \ e t t 5 t n :

:3e  2oo 'mA,  i>0+ .

z'c(l) - 150 + (0 150)e '�mr

= (150 - 150e ,oo,) v, I > 0.

Hence the expression for the voltage z'(,) is

z(t) = 153 - lsOeioo' + (30x3)eioo'

: 050 6oa'�rir) v, I > 0*.

As one check on this expression, note that rt
predicts the hitial value of the voltage across
the 20 O resistor as 150 60, or 90 V The
instant t}re switch is closed, the curent in the
20 ko resisror is (7.5)(30/50), or 4.5 nA. This
curent produces a 90 V drop across the 20 kl)
resistor, confirming the value predicted by the
solutiofl,

b) To find ?,(1), we note ftom the circuit that it
equals the sum of the voltage across the capaci-
tor and the voltage across the 30 kO resistor. To
find the capacilor volrage (which is a drop in
the direcrion of the current), we note that its

30ko inirial value is zero and its final value is
(7.5)(20), or 150VThe time constant is the same
as before, or 5 ms. Therefore we use Eq. 7.60
to wnte

Figure 7.27 A The circujttor ExampLe 7.8.

(7.5X20)

SoLution

a) Because the initial voltage on the capacitor is
zero, at the instant when the switch is closed the
current in the 30 kO branch will be

(0) =

= 3 mA.

The final value of the capacitor current will be
zero because the capacitor eventually will
appear as an open circuit in terms of dc cwent.
Thus if : 0. The time constant of the circuit will
equal the product of the Th6venin resistance (as
seen ftom the capacitor) and the capacitance.
Thercfore r = (20 + 30)10'(0.1) x 10 " : 5ms.

50
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Using the General Solution Method to Find an RL Circuifs Step Response

The switch in the circuit shown in Fig.7.28 has been
open for a long time. At I : 0 the switch is closed.
Find the expression for

a) "0) when I > 0- and

b) i(t) when r > 0.

Figure 7.28 A The cjrcujtfor ExampLe 7.9.

Solution

a) The switch has been open for a long time, so the
initial current i]l th.3 inductor is 5 A, onented
lrom top to bottom. Immediately after the swrtch
closes, the current still is 5 A, and tierefore the
initial voltage across the inductor bemmes
20 5(1), or 15V The fhal value ofthe inductor
voltage is 0 V WitI the switch closed, the time

constant is 80/1, or 80 ms. we use Eq. 7.60 to
wite the expression foi 0(t):

o O = 0 + ( 1 5  o ) e ' l 3 o r r r '

: 15t12st V, I > 0+.

b) We have already noted that tlle initial value of
the inductor cuirent is 5 A. After the switch has
been closed for a loDg time, the inductor current
reaches 20/1, or 20 A. The circuit time constant is
80 mq so the expression lor i(t) is

i(t) : 20 + (s - 20)e r25t

= (20 - 15?-125,) A, r > 0.

We determine t}lal the solutions for t'(l) and i(l)
agree by noting that

:80 x 10 3[15(12.5)e 1' �5i ]

: 15e l'�r'v, r > ot.

Example 7.10 shows that Eq.7.60 can even be used lo find th€ step
response of some circuits containing magnetically coupled coils

NOTE: Assess your ande$anding of the seneral solution method b) trrng Chapter Problems 7 53 a d 7-54-
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Magnetical.ty Coupted Coils

There is no energy stored in the circuit in Fig. 7.29
at the time the switch is closed.

a) Find the solutions for i., u., ir and i2.

b) Show that the solutions obtained in (a) make
sense in terms oI known circuit behavior,

Solution

a) For the circuit in Fig.7.29, the magnetically cou-
pled coils can be replaced by a single inductor
having an inductance of

Figure 7.29 a The circuit for Exampte 7.10.

(See Problem 6.41.) It follows thal the circuit in
Fig. 7.29 can be simplified as shown in Fig.7.30.

By hypothesis Ole initial value of i, is zero.
From Fig. 7.30 we see that the final value of i.
will be 120/7.5 or 16 A. The time constant of the
circuit is 1.5/7.5 or 0.2 s.It follows directly from
Eq.7.60 that

i o = 1 6  1 6 e - s t A ,  t > 0 .

fhe voltage r,, follows from Kirchloff's
voltage law. Thus,

D.:  120 7 5i"

-  12( le-5tV. t>O+.

To find i1 and i2 we first note from
Fig.7.29 that

^air  .diz .  dir  "-diz
dt at dt /11

di d;
i :  j j

.1t .lt

follows from Fig. ?.29 tlat because
+ iz,

1.5 H

Figure 7.30,d The cjrcuitin Fjg.7.29 wjth the magneiicaLty
coupLed coits reptaced by an equivatent cojt.

Because i2(0) is zero we have

a= 
.ltj 

ale " dx

-  8 + 8 € s ' A ,  r > 0 .

Using Kircbioffs current law we get

i I : 2 4  2 4 e  s '  A ,  t  >  0 .

b) First we observe that i,(0), ir(0), and ir(0) are all
zero, which is consistent with the statement that
no energy is stored in the circuit at the instant
the switch is closed.

Next we obsene r',(0-) = 120 V, which is
consistent with the fact that i,(0) = 0.

Now we observe the solutions for ir and
4 are consistent with the solution for o, by
observing

dt dt
' t1l At

= 36oe st - 24oe sl

:  720e-sty,  t>O*,

di. di"
u - : 6 : + 1 5 : :

: '720e 5t - 600e 5l

: 120e-5tv, t > 0'

LrL2 - Ml
L r +  L 2 -  2 M

IT

n , t t - n

120 V '.3 H

Therefore
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The final values of 4 and i2 can be checked
using flux linlages. The flux linking the 3 H coil
(11) must be equal to the flux linldng the 15 H
coil (12),because

The tinal value oflr is

and the t ioal  value of i  is

n(co)

ir(oo) =

Regardless of which expression we use, we
obtain

,\1 = i2 : 24 - 24ts' Wb-tums.

Note the solution for It or 12 is consistent with
the solution for rro.

The final value of the flux linking either
coil 1 or coil 2 is 24 Wb-tums, that iE

I(co) = r,(oo) : 24 wb-tums.

The consistency between these final values
for i1 and i2 and the final value of the flux Link-
age can be seen from the expressions:

^r(co) = 3i,(@) + 6i(,.o)

= 3(A) + 6( 8) : z wb{urm,

^,(o.) : 6i1(oo) + 15ir(,tro)

= 6Qa) + E( 8) : 24 wb-tums.

It is worth noling that the final values of 11
ard i2 can only be checked via flu\ linlage
because at t : oo the two coils are ideal short
circuits. The division of curent between ideal
short circuits cannot be found from Ohm's law.

Whenever switching occuN more that once in a circuit, we have sequential
switching. For example, a single, two-position switch may be switched back
and fo ]\ or multiple switches may be opened or closed in sequerce. The
time reference for all switchings cannot be I : 0. We detemine tlle volt-
ages and cu ents generated by a switching sequence by using tle tech-
niques described prcviously in this chapter. We derive the er:pressions for
o(t) and i(, for a given position of the switch or switches and rhen use
these solutions to determine the initial conditions for the next position of
the switah or switches.

With sequential switching problems, a premium is placed on obtaining
the inilial value r0o). Recall that an)'thing but inductive curents and
capacitive voltages can change instantaneously at the time of switching.
Thus solving fi$t for itductive currents and capacitive voltages is even
more pertinent in seque ial switching problems. Drawing the circuit that
pefiains to each time irterval in such a problem is often helpful in the

Effmples 7.11 and 7.12 illustrate the analysis techniques for circuits
with sequential svritching. The fircl is a natual response problem with two
switching times, and the second is a step response problem.

', : dn'

3i1 + 6i2 Wb-turns

6i1 + 15i, Wb-tums.

NOTE: Assess your understanding of this material bt using the genersl solution method to sotve Chaptet
froDlems /.ol and /.o /.

7.5 Sequentiat Switching



The two switches in the circuit shown in Fig. 7.31
have been closed for a long time.At r - 0, switch 1
is opened. Then,35 ms later, switch 2 is opened.

a) Find ir(l) for 0 < , < 35 ms.
b) Find iz for t > 35 ms.
c) Wlat percentage of the initial energy stored in

the 150 mH inductor is dissipated in the 18 O
r€sistor?

d) Repeat (c) for the 3 O resistor.

e) Repeat (c) lor the 6 O resistor.

18()

18()

, : 3 5 m s Figure 7.33 A The cncujtshown in Fig.7.31, for 0 < r =35 ms.

Analyzing an ff Circuit that has Sequential. Switching

7.5 SequentjatSwjtchjng255

F i g u r € 7 . 3 2 ^  l t e L i ' L i . s h o w l i n - i g . 7 . l l . r o ' r '  0 .

Solution

a) For t < 0 both switches are closed, causing the
150 nH induclor ro shorr-flrcurl the l8 O resis-
toi. The equivalent circuit is shown in Eg. 7.32. We
determine the initial current in the inductor by
solving for ir(o-) ir the circuit showr in Fig.7.32.
AJter making several soutc€ transformations, we
find 4_(0-) to be 6 A. For 0 < t < 35 ms, switch 1
is open (switch 2 is closed), which disconnects the
60 V voltage souice and the 4 O and 12 O resis'
torc from the circuit. The inductor is no longer
behaving as a short circuit (because the dc source
is no longer in the circuit), so t}Ie 18 O rcsistor is
no lorger shortcircuited. The equivalent circuit is
shown in Fig.7.33. Note tlat t}le equivalent rcsist-
ance across the teminals of the inductor is the
parallel combhation of 9 O and 18 O, or 6 O.
The time constant of the circuit is (150/6) x 10 3,

or 25 ms, Theieforc the expression for ir is

b) When t :35ms, the value of the inductor

ir  = 6e rL = 1.48A

Thus, when switch 2 is opened, the circuit
rcduces to the one shown in Fig. 7.34, and the
time constant changes to (150/9) X 10-3, or
16.67 ms The expression for i. becomes

iL : 1.48e4411 oo3s) A, r > 35 ms.

Note that the exponential function is shifted in
time by 35 ms.

150mH

l, (0.035) = 1.48A

tigure 7.34 A The cjrcuitshown in Fig.7.31, for r > 35 ms.

c) The 18 O resistor is in the circuit only during the
first 35 ms of the switching sequence. During tlfs
intelval, tle voltage auoss the rcsistor is

)
u, = o.- ts:(6Pro')

tll

Figure 7.31 A The circujt for Exampte 7.11.

150 mH

4 0 3r}

\
) 6 0 v

-1i-

: 1 , 2 A  1 6ll tt.

2

150 inH

iL = 6e Nt A, 0 < , < 35 ms. = - 3 6 e N t Y ,  0 < r < 3 5 m s .
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fhe power dissipated in the 18 I) r€sistor is

. '?
D - 2 - j 2 ?  3 0  \ \ .  o  r .  i s m r .'  I t i

Henc€ the energy dissipated is

r0,035
w: I  

'72e !o 'dt
. lo

"" lo.or:

,o' lo
: 0.9(1 e{)

- 845.27 nL

The initial energy stored h the 150 mH inductor is

' r ,  :  - {0 .15 ) {36 )  =  2 .7  J :2700mJ .' )

Theretore (845.2'7 /2'700) x 100, or 31.31ol" of
the initial eneryy stored in the 150 mH inductor
is dissipated in the 18 o resistor.

d) For 0 < t < 35 ms, the voltage across the 3 O
leslstof 1s

I  u L \ . ^ .
, r ! ! = l ; l ( r )

\ r  I

1

=  1 2 e " Y .

Thefefore lhe energy dissipated in lhe I O resis
tor in the fiNt 35 ms is

/o.n"t++" *, _
u3tt - | -----dr

,n\ r

:0.6(1 ? ' �3)

- 563.51 mJ.

For t > 35 ms, the cunent iII the 3 O resistor is

ha= iL= (6e 1a)e{o('  oo3s) A.

Hence the energy dissipated in the 3 O resistor foi
I  >  3 5 m s i s

--120(r-0035) N
:  1 0 8 P  ' � 3  1 ^

r z u  l 0 0 r s

t 0 a  _ _

The total energy dissipated in the 3 O resistor is

?{)3o(otal) : 563.51 + 54.73

: 618.24 mJ.

The percentage of the initial energy stored is

6 tJ l  ) /
== lou : 22.90",".

tA t

e) Because the 6 O resistor is in series with the 3 O
resistor, the energy dissipated and the percent-
age of the initial energy stored $rillbe twice that
ofthe3Orcsistor

u6o(rotal) = 1236.48 mJ,

and the p€rcentage of the initial energy stored is
45.80%.We check these calculations by observ-
ing that

1236.48 + 618.24 + a45.27 : 2699.99 ml

and

31.31 + 22.90 + 45.80:100.010/. .

The small disqepanci€s in the summations are
the result of ioundoff errors,

[:,

fi,
i4o /, 3,tt

3(36)e2 3 e 12o\t o o35) dt



The uncharyed capacitor in the circuit showt in
Fig. 7.35 is iritialy switched to terminal a of the
throe-position switch.At t = 0, the switch is moved
to position b, where it rcmains lor 15 ms. After the
15 ms delay, the switch is moved to position c, where
it remains indefinitely.

a) Derive tle numerical expression for the voltage
across the capacitor,

b) Plot the capacilor voltage versus time.

c) When will the voltage on the capacitor equal
200 v?

Solution

a) At the instant the switch is moved 10 position b,
the initial voltage on the capacitor is zero. If tlle
switch were to remain in position b, the capacitor
would eventually charge to 400 V The time con-
stant of the circuit when the switch is in position b
is 10 m$ Therefore we can use Eq. 7.59 with
t0 : 0 to write the expression for the capacitor
vorEge:

u:400 + (0 400)e rmr

: (400 400erm) v, 0 < , < 15 ms.

Note thal. because rhe swirch remains in posi-
tion b for only 15 ms, this expression is valid or y
for t]le time interval from 0 to 15 ms. Aftcr ure
switch has beer in this position for 15 ms, the
voltage on the capacitor will be

?r(15 mt = 400 - 400e-rs : 310.75 V.

Therefore, when the switch is moved to position c,
the initial voltage on the capacitor is 310.75 V
Wit}l the switch in position c, the final value of
the capacitor volaage is zero, and the time con-
stant is 5 m$Again, we use Eq.7.59 to write the
er?ression for the capacitor voltage:

?, = 0 + (310.75 - o)€ 20r(! ools)

- 310.75?-200(r-0015) V, 15ms < r.

In wiiting the expression for o, we recognized
that lo : 15 ms and tlat this expression is valid
only for I > 15 ms.

b) Figure 7.36 shows the plot of o versus r.
c) The plot in Fig. 7.36 rcveals that the capacitor

voltage will equal 200 V at two different times:
once in the inte al between 0 and 15 ms and
once after 15 ms. We find the fiISl time by solving

2 0 0 = 4 0 0 - 4 0 0 t l m r ' ,

which yields 11 : 6.93 ms. We find the second
time by solving the expression

Figure 7.35 a lhe circujt for txampte 7.12.

200 : 31O;75e tno(t -oors)

In this case,t2 : 17.20 ms.

7.5 Sequ€ntiat Switching 257

/ :310.75 .  ao( /  od :J

Anal.yzing an Rf Circuit that has Sequentiat Switching

100 ko b

r,(v)
300

200

100

Flgure 7.35 ̂ The capacitor votiage for txampte 7.12.
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objective 3-Know how to anatyze circuits with sequential switching

7 . 7 In the circuit sho$'n. switch I has been closed
r n d  . $ i r c h  )  h ,  \ . . c n  o p c  

 

l o r  : r  l o ' r g  l i r n e .  A l
t - 0. s$,itch 1 ls opcncd.Ther l0 ms later,
switch 2 is closcd. Find

a) r.(r) for 0 < r < 0.01 s.

b) ,tJ.(/) for r = 0.01 s.

c) dre total cncrgy dissipated in the 25 kQ

d) rhe lolal energy dissipated in thc 100 ko

Answer: (a) 80.r rrrlv;

(b) 53.63e 5o1r oorr Vl
(c) 2.e1nJ;
(d) 0.2e nrJ.

NOTE: Aha iry Chapter Probl ts7.72and7.76.

S$ir(h J i I  rhe ci-cuir  .h^qn hl .  bccn op<n tul
a loDg tine, and slvirch b has bccn closed for a
long time. Slvitch a is closed at I = 0 and, after
remaining closed for 1 s.is opened agait.
Switch b is opcncd simultaneously. and both
switches renain open indcfiriitely. Delermine
l h .  e \ p f e . . i o n  f o r  l h e  r r r d u c r o r  ( L r r ( n l  /  r h , l  i .
val id when (a) 0 = I  < I  sand(tr)r  > 1s.

Answer: (a) (3 3c t '5 ' )  A,0 < ,  < 1s;
(b) (-4.8 + 5.98r r'25(/ r) A. r > I s.

7.6 i, inbcu*ti{:d RrsFs*se
A circuil response may grox'. rather lhan decay. exponentially with timc.
This ttpe of responsc. called an unbomded response. is possiblc if rhe cir
cuit contains dcpcndcn! soulces. Ir that case, the Th6vcnin cquivalenl
resistance with rcspccl10 the lerminals ofeither an inductor or acapacilor
nav be negaiivc. This negadve resistance generatcs a ncgativc tine con
stant. and thc rcsulling curerts and voltages increasc withoul limi1. Tn aD
actual circuit. thc rcsponse eventually reaches a limiting valuc whcn a
component breaks do\\n or. goes into a saturation state, prohibiling rur
ther increases in voltagc or cult'enl.

wlren we considcr unbounded responses, the concept of a tinal laluc
is confusirg. Hcncc, ralher lhan using the step responso solution gi!en in
Eq.7.59.we dcrivc lhe differential equation that describcs thc circuil con,
taining thc negalile resistance and then solvc it using the separarior of
variablcs lcchnique. Example 7.13 prcscnts an exponenlialll, growing
responsc in terms oI lhe vollage across a capacitor-

7,8

A F F r I  l f o  k ( l
2 0  0 . 8 o

b- 1

9 l l

\ r : ( l
i 3 o  2 H i i  3 o 6 0
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Finding the Unbounded Response in an Rc circuit

a) When the switch is closed in the circuit shown m
Fig. 7.37. lhe \ol lage on the capaci lor is l0 V
Find the expression for ?), for t > 0.

b) Assume that the capacitor short-cilcuits when
its terminal voltage reaches 150 V How many
milliseconds elapse before the capacitor shorG
circuits?

Figure 7.37 l Th€ crrcujt for Exampt€ 7.13.

Sotution

a) To find the Th6venin equivalent resistance with
respect to the capacitor teminals, we use the tes!
souce method described in Chapter 4- Figure 7 38
shows the {esulting circuit, where ?,r is the test
voltage ald ir is the test current. For th expressed
in volts, we obtail

.  UT  - l ) L  1 )T  ,r r :  
1 0  

-  / r 2 0 t +  
2 - m A .

Sol\ ing fof  tbe rar io ,r" / i r  y ields the f ie\enin

Rrr, : ,a = -5 kO

with this Th6veniil- resistance, we car simplify
the circuir  sho\rn in Fig.7.37 lo lhe one \hown in
Fig.7.39.

Figur€ 7.38  ̂  Tfe resr- lo i (e met fod red to f rd Rn

-5 ko

Fig!rc 7.39 l A simptjfication of the cjrcujt shown jn

f ig.7.31.

For , > 0, the ditferential equation describing
the circuit shown in Fig.7.39 is

15 1s_oyy_:g _ 3 r0_r: o.
111 5

Dividing by the coefficient of the first derivative
yields

4 ,'r,u^=o.
d t "

We now use the separation of variables technique
to find 0"(r):

q ( t ) : 1 0 e 4 u t Y ,  t  >  0 .

b) o, : 150 V when ?au' - 15. Therefore,4ot = ln 15,
and / = 67.70 ms.

NOTE: Assess yoLr understanding of thk material by trying Chapter Probkms 7 86 and 7.87.

The fact that hterconnected circuit elements may lead to ever-
hcreasing currents and voltages is impofant to engineels. If such inter:
connections are unhtended, the resulting ckcuit may experienc€
unexpected, and potentially dangerous, component failures'
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tigurc 7.40 e An imeg,aLing anplifier.

7.7 The Integrating Amplifier
Recall from the introduction to Chapter 5 tlat one reason for our interest
in t})e operational ampMier is its use as an integrating amplifier. We are
now ready to analyze an integrating-ampiifier circuit, which is shown in
Fig. 7.40. The purpose of such a circuit is to generate an output voltage
proportional to the integal of the input voltage.In Fig. 7.40, we added the
branch curents it and i,, along with the node voltages o, and o?, to aid
our analysis.

We assume tlat the operational amplifier is ideal- Thus we take
advantage of the constraints

Because u? : 0.

dD^

Hence, from Eqs. 7.61, 7 .63 , and'7 .64,

\7.61)

\7.62)

du. 1
n: R{r,,"

(7.63)

(7.64)

\7.65)

Multipling both sides of Eq.7.65 by a differential time dl and thetr inte-
grating from lo to I generates the equation

(7.66)

In Eq. 7.66, t0 represents tlle instant in time whenii'e begin the inte$ation.
Thus ?r,(to) is the value of the output voltage at that time. Also, because
bn: tp: 0, t"00) is identical to the idtial volrage on tlre feedback
caDacitor C,,

Equation 7.66 states that the ouQut voltage of an inregrating ampli-
fier equals the initial value of the voltage on the capacitor plus an inverted
(minus sign), scaled (1/&Cl) replica of tle inregral of the input voltage. ff
no energy is stored in the capacitor when integation commences, Eq.7.66

,,r d) + ?,o(10).t"'1
.R

ol0 - 1 l
nq J,"o'ot \7.67)
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If 0J is a step change ifl a dc voltage level, the output voltage will vary lin-
early with time. For example, assume tiat the input voltage is the rectan-
gular voltage pulse shown in Fig.7.41.Assume also that the initial value of
,"(1) is zero at the hstant or steps from 0 to y,. A direct application of
Eo.7.66 vields

(7.6e)

Figuie 7.42 shows a sketch of o,(t) versus r. Clearly, the output voltage is
an inverted, scaled replica oI the integal of the input voltage-

The output voltage is propo ional to the integral of the input voltage
only ifthe op amp operates within its linear range, that iE i{ it doesn't sa!
urate. Examples 7.14 and 7.15 fuitler i ustrate the analysis of the inte-
gratn€ amplfier.

Analyzing an Integrating Anplifier

Assume that the numerical values for the signal
voltage shown in Fig. 7.41 are y-:50mV and
11 : 1s. This signal voltage is applied to the
integrating-amplifier circuit sho\\.n in Fig. 7.40. The
circuit parameters of the amplifier are R" = 100 kO,
Cf = 0.1 pF, and Vcc : 6 V. The initial voltage on
the capacitor is zerc.

a) Calculate zJ,(t).

b) Plot r',0) venus ,.

Solution

a ) F o r 0 < r = 1 s ,

. "=  l - ,v^ t  +  0 ,  0<r<r , .  (7 .6s)

ar'd2t1,

#1"'"-'* - #,'*'
u^ 2u-

fi"cr 
'  

R,Cr'"
t 1 < t < 2 t r

(1oo x 10)(0.1 x 1oi)

Figure 7.42 A The outputvottage of an jniegcting

tigure 7.41 ,i, An input vothge sjgnal.W})en t Lies between 11

F o r l < t < 2 s ,

o, = (5r - 10) V.

b) Figure 7.43 sho*s a plot ofo.(t) ve^us L

= 5l V, 0 < t < 1 s .

5 0 x 1 0 3 r + 0

Figure 7.43 A The output vottage for Exampte 7.14.
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Analyzing an Integrating Amptifier that

At the instant th€ switch makes cofltact with termi-
nal a in th€ circuit shown in Fi9.7.44, the voltage on
the 0.1/rF capacitor is 5 V The switch remains at
terminal a for 9 ms and then moves instantaneously
to terminal b. How many milliseconds after making
contact with terminal b does the opemtional ampli
fier saturate?

has Sequential Switching

Thus, 9 ms after the switch makes contact with ter-
miDal a, the output voltage is 5 + 9. or 4V

The expression for the output voltage after the
switch moves to terminal b is

tigure 7.44 A The cjrcuit for Examph 7.15.

Solution
The expression foi the output voltage during
time the switch is at terminal a is

11.2 800r, : -6,

t '  = 215 ms

Thus the integrating amplifier saturates 21.5 ms
after makirg contact with terminal b.

.  I  t ,  ^ .
D ^ : 4  -  I  n d \ J'  t0 . . . / ,r ^ o.

-4  800 (1  9x10 -3 )

: (11.2 - 800' V.

During this time interval, the voltage is deoeas
ing, and the operational amplifier eventually satu
mtes at 6 V. Therefore we set the expression for oo
equal ro 6 \ lo obldin rhe raruradon rime r_

u. = -R'Ct tln"

clt \7 .70)

,": -s - ft;l'etota:,
= (-s + 1000t v.

From the examples, we see that t}le integrating amplifier can perform
the integration function very well, but oniy within specified limits that
avoid salurating the op amp. The op amp saturates due to the accumula-
tion of charge on the feedback capacitor. We can prevent it from satuat
ing by placing a rcsistor in parallel with the feedback capacitor. We
examine such a circuit in Chapter 8.

Note that we can convert the integrating amplifier to a differentiating
amplifier by interchanging the input resistance R" and the feedback capac-
itor Cr.Then

We leave the derivation of Eq.7.70 as an exercise for you. The differentiat-
ing amplifier is seldom used because in practice it is a source ofunwanted
or noisy signals,

Finally, we can desigr botl integrating- and differentiating-amplifier
circuits by using an inductor instead of a capacitor. However, fabricating
capaciton for inlegmted-circuit devices is much easier, so inductors are
rarely used in integrating amplifiers.

+  5 V

0 . 1 p F
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obiective 4-Be abte to analyze op amp circuits containing resistors and a singte capacitor

7.9 There is no energy stored in rhe capacitor at
the lime the switch in the circuit nakes contact
wilh termitul a. The switch rcnrains aL position
a lor 32 ms and then movcs jnstantaneously to
position b. How nany milliseconds after mak-
ing contact with terminal a does the op amp

7.10 a) Whcn the switch sloses in the circuir
shown. there is no energy stored in thc
capacitor. How long does it rakc to saturale
lhe op amp?

b) Repeat (a) with an initialvollage on the
capacitor of l Ypositivc at the upper
lermlnal.

t0 ko .10 ko

0.8 to

Answer: (a) 1.l1ms;
(b) 1.76 ns.A n s w e r : 2 6 2 m s -

NOTE: Aho rry Cha?@ Ptublems 7.92 and 7.93.

PracticaI Perspective
A Ftashing Light Circuit
We are now ready to anatyze the ftashjng light cjrcuitintroduced at the stat
of thjs chapt€r and shown in Fig. 7.45. The tamp jn this circuit stats to
conduct whenever the lamp voltage reaches a value y-i,. Durjng the time
the larnp conducts, it can be modeled as a resistor whose resistance is X,.
The Lamp wiL[ contjnue to corduct untiI the Lanrp voLtaqe drops to the value
y, i .  When the [amp is not conduct ing, i t  behaves as an open cjrcui t .

Before we devetop the analyticaL expressions that descrjbe the behavior
of the circuit, let us develop a feel for how the circuit works by noting the
fotlowing. Fi6t, when the lamp b€haves as an open cjrcuit, the dc voLtage
source wiL[ charge the capacitor via the resistor ,l? toward a value of14 voLts.
However, once the tamp vottage reaches y,,a,, it stats condLrctjng and the
capacitor wittstart to discharge toward the Th6venin vottage seen from th€
t€rrnjnats of the capacitor. But once the capacjtor vottage reaches the cut-
off vottage of the lanp (y",i,,), th€ Lamp wjlt act as an open circujt and the
capacitor wit[ stat to recharg€. This cycle of chargjrg and discharqing the
capacitor is summarized in the sketch shown in Fig. 7.46.

In drawing Fig. 7.46 we have choser r = 0 at th€ instant the capacitor
starts to charge. The tjrne r, represents the instant the Lamp starts to con-
duct, and r. is the end of a comptete cycte. We should aLso mention that jn

Figurc 7.45 A fla!hing tight . ,cuit.

Figlre 7.46; Lamp voLtage versus tine for the
ci fcu i t  in  f ig .  7.45.

0-2 r.F
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Egure 7.47 A The ftashing tjght circuit at t = 0,
when ihe tamp is not conducting.

Figure 7.48 A Ihe ftashjng tjght cjrcuii ai, = ro,
when the lamp is conductjng.

^^- U-it \' '  ' -  
t  -""  { '

When the [amp begins conductjng, it can be modeLed as a resistance Rz,
as seen in Fig. 7.48. In order to find the expression for the vottage drop

RL across the capacitor jn this circuit, we need to find the Th€venin equivatent
as seen by the capacitor. We leave to you to show in Problem 7.106, that
when the Lamp is conducting,

DL(.t) = vrh+ (y.* yrh)e ('-,t"

constructing Fig. 7.46 we have assumed the circuit has reached the repeti
tive stage of its operation. 0ur desjgn of the ftashing tjght circuit requires
we deveLop the equation for r'r(t) as a functjon of V-*, y.,i., %, R, C, and
R, for the intervats 0 to t, and t, to t".

To begin the anaLysis, we assume that the circuit has been in operation
for a long time. Let t : 0 at the jnstant when the Lamp stops conducting.
Thus, at / = 0, the tamp js modeled as an open circuit, and the voLtage drop
across the tamp js yn i,,, as shown in Fig. 7.47.

Frofir the circuit, we find

Dr(c') = %'

r,.(0) : ynh,

r _ RC,

Thus, when the Lamp is not conductrng,

"r(t) : 14 + (Y-r" he-iac.

How long does it take before the Lamp is ready to conduct? We can find this
tjme by setting the expression for or(r) equaL to y."" and soLvjng for t. If
we call this vatue t., then

and

RRLC
'  

n + R / '

We can determine how long th€ lamp conducts by settjng the above expres-
s on lor r /  ( / )  to l -_.  and so-ving 'o '  

t r .  r ,J,  giv ing

RR1C . %'^ - v,.

R Rr 
'n y.n yrh

NqTE: Assess your understanding ofthis PradicdL Perspedive by ttying Chdpter
Prcblems 7.103-/,105.
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5ummary

A iirst'order circuit may be reduced to a Th6venin (or
Norton) equivale.rt conrected to either a single equiva-
lent inductor or capacitor. (See page 230.)

The natursl r€sponse is the currents and voltages that
exist when stored energy is released to a circuit that
contains no independent sources. (See page 228.)

The time conslant of an Xa circuit equals the equiva-
lert inductance divided by the Thevenin resistalc€ as
viewed from t1le terminals of the equivalent inductor.
(See page 232.)

The tim€ constent of an RC circuit equals the equiva-
lent capacitance times the Thdvenin resistance as
viewed from the terminals of the equivalent capacitor.
(See pase 237.)

The step r€spons€ is the cuuents and voltages that
result fiom abrupt changes in dc sources connected to a
circuit. Stored energy may or may not be present at the
time the abrupt changes take place. (See page 240.)

Prob[erns

The solution for either the natural or step response of
boti R-L and RC circuits involves finding the initial and
final value of the curent or voltage of interest and the
time constant of the circuit. Equations 7.59 and 7.60
summarize tlis approach. (See page 249.)
Sequential switching in first-order circuits is analyzed
by dividing the analysis into time intervals correspon
ding to specific switch positions. Initial values for a par-
ticular interval are determined ftom the solution
corresponding to the immediately precedjng inte al.
(See page 25,1.)

An unbound€d r€sponse occurs when the Th6venir
resistance is negative, which is possible when the
first order circuit contains dependent sources. (See
page 258.)

An integrating amplifier consists of an ideal op amp, a
capacitor in the negative feedback bianch, and a resis,
tor in series with the signal source.It outputs the inte
gral of the signal source, within specified limits that
avoid saturating the op anp. (See page 260.)

Sectiotr 7,1

7.1 In the circuit shown in Fig. P7-1, the switch makes
contact with position b just before breaking contact
with position a. As already mentioned,this is known
as a make'belbre break switch and is dcsigned so
that the switch does not interrupt the cment in an
inductive circuit. The inte al of lime between
"making" and "breaking" is assumed to be negligi-
ble.The swilch has been in the a position for a long
time. A1 t = 0 the switch is thrown from position a
to posilioD b.

a) Determinc the initial currert in the inductor.

b) Determine thl9 time constant of the circuit for
r > 0 .

c) Find i. 1)r, and 02 for 1 > 0.

d) What percentag€ of the initial energy stored in
the irductor is dissipated ir the 20 O resistor
12 ms after the switch is tbrown fiom position a
to position b?

7.2 The switch in the circuit ir Fig. P7.2 has been closed
EDG for a long lime before opening at 1 = 0.

a.) Find t1(0 ) and i,(r).

b) Find 4(0+) and,,(0+).

c) Find tio) for r > 0.
d) Find tr(1) for r > 0*.

e) Explain why t (0 ) * tr(o-).

figure P7.2

figurc P7.1

5 o
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The switch shown in Fig. P7.3 has been open a long
time before clositrg at, = 0.

a) Find i,(0 ).
b) Find tr(o-).
c) Find i"(0*).

d) Find i,(0-).

e) Find t,(c.).

f) Find tr(,ro).
g) Wdte tlle expression for ir(,) for t > 0.

h) Find z'r(0 ).
i) Find r'r(0*).
j) Fird ?,.(co).

k) Wite tlle expression for !'r(t) for t > 0'.

l) Wdte the expression for i"(l) for I > 0*.

Figure P7.3

50 (l 100 () 2000

7,4 ln the circuit in Fig. P7.4, the voltage and current
expressions are

o = 100t30!v, r  >0+;

i  =  4 e 4 ' A , ,  t > 0 .

Find

a) R.

b) r (in miltiseconds).

c) L.

d) tle idtial energy stoied in the inductor.

e) the time (in milliseconds) it takes to dissipate
80% of the initial stored energy.

Figure P7.4

In the €ircuit in Fig. P7.5, Iet 1s represent tlle dc cur-
rent source, o represent tlre fracrion of initial
energy srored ir the inductor that is dissipated in to
seconds, ard a represent the inductance.

a) Show that

Figure P7.5

7.6

1 0 A

80v

2t.

b) Test the expression derived in (a) by using it to
find the value of R in Problem 7.5.

7,7 The switch ir ttre circuit in Fig. P7.7 has been open
6fl( for a long time. At , = 0 t]le switch is closed.

a) Determine i,(0") and i,(m).

b) Determine i,(t) for t > 0*.

c) How many milliseconds after the switch has been
closed will t]le curent in the switch equal 3.8 A?

figure P7.7

1 6 0

L1LI1|0 - o)l

12o"

+ \  ' ( r = 0

4 0  |  8 ( )

20 nH

7,8 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P7.8 has been closed a
6dc long time At I : 0 it is opened. Find "o(r) for l > 0.

Figue P7.8

1 5 O  5 0 O  - r  l f }

\
)80v

iso o 0.2H o.a:60 r)

2 A

20o"

The switch in tlle circuit seen in Fig. P7.5 has been
in posirion 1 for a long time. At r : 0, the svritch
moves instantaneously to position 2. Find the value
of R so tlar 50ol. of the initial energy stored in the
20 In}I inductor is dissipated in R in 10lrs.

Assume that the switch in the circuit in Fie. P7.8 has
been open for one time constant. At this instant,
what percentage of t}le total energy stored in the
0.2 H inductor has been dissipated in ttre 20 O

7.9



7.10 In the circuit shown in Fig. P7.10, the switch has
6fl( been in position a for a long time.At I :0,itmoves

instantaneously from a to b.
a) Find r"(t) for I > 0.
b) W}lat is the total energy delivered to the 1 kO

rcsistor?
c) How many time constants does it take to deliver

95% of the energy found in (b)?

7.11 The switch in the circuit in Frg. P7.11 has been in
6nc position 1 for a lory time. At t = 0, the switch moves

instantareously to position 2. Find ?o(t) for t > 0*.

figlre P7.11

7 A  1  5 0  9 6 m H

7.12 For the circuit of Fig. P7.11, what percenlage of the
initial efergy stored in the inductor is eventually

. 
dissipated in t]te 20 O resistor?

7.13 In the circuit in Fig. P7.13, the switch has been
closed for a long time before opening at I = 0.

a) Find the value of a so that r'"(t) equals 0.25 ?,,(0-)
w h e n r : 5 m s .

b) Find the percentage of the stored energy tlat
has been dissipated in the 50O re stor when
t  -  5 m s .

Figure P7.r3
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7.14 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P7.14 has been
6tr4 closed for a long time before openirg at t = 0. Find

?o(t) for r > 0'.

tigur€ P7,14

50 nH

7.15 The switch in Fig. P7.15 has been closed for a long
time before opening at t : 0. Find
a ) i L ( t ) , t > o .
b ) r L $ ) , t > o - .
c ) i A ( r ) , r > 0 - .

Figure P7.15

50 ia

7,16 Wlat percentage of the initial energy stored in tlle
inductor in the circuit in Fig. P7.15 is dissipated by
t}Ie cunetrt-contiolled voltage soulce?

7.17 The two switches in tle circuit seen in Fig. P7.17 are
synchronized. The switches have been closed for a
long time before opening at t = 0.

a) How many microseconds after the switches are
open is the eneigy dissipated in the 60 kO resis-
tor 25 7o of the initial energy stored in tho 200 mH
hduclor?

b) At the time calculated in (a), what percentage of
the total energy stored itr the inductor has been
dissipated?

Fig!re P7.17

3r) 4.5 f,)

' ) s . r v l*!l
:9o 2oo mH:

T<{2---
i,.  100 o.:' l;

200 ():

200 nH

)' , ."
40 ko 20 ko :60ko

tigure P7.10

5(} 20()

2

15()

30 ko
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7.18 The 220 V 1 O source in the circuit in Fig. P7.18 is
6nc inadvertendy short-circuited at its terminals a,b. At

the time the fault occurq the circuit has beer in
operation for a long time.

a) Wlat is the initial value of the current iab in the
short-circuit connectionbetween terminals a,b?

b) Wlat is the final value of the current iab?

c) How many microseconds after the short circuit
has occurred is the current in the short equal
ro 210A?

S€cfion 7.2

721 The svritch in the circuit in Fig. P7.21 has been in
position a for a long time and 1)2 = 0V. At t : 0,
the switch is thmwn to position b. Calculate

a) i,?r, and ?r, for, > 0*.

b) the energy storcd in the capacitor aft = 0.

c) rhe energy happed in the circuit and the total
energy dissipated h the 5 ko resistor if the
switch remains in position b indefinitely.

Figure P7.21

4.'7 kA a b 5kO

7.22 In the circuit in Fig. P7.22 the voltage and current
exPressions are

?r:100e-1m0lv, r  > 0;

j - 5e-1000! mA, I > 0+-

Find

a) R.

b) c.
c) ' (in minisecondt.

d) the initial €nergy stored in the capacitor.

e) how many microseconds it takes to dissipate
80o/, of the initial eneryy stored in the capacitor.

Figj'Je ?7.22

7.23 The switch in the circuit in Fig- P7.23 is closed at
ED.r I = 0 aft€r being open for a long time.

a) Find tr(r) and i(0 ).
u) nna 4(o+) ana;z(o+).
c) Explahwhyil(o ) = t1(0*).

b

7.19 The two switches shom in the circuit in Fig. P7.19
6tG operate simultaneously, Prior to t : 0 each switch

has been in its indicated position for a long time. A1
I : 0 the two switches move instantaneously to
their new positions. Find

a) 0"0), t > 0-.

b) ,o(r) , I  > 0.

Figue P7.r9

Figue P7.18

1 ( )

220 V

60(])

15 nrH

7.m For the circuit seen in Fig. P7.19, find

a) the total energy dissipated in the2.5 kO resistor.

b) the energy trapped in t]le ideal inductors

12 {r

2nH

+ t j .

80 mH "o i^



d) Explain why i(0 ) + i(0+).
e) Find il(t) for t > 0.
l) End t (t) for t > 0*.

tigure P7.23

7.24 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P7.24 has been in
position a for a long time. At r : 0, the swifch is
thown to position b.
a) Find t,(t for t > 0+.

b) What percentage of the initial energy stored in
the capacitor is dissipated in the 4 kO resistor
250 /,cs after the switch has been tfuown?

7.25 Both switches in the ckcuil in Fig. P7.25 have been
sflc closed for a long time.At t = 0, both switches open

simultaneously.

a) Find roc) lor t > 0+.

b) Find ,"(1) for , > 0.
c) Calculate tle energy (in microjoules) trapped in

the circuit.

Probtems 269

726 In tllle circuit sho*n in Fig. W.26, both switches
operate together; tlat is, they either open or close at
the same time. The switches are closed a Iong time
before opening a1 I - 0.
a) How many microjoules of energy have been

dissipated in the 12 kO resistor 2 ms after the
switches opeD?

b) How long does it take to dissipate 95% of rhe
initialy stored erergy?

Figur€ P7,26

7.27 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P7.27 has been in
En@ posirion 1 for a long time before moving to posi-

tion 2 a 

 

- 0. Find l,(t) foi t > 0t.

figtr'e P7.21

7.28 The switch in the circuit seen in Fig. P7.28 has been
in position x for a long time. At r : 0, the switch
moves instantaneously to posirion y.

a) Find d so that the time constant for I > 0is1ms.
b) For the a found in (a), find t,a.

Flgure P7.28

20 ko
Figure P7.25

10ko
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7.29 a) In Problem 7.28, how many microjoules of
energy !!re generated by the dependent curent
source during the time the capacitor discharyes
to 0V?

b) Show that for t > 0 the total energy stored and
genemted in the capacitive circuit equals t]Ie
total energy dissipated.

730 After the circuit in Fig. P7.30 has beer in operation
tsd.r for a long time! a screwdriver is inadvertently con-

nected aqoss the terminals a,b. Assume the resis!
ance of ttle screwdriver is negligible.

a) Find the current in the screwdriver at I : 0+ and

b) Derive the expression foi the curent ir the
screwdriver for t > 0+.

tigure P7.30

7,31 At the time the switch is closed in the circuit shown
in Fig. P7.31, the capacitors are charged as shown.

a) Find ?J,(t) for t > 0'.

b) Wlat percentage of the total ene4y initially
stored ir the three capacitors is dissipated in the

7.32 At the time the switch is closed in the circuit in
Fig. P7.32, the voltage across tlle paralleled capaci-
tors is 30 V and the voltage on the 200 nF capacitor
is 10V

a) Wlat percentage of the initial energy stored in
the three capacitors is dissipated in the 25 kO
resistor?

b) Repeat (a) for the 625 O and 15 kO resistois.

c) What porcentage of the initial energy is tapped
in the capacitors?

tigure P7,32

l0 nF

7.33 The switch in the circuit seen in Fig. P7.33 has beer
arft closed for a long time. The switch opens at 1 = 0.

Fhd the numerical expressions tor i,(t) and oo(t)
when t > 0*.

Figure P7.33

0
d)

e)

25 kO rcsistor?
Find 2,1(t for t > 0.
Find ?r20) for t > 0.
End the energy (in milijoules) trapped itr the
ideal capacitois.

Section 7.3

7,34 The switch ir the circuit sho$n in Fig. P7.34 has
Eflft been closed foi a long time before opening at I : 0.

a) Find tlle numerical expressions for i.(t) and
,"(l)fort > 0.

b) Find tlre numedcal values of 0r(0+) and o,(0+).

Flgure P7.34

Figure P7,31

+

+ "

0.6 pF "l

60ko ,J4

25 kO
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7.35 The switch in tle ckcuit shown in Fig. P7.35 has
Btrc been in position a for a long time. At r:0, the

switch moves instantaneously to position b.
a) Find the numerical e4ression for io(t) when

b) Find the numerical expression for o,(r) for
l > 0 * .

7.36 After the switch in the circuit of Fig. P7.36 has been
open for a long time, it is closed at I : 0. Calculate
(a) the initial value of i; (b) the final value of i;
(c) the time constant for t > 0; and (d) the nuned-
cal expression for i(t) when I > 0.

Flgur€ P7.36

5kO 4kO 75mH 20kO

737 The currert and voltage at the teminals of tlle
inductor in the circuit in Fig.7.16 are

(D : (10 - 10r5m') A, r>0;

Figur€ P7.38

7.39 The switch in the circuit iII Fig. P7.39 has been
closed for a long time. A student abruptly opens the
switch and repo s to her instructor that when the
switch opened, an electdc arc with noticeable per,
sistence was established across the switch, and at
the same time the voltmeter placed aqoss the coil
was damaged. On the basis of your aralysis of the
circuit in koblem 7.38, can you explain to the stu-
dent why this happened?

Pigure P7.39

7.4O a) Derive Eq.'7.4'7 byf st conveting the Th6venin
equivalent in Fig. 7.16 to a Norton equivalent
and then summing the curents away from the
upper [ode, using the inductor voltage o as the
variable of interest.

b) Use the separation of variables technique to find
the solution to Eq. 7.47. Verily that your solution
agees with the solution given in Eq- 7.42.

7.41. The swilch in tle circuit in Fig. P7.41 has been open
6ntr a long time before closing ar r = 0. Find ,"G) for

t > 0 .

Figure P7.41

87.2 mH 10 O 40 O

u(t\ : 20oe sm'v, l > 0 * .

a) Specify the numerical values of %, R, 1,, and I.
b) How many miliseconds after the switch has

been closed does the energy stored in tlle induc-
ior reach 25 % of its final value?

?.38 The svritch in the circuit shown in Fig. P7.38 has
been closed for a long time. The switch opens at
l : 0 . F o i t > 0 * i

a) Find I'o0) as a function of 1s, Rr, R2, and a.
b) Explain what happers to ?,(t) as R2 gets larger

and larger.

c) Find osw as a function of 1s, Rt, R2, ard L.
d) Explain what happens to osw as R2 gets larger

and larger.

Fique P7,35

0 9 ? ] i20()



Figure P7.42

1 0 0  1 5 0

) , ,o
5 0  " i2 mH : ,n ot^(l '*(
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7.42 The swilch in the circuit in Fig. P7.42 has been open
6xa a long time before closhg at I = 0. Filld o,(1) for

r > 0 - .

7,46 The make-before-break switch in the circuit of
6r,t! Fig. P7.46 has been in positiol a for a long time At

t = 0, tle switch moves instantaneously to posi-
tion b. Find

a ) ? , , ( , ) , r > 0 * .

b ) t 1 0 ) , t > 0 .

c ) 4 ( t ) , t > 0 .

Figure ?7.46

?.47 The switch ir the circuit in Fig P747hasbeenopen
6ire a long time before closing at t = 0. Find o,(t) for

1 0 A

7.43 There is no energy stored in the inductors a1 and az
at the time the switch is opened in the circuit shown
in Fig. P7.43.

a) Derive t]le exp.essions for the curents i1(t) and
i20)for l  > 0.

b) Use the expressions derived in (a) to find i1(x')
and i2(oo).

Figlre P7.43

7.44 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P7.44 has been in
6xd position 1 for a long time. At I = 0 it moves instan-

taleously to position 2. How many milliseconds
after the switch opentes does ?t" equal 80 V?

ligve P7.44

?,45 For the circuit in Fig. P7.44, find (in joules):

a) the total energy dissipated in [he 80 O resisfor;

b) the energy trapped in the inductors;

c) tle idtial energy stored in tlle inductors.

7.48 The switch iII the circuit in Fig. P7.48 has been in
tsdG position i for a long time. The initial charge on the

15 nF capacitor is zero At t : 0, the switch moves
iNfantaneously to position y.

a) Find 0.0) for t > 0".

b) Fhd 1)(, for t > 0.

tigur€ P7.48

15 o r,+

u iz,. l) l
figure P7.47

t = 0
5rI40 mH

60 nH



7.49 For the circuit in Fig. P7.48, find (ia microjoules)
a) the energy delivered to the 200 kO resistor;
b) the energy tmpped in the capacito$;

c) the initial energy stored in the capacitors.

7.50 The switch in tle circuit shown in Fig. P7.50 has
antr been closed a long time before opening at r = 0.

For, > 0+, find

a) ro\t).

b) i,(r).

c) 4(r).
d) i2O.
e),r(0-).

figue P7,50

7.54 The switch in the circuit of Fig. P7.54 has been in
position a for a Iong time. At t - 0 the switch is
moved to position b. Calculate (a) the initial voltage
on tlre capacito! (b) the fhal voltage on the capaci-
tor; (c) tlre time constant (in micmseconds) for
t > 0; and (d) tle length of time (in microseconds)
required for the capacitor voltage to reach zero
after the switch is moved to position b.

755 The switch in the circuit shown in Fig. P7.55 has
6rc been closed a long time before opening at I : 0.

a) What is the initial value of i,(l)?
b) What is the final value of i,(tx
c) What is tlle time constant of the circuit for t > 0?
d) What is the numerical expression for i.(t) when

r > 0 - ?
e) What is the numerical expression foru,,(t) when

figure P7.55

Figure P7.53

120 V

1g.ko " 612 5 tO

4 ;
, : 0

150ko
40 nF

19 4ko

7.51 The circuit in Fig. P7.51 has been in operation for a
6trc Iong time. At t = 0, the voltage souce drops from

100 V to 25 V and the current source reverses d ec-
tion. Find r,,(r) for , > 0.

Figrre P7.51
2ko

100 v

7.52 The curent and voltage at le terminals of the
capacitor in the ckcuit in Fig. 7.21 are

i(r) : 50e-'�sm'mA' t > 0t;

, {r}  -  (80 -  80P 25m') v.  r  > r .

a) Specify t}le numerical values of 1", U, R, C,
and r,

b) How many midoseconds after the switch has
been closed does the energy stored in the capac-
itor reach 64% of its final value?

7.53 Assume that the switch in the circuit of Fig. P7.53
has been in position a for a Iong time and that at
1 = 0 it is moved to position b. Find (a) oc(o+);
(b) ?,c(oo); (c) r for I > 0; (d) (0*); (e) oc, r > 0;
and (f) ,, t > 0+.

5ko

Figure P7.54

20 ko

15 kO

7 5 V

10k()

6.8 kO

7 5 V
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7.56 The switch in the circuit seen in Eg. P7.56 has been in
Edc position a for a long time. At t : 0, the swrtch moves

instantaneously to position h For t > 0*, find

b),,(r).
c) r.lt).
d) ,g(0-).

7.59 The switch in the circuit shown in Fig. P7.59 has
EdG been in the oFF position for a long time. At 1 = 0,

the svdtch moves instantaneously to the oN posi-
tion. Find o,(l) fo. t > 0.

Figure P7.59

30 x ldia

7,60 Assume that the switch in the circuit of Fig. P7.59
6na has been in ttre oN position for a long time before

switching instantaneously to the oFF position at
t = 0. Find ?r,(t) for 1 > 0.

7.61 a) Derive Eq.7.52 by tust converting the Norton
equivalent circuil shown in Eg. 7.21 to a Th6venin
equivalent and then summing the voltages around
the closed looA usilg the capacitor current i as the
relevant vadable,

b) Use the separalion of variables technique to find
the solution to Eq. 7.52. Verify that your solution
agees with that of Eq.7.53.

7.62 There is no energy stored in tlle capacitors C1 and
C2 at the time the switch is closed in the circuit seen
in Fig. P7.62.

a) Dedve the expressions for o(t and zJr(t) for
t > 0 .

b) Use t})e expressions derived in (a) to find o(oo)
and 02(').).

Figure P7.62

7.57 The switch in the circuit seen in Fig. P7.5? has been
6tra in position a lor a long time. At t = 0, the switch

moves instantaneously to position b. Find oo(r) and
i , ( t ) f o r r > 0 ' .

Figure P7.57

758 The switch in the circuit shown in Fig. P7.58 opens at
mPi.r , : 0 alter behg closed for a long time. How many

milliseconds after the switch opens is the energy
stored in the capacitor 90% of its final value? 7.63 The switch in the circuit of Fig. P7.63 has been in

sP,m position a for a long time. At t : 0, it moves instan-
taneously to position b. For t > 0*, find
a) polt).

b) i,(r).
c) ?,(0.
d) ,10.
e) the energy fapped in the capaciton as t + oo

,r(t)

?,n,

.i,r,r-! ,,,,"

rig'lle P7.58



Figure P7.63 7.67 There is no energy stored in the circuit in Fig. P7.67
EPj.E at the time the switch is closed.

a) Find i,0) for t > 0.

b) Ftnd u"0) for r > 0*.

c) Fird ir(,) for r > 0.
d) Find i(D for I > 0.

e) Do your answen make sense in terms of knowlr
circuit behavior?

Figure P7.57

100 v

7.64 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P7.64 has been in
6Ee position a for a Iong time. At I = 0, the switch

moves instantaneously to position b. At the instant
the switch makes contact $rith terminal b, switch 2
opens. Find o,(r) for t > 0.

Section 7,4

7.65 Therc is no energy stored in t}le circuit of Fig. P7.65
at the time the switch is closed.

a) Fird io(t) for I > 0.
b) Find 0o(t) for t > 0*.

c) Find t1(t for I > 0.

d) Find irQ) for t > 0.
e) Do your answers make sense in terms of known

circuit behavior?

FiWle P7.55

7,66 Repeat (a) and (b) in Example 7.10 if the mutual
inductance is reduced to zero,

7.68 There is no energy stored in the circuit in Fig. P7.68
Edc at the time the switch is closed.

a) Find (i) for I > 0.

b) Fhd r,(t for t > 0*.

c) Find r,r(r) for 1 > 0.
d) Do your answe$ make sense in terms of known

circuit behavior?

Figure P7.68

10v

200 v 8 H  d '

Section 7.5

7.70 In the circdt in Fig. P7.70, switch A has been open
E ic and switch B has been closed for a long time. At

t = 0, switch A closes One second after switch A
closes, switch B opens. Find tr(t) for t > 0.

Figure P7.70

7.69 Repeat Problem 7.68 if the dot on the 8 H coil is at
6nc the top of the coil.

I

- + i "  t +  .

,/10 riH\.

l0 nH
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7.71 There is no energy stored in the capacitor in the cir
6trr! cuit ir Fig. P7.71 when switch 1 closes at r :0.

Three microseconds later, switch 2 closes. Find od(t)
fort  > 0.

tigure P7,71

7.72 The action of the two switches in the circdt seen in
*rI( Fig. It.72 is as follows. For t < 0, switch 1 is in posi-

tion a and switch 2 is open.This state has existed for
a long time. At t = 0, switch 1 moves instanta-
neously frcm position a to position b, while switch 2
remains open. Tivo hundred fifty microseconds
after switcb I operales. switch 2 closes. remain(
closed for 400 ps, and then opens. Find o,(t) 1 ms
after switch 1 moves to position b.

Irgurc P7.72

7.75 The switch in the circuit shom in Fig. P7.75 has
EPic been in position a for a long time. At I :0, the

switch is moved to position b, where it remains for
100ps. The switch is then moved to position c,
where it remains indefinitely. Find
a) (0).
b) t(25 ps).
c) i(200 ps).
d) 0(100 i.is).
e) r(100+ps).

Figure P7.75

ligurc P7.74

4 { } 120 ()

500 v 20 nH

7.73 For the circuit in Fig. P7.72, how many milliseconds
after switch 1 moves to position b is the energy
srored in the inductor 4% of its initial value?

276 The suritch in the cftcuit in Fig. P7.76 has been in
Edc position a for a long time. At I = 0, it moves instan-

taneously to position b, where it remains for 250 ms
before moving instantaneously to position c. Find
I,otbrr > 0.

tigure P7.76

7.74 The capacitor in the circuir seen in Fig. P7.74 has
Efld been charged to 494.6 mV Aft = 0, switch 1 closes,

causing the capacitor to discharye hto the resistive
network. Switch 2 closes 50 &s after switch 1 closes. 50 -A
Find t])e magnitude and direction of the current in
the second switch 100 ps after switch 1 closes.

r : 0  +  5 0 / r s
+

480 f)
+
J 96()



7.77 In the ckcuit itr Fig. P7.77, switch t has been in posi-
sPI.r tion a and switch 2 has been closed for a long time.

At t - 0, switch 1 moves instantareously to posi-
tion b. Four hundred microseconds later, switcb 2
opens, rcmahs open for 1ms, and then recloses.
Find ,, 1.6 ms after switch 1 makes contact with
teminal b.

7.78 For the circuit in Fig. P7.77, what percentage of the
initial energy stored in the 50 nF capacitor is dissi-
pated in the 10kO resistor?

7.79 The voltage wavefonn shown in Fig. P7.79(a) is
am applied to the circuil of Fig. P7.79(b). The initial

curent in the inductor is zero.

a) Calculate 0"(l).

b) Make a sketch of ?,,(t) venus L
c) Find io at I : 4 &s.

Flgue P7.79

?," (v)

G) (b)

7.80 The cunent source in the circuit in Fig. P7.80(a)
6r,c generales the current pulse shown h Fig. P7.80(b).

There is no energy stored at t : 0.
a) Derive the numedcal expressions for o,(t) for

the time inteivals t < 0, 0 < 1< 50ps, and
50ps  < ,  <  oo .

b) Calculale ,,  (50 Fs) aod ,, (50 p./
c) Calculate i" (50- /rs) and i. (50' l..s).

Figure P7.80

1t)

7.82

(b)

7.81 The voltage waveform shown in Fig. P7.81(a) is
Erla applied to the circuit of Fig. P7.81(b). The initial

voltage on the capacitor is zero.

a) Calculate 0o(.).

b) Make a sk€tch of r',(t) ve$us t

Figure P7.81

20
.---.1

The voltage signal source h dre cncuit in Fig. P7.82(a)
is geneiating the signal sholvl in Fig. P7.82(b).There is
no stored energy at t = 0.

a) Derive tlre expressions for o,(t) that apply in the
i n r e r l a l s  r .  0 :  0 = t  <  l 0 m s ;  1 0 m s < r <
20ms;and 20ms < t  <oq

b) Sketch oo and ?r" on the same coordinate axes.

c) Repeal (a) and (b) with R reduced to 10 kO.

tigure P7.82

6 t(nd
(a)

I J sko

0 + 4 0 O p s

35 kO

20 ko

R = 5 0 k O
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7.83 The cunent souce in the circuit h Fig. P7.83(a)
6r,( generates the current pulse shown in Fig. P7.83(b).

There is no energy stored at I - 0.
a) Derive the erpressions for i,(r) and oo(t for the

t i m e  i n t e  a l s  t < 0 ;  0 < t < 0 . 5 r n s ;  a n d
0 . 5 m s  <  1 <  o o . -

b) Calculate l,(0 ); i"(0+); io(0.0005-); and
,,(0.000s).

c) Calculate o,(0 ); o,(0+); 1),(0.0005 ); and
o,(0.0005*).

d) Sketch t"0) veNus I for rhe inrerval
- 2 n s  < ,  <  2 m s .

e) Sketch Oo(t) veisus r for tle inteival
-2ms < t  < 2ms,

Flgure P7.83

7,86 The gap in the cfcuit seen in Fig. P7.86 will arc over
Btr( whenever the voltage aqoss the gap reaches 36 kV

The initial curent in the inductor is zero. The value
of P is adjusted so tle Th6venir resistance with
respect to tle terminals ol tle inductor is -3 kO.

a) WIat is the value of B?
b) How many microseconds after the switch has

been closed will the gap arc over?

tigure P7.86

7,87 The svritch in the circuit in Fig. P7.87 has been
tsflft closed for a long time. The maximum voltage rating

of the 16 nF capacitoi is 930 V How long after the
switch is opened does the voltage across tle capaci-
tor reach the maximum voltage mtirg?

Figure P7.87

7,88 The circuit sho$,n in Fig. P7.88 is used to close the
switch between a and b for a predetermined Iength
of time. The electdc relay holds its contact arms
down as long as the voltage aooss the relay coil
exceeds 5 V When tle coil voltage equals 5 V the
relay contacts return to their initial position by a
mechanical spring action. The switch between a and
b is initially closed by momentarily pressing the
push button. Assume that the capacitor is fully
charged when the push button is first pushed dov.n.

tigure P7.85

2 5 V

k (nd)

20
0.1rrF

(a) (b)

Section 7.6

7.84 The inductor curent in the circuit in Fig. P7.84 is
AnG 2; mA at the instant the suritch is opened. The

inductor will malfunctior whenever the magnitude
of the inductor current equals or exceeds 12 A.
How long after the switch is opened does the induc-
tor malfunction?

Figurc P7.84

7.85 The capacitor in the cLcuit shol*il in Fig. P7.85 is
Eqc charged to 25 V at tle time tle switch is closed. If

the capacitor ruptures when its terminal voltage
equals or exceeds 50 kV how long does it take to
rupture the capacitor?

?5 x ldra

2ko

0.s r(mt

4ko

^ . ^ r _ ,  _ .

2ko

t jo  rxn n, r



The rcsistance of t]te relay coil is 25 kO, and the
inductance of the coil is negligible.

a) How long wi[ the switch between a and b
remaitr closed?

b) Write the numerical expression for i ftom the
time tlle relay contacts first open to the time the
capacitor is completely charged.

c) How many milliseconds (after the circuit
between a and b is interrupted) does it take t])e
capacitor to reach 85o/o of its final value?

Figure P7.88

S€ction 7,7

7,89 The eneryy stored in the capacitor in the circuit
6trc shown in Fig. It.89 is zero at the instant the switch

is closed. The ideal operational amplifier ieaches
saturation in 3 ms Wtat is the numerical value of R
in kilo-ohms?

tiguru P7.89

10k[ ]

7.90 At the instant the switch is closed iI} the circuit of
Fig. P7.89, t}te capacitor is charyed to 5 Y positive at
the ight-hand terminal. If the ideal operational
amplifier satumtes in 8 ms. what is the value of n?
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7.91 Therc is no energy stoied in the capacitofi in the
Aflc circuit shown in Fig. P7.91 at the instant the two

switches close.

a) Find x', as a funclion of ?r,, ,b, R, and C.
b) On the basis of the result obtained in (a),

describe rhe operaLion of lhe circuit.

c) How long will it take to saturate the amplifier
if t,a = 10mv; ?)6 = 60mv; R = 40ko;
C - 25 n\ and Ucc : 72Y?

Flgure P7.91

7.92 At the instant the switch of Fig. P7.92 is closed, the
6r,a voltage on the capacitor is 16 v. Assume an ideal

operational amplifier. How many milliseconds
after the switch is closed will t}le output voltage oo
equal zero?

Figurc P7.92

+  1 6 V

60 nF
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7.93 At the time the double-pole switch in the circuit
tsdG shown in Fig. It.93 is closed, the initial voltages on

the capacitors are 45 mV and 15 mV as shown. Find
the numedcal expressions for r'"(t), olt, ard ,10)
that are applicable as long as the ideal op ampoper
ates in ils linear range.

Rgure P7.93

12.5 nF
- !r(t) +

()ko

7.95 Repeat Problem 7.94 with a 4 MO resistor placed
EpI( across the 50 nF feedback capacitor.

7.96 fhe voltage source in the circuit in Fig. P7.96(a) is
Erc generating the triangular waveform shown it

Fie. P7.96(b). Assume the energy stored in the
capacitor is zerc at t = 0.

a) Derive the numerical expressions for r',(r) for
t h e  f o l l o $ i n g  L i m e  i n l e r v a l ' :  0 r r -  5 / r s :
5ps < t  < 15 ps;and 15 / . .s = t  < 20Fs.

b) Sketch the output wavelorm between 0 and 20,.s.
c) ff the triangular input voltage continues to repeat

itsef for r > 20 /-.s, what would you expect the
ouFut voltage to be? Er?lain.

Figure P7.95

Sections 7.1-7,7

7.97 The circuit showr in Fig. P7.97 is known as an
astable multivibrutor ar].d finds wide application in
pulse circuits The purpose of this problem is to
relate tle charging and discharying of the capaci-
tors to the operation of the circuit. The key to ana-
lyzing the circuit is to undentand the behavior of
the ideal transistor switch€s T1 and T2. The circuit is
designed so that the switches automatically alter-
nate between oN and oFF. When Tt is oFF, T2 is oN

0

')

4OkO +

10mV e0) 15

ljs (mv)

- 6 V

7.94 The voltage pulse shown in Fig. P?.94(a) is applied
Edc to the ideal integrating amplifier shown in

Fig. P7.94(b). Derive the nume cal expressions for
o,(t) when t,(0) : 0 for the time intenals
a ) t < 0 .

b) 0 < r < 50 rns.

c ) 5 0 m s < t < 1 0 0 m s .

d ) 1 0 0 m s < t < c o .

Figule P7.94

25nF

50 nIF



and vice versa. Thus in the analysis of tltis circuit, we
asstmle a switch is either ON or OFF, We also assumc
ttrat the ideal transistor switch can change its state
instantaneously. In other words! it can snap from
oFF to ON and vice velsa,When a transistor switch is
oN, (1) the base curent lb is geater than zcl{r,
(2) the teminal voltage ob€ is zero, and (3) the ter-
minal voltage o@ is zeio. Thus, when a transistor
switch is oN, it presents a sho circuit between the
terminals b,e and c,e. When a transistor switch is
oFF, (1) the terminal voltage obe is negative, (2) the
base curent is zero, and (3) there is an open circuit
between the termhals c,e, Thus when a hansistor
switch is oFF, it presents an open circuit between
tle teminals b,e and c,e. Assume that T2 has been
on and has just snapped oFFr while T1 has been oFF
and has just snapped oN. You may assume that at
this instance, C2 is charged to tle supply voltage
ycc, and the charge on Cr is zero. Also assume
C1 = C2 and R1 : R2 = 10Rr.

a) Derive t]le expression for ob!2 during t]le inter-
val that T2 is OFF.

b) Derive tlle expression for o@2 during the inter-
val that T2 is oFF.

c) Find the length of time T, is oFF.
d) End the value of r'""2 at the end of the interval

that T2 is oFF.

e) Derive the expression for ib1 duritrg the interval
that T2 is oFF.

I) Find the value of ib1 at the end of the interval
that T2 is oFF.

g) Sketch ?r."2 versus t during the interval that T2
is oFF,

b) Stelch tbt  versus r  dur ing tbe inter!al  lhal  T2

Probtems 281

7.98 The component values in the circuit of Fig. P7.97
are Ucc : 9V; Rr : 3 kO; Cl - C2 : 2 nF; and
R 1  :  R 2 : 1 8 k O .

a) How Iong is T2 in the oFF state during one cycle
of opemtion?

b) How long is T2 in the oN state du ng one cycle
of operation?

Repeat (a) forT1.

Repeat (b) forT1.

At the first instant after T1 turns oN, what is the
value of ib1?

At the instant just before Tr tums oFF, what is
tle value of ib1?

g) What is the value of ?ce2 at the instant just
before T2 tums oN?

7.99 Repeat Problem 7.98 with C1 :3 nF and
C2:2.8nF. All other component values are
unchanged.

7.100 The astable multivihator cftcuit iII Fig. P7.97 is to
satisly tlte lollowing criteda: (1) One traNistor
switch is to be oN for 48/rs and oFF for 36ps for
each cycle; (2) RL:2k0t (3) ucc: 5v;
(4) R1 : Rr; and (5) 6R, < R1 < 50-Rr. wllat are
the limjting values for the capacitors C1 and C2?

7.101 The circuit shom in Flg. P7.101 is ktrown as a
m o n o s ta b Ie multfu ib r ato r. -lhe adle ctlv e mo no s t lib k
is used to descdbe the fact that t]le circuit has one
stable stale. That is, if left alone, the electronic
switch T2 will be oN, and Tr $rill be oFF. (The opera-
tion of the ideal hansistor switch is descibed in
Problem 7.97.) T2 can be turned oFF by momentar-
ily closing the s$ritch S. After ,t returns to its open
position, T2 will rctum 1o its oN state.

a) Show that if T, is oN, Tr is oFF and will stay oFF.
b) Explain why T, is turned oFF when S is momen-

tadly closed.

c) Show that T2 will stay oFF for RC ln 2 s.

a)

figure P7.97



Figure P7.101
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7.102 The parameter values in the circuit in Fig. P7.101
are Ucc = 6 V; R1 : 5.0kO; Rr = 20 kO;
C = 250 pF; and R : 23,083 O.
a) Sketch 0@2 versus t, assuming that after .t is

momentarily closed, it remains open until the
circuit has rcached its stable state. Assume S is
closed at I : 0. Make your sketch tor the inter-
v a l  5 < r < 1 0 p s .

b) Repeat (a) for ib, versus r.

7.103 Suppose the circuit in Fig. 7.45 models a portable

e?lifl,#iLr flashing light circuit. Assume tlat four 1.5 V batter-
jes power the chcuit, and that the capacifor value is
10pF. Assume that the lamp conducts when its
voltage ieaches 4 V and stops conducting when its
voltage drops below l VThe lamp has a resistance
of 20 kO when it is conducting and has ar infinite
resistance when it is not conducting.

a) Suppose we don't want to wait more than 10 s in
between flashes. What value of resistance n is
required to meet this time constraint?

b) For the value of resistance from (a), how long
does the flash of light last?

7.104 In the circuit of Fig. 7.45, the lamp starts to conduct

,:l#11;r whenever the lamp voltage reaches 15 V During
iiai the time when the lamp conducts, it can be modeled

as a 10 kO resistor. Once the lamp conducts, it will

continue to conduct until the lamp voltage drops to
5 V Wlen the Iamp is not conducting, it appears as
an open circuit. 14 = 40 V; R : 800 kO; and

a) How many tim€s per minute will the lamp
turn onl

b) The 800 kO rcsistor is replaced with a variable
rcsistor R. The resistance is adjusted until the
lamp flashes 12 times per minute. What is the
value of n?

7.105 In t]le flashing light circuit shown in Fig.7.45, the
pillfffii, lanp can be modeled as a 1.3 kO resjstor when it is

;itrii _ conducting. The lamp triggers at 900 V and cuts off
at  300V

a) If % : 1000 V, R : 3.7 kO, and C : 250 pF,
how many times per minute wil the light flash?

b) What is the average current in milliamps deUv
ered by t]le source?

c) Assume the flashing light is operated 24 houn
per day If the cost of power is 5 cenK per kilowatt
hour, how much does it cost to operate the light
per yeafl

7.106 a) Show tlat ttre exprcssion for the voltage drop

,:l|;l,i;, across the capacitor while tle lamp is conduct
ing in the flashing light circuit in Fig. 7.48 is
grven by

or0) = Yn + (v^* Vr)e \' '")t'

R ,
V - " =  -  V' '  x + x i  "

RRLC

R + R r

b) Show that the expression for the time the lamp
conducts in the flashing light circuit in FiC. 7.48
is given by

RRrC v-", - vrh
(I .  -  r , ,  :  

R + Rr 
Ln ymn %rr '



7.107 The relay shol*n in Fig. P7.107 connects rhe 30 V dc
p:Sfi*iiE genentor to t}le dc bus as long as the relay cment

is greater tlan 0.4 A. If the relay current drops to
0.4 A or less, the sprhg-loaded relay immediarely
connects the dc bus to the 30V standby battery The
resistance of the rclay winding is 60 O. The induc-
tance of the relay winding is to be detemined.
a) Assume t]le pdme motor ddving the 30 V dc

genemtor abruptly slows down, causing the gen-
erated voltage to drop suddenly to 21 V What
value of a will assure that the standby battery
will be coinected to the dc bus in 0.5 seconds?

b) Using the value oI L determined in (a), state
how long it will take the relay to ope{ate if the
generated voltage suddenly drops to zero.

Figure P7.107

hoblerTrs 283
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8.1 Introduction to th€ Naturat Response of a
P.ratLeL flc Circuit p. 286

8-2 The Forms of th€ Naturat Response of a
PaElbt nlc Circuit p. ?91

8.3 The Step Response of a ParalLeL
RLC Citcuit p. 3a1

8.4 The Natural and Step Response of a Series
RLC ffrctljt p- 3A8

8.5 A Circuit with Tvo Integrating
Amptifi€rs p. 31?

1 B€ abte to determine the natural respoise and
the step response of paratlet RtCcncuits.

2 Be abte to determine the natuat response and
the st€p rcsponse of series RLfcjrcuits.

Natural and Step
Responses of RIC Circu'its
In this chapter, discussion of the ratural rcsponse and step
response of circuits containing both inductors and capaciton is
limited to two simple sffucturesr the parallel RZC circuit and the
series nLC circuit.Finding the natural response of a parallel RaC
circuit consists of finding the voltage created across the parallel
branches by the release of elergy stored in the inductor or capac-
itor or both. The task is defined in terms of the circuit shown in
Fig.8.1 on pagc 286.The initial voltage on the capacitor, V6, repre-
sents the initial energy stored in the capacitor.The initial current
through the inductor,10, represents the initial energy stored in the
illductor. If the individual branch cuuents are of interest, you can
find them after detemining the terminal voltage.

We derive the stcp response ofa parallel Rl,Ccircuit by using
Fig.8.2 on page 286.We are interested in the voltage that appears
across the parallel branches as a result of the sudden application
of a dc current source. Energy may or may not be stored in the
circuit when the currellt source is applied.

Finding the natural response of a series RLC circuit consists
of finding the current generated in the se esconnected elements
by the release of initially stored energy in the inductor, capacitor,
or both.lhe task is defined by the circuit shown in Fig.8.3 on
page 286. As before, the initial inductor current,lo, and the initial
capacitor voltage, yo, represent the initially stored energy. If any
of the individual element voltages are of interest, you can find
them after determi ng the current.

We describe the step response of a series RZCcircuit in terms
of the circuit shown in Fig. 8.4. We are interested in the curent
resulting from the sudden application of the dc voltage source.
Energy may or may not be stored in the circuit when the switch
is closed.

If yolr have not studied ordinary differential equations, de va-
tion of the natural and step responses of parallel and se.ies RaC
circuits may be a bit difficult to follow. However, the results are
important elough to warant presentation at tbis time. We begin
with thc natural response of a parallel RZC circuit and cover284



Practical Perspective
An Ignition CiJCuit
In thjs chapter we inkoduce the step response of an Rlf cir-
cuit. An automobile ignition circuit is based on the transient
response of an RlC circuit. In such a circuit, a switching oper-
ation causes a rapid change in the current in an jnductive

winding known as an ignition coit. The ignjtjon coil consists
of two magneticatly coupted coits connected in series. This
series connection is also known as an autotransfomer. The
coil connected to the battery is referred to as the primary
wjnding and the coil connected to the spark ptug is referrcd
to as the secondary winding. The rapidLy chanqing current in
the prjmary winding induces via magnetic coup$ng (mutuai
inductance) a very high voLtage in the secondary winding.
This vottage, which peaks at frorn 20 to 40 kV is used to
ignite a spark across the gap of the spafk p[ug. The spark
ignites the fueL-air mixture in the cytinder.

Capacitor .

A schematic diagram showing the basic components of an
jgnition system is shown in the accompanying figure. In
todays automobite, eLectronic (as opposed to mechanicat)
switching is used to cause the rapid change in the primary
winding current. An undefstanding ofthe electronic switching
circuit requires a knowtedge of etectronic components that is
beyond the scope of thjs text. However, an anatysis of the
oLder, ionventionaL ignjtion circujt wjt[ sewe as an introdlc-
tion to the types of probtems encountered in the design of a
useful circuit.

245
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C

Figure 8.1 A A cjrcuit used to itlunrate ihe natumt
response of a paraLtet Rr circuit.

Figure 8.2 A A circujt used t0 jltustmte the step
rcspon* of a panLlet tu circuit-

Figure 8.3 A A circuit used io jltustrate the naturat
r€sponse of a sedes rur cjrcujt.

Figure 8.4 A A circuit used i0 jltustctethe step
response of a s€ries SLfcjrcuit.

tlis material over two sections: ofle to discuss the solution of the
differertial equation that describes the cicuit and one to prcsent the
three distinct Iorms that the solution can take. After introducine these
lhree lorms. $ e shos lhat rhe (dme torms apply ro the srep re.pon.e of a
parallel RLCciicuit as well as to the natural and step responses of sedes
RIC circuits.

8.1 Introduction to the Natural
Response of a Paraltel RLC Circuit

The fint step in finding the natural response of t}le circuit shown irl Fig. 8.1
is to derive the dilferential equation that the voltage ?i must satisfy. We
choose to find the voltage f st. because it is the same for each component.
After that, a branch current car be tound by using the currenfvoltage
relationship for the branch compoDenr. We easily obtain the differential
equation for the voltage by summing the curents away from the top node,
where each current is expressed as a function ofthe unknown voltage ?:

va

u  1 f '
n ' i . l noo '

n a - i

*  4 *c f i =0 .  (e . r )

We eliminate the htegral in Eq.8.1 by ditrerertiating once with respect to I,
and, because 10 is a constant,we get

We now divide through Eq. 8.2 by the capacitance C and arrange the
deivatives in descending order:

d2r 1 du 't) ^

(8.2)

(8.3)

Comparing Eq. 8.3 vith the differential equarions derived h Chaprer ?
reveals that tley differ by the presence of the term involving the second
deivative. Equation 8.3 is an ordinary, second-order diffeietrtial equation
with constant coefficients Circuits in this chapter contain botll inducto$ and
capacitors, so the diJferential equation describing these circuits is of the sec-
ond order.Therefore, we sometimes call such circuits second-ord€r circuits.

The General Sotution of the Second-0rder Differential
Equation
We can't solve Eq. 8.3 by separating the variables and integmting as we
were able to do with the firstorder equations in Chapter 7. The classical
approach to solving Eq.8.3 is to assume that the solution is of exponential
folm, that is. to assume that the voltase is of the form

r, = Ae',.

where A and s aie unknown constants,

(8.4)
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Before showhg how this assumption leads to tle solution of Eq. 8.3,
we need to show that it is mtional. The strcngest argument we can make in
favor of Eq. 8.4 is to note Ircm Eq. 8.3 that the second deivative of the
solution, plus a constant times the fint derivative, plus a constant times the
solution itself, must sum to zero for all values of L This can occur only if
higher order derivatives of the solution have the same form as the solu
tion. The exponential function satisfies this cdterion. A second argument
in favor of Eq. 8.4 is that the solutions of all the firsl-order equations we
derived in Chapter 7 were exponential.It seems reasonable to assume that
the solution of the second-order equation also involves the exponential
function.

If Eq. 8.4 is a solution of Eq. 8.3, it must satisfy Eq. 8.3 for all values of t.
Substituting Eq.8.4 into Eq.8.3 generates the expression

er 'e ' r f i*r f f=0,

(8.5)

(8.7)

(8.6) < Characteristic equation, parattel
ruCcircuit

,  1 \
-  

R C - i )

which can be satisfied for aI values of t oDly iJ ,4 is zero or the parentheti-
cal term is zero, because er' f 0 for ary finite values ofrt. We cannot use
,4. = 0 as a geneml solution because to do so implies tlat the voltage is
zero for all time-a physical impossibility if energy is stored in either the
inductor or capacitor. Therefore, in order for Eq. 8.4 to be a solution of
Eq.8.3,the parenthetical term in Eq.8.5 must be zero, or

Equation 8.6 is called the characteristic equation of the differential equa-
tion because the roots of this quadmtic equation detemine the mathe-
matical character of t'O).

The two roots of Eq.8.6 are

I
' 2RC

2RC
(8.8)
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If either root is substituted into Eq.8.4, the assumed solution satisfies the
giver differential equation, that is, Eq.8.3. Nore fiom Eq.8.5 thaf this
result holds regardless of the value of,4. Therefore, both

u = Ard,' ar.d

D = A2ett

satisfy Eq.8.3. Denoting these two solutions z,i and o2, respectively, we can
show that their sum also is a solulion. Specifically, if we le1

'D = z)1+ D2 - Aret + A2erI,

Arfie\' + A2sae,'

0: Ares\t + A2e5,r.

(8.e)

d u =
(8.10)

(8.11)

Substituting Eqs. 8.9-8.11 into Eq.8.3 gives

/  t  r \  I  I  r \4 / " ( ' i  R ; ,  
-  -n )  on  

\ ' :  
*  ^ . ,  ' . , J -o  re . r z r

But each parenthetical term is zero because by definition 11 and 12 are
roots of the characteristic equation. Hence the natural iesponse of the
parallel RaC circuit shown in Fig. 8.1 is of the form

(8.13)

Equatior 8.13 is a repeat of the assumption made in Eq.8.9. We have
shown that z'r is a solution, ?)2 is a solution, and tJ1 + ,2 is a solution.
Therefore, the geneml solution of Eq. 8.3 has the form given in Eq. 8.13.
The roots ofthe characteristic equatjon (st and sr) are determiDed by the
circuit parameters R, a, and C The initial conditions determine the values
ofthe comtants /1and,42. Note that the form of Eq.8.13 must be modi-
fied if the two rcots sr and r, are equal. We discuss this modification when
we turn to the critically damped voltage response in Section 8.2.

The behavior ofo(t) depends on the values of sl and 12. Therefore the
first step in finding the natural response is to determine the roots of the
characteristic equation. We retun to Eqs. 8.7 and 8.8 ard rewrite them
t u s i D g a  n o l a r i o n  \  i d e l y  u s e d i n  l h e  k l e r a l u r e :

\ = - d + l & 4 ,

"r= -' \/& "1,

(8.14)

(8.15)
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(8.16) < Nep€r frequenqr, parallet RIC circuit

(8.17) < Resonant radian frequency, parattel
Rlf circuit

These results are summarized in Table 8.1.
The eeonent of e must be dimensionless, so both sr and r, (and

hence a and o0) must have the dimension of the reciprocal of time, or fre-
quency. To distinguish among the ftequeflcies s1, 12, a, and oo, we use the
fotlowing terminology: sr and s2 are refeired to asmmplex ftequencies,a
is called the neper frequenct', and oo is the resonant m.li&n ftequenq.'I]Je
full significance of this teminology unfolds as we move t}lrough the
remaining chapters of this book. All these ftequencies have the dimen-
sior of angular frequency per time. For complex frequencies, the neper
frequency, and the rcsonant radian frequency, we specify values using the
nni,t ndilns per second (rad/s). The nature of the roots 11 and s2 depends
on the ^values of c and o0. There are three possible outcomes. First, if
oii < a'. both roots will be real and distirct. For reasons to be discussed
late^r, the ̂ voltage response is said to be overdamped in this case. Second,
if 06 > l, both s1 and s2 will be complex and, in addition, will be conju-
gates of each other. In this situation, ttre voltage rcsponse is said to be
underdamped. The third possible outcome is that oB = a2. In this case, rl
and 12 will be real and equal. Here the voltage rcsponse is said to be
critically damped. As we shall see, damping affects the way the voltage
response leaches its final (or steady-state) value. We discuss each case
separately in Section 8.2.

Example 8.1 illustmtes how the numerical values of 11 and 12 are
detemhed by the values ofR, a,and c-

Terminology

Resonant radian frequency

r j -  a + V d '  0 6

s 1 : - d -  v a -  o n l
1

2RC
I"' .vzr
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Finding the Roots of the Characteristic Equation of a PaEttet fl"C Circuit

a) Find the roors of the chamcteristic equation that
govems the transient behavior of the voltage
shown in Fig.8.5 if R : 200 O, L = 50 mH, and
C = 0.2 p.F.

b) Will tle response be overdamped, underdamped,
or critically damped?

c) Repeat (a) ard (b) for R : 312.5 O.

d) What value of R causes the response to be criti-
caly damped?

C

Figure 8.5 l A cjrcujt used to illustrat€ th€ natunt r€sponse of
a palattet Rrr circuit.

c) For R = 312.5 O,

106
d = . . : - .^ = 8000rad/s,

(oz)){u.r l

& : 64 x 106 : 0.64 x 103 rad'�ls'�.

As ofr remains at 103 rad2/s2,

rr = -8000 + i6000 radls,

r, = -8000 - ./6000 rad/s.

(In electrical engineering, the imaginary number
V-1 is represented by the letter i, because the
letter j represents cu[ert.)

In this case, t}le voltage response is under-
damped since ofr > L

d) For critical damping, a'� : (,3, so

(#)'=#='.''

SoIution

a) For the given values of -R, a, and C,

, "  _ r , { . , n a _ C s .- 
2RC (400)(0.2)

1 /  rn l  !  1n6r

Frcm Eqs.8.14 and 8.15,

\ - -1.25 ̂  td + r"ftsox to3 to3

= -12,500 + 7500 : 5000 rad/s,

\2 = -r.25 ̂ ro' - lffirsox ro' rd

: 12,500 7500 : 20,000 rad/s.

b) The voltage response is overdamped because
oZ < a).

#='* '

106
(2 x 10)(0.2)

: 250 ().
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obj€dive 1-Be abte to determine the natural response

8.1 The resistance and inductance ofthe circuit in
Fig.8.5 are 100 O and 20 mH, rcspectively.

a) Find the value of Clhat makes the voltage
response critically damPed.

b) If Cis adjusted to give a neper frequency of
5 krad/s, find the value of C and the roots of
the charactedstic equation.

c) If C is adjusted to give a resonant lrequcncy
of20 krad/s, find the value of C and the
roots of the characteristic equation,

NOTE: Also by Chapter Ptublem 8.1.

and th€ st€p response of parattel ruC circuits

Ansu,er: (a) 500 nF;

( b ) c : 1 p F ,
11 : 5000 + j5000 rad/s,
r, = 5000 - i5000 rad/s;

(c) C - r2snF,
'!r - -5359 rad/s,
s2: -14,647radls

ef a Far*tte!. 8l{ Ciieuit
So far we have seen that the behavior of a second-order R LC circuit depends
on the values of rt and 12, which in turn depend on ihe circuit paramete$ R,
l-. and C. Thercfore, the first step ill finding the natural response is to calcu
late these valucs and, relatedly, dctcrmine whether the rcsponse is over ,
under-, or critically damped.

Completing the description of the natural resPonse requires finding two
untnown coetficientq such as A1and,4, in Eq.8.13.The mcthod used to do
this is based on rnatching the solulion fbr the natural rcsponsc to the initial
conditions imposed by the circuil, which are ihe idtial value of the cufent (or
voltage) and the initial value of lhe Iirsl derivative of the omenl (or voltage).
Note that these same jnitial conditions, plus thc final value of the variable, wil
also be needed when finding the step responsc of a second-order circuit

In this section, wc analyze the natuml response form {or each of the
three types of damping, beginning with the overdamped response. As we will
see, the response equations, as well as lhe equations for evaluating the
unknown coefficients, are slightly different for each of the three dampjng
configurations. This is why we want to determine al thc outset of the Problcm
whether the response is over . under-. or critically damped.

The overdamped Voltage Response
When lhe roots of the charactenstic equation are real and distinct,the volt-
age response of a parallel RLC circuit is said to be overdamped.The solu
tion for the voltage is of the lorm

8.2 Tlte Forsns of th* !$aturai $tesB*nse

(8.18) ' j !  voLtage naturaI response-ovetdarnped
parattet nlf circuit

r - A 1 e \ r + A 2 e t 1 t ,
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where J1 and s2 are the roots of the characteristic equation, The constants
,41 and ,42 are detemined by the initial conditiorq speciiically from the
vaiues of r(0 ) and d0\0 ) dr, wbich in rurn are determined tr;m |he ini-
tial voltage on the capacitor, y0, and the initial current in tle inductor. 1n.

\ext.  we show how to use lhe ini l ia l  \okage on lhe capaci lor dod the
initial current in the inductor to find ,41 and ,42. First we note from Eq.8.18
rhar A and,42. Firslwenoleftom Eq.8. l8rhal

z ' (0 ' ) :A r+ ,4 r , (8.1e)

(8.20): srAr + szA2.

wi lh rr  and 12 known. lhe task ot t inding /4 |  and ,42 reduces to f inding
u(0 ) and /rfo ) dI. The value ot r{0-) is rhe inir ial vokage on lbe capac-
itor y0. We get the initiat value of dr/dt by first finding the currenr i; the
capacitor branch at I - 0+. Then,

dr(o+)

dr'(0*) ,.(0.)
C

(8.21)

\8.2?)

We use Kirchloffs current law to fhd the initial current in the capac_
itor bmnch. We ktrow that the sum of the three branch currents at r : 0+
musl be zerc. The currcnt in the resistive branch at r : 0+ is the initial
voltage % divided by the resistance, and the curent in the inductive
branch is 10. Using the reference system depicted in Fig. 8.5, we obtain

ic(o)

After finding the numerical value oft6(0+), we use Eq.8.21to fhd rhe jni-
Iial \ante of da/dt .

We can summarize the process for finding the overdamped response,
o(l), as follows:

1. Find the ioots of the characteristic equation, st and s2, using the val-
ues of R, Z, and C

2. Find r'(0+) and do(O+)/dl using circuit analysis.
3. Find the values of "{r and ,,t2 by sotving Eqs. 8.23 and 8.24

simultaneously:

u ( 0 - ) : A 1 + 4 , (8.23)

\8.24)s1A7 + s2Az.

4. Substitute the values for sl, 12,,41, and,42 into Eq.8.18 to deter-
mine rhe expression for , (r)  tor r  > 0.

Examples 8.2 and 8.3 illustrate how to find the overdamped response of a
pamllel RIC circuit.

db(o+)

- %

,c(o-)
C
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Finding the overdamped Natural Response of a Parattet 8tC Circuit

For the circui t  in Fig. 8.6, o(0"):12V. and
ir(0') : 30 mA.

a) Find the initial current in each branch of the

b) Find the initial value ofdt'ldr.

c) Find the expression for 0(t).

d) skelch ,(r)  in rhe inrerval 0 r  250 ss.

Solution

a) The inductor prevents an instantaneous change
in its current, so the initial value oI the inductor
current is 30 mA:

ir(0 ) : tr(0.) - i-(0-) : 30mA.

The capacitor holds the initial voltage across the
parallel elements to 12 V Thus t}le initial current
in tbe resistive branch, ir(O-), is 12/200, or
60 mA. Kirchhof|s current law requircs the sum
of the currents leaving the top node to equal
zero at everY instant- Hence

rc(O) = rr(0) iR(o)
- 90 mA.

Note that if we assumed the inductor current and
capacitor voltage had reached their dc values at
the instant that energy begins to be released,
tc(o-) = 0. In other words, there is an instanta-
neous change in the capacitor current at I : 0.

b) Because ic : C(.tu/dt),

du('')
dt

Figure 8.6 a The circuittor Examph 8.2.

the form ofEq.8.i8.We find the co-efficients A1
and ,4, from Eqs. 8.23 and 8.24. We've already
determined rr, r,, r'(0+), and dt'(0*)/dr, so

1 2 :  A r +  A 2 ,

450 x 1d: 5000/r - 20,000/r.

We solve two equations for ,4r and ,4, to obtajn
Ar : 1.4y and A2 - 26 V. substituting these
values into Eq.8.18 ields the overdamped volt
age response:

,( /)  (  t  p-smol t-  2bp ) ' " '  t  \ .  r  .  . .

As a check on these calculations, we note that
the solution yields o(0) : 12 v and da(o*)/dt
: 4s0,000v/s.

d) Figure 8.7 shows a plot of o(l) versus 1 over the
interval0 < r < 250ps.

,(, (v)

0.2 pF

12

10

9 0 .  r 0 r
0.2 x 10-6

: 4 5 0 k v / s .

c) The roots of the characteristic equation come
from the values of R, Z, and C. For the values
specified and from Eqs.8.14 and 8.15 along with
8.16 and It.17,

c, - -t .25 . t0" \,{5- . t 'T tF

= -12,500 + 7500 = 5000 rad/s,

12 r.25 '  l0'- \ , / i5b25 r0' u'

: -12,500 - 7500 : 20,000 rad/s.

Because the roots are real and distinct, we know
that the response is overdamped and hence has Figure 8.7 A The vottage rcsponse for Example 8.2.
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it(t) = t 1 o

Catcutating Branch Currents in the Natural Response of a parattet flc Circuit

Derivc the expressions that describe the rnrce
branch currents tx, ir, and r. in Examplc 8.2
(Fig- Il.6) during thc lime the storcd energy is bcing

Solution

We know the voltage across the thrcc branches
frollr the solLrtion in Example 8.2, narncly,

44 = ( L1e solro' + 26e 2oooo') v, . > 0.

The currcnt in the resistive branch is theD

i"t t \ :  : I  70. s000, + I  tn,  :0 000r \  m r
2 0 0  

,  , , , , A .  ' :

'I}lcre 
rre two ways Lo find the curent in thc induc-

tive branch. Onc wav is to usc the integral relation-
ship lhat exists bclween the current and rhc voltage
allhe terminals oI an inductor:

A second approach is to find rhe current in the
capacitivc branch first and then use the tacl that
iR + it. + ic = 0. Let's usc this approach. The cur-
rent in thc capacitive branch is

,.(r) = c+

u.

: 0.2 x 101j(70.000e 5r{r0' 520,000ar0,000/ )

= (14e tooo/ 104e '�oooo/) mA, I > 0+

Notc thal tc(0*) = 90 mA, which agrees wirh th.-
rcsull in Example i1.2.

Now we obtain the iDductive branch curreni
&om the relationship

iL(t) = -iRQ) ic(t)

= (56d 5ooor 26d 2o,ooo,) mA, r > rr.

We leave it to you, in Assessment Probtem 8.2, 10
show that the integral relation alluded to leads to
the saDe result. Note that thc expression for iz
agrees with thc initial inductor curreDt, as it musl.lI',uo*

obiedive 1-Be abte to determine the natural response and

8.2 Use the integral relationship belween i, and ?
to f ind rhc e\pfes. i .n for r ,  in f ig.U.o.

Answer: tr(1) = (56e taht 26e 20m,1 m,r, r - U.

8.3 The elcment values in the circuit showtr are
R - 2kO, Z = 250 mH, and C : 10 nF. The
iDitial current 10 in the inductor is 4 A, and
the initjal voltage on the capacitor is 0V The
output signal is the voltage 2,. Find (a) t,r(o+);
(.h) ic(1'); (c) dr(c')/.Lt, (d) ,41: (e),4r;ard
(f) ?J(1) when I > 0.

NOTE: AIso try Chapter Prcblens 8.2,8.5, an(t 8.19.

the step response of parattet f,lf circuits

(a) o;
(b ) , rA ;
(c) ,l x 103 v/s;
(d) 13.333 V;
(e) -13,333 V;
(0 13,333(e-10.0''0' - e rn,mo ) v.
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The Underdamped Voltage Response
Whetr 06 > l. $e roots of lhe characrerislic equadoD are complex. and
the response is underdamped, For convenience, we express the rcots sl
and J2 as

: a + j\/;{-i

(8.25)

(8.26)

(8.27) < Damped radian frequency

(8.28)

(8.?9)

< vottage natoral response-undedamped
Darattel ruC circuits

+ i(/r - A)snt adt).
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At this point in the transition from Eq. 8.18 to 8.28, replace t}le arbitiary
constants ,4r + ,4, and t(A1 - At with new arbitary constants de oted
81 and B, to get

o = € "'(Br cos ,rdt + 82 sin.dd,

: B1e "t cosadt + B2e-"tsin.odt.

The constants -Br and 82 are real, not complex, because the voltage is
a real tunction. Don't be misled by the fact that B, : j(,4r - ,4r). In this
underdamped case,,4r and ,42 are complex conjugates, and thus 81 and 82
are real. (See Problems 8.13 and 8.14.)The reason for defining the under-
damped response in terms of the coefficients 81 and 82 is that it yields a
simpler expression for the voltage, ,. We determine B1 and B, by the ini-
tial energy stored in the circuit, in the same way that we found,4r and ,42
for the overdamped response: by evaluating ?J at t : 0' and its derivative
at I : 0*. As with sl and sr, a and ro2 are fixed by the circuit pammeters R,
L,ancl C.

For the underdamped response, the two simultaneous equations that
determifle 81 and B2 are

u ( 0 ' ) : u o - 8 1 , (8.30)

(8.31)
at'(o) _ i.(o)

d t C
: dBr + odBz.

Let's look at the general natue of the underdamped response. Fint,
the trigonometric functioff indicate tlat this response is oscillatory; that
is, the voltage alternates between positive and negative values. The rate at
which the voltage oscillates is fixed by .dd. Second, the amplitude of the
oscillation decreases er?onentially. The iate at which the amplitude falls
off is detemined by a. Because d detemines how quickly the oscillations
subside, it is also referred to as the damping factor or dsmping coeflicient.
That explains why (1),? is called the damped radian frequency. If there is no
damping, d = 0 and th€ frequency of oscillation is o0. Whenever there is a
dissipative elemenq R, in the circuit, a is not zero and the ftequency of
oscillation, ar, is less than o0. Thus when .Y is not zeio, the frequency of
oscillation is said to be damped.

The oscillatory behavior is possible because of the two Opes of energy-
stomge elements in the circuil the inductor and the capacitor. (A mechan-
ical analogy of this electric circuit is that of a mass suspended on a spring,
where oscillation is possible because erergy can be stored in both the
spring and the moving mass.) We say more about the characteistics of the
underdamped response following Example 8.4, which examines a circuit
whose response is underdamped. In summary, note that the overall
process for finding the underdamped response is the same as that tbr the
overdamped response, although the response equalions and the simulta-
neous equalions used to find the constants are slighdy different.
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Finding the Underdamped Natural Response of a Parattet flc Circuit

In the circuit shown in Fig. 8.8, Vo:o, and
Io: 12.25 mA.

a) Calculate the ioots of the characteristic equation.

b) Calculate D and do/dt at t : 0'.

c) Calculate the voltage response for t > 0.

d) Plot o(t) versus I for the time interval
0 < l < 1 1 m s .

0.125 pF

Flgure 8.8 a The ci(uit fo' E{anrpte 8.4.

explicitly. However, this example emphasizes
$b! r '  a0d \? are kno$.n as comple\ f requencies.

b) Because o is the voltage aqoss the terminals of a
capaclror, we nave

0 ( 0 ) = u ( 0 - ) = Y o : 0 '

Because ?(0+) = 0, the current in the rcsistive
branch is zero at t = 0+. Hence the current in
the capacitor at I = 0- is the negative of the
hductor current:

tc(0') = ( 12.25) = 12.2sr]l,4.

Therefore the initial value of the derivative r

du {o+ )  {12 .25 ) (10  r )  - -  - - - , ,:  - : 9 X l i ( n ) V / s .
d/ (0.r2s)(10 )

c) From Eqs.8.30 and 8.31, Br = 0 and

oR non
B, = - ' ' ' ' '  c 100 V.

Substituting the numerical values of a, od, 81,
and 82 into the exprcssion for ?r(t) gives

0(t) = looa'�misin 979 80r v, t > 0.

d) Figure 8.9 shows the plot oI t (t) ve$us I for the
fkst 11 ms after the stored eneryy is released. It
clearly indicates the damped oscillatory nature
of the underdamped response. The voltage 2{t)
approaches its final value, alternating between
values that are greater than and less than the
fiml value. Fu hemore, these swings about the
final value deqease exponentialy wittr time.

Solution

a) Because

1 106
2RC 2(2q1d9.12s\

',77
- "f-. ' f f  =

\ (8X0.125)

: 200 rad/s,

103 md/s,

.3 > "'.

Therefore, the response is underdamped. Now,

a6: ^,/S ]: r,,iFJxld: roor,66

: 979.80 radls,

st :  a + jod: -200 + j97980rad/s,

s2 = -a - jad = 200 j979.80 rad/s.

For t}le underdamped case, we do not ordinadly
solve for J1 and 12 because we do not use them

, (v)
80
60
40
20
0

-20
40

7 8 9

Figure 8.9 A The voLtage tesponse for Exampte 8.4.

, (*)
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Characteristics of the Underdamped Response
The underdamped response has several imporranl characterisrics. Firsr. as
the dissipatiye losses in the circuil decrease. rhe pcrsistence of thc oscilla-
tions incrcaser and the frcquencv of the oscillalions approachcs o0. I'r
other words. as R+,6. thcdissipation in thecircuir in Fig. 8.lt approaches
zero bccause p : i)7R. As R-- co. a+ 0. which tells us lhat o,j + rr0.
When a : 0. the maximum amplirude of rhc voltage rentains conslant:
thus the oscillation at .r0 is sustained. In Example 8.4, if /t wcrc increascd
to infinily, the solution for o(r) \\'ould bccorne

1Jt) : 98 sin 1000r V. r > 0.

'lhus, iD this case the oscillarior is sustaincd, the maximum amplitude of
thc voltage is 98 V and the frequency of oscillation is 1000 rad/s.

Wc Dray now describe qualitarively thc difference betwccn an undcr-
diDped and an ovcrdamped responsc. In an underdampcd system. thc
lcspoNe oscillates, or "bounces," aboul ils fiDal value. This oscilLalion is
also rcferred to as rinqing. In an ovcrdamped system, the responsc
approaches its final value without ringing or in what is sometjmcs
dcscibed as a "sluggish" manner. Whcn specifying the dcsircd responsc of
a sccondorder systcmr you mav want to reach the final value in the sho(-
csl tiDe possiblc. and you may not be concerned with smaLl oscillations
about that final value. If so, you would design the systcm components to
achieve an underdamped response. On the other hand. you nlay bc con-
corned that thc response not exc€ed its final value. pcrhaps to ensurc that
oomponents arc not damaged.In such a case,you would dcsign the systcm
components to achieve an overdamped response, and you would havc to
:rc(€pr i  relal ivcl)  \ lu\  r i .e ro rhc l inJlvalu(.

obj€ctive l-Be able to detemine the natural and the st€p

8.4 A 10 trI}I inductor, a 1pF capacitor, and a vari-
able resistor are connected in parallel in the
circuit shown. The resistor is adjusted so thal
the roots ofthe characteristic equation arc
-8000 ,r i6000 rad/s.The initial volrage on the
capacitor is 10Y and the initial cuffent in thc
inductor is 80 mA. Find
a) Ri

b) dr(o+)ldt;

c) Br and 82 in the solution for ?);and
a) ; r ( r ) .

NOTE: Aho tty Chdpter Problems 8.3 antl8.20.

response of paraltel ilc circuits

Answ€r: (a) 62.5 O;
(b) -240,000 v/s;
(c) -Br : 10 v, B, = -80/3 V;
(d) rr.(r) = 10e 3mo,[8cos6000t

+ (82/3) sin 600011 mA when I > 0.
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The Criticatty Damped Voltage Response
The second-order circuit in Fig.8.8 is critically damped when ofr : o'�, or
o0 : a. When a circuit is critically damped, the response is on the verge of
oscillating. In addition, the two roots of the characteristic equation are
real and equalt that is,

(8.32)
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D =  \ A 1  +  4 ) e d :  A G d ,

a ( . r ) = u o : D 2 ,

do(o) _ ic(o*) _ Dr aD2.

/8 14) < Vottage natural response-criticall,
damped parattel f,lC circuit

1
2RC

When this occun, the solution for the voltage no longer takes the form
of Eq. 8.18. This equation breaks down because if rr = 12 = a, it pre-
dicts that

(8.33)

where ,40 is an arbitrary constant. Equation 8.33 cannot satisfy two inde'
pendent initial conditions (y0, 10) with only one arbitrary constant, A0.
Recall that the circuit parameten R and Cfix d.

We can trace this dilemma back to the assumption that the solution
takes the form of Eq.8.18.wllen the roots of the characteristic equation
are equal, the solution for the differential equation takes a different
folm, namely

Thus in the case of a repeated root, the solution involves a simple expo-
nenlial telm plus the product of a linear and an exponential term. The jus-
tification of Eq. 8.34 is left for an intrcductory course in differential
equations. Finding the solution involves obtaining ,1 and D2 by follovring
the same pattem set in tle overdamped and underdamped cases: We use
the initial values of ttre voltage and the derivative of the voltage with
respect to time to write two equations containing Dr andlot D2.

From Eq. 8.34, the two simultaneous equations needed to detemine
D, ard D, are

(8.35)

(8.36)

As we can see, in the case of a critically damped response, both the
equation for o(l) and the simultaneous equations for the constants ,r and
D2 diJfer ftom tlos€ lor over- and underdamped responses, but the general
approach is the same. You will rarcly encounter critically damped systems
in practicg largely because oo must equal a €xactly. Both of these quarti-
ties depend on circuit parameten, and in a real circuit it is very difficult to
choose component values that satisfy an exact equality relationship.

Example 8.5 illustrates the approach for finding the critically damped
resoonse of a oarallel RIC circuit,
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a) For thc circuit in Example 8.4 (Fig.8.8), find the
valuc oIn thairesults in a critically damped volt

b) Calculate !(r) for r > 0.
c) Irlot 1r(l) vcrsus rfor 0 < t = 7 ms.

Sotution

- r  f f o m  I  \ J n r n , c  8 . 4 .  $ <  k n o w  r h " r  u ;  l 0 ' .
Therefore for crilical damping.

NatuDt and Step Responses ofiltOrcurts

1
)RC.

106 : 4000 ().

Eqs.8.35 and 8.36, r, : 0 and ,i = 98,000 V/s.
Substjtuting lhese values for a. ,1, and ,2 inlo
Eq.8.34 gives

? ) ( i )  =  9 8 , 0 0 0 t i ? r o m ' v ,  r > 0 .

c) Figure 8.10 shows a plot of 2,0) versus 1in thc
interval l )  = I  < 7ms.

Finding the Criticatty Damped NaturaI Response of a Paratlel ntc Circuit

(2000)(0.12s)

b) Fron the solution of Example 8.4. we know that
u(0*) - 0 and dr(0+\ldt = 98,000 v/s. From

"(v)

-12

21

8

0 1

Figure 8.10,i llre vottage rcsponse for Exanrph 8.5.

, (mt

obiedive 1-86 abte to determin€ the nai|jral and the st€p

8,5 The resistor in ihe circuit in Assessment
Pfoblem R.4 i .  idtu. led tof  cr i l ical  damping
The inductancc and capacitance values are
0.4 H and 1 0 /..F, respectively. Ihe inirial energy
stored in thc circuit is 25 mJ ard is distributed
equally between the ind ctor and capacitor.
Find (a) R:(b) yor (c) 10; (d) Dr and ,, in the
soiution Ior t';and (e) in. I > 0*.

NOTE: AIso *j Chapter Problems 8.4 dnrl8.21.

r€sponse of parallet f,lC circuits

Answer: (a) 100 O:

(b) s0 v;
(c) 2s0 mA;

(d) -50.000 v/s,50 V;

(e) tn(r) = (-500re 500.+ 0.50rs00) A,
t = t ) '

A Summary of the Results
We conclude our discussion ofthe parallcl R/,Ccircuir\ natural response
with a bricf sunmary of the results. The first slep iD finding the natural
responsc is to calculate the roots of the characteristic equation. You thcn
knowimmediately whether the rcsponse is overdamped. underdampcd, or
critically damped.

If the roots are real and dislincl (o3 < a2), the response is over
dampcd and the voltage is

n(.t) :  A'd." '+ Aze' '  .
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The values of -41 and ,42 are determined by solving the following simulta-
neous equatlons:

D(0*) = A1 +A2,

dr ' (0+r l . {0+l
d t L

If the ioots are complex ..rA > d'� t}le response is underdamped ard
the voltage is

D(t) - B1e "'cosadt + B2e-"'sin adt,

- ,  r - a  "

The values of Br and B, are found by solving t}le following simultaneous

1 ) ( 0 - ) : u o : B r ,

dDt\+\ i . tq+ |
d r  

- ' (  = - a B  - u " B

li the roots of the characteristic equation are real and equal (dA : a'�),
the volfage response is

a(t) = D1rc-a' + Dp d',

where a is as in the other solution forms, To determine values for the con-
stants ,1 and D2, solve the folowing simultaneous equations:

8.1 The Step Respo6e ofa Pa,altetRtC Circuit

Figlre 8.111A circuit Lrsed to de(fibe the step
rcsponse of a paGllet fr circuit.

301

a ( O - ) : U o = D 2 ,

/u(01 ic(u+)

8.3 The Step Response of a Paraltel
RIC Circuit

Finding the step response of a parallel RaC circuit involves finding rhe
voltage across the parallel branches or the current in the individual
branches as a result of the sudden application of a dc current source. Therc
may or may not be energy stored in the circuit when the current source is
applied. The task is represented by the circuit shown in Fig. 8.11. To
develop a general approach to finding the step response of a second-order
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circuit, we focus on finding the current in the inductive branch (ir). This
current is of particular interest because it does not approach zero as I
increases. Rather, after the switch has been open for a long time, the induc-
toi current equals Ure dc source current I Because we want to focus on tlle
lechdque for finding rhe step response, we assume that tie initial energy
stored in tlle circuit is zero. This assumption simplifies t]le calculations and
doesn't alter the basic process involved. In Example 8.10 we will see how
the presence of idtially stored energy enters into the general procedure.

To find the inductor current ir, we must solve a second-order differ,
ential equation equated to the forcing lunction 1, which we derive as fol
lows. From Kirchhoff's curent law. we have

i L + i R + i c : 1 ,

Because

- cllL

we get

(Lu - r12i,
d t  

-  
d t 2 '

Substituting Eqs.8.38 and 8.39 into Eq.8.37 gives

L (li, i
i L + = - : 1  L C . : - L

dr

For convenienc€, we divide througl by -LC and rearrange terms:

i , r ! * c ! : r . (8.37)

(8.38)

(8.3e)

(8.40)

d2i ,  I  d i t  i ,  t

dt! RC d! LC LC
(8.41)

Compadng Eq. 8.41 with Eq. 8.3 reveals that the presence of a nonzero
term on the dght-hand side of the equation alters the task. Before showing
how to solve Eq. 8.41 directly, we obtain the solution indirectly. When we
know the solution of Eq.8.41, explai ng the direct approach will be easier.

The Indirect Approach
We can solve foi ir indhectly by first finding the voltage o. We do this with
the techniques introduced in Section 8.2,because the differential equation
that ?J must satisfy is identical to Eq. 8.3. To see tlis, we simply return to
Eq. 8.37 and express i, as a functioD of r; thus

l [ ' , 0 , * i * ro l t= ' 18.42)
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Differentiating Eq. 8.42 once with respecl to t reduces the righfhand side
to zero because 1 is a constant. Thus

As discussed in Section 8.2, the solution for t, depends on the roots ofthe
characteristic equation. Thus the three Dossible solutions are

o  l d u  ^ d z \  ^
L t< dt ar

d2u

i L = I + D i t a " t + D i e " t ,

1 cla u
RC dt LC

(8.43)

A word of caution: Because there is a souce in the circuit for l > 0, you
must tate into account the value of the source current at t = 0* when you
evaluate the coefficients h Eqs.8.4ll-8.46.

To fhd the three possible solutions for ir, we substitute Eqs. 8.44-8.46
into Eq. 8.37. You should be able to vedry, when this has been done, that
the three solutions for i, vrill be

b = A r e t n + A 2 e s | t ,

b = Bpn' cos tJdt + B2e-"'sin adt,

a= Dle-"t + Dze-"t.

i L : I + A i d ' t + A i e " 1 t ,

iL: I + B'Ie-'cosaat + Bie "Isind,1t.

(8.44)

(8.45)

\8.46)

\8.47)

(8.18)

(8.4e)

where Ai, Ai, Bi, Bi, Di, and Di, arc arbitrary constants.
Ir each case, the primed constants can be found indiiectly in tems of

the arbitrary constants associated with the voltage solution. However, this
approach is cumbe$ome.

The Dired Approach
It is much easier to find tle primed constants directly in tems of the ini-
tial values of the response function. Foi the circuit being discussed, we
would find the pimed constants from iz(o) and dir(0)/dt.

The solution for a second-order differential equation witl a constant
forcing function equals the foiced response plus a response function iden-
tical in form to the natural response.Thus we can always write the solution
for the steo resoonse in the form

I lunction of lhe same folm II  = r /  + 
|  as the nat"* i  *"p.*.J '

(8.50)
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The initial energy stored in the circuit in Fig.8.12 is
zero. At t : 0, a dc current source of 24 mA is
applied to the circuit. The value oI the resistor is
400 ().

a) Wlat is the initial value of ir?

b) What is the initial value of diLldt?
c) wllat are the roots of the characteristic equation?
d) W}lat is t}le numerical expression for iz(r) when

t > 0 ?

Figure 8.12.A The circuii tor Exampte 8.6.

Solution

a) No erergy is stored in the circuit prior to the
application ofthe dc curent source, so the initial
current in the inductor is zero. The inductor pro-
hibits ar instantaneous change in inductor cur-
rent; therefore il(o) = 0 immediately after the
switch has been opened.

b) The initial voltage on the capacitor is zero
before the switch has been opened; ther€fore il
will be zero immediately after. Now, because
u: LdiL/dt,

-.  l functron ol the same form I'  = vr + 
I as the Dot-"r *"p. '*J'

(8.51)

c) From tlle circuir elements.we obtain

. a -==  ^ :=  r h  .  r 0 " ,
\ z ) ) \ z ) )

1 loe
o 'RC t ')(4uu,(25,

a ' � = 2 5 r 1 0 3 .

Because ofr < l, fie roots oI the chamcteristic
equation are rcal and distinct.Thus

,1 : 5 x 104+3 x 104 = -20,000 rad/s,

.r2: 5x10* 3 x 10'= -80,000 rad/s.

d) Because the roots of the characteristic equation
are real and distinct, the inductor curent response
will be overdamped. Thus ir(l) takes t}le form of
Eq.8.47,namely,

iL= I f  + A\es) t+ Aietxt

> Indudor current in overdamped parattet
RIC circuit step response

Hence, ftom this solution, the two simultaneous
equations that determine A\ and Ai are

i , ( 0 ) = . / , + A ' . + A \ = 0 .

;(0) 
= sL,ai + 'rAi:0

Solving for ,4i and Ai gives

,4 j  :  32mA and  A i=8mA.

The numerical solution for ilo) is

iLo : Qa , 32e 20,m& + 8e-s0,1\J0' ) mA, I > 0.

where 1t and yi represent tbe final value of the response function. The
fillal value may be zero, as was, for example, the case with the voltage x' in
tlle c cuit in Fig.8.8.

Examples 8.G8.10 illustrate ttre technique of finding the step
response ofa parallel RaCcircuit using the direct approach.

Finding the overdamped Step Response of a ParalteI flc Circuit

!:tot : o.
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Finding the Underdamped Step Response of a Parattet RIC Circuit

The resistor in the circuit in Example 8.6 (Fig.8.12)
is increased to 625 O. Find ,z(1) for I > 0.

Solution
Because I, and C remain fixed, oA has the same
value as in Example 8.6; that is, o; = 16 x 103.
Increasing n to 625 O decreases a to
3.2 x 10amd/s. With ofr > a'�, the roots of the
charactedstic equation are complex. Hence

3.2 x 10" + j2.4 x 10" rad/s,

3.2 x 10- j2.4 x 10" rad/s.

The cu{ent response is now underdamped and
given by 8q.8.,18:

i t u l  =  I t  +  B t c " ' c o s d . t .  B e ' t : i n u u t .

> Inductor current in underdamped paratler
ruC circuit step r€sponse

The resistor in the circuit in Example 8.6 (Fig.8.12)
is set at 500 O. Find ir for I > 0.

Sotution
We know tlat oA remains at 16 x l0s.WithRsetat
500 O, d becomes 4 x 104 s 1, which corresponds
to c tical damping. Therefore tlre solution for i_(1)
takes the form of Eq.8.49:

Here, d is 32,000 rad/s, rrr is 24,000 rad/s, and
4 is 24 mA.

As in Example 8.6, Bi and Bi are determined
from the initial conditioN Thus the two simultare-

r r ( 0 ) = 1 f + B i = 0 ,

*Q) 
= dBt - "B't:  o.

B't : -21m4

Bi: -32 mA.

The nume cal solution for ir(t) is

iLO = (24 24e 32ac4t cos24,0}0t

i t l t l :  I t  + D\te " '  + Diad.

> Inductor cunent in criticalLy damped panlleL
nlc circuit step response

Finding the Criticatly Damped Step Response of a Parallel Rlc circuit

- 32e '2ooo'sin 24.ooor) mA. r > o.

Again, Di and Di are computed from initial

i L ( O )  =  I r +  D ! 2 = 0 ,

! ! , o r = o ' , - o o , , : 0 .
d l '

Thus

,i = 960,000 mA/s and Di: 24m1..

The numerical expression for iz(t) is

iLO : Q1 - 960,000rerq0m'- 24t10m0') mA, r>0.
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Comparing the Three-Step Response Forms

a) Plot on a single graph, over a range lrom 0 to
220 !,s, the overdamped, underdamped, and
cdtically damped responses derived in
Examples 8.6-8.8.

b) Use the plots of (a) to find the time required for
tr to reach 90o/. ofits final value.

c) On the basis olthe rcsults obtained in (b), which
response would you specity h a design t}lat puts
a premium on reaching 90% ofthe final value of
tlte output in the shortest time?

d) W}lich response would you specify in a design
that must ensure that the final value of the cur-
rent is never exceeded?

Sotution

a) See Fig.8.13.

b) The final value of ir. is 24 mA, so we can read the
times offthe plots correspondiq to ir = 21.6 mA.
Thus rd,l = 130 /.rs, r.r = 91 ps,andt"d : 74 ps.

c) The underdamped response ieaches 90o/o of the
final value in the fastest time, so it is the desired
response type when speed is the most importart
design specification.

Energy is stored in the circuit in Example 8.8
(Fig.8.12,with R = 500 O) at the instant the dc cur,
rent source is applied. The initial current in the
inductor is 29 mA, and the initial voltage across the
capacitor is s0 v Find (a) iL(o); (b) diL(o)/dt:
(c) tr(r) for I > 0; (d) u(D for t > 0.

So[ution

a) There cannot be an instartaneous change of cu. 
")

rent in an inductor, so the initial value of ir in the
first instant after the dc curent source has been
applied must be 29 mA.

26
22
18
l4
10

2
i) 140

Figure 8.13.rr The cun€ni ptots for Example 8.9.

I ( i t
180

d)From the plot, you can see that the under-
damped response ove$hoots the final value of
current, whereas neither the critically damped
nor the overdamped respoNe produces curents
in excess of 24 mA. Although specifying either of
the latter two responses would meet the design
specificatior, it is best to use the overdamped
fesponse. Ir  $ould be impracl ical  to requirc a
design to achieve the exact component values
tlat ensure a critically damped response.

Finding Step Response of a Parallel RLC Circuit with Initial Stored Energy

b) The capacitor holds the initial voltage across the
inductor to 50V Therefore

From the solution of Example 8.8, we kno\q that
the current response is citically damped.Thus

r;(o-) : 50,

lo1l : f l  "  103:2oooA/s.

Underdanped (/l = 625 O)

fi- lo'!'a-'p.a 1n = +oooy
tC licallt daDpcd (1l = 500O)

iL(t) = Ir + D\te "' + Die ""



d  ^ : ^  4 0 . 0 0 0  r a d / s  a n d  / ,  - ' 4 m A .

Notice that the effect of the nonzero initial
stoied energy is on the calculations for the con-
stants Di and ,i, which we obtain tom the nn-
tial conditions. First we use the initial value of
the inductor curent:

tr(0) = 1r + Di - 29 mA.,

from which we get

D i : 2 9  2 4

The solution for ,i is
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Thus the nume cal expression for ir(l) is

iLC) = (.24 + 2.2 x l06reroooor

+ se-aoooo) mA, t > 0.

d.) We can get the expression for ?J(t), t > 0 by
using the relationship between the voltage and
cment in an inductor:

T(,  :  L;

' 1o r) 2.2 106)(-4o.ooo)reroooo'

=(0-)

D ' r=2000+aDtz

: 2000 + (40,000)(5 x 10 )

: 2200 Als : 2.2 x 106 nA/s.

+ 2,2 X I06e-4aIUt

+ (5)( 40,000)?ro!m/l x 10 3

: 2.2 x 106tu a1,auJt + 50? {,000, V, I > 0_

To check this result, let's verify that the initial
voltage across the inductor is 50 V:

D()t) - 2.2 x 106(ox1) + 500):50v.
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+

Figure 8.14 A A circuii used to itLustrate the naturat
response of a series Rlrcircuit.

8.4 The Natural and Step Response
of a Series RIC Circuit

The procedures for finding the natural or step respoNes of a series RZC
circuit are the same as those used to find the natural or step responses of a
parallel RIC circuit, because both circuits are described by differertial
equations that have t}le same form. We begin by sumnine the voltages
around the closed path in the circuit shown in Fig.8.14. Thus

,ii i fl
R i  L " , '  ^ l i d t t v a - j .

d t  c J o

We now differentiate Eq.8.52 once witl respect to I to get

_di _ d' � i  i-  - o
ar .tr c

which we can reanange as

dzi Rdi i
, t , ' - i A - i  " '

Comparing Eq. 8.54 with Eq. 8.3 reveals that tiey have the same form.
Therefore,lo find the solution of Eq.8.54, we follow the same process that
led us to the solution ofEq.8.3.

From Eo.8.54. the characteristic eouation for the sedes RIC circuit is

(8.52)

(8.53)

18.54J

(8.55)

(8.56)

Characteristic equation-series
f,aC circuit >

R
2 t .  

-

The neper frequency (d) for the sedes RIC circuit is

Neper frequenq'-series Rlf circuit > . = ,| ,"0u.

and the expression for the resonant radian frequency is

Resonant radian frequency-series
nlc circuit >

/ R Y
\i)

(8.57)

(8.58)

(8.5e)

Note tlat tle neper frequency of the series RIC circuit differs ftom that of
the parallel RaC circuit, but the resonant mdian frequencies are the same.
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The current response will be overdamped, underdamped, or critically
damped accordjng to whether rofr < c'�, rofr > c'�, or tafr = a'�, respectively.
Thus the three possible solutions for the curent are as follows:

i(t\ = nt""' + "\rer,t (overdamped),

i(t, : Bf-"' cos.Dat + B2e "'sinadt (underdamped),

i(t) = 1;rt" "r + Dr€-"! (critically damped).

When you have obtained the natural current response, you can find the
natural voltage response across any circuit element.

To verifl that the procedure for finding the step response of a series
RaCcircuit isthe same as thatfor a parallel RIC circuit, we show that ihe
differential equation that descibes the capacitor voltage in Fig. 8.15 has
the same form as the differential equation l]rat describes the inductor cur-
rent in Fig.8.11. For convenience, we assume thaa zero energy is stored in
the circuii at the instant the switch is closed.

Applying Kirchhoff's voltagelawto the circuit showr in Fig. 8.15 gives

(8.60)

f8.ol) < Current naturaL response forms in series
,- _- l(ta orcults

Figure 8.15 A A circuit used to ittushate the siep
rcsponse of a se.ies fircncuit.

V - R i + L ! + D . .
/11 ' (e.63)

Th€ current (i) is related to the capacitor voltage (oc) by the expression

V
I.C

(8.64)

(8.66)

from which

(8.65)

Substitute Eqs.8.64 and 8.65 into Eq.8.63 and write the resulting

:!_
LC

d?t4 R dua

* - i a -

Equation 8.66 has the same form as Eq. 8.41;therefore the procedure for
finding ,c parallels that for finding ir. The three possible solutions for z'c
are as follows:

A\e"lt+ A?\r (oveidamped), (8.67)

Bie "' cos odt + Bie-"' sln @,1 (undeidamped), (8.68)

Dtte "t + Diad (critically damped), (s.6e)

where yl is the final value of rc. Hence, from the circuil shown in Fig.8.15,
the final value of z'c is t}le dc source voltage y.

Example 8.11 and 8.12 illustrate the mechanics of finding the natural
and steD resDonses ofa series RIC circuit.

D . - V +

r c = V f +

D c : u f +

{ Capacitor vottage
series nlC circuits

step response forms in
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Finding the Underdamped Natural Response of a Series RLC Circuit

The 0.1pF capacitor in the circuit shown rn
Fig.8.16 is charged to 100V At l : 0 the capacitor
is discharged through a series combination of a
100 mH inductor and a 560 O resistor.

a) Find j(r) for r > 0.
b) Find oc(r) for r > 0.

the initial conditions. The inductor current is
zero before the switch has been closed, and
hence it is zero immediately after. Therefore

( 0 ) = 0 = 8 1 .

Io f ind 82. we evaluale Jir0 l  Jr.  From lhe ci l
cuit, we note that,because i(0) : 0 immediately
alter the switch has been closed, there vall be no
voltage drop acrcss the resistor. Thus the initial
voltage on the capacitor appears across the ter
minals of the inductor, which leads to the

Figur€ 8.16 A lhe circuii for E)Gnpte 8.11.

Solution

a) The filst step to finding i0) is to calculate the
root\  of  rhe characler i( l ic equadon, For rbe gi \en

@ 6 =  _

(ld)(r01
(100x0.1)

R
" 2 L

= -!!L ^ |n'
2(100)

: 2800 rad/s.

Next, we cornpare arfr to a2 and note that oA > 02,

l = 7 . 8 4 x 1 0 6

= 0.0784 x 103.

At this poinl. $e know lbal lbe re\poDse is
underdamped and that the solution for i(t) is of
the folm

i(t) : B( "t cosa,tt + B2a"t sinri�dt,

where o = 2800 rad/s and od: 9600 md/s.
The numerical values of B1 and ,, come from

di(0-]'

di(o-) = T = r r * ' t "
= 1000 A/s.

Because B1 : 0,

: - a00?,c uu'(24 co, so00r - Tsinab0o/j.
Ll1

Thus

d(0) = 960082,

t000
8, : 

9600 
s 0.1M2 A.

The solution foi i(t) is

t( / )  0.104)e-2m'\ in go00/ A. r  j  0.

b) To find oc(t), we can use either of the followitrg
relationships:

"= -tl ' 'o' *'ooo'
,1,

.  = t R + L 1 .- 
llt

Wichever expression is used (the second is rec-
onmended), the result is

oc(r) = (100 cos 9600r + 29.17 sin 9600t)e '�m'V, r > 0.
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Finding the Underdamped Step Response of a Series ffc Circuit

No energy is stored in thc 100 mI-I inductor or the
0.4r.F capacitor when the switch in the circuit
shown in Fig. B.l7 is closed. Find z,c(t) for t = 0.

Figure 8.17 h The . i r .u i t  for  E anrple 8. i2 .

5olution
The roots ofthe characteistic equation are

: ( 1400 + i1800) rad/s.

r, = (-1100 - j1800) rad/s.

The roots are complex. so the voltagc respoise is
underdamped.'nrus

0c0): '18 + Bid lroo'cos 4800r

+ rle rao(r'sin4800r, r > 0.

No energy is stored in thc circuil initially. so both
,c(0) and d?rc(o-)/lt arc zcro.Ther,

0 c ( 0 ) : 0 = , 1 8 + B i ,

dt).(0'\_ _ : t )  = 4 ' r n 0 R i  1 4 0 0 R

Soh'ing for ai and Bi yields

ai : -18 v,

B i :  -  1 4 V .

Therefore, the solution for ,(.(r) is

Dc(t)  :  (48 -  48eraoo'cos4s00r

- 14r r{orsin 4800r) V. r > 0.

280 //zso\. 106
:  +  1 / l  |  -

0 .2  v \0 .2/  tn . r ) ( r l4)

objective 2-Be able to determine the natural response and the step response of s€ries ftf circuits

8.7 The switch in the circuit shown has been in
position a tor a long 1ime. At t = 0- it moves to
position b. Find (a) l(0+);(b) "c(0+);
(c) dl(0')/dr; (d) .rl, rr:and (e) t(D for I > 0.

Answer: (a) 0;
(b) s0Y
(c) 10,000 A/s;
(d) ( 8000 + 16000) radls,

( 8000 j6000) rad/s;
(e) (1.67€ Mo'sin 60001) A for r > 0.

NOTE: ALto try Chteter Problems 8.15-8.17

8,8 Find oc(l) for I > 0 for the circnit in
Assessment Problem 8.7.

Answer: [100 e 3mi(50cos 6000t
+ 66.67 sin 60m01 V for r > 0.
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8.5 A Circuit with Two Integrating
Amplifiers

A chcuit containirg two inregraring amplifiers coDnected in cascadel is
also a second-order circuit; that is, the output voltage of the second inte-
grator is related to t}le input voltage of the first by a second-order ditrer-
ential equation. We begin our analysis of a circuit containing two cascaded
amplifiers with tle circuit shown in Fig.8.18.

We assume that the op amps are ideal. The task is to derive tlle differ-
ential equation that eslablishes the relationship between ?, and Dp. We
beeh tle derivation by summirg the currents at the inverting input termi-
nal of the first inte$ator. Because the op amp is ideal,

0 - u "  n
= j  +  c , ; to  u . , , )  :0 .
K t  d t

dDo t  I

dt  &Cl"g'

(8.70)

From Eq.8.70,

(8.71)

Now we sum the cullents away ftom the inverting input teminal of t}le
second integrating amplifierl

0 - z ) - ,
R,

c,frto o"t : o. l.8.t2)

(8.73)

(8.74)

dbo 1

rJt &C)""
Differcntiating Eq. 8.73 gives

Euo 7 doo1

dt' R{2 dL

We find the differetrtial equation that govems the relationship betweetr o,
and ?rs by substituting Eq.8.71 into Eq.8.741

d2u" 1 1
d,' 

: 
&(\-R C:*

CI

(8.75)

+

' In a cascade mnnection, the output siglal oI the ii6r mplifrd (ror in Fig. 8.18) is the inpul
signal tor the second anplifier.

Figure 8.18 A Two integratjng ampLifieu connected in Gscade.
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Example 8.13 illustrates tlle step response of a circuit containing two cas-
caded integrating amplifierc.

Analyzing Two Cascaded Integrating Amplifiers

No energy is stored in the circuit shown in Fig. 8.19
when the input voltage ?s jumps instantareously
from 0 to 25 mV

a) Derive the expression for r'"0) for 0 < t< r""t.
b) How long is it before the circuit satuiates?

Sotution

a) Figure 8.19 irdicates that the amplifier scaling

1/ ,F

9 V

However,

1 1000
n1c1 (2s0x0.1)

1 1000
RrC, (500)0) -

No\ because t's : 25 mV for I > 0, Eq. 8.75

- = (40X2)(25 . 10 )) : 2.

To solve for z',, we let

da^
d t '

then,

dp(r\
: : 2 ,  a n d  d R 1 )  =  2 d t .

Hence

tc\4 |
I  d . y - 2 l d x ,

.rE(o) Jo

frcm which

8 0 ) - 8 ( 0 ) : 2 r .

Be)=4#:o,

because the energy stored in the circuit ini
tially is zero, and the op amps are ideal. (See
Problem 8.53.)Then,

dr^
i=2t,  

and Do: (  + 1).(0).

But ,"(0) - 0, so the experssion for rn becomes

p . : t 2 ,  o < t < t s ^ .

b) The second integrating amplifier saturates whetr
o, reaches 9 V or t = 3 s. But it is possible that
the first integrating amplifier saturates before
1 = 3 s. To explore this possibility, use Eq. 8.71 to
tind d1).ldt,

du^,
,1,  

= -40(25\ '  l0 ' :  1.

Solving for 0or yields

0 o t :  t

Thus, at r = 3 s, Dor = 3 V, and, because the
power supply voltage on the first integrating
ampli{ier is +5 V, the circuit teaches saturation
when the second amplifier saturates. When one
of the op amps saturate$ we no longer can use
the linear model to predict the behavior of the

0.1 FF

Figure 8.r9 A The cjrcuit for ExampLe 8.13.

NOTE: Assels Jout understanding of this materiul b), tying Chaptet Prcblem 8.58.
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Two Integrating Amptifiers with Feedback Resistors
Figue 8.20 depicts a variation of the circuit shown in Fig.8.18. Recall from
Section 7.7 that the reason the op amp in the integrating amplifier satu-
rates is the feedback capacitor's accumulation of charge. Here, a resistor is
placed in parallel wittr each feedback capacitor (C1 and C2) to overcome
this problem. We rederive the equation for the output voltage, oo, and
detemine the impact of these feedback resistors on the integrating ampli-
fiels ftom Example 8.13.

We begin the derivation of the second-order differential equation that
relates o,1 to Ds by summing ttre currents at the inverting input node of the
firct irtepmtor:

u  u s  0  u o \  ^ d . ^
R " �  

= R : + c ; ( 0 -  u , r )  =  0 .

We simplify Eq.8.76 to read

(8.76)

th:or 1. rc

dr R cr" ' '  RJ r '

For convenience, we let zt = R1C1 and write Eq. 8.77 as

18.77)

rlu"r u.\ -rs

dt rr R,C,
(8.78)

(8.7e)

The next step is to sum the currents at the inverting input terminal of the
second integrator:

? f .?  +c,*@_1,. )=0.

Figure 8.20l Cascaded inhgrating anpLifien with feedback resistorr.
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We rew te Eq.8.79 as

dD. uo -Do1

i  , r=  nc ,

where 12 = R2C2. DifJerentiating Eq.8.80 yields

(8.80)

(8.81)

{8.82)

(8.83)

& u o , l d u o  1  d o . 1

d P  
- ;  

d t  
:  - R C .  

d t '

From 8q.8.78,

and ftom Eq. 8.80,

door -por 
_ 

oe

ilt rr RuCt'

We use Eqs 8.82 aDd 8.83 to elimiuate du.l/dt from Eq.8.81 and obtain
the desired relstionship:

o"r=-Rcr*-ryr . .

.  / 1  1 \  r
r ' + i - - - l s  |  - 0 .

\ar r2,/ 7172

The roots of the characteridtic equation ate real, mmely,

- 1

- 1

* (:, ',)o'" - (i),. - a.,',1r,,, (8.81)

From Eq. 8.84, the chamctedstic equation is

(8.85)

(8.86)

(8.87)

Example 8.14 illustrates the analysis of the step response of two cascaded
iDtegating amplifien when tlle feedback capacitors are shunted with
feedback rcsistors.
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Analyzing Two Cascaded Integrating Anplifiers with Feedback Resistors

The parameters for the circuit shown in Fig. 8.20
are R. -  100kO, Xr = 500kO, Cr = 0.1pF,
Rb : 25 kO, R2 : 100 kO, and C, = 1 r!F. 

'Ihe

power supply voltage for each op amp is t6 V. The
signal voltage (os) for the cascaded integrating
amplifiers jumps from 0 to 250 mV at t : 0. No
energy is stored in the feedback capacitom at the
instant the signal is applied.

a) Find tlle numerical expression of the differential

b) find r'.0) for I > 0.

c) Fhd the numedcal expression of the differential
equation for t,1.

d) Find o,(4 for t > 0.

Solution

a) From the numeical values of the circuit parame-
te$, we have z1 : R1C1 - 0.05s; r: - RuCz
: 0.10 s, and or/RuCrRrC, : 1000 v/s'�. Substi-
tuthg tlese values into Eq.8.84 gives

d'�u^ du^---+ + 301: + 200r- = 1000.
d( dt

b)The roots of the charactedstic equation are
sr = -20md/s and s2 = -1orad/s. The final
value of o, is the input voltage times the gain of
ea€h stage, because the capacito$ behave as
open circuits as t + oo. Thus,

^r 500) ( 100)
, , (m)  =  1250 '  I0 )  t00  15  

=5v .

The solution for uo tbus takes tbe forml

u " = 5 + A \ e r a t + A t e - t ' t .

With tr,(0) : 0 ard dr.,"(o)/dr = 0, the numed-
cal values of ,4i and Ai arc A\ : 10 V and
,4i - 5 V. Therefore, the solulion for z', is

. , , ( ) = ( 5 - l O e  o  5 ? - 2 0 ? r  v .  I - - .

The solution assumes that neither op amp
saturates. We have already noted tlat the final
value of ?,, is 5 V which is less than 6 Y hence the
second op amp does not satuiate, The final value
of r,,1 is (250 x 1{r)(-500/100), or -1.25v.

Therefore, the first op amp does not saturate, and
our assumption and solution are co ect,

c) Substituting the numerical values of the parame-
ters hto Eq. 8.78 generates tle desired differcn-
tial equation:

+ + 2 o D ^ . =  2 5 .

d) we have aheady noted tie hitial and final val-
ues of o,r, along wit]I the lime constant rt. Thus
we wdte the solution in accordance with the
technique developed in Section 7.4:

aar= -1.2s +lo- (-1.25)Ienat

: -1.25 + 1.25e1v V, t > 0.

NOTE: Assess yow andetstandinq of this matetial by tjing Chapter Prcblem 8.59.



PracticaI Perspective
An lgnition Circuit
Now Let us return to the conventionat ignition system introduced at the
beginning of the chapter. A cjrcujt diagram of the system is shown jr
Fig. 8.21. Consider the circujt characterjstics that provide the energy to
jgnite the fuet-air mixture in the cytinder. First, the maxjmum vottage avai.L
able at the spark ptug, tr"p, must be hjqh enough to ignite the fuet. Second,
the voltage across the capacitor must be limited to prevent arcing across
the switch or distributor points. Thjrd, the current jn the primary winding of
the autotransformer must cause sufficient energy to be stored in the system
to ignjte the fuet-air mixture in the cyfinder Remember that the energy
stored jn the circuit at the instant of swjtching is proportionaL to the pri-
mary current squared, that js, 4,0 = laf(o).

EXAMPLE

a)

o)

Find the maximum vottage at the spark ptug, assuming the fottowing val
ues in the circui t  of  Fig. 8.21: Ud.= 12Ir/ ,  R= 4A, L=3mH,
C : 0 . 4 p F , a n d a : 1 0 0 .

What distance must separate the swjtch contacts to prevent arcing at
the time the vottage at the spark plug is maximum?

Solution

a) We anatyze the circuit in Fig. 8.21 to find an expression for the spafk
pLug voLtage r'"r. We timit our anatysis to a study of the voLtages in the
circuit prior to the firing of the spark ptug. We assume that the current
in the pdnary winding at the tjme of switching has its maximum possi-
ble value ydJR, where R is the total resistance in the primary cjrcuit.
We atso assume that the ratjo of the secondary voltage (oJ to the pri-
mary vottage (r, is the same as the turns ratjo N2/N1. We can justjry
this assumption as fotlows. With the secondary circuit open, the vottaqe
induced in the secondary windjng is

_  - d i
a .  1 v , .  ( 8 . 8 8 )- 

llt

ard l l -e vol tage indJced in t l 'e pr 'mary w noing is

, d i
xt - L--,:.

.lt

It fottows fronr Eqs. 8.88 and 8.89 that
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Figure 8,21 A The circLrit djagnm ofthe conveF
tionat auiomobite ignition system.

1 L '

(8.8e)

I

(8.e0)
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It is reasonable to assume that the permeance is the same for the ftuxes
d11 and dz1 in the iron-core autotansforner; hence Eq. 8.90 reduces to

u2 NlN2g N2

n=-nT= N'=^ (8.e1)

We are now ready to analyze the voLtages in the ignition circuit.
The vatues ofR, a, and C are such that when the switch is opened, the
primary coiL current response is underdamped. lJsing the technjques
devetoped in Section 8.4 and assuming f = 0 at the instant the switch
is opened, the expression for the pdmary coiL current is found to be

, = *" 
-[-,-n . (;).'"*,], (8.e2)

(8.e3)

(8.e4)

(8.e6)

(see Probtem 8.62(a).) The vottage induced in the primary winding
of the autotransformer is

..li Va, ^, .

(See Probtem 8.62(b).) It foLtows from Eq. 8.91 that

-av* -, .
b z :  M ?  

-  
S t [ @ d l .

The voLtage across the capacitor can be derived ejther by using the
relationship

".:lf ' 'a,,,"101 (8.e5)

or by summing the vottages around the mesh containing the pfimary
winding:

/11
o ' : U ' r ' - i R - L i '

In either case, we find

D": ud"[I a"'cosadt + Ke-"'sinadtl, (8.e7)
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- .  r l r  \"  = A \  
R C  "  

) .

(See Problem 8.62(c).) As can be seen frcm Fjg.8.21, the vottage
across the spark ptug is

t ' s p = Y d . + 0 2

= v* - *"-' ""n 'ot

= r".lt - -l=n* "^,",1,. (8.e8)

To find the maxirnum vatue of 0sp, we find the smattest positive vatue of
time where dosp/dt is zero and then evaluate Dsp at this instant. The
expression for tnax is

(8.ee)r .*  = I  ,un ' ( "  1
a, t  \ d  /

(See ProbLen 8.63.) For the componentvatuesin the probLem statement,

4 x 1 d : 666.67 ftd/s.

and

$ rooo.arr' = 28.8sa.81rad/s.

Substit0tjng these values into Eq. 8.99 gives

/",{ - 53.63 ss.

Now use Eq. 8.98 to find the maximum spark ptug vottage, o,p(r--):

tse(r-*) = -25,975.69 V.

The vottage across the capacitor at lnax is obtained from Eq. 8.97 as

ac?n,J : 262.15Y.

The dieLectric strength of air is approximatety 3 X 106V/m, so this
resuLt telts us that the switch contacts must be separated by
262.1513 x 106, ot 87.38, /,Lm to prevent arcing at the points at tffi.

R
-' 

2L

D)
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In the design and testjng of ignition systems, consideration must
be given to nonuniform fuet-air mixtures; the widening ofthe spa* pluq
gap over time due to the erosion of the ptug etectrodes; the retatjonship
between avaitabte spark ptug vottage and engine speed; the time it takes
the prinary current to buitd up to its initiaL value after the switch
is ctosed; and the amoLlnt of maintenance required to ensure retjabie
oPeration.

we can use the preceding anatysis of a conventional jgnition systen
to exptain why etectronic switching has reptaced mechanical switchi ng in
today's automobites, First, the current emphasis on fuel econorny and
exhaust emissions requires a spark ptlg with a wider gap.'[his, jn turn,
requires a higher avajtabLe spark ptug voltage These higher vottages (up
to 40 kV) cannot be achieved with mechanjcaL switching. Etectronic
switching atso permjts higher initjal currents jn the primary windjng of
the autotransformer. This means the initial stored energy in the system is
larger, and hence a wider range of fuelair mixtures and running condi-
tions can be accommodated. Finalty, the eLectronic switching crrcuit e[m-
inates the need for the point contacts. This means the deteterious effects
of point contact arcjng can be removed from the system.

N?TE: Assess your unde5tanding of the Proctical Perspective by trying chapter
Problens 8.64 and 8,65.

Summary

The characf€ristic equation for both the parallel and
series RLC circuits has the form

s 2 + 2 0 s + o 3 : 0 '

where d : 1/2RC for the parallel circuit, d : R/24 for
the series circuit, and (,6 = 1/aC for bot}l the paralel
and series circuits. (See pages 287 and 308.)

The roots of the characteristic equation are

"'z = o + \/"'-

(See page 288.)

The form of the natural ard step responses ofseries ard
parallel RtC circuits depends on the values of I and
rofi; such responses can be oterdamp€d, underdamped,
or critically rlamped. These terms describe the impact of
the dissipative element (R) on the respons€ The nePer
ftequency, a, reflects the effect ofR. (See page 289.)

The response of a second-order circuit is overdamped,
underdamped, or critically damped as shown in
Table 8.2.

In determinhg the nafuml respoNe of a second-order
clrcuit, we fust detemine whether it is over-, uncler', or

critically damped, and then we solve the appropiate
equations as shown in Tirble 8.3.

In determining the st€p respons€ of a second-order cir'
cuit, we apply the apFopriate equations depending on
the damphg, as shown in Table 8.4

For each of the three forms of response, the unknown
coefficients (i.e., the,4s, B s, and ,s) are obtained by
evaluating the circuit to find the initial value of the
response, r(0), and the initial value of the first deriva-
tive of the response, di(0)/lr.

When two integrating amplifien v,/ith ideal op amps are
connected in cascade, the output voltage of the second
integrator is related to the input voltage of the fiISt by an
ordimry second-order differential equation Therefore'
the techniques developed in this chapter may be used to
analyze the behavior of a cascaded integrator' (See
page 312.)

We can overcome the limitation of a simple integrating
amplifier-the saturation of the op amp due to charge
accumulating in the feedback capacitor-by placing a
resistor in parallel with the capacitor in the Ieedback
path. (See page 314.)
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TABLE 8.2 The Response ofa S€lond-Order Clrcult is overdanped. Und€rdanped, or Critic.tty Damped

TXe Circuit is When Qualitrlive Nrture of the ResDorse

"'> ,3 Ttre voltage orcurrent approaches its final value without oscillation

Underdamped d <.4

Critically danped i =;t,

The voltaSe or cunent oscillales about its final value

The voltage or current is on the verge of oscillaring about its firal value

TABLE 8,3 In Determining the Nattllat Respons€.of a Second-Order Circuit, We First Determine Wherher it is Over-, Und€r,
or Criticatty oamped, andlhen We Sotve the Appropriate Equations

Danping Natural R€sponse Equations Coefiicient Equrlions

x ( t ) = A C t ' + A z e , t

x(r) : (Br cos @dr + B, sino,rre-"r

x(r) : (Dn + D)e "t

r ( 0 ) : A r + A , :

dr/tlt(o) - 4\+ Azsz

rlo) = Bi

dx/. t t (ot :-aBt+@a8,.

where o, = \,tt-
xlo) : Dr,

.1r/dt(0) = Dt dD2

Crilicaly darnped

TABLE 8.4 In D€termining the Step Response of a Second-order Circult, We Apply the Appropriat€ tquations Depending
on the Danping

Danping Step Respome Equationsr Coefricient EquatioIs

Giticallydamped

r ( t ) = x r + A \ e \ t + A f e r l

x(t) = xt + (B'rcos @dt + Bi sitioat)e-"t

x(t)  -  Xt + D\te-" '  + Die " '

x ( 0 ) = x t + A \ + A i l
dx/ ddo) : A\ sr + Ai s2

x ( 0 ) - X r + B \ :
dx/.11(D): -dB\ + oraBi

r ( 0 \ = x t + D i l
d x / d t ( o ) = D \ - d D i

'wheie xl is thefinalralue ofr(r).

Frob[ervls

Sections 8.1-8.2

8.1 The resistance, inductance, and capacitance in a
parallel nlc c cuit are 5000 O, 1.25 H, and 8 nF,
respeclively.

a) Calculate the roots of the characteristic equation
tllat describe the voltage response ofthe circuit.

b) Will the response be over-, under-, or critically
damped?

What value of R will yield a damped frequency
of6 krad/s?

What are the roots of the characteristic equation
for tlle value oIR found in (c)?

Wtrat value ofR will resuit in a critically damped
response?

.)

e)
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8.2 Suppose the capacitor in the circuit shown in
Fig. 8.1 has a value of 0.05 pF aDd an initial voltage
of 15 V. The initial curent in the inductor is zero.
The rcsulting voltage response for I > 0 is

,(l, - 5e 
'noor 

+ 20P 2oolro'V

a) Determine the numerical values of R, a, a,

b) Calculate tRo), ir(t), and ic(t) for t > 0*.

8.3 The natural voltage response of the circuit in
Fig.8.1is

o(t)  :  125ar0mr(cos 30001 2sin3000Dv, r>0,

when the capacitor is 50nF. Fird (a) t; (b) n;
(c) Yo; (d) 10;and (e) ir0).

8.4 The voltage response for the circuit in Fig. 8.1 is
known to be

D(t) = Dfe4aoot + D2e-aatu, t > o.

The initial current in the inductor (It is 5 mA, and
the initial voltage on the capacitor (yd is 25 V The
inductor has an hductance of 5 H.

a) Fitrd the value of R, C, D\, and. D2.
b) Find ic(t) for / > 0+.

8.5 The idtial value of the voltage ?J in the circuil in
Fig. 8.1 is zero, and the initial value of the capacilor
cunent, ic(O-), is 15 mA. The expression fot the
capacitor currert is known to be

i"( t)  = AF16t+ A2eat '  t>o+,

when R is 200 O. Find

a) the value ofa, (,o, a, C,Aband A)

( ,,,,.0''!o) = .liL(0) r?ip(o) u(0) 1 rc(o)\
d t :  L - R  c  )

b) the expression for r(t), t > 0,
c) the expression for in(t) > 0,
d) the expression for ir(l) > 0.

8.6 The ciicuit elements in the circuit in Fig.8.1 aie
3 ' c  R : 2 k O ,  C  =  1 0 n F ,  a n d  a : 2 5 0 m H .  T h e  i n i -

tial inductor curert is 30mA, and the initial
capacitor voltage is 90V
a) Calculate the initial current in each branch of

the circuit.

b) Find 0(t) for t > 0.

c) Find iz(r) for r > 0.

8.7 The resistance in Problem 8.6 is increased to
m'j.r 2.5 kO. Find the expression for ?,(/) for t > 0.

8.8 The resistance in Pioblem 8.6 is increased to
EFlc 12500/3 O. Find the expression for o(t) for r > 0.

8.9 The natuml response for the circuit shown in Fig.8.1
is known to be

u ( / )  -  - 1 2 ( r  - o '  - . ' 3 0 0 ) v .  / > - .

If C : 18 pF, find i1(0') in milliamperes.

8,10 In the circuil shown in Fig. 8.1, a 5 H inductor is
6tr4 shunted by a 8 nF capacitor, the resistor R is

adjusled for c tical damping, Vo - 25V, and
1o = -1 mA.

a) Calculate tle numedcal value of R.

b) Calculate r'(t) Ior t > 0.

c) Find 0(t) when tc(t) = 0.

d) What percertage of the initially stored energy
remains stored in the circuit at the instant
ic(r) is 0?

8.11 In the circuit in Fig. 8.1, R = 2r}, a = 0.4H,
B d o  c : 0 . 2 5 F , U . J : 0 V , a n d 1 0  =  - 3 A .

a) Find r,(t) for t > 0.

b) Find the filst three values of I for which do/dt
is zero. Let these values of I be denoted t1, t2,
and 13.

c) Show that 13 - 11 = Zt.

d) Show thaft2 - 11 : Zd/2.

e) Carcuhte ?,(11), ?,(tr), and 0(t3).

f) Sketch 0(l) versus tforO < t < t2.

8,12 a) Find 2(l) for I > 0 in the circuit in koblem 8.11
if the 2 O resistor is removed from the circuit.

b) Calculate the ftequency of t (t) in hertz.

c) Calculate the ma,\imum amplitude of r,(t) in volts

8.13 Assume tlle underdamped voltage response of the
circuit in Fig.8.1 is *ritten as

r(t) = (Ar + A)a"'cos a,i + j(At - Az\e-tsinadt

The initial value of the inductor current is 10, and
t}le initial value of the capacitor voltage is y0. Show
tlat ,4, is the conjugate of,41. (lllrt Use the same
process as oudined in the text to find,41 and ,42.)



8.14 Show that the results obtained from Problem 8.13-
rhar is.  rhe expression\ tor,4r atrd .4r-are consis-
tent with Eqs.8.30 and 8.31 in the text

8.15 The resistor in the circuit in Example 8.4 is changed
strr! to 4000/\2 o.

a) Find the numerical expression for o(1) when
t > 0 .

b) Plot rr(1) ve$us t for the time intenal
0 < t < 7 ms. Compare this response with
the one in Example 8.4 (R=20kO) and
Example 8.5 (R - 4 kO). In particular, compare
peak values oI o(t) and the times when these
peak values occur.

8,16 The switch in the circuit of Fig. P8.16 has beetr in
6plft position a for a long time. At t = 0 the switch

moves instantaneously to position b. Find ?r,(t) for
t > 0 .

Figffe P8.16
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820 The resistor in the circuit of Fig. P8.19 is inffeased
tstrc from 1.6 kO to 2 kO and t]le inductor is deffeased

from 1 H to 640 mH. Find zJ.(t) for t > 0.

8.21 The resistor ir the c cuit of Fig. P8.19 is deqeased
6dc from 1.6 kO to 800 O, and tle inductor is deqeased

from 1 H to 160 mH. Find oo(t) for I > 0.

Section 8.3

8.22 For the circuit in Example 8.6, find, for 1> 0,
6*E (a) ,0); (b) iR(t); and (c) tc(t).

8.23 For the circuit in Example 8.7, find, for , > 0,
Em (a) ,,0) and (b) ic(1).

8.24 For the circuit in Example 8.8,find o(t) for t > 0.

8.25 Assume that at fhe instant the 15 mA dc current
Er!4 souce is applied to the circuit in Fig. P8.25, the ini-

tial curent in t}le 20 H inductor is -30 mA, and the
initial voltage otr the capacitor is 60 V (positive at
the upper terminal). Find the expression for ir(r)
for t > 0 ifR equals 800 O.

Figure P8.25

8.17 The capacitor in the circuit of Fig. P8.16 is
decreased to 1 rF and the itrductor is mueased to
10H. Find o,(t) for 1 > 0.

E.18 The capacitor in the circuit of Fig. P8.16 is
decreased to 800 pF and t]le inductor is increased to
12.5 H. Find t"(t) for r > 0.

8.19 The two switches in the circuit seen in Fig. P8.19
6flc operate synchronously.When switch 1 is in position

a, switch 2 is in position d. When switch 1 moves to
position b, switch 2 moves to position c. Svritch t has
been in posit ion a lor a long r ime. Ar r  0.  rhe
switches move to their altenate positions. Find
! , a G ) f o r r > 0 .

Figure P8.19

l )  ' . ,u l l r "  * , t

1 k o

60v

t = 0

1.6kO

826 The rcsistance in the circuit in Fig. P8.25 is changed
Atrc ro 1250 O. Fird ir(, for r > 0.

827 The resistance in the circuit in Fig. P8.25 is changed
tsdi! to 1000 O Find ir(r) Ior, > 0.

8.28 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P8.28 has been open
E .r for a long time before closing at t = 0. Find o"(t)

for r > 0.

figure P8.28

6.25 pF
62.5 nF
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8.29 a) For the circuit in Fig. P8.28, find i, for I > 0.
""" b) Show that your solution for i, is consistent with

the solution for r,. in Pioblem 8.28.

830 There is no eneryy stored in the circuit in Fig. P8.30
6pr.r when the switch is closed at r = 0. Find r"(t) for

t > 0 .

Figore P8.30

8.31 a) For tle circuit in Fig. P8.30, find i, for I > 0.
""" b) Show that your solution for i. is consistent with

the solution for 0, in Problem 8.30.

8.32 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P8.32 has been
6trc open a long time before closing at t = 0. At the

time the switch closes, the capacitor has no stored
energy. Find tto for t > 0.

Figure P8.32

Figure P8.33

1.6H

834 Use the circuit in Fig. P8.33
'strcr a) Find the total energy deliveied to the incluctoi.

b) Find tlle total energy deiivered to the equivalent

c) Find the total energy delivered to the capacitor.

d) Find the total energy delivered by the equiva-
lenl cturenl source,

e) Check the results of parts (a) through (d)
against the conseraation of energy pdnciple.

8.35 The switch in the circuir in Fig. P8.35 has been
EPI.[ open a long time before closing at t - 0. Find iL(l)

fort  > 0.

tigure P8.35

1 25 rlF

8.33 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P8.33 has been open
^"" a long time before closing at t : 0. Fhd

a) ?o(t) for, > 0+,

b) iro) foi t > 0.

8.36 Switches 1 and 2 in the circuit in Fig. P8.36 are syn-
6trt! chronized. Wlen switch 1 is opened, switch 2 closes

and vice versa. Switch t has been open a long tirne
before closirg at. : 0. Find ir0) for r > 0.

72V

1kO ,-r- 10 /,r'

r : 0 '  |  +
6.25 pF,1-

3000 tr+ 31.25 rnH=500

rigure P8.35

5 k O  J w r c o r v  \ , = 0

\

)240v

- 1 -

-5 sF tr l
Switch 2

8 0 H 1 k o  (

Switch 1

60 mA



Section 8,4 Figue P8.40

8.37 The initial energy stoied in the 50 nF capacitor in
the circuit in Fig. P8.37 is 90 /iJ. The initial energy
stored in the inductoi is zero. fhe roots of the char-
acteristic equation that describes the natuml behav-
ior of the current i are -1000 ai and 4000 s-1. 72Ov

a) Find the numerical values of R and a.

b) Find the numerical values of i(0) and di(0)/d1
lrnmediately after the switch has been closed.

c) Find t(t) for t > 0.

d) How many miqoseconds after the switch closes
does the curent reach its maximum value? g.41

e) What is the maximum value of i h milliamperes? Mc
f) Fbd 0r(t) for r > 0.

Flgure P8,37
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In the circuit in Fig. P8.41, the resistor is adjusted
for critical damping. The initial capacitor voltage is
90 V and the initial inductor current is 24 mA.

a) Find the numerical value of R.

b) Find the numerical values of i and dt/d/ immedi-
ately after the switch is closed.

c) Find 0c0) for t > 0.

Flgure P8,4r

fhe switch in the circuit in Fig. P8.42 has been In
position a for a long time. At I = 0, the swrtch
moves iNtartaneously to position b.

a) What is the initial value of?)d?

b) what is the initial valu.e of dDJ dt?

c) What is the nume cal expression for 2,,(t) for
t > 0 ?

8,38 The current in the circnit in Fig. 8.3 is knom to be

= Bre-3m! cos 600t + B2?{e sin 600t, I > 0.

The capacitor has a value of 500 /rF; ttre initial value
of the curent is zero; and the initial voltage on the
capacitor is 12 V Fhd the values of R, a, 81, ard ,2.

8.40 The switch in the circuit shown in Fig. P8.40 has
6rft been closed for a long time. The switch opells at

I : 0. Find

a) t"(l) for t > 0,

b) 0"(r) for t > 0.

8,39 Fhd the voltage aqoss the 500 ,.F capacitor for the
circuit described in Prcblem 8.38. Assume tle refer-
erce polariry for the capacitor voltage is positive at
t]le upper termiftl.

8.42

{rvJ

Flgore P8.42
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8.43 The make-before-break switch in the circuit shown
6PIcr in Fig. P8.43 has been in position a for a long time.

At , = 0, the switch is moved instantaneously to
position b. Find i(t) for t > 0.

Figure P8.43

8.48 The switch in the circuit shown in Fig. P8.48 has
been closed for a long time before it is opened at
t - 0. Assume that the circuit parameters are such
that the rcsponse is underdamped.
a) Derive tle expression for o,(t) as a function of

u s, ct, od, C, and R fot t > O.
b) Derive the expression for the value of I when

the magnitude of r', is ma-\imum.

Flglre P8.48100 mH

8.44 The switch in the circuit shown in Fig. P8.44 has
B{c been closed for a long time. The switch opens at

t : 0. Find ?a(t) for t > 0.

tigun P8.44

8.49

8.s1

fhe cftcuit parameten in the circuit of Fig. P8.48
a re  R=  120O,  a :5mH,  C :500nFF,  and
0s = -600 V
a) Express r'"(t) numerically for t > 0.
b) How many miqoseconds after the switch opens

is t}le inductor voltage maximum?
c) Wlat is the maximum value of the inductor

voltage?
d) Repeat (a)-(c) withR reduced to 12 O.

8.45 The initial energy stored in tle circuit in Fig. P8.45
6n(r i. ?er^ Fin,l r /,\ +^r, > n

tigure P8.45

8.50 The circuit showtr in Fig. P8.50 has been in opera-
6'IG tion for a long time. At t = 0, the source voltage

suddenly drops to 100 V Find o,(r) for r > 0.

Figure P8.50

4() 40 mH

8.,16the capacitor in the circuit shown in Fig. P8.45 is
changed to 100 nF. The idtial energy stored is still
zero Find od(t) for r > 0.

The capacitor in the circuit shown in Fig. P8.45 is
changed to 156.25 nF. The initial energy stored is
still zerc. Find 0o(l) for t > 0.

The swilch in the circuil of Fig. P8.51 has been in
position a for a long time. At I = 0 the switch
moves instantaneously to position b. Find

a) r'10')
b) du.(o')ldt
c) ?,'o(t) for t > 0.

30rI

10() 10f}

8()
100 v

8.47



12 kO

28v **+ ,.,,, mv

tigure P8.51

8.52 The two switches in ttre circuit seen in Fig. P8.52
sflft operate s]'nchronously.men switch 1 is in position a,

switch 2 is closed. wlten srvitch 1 is in position b,
switch 2 is open. Svritch t has been in position a for
a Iong time. At t : 0, it moves instantaneously to
position b. Find ?.G) for t > 0.

Figule P8.52

200 r}

8.53 Assume that te capacitor voltage in tle circuit of
Fig. 8.15 is underdamped. Also assume that no
energy is stored in the circuit elements when the
switch is closed.

a) Show that doc/dr = (SolaiVe-t sn(l.at.

b) Show that doc/dt :0 when t = nr/r,,r, where
n  :  O , 7 , 2 , . . . .

c) Let t"= nnld,j, and show that !'c(t,)
:v - v (-1)"e-*"1"

d) Show that

1 .  o c 1 i - V
" 

Td'-  uc(t)  -  V

where Zd = t3 - tr,

The voltage across a 200 nF capacitor in the circuit
of Fig. 8.15 is described as follows: After the switch
has been closed for several seconds, the voltage is
constant at 50 V The fbst time the voltage exceeds
50 Y it reaches a peak of 63.505 V This occurs
?r/12 ms after the switch has been closed. The sec-
ond time the voltage exceeds 50 V it reaches a peak
of 50.985 V This second peak occurs d4ms aftei

the switch has been closed. At the time when the
switch is closed, tlere is no energy stored in either
the capacitor or the inductor. Find the rume cal
values of -R and L. (H,nL Work Problem 8.53 firsr.)

8.55 Show that, if no energy is stored in the circuit
showr in Fig. 8.19 at the instant rJs jumps in value,
then db./dt eqlralszero att =0.

8.56 a) find the equarion foruo(r) for 0 < r < r.ur in
the circuit sho$n in Fig.8.19 if o,1(0) : 5 V and
?,,(0) = 8 V.

b) How long does the circuit take to reach
satumtion?

8.5? a) Rework Example 8.14 with feedback resistors
R1 and R2 removeil.

b) Rework Example 8.14 with r',(0) : -2v ^nd
0,(0) = 4v.

Section 8,5

E.5E The voltage signal of Fig. P8.58(a) is applied to
tsr.r the cascaded integrating amplifiers shown in

Fig. P8.58(b). There is no energy stored in the
capacitors at the instant the signal is applied.

a) Derive the numerical expressions for to(t) and
r',l(f) for the time intervals 0 < t < 0.2 s and
0 . 2 s < t < t " d .

b) Compute the value of t",,.

Figure P8.58
,s (nv)

400 O 100 mH

b \  |  +
160v1 600 o

854
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8,59 The circuit in Fig. P8.58(b) is modified by adding a
*fl( 250 kO resistor in parallel with the 2 pF capacitor

and a 250kO resistor in parallel with the 4pF
capaciror.  As in Problem 8.58. there is no energ!
stored in the capacitors at the time the signal is
applied. Derive the numerical expressions for ,o(l)
and o,1(t) for the time intervals 0 < I < 0.2 s and
r > 0.2s.

8.60 a) Derive the differential equation tlat rclates the
output voltage to the input voltage for the cir,
cuit shown in Fig. P8.60.

b) Compare the result with Eq. 8.75 when
RrCr: R2C2 = RC in Fig.8-18.

c) What is the advantage of the circuit shown in
Fig. P8.60?

Flgure P8.50

8.61 We now wish to illustmte how several op amp cir-
cuits can be interconnected to solve a differential
equation.

a) Derive the differential equation for the spring-
mass system shown in Fig. P8.61(a). (See
page 329.) Assume tlat the force exerted by ttre
spring is directly proporional to the spring dis-
placement, that the mass is constant, and that
the ftictional force is diectly prcportional to the
velocity of the moving mass.

b) Rewrite the differential equation derived in (a)
so that the highest order derivative is expressed
as a ftrnction of all the other terms in the equa
tion. Now assume that a \olt^ge equalto C x I dt2

is available and by successive integrations gen-
erates d.r/dt ard r. We can synthesize the coeffi,
cients in the equations by scaling amplifien, and
w^e can^ combine the terms requircd to genemte
d:x/dt" by rlsir]'g a summing amplifiei. With
these ideas in mind, analyze the inlerconnectron
shown in Fig. P8.61(b). In pa iculai, describe
the purpose of each shaded area in the circuit
and describe the signal at the points labeled B,
C, D, E, and R assuming the signal at A repre-
sents dr4df.Also discuss the parameters R;Rl,
C1; R2, C2; R3, Ra; R5,.lR6; and R7, Rs in terms
of the coefficients in the differential equation.

Seclions 8.1-8.5

8.62 a) Deive Eq.8.92.
,lli;L!{"', b) Derive Eq. 8.93.

c) Derive Eq.8.9.

8.63 Derive Eq.8.99.

8.64 a) Using the same numedcal values used in the
pl$fi*ii€ Practical Perspective example ir the text, find

the instant of time when the voltage across the
capacitor is ma-{imum,

b) Find the maximum value of 2c.

c) Compare the values obtained in (a) and (b) witl
t-". and 2,.0-aJ.

8.65 The values of the parameters in the circuit in
pP#fl*i;lFig. 8.21 are R = 3o; Z, = 5mH; C = 0.2spF;

Vd" = 72Y; ard a = 50. Assume the switch opens
whell the primary winding current is 4A.
a) How much energy is stored in the circuit at

1 = 0 - ?

b) Assume the spark plug does not fire. Wlat is the
ma-ximum voltage available at the spark plug?

c) What is the voltage across the capacitor when
the voltage across the spark plug is at its maxi-
mum value?



tigure P8.61
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1 Understand phasor concepts and be able to
perfofm a phasor transform ard an inveEe

2 8e abte to transform a circuit with a sinusoidat
source jnto the frcquency domain usjng phasor

3 Know how to use the fottowjnq circuit anatysjs
techniques to sotve a circuit jn the ftequency

. Knchhoffs taws;

. Series, parattet, and delta-to-wye

. Vottage and cunent division;

. Th6venin and Norton equivatents;

. Nod€-voitage method, and

. iqesh-cuffent method.

4 8e abLe to anatyze circuits coitaining tjfear
transformers using phasor methods.

5 UndeEtand the ideat traisformer constraints
and be abte to anatyze circujts containing ideat
tnnsformeu using phasor methods.
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SinusoidaI
Steady-State AnaLysis
Thus far, we have focused on with constant sources; in
this chapter we are now ready to consider circuits energized by
time-varying voltage orcurent sources.ln particular,we are inter-
ested in sources in which the value ofthe voltage or current vades
sinusoidally. Sinusoidal sources and their eflect on circuit behavior
fbrm an impo ant area of study for several reasons. First, the gen-
eration, transmission, distribution. and consumption of electic
energy occur under essentially sinusoidal steady-state conditions.
Second, an understanding ofsinusoidal behavior makes it possible
to predict the behavior of circuits with nonsinusoidal sources.
Third, steady-state sinusoidal behavior often simplifies the design
of electrical systems.Thus a designer can spell out specifications in
terms of a desired steady state sinusoidal response and design the
circuit or system to meet those characteristics. If the dcvice satis-
fies the specifications, the designer knows that the circuit will
respond satisfacto ly to nonsinusoidal inputs.

The subsequent chapters ol this book are largely based on a
thorough understanding of the techniques needed to analyze cir-
cuits ddven by sinusoidal sources. Fortunately, the circuit anatysis
and simplification techniques first introduced in Chapters 1-4
work for circuits with sinusoidai as well as dc sources, so some of
the material in this chapter will be vety familiar to you.The chal-
lenges in first approaching sinusoidal analysis include developilg
the appropdate modeling equations and working in the mathe-
matical realm of complex numbers.



PracticaI Perspective
A Househotd Distribution Circuit
Power systems that generate, transnrit, and djstribute eLectri-
cat power are desjgr€d to operate in the sjnusoidaL steady
state. The standard househotd distribution circuit used in the
ljnited States is the lhrce-wlte, 240/72A V circuit shown in
the accompanying figure.

The transformer is used to reduce the utitity djstrjbution
voltage frofi 13.2 kV to 240 V. Th€ center tap on the second-
ary wjnding provides the 120 V service. The operating fre-
quency of power systems in the ljnited States is 60 Hz. Soth
50 and 60 Hz systems are found outside the ljnited States.

The vottage ratings atluded to above are rms vatu€s. The fea-
son for defining an rms value of a time-varying sjgnal js
explained in Chapter 10.

3 3 1
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9.1 The Sinusoidat Source
A sinwoidal voltag€ source (independent or dependent) produces a volt
age that varies sinusoidally with time. A sinusoidal curr€nt source (inde-
pendent or dependent) produces a curent that varies sinusoidally with
time. In rcviewing t]te sinusoidal function, we use a voltage source, but our
obseFations also apply to current sotuces,

We can express a sinusoidally varying function with either the sine
function or the cosine function. Although either works equally well, we
cannot use both functional forms simultaneously. We will use the cosine
function throughout our discussion. Hence, we write a sinusoidally varying
voltage as

figur€ 9,1A A sinusoidaL vottage.

0 = Y - c o s ( o t + d , ) .

r = |

(e.1)

To aid discussion of the parametefi in Eq.9.1, we show the voltage
venus time plot in Fig.9.1.

Note that the sinusoidal functior repeats at regular inte als. Such a
function is called periodic. One panmeter ofinterest is the length of time
required for the shusoidal function to pass through all its possible values.
This time is rcfered to as the pedod of the function and is denoted Z. It is
measued in seconds The reciprocal of 7 gives the number of cycles per
second, or the ftequency, of the sine function and is denotedi or

\9.2)

A cycle per second is referred to as a hertz, abbreviated Hz. (The term
ctcla per se@nd ftrely is used in contemporary technical literature.) The
coefficient of t in Eq. 9.1 contains the numerical value of f or /. Omega (id)
represents the angular frequency of the sinusoidal function, or

a = 2Tf :21tlT (tadians/seco ). (e.3)

Equation 9-3 is based on the fact that t}le cosine (or sine) function passes
through a complete set of values each time its argument, o,, passes
though 2' rad (360'). From Eq. 9.3, note that, whenever t is ar integral
multiple of f, the aryument ot increases by an integmlmultiple of 2r md.

The coefficient y, gives the maximum amplitude of the sinusoidal
voltage. Because +1 bounds the coshe function, ty- bounds the ampli-
tude. Figure 9.1 shows these chancte stics.

The angle 4 in Eq.9.1 is known as the phase angle of the sinusoidal
voltage. It detemines the value of the sinusoidal function at I : 0; there-
forc, it fixes the point on the periodic wave at which we start measudng
time. Changing the phase angle d shifis the sinusoidal function along the



time a-xis but has no effect on either the amplitude (y.) or the angular fre'
quency ((r). Note, for example, that reducing 4 to zero shifts the sinusoidal
function shoM il Fig.9.1 4/@ time units to the riglt, as shoxn in Fig.9.2.
Note also that if d is positive, tle siousoidal function shifts to the left,
whereas if d is negative, the function shifts to the right. (See Problem 9.4.)

A conrment vrilh iegard to the phase angle is in ordei o, and d must
carry the same units, because t}Iey are added together in the argument of
tlle sinusoidal furction. With (dt expressed in iadians, you would expect d
to be also. However, d nomally is given in degrees, and .rt is converted
from radians to degrees before t]le two quantities are added,We continue
this bias toward degees by expiessing the phase angle in degrees. Recall
from your studies of tdgonometry tlat the convenion from radians to
degrees is given by

(number of degrees) = 1q{lnumber of radians). (e.4)

Arother important characteristic of the sinusoidal voltage (or cur-
renr) is its rms value. The rms value of a periodic function is defined as the
square root of the mean value of the squared funclion, Hence, if
D = V^cos (ot + d), tlle rms value of lJ is

9.1 TheSinusoidatSourc€

tigure 9.2 A The sinusoidat vottase frcm Fis.9.1
shjfted to the nshtwhen d : 0.

(9.6) < rns vatue of a sinusoidal voltage solrce

333

,,^" = rE l'*\,; *",,.* *, (e.5)

Note ftom Eq. 9.5 that we obtain ttre mean value of the squared voltage by
integrating I over one period (tlat is, ftom t0 to t0 + I) and then dividing
by the range of integration, r. Note furtller that the starting point for the
inregrat jon ro i .  arbirrar ' .

The quanri l !  under lhe fadicai  . igD iD Eq.4.5 reduces to vt  2.  (See
Problem 9.6.) Hence the rms value of o is

The rms value of the sinusoidal voltage depelds only on t]re maximum
amplitude of ?, namely, y-. The rms value is not a function of either the
frequency or the phase angle. We stress the importance of the Ims value as
it relates to power calculations in Chapter 10 (see Section 10.3).

Thus, we can completely describe a specific sinusoidal signal iJ we know
its frequency, phase argle, and amplitude (either the ma-'rimum or tlte rrns
value). Examples 9.1,9.2, and 9.3 ilustrate these basic propedies of the
sinusoidal function. In Example 9.4, we calculate the rms value of a periodic
function, and in so doing we clariry the meaning oI root mean squarc.

''//N,/A i[",'"qf".v \.v
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A sinusoidal current has a ma-\imum amplitude of
20 A. The current passes through one complete cycle
ir 1 ms. The magnitude of the cu ent at zerc time
is 10A.

a) What is the ftequency of the current in hertz?

b) What is the frequency itrradians per second?

c) Wrire lhe expressioD lor i t r '  u( ing lhe cosine
function. Express d in degrees.

d) Wlat is the rms value of the current?

A sinusoidal voltage is given by the expresston
1' : 300cos (1202, + 30').

a) What is the period of the voltage in milliseconds?

b) What is the frequency in hertz?

c) What is the magnitud e of a at t = 2.778 ms?

d) Whatis the rms value of ?J?

We can translate the sine function to the cosine
tunclion by subtracting 90' (r/2 rad) from the aryu-
ment oflhe sine function.

a) Verify this tmnslation by showing that

sin(.,,t + d) : cos(rrt + d - 90').

b) Use the rcsult in (a) to express sin ((or + 30") as
a cosine function.

Finding the Characteristics of a SinusoidaI Current

Finding the Characteristics of a Sinusoidat Vottage

Solution
a) From the statement of ttre problem, Z : 1 ms;

hence / :1 /Z :1000H2.

b) ti : 2nf = 2mut radls.
c) We have t(r) : I,cos (ot + d) : 20cos(20002r

+ d), bur (0) : 10 A. Therefore 10 - 20cos d
and d = 60". 'Ihus the expiession for i(l) becomes

t(r) = 20cos(2000't + 60').

d) From tle derivation of Eq.9.6, the rms value of a
sinusoidal current is 1-/\4. lherefore the rms
value is 20/\4, or 14.14A.

Sotution
a) From tllle erFession for t, a : 120r :f2'dls.

Bec?l$ea =2n/T,T -2nla =e s,
or 16.667 ms.

b) The frequency is 1/2, or 60 Hz.
c) Frcm (a), o = 2n1L6.667: th]uf., nt t = 2.'7'78 m\

ol is nearly 1.047 rad, or 60'. Therefore,
0(2.778 ms) = 300cos (60" + 30") = 0v.

d)u^, - 300l.va :21213v.

Transtating a Sine Expression to a Cosine Expression

Sotution
a) Verification involves direct application of the

trigonometric identity

c o s ( a  -  B ) :  c o s a c o s B  +  s i n d s i n B .

Weleta: (dt  + d and B :  90".  As cos 90'  = 0
and sin90" : 1, we have

c o ( a  B ) =  s i n a -  s i n ( ' r t + d ) =  c o s ( o l  + P  9 0 " ) .

b) From (a) we have

sin(.rt + 30") - cos(or + 30' - 90') - cos((,r 60").



Calculate tle Ims value of the peiiodic tdangllar
cureDr sho\ n in Fig. c.3. Express )our a0s$ef iD
terms of the peak cunent 1/.

Catculating the rms Vatue of a Triangutar Waveform

9.2 lhe Sjnusoidat Response 335

The anal)'tical expression for i in the interval 0 to
T/4is

4 T
i = 1 r . 0 < t < T 1 4 .

I

The area under the squared function for one
period is

p+ r  ^  t r416 t ' , ^  t 2 ,T
I  i ' d t : 4  |  - f i t = ' .

J h  J a  t -  )

The mean, or avemge, value of the function is simply
the area for one period divided by the period. Thus

" t2T

The Ims value of the crment is the square root of
this mean value. Hence

I .

Figure 9,5 r An Rl cncuit excited by a sinusojdat
(e.7) voltase source.

Fiqurc 9.3 l Pefiodic tnangular current.

Solution
FromEq.9.5, the rms value ofi is

Interpreting the integral under the radical sign as
the area under the squared function for an interval
of one period is helpful in finding the rms value.
The squared function with the area between 0 and
f shaded is sho\r.n in fg. 9.4, which also indicates
that for this particular function, the area under the
squarcd current for an inteflal of one period is
equal to four times the area under the squared cur-
rent for the intenal0 to f/4 seconds;that is,

NOTE: Assess low undelstanding of thit mate/ial b! tying Chapter Prcblems 9.1,9.5,9.8.

9.2 The SinusoidaI Response
Before focusing on the steady-state response to sinusoidal sourceq let's
consider the prcblem in broader termq that is, in terms of the total
rcsponse. Such an ove iew will help you ke€p the steady-state solution in
perspective. fhe circuit shown in Fig. 9.5 describes the general naturc of
the prcblem. There, o" is a sinusoidal voltage,or

rP. r/4 0

Figure 9.4 A r'�versur r.

+1,"^"

0,: Y-cos(@l + d).
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For convenience, we assume the initial current in the circuit to be zero and
measurc time from the moment the switch is closed. The task is to derive
the expression foi i(l) when t > 0. It is similar to finding the step response
of an Rl, circuit, as in Chapter 7. The only difference is that the voltage
source is now a time-varying sinusoidal voltage rather than a constant, or
dc, voltage. Direct application of Kircbhoff's voltage law to the circuit
shown in Fig.9.5 leads to the ordinary differential equation

tfi , ai = y- cos (.,r + d), (e.8)

t]le formal solution of which is discussed in an introductory course in dif-
ferential equations. We ask those of you who have not yet studied differ-
ential equations to acceDt that the solution for r N

\,F;;t:

where d is defined as the angle whose tangent is da/R. Thus we can easily
detemine d for a circuit driven by a sinusoidal source of knor,n frequency.

We can check the validity oI Eq. 9.9 by derermining that ir sarisfies
Eq. 9-8 for all values of t > 0; tlis exercise is left for your exploration in
Problem 9.10.

The fiIst teim on the dght-hand side of Eq. 9.9 is refered to as the
tmnsi€nt component of the current because it becomes infinitesimal as
time elapses. The second term on the dght-hand side is known as the
steady"state component of the solution. It exists as long as the switch
remains closed and the source continues to supply the sinusoidal voltage.
In this chapter, we develop a technique for calculating the steady-state
response directly, thus avoiding the problem of solving the differential
equation. However, in using this tecbnique we fodeit obtaining either the
tnnsient component or the toral response, which is the sum of the tran-
sient and steady-state components,

We now focus on the steady state portion of Eq. 9.9. It is impo ant to
remember the following chamcteristics of the steady slate solution:

1. The steady-state solution is a sinusoidal funcrion.
2. The fiequercy of the response signal is identical to the frequency of

t]le source signal. This condition is always true in a linear circuit
when the circuit parameters, R, Z, and C, are constant. (ff frcquen-
cies in the response signals are not present in the source signals,
there is a nonlinear element in the circuit.)

3. The maximum amplitude of the steady-state response, in general,
diJfers ftom the maximum amplitude of the source. For the circuit
beingdi.scussqd,- lhe maximum ampli lude of rhe fesponse signal is
UI V R' d L and the maKimum ampli tude ol  $e . ignal source
is U-.

4. Th€ phase angle of the response signal, in general, differs from the
phase angle of the source. For the circuit being discussed, the phase
angle of the current is d I and that of the voltage source is 4.

cos(<,  -  0)e 'R t t  '  
,  ,u-  .  ,cos(dr  d d) .

v R '  u l  
( 9 . 9 )

w,



These characteristics are worth remembering because they help you
unde$tand tlle motivatior for the phasor method, which we intoduce in
Section 9.3. In particular, note that once the decision has been made to
find only the steady-state response, the task is reduced to finding tlle mlx-
imun amplitude and phase angle of the response signal. The waveform
and frequency of tlle response are already known.

NOTE: Assess yow underctanding of this matefial by ttying Chaptel
Prcbkm9.9.

9.3 The Phasor
The phasor is a complex number that caries the amplitude and phase
angle information of a sinusoidal function.r The phasor concept is moted
in Euler's identity, which relates the exponential function to the trigono-
metric function;

e ' r "  =  c o s d l i s i n d . (e.10)

Equation 9.10 is impo ant here because it gives us another way of exprcss-
hg the coshe and sine functions. We can thinl( of the cosine function as the
real part of the exponential function and the sine function as the imaghary
part of the exponential function;that is,

cosd :  n {d ' } , (e.11)

ancl

sin0 = S{dr}, (9.12)

where $t means "tle real part of" and S means"the imaginary pafi oi"
Because we have aheady chosen to use the cosine function in analyz-

ing t}le sinusoidal steady state (see Section 9.1), we can apply Eq.9.11
directly. In particular, we write the sinusoidal voltage function given by
Eq.9.1in the form suggested by Eq.9.11:

0 = Y - c o s ( o l + d )

= v,,$?idG'+d)]

- vnn Ietatetaj (9.13)

We can move the coefficient y. inside the aryument of the rcal part of the
function without altering the rcsult. we can also reverse the order of the
two exponential functions hside the aigument and write Eq.9.13 as

t = n{vneEd@'}.

I II you feel a bit uneasy abour cotupler nhbe4 peruse Apperdix B

\9.14)
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Phasor transform >

In Eq.9.14,note that the quantity y,er't is a complex number that carries
the amplitude and phase angle of the given sinusoidal function. This
complex number is by definition the phssor reprcsentation, or phasor
lransform. of the qiver sinusoidal function. Thus

(9.15)

where t})e notation g{yncos (a,t + 4)} is read "the phasor transfom of
y- cos (ot + d)." Thus the phasor tmnsform transfers the sinusoidal func-
tion from the time domain to the complex-number domain, which is also
called the fr€queng, domain, since the response depends, in general, on .r.
As in Eq. 9.15, throughout this book we represent a phasor quantity by
using a boldface letier.

Equation 9.15 is the polar form of a phasor,but we also can express a
phasor in rectangular form. Thus we rewrite Eq. 9.15 as

Y :U^cos f+ jU -s i \ 6 (e.16)

BotI polar and rectangular folms are useful in circuit applications of the
phasor concept.

One additional conrment regarding Eq. 9.15 is in order. The frequent
occu ence ot the exponential function ete has led to an abbreviation that
lends itsell to text malerial This abbreviation is the ansle notation

11i!: = letE'

We use this notation extensively in the material that follows.

Inverse Phasor Transform
So far we have emphasized moving frcm ttre sinusoidal function to its pha-
sor tmnsform, However, we may also revene the process, That is, for a
phasor we may write the expression for the sinusoidal function. Thus for
V = 1.001_4:, the expression for o is 100cos (or - 26") because we
have decided to use the cosine function for all sinusoids. Obsene that we
cannot deduce the value of d from the phasor. The phasor ca ies only
amplitude and phase information. The step of going from the phasor
tmnsform to the time-domain expression is rcferrcd to as frnding the
inverse phasor tnnsform and is fomalized by the equation

g- r lv^ei 4 \ - n {v^erQ etd}, \9. t7)
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where the notation @ l{y-ere} is read as "the inverse phasor transform of
yfter{ " Equation 9.1? indicates that to find tlle inve$e phasor ffansform,
we multiply the phasor by e,oi and then extract the real part of the product.

The phasor transform is useful in circuit analysis because it reduces
the task of finding the maximum amplitude and phase angle of the steady-
state sinusoidal response to the algebra of complex numbe$. The follow-
ing observations verify t}lis conclusion:

1. The transient component vanishes as time elapses, so the steady-
state component of the solution must also satisfy the differential
equation. (See Problem 9.10[b].)

2. ln a linear circuit diven by sinusoidal sources! the steady-state
response also is sinusoidal, and the frequency of t}le sinusoidal
response is the sane as the ftequency of the sinusoidal source.

3. Usirg the notation introduced inEq.9.11,we can postulate that the
steady-state solution is of the form n{Aejpetd}, where A is the
maximum amplitude of the response and B is the phase angle of the
response.

4. When we substitute the postulated steady-srat€ solution into the
diJferential equation, the exponential term d'' cancels out, leaving
the solution for,4 and B in the domai[ of complex numbers.

We illustrate these obse ations with the circuit shown in Fig.9.5 (see
D. 33t. We know that the steadv-state solution for the current i is of the folm

(9.18)

where the subscdpt "ss" emphasizes that we are dealing with t}le steady
state solution. When we substitute Eq. 9.18 into Eq. 9.8, we generate the
expressron

n{jaLl^eiqeid} + n{RI^etpeid} = nlune!'tejdt}. (e.1e)

In dedving Eq.9.19 we recognized that both differcntiation and multipli-
catiofl by a constant can be taken inside the real part of an operation. We
also rewrote the right-hand side of Eq.9.8, using the notation of Eq.9.11.
From t]le algebra of complex numbers, we know that the sum of the real
parts is the same as the real part of the sum. Thereforc we may reduce the
left-hand side oI Eq.9.19 to a single telm:

i""(t) : n{I^eiqetd},

n{(joL + R)Ineiqejd} : nlv-eiadd}. (e.20)

Recall that our decision to use t}le cosine Junction in analyzing the
response of a circuit in the sinusoidal steady state results ir the use oI the
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n operator in de ving Eq. 9.20. If instead we had chosen to use the sine
function in our sinusoidal steady-state analysis! we would have applied
Eq.9.12 directly, in place ofEq.9.11, and the resulr would be Eq.9.21:

Note that the complex quantities on either side ofEq.9.21 are identical to
those on either side ofEq.9.20.When bolh the real and imaginary parts of
two complex quantities aie equal, then the complex quantities are them-
selves equal. Therefore, tom Eqs.9.20 and 9.21,

(j@L + R)I^etu = Unda,

R +  j o L

Note that db' has been elimimted from the detemination of the amDli-
lude r/ . r  and phase angle {6r ot  lhe respon.e. t }us. tor lh is cLcuj l , ihe
task of f inding / .  and p in\olve. rhe atgebraic manipulat ion of rhe com-
ple\ qudnt i t ies y-C'and R - id l .  Nole thal  \  e encounrered bolh polaf
and reclanguiar iormc.

An important warning is in order: The phasor transform, along with
the inverse phasor transform, allowsyou to go back and forlh between the
time domain and the frequency domain. Therefore, when you obtain a
solution, you are eithei in the time domain or the ftequency domain.you
cannot be in both domaim simultaneously. Any solution that contains a
mlxture of time domain and phasor domain nometrclature is nonsensical.

The phasor transfom is also useful in circuit analysis because it applies
direcUy to the sum of shusoidal functions. Circuit analysis involves sum-
mmg curents and voltages, so the importance of this observation is obvi_
ous, We can formalize this DtoDertv as follows: If

1 J : I J r +  D 2 +  -  + D n

3 {(jaL + R)I -eipetd} : 3 {v.etdei.,}.

V = V + V r + . . + V n .

(e.21)

\9.22)

1s.23)

where all the voltages or tle right-hand side are sinusoidal voltages ofthe
same fiequency, ther

19.?4)

Thus the phasor representation is the sum of the phasors of the individual
terms. We discuss the development ofEq.9.24 in Section 9.5.
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Before applying the phasor tramfom to circuit analysis, we illusfate
its usefulness in solving a problem witl which you are already familiar:
adding sinusoidal functions via trigonometdc identities. Example 9.5
shows how the phasor transform greatly simpiifies this type of pioblem.

Adding Cosines Using Phasors

ff)r = 20cos ((rl 30') and yr: 40cos (al + 60'),
express ) = )rr + ),2 as a single sinusoidal function.

a) Solve by using trigonometric identities.

b) Solve by ushg the phasor concept.

Solution

a) Filst we expand both y1 and 12, using the cosine
of the sum of two angles, to get

)r : 20cos,)tcos30" + 20 sin.dt sin30';

)2 = 40cos.rtcos60' - 40sin(l)t sin 60".

Adding )r and )r, we obtain

y -  (20cos30 + 40cos60)cosrrt

+ (20 sin 30 40 siII 60) sin {r,

= 3'7.32cos at U.64sir]'at.

To combhe these two terms we teat the
co-efficients of the cosine and sine as sides of a dg:ht
triangle (Fig. 9.6) and then multiply and divide the
r ighFband side by lhe hypotenuse. Our expres' ion

/ ' \1  1 )  )4  64  \
y : 44.721 -: cos dt ] sin ot J

\tv+ tz /

- 44.?2( cos 33.43' cos dt - sin33.43"sinot).

Again, we invoke the identily involvhg the
cosine of the sum of two argles and wdte

37 32

Figure 9.6 r A rjghttriangte used in the soLutjon tor l.

b) we can solve the problem by using phasors as
follows: Because

Y = Y l t Y 2 .

then, from Eq.9.24,

Y = Y 1  + Y ,

: 201_!: + 401!L

: (17.32 j10) + QO + j34.64)

: 37 .32 + i24.64

= 44;72//33.43'.

Once we know the phasor Y, we can write the
corresponding trigonometdc tunction for y by
taking the invene phasor tmnsform:

y = g 1I44;tzei3343\ : n{44;72ei33a3et"t}

= 44;72cos(at + 33.43").

The superiority of the phasor approach foi
addirg sinusoidal fulctions should be apparent.
Note that it requ es the ability to move back
and forth between the polar and rectargular
forms of complex numbers.y : 44.12cos(@t + 33.43").
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figure 9.? .:h A rcsistjve eLement carryjnq a sinusoidat

9,1 Find the phasor transform of each tigonomet-
ric function:

a) lJ -  170cos(377r 40')  V.
b) t : tOsin (1000r + 20') A.
c) t :  [scos(or + 36.87')  + 10cos(a,t

- s3.13)l A.
d) u : l300cos(20,000,r +,15')

100 sin(20,000rr + 30')l rnv.

Answer: (a) 1701 lp: Vi
(b) 10l zq A;

NOTE: Also tt)r Chapter Prcblen 9.12

(c) r1.r8/ 26.s7' A;
(d) 33e.e0M!L mv.

9.2 Find the time-domain expression corespon,
ding to each phasor:

a)v=18.61:1fv .
b) | : (20 1!!: - 501:lq) InA.
c) v : (20 + J80 30 1J!) v.

Answer: (a) 18.6cos(ol - 54') V;
(b) 18.81cos (.dr + 126.68') mA;
(c) '/2."/9 cos (at + 97.08') v.

R

objective 1-Undetstand phasor concepts and be able to perform a phasor tnnsform and an lnverse phasor transform

9.4 The Fassive Circuit F[en'lents
in the Freqr:ency Ssrmailr

Thc systematic applicatior of thc phasor transform in circuit analysis
rcquires two steps. First, we must establish the relationship between the
phasor current and the phasor voltage at the terminals of the passjvc cir
cuil elements. Second, we must develop the phasor-domain version of
Kirchhoff's lawq which we discuss in Section 9.5.In this section. wc estab-
lish the relationship between the phasor current and voltage at rhc lermi-
nals of the rcsislor, inductor, and capacitor. We bcgin with the resjstor and
use the passive sign convention in a1l the derivations.

The V-I Relationship for a Resistor
From Ohm's law, if the currcnt in a resistor varics sinusoidally wirh time
thatis,ifl = l cos(@t + di) the voltage at the rerminals ofthe rcsislor,
as shorvn in Fig.9.7, is

t] = RU_ cos ((,r + drl

= R/_[cos(or + r)].  (e.25)

where 1u is the maximum amplitude of the currenr in amperes and di is
thc phase angle of the current.
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The phasor transfom of this voltage is

|s.26)

But 1-14 is the phasor representation of the sinusoidal cunetrq so we can
write Eq.9.26 as

\9.27)

which states tlat the phasor voltage at the terminals of a resistor is simply
the resistance times the phasor current. Figure 9.8 shows the circuit dia-
gram for a resistor io the ftequency domain.

Equations 9.25 and 9.27 both contain another important piece of
information-namely, that at the teminals of a resistor, there is no phase
shift between the cuirent and voltage. Figure 9.9 depicts this phase rela-
tionship, wheie the phase angle of both the voltage and the currert wave-
forms is 60'. The signals arc said to be in phos€ because they both reach
corresponding values on their rcspective curves at the same time (for
example, they are at thek positive maxima at the same instant).

The V-I Retationship for an Inductor
We derive the relationship between the phasor cu ent and phasor voltage
at the lerminals of an inductor by assuming a sinusoidal cuffert and using
Ldildt to est,�blish the coresponding voltage. Thus, for i = 1- cos (,)t
+ di), the expression for the voltage is

V : R I ^ d d , : R I . l l .

-aLl#n(at + q. (9.28)

< Relationship between phasor voltage and
phasor current for a resisior

R
H^-a* J y _

I

Figure 9.8 AThe frequency-domajn equivaLent cncuit of

,v-;$

rigure 9.9 A A ptotshowins thatthe voLtage and cur-
rent at the temjnab ofa rcsktor arc in phase.

We now rewrite Eq.9.28 using ttre coshe function:

u = -aLl^cos(at + 0i 90").

The phasor representation of the voltage given by Eq. 9.29 is

(9.30) < Retationship between phasor vottage and
Dhasor curent for an indudor



I

rigure 9.11  

 

A pLot showing the phare pLationrhip
betl,een the cunent and voLtage at th€ tenninals of an
inductor (tr = 60").
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figuE 9.10  

 

The ftequency-domain equivaLent circuit

Note tlat in deriving Eq. 9.30 we used the identity

e F' : cos 90. _ i siD 90. = _j.

Equation 9.30 states that the phasor voltage at the terminals of an
inductor equals ja,Z times the phasor cuffenL Figure 9.10 shows the
frequercy-domain equivalent circuit for the inductor. lt is important to
Irote that the relationship between phasor voltage and phasor current for
an inductor applies as well for the mutual hductance in one coil due to
current flowing in another mutually coupled coil. That is, the phasor volt-
age at the terminals of one coil in a mutually coupled pair of coils equals
i&rM times the phasor current in the otler coil.

We can re*.rite Eq.9.30 as

v = (aL /p:)r ^19

= aLIn /@L + 90)'. (e.31)

which indicates that the voltage and current are out of phase by exactly
90'. In paiticular, the voltage leads the current by 90', or, equivalently, the
current lags behind the voltage by 90". Figure 9.11 illustrates this concept
of voltage leading current ot cunent lagging vohage. For example, the volt-
age ieaches its negative peak exactly 90" before the cufient reaches its
negative peak. The same observation can be made with respect to the
zero-going-positive crossing or the positive peak.

We can also exprcss the phase shift in seconds A phase shift of 90'
coresponds to one-founh of a period; hence the voltage leads the current
by T/4, or a7 second.

The V-I Relationship for a Capacitor
We obtain the relatiodship between the phasor current and phasor voltage
at the terminals of a capacitor ftom the derivation of Eq. 9.30. In other
words. if we note that for a caDacitor that

and assume that

D = U - c o s ( a t + 0 ) ,

then

| : j.,,cv. {e.32}
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Now if we solve Eq. 9.32 for the voltage as a function of the current, we get

(e.33)

Equation 9.33 demonstrates that t]le equivalent circuit for the capacitor in
the phasor domain is as shown in Fig. 9.12.

The voltage across the terminals of a capacitor Iags behind t]Ie current
by exactly 90". We can easily show this relationship by reniting Eq. 9.33 as

< Relationship between phasorvoltage and
phasor current for a capacitot

1/jac

-(.---.

i-
Figure 9,12 a The freqoency domain equivalent circuit

v : \ 7''oo't^707

:4rp, not. (e.34)

lte altemative way to exprcss the phase relationship contained in Eq.9.34
is to say that the current leads the voltage by 90". Figure 9.13 shows the
phase relationship between the curent and voltage at the terminals of a

Impedance and Reactance
We conclude t}lis discussion of passive c cuit elements in the frequency
domain with an impo ant observation. Wlen we compare Eqs. 9.27, 9.30,
and 9.33, we note that tley a-re all of the folm

where Z represenfs the impedence of the circuit element. Solving for Z in
Eq.9.35,you can see that impedance is the ratio of a circuit element'svolt-
age phasor to its cunent phasor. Thus the impedance of a rcsistor is R, the
impedance of an inductor is io-L, the impedance of mutual inductance is
jdM, afld the impedance of a capacitor is 1/loc. In all cases, impedance
is measured in ohrns. Note that, altlough impedance is a complex number,
it is not a phasor, Remembei, a phasor is a complex number that shows up
as the coefficient of d''. Thus, althougl all phasors are complex numbers,
not all complex numbers are phasols.

Impedance in t]Ie frequency domain is the quantity analogous to
resistance, inductance, and capacitance ir the time domain. The imaginary
part of the impedance is called r€actance. The values of impedance and
readance for each of the component values are sunrmarized in Table 9,1.

And finally, a reminder. If the refererce direction for the curent in a
passive circuit element is in tlle d ection of the voltage dse across the ele'
ment, you must insert a minus sign illto the equation that rclates the volt'
age to t]te cullenl.

Flgule 9.13l A pLotshowing the phas€ r€tationship
between the cunent and vottage atth€ t€rminals ofa
capacitor (0i = 60').

(9.35) < Deflnition of impedance

CiIcuia
Element Impedence

Resistor R

j( 1/"'c\ -r/@C
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l

9.5 Kirchhoff's Laws
in the Frequency Domain

We pointed out in Section 9.3,with reference to Eqs.9.23 ard 9.24, rhar rhe
phasor translorm is useful in circuit analysis because it applies to the sum
of sinusoidal functions. We illustrated this usefulness in Example 9.5. We
no$ lofmal ize lhis obser\dr ion by de!eloping Kifchbott  s taw;in lhe tre-
quency domain.

Kirchhoff's Voltage Law in the Frequency Domain
We begin by assuming that 01 - o, represent voltages arourd a closed
path in a circuit. We also assume that the c cuit is oDeratine in a sinusoidal
slead) srate.TbusKirchhoftr \ol tage lawfequiresihdr

D t + x 2 +  + u n = 0 ,

which in the sinusoidal steady state becomes complex

y,1cos (a,t + 0) + V,1cos(at + 0, + . + V^.cos(d + Ah) =0.

\9.37)

We now use Euler's identity to write Eq. 9.3? as

n{V.eia,ej^} + n{vh,eta,ei't} + . + nIv-,eta"et,t} (e.38)

(e.36)



which we rewrite as

Yi{v^,4,ejd + v,.4'ejd + . + v^,ejs"etd} =t).

Factoring the term d't lrom each term lelds

9.5 Krchhoffs taws in the Fr€quency Domain

(e.41) < KVL in the frequency donain

(9.43) < KCL in the frequency donain

n l t v - c e  - v , , . c e - - .  v - c a  t e t " t l  - . .

n { (V  +v ,+  .  rv , )e ,o ' }  :0 .

(e.3e)

(e.40)

Bur d'i + o, so

which is the statement of Kirchhoff's voltage law as it applies to phasor
voltages.In otler words,Eq.9.36 applies to a set ofsinusoidal voltages in
the time domain, and Eq. 9.41 is the equivalent statement in the fre-
quency domain,

Kirchhoff's Current Law in the Freguency Domain
A similar derivation aDDlies to a set of sinusoidal currents Thus if

\9 .4?)

then

where 11, I2,- . , I, are the phasor representations of the individual cui

Equations 9.35,9.41, and 9.43 form the basis for circuit analysis in t}le
frequency domain. Note that Eq. 9.35 has the same algebmic folm as
Ohm's law, and that Eqs. 9.41 and 9.43 state Kirchhoff's laws for phasor
quantities.Therefore you may use all the techniques developed for analyz-
ing resistive circuits to find phasor curents and voltage$ You need learn
no new analytic techniques; the basic circuit analysis and simplification
tools covered in ChapteN 2+ can all be used to analyze circuits in the frc-
quency domain. Phasor circuit analysis consists of two fundamental tasks:
(1) You must be able to col1strucl the frequetrcy-domain model of a cir-
cuit; and (2) you must be able to manipulate complex numbeE and/or
quantities algebmically. We illustiate these aspects of phasor analysis in
th€ discussion that follows, begiffing with seiies, parallel, and delta{o-
linr'e simDlitications.
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tiguE 9.14  

 

impedances in sedes.

9.6 Series, Para[[e[, and Delta-to-Wye
Simplifications

The rules for combining impedances in sedes ot parallel and for making
deltato-wye tnnsformations are the same as those for resistofi, The oDly
difference is that combinirg impedances involves tle algebraic manipula-
tion of complex numbers

Combining Impedances in Series and Para[[el
Impedances in sedes can be combined into a single impedance by simply
adding the individual impedances, The circuit shown in Fig. 9.14 defines the
problem in general terms. The impedances Zr, 22, . . . , Z, arc connected in
series between terminals a,b. Wlen impedances are in series, they carry the
same phasor cunent I. From Eq. 9.35, t]Ie voltage drop aqoss each imped-
an\t is ZJ,221, .. , Z"1, and ftom Kircbloff's voltage law,

Yab :  Z l+  Z2 l+  . .  +  Z " I

= ( 2 1 + 2 2 + , , .  +  z " ) 1 .

The equivalent impedance between terminals a,b is

(e.44)

:  z r+  22+  .  +  Zn -

Example 9.6 ilustrates a numerical application of Eq. 9.45.

Ie.15)



A 90 O resistor, a 32 mH inductor, and a 5 pF
capacilor are connected in se es across the termi-
ni ls uf  r  . inu.oiJcl  \olrrg< suurce. r \  shoqn in
Fig.9.15.The steady-state expression for the source
voltage ?." is 750cos (5000t + 30") V.

a) Construct thc ficqucncy domain equivalenl
circuit.

b) Calculate the sleady stalecurrenl ibl the phasor
melhod.

Combining Impedances in Series

9.6 Senes, Parattet, and Detia to Wye Simptificalions 349

The phasor iransform of ?," is

v = 7s0llqv.

Figure 9.16 illustrates the ftequency-doman
equivalent circuit of the circuii shown in Fig.9.15.

we compute the phasor current simply by divid-
i rg rhe rolr"ge oi  rhe \  olrage \oufce b) rhe eql i \  -
alent jmpedance between rhe ierminals a,b. From
Eq.9.,15,

z^b = 9lt + j16o j40

- e0 + i120: 1sol!l!a J).

Thus

'750 
/30"

We ma) no! \  ! \Jre t l 'e  . tead)-stare e\pre.s ion
lbr i directly:

i  : scos(s0oor 23.13') A.

140{}

Figlre 9.16 ,t The frequency-domain equivatent cncuit ofthe
circuii shown in Fig. 9.15.

h)

90O 32 nH

Figure 9.15 J. The circuitfor Examph 9.6.

Solution

a) From thc cxprcssion lor 11, we have
rr = 5000 md/s. Therefore the inpedance oI lhe
32 mH inductor is

zL = jaL = j(5000:)(.32 x 10 ) : 1160 -,,

and the impedance of the capacitor is

- t  1 n 6
"' '  aC ' (sooo)(s)

objective 3-Know how to use circuit anatysis techniques to sotve a circuit in the frequency domain

9.6 Using the values ofresistance and inductance in
the circuil of Fig. 9.15, let V" = 125 l:q V
a n d @ - 5 0 0 0 r a L l  c  F i n d

a) the value of capacjaance that yields a
steady'state output current I with a phase
angle of 105'.

NOTE: Also try Chaptet Prcbleng.2l.

b) the magnitudc ofthc steady-state output
curenf ,,

Answet (a) 2.86 pF;

(b) 0.982A.
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figlre 9.17  

 

Impedancesin panLLeL.

1 1 1  1

I = 1 1  + 1 2 + . . . + I , ,

Z.Z,

Impedances connected in parallel may be reduced to a single equiva-
lent impedance by the reciprccal relationship

\9.46)

Figue 9.17 depicts the parallel connection of impedances. Note that when
impedances are in parallel, they have ttre same voltage across their termi-
nals. We de ve Eq. 9-46 directly from Fig. 9.1? by simply combidng
Kirchhoff's current law with the phasor-domain venior of Ohm's law, that
is, 8q.9.35. From Fig. 9.17,

Canceling the common voltage term out of Eq. 9.47 rcveals Eq. 9.46.
From Eq.9.46,for the special case ofjust two impedances in pamllel,

\9 .47)

(e.18)

We can also express Eq. 9.46 in terms of admiltatrce, defined as the recip-
rocal of impedance and denoted Y. Thus

lB (siemens). \9.49)

Admittance is, of couise, a complex number, whose rcal part, G, is called
cotrdu€itarce and whose imaginary part, B, is called susceptar€e. Lite
admittance, conductanc€ and susceptance are measured in siemens (S).
Using Eq.9.49 in Eq.9.46,we get

Y o o : Y t + Y z + .  + Y " .  ( 9 . 5 0 )

The admittance of each of the ideal passive circuit elements also is
worth noting and is summarized in Table 9.2.

Example 9.7 illustrates the application of Eqs. 9.49 and 9.50 ro a spe,
cilic circuit.

Circuil El€ment Adnfttrnce (Y)

1 ^
7 , -

Capacitor

j (-r /aL) 1/.,1
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a)

b)

The sinusoidal current souce in the circuit shown in
Fig. 9.18 produces the cunent ir : 8 cos 200,000t A.

a) Construct the frequency-domain equivalent
crcull,

b) Find the . leady-srare expre<sioos tor u.  i r .  t r .
ancl i3,

Solution
Figure 9.18l The circuii for Exampte 9.7.

5 ,/ 90'

We check the computations at this point by ved-
fying that

1 1  + 1 2 + 1 3 = I

Specifica y,

3 .2  j 2 .4  j 4+  4 .8  +  j 6 .4=8  + i0 .

Tbe corresponding steady-slare I ime-domain

t, = 40cos (200,000t - 36.87') V,

t1 - 4 cos (200,000t 36.87') A,

t2 : 4cos (200,000t - 90") A,
j3 = 8cos (200,000t + 53.13') A.

The phasor transfom of the current souce is
8 A; tle resistors transform directly to tle fte-
quency domain as 10 a.nd 6 O; the 40 /rH
inductor has an impedance of j8 O at the given
frcquency of 200,000 rad/s; and at this fte-
quency the 1 pF capacitor has an impedance of

i5 O. Figure q. lq sho$s rbe lrequenc) -domain
equivalent circuit atrd symbols representing the
phasor tiatrsforms of the unknowns.

The circuit shown in Fig. 9.19 indicates that we
can easily obtain the voltage across the current
source once we know the equivalent impedance
of the tlree pamlel branches. Moreover, once
we know V, we can calculate the three phasor
currents 11, 12, and 13 by using Eq. 9.35. To find
the equivalent impedance of the three branches,
we first find the equivalent admiltance simply
by adding the admittances of each bnnch. The
admittance of the first branch is

1
v , : _ : 0 . 1 S .

the admittance of the second bmnch is

Figure 9.19 A The frcquency-donain equjvat€nt cjrcujt.

The Voltage v is

v :  z r : 4 0  /  3 6 . 8 7 " V .
Hence

40 / -36.87'
r- ,^ - 4 /-36.87' - 3.2 j2.4 \.

40 / -36.87'

b + / a

and

40 / -36.8'�7"
1 3 = = I /s3.r3" : 4.8 + j6.4 A.

Y" 1  6 - i 8 = 0.06 - j0.08 S,
6 + 1 8  1 0 0

and the admittance of the third bmnch is

Y . : l = , o . z s .- /J

The admittarce of the tbree branches is

Y : Y r + Y 2 + Y 3
= 0.16 + ./0.12
- 0.2149:s.

The impedance at the current souce is

z = ! = s / - 3 6 . 8 7 " a .

Ir
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Objective 3-Know how to use circuit anatysis techniques to sotve a circuit in the frequency donain

9,7 A 20 O resistor is connected in parallel with a
5 mH Inducror.Thir  pardl lel  combinal ion is
connected in series with a5 O resistor and a
25 tF cdpaci lor.

a) Calculate the impedaDce ol  lh i \  Inler-
conneclion if the frequency is 2 krad/s.

br Repear (a'  for a frequenc) of8 krad s.

c) At what finiie frequency does tlle imped-
ance of the interconnection become purely
resistive?

d) Whar i .  the impedance at tbe trcquency
founJ in (c ' l

\OTE: Al5u try ch!ryn ProbLcn,a 24-o 23

Figure 9.20, The detta-to-wye tnnsfomatjon.

Answer: (a) 9 - j12 O;
.  (b )21  + i3O;

(c) 4 krad/s;
(d) 1s o.

9.8 fte interconnection described in Assessment
Problem 9.? is connected across the teminals
of a voltage source that is generating
, = 150 cos 4000 \ .  Wlal  i !  lhe ma\imum

'amplituale 
olthe curent in the 5 mH inductor?

Answ€r: 7.07 A.

Detta-to-Wye Transformations
The A to-Y transformalion lhat we discussed in Section 3.7 with regard
to resistive circuits also applies to impedances. Figure 9.20 delines the
A connected impedances along with the Y-equivalent circuit. The
Y impedances as functions ofthe A impedances are

Z&.
(e.51)

z2

z)

z a + z b + 2 . '

z.z^
z ^ +  2 6 +  z c

Z,Zr
z \ + z b + 2 .

( e . 5 2 )

(e.53)

\9.54)

The A to-Y transfonnation also may be reversed;that is, we can start
with the Y structure and replace it with an equivalent A structure. The .\
impedances as funcdons oftheY impedalces are

z tz )+  zzz3+ z1z1
z l

z1z2 + z2z3 + z1z1
z2

ztz2+ z2z1+ z3zr
z3
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The process used to derive Eq$ 9.51-9.53 or Eqs.9.54-9.56 is the same
as that used to derive the corresponditrg equations for pure resistive cir-
cuit$ In fact, comparing Eqs. 3.44-3.46 'r th Eqs. 9.51-9.53, and
Eq$ 3.47-3.49 witl Eqs.9.5,1 9.56, reveals that the symbol Z has replaced
t}le symbol R. You may want to review Problem 3.61 concerning the deri
vation of the Alo-Y transformation.

Example 9.8 illustrates t]le usefulness ofthe A-to-Y transfomation in
Dhasor circuit analvsis.

Using a Delta-to-Wye Transform in the Frequency Domain

Use a A-to-Y impedance transformation to find Io,
Ir,12,13,Ia,Is, V, and V2 in the cicuit inFig.9.21.

the Y imDedance connectins to teminal c is

10( j20)

Figur€ 9.21 l The ciicuit for Exampte 9.8.

Solution
First note that the circuit is not amenable to series
or parallel simplification as it now stands, A A-to-Y
impedatrce tansformation allows us to solve for all
the branch currents without rcsofiing to eithei the
node-voltage or the mesh-curent metlod. If we
rcplace either the upper delta (abc) or the lower
delta (bcd) with its Y equivalent, we can further
simplify the resulting circuit by series-parullel com-
bhations. In decidn€ which delta to replace, the
sum of the impedances arourd each delta is worth
checking because this quanrir l  lorms the deoomi
nator for the equivalent Y inpedance$ The sum
around tle Iower delta is 30 + j40, so we choose to
eliminate it from the circuit. The Y impedance con-
necting to terminal b is

(20 + j60X10)

- 3.2 j2.4 A,
30 + j40

and the Y impedance connecting to termillal d is

_ (20 + j60x j20) ^
JU + 14|J,

Inse ing the Y-equivalent impedarces into the cir-
cuit, we get ttre circuit showr in Fig 9.22, which we
can now simplify by series-pamlel reductions. The
impedence of the abn branch is

Z^h"= 12 + j4 -  j4 = DA,

and the impedance of the acn branch is

z^_: 63.2 + j2.4 j2.4 3.2 :  60 A.

Figure 9.22 a The circuit shown jn Fjg. 9.21, wiih the tow*
deth r€ptaced byjis €qujvatent wve.

2.4 {l

j20 a

120&lv+ b

j2.4 A

30 + 140
: 12 + j4A,



Note that the abn brarch js in palalel with the acn
bmnch, Thereforc we may replace these two branches
with a single branch having an impedance of

354 sjnusoidatsteady-stateAnaLysjs

160)r12)

Combining this 10 O resistor with the impedance
between n and d reduces the circuit sho$n in
Fig.9.22 to tle one shown in Fig- 9.23. From the lat

I!- "

18()

-  j u o

Figure 9.23 a A rmpl i5ed re 's io l  o f  l \ . ,  i l  r i  hoan1
l ig .9.22.

To find the branch cunents 13, I1, and 15, we must
fint calculate the voltages V and Vr. Refering to
Fig.9.21, we note that

1 ) R
v . : 1 ) 0 / 0 '  (  i 4 ) L  = = +  t 8 v .

I

104  _ ,Y2:12019: (63.2 + j2.4)r2 - 96 j iv.

We now calculate the branch currents 13,Ia, and 15:

r ,  =!" I=J- ' i f  e,

r,=ff i=] ;r.oe,
v^ )6

rs = _1 =; + i4.rJA.

We check the calculations by noting that

1 4 + 1 5 = - j1.6 + j4.8 = 2.4 + j3.2 : t{,,

l, I t, - 1 , i - , ' ', u - / | .o = 2 - I 
8 - | .

4  A  t ' R  R  t 6
l , r 1 2  . 1  , n  t  

- i -  n / ; - ; ; + / a . 8 - 1 , .

1201!
I1r = = 4 /s3.r3' = 2.4 + j3.2 A.

18 - j24

Once we know I1], we can work back through the
equivalent circuits to find the branch currents in
the original circuit. We begin by noting that Io is
the curent in lhe branch nd of Fig. 9.22. Therefore

v"d: (8 j24)t  -  96 j32V.

We may now calculate the voltage Vai because

V = V " , + Y , a

and both V and Ynd are known.Thus

vai :  120 96 + j32 :21 + j32v.

We now compute the branch cu[ents I"b. and laci:

21 + i32 I
I , b n :  

1 2  
= 2 + i J A .

,  ) 4 +  j 3 2  , l  8

In terms of the branch currents defined in Fig. 9.21,

1 1  :  I " b . : 2  +  j :  A ,

I ,= I . . ,= f i * ; f ,e

We check the calculations of Ir and l, by noting that

2 2 6+
3  t 5

l1+ 12: 2.4 + j3.2 = l1 ' .



9.7 5orce Tratrformation5 and Th6venin-Norton Equivahnt Circuits

objective 3-Know how to use circuit analysis techniques to

9.9 Use a A-to Y transfoimation to find thc cur-
rent I in ihe circuit showD.

solve a circuit in the frequency domain

9.7 $ouree Trnnsfqarmatiens ar:ri
Thdweilf cr-hlorton iquivatent Circuits

The souce lralsformations introduced in Section 4.9 and the Thdvenin,
Norton equivalent circuits discussed in Scction 4.10 are analytical rech-
niqucs that also can be applied to frequency domain circuits. We prove
ihe validily of these techniques by follorving the same process used in
Scctions 4.9 and,l.10, except that $'e substitute inpedance (Z) for resist-
ance (R). Figure 9.24 shows a sourcc trunslormation equivalent circuit
qi lh the Ionr<l lc lr l r fe or rhe l requcn(r domain.

Figure 9.25 illustrates the frequcncy domain version of a Th6venin
equivalerlt circuit. Figure 9.26 shows the lrequercy-domain equivalcnt of
a Nortor equivalent circuit. Thc techniques for finding the Th6vcnin
equivalert voltage ard impedance are identical to those used for rcsistive
circuits, except that the frequcncy domait equivalent circuit involves the
manipulatior of complex quanlities. The same holds for finding the
Nortor equivalent currenl and impedance.

Example 9.9 dcmonsuales the application of the source translomatiol
equivalent circuit to frcquency-domain analysis. Example 9.10 ilustrates
the details offinding a Thdvenin equivalent circujt in thc hequency donain.

Answen I= 4/28.01'A.

NOTE: Also trf Chaptet Prcbkng34.

Figure 9.24 A A soure transfomation in the

mayconrarn J

Figure 9.25 t The fiequenq'-domajn version ofa
Th6venin equivaLent circuit.

Frequency-domain

may contain ->

Figrre 9,26 Ir The frcqLrenry-domain version of a Norton

14(])
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Use the concept ofsource transformation to find tle
phasor voltage Vo in the circuit shown in Fi& 9.27.

tigure 9,27 ,t The ci(uit for Exanple 9.9,

Solution
We can replace the sedes combination of the volt-
age source (404) and the impedance of I - i3 O
with the parallel combination of a current source
and the 1 + j3 O impedance.The source current is

40 zt{l
r  !  _____::- = ;( l  _ /3) = a _it2A.

r + J r  l u

Thus we can modily the circuit shown in Fi9.9.27 to
the one shown itr Fig. 9.28. Note that the polarity
reference of the ,10 V source determines the refer-
ence direction for I.

Next, we combirc the two parallel branches
into a sitrgle impedalce,

Perfornlng Source Tnnsformations in the Frequency oonain

10

which is in parallel with the cu[ent source of
4 i12 A. Another source tmnsformation con-
verts this parallel combination to a se es combina-
tion consisting of a voltage source in series with the
impedance of 1.8 + t2.4 O.The voltage ofthe volt-
age source is

v = (4 j12X1.8 + j2.4) - 36 - j12V.

Using this source transfomation, we rcdraw the
circuit as Fig. 9.29. Note the polarity of the voltage
source. We added the current Io to the circuit to
expedite the solution for Yo.

(1  + i3xe-  j3)
= 1.8 + j2.4 A,

Figure 9.28 a Thefilstsiep jn reducing th€ circujt shov/n
in F ig.9.27.

Figure 9,29 ̂  The second st€p in reducing the circuit shown
in Fig.9.27.

Also note that we have reduced the circuit to a
simple series circuit. We calculate the current Io by
dividitrg the voltage of the source by the total series

. 36 jr2 r2(3 jD
- 12 jr6 4(3 - j4)

10 + i )7
= - '  

-:- = 1.56 + ,1.08 A.
It

We now obtain the value of V0 by multiplying lo by
the impedance 10 - i19:

V0 = (1.56 + i1.08)(10 - j19) :36.12 - jr8.84v.

o2o io6 o

lo  j 3a  O2o  i0 .6o

1.8O j2.4 O O.2A j0.64
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Finding a Th6venin Equivatent in the Frequency Donain

Find the Th6venin equivalent circuit with respect to
terminals a.b for the circuit shown in Fig.9-3w.

tigure 9.30 A lhe circuit fo, ENample 9.10.

risure 9.31 A A sjmptified veBion ofthe circuit shown
jn Fjg.9.30.

We relate th€ controlling voltage Y to the current I
by noting ftom Fig.9.31 thal

v , = 1 0 0 - 1 0 L

Then,
Solution
We first determine the Thdvenin equivalenl volf
age. This voltage is the open-circuit voltage appear-
ingat terminais a,b. We choose the reference for the
Th6venin voltage as positive at terminal a. We can
make two source transformations relative to the
120 V 12 O, and 60 O circuit elements to simplify
this pofiion of the circuit. At the same time, tiese
transformations must prese e the identity of the
controlling voltage \ because of the dependert
voltage source.

We determine the two source transformations
by first replacing t}le se es combination of the
1 20 V source and 12 O resistor with a 10 A currenl
source ill parallel with 12 O. Next, we replace the
parallel combinatior of the 12 and 60 O resistors
$rith a single 10 O resistor. Fina y, we replace the
10 A souce in parallel with 10 O with a 100 V
souce in series with 10 O. Figure 9.31 shows the
resulting circuit.

We added the currert I to Fig. 9.31 to aidturther
discussion, Note that once we know the current I,
we can compute the Th6venin voltage.We find I by
summing the voltages around the closed path in the
circuit shown in Fig.9.31. Hence

100 : 10I j40l + 120I + 10v": (130 - j10)I + 10v..

I : : 18 / -126.8'�7' A.
30 J40

900

we now calculate va:

Y,:  100 180/-126.87'  :20A + j t44V.

Finally, we note from Fig.9.31 that

Y r h = 1 0 V , + 1 2 0 I

= 2080 + 11440 + 120(18) / 126.87"

-  7 8 4  j ) q Q ,  8 1 5 ) .  ) 0 . t 7 ' V .

To obtain the Th6venin impedance,we may use
any of the techniques previously used to find the
Thdvenin resistance. We ilustrate the testsource
method in this example. Recall that in using this
mcthod, we deactivate all independent sources
Irom the circuit and then apply either a test voltage
source oI a test current source to the terminais of
interest. The ratio of the voltage to the current at
the source is the Th6venin impedance. Figure 9.32
shows the result of applyjng this technique to the
cncuit shown in Fig.9.30. Note that wc chose a lest
voltage source Vr. Also note that we deactivated
the hdependent voltage sourcewith an appropriate
\horr-circuir  and presened lhe idenrir)  of  V.

j44 {r

-j40 (l
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Figure 9.32 a A cjrcuit for catcutating the lh6venin equivateni

The branch curents I, and Ib have been added 10
the circuil to simplify the calculation of l? By
straightforward applications of Kirchhoff's circuit
laws, you should be able to verify the following
relationships:

_ -v.(e + i4)
120(1 j4)

I r = I . + I t

v? (.
10 140 \

v?(3 i4)
12(10 j40)'

Y-
Z r h : 7 :  0 1  2  / 3 8 4 O

Figure 9.33 depicts tle Thevenin equivalent circuii.

Figure 9.33 a The Th€venin equjvahntforthe cncuit shown
in Fig. 9.30.

a circuit in the frequeicy domain

9.11 Find rheThe!eni0 equivalenl wi lh respecr lo
. t6rmiuls a,b in thd circuit shown.

v"h : r0 /4s' v;

9 + i 4 \
1 2 )

T =

lr' =

v- - 10L,

9.10 |  ind lhe steady-slale expre.sion for L 'o(r)  in
lhe circui t  showo by u. ing lhe lechnique ol
source rranslormal ions. the . inusoidal vol lage
soluces are

z,1 = z0cos (4ooor + 5:l i3")v,
zb : 96 si! 40001 V.

15 mH - ,!.r-l

10

Answer: 48 cos (4000t + 36.87')v .^'-*: '  " ' ' "  
) 

*-:

'IOTL: Al'o try Chapw ProblPnt a 40.att. and o 1-

Vir, =

-138.4O

objective 3-Know how to use orcuit anatysis techniques to sotve



9.8 The Node-Voltage Method
In Sectio s 4.2-4.4, we intioduced ttre basic concepts of the node-voltage
method of circuit analysis. The same concepts apply when we use the
node-voltage method to analyze frequency-domain circuits. Example 9.1 1
illustrates the solution of such a cicuit by the node-voltage technique.
Assessment Problem 9.12 and many of the Chapter Problems give you an
opportunity to use the node-voltage method to solve for steady-state sinu
soidal responses,

Using the Node-Vottage Method in the Frequency Domain

Use the node-voltage method to lind the branch
currents Ia, Ib, and t in the circuit shown in Fig.9.34.

1  t o  j 2 A  2  s 0

Figur€ 9.35 L lhe circuit shown in Pig. 9.34, with the node
vottages defined.

Summing the curents away from node 1 yields

v  v - v ,
1 0 . 6 + - + - r _ ^ : = 0

r u  r +  t z

1() iza 5f,}

t ,  l t b
l { 1 0 oi )  t  $ roo  r . ,+ - i5 r )

20 t,

9.8 The Node-Voltage Method 359

Multiplying by 1 +/2 and collecting the coeffi-
cients of Y1 and V2 generates the expression

v1(1.1 + 10.2) y2:10.6 + j21.2.

Summing the curents away lrom node 2 gives

v ,  !  v 2 . v 2  2 0 I ,  ^
- f ----=

r +  t l  / )  )

The controlling current I* is

I , : Y - V
1 +  j 2 '

Substituting tlis expression for I, into the node 2
equation, muitipling by 1 + j2, and collecting
coefficients of V1 and V2 produces the equatron

- s Y + ( 4 . 8 + J 0 . 6 ) Y r : 0 .

The solutions for V and V2 are

v = 68.40 j16.80 V,
v, = 68 j26 V.

Hence tie bmnch currents are

I. : 
t0 

= 6.84 y'.68 A,

v  - v
I, = ,- : 3.76 + lr.bS A,

I  a  l z

v, 20r-
Ib = 

.-..... 
= -1 44 j1192 A,

v
I , . :  =  =  5 .2  +  113 .oA .

J]

To check our work, we note that

Ia + I. = 6.84 - j1.68 + 3.76 + j1.68
= 10.6 A,

Ir = Ib + !c: 1.44 j11.92 + 5.2 + j13.6
= 3;76 + j1.68 A.

10.6/E

Figure 9.34 A The cjrcujt for Erampt€ 9.11.

Solution
We can describe the circuit in terrns of two node
voltages because it contains tbree essential nodes.
Four branches terminate at the essential node that
stretches aqoss the bottom of Fig. 9.34, so we use it
as the relerence node. The remaining two essential
nodes are labeled l and 2, and the appropriate node
voltages are designated V and V2. Figuie 9.35
reflects the choice of reference node and the termi-
nal labels.

J  - ;+ , , .
| 20 r,
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objective 3-Know how to lse circuit anatysis techniqles to sotve a circuit in the frequency domaih

9.12 Use lhe nodc voltage method to lind the sleady
slate expression fbr o0) in the circuit shown. The
sirusoidal sources are i = l0cos(,tArDd
L, -  100 si  

 

d/  V. $ l rer< d -  50 kr iJ

Answer: o(r) = 31 .62 cos(50,000t 71.57") V.

NOTE: ALto ttr Chapter Problens 9.51 tud9.56.

Wc can also usc thc ncsh curcnt mcthod to analyzc ficqucncy-domain
circuits. The procedures used in frequency-domain applications are the
same as those used in anal]'zing resistive circuits. In Sections 4.5 .1.7, we
introduccd thc basic lcchniqucs of thc mcsh currcnt mcthodl we demon-
stratc thc cxtcnsion of this mcthod to frcqucncy domain circuits in
Example 9.12.

Using the Mesh-Current Method in the Frequency Domain

9.9 The $4esh-{urrcnt StretXr*d

Figure 9,36...!. The cjrcuit for Exampte 9.12.

j 2 t l / 3  { }

Use the mesh-current method io find the voltages
V r .  \  ' .  " n d  \  n r h e c i f c . r i r  . h . $ I i r  l : 9 . o . J h .

Sotution
The circuit has two meshes and a dependent voit-
age source. so we rnusl wrrle two mesh-current
equations and a constraint equation.The reference
direction for the mesh currents Ir and I, is clock-
wise. as shown in Fig.9.37. Once we know Ir and Ir,
q e  c . n  e d . l )  f  n d  r h -  u n k n ^ \ n  \ o l r a C c . .  S u n m , n !
the voltages around mesh I gives

1s0 = (1 + l2)rr + (r2 - i16)(rr r,).

1s0 : (13 - r14)Ir - (12 - 116)I,.

Sunming the voltages around mesh 2 generales lhe

0 = (12 j16)(1, 11) + (1 + j3)r '  + 39r. .

Figure 9.37 reveals that the controlling current I, is
ttre difference between Ir and lrr that is. the con-

Figure 9.37 r| l4esh cuftents used to solve the cncuit shown
jn Fiq.9.36.

204

,t, Irr"

t i r  t 2 O 1  l O  / l ! )

72Q

150i0:
i , '  t  , t ,  

rer ,

1 2  O : r  I .

V i - -  /160

l- : Ir 12.



Substituting this consrraint lnto lhe mesh 2 equa
rion and simpl ih ing rhe fesulr ing e\pre*ion grve.

0=(27+ j16) r1  -  (26  +  113) r r .
Solving for Ir ard I, yields

Ir = -26 j52 A.

Iz = -21 j5lt A,

l , = - 2 + j 6 A .

Thc three voltages are

39I, = 7iJ + i234 V.

We chock lhese calcularions bv sumning the voli-
ages around closed paths:

t50  +v1  +  v :  150  +  78  -  j 101  +12

+ j101 : 0,

v2 + vr + 39I. = 12 jt04 + 150 j130

7 8 +  j 2 3 4 = 0 ,

1 5 0 + Y 1  + v 3 + 3 9 I a =  1 5 0 + 7 8  j 1 0 4 + 1 5 0
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jr30 78 + i234 - 0.

v l  = ( 1  +  j 2 ) I r jr04 v,

v,: (12 j i6)r, = 12 + j104y.

v3: (r + j3)r, = 1s0 J130v.

9.13 Use the mesh-current method to find the pha-
sor curent I in the circuit shown.

Answer: I:29+ j2 -29.U 13!t:A.

NOTE: Also try Chapter Prcblens9.58 and9.61.

9.10 The Transforrmer
A transformer is a device that is based on nragnetic coupling.Tiansformers
are used in both communicatioD and power cjrcuils.In communicaiion cir
cuits. the transformer is used to match impedances and eliminate dc signals
tiol1] portions of the system. In power circuits, UaNformers are used to
establish ac voltage levels that facilitate the transnission, distribution, and
consumption of electrical polver. A knowlcdge of the sinusoidal steady,
state behavior of lhe lransformer is required i]l the anaiysis of both com-
munication and power systems. In this section. we will discuss ihe
sinusoidal stcady state behavior of the linear transform€r, which is found
primarily in comnuication circuits. In Section 9 11, we will deal with the
id€al transformer, which is used to modcl the ferromagnetic transformer
Iound in power systems.

objective 3-Know how lo use circuit anatysis technques to solve a circuit in the freguency domain

1 { l  i 2a

\ ' +  l 5 o

0.75 V,
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Fisure 9.38l lhefr€quency domain cncuii nrodetfora
trandormer used to connect a toad to a source.

Before shning we make a usetul observation. When anal'zing circuits
cortaining mutual inductance use the meshor loop-currert method for writ-
ing circuit equations The node-voltage metlod is cumbersome to use when
mutual inductarce in involved. This is because the currents in the vadous
coils c-annot be *ritten by inspection as lurctions of tlle node voltages.

The Anatysis of a Linear Transformer Circuit
A simple iraNform€r is formed when two coils are wound on a single core
to ensure magnetic couplirg. Figure 9.38 shows tle ftequency-domain cir-
cuit model of a system that uses a transformer to connect a load to a
source. In discussing this circuit, we refer to the transformer wirding con-
nected to the source as the primary winding and the winding connected to
the load as the secordary winding. Based on this terminology, the trans-
fomer circuit parameten are

R1 = the resistance of the p mary winding,

R2 : the resistanc€ of the secondary \ dnding,

a1 = the self-inductance of the primary witrding,

12 = the self-inductance of the secondary winding,

M = the mutual inductance.

The internal voltage of the sinusoidal source is v', ard the intemal
impedance of the source is 2,. The impedance ZL represents the load con-
nected to the secondary winding of t}re transfolmei, The phasor currents
I1 and 12 represent the piimary and secondary curents of the transfonner,
iespectively.

Analysis of the circuit in Fig. 9.38 consists of finding 11 and 12 as func-
tions of the circuit paramergrcY", 2,, Rb Lr, L2, R2, M, ZL, ald a.We arc
also interested in finding the impedance seen lookirg into the transformer
ftom the terminals a,b.To find 11 and 12, we fiIst write t}le two mesh-crlrrent
equations that descdbe the circuit:

vs= (zs+ Rr+ jaL)\ - jaMr2,

0 = -joMr1 + (R2 + jal2 + Z)r2.

To facilitate the algebraic manipulation of Eqs. 9.57 and 9.58, we let

(e.57)

(e.58)

(e.5e)

(e.60)

(e.61)

(e.62)

Z r = Z " + R r + j ' t L l ,

Zn= Rz+ jt iL2+ ZL,

where Z1r is the total self-impedance of the mesh containing the pdmary
winding of the transfomer, and Zn is the total self-impedance of tle
mesh containing the secondary winding. Based on tlle notation intoduced
inEqs.9.59 and 9.60,the solutions for lr and 12lrom Eq$ 9.57 and 9.58 are

z\zn +

v = ' ,  l L
ZnZ22 !
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To the intemal source voltage \, tle impedanco appea$ as V"/I1, or

v"
i 

= zi"' znz22 + ozMz
(e.63)

The impedance at the teminals olthe source is Zinl -Z., so

Note tllat the impedance Z.b is independent of tle magnetic polarity
of the tiansformer. The reason is that the mutual hductance aoDears in
fq. q.64 a. a \quared quanriry.  This impedance i(  ot  paruicuta; inreresr
because it shows how the tmrsformer affects the impedance of tle load as
seen hom the source. Without the transformet, the load would be con-
nected directly to the source, and the source would see a load impedance
of ZL; with tle transformer, the load is connected to the source through
the transfoner, and the source sees a load impedance that is a modilied
version ofZL, as seen in the third term ofEq.9.64.

Reflected Impedance
The third term ir Eq. 9.64 is caled the r€flected impedance (2.), because
it is t]le equivalent impedance of the secondary coil and Ioad impedance
tlansmitted, or reflected, to the pdmary side of the transformer. Note that
the reflected impedance is due solely to the existence of mutual induc,
tance; that iq if t]te two coils ate decoupled, M becomes zero, Z, becomes
zero, and Zub reduces to the self-impedance of the primary coil.

To consider reflected impedance in more detail, we first exprcss the
load imDedance in rcctansular form:

2 " " =  2 . .  + + -  z " :  R .  +  i u L , +

ZL: RL + jXL,

( R 2 +  j a L 2 +  Z ) '

R2+ RL+ j@L2 + XL)

a'�M2l(R, + RL) - j(oL2+ xL)l
(R2 + RL)? + (alz + XL)'�

= 
ffin* 

+ RL) - j(aL, + xL)1

0jM'�
(e.61)

(e.65)

wherc the load reactance -YL cardes its own algebmic sign. In other words,
-YL is a positive number if the load is inductive and a negative number if
tlle load is capacitive. We now use Eq.9.65 to *rite the reflected imped-
ance in rectansular form:

The derivation of Eq. 9.66 takes advantage of the lact that, when ZL is
written iD rectangular form, the self impedance of the mesh contai ng the
secondary winding is

(e.66)

Zn= R2+ RL+ j@L2+ XL\. (e.67)
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Now observe from Eq.9-66 that the self-impedance of the secondary
circuit is reflected into the primary circuit by a scaling factor of
(oMl Zrr\'�, atfi, that the sign ol the reactive component (ol2 + XL) is
revelsed. Thus the linear transformer reflects the conjugate of the self-
impedance of the secondary circuit (ZiJ into the primary winding by a
scalar m tiplier. Example 9.13 illustrates mesh current analysis for a cir
c t containing a linear transfbrmer.

Analyzing a Linear Transformer in the Frequency Domain

The parameters of a certain linear transformer are
R1 : 200 O, R2 : 100 O,1-r = 9 H, L2 = 4H, and
,t = 0.5. The transformer couples an impedanc€
consisting of an 800 {} resistor in seies with a 1 /rF
capacitor to a sinusoidal voltage source. The 300 V
(rms) sou(ce has an internal jmpedance of
500 + j100 O and a frequency o1400 rad/s.

a) Construct a ftequency-domain equivalent circuit
of the system.

b) Caiculate the self impedance of the primary

c) Calculate the self-impedance of the secondary

d) Calculate tlle impedarce reflected into the pri-
mary winding.

e) Calculate the scaling factor for the reflected
impedance.

f) Calculale the impedance seen looking into t}le
pdmary terminals of the transformer,

g) Calculate the Th6venin equivalert witl respect
to the terminals c,d.

Sotution

a) Figure 9.39shows the frequency-domain equiva
lent circuit. Note that the intemal voltage of the
source se es as the reference phasor. and that
V and U represent the terminal voltages of thc

300 !t v

transformer. In constructing the circuit in
Fig.9.39,we made the following calculations:

jo.1 = i(400xe) = j3600 o,

jo., = j(a00)(a) : j1600 o,

M = 0 . 5 { e ) ( , 0 : 3 H .

j{,M = i(400x3) : 11200 o,

1  t 0 6
_ =  ^ =  l 2 s 0 0 o .
ldL l4uu

h) t}e ,el f - impedance of rhe pf lmdry circui l  is

zr = 500 + j100 + 200 + j3600 : 700 + i3700 o.

c) The self-irnpedance of the secondary circuit is

ZL = 100 + j1600 + 800 - j2500 - 900 j900 O.

d\ The impedance re0ecr(Ll iDro rhe primary
winding is

/  t r n n  \ 2
7  = l  " " "  l / o n ^  ! ; o n n '"' 

\ l9oo j9o0

= 
;(900 

+ i900) = 800 + i800 o.

e) The scaling factor by which Zi, is reflected is 8/9.

I r
vL i3600o

figure 9.39 & Ihe frcquency-domajn equivatent circuittor Exampte 9.13.

j2s00 o



f) The irnpedance seen looking inlo the primary
terminals ofthe transformer is the impedaDce of
l h e  n r i m a r y  u i n L l n g  p l u .  r n e  r e l l c ( l e d  i m p e d -

zdh :200 + j3640 + 800 + i800 : 1000 + j4400 ().

g) The Thdvcnin voltage will equal thc open circuit
valuc oI Vcd. The open circuil v.1lue of V.d will
equal j1200 limes the open circuil value of lr.
The opcn circuit value of lr is

300 1!:
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The Th6venin impcdance wil be equalto thc imped-
ance of the secondary windilg plus the impedance
reflected from the prinary when ihe voltage source
is replaced by a shot circuit.flus

= 1'71.09 + j1224.26 A.

'IheTh6vcnin equivalent is shown in Fig.9.40.

Zrh: 100 F 11600 + ( ^#$-)','nn ,.'0,

I r :

= i120aQ9.6'�7 / 19.29') t 10 3

: 95.60 /10.71' V.

171.09 { ) / t22.1.26 O

Figure 9.40;i The Thevenin equivalent circuit tor txampLe s.13.

700 + j3700

19.67 / 79.29' mA.

Therefore

objective 4-Be abte to anatyze circuits containing linear transform€rs using phasor nethods

9.14 A linear transformer couplcs a load consisting
ofa 360 O resistor in series wirh a 0.25 H
induclor to a sinusoidal vollage source,as
shown. The voltage source has an internal
impedance of 184 + JO O and a mlximum volt,
age of245.20Y and jt is operating at 800 rad/s.
The transformer paramelers are Xr : 100 O,
l,1 = 0.5 H, R' : ,10 o, lz = 0.125 H, arrd
k : 0.4. Calculale (a) t}le reflected jmpedarce;
(b) .he primary currerq ard (c) thc secondary

NOTE: Also ttf Cha4er Problems 9.72 and 9.73.

Answer: (a) 10.24 j7.68 Q,
(b) 0.5 cos(800t - 53.13") A;
(c) 0.08cos8001 A.

9.11 The Xdeal Tramsfornrer
An ideal tmnsformer consists oftwo magnetically coupled coils having N1
and N2 turns. rcspcctively, and exhibiting thcse three properries:

1. The coefficient of coupling is unity (ft = 1).
2. The self-inductance ofcach coil is infinite (L1 = l,, : ,ro).

3. The coil losscs, due !o parasitic resistance, are negligible.
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Understanding the behavior of ideal transformen begins with Eq. 9.64
which describes the impedance at the terminals ofa source colnected to a
Iinear transformer. We reDeat this eouation below and examine it further.

Exploring Limiting Values
A useful relationship between the input impedance and load impedance,
as given by Z.h in Eq. 9.68, emerges as -L1 and a2 each become infinitely
large afld, at the same time, the coefficient of couplhg approaches unity:

z z b :  z t 1  a  - -  
-  z s

Tiansformers wound on ferromagnetic cores can approach tl s condition.
Even though such transformers are nonlinear, we can obtain some useful
information by constructing an ideal model thatignores the nonlinearitiet

To show how Zub changes when & : 1 and lt and a? approach infin-
ity, we first irtroduce the notation

zn=  R2+  RL+  j@L2+  x )  =  R2+  j xL

and tlen rearrange Eq.9.68:

= \ + j a L j +
(R2 + jaL2+ ZL)

d2M2R,, t  -2M2x,,  \
7," - R, ---------+ t-iloL - --_= |"  R t  xz ,  ' \  R iz  x iz '

= R,b + jx,b.

(e.68)

(e.6e)

At this point, we must be careful with the coefficient of j in Eq. 9.69
because, as -L1 and -L2 approach infinity, this coetficient is the dillerence
between two large quantities. Thus, before letting Z1 and -L2 increase, we
write the coefficient as

where we iecognize tha1, when k = 1, M' = tr1l2. Putting the telm mul-
tiplying oar over a common denominator gives

Xdb = 'tLI
(d'L)(dL) X22

RL + x,?2
/ aL.X- \:dL, \ t  

4; ; rL 
( , .70)

X ^ 6 =  r L t (
R4. + -L,x, + xi \
# l

Riz + xi ,/
(e.71)



Factoring (dl, out ofthe numerator and denominator ofEq.9.71yields

9.11 TheldealTEnsformer

(b)

Figure 9.41 A The ci(ujis us€d to veriir th€ votts-
pertum and ampere-turn rcLabonships for an jdeal

Lr xL + (4,, + x?)lak
\9.72)

as al  + oo, l4 +,ro, and t  + 1.0.
The same reasoning leads to simpliJication of the reflected resistance

in Eq.9.69:

a2 M2R22
\9.14)

Lz (Rzl.L)2 + [1 + (xJdh)]2'

As & approaches 1.0, the ratio lr/lz approaches the constant value of
(&/Nr)', which follows from Eqs.6.54 and 6.55.The reason is rhar, as the
coupling becom€s extremely tight, the two permeances 91 and g2 become
equal. Equation 9.72 then reduces to

XL, (9.73)(**)'

R ,+  x4 ,
L.
L2 

-- (t)'*,
Applying the results given by Eqs.9.73 and 9.74 ro Eq.9.69 yields

Z * =  R t Rz+ (Rr + jxr. le.75). (**)' (+)'
Compare this result with t]le result in Eq.9.68.Here we see that when the
coefficient of coupling approaches unity and the selJ-inductances of the
coupled coils approach infinity, the tmnsformer reflects the secondary
winding resistance and the load impedance to the primary side by a scal-
hg factor equal to the tums ratio (N/Nr) squared. Hence we may
describe the terminal behavior of the ideal translormer in terms of two
characteristics. First, the magnitude of the volts per tuln is the same for
each coil. or

l"l=i-'l (e.76)

Second,the magnitude ofthe ampere-turN is the same for each coil,or

llrNr : llzNz. (e.11)  ! r

We are forced to use magnitude signs in Eqs. 9.76 and 9.77, because we
have not yet established ieference polarities for the currents and voltages;
we discuss the rcmoval of the magnitude signs shortly

Figure 9.41 shows two lossless (Rl = R2 : 0) magnetically coupled
coils. We use Fig.9.41 to validate Eqs 9.76 and 9.77.In Fig.9.41(a), coil2 is

-i
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Vottage retatlonship for an ideal
transfonner >

open; in Fig. 9.41(b), coil 2 is shorted. Althougi we carry out the following
analysis in tems of shusoidal steady-state operation, the results also
apply to instantaneous values of ?, and i,

Determining the Vottage and Current Ratios
Note in Fig. 9.41(a) that tle voltage at t}Ie terminals of the open-circuit
coil is etrtirely the result of the curent in coil 1;therefore

\, = jaMlr (9.78)

From Eqs.9.78 and 9.79,

The current in coil 1 is

fiom which, for & = 1,

\ : 
i_L,

,.- to,.

19.19)

For unity coupling, the mutual inductance equals lEf, so Eq. 9.80

E;

n:ffin=ffn

(e.81)

For unity coupling, the flux linking coil 1 is the same as the flux linking
coil2, so we need only one permeatrce to describe the self-inductance of
each coil. Thus Eq. 9.81 becomes

(e.80)

(e.82)

(9.81)

R', i,
r 

- 
lv 

(9 81)

Summing tie voltages around the shorted coil of Fie. 9.a1(b) lelds

0 = - j a M \ + j u L 2 r 1 ,

\  = h  =  L ,
lz M \/Lrh

(e.85)
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Equation 9.85 is equivalent to

Figure 9.42 shows the graphic symbol for an ideal transfomer. The
vertical lines in the symbol represent the layers of magnetic material from
which terromagnetic cores are often made- Thus, the symbol remirds us
that coils wound on a ferromagnetic core behave very much like an ideal

There are seveml reasons for tiis. The ferromagnetic material creates
a space with high permeance. Thus most of th€ magnetic flux is trapped
inside the core material, establishing tjght magnetic coupling between
coils that share the same core. High permeance also meaff high self-
inductance, because a : N'�S. Finally, feromagnetically coupled coils
efficiently transfer power from one coil to the other. Efficiencies in excess
of 9570 are common, so neglecting losses is not a crippling approximation
lbr many applications.

Determining the Potarity of the Vottage
and Current Ratios
We now tuln to the removal oI the magnitude signs from Eqs. 9.76 and
9.77. Note that magnitude signs did not show up in the derivations of
Eqs- 9.83 and 9.86.We did not need them there because we had established
reference polarities for voltages and relerence directions for currents. In
addition, we knew the magnetic polarity dots of the two coupled coils.

The rules for assignirg the proper algebraic sigr ro Eqs.9.76 and 9.77
arc as follows:

If Ole coil voltagesVl and V2 are bothpositive or negative at the dot
marked termiMl, use a plus sign in Eq. 9.76. Otherwise, use a nega-
trve srgn,

Ifthe coil currents 11 and I, are both dirccted into or out of the do!
marked teminal, use a minus sign in Eq.9.77. Otherwise, use a
plus sign.

The four circuits shown in Fig- 9.43 illustmte these rules.

(9.86) { Current retationship for an ideal
iransformer

- ; . l t .
^,1 I l',

2 r l
I Ideal I

Figure 9.42 A The graphic symbotfor an jdeat

"{ Dot convention for ideal transformers

l/ '= &'
Nrlr = NrI,

I1N1 : I2N2.

vt=vt.

Nrll = NrI,

(a)

[ :E'
&r , -&t :

(b)

vr -Yu,

NrIr = NuIu

G) (d)

.-ll"i Iu, ,, l l  I
i ldeal

figure 9.43 A Circujts that showthe props atgebran signs for retating the termjnat voLtag€s and cunent5 ofan ideat transtormer.
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Nr = 500 N, = 2500
. ; l  F .  +"  l l l  v :

lIdealL
(a)

+ ; l  1 r 5 [ .  +

" ,  l l f  v :
lldeal

(b)

The ratio ofthe turns on lhe two windings is an important parameter
of the ideal tnnsformer. The turns ratio is defined as either Nr/& or
N/Nt; both mtios appear in various writings. In this text, we use d to
denote the mtio Ny'N1, or

N,

0.25 O 5 mH

(e.87)
+ ; l1A:1F. +
"  l l i  v .

) t (
l ra*rL

k)
Figule 9,44 A Thrce ways to showthat the tums ratio
of an ideat transfornrer is 5.

12 : 10Ir

v1 = 10(0.237s + 10.05.)1011
: (23.7s + js)rr

Figure 9.44 shows three ways to represent th€ turns ratio of an ideal
transformer. Figure 9.44(a) shows the number of turns in each coil explic-
itly. Figure 9.44(b) shows that the rario NxlNr is 5 ro 1, and Fig. 9.44(c)
shows that the ratio Nx/Nr is 1to i.

Example 9.14 illustmtes tle analysis of a circuit containing an ideal
transformer,

Anatyzing an ldeal Transformer Circuit in the Frequehcy Domain

The load impedance connected to the secondary
winding ofthe ideal transformer in Fi9.9.45 consists
of a 237.5 mO resjstor in series with a 125pH
inductor.

If the sinusoidal voltage source (r,s) is generat
ing the voltage 2500 cos 400t V, find the steady
state expressions fof:(a) t1; O) t1; (c) tr;and (d) or.

Solution

a) We begin by constructing the phasor domain
equivalent circuit. The voltage source becomes
25004 V; the 5 mH inductor converts to an
impedance of t2 O; and the 125 /rH inductor
conveits to an impedance of j0.05 O. The phasor
domain equivalent circuit is shown inFig.9.46.

It follows directly tom Fig.9.46 that

2s001y = (0.2s + j2)Ir + v1,
and

v : 10v, : 10(0.2375 + jo.0s)rrl.

Because

tigurc 9.45 A The (ircuit for Exanipte 9.14.

0.25 (} ./2 |l
_ r l

l2soou v.) v

0..2375 o
_---Il

i0.05o

1 0 r 1

Figure 9.46 A Phasor domain circuit for Exampte 9.14.

\ = 100 / -16.26' A.

Thus the steady-state er?ression for i1 is

tr : 100 cos (400t 16.26') A.

b) V = 2s00lp: $00 // 16.26)(0.2s + j2)

= 2500 - 80 - jl85

= 2120 j185 : 427.06 /-4.3'�7' y.

Hence

xr : 21n.06 cos(400t 4.37') Y.

237.5 m{}

Therefore

2s00 p: (2a + 17)ry



c) I? = 10Ir : 1Un /-16.26' A.

Therefore

t, = i000 cos (400r - 16.26) A.
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d) V, = 0.lV :242.11 /-4.37'V,

glvlDg

The Use of an Ideal Transformer for Impedance Matching
Ideal transformerc can also be used to raise or lower the impedance level
of a load. The circuit shown in Fig. 9.47 illustrates this. The impedance seen
by the practical voltage source (Vs in sedes with Zr) is Vr/Ir. The voltage
and current at the terminals of the load impedance (V2 and Ir) are related
to H and Ir by the transforrncr lurns ratio;thus

v"
v ' =  I

and

lt = alz'

Therefore the impedance seen by the praclical source is

- .  Y r  1 V
z t N = i t -  

a j  t ,

but the ratio Vz/I, is the load impedance ZL, so Eq.9.90 becomes

z, = iz,
Thus, the ideal transfo(mer's secondary coil reflects the load impedancc
back to the primary coil, with the scaling factor 1/ar.

Note that the ideal transformer chang€s the magnitude of ZL but does
not alfect its phase angle.wlether ZrN is grealer or less than ZL depends
on the turns ratio d,

The ideal transformer or ils practical counterpart, the ferromagnetic
core transformer can be used to match the magnitude of Zr, to the mag-
nitude of 2.. We will discuss why this may be desirable in Chaptcr 10.

Dz = 242;7Icos(400t - 4.37')V.

- I r  l :
. ) ,  Z , t  . _ ,  . r  + -
l L - - J + . i q . + l

u ' [ )  \ L  ] | ' l z ,
Y / ) - T -

L+.---_lldeall . I

(9 88) fitut" 9.47 g Ur;rg an ideat tnnsform€r to coupte a
toad t0 a source.

(e.8e)

(e.s0)

obtectlire 5-Be able to anatyze alrcuits reith ideal transformers

9.15 The source voltage in lhe phasor domain circuit
in the accoEparying figure is 25 A kV. Fird
the amplitude and phase angle of Vz alld 12.

Answer V2 = 1868.15 //142,39'Yi

h = 125 '/216.87' A.

NOTE: Also try Chapter Problem 9.n.
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Figure 9.48 A A guphic rcpGsentation of phasols.

Figlre 9.49 A The complex numb€r
-7 - j3 :'�7.62 /-156.80'.

using Phasor Diagrams to Analyze a Circuit

For the circuit in Fig. 9.50, use a phasor diagmm to
find tlre value of R that will cause the curent
rbrough thrr fesislor.  t /?.  ro lag rhe source cunenl. l , .
by 45" when o = skrad/s.

As we shall see, ideal transformers arc used to increase or deoease
voltages ftom a source to a load. Thus, ideal transformers are used widely
in t}le elect c utility industry, where it is desirable to decrease. or step
down, the voltage level at the powerline to safer residential voltage levels.

9.12 Phasor Diagrams
When we are Ning the phasor method to analyze the steady-state sinu-
soidal operation ofa circuit, a djagram ofthe phasor cwents and voltages
may give further insight into the behavior of the circuit. A phasor diagram
shows the magnitude and phase angle of each phasoi quantity in the
complex number plane, Phase angles are measured counterclockwise ftom
the positive real a\is, and magnitudes are measured from t}re origin of the
axes. For example, Fig. 9.48 shows the phasor quafiines n 1q, D 1lE:,
51_15:,an.dB / 170".

Constructing phasor diagrams of circuit quantities generally involves
both currents and voltages, As a rcsult, two diflerent magnitude scales ar:e
necessary, one for currents and one for voltages, The ability to visualize a
phasor quantityon the complex-number plare can be useful when you are
checkhg pocket calculator calculations. The twical pocket calculator
doesn't offer aprinloul ofthe data entered.Butwhen the calculated angle
is displayed, you can compare it to your mertal image as a check or
whether you keyed in the appropriate values. For example, suppose that
you are to compute the polar form of -7 - i3. Witlout making any cal-
culations, you should anticipate a magnitude greater than 7 and an angle
in the third quadrant that is more negative ihan 135' or less positive
than 225", as illustrated in Fig.9.49.

Examples f.i5 and 9.16 ilustrate the construction and use ol phasor
diagrams. We use such diagrams in subsequent chapten whenever they
give additional insight into the steady-state sinusoidal operation of the cir-
cuit under irvestigation. Problem 9.76 shows how a phasor diagram can
help explain the operation of a phase-shifting circuit.

Solution
By Kirchhoff's curent laq the sum of the currents
IR, lr, and Ic must equal the source current Ir. If we
assume that the phase angie of the voltage V- is
zero, we can draw the current phason for each of
tlle components. The cur.ent phasor for the induc
tor is given by

. l l , .
t ) ,.,] o.z -n f *no pr R

v- 1!:
Figure 9.50 A The ci,cuii for Eranple 9.15.

l L =
i(s0n0x0.2 r0 )

- v^ / -90' ,



given by

L = : 4U,, 1y:,
u^ 1!:

j7(s000x800 10 6)

the current phasor for the capacitor is
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see. summing the phaso$ makes an isoscel€s trian-
gle..o rhe lengrh of lhe cur fenr phasor for the re( i \
tor must equal 3y-. Therefore, the value of the
resistor is i o.

I  a  = V, ' lRThese phasors are shown in Fig. 9.51. The pha,
sor diagram also shows the source current phasor,
sketched as a dotted line,which must be t}le sum of
the curent phason of the three circuit components
and must be at an angle that is 45' more posjtive
thar the current phasor for the resistor. As you can

The circuit in Fig. 9.52 has a load consisting of the
parallel combhation of the rcsistor and inductor.
Use phasor diagrams to explore the effect of adding
a capacitor across tbe terminals of the load on the
amplitude of Y if w€ adjust Vr so that the amplitude
of Vr remains constant. Utility companies use this
teclmique to control the voltage drop on their lines.

and the current phasorfor the resistor is given by

r n =
v. 1l:

R

Ll

. ] - +
I )," ". R.J L,

Fiqure 9.51 4 The phasordiag€m forthe curr€nts in t ig.9.50.

t)4,

I
r l

= :!!! /^.

Using Phasor Diagrams to Analyze Capacitive Loading Effects

Figure 9.52 A Th€ circuit for Examph 9.16.

Solution
We begin by assuming zero capacitance across the
load. AJter constructing lie phasor diagram for the
zero-capacitance case,we can add the capacitor and
study its eflect on the amplitude of Y, holding the
amplitude of VL constant. Figure 9.53 shows the fre,
quency-dom"in equi\alenr o[ rhe circul  shown in
Fig.9.52.We added the phasor branch currents I,Ia,
and Ib to Fig.9.53 to aid discussion.

I
v, n' J r,, 1i,r,

Figure 9.53 d, The frequ€ncy-domain equivatent ofthe cncuit
in  F ig.9.52.

Figure 9.54 shows the stepwise evolution of the
phasor diagram. Keep in mind that we are not inter-
ested in specific phasor values and positions in this
example, but rather in the general effect of adding a
capacilor across the terminais of the load. Thus, we
want to develop the relative positions of the pha-
sors before and after the capacitor has been added.

Relaling the phasor diagram to the circuit
shown in Fi9.9.53 reveals the following poinls:

a) Because we arc holding the amplitude of the
load voltage constant,we choose V! as our refer-
encc- For convenience, we place this phasor on
the posilive real a-\is.

b) We know that I" is in phase with Vr and that ils
magnitude is Vrlnz. (On the phasor diagam,

L
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phasor diagnm shown ir Fig. 9.57 depicts tlese
obse ations.The dotted phasom represent the per-
tinent currents and vollages before tlle addition of
the capacitor.

Thus, compadng the dotted phason of I, RrI,
j.darl, and V" witl tlren sold counteryarts clearly
shows the effect of adding C to the circuit. In partic-
ular, note that this reduces t]te amplitude of the
source volrage and still maintains tle amplitude of
the load voltage. Practically, this rcsuli means that,
as the Ioad inffeases (i.e., as Ia and Ib increase), we
can add capacitors to the system (i.e.,inqease L) so
tlat under heavy load conditions we cao maintain
VL withoul ircreasing the amplitude of th€ source
voltage.

(5)

Fiqure 9.54 A The step-by-step evoLuiion of the phasor
djagram torthe circuit jn Fiq.9.53.

the magnitude scale foi t]le cunent phason is
independent of the magnitude scale for the volt-
age phasois.)

c) We know that Ib lags behind VL by 90" and that
its magdtude is IVL /o42.

d) The line curent I is equal to the sum of Ia and Ib.
e) The voltage drcp across -R1 is in phase with the

line curent, and the voltage drop across ioal
leads the line current by 90".

f) The source vollage is the sum of tte load voltage
and the drop along the Line; that jsr Vs : Vt
+ {& + jdL)r.

Nore rhat rhe compleled phasor diagfam shown in
step 6 of Fig. 9.54 clearly shows the amplitude and
phase angle relationships among all the currerts
and voltages in Fig. 9.53.

Now add tbe capacitor branch sho\rn in
Fig. 9.55. We are holding VL constant, so we con-
slrucl the pbasor diagfam tof lhe circuil in fig. r).55
following the same steps as tlose in Fig.9.54, except
that, in step 4, we add the capacitor currert I to the
diagram. In so doing, I. leads VL by 90', witl its
magnitude being lVL(,Cl. Figure 9.56 shows tlle
elfect of Ic on the line clmenr Both the magnitude
and phase angle of the litre cunent I change with
changes ir the magnitude of lc. As I changes, so do
the magnitude and phase angle of the voltage drop
along the line. As the drop along the line changes,
the magnitude and phase angle of Vs change. The

Flgure 9.55,| The addition 0f a capacitorto the circujtshown
in Fi9.9.53.

Figure 9.55 A The €ff€ct of the capacitor cunent Id on the tjne

Figure 9.57  The effectofaddinq a load-shuntjng capacitorto
the circuit shown jn Pig. 9.53 ifV, is hetd consiant.

I

R , I \
\ I

NOTE: Assess yow ndentanding of this material by ttying Chaptet Ptoblens 9.81 and 9.82.
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Practical Perspective
A Househotd Distribution Circuit
Let us return to the househotd djstribution circuit inhoduced at the begin-
ning of the chapter. We witt modjfu the circuit sLightty by adding resistance
to each conductor on the secondary side ofthe hansformerto simutate more
accuratety the residentiat wiring conductors. The modified cicujt is shown
in Fig. 9,58. In Probtem 9.85 you witl catcuLate the six bEnch currents on
the secondary side of the distributjon transforner and then show how to
, dlcuLate the currcnt in the primary winding.

NoTE: Assess your understanding ofthis Prddicol Perspective by ttying Chdpter
Prablems 9.85 and 9.86.

1 ( )

- r 1  |
12O/X | {20 r)
_ v  2 r }  L- , - { , -  r o o

1201!Y l : {o
- v  1 r )  t 6

{11

+T .

Figure 9.58,{ Distribution cjrcuit.

5ummary
. The general equation for a sinusoidsl source ls

x = U^cos(at + d) (voltag€ source),

i = I -cos(dt + 4) (current source),

where y- (or 1-) is the maximum amplitude, o is the
tequency, and 4 is tie phase angle. (See page 332.)

. The frequency, (o, of a shusoidal response is the same as
the frequency of the sinusoidal soorce drivirg the circuit.
The amplitude and phase angle of the respome are usu-
ally different from those of the source. (See page 335.)

. The best way to find the steady-state voltages and cur-
rents ir a circuit d{iven by sinusoidal sourc€s is to per-
form the analysis in the frequency domain. The following

mathematical transfoms allow us to move between tie
time and frequency domains.

. The phasor transform (from the time domain to the
frequency domain):

Y = V-eto = g{Yu cos(d, + d)}.

. lhe inve$e phasor transform (ftom the frequency
domain to the time domain):

s) {u^eto = ft {v^da et"" \.

(See pages 337-338.)

Wlcn working with sinusoidally varying signals,
remember that voitage leads current by 90' at the ter-
minals of an inducloi, and curent leads voltage by 90'
at the terminals of a capacitor. (See pages 342-345.)
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hnpedance (Z) plays the same role in the frequency
domair as resistance, induclance, and capacitance play
in the time domain. Specifically, the relationship
between phasor curent and phasor voltagc for resis-
tors, inductorE and capacitors is

v : z t ,
where the reference directior for I obeys the passive
sign convention. The reciprocal of impedance is
admittance (y), so anotier rvay to er?ress the cullent-
voltage relationship for resistors, inductors, and capaci-
tors in the frequency domain is

V = UY,
(See pages 345 and 350.)
All of the circuit analysis techniques developed in
Chapters 2-4 for resistive circuits also apply to sinu-
soidal steady-state circuits in the ftequency domain.
These techniques include KVL, KCL, se.ies. and paral-
lel combinations of impedances, voltage and current
division, node voltage and mesh curent methods,
source transformations and Th6venin and Norton

The two-winding linear traNfonner is a coupling device
made up of two coils wound on the same nonmagnetic
core. R€ll€cted impedance is the impedance of the sec,
ondary circuit as seen from the terminals ofthe prjmary
circuit or vice versa.The reflected impedance of a linear
tansformer scen lrom the primary side is the conjugate
ofthe self impedance of the secordary circuit scal€d by
thelactor ('rMl Z22l)2. (.See pages 361and 363.)
Thc two winding id€al transforn€r is a linear trans-
former with the fo owing special properties: perfect
coupling (k : 1), infirite self-inductance in each coil
(Lt = L2 = .r.), and lossless coils (R1 : R, = 0). The
circuit behavior is govemed by the tuns ratio d = Nr,/Nl.
In particular, the volts per turn is the same fot each
winding, or

and the anpere tums are the same lor eacb winding,or

NrIl = + NrIr.

(See pase 36s and 366.)

TABLE 9,3 Impedan(e and ReLated Valu€s

Inpedanre (Z) Rer(tance Adnittance (Y)

j( t/@c)

j( I/aL)

t l@c of

-1 /aL

Froblems

9.3

Section 9.1

9.1 A sinusoidal vollage is given by the exprcssion

lj = 100cos (240rr + 45") mV.

Find (a) / in hertz; (b) r in mitliseconds; (c) y-:
(d) o(0);(e) din degrees and radiansr (f) the smaltcst
positive value of/ at whicht) : 0: and (g) the small
est positive value of r at which .lz,/dl = 0-

9.2 Ina single graph, sketch c : 60cos (or + d) versus
ot for d = -60' ,  30",0",30' ,  and 60' .
a) State whether the voltage function is shifting !o

the right or left as d becomes more positive.

b) What is the direclior of shift if d changes from
0  r o  3 0 ' l

Att : 250/6 ps. a sinusoidal voltage is known to
be zero and going positive. The voltage is next zero
aL t = 1250/6 /.s. Il is also known that lhe voltage
i s 7 5 V a t l  =  0 .

a) What is the frequcncy ot D in hefiz?
b) What is the expression for ??

A sinusoidal cu ert  is zero at l :150!,s and
rncrea. ing dt x rr te or 2 l0az {  q.  fhc ma\imum
amplitude of the voltage is 10A.

a) w}Iatis the ftequency of ? in radians persecond?

b) What is the expression for u?

9-4



Consider the shusoidal voltage

o(r) = :170 cos (1202t 60') V.

a) mat is the maximum amplitude of the voltage?
b) What is the frequency i]) heitz?
c) Wlat is the tiequency in mdians per second?
d) mat is t}le phase angle in mdians?
e) What is the phase angle in degees?
f) What is the period h miliseconds?
g) What is the fi^t time after l : 0 that zr : 170 V?
h) The sinusoidal tunction is shifted 125/18 ms to

the right along the time axis. What is the expres-
sion for 0(t)?

i) What is the minimum number of milliseconds
that the functioD must be shifted to the dghl if
the expression for t'(t) is 170 sin 1202t V?

j) What is the mhimum number o{ milliseconds
tlat the functiotr must be shifted to the left if the
expression for o(l) is 170 cosl2htt y?

Show that

th+T v2 T

/ v'�. cosz(dr + 6S,tt = :ir
Jr' L

The Ims value of the sinusoidal voltage supplied to
the convenience outlet of a US. home is 120 V
What is the maximum value of the voltage at the
outlet?

Find the rms value of the half-wave rectified sinu
soidal voltage shown.

Figu|e P9.8

Sectiotr 9.2

9.9 The voltage applied to the circuit shown in Fig.9.5
atl = 0is 100 cos (400t + 60') V. The circuit rcsist-
ance is 40 O and the initial current in the 75 mH
irductor is zero.

a) Find t(r) for I > 0.
b) Write the expressions for the transient and

steady'state components of i(t).
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Find the nume cal value of i after the switch has
been closed for 1.875 rns.

Wlat arc the maximum amplitude, frequercy
(in radians per second), and phase angle of the
steady-state current?

By how many degrees are the voltage and the
steady-state cment out of phase?

c)

d)

o

9.6

9.8

9.10 a) Ve Jy that Eq.9.9 is the solution ofEq.g.s.This
can be done by substituting Eq.9.9 into the left-
hard side of Eq. 9.8 and tlen noting that it
equals the dght-hand side for all values of I > 0.
At l - 0, Eq. 9.9 should reduce to the initial
value of the current,

b) Because the tiansient component vanishes as
time elapses and because our solution must sat-
isly the differential equation for all values of t,
the steady-state component, by itself, must also
satisfy the differential equation. Verify this
observation by showing that the steady-state
component of Eq.9.9 satisfies Eq.9.8.

Sections 9.3-9.4

9.11 Use the concept of the phasor to combine tlle fol-
lowing sinusoidal functions into a singl€ trigono
metric expression:
a) -y: 100 cos(3001 + 45') + 500cos(300r 60'),
b) y : 250 cos(3771 + 30") 150 sin(377, + 140"),
c) y - 60 cos(100t + 60') - 120 sin(100r - 125")

+ 100 cos(100t + 90"), and
d) ) : 100 cos((,,t + 40') + 100 cos(ot + 160")

+ 100 cos(o, - 80").

9.12 A 50 Hz sinusoidal voltage with a maximurh ampli-
tude ot 340 V at t : 0 is applied acrcss the temi-
nals of an inductor. The maximum amplitude of the
steady-state current in the inductor is 8.5 A.

a) wlat is the frequency of the inductor culrent?
b) If the phase angle of the voltage is zero, what is

the phase angle ofthe current?

c) w}lat is t}le inductive reactance of the inductor?

d) W}Iat is the inductance of the inductor in
millihenrys?

e) What is the impedance of the inductor?

r=v^s in+ t ,0< t<rP.
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A zl0 kHz sinusoidal voltage has zero phase angle
and a maximum amplitude of 2.5 mV When this
voltage is applied across the teminals of a capaci-
tor, the resulting steady state cunent has a maxr-
mum amplitude of 125.67 /..A.
a) What is the hequency of the currcnt in radiafls

per second?

b) What is the phase angle of the current?
c) What is the capacitive rcactance of the capacitor?
d) What is the capacitance of the capacitor in

microfarads?

e) W}lat is tie impedance of the capacitor?

The expressions for the steady-state voltage and
current at the temhals of the circuit seen rn
Fig. P9.14 are

z's : 150cos (800011 + 20") V,

ts = 30sin (8000rr + 38") A

a) Wlat is the impedance seen by the source?
b) By how many micmseconds is the currert out of

phase with the voltage?

tigure P9.14

Sections 9.5 and 9.6

9.15 A 20 O rcsistor and a 1 pF capacitor are connected
En( in parallel. This parallel combination is also in par

allel with the sedes combination of a 1 O resistor
and a 40],.H inductoi.These tlueeparallel branches
are diven by a sinusoidal current source whose
current is 20 cos(50,0001 - 20') A.

a) Draw t}le frequency-domain equivalent circuit.
b) Reference the voltage across the currenr source

as a rise in the direction of the source current,
and find the phasor voltage.

c) Find the steady state expressior for ir(r).

9.16 A 400 O resistor, a 87.5 mH inductor, and a
adc 312.5nF capacitor are conrected in series. The

series-connected elements are energized by a sinu-
soidal voltage source whose voltage is 500 cos (8000t
+ 60") v.
a) Draw the frequency domain equivalent crcurt.

b) Reference the curent in the direction of the
voltage iise adoss the source, and find the pha
sor current,

c.) Find the steady-state er?ression for i(r).

9.17 a) Show thar at a given frequency o, the circuits in
Fig. P9.17(a) and (b) will have the same imped-
ance between the terminals a,b if9.14

p - =  R 2
-' '  

1 + azR34'

1 + l/lR74
.'�4c,

b) Find fte values of resistance and capacitance
thal when connected irseries will have the same
impedance at 80 Lrad/.  as rhar ot a 5n0 O re( i .
tor connected in parallel with a 25 nF capacitor.

l 7

f + d'�R?C?p ^ :" .rn,cl

- c l
' r + d,Rici

(Hirt: The two circuits will have the same
impedance if they have the same admittance.)

Figure P9.

1"^,1
- l" l

G)

9.18 a) Show that at a given frequency rr, the circuits in
Fig 9.17(a) and (b) will have the same imped,
ance betweer the terminals a,b if



9:19 a)

Find the values of resistance and capacitance that
when connected in paralel will give the same
impedance at 20 krad/s as that of a 2 kO rcsistor
connecred in qerier r i lh a capdcirance ot50 r

Show that, at a given ftequency {r, the circuits ln
Fig. P9.19(a) and (b) will have the same imped
ance between the terminals a,b if

.,LiR2

Figure P9.22

P9.19

9.20 a) Show that at a given frequency d, the circuits in
Fig. P9.19(a) and (b) will have the same imped-
ance between the terminals a,b if

R1 + a'�Ll

R) + -' �L!' ff + &rl'

Find the values of resistance andinductance that
when connecled in series will have the sane
impedance al  20 krad/s as rhar ol  a 50 kO resis-
tor connected irl parallel with a 2-5 H inductor.

_  R +.?L1

Figure^+"
' \"?.
(a)

9.23

9.21

(alirt The two circuits will have the same
impedance i f  lhey ha! e rhe same admilrance.)

b) Find the values of resistance and inductance tnar
when connected in parallel will have the same
impedance at 10 krad/s as a 5 kO resistor con-
nected in series with a 500 mH inductor.

Three branches having impedances of 4 j3 O,
rc+ jnA, and -i100 O, rcspectivelyj are
connected in parallel. What are the equivalent
(a) admittance, (b) corductance, and (c) suscep-
tance of the pamllel connection in millisiemens?
(d) l f  the paral lel  branche. are e\ci ted trom a sinu-
soidal curent source where i = 50 cos .rt A, what
is the maximum amplitude of the current in the
purely capacitive brarch?

Pigure P9.24
y'2.8 O

13.6 0

/10 O
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9.22 a) For the circuit shown in Fig. P9.22, find the fre-
quency (in radians per second) at which tlle
impedance Z.b is purely resistive.

b) Find the value of Z.b at the frequency of (a).

Find the impedance Z,b in the circuit seen in
Fig. P9.23. Express Z"b in both polar and rectangu-
lar form.

10f,)

j 10o

j20 a

9.24 Find the admittance yab in the circuit seen in
Fig. P9.24. Er?ress yd, in both polar and rectangu-
lar form. Give the value of yab in millisiemens.

figure P9.23
-110 o
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9.25 Find the steady-state expiession for io(t in the cir-
Bla cuit in Fig. P9.25 if o" : 750 cos 50001 mV.

Figlre P9.25

The circuit sholin in Fig. P9.26 is operating m the
sinusoidal steady state. Find the value of., if

L = 100sin(ot + 81.87") mA,

t's = 50 cos (ot - 45") V

Figlre P9.26

4000 40 mH

9.29 The phasor current L in tlle circuit shown in
sPrc Fig. P9.29 is 40 A rllA.

a) Find Ib, \, and Vs.

b) Ifra = 800 rad/s, wdte the expressions for ib(l),
t"(r), and ?,s0).

Figur€ P9.29

930 a) For the circuit shown in Flg. P9.30, find the steady-
state exprcssion for oo iJ is : 5 cos (8 x 105t) A.

b) By how many nanoseconds does 2l. lag is?

tjqure P9.30

0.4/,F

9.26

9.n Find the steady-state expression for o, in the circuit
ofFi9 P9.27 it iR : 200 cos 5000t mA.

rbrre P9.27

+
240A7 u, 8 0 0

r ) I
2.5 pF 48 rnH

928 The circuit h Fig. P9.28 is openting ir tle sinu-
Ei lc .oidal  s leady(late.Findlbeslead)-srare e\pression

for od(t) if ?Js : 64 cos 8000t V.

Figure P9,28

31.25 nF

9.31 The circuit ir Fig. P9.31 is opelating in tie sinusoidal
6*c steady state. Fird rr,0) iJ i"(, : 15 cos 8000r n .

Figore P9.31

9.32 Find Ib and Z in the circuit shown in Fig. P9.32 iJ
vs : 60av and r, : 5l:2q:A.

tigure P9.32

25'|"

t rzoo
r{l r l40 + t80 mA

12()

5ko

j5o+ r ,J

-18 o



9.33 End the value of Z in the circuit seen in Fig. P9.33 if
vs = 100 - i50v, Is:20 + i30A, and vr = 40
+ i30 v.

figure P9.33
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Flgure P9.35

10ko

9,37 The frequency of the sinusoidal current souce in
E,IG the circuit in Fie. P9.37 is adjusted until o. is in

phase with ls.

a) Wlat is the value of o in radians per second?

b) If i! = 2.5 cos l.)t rnA (where o is tle frequency
found in [a]). whal is lhe slead]-stare er?ression
lor 1).'l

Figure P9.37

9.34

9,35 The frequency of the sinusoidal voltage source in
6plft the circuit in Fig. P9.35 is adjusted until ttre current

i, in phase with I's.

a) Find the frequency ir hertz.

b) Find tne steady-state expression for i. (at the
frequency found in [a]) if rs - 10 cos (,t V.

Flglre P9.35

1500 10()

Find Z,b for tlle circuit shown in Fig P9.34.

Flgule P9.34

The circuit shom in Fig. P9.38 is operating in the
sirusoidal steady state. The capacitor is adjusted
until tlte current is is in phase $rith the sinusoidal
voltage I's.

a) Specify the capacitarce in miffofarads if
?Js : 250 cos 1000t V.

b) Give t}le steady-state expression for is when C
has the value found in (a).

Figore P9.38

9.38

2 H

9.36 a)

b)

The ftequency of the source voltage in the circuit
in Fig. P9.36 is adjusted until is is in phase with
r,s. W}Iat is the value of o in radians per second?
If o, = 45"o".t V (where (l) is the frequency
found in [al) .  what is the stead]-srate expression

j5o F -i10o

4mF
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9.39 a) The source voltage in the circuit in Fig. P9.39 is
os : 96 cos 10,00Ot V. Find thevalues ofl, such
that is is in phase with os when the circuit is
opemting in the steady state.

b) For the values of a found in (a), find rhe sready-
state er?ressions foi is.

Figure P9.39

9.43 Find the Th6venin equivalent circuit with respect to
the terminals a,b for the circuit shown in Fig. P9.43.

figure P9,43

Section 9,7

9.40 Use souce transfomations to lind ttre Thdvenin
equivalent circuit with respect to the terminals a,b
for.the circuit shown in Fig. P9.40.

Figure P9.40

12f,l

D A

Use souice tmnsformations to find the Norton
equivalent circuit with respect 10 the terminals a,b
lbr the circuit shown in Fig. P9.41.

Figure P9.41

1 6 [ A

The sinusoidal voltage source in the c cuit
in Fig. P9.42 is developirg a voltage equal to
22.36cos (5000r + 26.565') v.

a) Find the Th6venin voltage with respecr to rhe
terminals a,b.

b) Fhd the Th6venin impedance with respect ro
the terminals a,b.

c) Draw the Th6venin equivalent.

The device h Fig. P9.44 is represented it the fre-
quency domain by a Norton equivalent. When an
inductor having an impedance of j100 O is
connected across the device, the value of Vo is
1007_l![ mV. W]en a capacitor havhg an imped-
ance of j100 O is cornected across the device, the
value of I0 is -31?lq mA. Find the Norton cur-
rent IN and the Norton impedance ZN.

rigure P9.44

Find Zab in the circuit shown in Fig. P9.45 when the
circuit is operating at a frequency of 1.6 Mracvs.

Figule P9.45

9.44

9.41

9.45

62.5 nF

j12 tL

/40 ()

J30 O

9.42

15 ra
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9,48

Find the Th6venin impedance seen looking into the
telmhals a,b of the circuit in Fig. P9.46 if the frc-
quency of operation is 25 krad/s.

Figrrc P9.46

t 0 _

" . ' l

Find the Norton equivalent with respect to termi-
nals a,b in the circuit of Fig. P9.47.

Figue P9.47

Probtems 383

The circuit shown in Fig. P9.50 is operating at a frc-
quency of 10 krad/s. Assume a is rcal and lies
between 50 and + 50, that is, 50 < a < 50.

a) Find the value of a so that the Th6venin imped-
ance looking into the terminals a,b is purely

What is tlle value oftheTh6ve n impedance for
the a found in (a)?

Can a be ddjusred so lhal  lhe f ierenjn
impedance equals 5 + /5 O? If so, what is the

For what values of a vrill the Th6venin imped-
ance be inductive?

j40 a 60 {)

9.50

5 _
19 i,\ a nr

c)

d)

9.47

Find the Thdvenin equivalent circuit with respect to
t}le terminals a,b of the circuit shown in Fig. P9.48.

rigure P9.48

Section 9.8

9.51 Use the node-voltage method to find Va in the cir-
cuit in Fig. P9.51.

Figure P9.5r

1004 v j20 a+ 40r) v,

9.49 Find the Norton equivalent circuit with respect to
the terminals a,b for the cLcuit shown in Fig. P9.49
when Vr : 25 A V.

Figure P9.49

9.52 Use the node-voltage method to find the steady-
Aflft state expression for o,(t) in the circuit in Fig. P9.52 if

?Jsr = 10cos (5000t + 53.13') V,

0s2 = 8 sin 50001V.

figuru P9.52

1 k o

Figure P9.50

600 O j150 O

./250 O
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9.53

Sinusoidat Steady-state Anatysjs

Use the node voltage method to fhd t}Ie steady-state
expressions for t}le branch curents ia and ib in tle
circuit seen in Fig. P9.53 if za : 100sin10,0001V
axd ?b : 500cos10,000t V.

Figure P9.53

Sectior 9.9

9.57 Use the mesh-curent method to find the st€ady
slate expression fori.(r) in the cncuit in Fig. P9.57 if

t)x = 60 cos 40,0001V,

tb = 90sin(40,000r + 180')v.

Figure P9,57

9.54 Use the node-voltage method to find the phasor
voltage Vs in the circuit shown in Fig. P9.54.

tigure P9,54

/3()

510" A 5-9!I v

20 tl

Use the mesh-current method to find the sleady-
state er?ression for oo(r) in the circuit in Fig. P9.52.

Use the mesh-current method to find the phasor
curent Is in the circuit in Fig.P9.54.

Use the mesh-currenr method to find the bmnch
currenls la.  Ib.  lc.  and ld in lhe circui l  sho$n in
Fig. P9.60.

Figure P9,60

1.25 tlF

9,59

9,58

9.60

9.55 Use the rode-voltage method to find V, and I, in
the circuit seen in Fig.P9.55.

FiguE P9.55

9.56 Use the node-voltage method to find tle phasor
voltage V. in the circuit showrl in Fig. P9.56. Express
the voltage in both polar and rectangular form_

figure P9,55

9.61 Use the mesh-current method to find the steady-
srft state expression fbr o, in the cfucuit seen in

Fig. P9.61.if rr equals 72cos5000r V.

Figrrc P9.61

100r1ry v
j50 o

500 v

lr

5 r.F

2  C A

r . , -  5 o

i 5 0  i : o

500 nF

15-CA



9.63 Use the €oncept of curent
ErI( steady-state er?ression for

Fig. P9.63 if is - 125 cos 500t

Figure P9.63

divisior to find the
,, in tlre circuit in

250 c)

1 H

Secrions 9.5-9.9

9.62 Use the concept of voltage division to find the
6nc steady-state expression for ?.(1) in the circuit in

Fie. P9.62 it ts = 75cos50001 V.

tigure P9.62

9.67 The op amp in the circuit seen ir Fig. P9.67 is ideal.
tsdc Find the steady state expressior for o,(t) when

?Jr : 20 cos 10bl V

Figure P9.57

9.68 The opeiational amplfier in the circuit shown in
sPI.r Fig. P9.68 is ideal. The voltage of the ideal sinu-

\oidalsuurce is ,s = I0co.2 l0sr \  .

a) How small can C, be before the steady state
output voltage no longer has a purc sinusoidal
wavelbrm?

b) For the value of C, found in (a), write the
steady-state expression for r),.

50r}

20 pF

9.64 The sinusoidal voltage source in the circuit shown
tsPld in Fig. P9.64 is generaring tie volrage

os = 1.2cos 1001V. If the op amp is ideal, what is
the steady-state expression for o.(l)?

Fig(re P9.54

9.65 The 1 /,F capacitor in the c cuit seen in Fig. P9.64 is
6PIG replaced witl a variabl€ capacitor. The capacitor is

adjusted until the output voltage leads the input
voltage by 120".

a) Find the values of C in microfarads.

b) Write the steady-state er?ression for uo(r) when
Chas the value found in (a)-

9.66 The op amp in the circuit in Fig. P9.66 is ideal.
""" a) Find the steady-state expression for o,trl.

b) How large can the amplitude ofos be before the
amplifier saturates?

300O 400 mH

40 ko

r0k0 | r-\?6 v

200 ko

Figurc P9.58

12.5 nF
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9.69 a) Fhd tle hput impedance Zab for the circuit in
Fig. P9.69. Express Zab as a function of Z and I<
where f : (R,/nr.

b) If Z is a pure capacitive elemenr, what is the
capacitance seen looking into the teminals a,b?

tigure P9.69

9.70 For the circuit in Fig. P9.57, suppose

D, = 5 cos 80,000r V

,,, = -2.5 cos 320,000t V.

a) What circuit a.nalysis technique must be used to
fhd the steady-state expression foi i.(t)?

b) Find the steady'state expression for t,(r)?

9.fl For the circuit in Fig. P9.71 suppose

rr1 = 20 cos(2000r 36.87") V

r', = 10 cos(5000r + 16.26)V

a) Wlat circuit analysis technique must be used to
find the steady-state expression for 2,(1)?

b) Find the steady-state expression for o.(t).

Figure P9.71

Seclion 9,10

9.72 a) Flnd the steady-state expressions for the cur-
rents is and iL in the circuit in Fig. P9.72 when
?s : 200 cos 10,000t V.

b) Find the coefficient of coupling.

c) Find t}le energy srored ir the magnetically cou-
pled coils at, = 50zps and t : 1002,.s.

F,gwe P9.72

5 ( )

1 n H l m H

0.5 mH

9.73 The sinusoidal voltage source in the circuit seen in
6prft Fig. P9.?3 is operating at a frequency of 50 kmd/s.

The coefficient of couplhg is adjusted until the
peak amplitude of ir is maximum.

a) What is the value of ,t?

b) Wlat is the peak amplitude of i1 if
.'s : 369 cos(5 x 104r) v ?

Figur€ P9.73

20o" 1000

5 rnH

9.74 For t}le circuit in Fig. P9.74, find the Th6venin
equivalent with respect to t}le terminals cd.

figule P9.74

15r}

15r}

+ j20o

jsoo

225 U
v Gns)

9.75 The value of I itr the c cuit in Fig. P9.75 is adjusted
so that Z,b is purely resistive when zo - 25 krad/s.
F]]trd Z^b.

75[) 300 0

3 0 0

100 pF
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P obLers 387

Show that if the polatity terminal of either one
of the coils is reveNed that

9.?6 A series combhation of a 150 O resistor and a
20 nF capacitor is comected to a sinusoidal voltage
source by a Unear transformer.Tbe source is oper
ating at a iiequercy of 500 krad/s.At this frequency,
the intemal impedance of the source is 5 + i16 O.
The rms voltage at the terminals of the souce is
125 V when it is not loaded. The parameters of the
Lhear transformer are n1 : 12 O, 11 : 80 pH,
R2 : 50 O, L2 : 500 pH, and M : 100 PH
a) Wlat is the value of the impedance rellected

into the primary?

b) What is the value of the impedance seen ftom
the terminals of the pmctical source?

Section 9.11

9.7? Find ttre impedance Zab in the circuit in Fig. P9.77 if
zL=2 + i1'50 A

Figure P9.77

- Z L
/  N  \ ,
t 1 - - : t

'^, = ('

Show that iI the polarity terminals of either one
of the coils is revened,

r^": (' - ft)' "'.

Show that the impedance seen lookhg into t]le
termimls a,b in th€ ci(cuit in Fig. P9.80 is given
by the expression

9.80 a)

.t)'"

9.78 At first glance, it may appear trom Eq. 9.69 that an
inductive load could make the reactance seen look-
ing irto the pdmary terminals (i.e., Xab) look
capacitive. Intuitively, we know tlis is impossible.
Show that -l.ab can never be negative if ,YL is an
inductive rcactance.

9.79 a) Show tiat the impedance seen looking into the
terminals a,b in the circuit in Fig. P9.79 is given
by the expression

tigure P9.79

(. ,
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Section 9.12

9.81 The pammeters in the circuit showl in Fig. 9.53 are
Rr = 0.1 O,arl1 = 0.8 A. R2 : 24 A,oL2 : 32 A.
a n d v l = 2 4 0 + J 0 V .

a) Calculate the phasorvoltage y.

b) Connect a capacitor in parallel with rhe inducror,
hold VL constant, and adjust the capacitor until
the magnitude of I is a minimum. What is the
capacitive reactance? What is the value of V,?

c) Fird the value of the capacitive reactance that
keeps the magnitude of I as small as possible
and thal at the same time makes

Sections 9.1-9.12

9.84 You may have the opportunity as an engineering
gracluate to sene as an expe witness in lawsuits
involving either personal injuy or property dam-
age. As an example of the type of problem on
which ,ou may be asked lo gj !e an opinion. con-
sider the following event. At the end of a day of
fieldwork, a famer returns to his famstead, checks
his hog confinemert building, and finds to his dis-
may that the hogs are dead.The problem is rraced
to a blown fuse that caused a 240 V lan motor to
stop. The loss of vertilation led to the suffocation
of the livestock. The interupted fuse is located in
the main switch that connects the farmstead to the
electrical service. Before the insurance company
settles the claim, it wants to know if the electriccir-
cuit suppling the farmsread functioned properly.
The lawyers foi the insurance company atepuzzled
because the farmer's wife, who was in the house on
the day of the accident convalescing fiom minor
surgery, was able to watch TV dudng the aftei
noon. Furthermore, when she went to the kitchen
to start ptepaing the evening meal, the electric
clock indicated the conect time. The lawyers have
hired you to explain (1) why rhe etectric ctock in
the kitchen and the televisionset in the living room
continued to operate after the fuse in the main
switch blew and (2) why rhe second fuse in rhe
main switch didn't blow after the fan motor stalled.
After ascertaining the loads on the tlnee-wire dis-
tribution circuit prior to the interruption of fuse A,
you ate able to construct the circuit model shown
m Fig. P9.84 on page 389. The impedances of rhe
line conductors and the neutral conductot are
assumed negligible.

a) Calculate the branch curents 11,I2j 13! 14,15, and
16 pr ior to rbe inlerrupl ion ot fuse A.

b) Calculate the bmnch currents after |nc ulerrup-
tion of fuse A. Assume the stalled fan motor
behaves as a shoit circuit.

c) Explain why the clock and television set were
not affected by the momentary short circuit that
intefupted fuseA.

d) Assume the fan motor is equipped with a rher-
mal cutout designed to interrupt the motor cir-
cui l  i f  lhe molor currenr becomes erce.si \e.
Would you er?ect the thermal cutout to oper-
ate? Explain.

e) Explain why fuse B is not interrupred when the
fan motor stalls.

9.82

FiguE P9.83

lYl : Yr =240v

Show by using a phasor diagram what happens ro
lhe magnirude and phase dngle o[ the vol lage . , ,  in
the circuit in Fig. P9.82 as R, is vaded from ze{o to
infinity. The amplitude and phase angle of the
source voltage are held constant as Rr varies,

Figure P9.82

9,83 a) For the circuit shown in Fig. p9.83, compure y
and V.

b) Construct a phasor diagram showing the rela-
tionship between V", V, and the load voltage of
440 1!: v.

c) Repeat parts (a) and (b), given rhar rhe load
voltage remains constant at 440 A V. when a
capaqtrve reactance of -22 O is connected
across the load terminals,

- _ l
+ 0.2 rl j1.6 O +

14011!: V j 2 2 n  j 2 2 A - ; :



Fisun P9.84

Fuse A (100 A)

1201U'

r20[t 16.r0 o

F;;;"t..

ProbL€ms 389

brunch carrying I, is modeling the neutral conduc-
tor. Our purpose in analyzing the circuit is to show
the importance of the neutral conductor in the sat-
isfactory operation of the circuit. You are to choose
the method lor analyzing the circuit.

a) Show that I, is zero if -R1 :.R2.

b) Show that V : Vz if R' = Pr.

c) Open the neutral branch and calculate Y and V2
if R1 : 60 o, R2 = 600 o, and n.r = 10 o.

d) Close the neutral branch and repeat (c).

e) On the basis of your calculations, explain why
the neutral conductor is never fused in such a
manner that it could open while the hot conduc-
rors are energveo.935 a) Calculate the branch currentsll 16inthecircuit

J,liil'jfr.. in Fig. P9.s8.
b) Fhd tie primary curent Ip.

9.86 Suppose the 40 O resistance in the distribution cir-
RndL cuit in Fig. P9.58 is replaced by a 20 O resistAnce

a) Recalculate the branch curent in the 2 O
resistor,12.

b) Recalculate lhe pf ima4 cufrenr. I !

c) On the basis of your answers, is it desirable
to have the rcsistance of the two 120 V loads
be equal?

9.87 A residential widng circuit is shown in Fig. P9.87.In

,lH;lLliE this model, the resistor R3 is used to model a 240 V
appliance (such as an electric range), and the resis-
tors Rr and R2 are used to model 120 V appliances
(such as a lamp, toaster, and iron). The branches
carrying 11 and I, are modeling what electricians
refer to as the hot conductors in the circuit, and the

_ I L

. + 0.02 O j0.02o".  + 0.020 t0.02tt

rzsffv v,Jn,
10.03 o

' + o.o3 o :f;' -1 Rr

l2stffv v.€R,

_  0 . 0 2  O  j D U A

+ t z

9.88 a) Find the pdmary current Ip foi (c) and (d) in
Problem 9.87.

b) Do your answers make sense in terms ofknown
circuit behavior?

lro-irta.y | 1,-

circuil X 
t.l

nrernPrs I t2
fusc A ; :-

24l)

1 5 A

1 2  { }

1 5 A

Fuse B (100A)

tigure P9.87

14tff kv



10.1 Instantaneous Power p. J92

10.2 Average and R€active Power p. J94

10.3 The rms Vatue and Pow€r
CaLculations p. 398

1a.4 Compter ?owet p. 401

10.5 Power (aLculations p. 40J

10.6 l4arimum Power Transf€r p. 410

Understand the fotLowinq ac power concepts,
thejr rctationships lo one another, aid how to

Si nusoidaL Steady-State
Power CaLculations
Power engineering has evolved into one of the important sub-
disciplines within electrical engineering. The range of problcms
dealing with the delivery of energy to do work is considerable,
from determining the power rating within which an appliance
operates safcly and efficiently. to designing the vast array of gcn
crators, tlansfbrme$, and wires that provide electric energy to
household and industrial consumers.

Nearly all electlic energy is supplied in the tbrm of sinusoidal
voltages and curents. Thus, atter oul Chapter g discussion of
sinusoidal circuits, this is thc logical place to considet sinusoidal
steady statc power calculations. We are pimarily intcrcsled in
the average power delivered to or supplied fron a pair of termi-
nals as a result of sinusoidal voltages and currents. Other meas
ures. such as reactive power, complcx power, and apparent
power, will also be presentcd. The concept of the rnrs value of a
sinusoid, briefly introduced in Chapter 9, is particularly pcrtincnt
to power calculations.

We begin and cnd this chapter with two coDcepts that should
be very familiar to you hom previous chapters: thc basic equa-
tion for power (Section 10.1) and maximum power transler
(Section 10.6). In bctween, we discuss the general processes for
analyzing po\\,er, which will be familiar from your studies in
Chapters 1 and 4, although some additional malhematical tech
niqucs are required here to deal with sillusoida], rather than dc,
signals.

catcuLate them in a circuit:
. Instant€feous powet
. Averag-a (reat) power;

. Comptex power; ard

Und€rtard the conditioi for maximum reaL
power d€tjvered to a toad jn an ac circuit and be
abte to calcutate the toad impedance reqLired to
d€Ljver maximum reatpower to the load.

Be abte lo catcutate att foms ofac power in
ac circuits wirh tirear transfornrers and ii
ac circuits with ideat tnnsformers.

390



PracticaI Perspective
Heating App[iances
In Chapter 9 we caLcutated the steady-state voLtages and cur
rents in eLectrjc circuits dfiven by sinusoidal sources. In thjs

chapter we consjder power in such circuits. The techiiques we

develop are usefuI for anatyzing rnany of the etect caL de\rces
we encounter daity, because sinusoidat sources are the pre-

doninant means of providing eLectric power in our homes,
schoots, and businesses.

one cornmon class of electrical devices is heaters, which
transforfir etectric energy into thermaL energy. ExampLes jnctude

electric atoves and ovens, toasters, irons, etedric water
heaters, space heaters, eLectric cLothes dryers, and hair dryers

onFol rhe rr i l icat de. iqr roncerrs in "  hedle is poie- 'oI

sumption, Power js impoffant for two reasonsl The more power

a heater uses, the more it costs to operate, and the more heat

it can produce.
I4any electric heaters have different power settings corre

sponding to the amount of heat the devjce suppties You may

wonderjust how these settjngs resutt in different anrounts of

heat output. The Practicat Perspechve example at the end of

this chapt€r exanrines the design of a handheLd hair dryer

with three operatiig settings Gee the accompanying figure).

You wjLt see how the design provides for three different
power levets, which correspord to three djfierent L€vets of

heat outPut.

3 9 1



392 SinusoidaL Steady State Power catcutations

figur€ 10.1A The black box reprcsentatjon of a circujt
used for calcutating power.

10.1 Instantaneous Fower
We begin our investigation of sinusoidal power calculations with the
familiar circuit in Fig. 10.1. Heie, o and i arc steady-state sinusoidal signals.
Using the passive sign convention, the power at any instant of time is

p -  ui .  (10.1)

This is inslatrfaneous power. Remember that iJ the reference direction of
tlle current is in the direclion of the voltage rise, Eq. 10.1 must be w tter
with a minus sign. Instantaneous power is measured in watts \qhen the
voltage is ir volts and the current is in amperes. First, we write expressions
lbr ?) and i:

wherc d. is the voltage phase angle, and 0; is the currelt phase angle.
We are operating in the sinusojdal steady state, so we may choose any

convenient relerence for zero time. Engineers designing systems that
transfer large blocks of power have found it convenient to use a zero time
coiresponding to the instant the curent is passing through a positive max-
imum. This reference system requires a shift of both the voltage and cur
ient by pr. Thus Eqs. 10.2 and 10.3 become

r,:  Vhcos (at + 0.) ,

i :  I  -cos (at + 0),

r - U - c o s ( a t + 0 , - 0 ) ,

(10.2)

(10.3)

(10.4)

(10.5)

When we substitute Eqs.10.4 and 10.5 intoEq.10.1, rhe expression Ior rhe
instantaneous power becomes

(10.6)

We could use Eq. 10.6 directly to find the average power;however, by sim-
ply applyirg a couple of t gonometric identities, we can pur Eq. 10.6 irto
a much more inlormative form.

We begin with the t gonometric identityr

p = V^I ̂ cos (at + d0 0i) cos or.

c o . o c o s B  -  
] . . , , "  u '  ] * . , "  

-  B ,

to e4and Eq. 10.6;letting a : at + p! ,i and B = al gives

o :T*"r, ei) + W cos(2at + o, - oj).

L Sec enlry 8 in Appendir F,

(10.7)
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Now use the trigonomeidc identity

c o s ( d  +  B ) :  c o s a c o s P  -  s i n d s i n B

to expand the second term on the right-hand side ofEq.10-7'which gives

figure 10.2 l. Instantaneous power, vottage, and cun€m vdsus or for

steady-state sinusoidal opention

e =).ns(0,- o1) +Lf cos @, 01) cos2at

!t!o"in1o, - e,1"a2,, (10.8)

Figure 10.2 depicts a representative relationship among t', ', and p,

basedtn t}le assumptions d, = 60' and d = 0" You can see that the fre-

ouencv of the instantaneous power is twice the frequency of the voltage or

c'urrent.Ttris observation ah; follows directly from the second two terms

on the right-hand side of Eq. 10 8. Therefore, the iNtantaneous power

goes through two complete cycles for every cycle of either the voltage or

ihe curt.ot. Also ttote that the instantan€ous power may be negative for a
po(ion of each cycle, even if the network between the terminals is passive

in a completely passive network, negative power implies that energy

storeal in the inductors or capacitors is now being extracted. The facf that

the instantaneous power varies with time in the sinusoidal steady_state

oDeration of a circuit explains why some motor-driven appliances (such as

refrigerators) experienci vibration and require resilient motor mountings

to Drevent excessive vibration.
\  e  a r e  n o w  r e a d \  t o  u s e  E q  l U . 8 l o l i n d l h e a \ e r a g e p o w e r a l l h e l e r -

minals of ttre circuit ;epresented by Fig. 10 1 and, at the same time, intro-

duce the concept of reactive power'

v^I-
2

0 Gadiant

3V-r^

4 , ilM
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10.2 Average and Reactive Forser
We begin by noting that Eq.10.8 has three terms, which we can rewrite as
follows:

p : P + P c o s 2 o t - Q s i n 2 a t , (10.e)

Average (reat) power F

Reactive power ts

P is called the average power, and O is called the r€active pow€r. Average
power is sometimes called real power,because it descdbes the power in a
circuit thal is transformed from electric to nonelectric energy. Altho gh
the two terms are inierchangeable, we prinarily use the term dvenge

It is easy to see why P is called the average power. The average power
associated with sinusoidal signals is the average of the instantaneous
power over one period, or,in cquation lorm,

r =h!cos(e, - e,:t,

Q :2 ;Ls l r � ( o " -a ) .

(10.10)

(10.11)

(10.12)

p = P + Pcos2ot. (10.13)

+ 1,.^"
where 7 is the period of the sinusoidal function. The limits on Eq. 10.12
imply that we can initiate the integmtion process at any convenient time ro
but that we must terminate the integration exactly one period later. (We
could integrate ovcr nZperiods, where r is ar integer, providcd we multi
ply the integral by 1/rI.)

We could find the avemge polver by substituting Eq.10-9 directlyinto
Eq. 10.12 and then performing the integration. But note that the average
value ofp is given by the fi6t term on the right-hand side oI Eq. 10.9,
because thc integral of both cos 2ol and sin 2ot ovcr one pe od is zero.
Thus the avemge power is given in Eq. 10.10.

We can develop a better understanding ofall the temsinEq.10.9 and
the relationships among them by examining thc power in circuits that are
purely resistive. purely hductive, or purely capacitive.

Power for Purely Resistive Circuits
If the circuit between the terminals is purely resislive,the voltage and cur-
rent are in phase,which means that d! : dr. Equalion 10.9 then reduces to

0 0.005 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.025
rine G)

Figlre 10.3 A Instantaneous reat power and average
power fora purely resistile cjrcujt.

The instantaneous power cxpressed in Eq. 10.13 is referred to as the
instatrlatr€ous real power. Figure 10.3 sholvs a graph of Eq. 10.13 for a



representative purely resistive circuit, assuming o = 377 rud/s. By defini
tion, the average power, P, is the average of p over one period Thus it is
easy to see just by looking at the graph that P = I for this circuit Note
from Eq. 10.13 that the instantaneous real power can never be negative,
which is also shown in Fig.10.3.In other words, power cannotbe extracted
from a purely resistive network. Rather, all the electiic energy is dissi_
pated in the form ofthermal energy.

Power for Purely Inductive circuits
If the circuit between the terminals is purely inductive, the voltage and
current are out ofphase by precisely 90'.In particular,the currentlags the
voltage by 90" (that is, dr: d! 90'); therefore 0u - 0t: 199' 11.
expression for the instantaneous power then reduccs to

In a purely inductive circuit, the average power is zero. Therelbre no
transfomation of energy ftom electdc to nonelectric form takes place
The inslantaneous power at the terminals il a purely inductive circuit is
continually exchanged between the circuit and the source driving the cir-
cuit, at a ftequency of 20. In other words, when 2 is positive, cnergy is
beingstoredh the magnetic fields associated with the inductive elements,
and when p is negative, energy is being extracled from the magnetic fields

A measure of the power associated with purely inductive circuits is
the reactive power O. The narne reactive power comes from the character-
ization of an inductor as a reactive element;its impedance is purely reac-
tive. Note that average power P and reactive power O cary the same
dimension. To distjnguish between average and reactive power, we use the
units na, (W) for avemge power and var (vrlt-amp ledctive, ot yAR) tor
reactive power. Figure 10.4 plots the instantaneous power for a represen-
lative purely inductive circuit, assuming o : 377 rad/s and O : 1 VAR

Power for Purely Capacitive Circuits
If the circuit between the terminals is purely capacitive, the voltage ard
current are precisely 90' out of phase.In this case, the current leads the
voltage by 90' (that is,0' = do + 90'); thus, dN 0i : -90'. Thc er?res-
sion for tie instantaneous power then becomes

(10.15)

p :  -Qsir ,2dt. (10.14)

p = Q sin2ar.
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Fiqlre 10.4 A Instantaneous rcat power, average
power, and reactiv€ power for a purcLy inductive circuit
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tigrre 10.5 s Instantan€ous reat power and averaqe
powerfor a pur€ly capacitive cjrcuit.

Again, the average power is zero, so there is no transformation of energy
from electric to roflelectnc form. ln a purely capacitive circuit, the power
is conthually exchanged betweer the source driving the circuit and the
electic field associated with the capacitive elements. Figure 10.5 plots the
instafltaneous power for a represenaative purcly capacitive circuit, assum-
it . rgu = 377 radlsandQ = 1VAR.

Note that the decision to use the current as the reference leads to Q
being positive lor inductors (that is,0? di = 90" ard negative for capac
itors (that is, d,, 9'= 90'. Power engineets recognize tris difference in

6
E

a

c (\ AR)
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Power factor >

a) Calculate the average power and the rcactive
po\rer al  the tefminals ol  lhe ner$ork sho$n in
Fig.10.6 i f

the algebraic sign of O by saying that inductors demand (or absorb) mag-
netizing vars, and capacitoN fumish (or deliver) magnetizing vars. We say
more about tlfs convention later.

The Power Factor
The angle d, P, plays a role in the computation of both avemge and
reactive power and is referred to as the power factor angle. The cosine of
this angle is called the pow€r faclor, abbreviated pf, and the sine of this
angle is called the reactive factor, abbreviated rl Thus

(10.16)

(10.17)rr :  sin (d, 0,).

Solution

a) Because i is expressed in terms of the sine func-
tion, the filst step ir the calculation for P and O
is to rewrite i as a cosine function:

t - 4 cos (ot 105') A.

We now calcnlate P and C directly from
Eqs.10.10 and 10.11. Thus

I
P  -  

; (100) ra)cos I ls  
(  Ios i j  =  -100w.

Jrool+;.in 1rs - ( 105)l = 173.21 vAR.

I : 4sin ((,)t - 15') A.

b) State whether the network inside the box is
absorbing or delivedng average power.

c) Slale whelher rhe net$ork inside lhe bor i .
absorbing or supplying magnetizing vars-

Knowing the value of tlle power factor does not tell you the value of t}le
power factor angle, because €os (9! d,) : cos (di - d!). To completety
describe this angle, we use the descriptive phrases lagging power factor and
leading power f|clor. Lagging power factor implies that current lags vol!
age-hence an inductive load. Leading power factor implies that current
leads voltage hence a capacitive load. Both t}te power factor and the ieac-
tive factor are convenient quantities to use in descdbing electrical loads.

Example l0.l illustrates the interptetation ofP and O on the basis of
a numedcal calcurauol

Calculating Averdge and Readive Power

100cos (or + 15') V,

b) Note from Fig. 10.6 the use of the passive sign
convention. Because of this, the negative value
of -100W means that the network inside the
box is delivering avemge power to t]te terminals.

c) The passive sign convention means that, because
O is positivg t]le network inside the box is
absorbing magnetizing vaIS at its terminals.Figure 10.6 ̂  A pair o'teTinaL used _0r ca.cutaring poqe..
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Obiective 1-Unde6tand ac power concept!, their retationships to one another, and how to catruate th€m in a circuit

1 0 . 1  f o r  ( d c t o l  l h e l o l l o $ i n g . e t s o l v o l r " g e r n J
currenl, calculate the real and rcactive power in
the line between networks A and B in the clr-
cuit shown.In each case, state whether the
power flow is from A to B or vice versa.Also
state whether magnetizing vars arc being tralls-
ferred from A to B or vice versa.

Answer: (a) P =

a =
( b ) P :

a =
( . ) P =

( d ) P :
o -

500 W (A 10 B),
B66.03 VAR (B to A);

-866.03 w (B toA),
500 vAR (A to B)r

500 w (A to B),
866.03 vAR (A to B);

500 W (B to A),
-866.03 VAR (B ro A).

a) 1) = 100cos(or 45") V;
i = 2ocos(a,r + 15") A.

b )  0 : 1 0 0 c o s ( d t  4 s ' )
t  = 20cos (@t + 165')

V ;
t :

NOTE: Also tJ Chaptet Prcblen 14.2.

10.2 Computo the power Iactor and the reactive fac_
tor lor the network inside thc box in Fig. 10.6,
whose voitage and curent are described in
Example 10.1.

100cos (.,t - 45")
20 cos (or - 105')

100cosol V;
20 cos ((,r + 120")

Hirt:Use -i to calculate the power and reac_

Answer pf - 0.5leading:f - -0.866.

Appliance Ratings
Avcrage power is used to quantity lhe powcr needs of household appli-
ances.The average porvcr rating and eslimatcd annual kilowatt hour con-
sumption of some comn1on appliances arc presented in Tablc l01.lhe
cnergy consumplion values are obtained by estimating the number of
hours annually that the appliances are in use. For example, a coilccmaker
has an cstimated annual consumption of 140 kwh and an averagc power
consumption during operation of 1.2 kW. Thcrcfore a cofleenaker is
assumed 10 be in operation 1,10/l-2, or 116.67. hours pcr year. or approxi
narely l9 ninutes per da),.

Exampie 10.2 uses Tablc 10.1 to determinc whether tbur common
appliances can all be in opcration withoul excccding the currenl carrying
capacjty of the household.
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Making Power Calculations Involving

The branch circuit supplyhg the outlets in a typical
home kitchen is wired with #12 conducror and is
protected by either a 20 A fuse or a 20 A circuit
breaker. Assume that the following 120 V appliances
are in operation at the same time: a coffeemaker,
egg cooker, hying pan, and toaster. Will the crcurt
be interrupted by the protective device?

Househotd Appliances

Solution
From Table 10.1,the total average power demanded
by 0re four appliances is

P : 1200 + 516 + 1196 + 1146 = 4058 W.
The total cunent in the protective device is

40s8
1". : -]]:- e 33.82A._ 12{l

Yes, the protective device will interrupt the circuit.

Est kwh
Avenge Consumed
Wattag€ AnnurlJl

trsr. kwh
Average Consumed
Wrttrge AnnurryrAppliance

Dishwashel

Egg cooker

Fryins pan

Mixer

oven. microsave (only)

LrDdry

Clothes dryer

Washing machi.e. automatic

Quick recovery t}?e

Comforl conditioning

Air onditioner (roon)

Dehumidifier

Fan (circulaiins)

Heater (portable)

1,200

1.201

516

1,196

127

1,450

12,20t)

1,146

4.856

572

860

25'7

88

7,322

140

165

1 4

100

2

190

596

39

993

103

4,219

4,811

860b

37'�1

43

1'�76

600

15

279

25

0.5

Health and beauly

Han dryer

Sunlamp

Home entertrinmenl

Radio

Tclevision, color. tube type

Sotid-state rype

Clock

'71 86

240 528
145 320

2 1 7

630 46

a) Based on nomal usage.When using these ligures lorprojectionn
such factors as thc size ol the specilic .ppliane, the geographiml
area ot use, and nrdividual usage should be laken into considera-
tion, NoIe Lhat the wartages arc not additive, since all units are
.ormauy noi in oPeralion ai the samc time

b) B.sed oD 1000 hous of operatiod per year. This figure will vary
Nidelt depending on the area and the speciiic sire of the unit. See
EEI-lub *76 2, Air Condidoring Usage Srudy." for an estinare

JdL/.z: Edisor Elecrric Insiituie.

NOTE: Assess yur uru)erytanding of this materiljl4i trying Chapter Ptoblen n3.



10.3 The rms Value and Power
Catculations

In introducing the rms value of a shusoidal voltage (or €urrent) in
Section 9.1, we mentioned tlat it would play an important role ir power
calculations. We can now discuss ttris role.

Assume that a sinusoidal voltage is applied to the terminals of a resis-
tor, as shown in Fig. 10.7, and that we want to delermine the average
power deiivered to the resistor. From Eq.10.12,

^ 1 ['r+rv)-cos'�(dt + O) ,' = i . l  , ,  R  " '

: * l  j / ' v ; - . l . t + 6 , 1  1 .^ L t J n  I
(10.18)

Comparing Eq. 10.18 with Eq. 9.5 reveals that the avemge power deliv-
ered to R is simply the rms value of the voltage squared divided by R, or
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Figure 10.7 A A sinusojdat votiase apptjed to ihe

(10.19)

If the resistor is carrying a sinusoidal curent, say. I-cos (i'))t + dr),
tlle average power delivered to the iesistor is

R

P : rl-"R.

r : ) c o s @ ,  e 1 )

: ! ,$"""t '"- ' t
: %ffI.ncos (d, - 0J;

(10.20)

The rms value is also referred to as the effective value of the sinu-
soidal voltage (or cullent). The rms value has an interesting property:
Given an equivalent resistive load, R, and an equivalent time period, Z,
the rms value of a sinusoidal source delivers the same energy to R as does
a dc source of the same value. For example, a dc souce of 100 V delivers
the same energy in ? seconds that a sinusoidal source of 100 V!,." delivers,
assuming equivalent load resistarces (see Problem 10.11). Figure 10.8
demonstrates this equivalence. Energywise, the effect of the two sources
is idertical. This has led to the term efrectire value being used inter-
changeably with rmr ral,ra

The average power given by Eq. 10.10 and the reactive power given
bv Eo.10.11can be written in tems of effective values:

(10.21)

+ ?, = 100 V (rnt R
+ Y. : 100 v (dc) R

Figure 10,8 A lhe effective vatue of!" (100 V ms) detiversthe
same powerto R as the dc vottage v" (100 V dc).
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and, by sirrilar maripulaLion,

a) A sinusoidal voltage having a n dmun anpli-
tude of 625 V is applied to the terninals of a
50 O resistor. Find the average power delivered

b) Rcpcat (a) by first finding the c rrent in the

SoIution

a) Thc rms value of the sinLrsoidai voltage is
625iy2. ot approxi ately 4,11.94 V From

The effective value ofthe sirusoidal signal in powcr calculations is so
widcly used that voltage and current ralings oI circuils and equipment
involvcd in porer utilization are given ir terms o[ rms valucs. For exam-
plc. thc voltage rating of residential electdc wiring is oltcn 240 V/120 V
seNice. Thesc |'oliagc lcvcls are the rms values of the siDrrsoidal voltagcs
supplicd by thc utilit)' companfwhich prorides power allwo voltagc lev-
cls !o accommodate low-voliage appliances (such as lclcvisions) and
highcr voltagc appiiances (such as electric raDges). Appliances such as
eleclric lamps. irons. and toasters all carry rms ratings on their namcplates.
For examplc, a 120 V 100 w lamp has a resistanoe of 120'�/100, or 144 O.
ard draws an rnis currcnt ot 120/144. of 0.833 A. The peak valuc of thc
lamp current is 0.833 \4, or 1.18 A.

The phasor lransfbrm of a sinusoidal function may also be expressed
in lerms of the nns valuc.Thc magnitude of the rns phasor is equal to thc
rms valLre ol lhc sinusoidal function. If a phasor is baled on thc rms valuc.
we indicale this bycithcr an explicit statement,a parenlhelicai "rms'adja

cenl1|) lhe phasor quantit]'. or the subscript "efl" as in Eq.10.21.
ln Exanplc l0.3.wc illustrate the use ofrms values {or calculaling powcr.

Determining Average Power Delivered to a Resistor by sinusoidaI vottage

O = I/.i}I.irsin (d" d). 170.22)

Eq- 10.19. the average power delivered 1() $c
50 f) rcsistor is

r 4 4 l r J 4 r l
| : : ] � - = l q n b . 2 s w .

1 J

b) Thc maximum amplitude of the culrenl in thc
resislor is 625/50. or 12.5 A. The rms value of
lhe currcnt is 12.5/rD. or approximaleiy
8.84 A. Hcnce the average power delivered lo

P = (8.84)'�50 : 3906.25 w.

obiective 1-ljnderstand ac power concepts, their relationships to one another, and how to calculate them in a orcuit

10.3 The periodic trlangular current in Example 9.4,
repcated here. has a peak value of 180 mA.
Find thc avcragc po\r'cr that this current deliv-
e$ to a 5 k() rcsistor.

NO'[E: Aln nj Chapter Prcblen 14.13.
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10.4 Complex Power
Before proceeding to the vadous methods of calculating real and reactive
power ir circuits operating in t]le sinusoidal steady state, we need to intro-
duce and define complex power. Complex power is the complex sum of
realpower and reactive power, or

('10.23) .{ Comptex Power

As you will see, we can compute the complex power directly from the volt-
age and curent phasors for a circuit. Equation 10.23 car then be used to
compute the average power and the reactive power. because P : !t{S}
and O = s{s}.

Dimensionally, complex power is the same as average ol ieactlve
power. However, to distinguish complex power ftom either average or
reactive power, we use the units volt-amps (VA).Thus we use volt-amps for
complex power, watts for average power, and vars for reactive power, as
summarized in Table 10.2.

Another advantage of using complex power is the geometric interpre-
tation it provides. When working with Eq. 10.23, think of P, Q, and S as
the sides ofa right tdangle, as shown in Fig.10.9.It is easy to show that the
angle I in the power tdangle is the power factor angle d. 0i. For the
right triangle shown in Fig. 10.9,

Unils

_ o

a (ubl^/2)sin(er 0)

P : ateragc poler

Figure 10,9 a A powet tiangte.

(r0.24)

But f tom lhe del inir ioD\ of P and I  (bqs'  l l0. l0l  and [10. I  l ] .  recpecri \ely).

(v^I ̂ 12) cos (0. - 0)

= tan (d, - 0J. (10.25)

Therefore, d : 0, Pi. The geometric rclations for a right triangle mean
also that the foul power triangle dimensions (tie three sides and the
power factor angle) can be determined if any two of the foui are kno{'n.

The magnitude of complex power is referred to as apparent pow€r.
Soecificallv.

(i0.26) d Apparent power

Apparent power, like complex power, is measuied jn volt-amps The
apparent power, or vollamp, requhement ofa device designed to convert
electric energy to a nonelectric form is more important than the average
power requirement. Although the average power represents the useful
output of the energy-converting device, the apparenl power represents ure
vollamp capacity required to supply lhe average power. As you can see
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from the power triargle in Fig. 10.9, unless the poiver factor angle is 0'
(that is, the device is purely resistive, pf: 1, and O = 0), the volt amp
capacity required by the device is larger than the average powet used by
the device. As we will see in Example 10-6, it Dakes sense to operale
devices at a power lactor close to 1.

Many useful appliances (such as refrigerators, fans, air conditioners,
fluorescent lighting fixtures, and washing machines) and most industrial
loads operate at a lagging power factor. The power factor of these loads
sometimes is corrected either by adding a capacitor to the device itself or
by connecting capacitors across the line leeding the load; the latter
method is often used for large industdal loads. Many of the Chapter
Problems give you a chance to make some calculalions that conect a lag-
ging power factor load and improve the operation of a circuit.

Example 10.,1 uses a power triangle to calculate several quaniities
associated with an electrical load.

Catcutating Complex Power

An electrical load operates at 240 V rms. The toad
absorbs an dverage nower of 8 kw ar d lagging
power factor of 0.8.

a) Calculate the complex power ofthe load.

b) Calculate the impedance ofthe load.

Solution

a) The power lactor is described as lagging, so we
know that the load is inductive and that the
algebraic sign of the reactive power is positive.
From the power triargle shown in Fig.10.10,

P :  l s l c o s  d ,

Q:  l s ls in  0 .
Now,because cosd = 0.8, sind - 0.6.Therefore

P IL\l/
sl = r]]� =:t:_j: = 10kvA.' cos ft (l-ll

O  =  i o s i n 0 : 6 k V A R ,

s : 8  +  i 6 k v A .

b) From the computation of the complex power of
thc load,we see that P = 8 kW. UsingEq.10.2l,

Solving for /cn,

I cn = 416'7 A'

We already know the angle of the load imped-
ance,because it is the power factor angle:

0: cos ' (0.8) :  36.87".

We also know that , is positive because the
power lactor is lagging, indicatirg an inductive
load. We compute the magnitude of the load
impedarce from its definition as the ratio of the
magnitude of the voltage to the magnitude of

_, v,n) 24n

z : 5.'76 /36.8'7" A = 4.608 + j3.456 ().

P : feflI,ffcos (0, A)

: (240)1.r(0.8)

: 8000 w. Figure 10.10 A A powe, irianqle.



10.5 PowerCatculations
We are now ready to develop additional equations that can be used to cal-
culate rcal, reactive, and complex power. We begin by combining Eqs. 10.10,
10.11. and 10.23 to set

\ / l
0,t + ja;sinrc, 0,1

- dj) + jsin (r, - dr)l

: !vJ-/ lo, - a,t.
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Flgure 10.11 AThe phasorvottage and cunentassocj-
ated wjrh a pan ofhnninals.

s =bfcos(e,

=k!r*"re.

:\t!r, lu, u,t
) -

(to.?7)

If we use the elfective values oI the sinusoidal voltage and curent,
Eq.10.27 becomes

s : v"ttr "11_!3"_4. (10.28)

Equations 10.2? and 10.28 are important relationships in power calcu-
lations because they show that if the phasor current and voltage are
knowr at a pair of terminals, the complex power associated with that pair
of terminals is either one half the product of the voltage and the conjugate
ofthe current,or the product ofthe rms phasor voltage and the conjugate
of the rms phasor culrent. We can show this lor the rms phasor voltage
and curent inFig.10.11 as follows:

s:V .t11!u i)

: V"rl "rre ilo' o)

: Ve[e io,I exe 
ja,

: v"d:r. (10.29) <l Complex power

Note that {fi : Iefier', follows from Euler's identity and the trigonomef
ric identities cos( d) : cos(d) and sin(-0) = -sin(9)

lene-ra = /effcos( 0,) + jlensin( di)

- 1effcos (9r) jlcffsin (d,

= I3r'
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[he \ame def ival ion lechnrque could be dppl ied ro Fq. 10.27 lo yield

s: fvl (10.30)

Both Eqs.10.29 and 10.30 are based on the passive sign convention. lf the
current refeience is ilt the direction of the voltage dse aqoss the termi-
nals, we inse a minus sign on the right-hand side of each equation.

To illustrate the use of Eq. 10.30 in a power calculation, let's use the
same circuit that we used in Example 10.1. Expressed in terms ofthe pha-
sor representation ofthe teminal voltage and current,

v : 100 lll v,

|= 41 !!lA.

Therefore

s = I (100 Z!114 ,, 105 '  200 Llq

= -100 + j173.21VA.

Once we calculate the complex power, we can read off both the real and
rcaclive powen, because S : P + jO. Thus

P :  1 0 0 w ,

Q : 113.21vAR

The interpretations ofthe algebraic signs on P and O are identical to tlose
given in the solution ofExample 10.1.

figure 10.12  

 

The genentcjrcujtof Fjg.10.11
reptaced with an equivatent impedance.

Alternate Forms for Complex Power
Equations 10.29 and 10.30have several useful vadations. Here, we use the
Ims value form of the equations, because rms values are the most commoD
type of represertation for voltages ard curents in power computations.

The first variarion of Eq. 10.29 is to replace t}le voltage with the prod-
uct of the current times the impedance. In other words, e can always rep-
resent the circuit inside the box ofFig.10.11by an equivalent impedance,
as shown in Fie.10.12.Then.

Ys = Zlat (10.31)
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Substituting Eq. 10.31 into Eq. 10.29ields

S = z t d * t

: r"nl'Z

: LdlR + jx)

= l.nl'�R + jll.n2x = P + jQ, (10.32)

frcm which

P-lr,tr2R:r2^R,

o = lr"$l,x =:P.x.

(10.33)

(10.34)

In Eq. 10.34, -Y is the reactatrce of either the equivalent inductance or
equivalent capacitance of the circuit. Recal from our earlier discussion of
reactance tlat it is positive for hductive circuits atrd negative for capaci-
tive cfucuits.

A second useful variation of Eq. 10.29 comes ftom replacing the cur-
rent with t]le voltage divided by the impedance:

/ v-" \, lv-",
s - Y , r l  -  l =  : ;  = P - i O .  ( 1 0 . 3 5 )

\ z  /

Note that if Z is a Dure resistive element.

(10.36)

and if Z is a pule reactive element,

(10.37)

In Eq. 10.37, X is positive for aD inductor and negative for a capacitor.
The folo$.ing examples demoDstrate various power calculations in

circuits opeiating in the sinusoidal steady state.

- lv"nl'
R '

^ V"al2
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Calculating Average and Reactive Power

In the circuit shown in Fig. 10.13, a load having an
impedance of 39 + j26 O is fed ftom a voltage
source through a Line having ar impedance of
1 + j4 (). The effective, or rms, value of the source
voltage is 250V

a) Calculate the load cunent IL and voltage VL.
b) Calculate the aveiage and reaclive power deliv-

ered to the load.

c) Calculate the average and reactive power deliv-
eied to the line.

d) Calculaie the average and reactive power sup
plied by the source.

Solution

a) The Line ard loadimpedances are in series across
the voltage source,so the ioad current equals the
voltdge di !  ided b) lhe loral  impedance. or

Sinusoidal Steady-state Powo CatcuLaiiom

250 /0'
l r  , ^  

'  
. , ^  a  13  -  5  -3o  8 - 'A  0m,cu + / ru

l Q  i 4 a

39f,l

)Ji9*, ' 1,1
P6p"

= T4.36 / 3.r8'v (nnt.

b) The average and reactive power delivered 10 the
load can be computed using Eq. l0.29.Theiefore

S : vlli = (234 -./13)(4 + 13)

- 975 + j650 vA.

Thus the load is absorbing an average power of
975 W and a reactive power of650VAR.

Source -F Line *l+Load

Figure 10.13 ,A The circuitfor Examph 10.5.

c) The average and reactive power delivered to the
line are most easily calculated from Eqs. 10.33
and 10.34 because the line current is known.Thus

P = (51(1) = 2s W

o = 6),e) : 1oo vAR.

Note ihat the reactive power associatedwith the
l ine is po. i r i \e becduse rhe l ine reaclance i(
inductive.

d) One way to calculate the average and reactive
power delivered by the souce is to add the com-
plex powerdelivered to the line 1() that delivered
to the load, or

S : 2 5 + i 1 0 0 + 9 7 5 + . / 6 5 0

: 1000 + j750 vA.

The complex power at the source canalso be cal-
culated from Eq.10.29:

s" = -250ri.

The minus sign is inserted in Eq.10.29 whenever
the current reference is in the direction ofa volt
age rise. Thus

s": -250(4 + j3) :  (1000 + j7s0) vA.

Th€ minus sign implies thal both average power
and magnetizing reactive power are being deliv-
ered by the source. Note that this resull agrees
wilh the previous calculation of S, as it must,
because the source must funish all the average
and reactive power absorbed by the line and load.

Because the voltage is given in terms oI its
rms value, the curent also is rms. The load volt
age is the product of the load current and load
impedance:

vL = (39 + /26)lL = 234 j13
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The two loads in the circuit shown iD Fig. 10.14 can
be desoibed as follows: l-oad 1 absorbs an average
power of B kW at a leading power Iactor of 0.8. Load
2 absorbs 20 kVA at a lagging po\eer factor of0.6.

Calcutating Power in Parallel Loads

Figure 10.14 A The cjrcuit for Exampte 10.6.

a) Determine the power factor of the two loads in
parallel.

b) DetelmiIle the apparent power required to sup-
ply t})e loads, tie magnitude of tlre current,I", and
the aveiage power loss in tlre transmission line.

c) Given that the frequency of the source is 60 Hz,
compute the value of the capacitor that would
correct the power factor to 1 if placed in parallel
with the two loads. Recompute the values in (b)
for the load with the corrected power factor.

Solution

a) All voltage and curent phasors in this problem
are assumed to represent effective values, Note
ftom the circuit diagram in Fig. 10.14 that
I, : 11 + 12. The total complex power absorbed
by the two loads is

s = (250)rl

= (250)01 + rr)'
= (2s0)ri + (2s0)ri

= .t1 + s2.

We can sum the complex powers geometricallyl
using the power triangles for each load, as shown
in Fig. 10.15. By hlpothesis,

s kw t36 87'

,'ffi ervln *
12 kW

(b)

10 KVAR

s = 20.000 + j10.000 vA,

20 kw

G)
tisur€ 10.15 a (a)The poweftdangL€ for toad 1. (b)The
powertrianste for Load 2. (c)The sun ofthe powertrianstes.

It follows that

16 KVAR

(a)

and

20,n00 + j10.0n0r ; = = 80 + 140A.

roru 1499' ( . l i )

8000 - j6000vA,

20,000(.6) + j20,000(.8)

12,000 + i16,000 vA.

250

Therefore

I":  80 J40: 89.44 /  26.57'  A.

Thus the power factor of the combined load is

pf - cosro 26.57') - 0.8q44 iaggints.

The power factor of the two loads jn parallel is
lagging because the net reactive power ispositiv...

b) The apparent power which must be supplied to
these loads is

ls : 20 + i10l = 22.36 kvA.

The magnitude of the cunent that supplies this
apparent power is

rJ : 80 j40l : 89.44 A.

The average power lost in the line results irom
the current flowing through the line resistance:

4r^" : l\l'n : (B9.44)'�(o.os) : 4oo r.v

Note thatthe power supplied totals 20,000 + 400
- 20.400w. even rhougb rhe load. requne a
total oI only 20,000 W.

0 05 O /O.50 {)
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c) As we can see from tlle power triangle in
Fig.10.15(c).we can correct the power lactor to 1
if we place a capacitor in pa rallel with the existing
loads such that the capacitor supplies 10 kVAR
of magnetizing reactive power. The value of the
capacitor is calculated as follows. First, find the
capacitive reactance from Eq. 10.37:

apparent power once the power factor has been

ls l  :  P :20kvA.

The magnitude of the current that supplies this
apparent power is

20.000

(2s0),
10.000

: 6.25 A.

Recall that the reactive impedance o{ a capacitor
is l/oc, and @ = h(60) : 376.99 rad/s, if
the source ftequency is 60 IIz. Thus,

-1 - l
= 44.4 u.F.ax (3'76.99)(. 6.2s)

The average power lost in the line is tlus

PI"" : r"l,R : (80),(0.0s) : 320 w.

Now, the power supplied totals 20,000 + 320
= 20,320 W. Note that t}le addition of tie capacr-
tor has reduced the line Ioss from 400 W to 320 W

- 80 A.

1OKVAR + 10 KVAR

(b)

lr,l : 250l v - >

o

20kw
(")

The addition of the capacitor as the third load is
represented in geometric form as the sum of the
two power tiangles sho$n in Fig. 10.16. When
the power factor is 1, the apparent power and
the average power are the same, as seen ftom the
power triangle in Fig. 10.16(c). Theiefore, the

b) Calculate the average and reactive powen asso-
ciated with €ach source in the circuit.

c) Veril, that th€ average power deliveied equals
tlte average power absorbed, and that the magnet
izing reactive power delivercd equals the magnet
izing reactive power absorbed.

20 kw
(c)

figure 10.16 d (a)The sum ofthe powertiangtes for Loads 1
and 2. (b) The power inangte fot a 421.1ttF capacitot at 60 Hz.
(c) Ihe sum of  the power inanshs in  G)and (b) .

Batancing Power Detivered with Power Absorbed in an ac Circuit

a) Calculate the total average and reactive power
delivered to each impedance in the circuit shown
in Fig.10.17.

\=1s0 l { rv
vl = (78 1104) V
v2 = (72 +i104) v
vi = (150 1130) v

Ir = ( 26 ./s2) A
11 : ( -2 +./6) A

I r= (  24  r58 )A

j O  l 2 O + l  t O  / l O

v- v, l I ,  3qr"

Figure 10.17 A The circuil with sotutjon, for Example 10.7.



Solution

a) The complex power delivered to tle (1 +J2)O
impedance is

l
51 = 

;vJi 
= PI+ jQ1

l= 
t(78 

- t104X 26 + ls2)

I= :(3380 + 16760)

= 1690 + j3380 VA.

Thus this impedance is absorbhg an average
power of 1690 W and a ieactive power of
3380 VAR. The complex power delivered to the
(12 j16) O impedance is

1
s2: 

;v2r, 
: P2 + jQ2

: 
;(72 

+ tI04\(-2 - j6\

: 240 - j320VA.

Therefore the impedance in the veitical bmnch
is absorbing 240 W and delivedng 320 VAR. The
complex power delivered to the (1 + j3) O
impedance is

l
s r = i v r r , = P r + l o l

I: ; f i50 i13u)( 24 + i58)

: 1970 + j5910 VA.

This impedance is absorbing 1970 W and
5910VAR.
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b) The complex power associated with the inde-
pendent voltage source is

l
s " = - : v " r = P " + r o "'  2 "

l:  - :(150X 26 + i52)

:1950 j3900 vA.

Nore lhdr tbe independent vol lage source is
absorbing an average power of 1950 W and
deliverhg 3900 VAR. The complex power asso-
ciated with the current-controlled voltage

I
s. = -(]gr.)(l i) : P. + io.

2 - -

=:( 78 + /234)(-24 + 158)

- s8s0 i5070 vA.

Both av€rage pow€r and magnetizirg reactive
power arc being delivered by the dependent

c) fhe total power absorbed by the passive imped-
aDces aDd the iDdependeDl !ol lage source is

Por,wra : Pr + P2 + P3 + Ps : 5850 W.

The dependent voltage source is the only circuit
element deliverhg average power, Thus

Pd"ri,.,.d : 5850 W.

Magnetizing reactive power is being absorbed
by the two horizontal branches.Thus

Qou,o,r"a : Or + 03 : 9290 VAR.

Magnetizing reactive power is being delivered
by the independent voltage source,tlre capacitor
ir the vertical impedance branch, and the
dependent voltage source. Therefore

Qaai,-.a : 990 VAR
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10.4 The load impedance in the circuit shown rs
shunted bt' a capaciror havirg a capacitive reac-
tance of 52 O. Calculaie:

objective 1-Understand ac power concepts, their retationships to one another. and how to catcutate them in a circuit

a) the rms phasors VL and IL,

b) the average power aDd nagnetizing reactive
power absorbed by rhe (39 + j26) o load

c) the average power and magnetizing reactive
power absorbed by rhe (1 + 14) o line

d) lhe average power and nagnetizing reactive
power delivered by thc source, and

e) the magnetiziDg reacdve power delivered by
the shunting capacilor.

(c) 23.52 W. 94.09 vAR:

(d) 1152.62w' -376.36 VARi
(e) 1223.18 VAR.

10.5 The rms voltage at the lermirlals of a load is
250VThe load is absorbjng an avcragc power
of40 kW and delivering a magrclizing rcactive
power of30 kVAR. Derive hvo equivalcnl
impedance models of the load.

Answer: l  ( t  rn \e e. ui lh tr . -S Q ol  .nnocri i \e
reactance:1.5625 {) ii parallcl with 2.083 O
of capacitive reactance.

10,6 Find tho phasor voltage V, (rms) in the circuit
shown if loads Lr and l, are absorbing 15 kVA
1 l 0 . h  f l  l r g g r r r g a n d 6 k V A d  0 R p l  e a d : n g .
respectively. Express Y in polar form.

1 0  j l  t l

+ \ 25010.t)ii,:; \ '� '
3 9 { )

t26 lI

sourcc - Lnro -t- load l

Answer: (a) 2s2.20 / 4.s4'V(ms),
s.38 / 38.23'A (rms);

(b) 1129.09w,752.73 VAR; Answer:

NOTE: ALto try Chaptet Plohlent 10.17,10.21, and 10.22.

251.61 /15.91'Y.

10.6 $'iaxin*r$ Psw*r'nr*n$r*er
Recallfrom Chapter 4 that certaiD sysrems for exanplc. th ose th at trans-
mit information via electric signals deperd on bcjng ablc to transfer a
maximum amount ofpower from the source to lhe load.Wc now rccxam-
ine maximum powef transfer in the contert oI a sinusoidal steady statc
network. beginning $'ith fig. 10.18. We musr determine the load impcd
ancc Zr that rcsults in thc dclivery of maximum average power 1lr lermi
nals a and b. An]' lincar nctwork n1ay be viewed from the terninals oI lie
load in tcrms of a Thivcnin equivalent circuit. Thus the task reduces 1()
finding the value of Zr_ that results in maximun average porver delivcrcd
io Zr. in thc circuit sho\\,n in Fig. 10.19.

Figlte 10.18 ,1 A circuit de$rjbing maxjmum power

t l o
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For maximum average power tmnsfer, ZL must equal tie conjugate of
the Thdvenin imoedance: that is.

(10.38) < Condition for rnaximum avenge power
transfer

We dedve Eq. 10.38 by a straightforward application of elementary calcu-
lus. We begin by expressing Zrh and ZL in rectangular form:

Zrh: Rrh + jxrn,

ZL:  RL + jXL.

(10.3e)

(10.40)

\rc.42)

(10.43)

(10.45)

In botl Eqs. 10.39 and 10.40, the reactance telm caries its own algebraic
sign positive for inductance and negative for capacitance. Because we
are making an average-power calculation, we assume that tie amplitude
of the fh6venin voltage is er?ressed in terms of its ims value. We also use
the Th€venin voltage as tlle reference phasor. Then, from Fig. 10.19, the
Ims value of the Ioad current I is

v..
t =  "

110.4t)- (nr, + R, + j(xrh + x)'

The average power delivered to the load is

P : lrl'�Rl.

Substituting Eq. 10.41 inro Eq. 10.42 yields

lvrr'l'Rr

When workiq with Eq. 10.43, always remember that Vrh, Rrx, and -Yrh
are fixed quantities, whereas R1 and -YL aie independent variables.
Therefore, to maximize P, we must lind the values of RL and -YL where
a P lA RL and AP IAX L arc both zero. From Eq. 10.43,

aP _ 
-lV11'2RL().r +

(10.44)

( R r h + R r f + l x r n + l f ; 2

dxr [(Rr + Rr,)'� + (xL + xrif]'�'

ap _ lvl.hl'�l(Rl + nrh)'�+ (xL+ x]x), - 2RL(RL + Rft)]
dfir [(Rr + Rr '� + 6L+ Xr,.),],
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FrcmEq.10.44,aP laXL is zero when

X t :  - X n .

From Eq. 10.45, aP/aRL is zero when

(10.46)

(10.48)

maximum amplitude

1 v*l'
4 Rr-

If the Thdvenin voltage is er?ressed in terms of its
rather than its rms amDlitude. Eq. 10.48 becones

-  1 V ;

Maximum Power Transfer When Z is Restricted
Maximum average power can be delivered to ZL only if ZL can be set
equal to the conjugate of Zrh. Th€re are situations in which this is not
possible. First, RL and -l.L may be restricted to a limited range of val-
ues. In this sitlration, the optimum condition for RL and -YL is to adjust
xt-:q !9C! !9 4I0 as possible and then adjust RL as close to
VRih + (xL + xr '�as possible (see Example 10 9).

A second type of restdction occuN when the magnitude of ZL can be
vaded but its phase angle cannot. Under this restriction, the greatest
amount of powei is lransferred to the load when the magdtude of ZL is
set equal to the magnitude of Zrh;that is,when

(10.49)

lz'l = zrnl

The pioof ol Eq.10.50 is left to you as Problem 10.40.

(10.41)

Note that when we combine Eq.10.46 with Eq.10.47,both deivatives are
zerc when ZL - Zit.

The Maximum Average Power Absorbed
The maximum average power tiat can be delivered to Zr when it is set
equal to the conjugate of Zrh is calculated directly ftom the circuit in
Fi.9.1O.19. When ZL = Zih, the Ims load cu(ent is V11,/2R1, and the max-
imum averase Dower delivered to the load is

R': \/6 + 6';t#

vrr,l'Rr
4ElL

(10.50)



For purely resistive networks, maximum power transfer occurs whcn
the load resistance equals the Th6venin resistarce. Note that we first
dedved this result in the introduction to maximum power transfer in
Chapter 4.

Examples 10.8-i0.11 illustrate the problem of obtaidng maimum
power traNfer in the situationsjust discussed.

Determining Maximum Power Transfer without Load Restrictions

10.6 l4aximum Powerlmnsfer 413

5 { } j l o

20 t111

Figure 10.20 A The circuitfof Exampte 10.8.

4 r )  i 30

figure 10.21n A sinptification of Fjg. 10.?0 by source

i1.68 o

FiEne 70.22 t  l lF  r  '  L  |  . \o^ i l  t '9 .  10.  0.  r i r '  l l .
originat network reptaced by jts Thdvenin equivaLent.

The averagc poNer delivered to the load is

a) For lhe circuit shown in Fig. 10.20, determine tl1e
impedance ZL that results in maximum average
Power transferred to ZL.

b) What is the maxirnum average powertranslered
to the load impedance delermined in (a)?

Solution

a) We begin b! dererminints tbe Thd!enin equi\a-
lent with respect to t1le load teminals a,b.After
two source lransformations involving the 20 V
source, the 5l) resistor, and the 20 O resistor,we
simplify the circuit shown in Fig.10-20 to the one
sbown in Fig. 10.21.Then,

16 /0 '
v *  = ;  F , (  l o )q + l . r - l o

= 19.2 / 53.13' - 11.52 - 115.36 V.

we lind the Th6venin impedance by deacrivar
ing the independent source and calculating the
impedance seen looking into the terminals a
and b. Thus.

{- i6Jr4 + r3l
Zn

+ i / r  / o

For maximum average power transfer, the toacl
impedance must be thc conjugate ofZrh, so

zL = 5.76 + j\.68 0.

b) We calc ate the maximun average power deliv-
ered to Zr from the circuil shown in Fig. 10.22, in
which we replaced the orighal network with ils
Th6venin equivalent. From Fig. 10.22. the rms
magdtude ofthe load currertI is

+
20 f )3  i oo ZL

+j1.68 o

2(s;76)
: 1.1785 A.

P = 1:ft(5.76) - 8W.
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Determining Maximum Power Transfer with Load ImDedance Restriction

a) For t]Ie circuil shown in Fig. 10.23, what value of
ZL results in maximum average power fiansfer [o
ZL? What is t]Ie maximum power in milliwatts?

b) Assume tlat the Ioad resistance can be varied
between 0 and 40000 and that the capacitive
rcactance of the load can be varied between
0 and 2000 O. Wlat settings of -RL and XL
hansfer the most average power to the load?
What is the maximum average power that can be
hansferred undorthese restrictions?

Solution

a) If therc are no restrictions on RL and XL, the
load impedance is set equal to t})e conjugate of
the output or the Th6venin impedance.Therefore

RL : 3000 O and -Yr - 4000 O,

ZL : 3000 J4000 o.

Because the sour€e voltage js given in terns of its
rms value, the average power delivered to ZL is

I  In l  ' \
P :  i i :  :  inw =  8 .33  mw.

4 Jt 't J{) .t

b) Because RL and -trL are restdcted, we fi^t set
-trr as close to -4000 O as possible: thus

101!l

b

figure 10.23 a Tle c'(Lit fo tvarple5 l0.a dld t0.t0.

lar =

Now, because RL can be varied ftom 0 ro 4000 O,
we can set RL to 3605.55 O. Therefore, the Ioad
impedance is adjusted to a value of

Zt = 3605.55 - j2000 A.

With ZL set at this value, the value of the load
cufent is

10 1! : 1.M89 /-16.85' 'lj{.

A load impedance having a constart phase angle of
36.87" is connected across the load terminals a and

b in the circuit shown in Fig. 10.23. The mag tude of
ZL is varied until the average power delivercd is the
most possible under the given restriction.

a) Specify ZL in rectangular form.

b) Calculate the average power deliveied to ZL.

6605.55 + j2000

The average power delivered to the load is

p : (1.4489 x 10-3f(3605.s5) : 7.57 mW.

This quantity is the maidmum power that we can
deliver to a load, given the restictions on RL
and XL. Note that tlis is less than the power
that can be delivered if there are no restrictions;
in (a) ne tound rhar $e can det iver 8.31 mW

Solution

a) From Eq. 10.50, we kl)ow that the magnitude of
ZL must equal the magnitude of Z.rh. Therefore

lz"l = lztl: 3000 + J40001 = s000 o.

X, - :?@Q!. !qt. \ e set R, as clo.e to
Ril. + (xL + xft)'�as possible.Thus

Rt = \r6000t+ F2000 + 4000t = 360s.55 o.

Finding Maximum Power Transfer with Impedance Angte Restridions

30000 l4O00O a



No\ as wc know that the phase anglc of Zr is
36.87' ,  wc have

zL = 5000 / -36.8'7' :4000 j3000l).

b) With ZL sel equal to ,1000 13000 O, the load

10.6 Maxinun Power Transfer 415

and thc average power delivered to the load is

P :  (1.4142 x 10 ) ' � (4000) :8mw.

This quantily is the maximum power that can be
delivered by this circuit to a load impedance
whose angle is constant at 36.87'- Again, this
quantily is less thanthe maximum powcrthal can
bc delivered if there are no restrictions on ZL.

Iu
lar = : 1.4U2 /-8.13'mA,7000 + j1000

0bjediv€ 2-Understand the condition for maximun real power detivered to a Load in an ac circuit

10.7 The source current in the circuit shown is
3 cos 5000r A.

a) Wlat impedance should be connecred
acfuss renninals d.b lof  nar imum rrcrage
power lransfer?

What is the average power transferred to
the impedance in (a)?

Assume that the load is resrricted to pure Answen
resistance, What size resistor connccted
across a.b will result in the maximum aver,
age power transferred?

What is the average power transferred to

c) (a) 20 j10 o;
(b) 18 W:
(c) 2n6 a;
(d) r7.00 w.

the resistor in (c)?

NOTE: Also tt! Chopkt Ptoblens 10.11,10.19,and 10.50.

The variable rcsistor in lhe circuit in Fig. 10.24 is
adjusted untilmaximum average power is delivcrcd
ro RL.

o) What is rhc vclu( oi  Rr jn ohmsl

b) What is the maximum
delivered to Rz?

Finding Maximum Power Transfer in a Circuit with an Ideal Transformer

b

Figure 10,24.t The circuitfor txamph 10.11.

3.6 mH

8.10 /0'
v t..)

average power (n wattsl
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Sotution

a) We first find the Th6venin equivalent wlth
respect to the terminals of Rr. The circuit for
delermrning lhe open crrcuir  !ol lage in sho\rn in
Fig. 10.25. The variables Vr, Y2, 11, and 12 have
been added to expediate the discussion-

First we note the ideal transformer imposes
the following constraints on the vadables H, V2,
11, and 12:

840!ry
v (nnt

84otll

Figure 10.26 A The circujt used to catcuLat€ the shod circuii

35 ()

Figure 10.25 d T5p L i r r i .  u . "d .o f i id  l fe  lheve- i1votra9e.

v, = lv. t, : lr,-  4  4 -

The open circuit value of 12 is zero, hence 11 is
zero. It follows that

qV = 8a0Av, \z = 210 1!Y.

From Fig. 10.25 we note that Vrh is the negative
of V2, hence

vrh = -210 av.

The circuit shown in Fig. 10.26 is used to deter-
mine the short circuit current. Viewing 11 and I,
as me.h currenrs. lhe lwo mesb equal ions afe

840 A:80Ir 20I, + V,

0 :2012 2011+ !2.

Wlen these two mesh curent equations are
combined with the constraint equations we get

840l!|= 40Ir + L

v
0 = 2 5 L + - .- 4

Solving for the short circuit value of I, yields

r, = 6A.

Therefore the Thevenin resistance is

) 1 0
R r h = - : = 3 5 O

Maximum power will be delivered to Rr when
nr equals 35 O.

210d1 35 {)

b

tigure 10.27 A The Thcvenin equjvatent Loaded tot nraxjmum

b) The mlximum power delivered to -Rr is most
easily determined using the Th6venin equivalent.
From the circuit shown in Fig. 10.27 we have

/  " , ^ \ 2
/ - - * = l - : ^  l ( r ) r = r r ) w .

\ / u . /

I r +

l r +
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0bjective 3-ge abLe to catcutate all forms of ac power in ac circuits with tinear transformers and ideal
transformers

10.8 Find thc average power delivered to the
100 O resistor in the circuit shown if
rs : 660cos 5000t V.

4O-trH - --j :: 
^ 100 LnH

375 {} 400 f)
3 4 0 l^u-qg.

A n s w e r : 6 1 2 . 5 w '

10.9 a) Find the average power delivered to thc
400 O resislor in the circuit shown if
0s = 248cos 10,000r V.

b) Fird the average power deiivered to the
375 O resistor.

c) Find the power deveioped by the ideal vol|
age source. Check youl result by showjngthe
power absorbed equals the power developed

NOTE: Also trt Chaptet Prcbkns 10.41, 10.45,10.58, and 10.59.

PracticaI Perspective
Heating Apptiances
A handheld hair dryer contains a heatjng element, which is just a resjstor
heated by the sinusoidal current passing through it, and a fan that btows
the warm air surrounding the resistor out the front of the unit. This js
shown schematicaLV in Fig. 10.28. The heater tub€ in this figure is a resis
tor made of coiLed nichrome wire. Nichrome is an attoy of iron, chromium,
and njckel. Two propeties make it ideal for use in heaters. Fj6t, it is more
resistive than rnost other rnetals, so less iraterial js required to achjeve the
needed resistance. This atLows the heater to be very cornpact. Second,
untik-" many other rnetats, nichrofire does not oxidiz€ when heated red hot in
ajr Thus the heater etement tasts a long time.

A circui t  diag|am for the hair  dryer controLs js shown in Fiq. 10.29. This
is the only part of the hair dryer cjrcuit that gives you control over the heat
setting. The rest ofthe cjrcuit provides power to the fan motor and is not of
inter€st here. The coited wire that comprises the heater tube has a connec,
tion partway atong the coit, dividing the coitinto two pieces. We model this
jn Fig. 10.29 with two series resjstors, Rr and R2. The controls to turn the

,.,1 - \,-" 100l l
Answer: (a) 50 W;

(b) 49.2w;
(c) 99.2 W 50 + 49.2 = 99.2 W.

10.10 Solve Example 10.11 ifthe poladty dol on the
coil connected to terminal a is at the lop.

Answer: (a) 15 ();

(b) 73s w.

10 .11  5o l \ c  F \amp le  l 0 . l l  i f  I l <  \ u l rage .oL rce  i .
reduced 10 146 lq V rms and the turns ratio is
reversed to 1:4.

Answer: (a) 1460 O;
(b) s8.4w.

Figur€ 10.28 !. Schenratic Eprerntation ofa
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Figure 10.29.4 A circuiidiagnm forthe hair dryer

(a)

Figure 10.30 a (a)The circujtjn Fis. 10.29 red€wn
forthe L switch setiing. (b) A simptjfied equjva-

rigurc 10.31,a (a)Ihe cncLrit in tiq. 10.29 edrawn
for the,roru switch settinq. (b)A simpLjfied equjv-

dryer on and setect the heat setting use a four-position switch in whjch two
pairs oftermina15 in the circuit wiLt be shorted together by a pair of diding
metal bars. The position of the switch determines which pairs of terminaLs
are shorted together. The metal bars are connected by an insutator, so there
is no conduction Dath between the Dairs of shoted termina15.

The cjrcujt jn Fig. 10.29 contains a thermaL fuse, This is a protective
device that normalty acts like a short cjrcuit. But if the temperature neaf
the heater becomes dangerousty high, the thermal fuse becomes an open
circujt, djscontinuing the flow of curfent and reducjng the rjsk of fire or
injury. The thermal fuse provides protection in case the motor fajts or the
airftow becornes btocked. Whjte the design of the protection system is not
part of thG exampte, it is important to point out that safety anai.ysjs is an
essentjaI pat of an etectrjcaI enginee/s work.

Now that we have modeted the controts for the hajr dryer, lets deter
mjne the cl'rcuit components that are present for the three swjtch setbngs,
To begin, the circujt in Fig. 10.29 js redrawn in Fjg. 10.30(a) for the Lolf
switch setting. The open-circujted wires have been removed for ctariry. A
simptified equivatent circuit is shown in Fiq. 10.30(b). A sjmilar pair of fig-
ures is shown for the ilEorur'4 setting (Fig. 10.31) and the rrcr'r sethng
(Fig. 10.32). Note from these figures that at the row settjng, the vottage
source sees the resistors Rl and R2 in series; at the r,4E0rui1 settinq, the vott-
age source sees onLy the R2 resistor; and at the HrGH settinq, the vottage
source sees the resistors jn paralLel.

1 : 1 1
OFF L M H

1 1 1 1
OFF L M H

1 1 f i
OFF L M H

i l 1 1
OFF L M H

G)

Figure 10,32 a (a)Th€ cjrcujtjn Fjs.10.29 redrawn
torih€ HI6H switch 5ettins. (b)A simptjfied equiva-
lent circuii for (a).

NoTE: Assess your undestonding af this Prddical Perspective by ttying Chapter
ProbLems 10.66-10.68.

Thermal fuse

Thernal fuse
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Summary

. tNtantaneous power is the producl of the instarta-
neous teminal voltage and current, or ? = trt. The
positive sign is used when the reference d ection for
the current is from the positive to the negative refer-
ence polarity of the voltage. The frequency of the
instantaneous power is twice the freqoency of the volt-
age (or current). (See page 392.)

. Av€rage power is the average value of the instanta-
neous power over one period.It is the power converted
Irom electric to nonelectric form and vice versa. This
conversion is the reason that average powet is also
refeired to as real power. Average power. witl the pas-
sive sign conventior,is expressed as

r = lv; ^"o"1e, - e,:t

- 4n/encos(o, 0,).

(See pag€ 394.)

Reactiv€ power is the electdc power exchanged
between the magnetic field of an inductor and the
source that drives it or between the electric lield of a
capacitor and the source that drives it. Reactive power
is never converted to noneiectric power. Reactive
power, with the passive sign convention, is expressed as

1
Q = 

;u^I -sin(.o, 0)

= %dd sin(d, - d').

Both average power and reactive power can be
eeressed in terms of ejther peak (y-, 1-) or effective
(%fi, 1ed current and voltage. Effective values are
widely used in both household and industrial applica
tior].s. Effectire ,alue and /ms value are interchangeable
terms for the same value. (See page 394.)

. The power faclor is the cosire of the phase angle
between the voltage and the currenl:

p f=cos(d , ,9 r .

The terms laSginS and leadtnS added to tle description
of the power factor indicate whether t}le current is lag'
ging or leading the voltage and thus whether the load is
inductive or capacitive. (See page 396.)

The reactiye lactoi is the sine of the phase angle
between the voltage and the current:

rf : sin(or d,).

(See page 396.)

Complex pow€r is the complex sum of the real and reac-

S - P + j Q

: ftt'= *t'u

(See page 401.)

' Apparent power is the magnitude of the complex power:

s l=\ /P\e'

(See page 401.)

The watt is used as the unit for both instantaneous and
real power. The mr (volt amp reactive, or VAR) is used
as the unit for reactive power. The volt-arnp (VA) is
used as the unit for complex and apparent power. (See
page 401.)

Maximum pow€r transfer occurs in circuits operating in
the shusoidal steady state when the load impedance is
the conjugate of the Th6venin impedance as viewed from
the terminals of t})e load inpedance. (Seepage410.)

v?n
z'
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Problems

Sections 10.1-10,2

10.1 Show that the maximum value of the instantan€ous
po\rer given by Eq.Io.q i .  P VP) '  STandthal
the minimum value is P - t/ e' 9 .

102 The following sets of values for o and i pe ain to
the circuit seen in Hg. 10.1. For each set of valueE
calculate P and I and state whether the circuif
inside the box is absorbing or delivering (1) average
power and (2) magnetizing vals.
a) o = 340cos(ot + 60')V,

j = 20 cos(.dr + 15') A.
b) ?,:75cos(ot - 15') V,

j = 16 cos(.dt + 60') A.
c) ?J - 625 cos(ot + 40")V,

i -  sln(at + 240") A.
d) 2 = 180sin(ol + 220')V,

t = 10cos(ar + 20") A.

10.3 a) A university student is makhg coffee while lis-
tening to a Buck's game on the mdio At the same
time, her roommate is watching the Packen ol1 a
solid-state TV All these appliances aie supplied
ftom a 120 V branch circuit protected by a 20 A
circuit breaker, If the roommate tuns on a
portable heater, is the circuit breaker tdpped?

b) Will the roommate be able to use the heater if
t}le coffemaker is unplugged?

Find tlle average power delivered by the ideal
curent source in the circuit in Eg. P10.4 if
is = 30 cos 25,0001 mA.

Figure P10,4

figure P10.5

10,6 Find the average power dissipated in the 20 O
Btrc resistor in the chcuit seel1 in Fig. P10.6 if

is = 15 cos 10,0001A

Figlre P10.5

10 ta
l m H

1) r"Jfz.si,r 20o'

10.4

10.7 The load impedarce in Fig. P10.7 absorbs 40 kw
and 30 magnetizing kvars. The sinusoidal voltage
source develops 50 kW.

a) Find the values of capacitive line reactance that
will satisfy these constraitrls.

b) For each value of line reactarce found in (a),
show that the magretizing vars developed
equals the magnetizirg vars absorbed.

figue P10.7

n" ̂  -/Xo40 r.H

The op amp in the circuit shown in Fig. P10.5 is
ideal. Calculate t}le average power deiivered to the
1 kO resistor when t's = 4 cos 50001 V.

2 A

t )  f  + o d

2500rc|
v(nnt

80 nF

10.5



10.8 A load consisting of a 1350 O resistor in parallel
with a 405 mH inductor is connected aooss the ter-
minals of a sinusoidal voltage source og, where
oc = 90 cos 25001 V

a) What is the peak value of the instantaneous
pow€r delivered by the source?

b) Wlat is the peak value of the instantaneous
power absorbed by the source?

c) What is t]le average power delivered to the load?
d) What is the rcactive power delivered totheload?
e) Does the load absorb or generate magnetiz

ing vars?

f) Whar is the power factor of the load?
g) What is the reactive factor of the load?

10.9 a) C-alculaie the real ard reactive power associatecl
with each circuit element in the cifcuil in
Fig. P9.56.

b) Verify that the avemge power generated equals
the avemge power absorbed.

c) Verify that the magnetizing vars generated
equal the magnetizing vars absorbed.

10.10 Repeat Problem 10.9 for the circuil shown in
Fig. P9.57.

Section 103

10.11 A dc voltage equal to fdc V is applied to a resistor of
R O. A sinusoidal voltage equal to z)s V is also
applied to a resistor oI R O. Show that the dc volt-
age will deliver th€ same amount of energy in 7 sec-
onds (where r is the period of the sinusoidal
voltage) as the sinusoidal voltage provided yd"
equals the rms value of o,. (1tir?t Equate the two
er?ressions lbr the energy delivered to tle resistor.)

10.12 a) A personal computer with a monitor and key-
board requires 60 w at 110 V (rms). Calculate
the rms value of the cuirent carried by its
power cord.

b) A laser printer for the peisonal computer in
(a) is rated atB0W at 110V (ms).If this printer
is plugged into the same wall outlet as the com-
puter, what is the rms value of the current drawn
from the outlet?

10.13 a) Find tne rms value of the peiodic voltage shown
in Fig. P10.13.

b) If this voltage is applied to the terminals of a
12 O resistor, what is the average power dissi-
pated in the resistor?

Problems 421

10,14 Fhd the rms value of the periodic current shor,n in
Fig. P10.14.

figure P10.14

i  (A)

40 s0 .(mt

10.15 fhe pedodic current shown in Fig. P10.14 dissipates
an average power of 24 kW in a resistor. wlrat is the
value of the resistor?

Sections 10.4-10.5

10.16 Find the average power, the reactive power, ard the
6'c apparent power absorbed by the load in t}le circuit

in Fig.P10.16if  isequals30cos 100t mA.

Figure Pr0.16

Figure P10.13
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10.17 a) Find the average power, the reactive power, and
ttre apparent powei supplied by t]le vollage
source in the circuit in Fig. P10.17 if
0g = 50 cos 10sl V.

in (a) by showins

in (a) by showing

rigure P10.19

1() i8r)

b) Check your answer

c) Check your answer
0a- = )8"t"

tigu|e Pl0.u

The voltage Vs in the frequency-domain circuit
shown io Fig. P10.18 is 340 A v (rms).

a) Find the average and reactive power for the
voltage source,

b) Is the voltage source absorbing or deliverirg
average power?

c) Is the voltage source absorbing or delivedng
magnetizing vars?

d) Find the average and reactive powers associated
with each impedance branch in the circuil.

e) Check fie balan€e between delivered and
absorbed average power.

f) Check the balance between delivered and
absorbed magletiang vars.

tigure P10.18

50() 80()

10.20Two 660 V (rms) loads are connected in parallel. The
two loads draw a total average power of 52,800 W at
a power factor of 0.8 leading. One of t]Ie loads dmws
40 kVA at a power factor of 0.96 lagging. Wlat is the
power factor of the other load?

The thrce loads in lhe circuit in Fig. P10.21 can be
described as follows: Inad 1 is a 12 o resistor in
series with a 15 mH inductor; load 2 is a 16 rrF
capacitor in series with a 80 O resistor; and Ioad 3 is
a 400 Q resistor in sedes with tle pamlel combina-
tion of a 20 H inductor and a 5 pF capacitor. The
ftequency of the voltage source is 60 Hz.

a) Give the power factor and reactive factor ot
each load.

b) Give the power factor and reactive factor of the
composite load seen by the voltage source.

Figure P10.21

1022 Three loads are connected in parallel across a 2400 V
(ms) line, as sho$n in Eg. P10.22. Load 1 abso$s
18 kw and 24 kvAR. Load 2 absorbs 60 kvA at 0.6 pf
lead.I-oad 3 absorbs 18 kW at uDrry power tactor.

a) Find the impedance that is equivalent to the
tbree parallel loads.

b) Find t}le power factor of the equivalent load as
seen from tbe line's ioput terminals,

Flgure P10.22

7.5 0 ln.2I

10.18

- ) 1 - l loo o j60()

10.19 a)

b)

Find VL (rms) atrd d for the circuit in Fig. P10.19
iJ the load absorbs 250 VA at a lagging power
factor of 0.6.

Consrucl  a phasor diagram of each solul ion
obtained in (a).

2a0.ll V (rmt



1023 The tlree loads in Problem 10.22 are fed frcm a line
having a sedes impedance 0.2 + j1.6 O, as shown
inFig.P10.23.

a) Calculate the ms value of the voltage (Y) at the
sendhg end of the line.

Probtems 423

Figure P10.25

The three loads in the circuit shown in Fig. P10.26
are 51 : 5 + j2 kVA, S, : 3.75 + j1.5 kVA, and
s 3 = 8 + j 0 k v A .

a) Calculate the complex power associated wit]I
each voltage source, \1 and Vs2.

b) Vedfy that the total real and reactive power
delivered by the sources equals the total rcal
and reactive power abso$ed by the network.

figuru P10.26

The three loads in the circuit seen in Fig. ?10.27 are
desffibed as follows: Load 1 is absorbing 1.8 kW
and 600 VAR; load 2 is 1.5 kVA at a 0.8 pf lead; load
3 is a 12 O rcsistor in parallel with an inductor that
has a reactance of 48,(!.

a) C-alculate the average power and t])e magnetiz-
ing reactive powei delivered by each source if
Y"t = Ysz:120 lq V (rms).

b) Check your calculations by showing your results
are consistent with the requirements

S P .  =  S p .

S n .  :  S n .

Figure P10,27

d)

")

tigure P10.23

0.2 o j1.6o

2400i0"

The three parallel loads in the circuit shown in
Fig. P10.2 can be described as follows: Load 1 is
absorbing an avenge power of 24 kW and 18 kVAR
of magnetizing varsi load 2 is absorbing an average
power of 48 kW and generating 30 kVAR of mag-
netiziiig reactive powert load 3 coNists of a 60 O
rcsistor in paiallel with an inductive reactance of
480 O. Fhd t})e rms magnitude and tlre phase angle
of Vs iJ V. = 2400 lq V(Ims).

tigurc P10.24

The two loads showr in Fig. P10.25 can be described
as follows: Load 1 abso$s an average power ol
24.96 kW and 47.04 kVAR magnetizing reactive
power; load 2 has an impedance of 5 - j5 O.
fhe voltage at the teminals of the loads is
48O^vA cos 12ont Y .

a) Find the Ims value of the souce voltage.

b) By how many microseconds is the load voltage
out of phase with the source voltage?

c) Does t]Ie load voltage lead or lag the source
voltage?

Calculate the average and reactive poweN asso-
ciated with the line impedance.

Calculate the average and reactive powen at the ll.2i
sending end of the line.

Calculate the efficiency (T) of tie line if the effi-
ciency is defhed as

4 = (P6"6/P.."ai"*"") X 100.

t0.u

to27

10.25

0 . 0 1 O  1 0 . 1 O

0.01o j0.1o

+

0.05 0

12s 48 V (mt

12s {r V (rmo

j10o
+
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10.28 Suppose the circuit shown in Fig. P10.27 represents
a residential distribution circuit in which the imped-
ances of the service conducton are lregligible and
Vrl = Vgz = 120 7!|| V(rms). The three loads in
the circuit are L1 (a coffee maker, a frying pan and
an egg cooker); L, (a hairdryer, a sunlamp, a fan,
and an automatic washing machine); and q (a
quick recovery water heater and a range with an
oven). Assume that all tlese appliances are in oper-
ation at the same time. The senice conductors are
protected with 100 A circuit breakerr Will the serv
ice to this residence be interrupted? Explain.

10.29 The steady-state voltage drop between the load and
the sending end of the iine seen in Fig. P10.29 is
excessive. A capacitor is placed in paralel with the
250 kVA load and is adjusted until the steady-state
voltage at t}le sending end of the line has the same
magnitude as the voltage at the load end, that is.
2500 V (ms). The 250 kVA load is operating at a
power factor of 0.96 lag. Calculate the size of the
capacitoi in microfarads if the circuit is operating at
60 Hz. In selecting the capacitor, keep in mind the
need to keep the power loss in the line at a reason-
able level.

tigure P10.29

1f} isI)

2 0 j20o I

+

figurc P10.30

7200 [f
v G-t

138 0

i460 o

10.30 a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

Find the average power dissipated in the lire m
Fig. P10.30.

Find the capacitive reactance that when con-
nected in parallel with the load will make the
load look purcly rcsistive.
What is the equivalent impedance of the load
in (b)?

Find lhe average poner dissipaled i0 lhe l ine
when the capacitive reactance is connected
across the load.

Express the power loss in (d) as a percentage of
the power loss found in (a).

Souce !'--Line 'F Load

10.31 A group of small appliances on a 60 IIz system
r€quires 25 kVA at 0.96 pf lagging when operated at
125 V (rms). The impedance of the feeder supplying
the appliances is 0.006 + j0.048 O. The voltage at
the load end ofthe feeder is 125v (rms).

a) What is the rms magnitude of the voltage at the
source end of the feeder?

b) What is the average power Ioss in the feeder?

c) What size capacitor (jn microfarads) at the load
end of the feeder is needed to improve the load
power tactor to unity?

d) Aftef the capacitor is installed, what is t}le Ims
magnitude of the voltage at the source end of
the feeder if t}le Ioad voltage is maintained at
125 V (rms)?

e) What is the average power loss in the feeder
for (d)?

10.32 A factory has an electrical load of 1800 kW at a lag-
ging power factor of 0.6. An additional variable
powei factor load is to be added 10 the factory. The
new load will add 600 kW to the real power load of
the factory. The power faclor of the added load is to
be adjusted so ttrat the overall power factor of the
factory is 0.96 lagging.

a) Specify the reactive power associated $rith the
added load.

b) Does the added load absorb or deliver magnet-
izing vars?

c) w}lat is the power factor of t]le additional load?

d) Assume that the voltage at the input to the fac-
tory is 4800 V (rms). What is the rms magntude
of the currert into the factory before the vari-
able power factor load is added?

e) Wlat is the Ims magnitude of the current into
the factory after the variable power factor load
has beeD added?

25ixl& V (rms)
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10.33 Assume the factory described in Problem 10.32 is fed
from a line having an impedance of 0.02 + j0.16 O.
The voltage at the factory is maintained at
4800 V (mN).

a) Fird the avemge power loss io the Lhe before
and after the load is added.

b) Find the magnitude of the voltage at the sending
end of the line before and after t]le Ioad is added.

Consider the circuit described in Problem 9.76.
a) What is the Ims magnitude of the voltage adoss

the load impedance?

b) What percentage of the average power devel
oped by the practical source is delivered to the
load impedance?

i30 o
1oo a .is!-q ̂ t29-9.

3qc
v (r'nt

10.37 a) Find the average power delivered by the smu-
soidal current source in the circuit of Fig. P10.37.

b) Find the average power delivered to the 1 kO
rcsistor,

Flgure P10.37

101UmA

10,38 a) Find the average power dissipated in each resis-
tor in the ctucuit ir Fig. P10.38.

b) Check your answer by showing that the total
power developed equals the total power
absorbed.

Pig(e P10.38

4 0

tlgurc P10.36

10.34

10,35 a) Find t}le six branch currents la Ir in tle circuit
in Fig. P10.35.

b) Find the complex power ir each branch of the
crcult.

c) Check your calculations by veriflng that the
average power developed equals the average
power dissipated.

d) Check your calculations by vedfing that the
magnetizing vars genemted equal the magnetiz-
ing vaIS absorbed.

Flgure P10.35

20E

1 ( )

j2 o / j lo\  j l  o

ff'" "|.,  I t '  I  Id

) l t "  t l +  i i o  r r 1 0

10.36 a)

b)

o
d)

Find the average power delivered to ttre 40 O
resistor in the circuit in Eig. P10.36.
Find the average power developed by the ideal
sinusoidal voltage source.
Fjrrd Z ab.
Show tlat the average power developed equals
the average powei dissipated.

;- j70.o

b

I
L$a
j100o

+

-j8 0
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10.39 The sinusoidal voltage source in the circuit in
Fig. P10.39 is developing an rms voltage of 680 V
The 80 O load in the circuit is absorbing 16 times as
much average power as the 320 O load. The two
loads are matched to the sinusoidal source that has
an interml impedance of 136 A kO.
a) Speci$' the numedcal values of dr and dr.

b) Calculate the power delivered to the 80 O load.
c) Calculate the rms value of the voltage aqoss the

320 O resistor.

Figu|e P10.39

680U

Seclion 10.6

10.40 Prove that if only the magnitude of the load
impedance cdn be vaf ied. mosl a\erdge pouer i \
transferred to the load when ZL - Z\. (Hint:
In deriving the expression for the average load
power, write the load impedance (ZL) in the fom
ZL: ZLlcos9 + j ZL s;\0, and note that only
lZLl is variable.)

10.41 a) Determine the load impedance lor the circuit lD.U
shown ir Fig. P10.41 that will result in maximum
average power being transferred to the load if
o = 10 krad/s.

b) Determine the ma-\imum average power
delivered to the load ftom part (a) if r)s:
90 cos 10,000t V.

Figure P10.41

The phasor voltage Vrb in the cjrcuit shown m
Fig. P10.42 is a80 A VtmO when no external
load is connected to the terminals a,b. When a load
having an impedance oI 100 + j0 O is connected
across a,b.the value of\b is 240 j80 V (rms).

a) Find the impedance that should be connected
across a,b for ma-\imum avemge power transfer.

b) Find the maximum average power transferred to
the load of (a).

10.43 The load impedance ZL for the circuit shown in
Fig. P10.43 is adjusted until ma-\imum average
power is delivered to ZL.

a) Find the maximum average power delivered
to ZL.

b) what percentage of the total power developed
in the circuit is deliv€red to ZL?

figue P10.43

10.42

For the frequency-domain circuit in Fig. P10.4,1,
calculate:

a) the Ims magflitude of V,.

b) the average power dissipated in the 70 O resistor-

c) the percentage ol the average power gen€rated
by the ideal voltage source that is delivered to
the 70 O toad resistor.

Figure P10.44

l10o

10o j40 {)
' l l +

r3on -  ] ;+oo v ,36011I
v (rno

250 0 'V l rms)

2.5 nF

70o"
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10.45

10.44

The 70 O rosistor in the circuit in Fig. P10.44 is
replaced with a variable impedance -Z,. Assume
Z, is adjusted for maximum avemge power trans-
fet to za.

a) What is the maximum average power that can
be delivered to Z,?

b) What is the average power developed by the
ideal voltage source when maximum average
power is delivered to Zo?

Figure P10.48

600Cv Gmt

10,46 Suppose an impedance equal to the conjugate of 10.49
the Th6venin impedance is connected to the termi-
nals c,d of the circuit sho*lr in Fig. P9.74.
a) Find the average power developed by the sinu-

soidal voltage source.

b) What percentage ofthe power developed by the
source is lost in the linear transformer?

10.47 The variable resistor in the circuit shown in
Fig. P10.47 is adjusted until the average power it
absorbs is maximlrm.

a) Find R.

b) Find the maximum average power.

The peak amplitude of the sinusoidal voltage
souce in the circuit shown in Fig. P10.49 is
15014 V, and its period is 2002],.s. The load resis-
tor can be vaded ftom 0 to 20O, and the load
inductoi can be varied ftom 1 to 8 mH.

a) Calculate the average power delivered to the
load when Ro : 10 O and L, : 6 mH.

b) Detemine the settings of R, and Z, that will
rcsult in the most avemge power being trans-
lelred to Ro.

c) w}lat is the most avenge power in (b)? Is it
gieater than tlle power in (a)?

d) If tlere are no constaints ofl & and L,, what is
the maximum average power that can be deliv-
ered to a load?

e) wllat are the values of R, and -L. for the condi-
tion of (d)?

f) Is the avemge power calculated in (d) larger
than thal calculated in (c)?

figure P10.49

tigure P10.47

18() i6r} 8 o  l l s o

\ 630xr F;
The variable resistor Ro in the circuit shown m
Fig. P10.48 is adjusted until maximum avetage
power is delivered to Ro.

a) What is the value of Ro in ohms?
b) Calculate the aveiage power delivered to R..
c) If R" is replaced with a variable impedance .Z,,

what is the mlximum avemge power that can be
delivered to Zo?

d) In (c), what percentage of the circuit's devel-
oped power is delivered to the load Z.?

Assume tlat R, in Fig. P10.49 can be varied
between 0 and 50O. Repeat (b) and (c) of
Problem 10.49.

Is the new avenge power calculated in (a)
geater than that found in Problem 10.49(a)?

Is the new avemge power calculated in (a) less
than ttrat found in 10.49(d)?

10.50 a)

c)

10 0 j.29 a
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The sending-end voltage in the c cuit seen in
Fig. P10.51 is adjusted so that the rms value of the
load vokage i. dLr a)s 4800 V The variable capaci-
tor is adjusted until the average power dissipated in
the lire resistance is minimum.

a) If the frequency of tle sinusoidal source is
o0 Hz. whal is rhe \alue ol  lhe capaci lance i0
miuofarads?

b) If the capacitor is removed ftom the circuit,
what percentage inqease in the magnitude of V"
is necessary to maintain 4800 V at the load?

c) If ttre capacitor is removed from t]le circuit,
what is the percentage inuease in line loss?

Figure P10.51

10,54 The polarity dot on a1 itr the circuit in Fig. P10.52 is

a) Find the value of k tlat makes t , equal to zero

b) Fird the power developed by the souce when k
has the value found in (a).

10.55 The impedance ZL il the circuit in Fig. P10.55 is
adjusted for maximum average power transfer to
ZL. The intemal impedance of the sinusoidal volt-
age source is 8 + J56 O.

a) What is the maximum average power deiivered
to ZL?

b) What percentage of tle average power delivercd
to the lirlear transformer is delivered to ZL?

Figure P10.55
- - l

10s1

760 0a
v (rmt

10.52 The values of the paiameten in the circuit shown
i n  F i g .  P 1 0 . 5 2  a r e  L r  4 0 m H :  / )  -  l 0 m H :
k - 0 ; 7 5 | .  R s  =  2 0 O ;  a n d  R r - 1 4 0 o .  f f
?,s : 240\4 cos 4000t V, find

a) the rms magnitude of ?),

b) the average power delivered to RL

c) the percentage of the avenge power generated
by the ideal voltage source that is delivered to RL.

Find the steady-state expression for the currents
is and iL in the circuit in Fig. P10.56 when
t's = 70 cos 50001 V.

Find the coefficient of coupling.

Find the energy stored in the magnetically cou-
pled coils a 

 

: 100,7 /rs and I : 200r' ps.

Find the power delivered to the 30I) resistor.

If tle 30 O resistor is replaced by a variable
rcsistor RL, what value of RL will yield maxl_
mum average power tmnsfer to RL?

Figure P10.52

Rs

10.s6 a)

b)
c)

e)

Assume the load resistor (R, in the circuit in
Fig. P10.52 is adjustable.

a) wlat value ot RL will resull iD the ma"\imum
average po\{er being transfe ed to RL?

b) What is the value of the maximum power
transferred?

1) What is the maximum average power in (e)?

g) Assume rhe 30 O resislor is replaced b'  a var i-
able impedance ZL. What value of ZL will result
in maximum average power transler to ZL?

h) What is t}le ma-{imum average power in (g)?

tigue P10.56

10O zr,Il

L1

+ \  , l  kL,1 - '

1 ( )  i 8 f l

a800 10: v (rmo
I

j40 o

+ source +L _ _ _Tralslo!!9r j*Load*

10,53

30[}



10.57

10.58

Find the impedance seen by the ideal voltage source
in the circuit in Fig. P10.57 when Z, is adjusted for
maximum average power transfei to Zo,

tigure P10.57

Probtems 429

ff & equals 2520 turnq how many tums should be
plac€d on the N2 winding of the ideal transfom)er
in the circuit in Fig P10.61 so that maximum aver-
age power is delivered to the 50 O load.

Find the average power delivered to the
50O load.

Find the voltage V.
What percentage of the power developed by the
ideal current source is delivered to the 50O
resistor?

10.61 a)

I 0 o  i { Q r
b)

d)801!8

Find the average power delivered to the 4 kO resis-
tor in lhe circuit ofFlg.P10.58.

Figure P10.58
10(}

-e;l1,2.sft 1:4 f.lf l
loo1fvA I  l l t  l l  I  l{ n a s , Y / /  l l t  \  l t \  t

|  | Ideal[1 ] Ideal l  l

10.59 The ideal transformer connected to the 4kO load
in Problem 10.58 is replaced with ar ideal trans-
fomer t])at has a tums mtio of 1:l?.

a) W}lat value of d results in maximum average
power being delivered to the 4 kf,l resistor?

b) Wlat is the maximum average power?

10.60 a) If Nl equals 1500 tums, how many tums should
be placod on the N2 winding of the ideal tmns-
fomer in the circuit seen in Fig. P10.60 so that
maximum average power is delivered to the
3600 O load?

b) Find t}te average power delivered to the 3600 O
rcsistor.

c) wltat percentage of the average power deliv-
ered by the ideal voltage source is dissipated in
the linear tra.nsformer?

Figurc Pl0.60

t-200
J O ; - - \  J z O

'l [ra.,r
&1 | 3ooo ot24 A

tigure P10,61

5 k o

10.62

160

The variable load resistor RL in the circuit shown ttr
Fie. P10.62 is adjusted for maximum average power
transfer to RL.

a) Fhd the maximum average power.

b) What percentage of the average power developed
by the ideal voltage source is delivered to RL
when RL is absorbing maximum avenge powei?

c) Test your solution by showing that the power
developed by the ideal voltage source €quals the
power dissipated in the circuit.

Figure P10.62

2sE
v G.t

lsko '-ll

4f} 0.25 f}

it#,9 ,"1
I
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10.63 Repeat Problem 10.62 foi the circuit shown in
4trc Fig.P10.63.

Figure PI0.63

tigure P10.65

Sections 10.1-10.6

10,66 The hair dryer in the Practical Perspective uses a

tl$ll&rr 60 Hz sinusoidal voltage of 120 V (rms). The heatei
element must dissipale 250 W at the Low setting,
500 W at the MEDTUM setting, and 1000 W at tie
HrcH setting.

a) Fhd the value for resistor R2 using the specifica-
tion for the MEDrI,.M setting, using Fig. 10.31.

b) Find the value for tesistor using t]te specifica-
tion for the Low setting, using the results frcm
pal1 (a) and Fig. 10.30.

c) Is the specification for the HrGH setting satisfied?

10.67 As seen in Problem 10.66, only two independent
plllflI#h power speciflcations can be made when two rcsis-

;;iA-__ tors make up t}le heating element of the hair diyer.
a) Show tiat the er:prcssion for the rxcH power

iating (PIr) is

P4.
- "  

P v - P r '

where Pff = the MEDIUM power rating and
Pt = the Low power mthg.

b) ff Pr - 250 W and PM = 750 W, what must the
r{rGH power rating be?

10.64 The sinusoidal voltage source h the circuit in
Fig. P10.64 is operating at a frequency of 50 kmd/s.
The variable capacitive reactance in the circuit is
adjusted until the average power delivered to the
160 O resistor is as large as possible.

a) Find the value of C in micofarads
b) When C has the value found in (a), what is r}le

average power delivered to tlle 160 O resistor?
c) Replace the 160 O resistor with a va able resis-

tor R,. Specify t}le value of R. so that mlximum
average power is delivered to Rd.

d) What is the maximum average power that can
be delivered to R,?

Figure P10.54

./50 O

160 r)

i l l ' '  * ,
i  (
Ideal I

10,65 The load impedance ZL in the circuit in Fig. P10.65
is adjusted until maximum average power is tans-
Iened to ZL.
a) Specify the value of Zr if Nr = 15,000turns and

N2:5000turns.

b) Specily the values of IL and VL when ZL is
absorbing ma-\imum avemge power,

30ko j10 kO

20 ko

l ko  10ko
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10.68 Speci$' the values of Rr and R2 in the hair dryer cir-
plgljil cuit in Fig. 10.29 if the low power rating is 240 W

6e - and ttre high power tating is 1000 W Assume the
supply voltage is 120 V (rms). (flird: Work
Problem 10.67 fint.)

10,69 If a third resistor is added to the hair dryer circuit in
p?Jiflfii€ Fig. 10.29, it is possible to design to ttrree independ--;;if- ent power specifications If the resistor R3 is added

in series with the Thermal fuse, then the correspon-
ding ro\\.  MEDIUM . and FncH power circuit dja-
grairs are as shown in Fig. P10.69. ff the three
power settirgs are 600 W, 900 W and 1200 W,
respectively, when connected to a 120 V (rms) sup-
ply, what resistor values should be used?

tigure P10.59

R3 R3Rr

It"l"3"
MEDIUM

10.70 You have been given the job of redesignhg the hair
J€l|;:,#;E dryer described in Problem 10.66 for use itr

o6c, England. The \randard supply voltaee jn Eogland is
;i 220 V (rms). \,/r'bal resisror lalues will you use in

your design to meet the same power specifications?

LOW HIGH
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11.6 i\,leasuring Average Powerin Thfee-Phas€

BaLanced Thre€-Phase Vottages p. 434

Three-Phas€ Vottage Sources p. 4J5

Analysis ofthe Wye-Wye Circuit p. 4i6

Anatysis ofthe Wye-Delta Circuit p. 44?

Po$er CaLcuLations in Batan(ed Three-Phase

(now how to anaLyze a baLanced, thrce,phase
wY€ wY€ cornected circujt.

Know how to aratyze a batanced, thlee-phase
wye-detta coinected circuit.

B€ abte to catcuLat€ power (averag€, reactive,
and comptex) jn any ihrc€ phase circuit.

Ba[anced
Three-Phase C'ircuits
Generating, transmitting, distributing, and using large blocks
of electric power is accomplished with three-phase circuits. The
complehensivc analysis of such sysfems is a field of study in its
own right; \ve cannot hope to covcr it in a singLe chapter.
Fortunatel),, an uldcrstanding of only the steady-state sinusoidal
behavior of balanced three-phase circuits is sufficient for engi-
nccrs who do not specialize in powcr systems. We deline what .rve

mean by a balanced circuit later in the discussion. Thc same cir-
cuit analysis techniques discussed in carlier chapter-s can be
applied to either ulbalanced or balanced three-phase circuits.
FIeLe we use thesc familiar techniques to develop sevcral short-
cuts to the analysis of balanced thrcc phase circuits.

Fol economic rcasons, three-phase systems are usually
designed to operate in the balalced statc. Thus. in this irllroduc-
tory treatrnent, we can justify consideing only balanced circuits.
The analysis ol unbalanced three-phase circuits, which you will
encounter ifvou study electric powe. in later coulses, relies heav-
i l )  on  rn  und ( | . t anJ ing  o l  bJ l cnced  c i r cu i r . .

ffle basic structure of a three-phase system consists of volt-
age sources connected to loads by means of translonners and
tlansmission lil1es. To analyze sucb a circuit, we can reduce it to a
voltage sou.ce connected to a load via a linc. The on1ission oi the
transformer simplities the discussion without jeopardizing a basic
understalding of the calculations involved. Figure i].1 on
pagc 434 shows a basic circuit. A dcfining cbalacteristic of a bal
anced three-phasc circuit is that it contains a set of balanced
three-phase voltages at ils source. We begin by considering these
voltagcs. and then we move to the voltage and currenl relation-
ships for the Y-Y and Y A circuits. After considering voltage and
current in such circuits, we conclude with sections on power and
power rneasutement,

432



PracticaI Perspective
Transnission and Distribution of tlectric Power
In this chapter we introduce circuits that are designed to
handte large btocks of etectrjc power. These are the cjrcujts
that are used to transport electric power from the generating
ptants to both industrial and residential customers. We intro-
duced the typical residentiat customer circuit as used jn the
linited States as the design perspective in Chapter 9. Now we
introduce the type of circuit used to deiiver etectdc power to
an entire residentiai subdivision.

0ne of the constraints imposed on the desjgn and oper
ation of an etect c utitjty is the requirement that the utitjty
maintain the rms voitage [eve[ at the custome/s prcmjses.
Whether tightty toaded, as at 3:00 am, or heavity loaded, as
at midafternoon on a hot, humid day, the utitity is obtjgated
to suppty the same rms vottage. RecatL frofi Chapter 10 that
a capacjtor can be thought of as a source of magnetizing
vars. Therefore, one technique for maintaining vottage LeveLs
on a utitity system is to place capacitors at strategic [oca-
tions in the distribution network. The idea behind this tech-
nique is to use the capacitors to suppty magfetizjng vars

ctose to the loads requirjng then, as opposed to sending
them over the lines frorn the generator. We shalL itLustrate
this concept after we have introduced the anatysis of bal-
:n .a /  rh ra . -nh : (o . i r . " i t (
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11.1 Balanced Three-Phase Voltages
A set of balanced thiee-phase voltages consists of three sinusoidal volt
ages that have idenlical amplitudes and frequencies but are out of phase
with each otler by exacdy 120'. Standard pmctice is to refer to the three
phases as a, b, and c, and to use the a-phase as the reference phase. The
tlnee voltages are refened to as the a-phase voltage, the b-phas€ voltag€,
and the c-phase voltage.

Only two possible phase relationships can exist between the a-phase
voltage and the b- and c-phase voltages. One possibility is for the b-phase
voltage to lag the a-phase voltage by 120', in which case the c-phase volt-
age must lead the a-phase voltage by 120'. This phase relationship is
known as the abc (or posifiye) phase s€quence. The only other possibility
is lor the b-phase voltage to lead the a-phase voltage by 120", in which
case the c-phase voltage must lag the a-phase voltage by 120'. This phase
relationship is knowr as the acb (or negative) phase s€quenc€. In phasor
nolation,the two possible sets of balanced phase voltages are

Y" - v^ 1g:,

vb = v- / -r20" '

vc = u^ / +'t20' ,

v^ = v- 1!1.

Yh = u^ / +720" ,

v" = u^ // -120" . \11.?)

FiguE 1r.2 A, Phasor diagBms ofa batanced s€t of
thee-phase vottases. (a)Ihe abc (positivd fquence.
(b) rhe acb (nesatjve) seqLrence.

EquatioDs 11.1 arc for the abc, or positive, sequence. Equations 11.2
are for the acb, or negative, sequence. Figure 11.2 shows the phasor dia-
grams of the voltage sets in Eqs.11.1 and 11.2.The phase sequence is the
clockwise order of the subscripts around the diagram ftom V.. The fact
tlat a thee-phase cftcuit can have one of two phase sequences must be
taken into account whenever two such circuits operate in panllel. The cir-
cuits can operate in parallel only il they have the same phase sequence.

figure 11.1 a A basicthrce-phase c'rcuit.



Another important characteristic of a set of balanced three-phase
voltages is that the sum of the voltages is zero. Thus, from either Eqs. 11.1
or Eqs.11.2,

\ + v b + Y = 0 .

(11.4)

11.2 Three-Phase Voliag€ Sou(es

wi!ding

Because the sum of the phasor voltages is zero, the sum of the instanta
neous voltages also is zero;that is,

Now that we know t}le natue of a balanced set of three-phase volf
ageq we can state the filsl of the analytical shortcuts alluded to in the
iniroduction to this chapter:Ifwe know the phase sequence and one volt-
age in the set, we know the entire set.Thus for a balanced three-phase sys-
tem, we can focus on determining the voltage (or curent) in one phase,
because once we know one phase quantity, we know the others

NOTE: Assess yow understanding of three-phase wltages by trying
Chapter Probkms 11.1 and 11.2.

11.2 Three-Fhase Vottage 5ources
A three-phase voltage source is a genemtor with tbree separate windings
distributed around th€ periphery of the stator. Each winding comprises
one phase of the generator. The rotor oI the generator is an electomagnet
diven at synchronous speed by a prime mover, such as asteam or gas tur-
bine. Rotation of the electrcmagnet induces a sinusoidal voltage in each
winding. The phase windings are designed so that the sinusoidal voltages
induced in them are equal in amplitude and out of phase witl each other
by 120'. The phase windings are stationary with respect to the rctating
electromagnet, so the frequency of the voltage induced in each winding is
the same. Figure 11.3 shows a sketch of a two_pole three-phase source.

Theie arc two ways of interconnecting the separate phase windings to
form a three'phase source: in either a wl,e (Y) or a delta (A) conligura-
tior. Figure 11.4 shows both,with ideal voltage sources used to model the
phase windings of the three-phase generator. The common terminal in the
Y-conrected source,labeled /l in Fig.11.4(a),is called the neuhal terminal
of the source. The neutral teminal may or may not be available for exter-

Sometimes, tle impedance of each phase vrinding is so small (com-
pared with other impedances in the circuit) that we need not account tbr it
in modeling the generator; the model consists solely of ideal voltage
sources, as in Fig. 11.4- However, if the impedance of each phase winding is
not negligible, we place the whding impedance iII series with an ideal
sinusoidal voltage source. All windings on the machhe arc of the same
construction, so we assume the whding impedances to be identical. The
wjnding impedance of a tluee-phase generator is hductive Figure 115
shows a model of such a machine, in which is the winding resistance, and
) ,  i .  rhe induct ive reaclance of the winding

Figure 11.3 A A skekh ofa thrce-phase voLtage soLrrce.

winding

(b)

rigure 11.4 A The two basic conn€ctions ofan ideat
thrce-phas€ soutce. (a)A Y connected source
(b) A A-connected sourc€.
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Flglre 11.5 A A modeLofa thrce-phase soLrfte wiih winding inrpedance: G)a y-connected source; and
(b) a A-connectedsource.

Because three-phase sources
or A-connected, the basic circuit
configurations:

and loads can be either Y-connected
in Fig. 11.1 represents four different

Load

Y

A

A

A

We begin by analyzing the Y-Y circuit. The remaining tluee arrangements
can be rcduced to a Y-Y equivalent circuit, so anal]sis of the Y Y chcuit is
the key to solving all balanced three-phase arangements. We then illus-
trate tie reduction of tle Y-A arrangement atrd leave the analysis of the
A-Y and A-A arrangements to you in the Problems.

11.3 Anatysis of the Wye-Wye Circuit
Figure 11.6 illustrates a geneml Y-Y circuit, in which we included a fourth
conductor that connects the source neutml to the load neutial, A fourth
conductor is possible only in the Y-Y arangement. (More about this
later.) For convenience, we tmnsformed the Y connections into ..tipDed

o!ertees. ln f- ,g.  ILo.7sa.7sa. af id Zc. represenl lhe inlerDal imped;nce
associated with each phase winding of the voltag e genento\ Zh, Z h, nnd
Zr" represent the impedance of the Lines connecting a phase of the source
to a phase ofthe load;Zo is the impedance ol the neutral conductor con-
necting the source neutral to the load neutral;and. Za, ZB, ard Zc rcpre-
seDl the impedance of each phase o[ the load.



figure 11.5 A Aihte+phase YYsystem

We can describ€ this circuit with a single node-voltage equation.
Ushg the source neutral as the refercnce node and letting VN denote the
noale voltage between the nodes N and n, we fird that the node-voltage
equation is
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4 conditions for a balanced three-phase
circuit

vN
za

\ v",
z a +  z b +  z e z R + z 1 b + Z g r  Z c l  Z b *  Z s "

This is the general equation for any circuit of the YY configuntion
depicted in Fig. 11.6. But we can simplify Eq. 11.5 significantly if we now
coNider the formal definition of a balanced three-phase circuit. Such a
circuit satisfies the following criteria:

1. The voltage sources form a set of balanced three-phase voltages.
In Fig. 11.6, tlis means that V, ., Vb ., and Vc n are a set of balanced
tbree phase voltages.

2. The impedance of each phase of the voltage source is the same- In
Fig.11.6, this means thatZsa: Zcb = Zcc.

3. The impedance oI each line (or phase) conductor is the same. In
Fig.11.6, this means that Z1u: Zyo: 26

4. The impedance of each phase of the load is the same ln Fig 116,
this means that ZA = Zs : Zc.

There is no restriction on the impedance of a neutal conductor; its
value has no effect on whethei the system is balanced.

If the circuit in Fig.11.6 is balanced,we may rewrite Eq.115 as

" ^ ( ; . ; )
v a , i + v b . + v . "

zb

Z a =  Z ^ +  Z r ^ +  Z E a =  Z B +  2 6 l  2 1 6 :  Z c +  Z k +  Z c . '
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The dghFhand side ofEq.11.6 is zero, because by hypothesis the numera-
tor is a set of balanced three-phase voltages and Zd is not zero. The only
value of VN that satisfies Eq.11.6 is zero. Therefore, for a balanced three-
phase circuit,

Y.r = 0. (11.j)

Equation 11.7 is exhemely importart. If VN is zero, there is no differ-
ence in potential between the source neuhal, n, and the load neutral, N;
consequendy, tlre curent in the neutal conductor is zerc. Hence we may
either remove the neutral conductor from a balarced Y-Y configuration
( lo = 0l  or replace i t  with a perfed sbort  c ircuj t  berreen rhe nodis n and
N (\ - 0). Both equivalents are convenient ro use when modeling bal-
anced three-phase circuits.

We now turn to the effect that balanced conditions have on the three
line currents. With reference to Fig. 11.6, when the system is balanced, the
three line currents are

V"', - VN

\ s :

I"c =

z4za+ z ra+ zc^

vuo Yrq

, (11.8)

(11.9)

(11.10)

Z s l  Z l o t  Z s 6

Y'" - VN

z t '

v"'"
zb

We see that the three line curents form a balanced set of three-phase cur-
rents;that is, the current in each line is equal in amplitude and frequency
ard is 120' out of phase vrilh the other two line currents. Thus. if we calcu-
late the curent I,A and we know the phase sequence, we have a shortcut
for Iinding IbB and lcc. This procedure paraltels the shorcur used to find
the b- and c-phase source voltages from the a-phase source voltage.

We can use Eq.11.8 to construct an equivalent circuil for the a-phase
of the balanced Y-Y circuit. From this equation, the curent in the a-phase
conductor line is simply tl)e voltage generated in the a-phase winding of
the generator divided by t]le total impedance in the a-phase of the circuit.
Thus Eq. 11.8 describes the simple circuit shown in Fig. 11.7, in which rhe
neutral conductor has been replaced by a pedect short circuit. The circuit
in Fig. 11.7 is referred to as the singl€-phase equivalent circuit of a bal-
anced three-phase circuit. Because of the established relationships
between phases, otrce we solve this circuit, we can easily write down the
voltages and cu(ents in the other two phases. Thus, drawing a single-
phase equivalent circuit is an important first step itr analyzing a t]liee-
phase circuit.

A word of caution here. The current in the neutral conductor in
Fig.11.7 is IaA, which is not the same as the curent in the neutml conduc-
lor o[  tbe bdlanced rbree-pha(e ciJcuit .  which i .

Io:  I .a + IbB + lcc. (11.11)

Thus the circuit shown in Fig- 11.7 gives tlle correct value of the line cur-
rent but only the a-phase component of the neutral current. Whenever this

z .+  2 . "+  2 , . "

Figurc 11.7 A A singte-phase equjvaLent cjrcuit.



single-phase equivalent circuit is applicable, the line currents form a bal-
anced tluee-phas€ set, and the ight-hand side ofEq.11.11 sums to zero.

Once we know the line current in Fig. 11.7, calculatiog any voltages of
interest is relatively simple. Of particular interest is the relatlonship
between the line{oljne voltages and the line{o-neutral voltages. We
establish this relationship at the load termhals, but our obsenations also
apply at the source terminals. The Line{o-line voltages at fie load termi_
nals can be seen in Fig. 11.8. They are VaB, VBc, and VcA, where the dou-
ble subscript notation indicates a voltage drcp from the first-named node
to the second. (Because we are interesled in the balanced state, we have
omitted the neutral conductor fromFig.11.8.)

The line{o-neutral voltages are VAN, VBN, and VcN. We can now
descibe the line+oline voltages in terms of the line-to-neutral voltages,
using Kirchhoff's voltage law:
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C

Figure 11.8 A Line toljne and tjne-to-neutmt vottages

VAB = VAN VBN,

VBc = VBN vcN,

V c A : V c N - V A N .

(l t .r?)

(11.13)

(11.14)

(11.15)

(11.16)

111.17)

(11.18)

(11.19)

\ \1.24)

To show the relationship between the iine+oline voltages and t]le
line{o-neutral voltages, we assume a positive, or abc, sequence. Ushg the
line{o-neutral voltage ofthe a-phase as the reference,

where /d, represents the magnitude of the line{o-neutral voltage.
Substituting Eqs11.15 11.17 into Eqs.11.12 11.14, respectively, yields

var : vo A,

YsN : Va / -720' ,

YcN = u6 / +120' ,

\;/ts - vo 191- vb / 120' = \/av6 /30",

Ysc = va / 120' - u,t /120" = '\a3va / -9o',

Yce=Vq, /120" V$ 1!:= \a3vb /1s0".

Equations 11.18-11.20 reveal that

1. The magnitude of the Line+o-line voltage is a5 dmes the magni-
tude of the line-to-neutral voltage.

2. The line-toline voltages form a balanced three-phase set of voltages.

3. The set oI line-to-line voltages leads the set of Line-to-neutral volt-
ages by 30".

We leave to you the d€monstration that for a negative sequence, the only
change is that the set ollinetoline voltages lags the set of line to-neutral
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rigurc 11.9 4 Phasordjaqnms showjng the r€taijon-
ship betwe€n tineio-tine and tine-to{eutrat voltages in
a batanced system. (a)The abc sequence. (b)The acb

voltages by 30". The phasor diagrams shown in Fig. 11.9 summarize tlese
observations. Here, again, is a shortcut in the analysis of a balanced sys-
tem: If you know the lirle-to-neurral voltage at some point in the circuit,
you can easily determine the line-toline voltage at the same point and

We now pause to elaborate on teiminology. Line voltage refers to the
voltage acrcss any pair oflines;phsse voltag€ refers to the voltage across
a single phase. Line current refers to the curent in a sillgle line; phase
cullent refers 10 current in a single phase. Obse e that in a A connec
tion,line voltage and phase voltage are identical, and in aY connection.
line cunent and phase current are identical.

Because three-phase systems are designed to handle large blocks of
electric power, all voltage and current specilications are given as rms vai
ues. Wlen voltage ratings are given, they refer specifically to the rating of
the line voltage. Thus when a three-phase transmission line is rated at
345 kV, the nominal value of the rms line-to-lhe volrase is 345.000 v' In
f i is chapter we er?re..  al l  vokages and currenls ar r* t  "ufr . . .

Finally, the Greek letter phi (d) is widely used in the literature ro
denote a per-phase quantity. Thus Vp,I!r, Zd, Pd, and Od are interpreted
as voltage/phase, current/phase, impedance/phase, power/phase, and
reactive power/phase, respectively.

Example 11.1 shows how to use the observations made so far to solve
a balanced three-phase Y-Y circuit.

Sotution

Anatyzing a Wye-Wye Circuit

A balanced three-phase Y-connected generator
wit}l positive sequence has an impedance of
0.2 + j0.5 O/d and an internal voltage of 120 y/d.
The genemtoi feeds a balanced tbiree-phase
Y-connected load having an impedance of
39 + J28 O/d. The impedance of lhe lire connecr-
ing the generator to the load is 0.8 + i1.5 O/d.The
a-pha.e intemal \ol lage ol  the generalor i ,  speci-
fied as the reference phasor.

a) Construct the a-phase equivalent circuit of
Ine system,

b) Calculate the three line curents IaA,IbB, and Icc.

c) Calculate the three phase voltages at rhe load,
VaN, Vs1, and VcN.

d) Calculate the line voltages VAB, VBc, and VcA at
the termhals of the load.

e) Calculate the phase voltages at the terminals of
the generator, V-, Vb,, and Vm.

l) Calculate the line voltages Vab, Vbc, and Vca at the
terminals of the generator.

g) Repeat (a) (0 for a negative phase sequence.

a) Figure
circuit.

11.10 shows tle single-phase equivalent

b) The a-phase line cunent is

120 19:
(0.2 + 0.8 + 39) + j(0.5 + 1.s + 28)

= 120 1y
40 + i30

= 2.4 / 36.8'7' A.

a, 0.2o /0Jo a 0.8o j1.5o A

- 
)tzoruv v",

N

rigure 11.10 A The sjngLe-phas€ €qujvatenr cjrcujr for
Example 11.1.

39f)

i28O



For a positive phase sequence,

lbB = 2.4 / -'t56.87" A,

r.c = 2.4 /83.13" A.

c) The phase voltage at the A terminal of the load is

v^tr = G9 + j28)(2.4 / -36.87' )

= 115./2 / -1.19" V.

For a positive phase sequence,

vBN = 115 .22 / -121.19' v ,

Vcr = 115 22 ,/118 81' V

d) For a positive phase sequence, tl1e line voltages
lead the phase voltagos by 30" ; ttrus

vAB : (\6 /30')vA}r

= 199.58 /28.81" V,

Vnc = 199.58 / 91 19'V,

Vcr = 199 58 ,/148 81' V'

el The pha(e vollage al the a lermjnalo[ lhe source is

van = 120 - (0.2 + j0.5)(2.4 / -36.87" )

= 120 1.29 /31.33"

: 118.90 - j0.67

= 118.90 / 0.32" V.

For a positive phase sequence,

\." = 118.90 / 12032'Y,

v* : 118.90,/119.68" V.

0 The line voltages at the source terminals aie

v"b = (1,6 /30')v-

= 205.94 /29.68' V,

ybc: 2n5.94 / 90.32' V,

vq - 205.94 / 149.68' V.
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g) Changing the phase sequence has no ellect on
the single-phase equivalent c cuit.Th€ three lme

l"A:2.4 /-36.87'  A,

r6s = 2.4 191jl:A,

rcc = 2.4 l:E5g:4.
The phase voltages at the load are

v^N : 1L5.22 / 1.19" v,

vBN : 115.22 /118.81" V,

YcN = 115.22 / 121.19" Y

For a negative phase sequence, the line voltages
lag the phase voltages by 30':

vAB : (\61:lq)vAN

: 199.58 /-31.19'V,

vBc = 199.58 /88.81" V,

vcA - 199.58 /-151.19' V.

The phase voltages at the teminals of the gener-
atof are

V,. = 118.90 / 0.32" V,

Vb. = 118.90 /119'68" V,

!6 - 118.90 / 12032' V.

The line voltages at the terminals of the genera_

v"b : (\4/ 3o')v-

- 20s.94 / 30.32' V,

\. = 2fr5.94 /89 68" Y '

va: 205.94 / 150.32' v.
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objective 1-Know how to analyze a balanced, thrce-phase wye-wye circuit

11.1 'l'he voltage fromA to N in a balanced tbree- sequence ofacb and an internal impedance oI
phasc circui! is 2,10 / 30' V. 11lhe phase 0.02 + /0.16 O/.r. Use rhe a-phase volrage at
sequcnce is positive, what is th e value of VRc l the load as thc relerence and calculatc (a) the

Answ€r: 4,56el 120." [:,""Tlill."t*"1'+;Jt].:;!r],:i:iTi"r).J:
11,2 The c-phase voltage of a balanced three-phase internal phasc lo'neutral voltages a! the source.

Y conlected system is 450 / 25'V.If the Va'n. x',,. and Vcn.
phase sequelce is negatjve.what is the va]uc
ofv^ts? Answer: (a) I"A = 120 /-3687' A,

IDB = 120 /83.13" A. and
Answet '779.421j! V. rcc : 120 / 156.87' A;

11,3 The phase voltage al the terminals ot a bal- (b) V,b = 4275.02 / 21J.38" V,
anced three'plr as() Y-connected load is 2400V Ir''". = 1n5.02 /9162' y, ar'd
The load has an impedance of 16 + j12 O/., Vca = 1275.02 / 148 38' Vi
and is fed from a line having an impcdance of (c) Y,,. - 2182.05 L):g V,
0.10 + i0.13{) O/.r. The Y-connected source at Vb.,, - 2482.05 /121.93' V, and
the sending cnd oI lhe line has a phase V.,. - 2182.05 / 118.07' V_

NOT E: ALU) tn Chaptet PnhLens Il.8 11.10.

11.4 A*eNy*ris clf :igt* ';tliy*-ileLi:a Cireui.i
U the load in a thrcc phase circuit is connccted it a detra, ir can bc rrans
iormed into a wyc by using the delta-to w]'e translormation discusscd in
Seclion 9.6. Whcn the load is balanced. ihc impedance of each lcg ol lhe
wl'e is one third thc iilpedance of each lcg ol the delta. of

Retationship between three-phase
detta-connected and wye-connected

imPedance r,' -  z!
, : ] ( 1 1 . 2 1 )

rigurc 11.11 ., A single?hde equivatent cncuit.

which follows direclly fiom Eqs 9-51 9.53. After the I ioad has been
replaced b,r'its Y equivalent, the a-plrasc can be modeled bl' rhe single,
phase equivalcnt cilcuit shoiJn in Fig- 11.11.

We usc this circuit to calculatc the line currents, and wc then use the
tine c flcnts lo find the currcnts in eac]r le.q of the orignral I load. The
relationship belween the line currcnts aDd the currents in cach leg of the
delta cai be derived using thc circuit shown in Fig. 1 1.12.

Whcn a load (orsourcc) is conrected in a delta. thc currerrineach leg
of ihc dclla is tire phase currcnl, and rhe voltage across each leg is rhe
phase voltage. Figure 11.12 shows thal, in rhe I configuralion. fie phase
voltagc is identical to the linc vollage.



To demonstrate the relationship between t]le phase currents and Line
curents, we assume a positive phase sequence and let 1d represent ttre
masnitude of the Dhase current. Then
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Figure 11.t2 a A circuit used to estabtish the
rctationship between Ljne cunents and phase curr€ntsin

les : I o 19:,

rec = Io 1-lT,

rcl'= Ia1lT.

I u a - I a s - I o \

: Io 1!l - Io1)4)

- ',Bto 1 !,

I b B : I B c - I A B

: lo / 120'- 1,r 19:

= \nI6 / -15o",

tc: Ica Inc

= I+ 1&l lao / 12o"

= .\trto 12Y.

111.22)

(11.23)

\11.24)

In wriling these equations, we arbitrarily selected IAB as the reference
pllasor,

we can write the line currents in terms of the phase currents by direct
application of Khchhoff's cunent law:

(11.25)

111.26)

\11.21)

Cornparing Eqs.11.25 11.27 with Eqs. 11.22-11.24 reveals that the magni-
tude of the line curents is \4 times the magnitude of t]le phase currents
and that the set of line currents lags the set ofphase currents by 30".

We leave to you to verify that, for a negative phase sequence,the line
curents are 1/3 times larger than the phase currents and lead t}le phase
cunenls by 30'. Thus, we have a shoitcut for calculating line curents from
phase cuirents (or vice versa) for a balanced three-phase A-connected
load. Figure 11.13 summarizes this shotcut graphicaly. Examp]e 11.2
illustiates the calculations involved in analyzing a balanced three phase
circuit havhg a Y-connected source and a A-connected load.

(b)

Figure 11.13 A Phasor diagrams shov/ing the
relationship b€tween tine currents and phase curcnts in
a A-connected toad. G)The positjve sequence. (b)The
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Anatyzing a Wye-Detta Circuit

The Y'connected source in Example 11.1 feeds a
A-connected load through a distribution line hav-
ing an impedance of 0.3 + i0.9 O/d. The load
impedance is 118.5 + i85.8 O/d. Use the a-phase
htemal voltage of the generator as the reference.

a) Consfuct a single-phase equivalenr circuit of the
three-phase system.

b) Calculale the line currents IaA,IbB, and Icc.
c) Calculate the phase voltages at the load terminals.
d) Calculate the phase currents of the load.
e) Calculate tle line voltages at the soruce terminals.

Solution

a) Figurc 11.14 shows the sitrgle-phase equivalent
circuit. The load impedance of the Y equivalent is

118.5 + 185.8

N N

Figsr€ 11.14l. The single-phase equivalent circujtfor
Example 11.2.

d) The phase currents of the load may be calculated
directly from the line currents:

/ 1  \
r ^ a = l  - , / 3 0 ' l t , "

\ vJ  - /  . '

= 1.39 / 6.87' A.
Once we know IAB, we also know tlle other load
pnase culrenls:

lec = 1.39 / 126.8'7' A,

lc^ - 1.39 /113.13' A.
Note that we can check the calculation of IaB by
using the previously calculated VAB and the
impedance of the A-comected load; that is,

_ \aa 202.72/ 29.04"
26 118.5 + /35.8

= 1.39 / 6.n' A.

e) To calculate the litre voltage at tte terminals of
the souce, we first calculate Vm. Figure 11.14
shows tlat Vr is the voltage drop across the line
impedance plus tlle load impedance, so

Yn : G9.8 + j2e.s)(2.4 / -36.87' )
:  118.90 /-032'y.

The line voltage Vab is

v"b : (15 /30")v"",

v,b:205.94 /29.68" V.
Therefore

\r" = 205.94 /-90.32' Y,

v.": 205.94 /149.68" V.

39.5 0

P8i A

= 39.s + j28.6 0/0.

b) The a-phase Line curent is

r,_r :
120 1l:

(0.2 + 0.3 + 39.s) + i(0.5 + 0.9 + 28.6)
120 /0'= -; .: = 2.4 / 36.87" A

4u + lJu

Hence

lB = 2.4 /-156.87'  A,

t  c:2.4 /83.13" A.

c) Because the load is A connected, the phase volt-
ages are the same as the line voltages To calcu,
late the line voltages, we first calculate VAN.

vAr,{ = (39.5 + p8.6)(2.4 / 36.87' )
= 117.04 / 0.96" y.

Because the phase sequence is positivg the line
voltage VAB is

vAB : (\6 /30') vAN

= 202;72 /29.04" v.
Thereforc

\Bc:202.72 / 90.96" y,

\tcA : 202;72 /149.04" V.
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obiedive 2-Know how to analyze a batanced, thrce-phase wye-delta conne<ted circuit

11.4 The currenl IcA in a balanced tluee-phase
d-comecled load is 8 / 15' A. I[ the phase
sequence is posjtjve,x'hat is the value ofI"c?

Answer: 13.86 / 45- A-

11.5 A balanced three-phase ,\-connecled load js

fed from a balanced three-phase circoil.The
reference ibr thc b'phase line cullenl is tot'arcl
the load.The valuc of the current ir thE
b-phas< i .  '  '_ lq A. Tf the pl tu ' . .<uuet 'c.  i .
regative, what is the value oflAts?

Answer: 6.c)3 / 85' A.

NOTE: AIso tty Chapter Problems 11.11-l1.16.

11.5 F*rvsr {t*i*uiatisnr in S*la*e*d
Thrse-Phase {'ireuits

So lar. we have limited our analvsis of balanced three phasc citcuits to
dclcrmining curfents aDd voltages. we no\\, discuss three phasc po$'er
calculations. We begin by considcring the average power delivcrcd to a
balanced Y connected load-

Average Power in a Batanced Wye Load

Figurc 11.15 shows aY conncctcd load, along with its perlinent cur rents and
vollagcs. Wc calculate the averagc poNcr associated with aDy one phasc bi'
ulirg thc tcchniques introduced in Chapter 10.With Eq. 10.21 as a starung
poinl,wc cxpress the average powcr associated \lith the a phase as

11.6 The line voltagc VAr at the terminals oI a bal-
anced three-phase A-connected load is
4160 A V. Thc line current I"A is
6e.28 1 )!: A.

a) Calculate the per-phase impedance of the
load if ihe phase sequence is positive.

b) Rep€at (a) for a negative phase scquence.

Answer: (a) L041 lLttl
(b) 104lllq o.

11.7 The line voltage al lhc tcrmjnals ofa balanced
A-connected load is ll0V Each phase of the
load consists ofa3.667 O resistor in pamllel \rilh
a 2.75 () inductive impcdance.What is the l1]ag
nit de of the ounenl in thc lioe feeding the load?

whcrc 0rA and PiA denole the phasc angles of VAN aDd I,,^, rcspcctively
Using llrc notation introduced in Eq. 11.28, we can find the powcr associ-
ated wilh thc b- and c-phases:

PA : v,\\ llaAlcos ('?,A diJ, (11.28)

r , :  A

Fig!re 11.15 ,i A batanced Y toad used to introduce
avsage power caLcutatioB in thre+plrase circuits.

Pn = XrNl lbulcos (d"B , iB);

P. = LVCN ll.c cos (d"c ,ic).

( t t .?9)

( 1 1 . 3 0 )

In Eqs. 11.28 11.30,a1lphasor currcnts and voltages are \rr i l len in icrms
oI lhe Ims vahe of the siDusoidal function they represent.
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In a balanced th ree-phase system, the magnitude of each line-to-neutral
voltage is the same, as is the magnitude of each phase current. The argu-
ment of the cosine functions is also the same fot all three phases- We
emphasize these obsenations byintroducing the following notation:

Yp= V,111l : VrNl = YcNl,

1{= IoAl -  IbBl :  Iccl ,

0a: AA qiA = 0B eiB = 0,c - qic

Mor€over, for a balanced system, the power delivered to each phase of th€
load is the same, so

and

(11.31)

\11.32)

(11.33)

(11.36)

\11.37)

(11.38)

where P4 represents the aveiage power per phase.
The total average power delivered to the balanced Y-connected load

is simply three times the power per phase, or

PA: PB = Pc = Pi -  Ui l6cosei, (17.34)

Pr : 3P,b: 3U6I,bcos ga. (11.35)

Expressing the total power in terms of the rms magnitudes of the line volt,
age and cment is also desirable. If we let yL and 1L represent the rms
magnitudes of the lire voltage and current, iespectively, we can modify
Eq. 11.35 as follows:

r, =z(ft)t*"e,
Tota[ reat power in a baLanc€d

three-phase load F

TotaL reactive power in a batanced
three-phase load ts

In deriving Eq. 11.36, we recognized that, for a balanced Y-connected
load, the magnitude of the phase voltage is the magnitude ofthe line volt-
age divided by \6, and that the magnitude of the line current is equal ro
the magnitude ofthe phase currenl.When using Eq.11.36 to calculate the
total power delivered to the load, remember that 9d is the phase angle
between the phase voltage and current.

Complex Power in a Balanced Wye Load
We can also calculate the reactive power and complex power associated
with any one phase of a Y-connected load by using the techniques intro-
duced in Chapter 10. For a balanced load, the expressions for the reactive

Qt: Uil$lr 'sd,

Qr=3Qo=\ f3VL ILs in , i .
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Equation 10.29 is the basis for expressing the complex power associated
with anyphase. For a balanced load,

Sd = VaN{A : VBN4B = Vo,fic : VdU, (11.39)

where Yd and I4 repr€sent a phase voltage and curent taken from the
same phase. Thus, in general,

\11.40)

(11.41) < Totat comptex power in a batanced three-
phase load

Power Catculations in a Balanced Delta Load
If the load is A -connected, the calculation of power-reactive or complex
is basically the same as that for aY-connected load. Figure 11.16 shows a
A-connected load, along with its pertinent currents and voltages" The
Dower associated with each Dhase is

Pa = lvABlIABlcos (d,AB - daB),

PB = lvBcllBc cos(d,s6 - d;6d,

Pc : lvcAlllcAlcos (dvcA oicr.

Foi a balanced load,

l V a g : l Y s c : l V c r : V 6

lle-e = llecl = llcc =10,

111.12)

\r1.43)

0 , a s - o i e s : d , s c - d i B c = 0&^ 9ic^ - 00,

(11.45)

(11.16)

(17.47)

PA = PB = Pc = P6=Uol6cos0o (11.48)

(11 44) rigur" rl.ro r I a-connected toad used to discuss
power catcuLatjons.

Note that Eq. 11.48 is the same as Eq. 11.34. Thus, itr a balalced load,
regardless of whether it is Y- oi A -connected, the aveiage power per phase
is equal to the product of the rms magdtude of the phase voltagg the rms
magnitude oI the phase cwent, and the cosine of the angle between t]le
Dhase voltase and current,

B r,,^ 1
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The lotalpoqer del ivered ro a balanced A-connecred load rs

Pr = 3Pq = 3UoI acos06

: \6yLlLcosd+. (11.49)

= - ( * ) * " *

Nore that Eq. 11.49 is the same as Eq.11.36.The expressions for reactive
power and complex power also have the same folm as those developed for
the Y load:

Q4, = V,pI,p sitt 0 q;

Qr : 3Qo : 3U,bI$ine6.

S d = P a + j O { = V a 4 ;

s r=3sc= \a3vL ILA4 .

(11.50)

(11.51)

\11.52)

(11.53)

Instantaneous Power in Three-Phase Circuits
Although we are primarily interested in average, rcactive, and complex
power calculationq the computation of the total instantaneous power is
also important. In a balanced three-phase circuit, this power has ar inter-
esting propefiy: It is invariant vrith time!Thus the torque developed at t]le
shaft of a three-phase motor is constant, which in turn means less vibra-
tion in machinery powered by three phase motors.

Let the instantaneous line to-neutral voltage ?rAN be the reference,
and, as before, dd is the phase angle 0,A - 9jA. Then, for a positive phase
sequence, the instantaneous power in each phase is

?A = oANiuA = U-I ̂ cos ar cos @t ed),

pB = oBNibB : U^I-cos(ot - 120') cos (ot d{ 120"),

pc = ocNi"c = U^I ̂ cos(at + 120')cos(@t dd + 120"),

where y- and 1- represent the maximum amplitude of the phase voltage
and line currert, respectively. The total instantaneous powei is the sum of
the instantaneous phase powerq which rcduces to 1.5y-1-cosdd; that is,

p r :  p A +  p B +  p c : 7 . 5 V h I - c o s 0 6 .
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Note this result is consistent with Eq. 11.35 s:f;lce V^= \/=2Vo and
1- = \41d (see Problem 11.29).

Examples 11.3 11.5 illustmte power calculations in balanced three-
phase circuits.
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Calculating Power in a Three-Phase Wye-Wye Circuit

a) Calculate the average power pei phase delivered
to the Y'connected load of Example 11.1.

b) Calculate the total average power delivered to
the load.

c) Calculate tle totalaverage powerlostin the line.

d) Calculate the total average power lost in the
generalor,

e) Calculate the total number of magnetizing vars
abso$ed by the load.

f) Calculate the total complex power delivered by

50lution

a) From Example 11.1, y6 = 115.22 y, 16 = 2.4 A,
and gd = 1.19 (-36.87) : 35.68'. Therefoie

Pa = (11s.22)(2.4) cos 35.68"

:224.64W.

The power per phase may also be calculated
from I'aRd, or

Po: Q.q'�Ge) :224.64w.

b) The total aveiage power delivered to the load is
Pr = 3Pa = 673.92 W. We calculated ttre line
voltage in Example 11.1, so we may also use
Eq. i1.36:

Pr : v3(199.58)(2.4) cos 35.68'

: 673 .92W.

c) The total power lost in the line is

Prne - 3(2.4F(0.8) = 13.824 w.

d) The total internal power lost in the generator is

Ps- = 3(2.4)r(0.2) = 3.4s6 w.

e) The total number of magnetizing vars absorbed
by the load is

o? = \6(199.s8X2.4) sin3s.68"

= 483.84 VAR.

f) The total complex power associated with the

sr = 3s{ = -3(120)(21) /3687'

= -691.20 - j518.40 VA.

The minus sign indicates that the intemal power
and magnetizing reactive power are being deliv-
ered to t}le circuit. We check this result by calcu-
lating the total ard reactive power absorbed by
the circuit:

P : 673.92 + 13.824 + 3.456

: 691.20w (check),

I : 483.84 + 3(2.4f(1.s) + 3(2.4f(0.5)

= 483.84 + 25.92 + 8.64

: 518.40 VAR(check).
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a) Calculate the total complex power delivered to
the A-connected load of Example 11.2.

b) Wlat percentage of the avemge power at the
sending end of tle Line is delivered to the load?

Solution

a) Using the a-phase values from the solution of
Example 11.2,we obtain

Yo = \as:20272 /29O4'Y'

t4 : IAB : 1.39 / -6.8'7" A.

Using Eqs.11.52 and 11.53,we have

sr : 3(N2;72 /2e.M")(1..3e 159:)
= 682.56 + j494.21Y4.

A balanced tlree-phase load requfues 480 kW at a
lagging power factoi of 0.8. The load is fed fmm a
lhe having an impedance of 0.005 + j0.025 A/0.
The line voltage at the tem)inals of the load is 600 V

a) Consrruct a single-phase equivalent chcuit of
the system.

b) Calculate tle magnitude of the line current.

c) Calculate the magnitude of the Line voltage at
t]le sending end of the line.

d) Calculate the power factor at the sending end of
the lille.

Solution

a) Figure 11.17 shows tle single-phase equivalent
circuit. We arbitmrily selected the line-fo'neutral
voltage at the load as the reference,

160 kW at 0.8lag

Calculating Power in a Three-Phase Wye-Delta Circuit

Catculating Three-Phase Power with an Unspecified Load

b) The total power at the sendhg end of t]le distri-
bution Iine equals the total power deliveied to
the load plus the total power lost in the line;
therefore

p",,*: 682.56 + 3(L4\,(0.3)

= 687.74 W.

The percentage of the avemge power reaching
the load is 682.561687.74, or 99.25ol". Nearly
100'/. of the average power at the input is
delivered to the Ioad because the impedance of
the line is quite small compared to the load
impedance.

b) The line current Ih is given by

/6on\
( = l t ; = ( 1 6 0 + j 1 2 0 ) 1 f .

t:^ = 5Tt.35 /36.87' A.

Therefore,I.{ = 577.35 ,z 36.87" A. The mag-
nitude of the Line curent is the magnitude of IaA:

IL- 577.35 A.

We obtain an altemative solution for 1L from
the expression

Pr = \f3vLlLcos 0 p

: \€(600)lL(0.8)

: 480,000 w;

480,000
16(600x0.8)

1000
.J3

Hgure 11.17 A The singt€-phase equivatent circuiitor
Exampte 11.5.

0.005 o p.m5 (l

: 5'17 .35 A.



c) Ib calculatc thc magnilude of the line voltagc at
the sending cnd. we firsl calculate Vxf Fron
Fig.11.17,

V " " = V a 1 ; i 2 1 I . , 1

600
10.rrn5 ,0 02<){s-7 r \  /  16 r-  )

= 35'�7.st 1lA:v.

Thus

tJ_ : v3I,"

= 619.23 V.

d) The powcr laclor at lhe sending end of the line
is ihc cosine oI the phase angle betr,cen Vrn
and I.^:

pf: cos [1.s7' ( 36.87') l

= cos 311.44'

= 0.783 lagging.
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An alternatjve method lor calculating the power
factor is to first calculate the complex power at
the sending end of the line:

s : (160 + jl20)10r + (577.35t(0.005 + j0.025)

= 16r.67 + j128.33 kVA

= 206.41 /38.41'kVA.

The po$'cr factor'is

pf = cos38.44'

= 0.783 lagghg.

Fina y, if we calculate the total complex power
al the sending end, after first calculating the
magnilude of the lire current, we may use this
value Lo calculate YL.'fhat is.

\a3YL1L = 3(206.4r) x 10r,

3(206.4r ) x 10r
\6(577.35)

619.23 V.

0bjective 3-Be abte to catculate power (average. reactive, and comptex) in .ny three-phas€ circuit

11.8 The lhree-phase average power rating of the
central processirg udt (CPU) on a mainframe
digiial computer is 22,659WIhe three-phase
line supplying the con1puter has a line voltage
rating of 20B V (ms). The line curent is 73.B A
(rms). The computer absorbs magnetizirg VARS.

a) Calculate the total magnetizing reaclive
power absorbed by the CPU

b) Calculate the power factor.

Answer: (a) 13,909.50 VAR:
(b) 0.852 lagging.

NOTE: Also try Ch.tptet Prcbtems I1.24 and 11.25.

11,9 The complex power associated with each phase
ofa balanced load is 384 + l28B kVA. The line
voltage at the terminals ofthe load is 4160 V

a) w}Iat is the magnitude of the line currenf
feeding the load?

b) The load is delta connected, and the imped-
ance of each phase consists of a resistance in
pa.allel with a reactance. Calculate R and -L.

c) The load is wye connected. and the irl1ped-
ance of each phase consists ofa resistance in
series with a reactance. Calculate R and-Y.

Answerr (a) 199.95 A:
(b)R - 4s.07o, x = 60.09o;
(c )  R :  9 .61  O,  x :7 .21O.
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rerminals Pointer

figure 11.18 a. The key features ofthe
ehctrcdynamometer wattmeter.

Figure 11.19 A A genentcircuii whose poweris
supptjed by, conductor.

I""

ia
Fisure r1.20 A A circuit used to anatyze the
two-wattmeter method of measuring average power
d€tivercd to a batanced Load.

11.6 Measuring Average Power
in Three-Phase Circuits

The basjc instrument used to measure power in three-phase circuits is the
el€ctrod].namometer wattmeter.It contains two coils- One coil, called the
current coil, is stationary and is designed to carry a cunent proportional to
the load current. The second coil, called the potential coil, is movable and
carries a current prcportional to the load voltage. The impo ant features
ofthe wattmeter are sho\r'I) in Fig.11.18.

The average deflection of the pointer attached to the movable coil is
proportional to tle product of the effective value of the current in the cur-
rcnt coil, the effective value of the voltage impressed on the potentral coil,
and the coshe of the phase angle between the voltage and current. The
direction ilr which t}re pohter deflects depends on the instantaneous polar-
ity of the currentcoil current and the potential-coil voltage. Therefore each
coil has one terminal with a polarity mark usually a plus sign but some-
times t]le double polarily maik t is used. The wattneter deflects upscale
when (1) the polaity-marked termhal of the current coil is toward the
source, and (2) the poladty-marked teminal of tle potential coil is con
nected to the same line in which the current coil has been inserted,

The Two-Wattmeter Method
Considei a general network hside a box to which power is supplied by
r conducting lines. Such a system is shown in Fig.11.19.

If we wish to measure the total power at the terminals of the box, we
need to know n - 1 currents and voltages. This follows because if we
choose one teminal as a reference, ttrere are only n - 1 independent
voltages. Lilewise, only n - 1 independent curents can exist in the n con-
ducto$ entering the box- Thus the total power is the sum of n - 1 product
terms;that is, p : 1)i1 + azi2 + .. + a" i" 1.

Applying this general observation, that for a three-
conductor circuit, whether balanced or not, we need only two wattmete$
to measure the total power. For a four-conductor circuit, we need three
wattmeters if the three-phase circuit is unbalanced, but only two
wattmetersifit is balanced, because in the latter case there is no current in
the neutml lhe. Thus, only two wattmeters are needed to measure the
total average power ill any balanced thrce phase system.

The two-wattmeter method reduces to detemining the magnitude
and algebraic sign of the average powor indicated by each wattmeter. we
can describe the basic problem in terms of the circuit shown in Fig. 11.20,
wh€re the two wattmeters are indicated by the shaded boxes and labeled
Iry1 and W2. The coil notarions cc and pc stand for curent coil and poten-
tial coil, rcspectively. We have elected to insert the curent coils of the
wattmeters in lines aA and cC Thus, line bB is the rcference line for the
two potential coils. The load is connected as a wye, and the per-phase load
impedance is designated ^s26= Zl4!.Tlis s ̂  general rcpresentation,
as any A-connected load can be repiesented by its Y equivalenl fu her-
moie, for the balanced case, the impedance angle 0 is unafrected by the
A-to-Y transf ormation.

z , t =  z 8  \ \ r
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We now develop general equations for the rcadings of the two
wattmetef. We assume that the curent drawn by the potential coil of the
wattmeter is neglgible compaied with the line current measured by the cur-
rent coil. We further assume that tlle loads can be modeled by passive circuit
elements so that the phase angle of the load impedance (d in Fig. 11.20) lies
between 90" (pure capacitance) and +90' (pure inductance). Finally, we
assume a Positive phase sequence.

From our introductory discussion ol the avetage deflection of the
wattmeter, we can see that wattmeter 1 will resDond to the Droduct of
lvasl .  I  a.  and rhe cosine ot the angle between VAB aDd l ,A. l l  we denole
this wattneter reading as Wl, we can wite

It follows that

W1 : VABIIa\ cos 01

- I/111cosd1,

IV, : VcBl tcl cos d,

: VLILcosq2.

(11.54)

(11.55)

(11.56)

(11.57)

(11.58)

(11.59)

In Eq. 11.54,91 is tlre phase angle between VAB ard l"A, ard in Eq- 11.55,
02 is tlte phase angle between VcB and lcc.

To calculate Wr and Wr, we express 0t and d2 in terms oI tle imped-
ance angle 0, which is also tlle same as the phase angle between the phase
voltage and cuffent. For a positive phase sequerce,

e r - 0  + 3 0 "  = 0 0 + 3 0 ' ,

0 2 = 0  3 0 " : 0 0 - 3 0 ' .

The derivation of Eqs. 11.56 and 11.57 is left as an exercise (see
hoblem 11.32). wllen we substitute Eqs. 11.56 and 11.57 into Eqs. 11.54
and 11.55, respectively, we get

w \ = u L I L c o s ( 0 , b + 3 0 ' ) ,

try2 = VLILcos (0,, - 30').

To find the total power, we add W1 and W2; thus

Pr : Wr + W2 = 2YLIL cos d{ cos 30"

: \a3YL1L cos d!r, (11.60)

which is the expression foi the total power in a three-phase circuit.
Therefore we have confimed that the sum of the two wattmeter readings
yields the lotal average powei.
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Calculate the reading of each wattmeter in the cir-
cuit in Fig. 11.20 if the phase voltage at the load is
120 v and (a) zd) = B + j6 o; (b) zd : 8 j6 O;
(c) Zd : 5 + j5V3 o; ar,d (.d) Z$: 10 1_ll:4.
(c) VerjJy for (a) (d) thar th.. sum of the wattmeter
rcadings equals the total power delivercd to t}le load.

A closer look at Eqs. 11.58 and 11.59 reveals the following about the
readings of the two wattmeteN:

1. ff the power factor is greater than 0.5, both wattmeters read positive.

2. Ifthe power factor equals 0.5,one wattmeter reads zero.

3. If the power factor is less than 0.5, one wattmeter reads negative.

1. Revening the phase sequence will interchange the readings on the
two wattmeters.

These obse ations are illustrated in the following example and in
Problems 11.,13F11.51.

Computing Wattmeter Readings in Three-Phase tircuits

Solution

a) z4 : 10 /36.8'�7' A,VL = 120\6V, and
IL - 120/10 - 12 A.

tv1 : (120\4)(12) cos (36.87' + 30")

:979;75W,

r, : (120\6)(12) cos (36.87' - 30')

- 2416.25 W.

b t l , ! -  l 0  - 3 0 . 8 7  0 . l r  -  l 2 0 v l v . x n d
IL : 120/10 : 12 A.

u/1 : (120\6)(12) cos (-36.87" + 30')

= 24'�76.25 W,

w, = (120\4)(12)cos( 36.B7' 30')

= 979.75 W.

c) zo = s(I + j\5) - 10 1!! o, vL : 120\6 v,
and IL : 12 A.

wr = (i20vr(12) cos (60' + 30') : 0,

w, = (120\aO(12) cos (60' 30')
:  2160 W.

d) zb = 10 1 lt:a'vL = 120\4v, and
I L = 1 2 4 .

= (120\6X12) cos ( 75'

= (120\6X12) cos ( 75"

e) Pr(a) = 3(12)'�(8) = 34s6 w.

w + t4r2 = 979.75 + 24'�76.25
= 3456 W,

Pr(b) = Pr(a) : 3456 W

w1 + w2 = 24'76.25 + 979.75
= 3456 W

Pr(c) : 3(12),(s) = 2160 w,

w r + w 2 - 0 + 2 1 6 0
: 2160 W,

Pr(d) : 3(12f(2.5882) : 1118.10w,

wt + w2 = 1163.63 645.53

lll

w2

30') : 1763.63 w,

30') : 645.53 W.

= 1118.10W.

NOTE: Assess your andersta ding of the tuo-trattmeter method by ttying Chapter Prcblems 11.41and 11.42.



It fotiows that

PracticaI Perspective
Transmission and Distribution of Etectric Power
At the start of this chapter we pointed out the obLigation utiLities have to
maintajn the rms voLtage level at their custome/s premises. Atthough the
acceptabte deviation from a nominal [eve[ may vary among different utititjes
we witl assume for purposes of discussion that an attowabte toterance is
15.8%. Thus a nornlnal rms vottage of 120V couLd range frcm 113 to
127 V. We aLso pointed out that capacjtors strategjcalLy located on the sys-
tem coutd be used to support vottage levels.

The cjrcuit shown in Fiq. 11.21 represents a substation on a Midwestern
municipal systen. We witl assume the system is batanced, the [ine-to{ine
vottage at the substation is 13.8 kV, the phase impedance ofthe djstribu-
tion tine is 0.6 + J4.8O, and the toad at the substation at 3 PM on a hot,
humid day in Juty is 3.6 MW and 3.6 maqnetizing MVAR.

lJsjng the Line-to-neutral vottage at the substation as a reference, the
sjngte-phase equivalent circuit for the system in Fiq. 11.21 js shown in
Fig. 11.22. The Une curr€nt can be calcutated from the expression for the
compLex power at the substation. Thus,

#$rt- 
(r.2 + j1.2)106.

{-,, = 1s0.61 + j150.61 A

IaA = 150.61 - 1150.61 A.

The [ine-to-neutraL voLtage at the generating ptant is

t l R O n
V" -  

- . - :  
10  r0 .6  -  14 .8x l50 .oL  i l 50 .o l )

V J  -

= 8780.74 + j632.58

= 8803.50 lllq v.

Therefore the magnitude ofthe line voLtage at the generating plant is

v,bl = \6(8803.50) = 15,248.11v.

W€ are assuming the utiLity is required to keep the voLtage Levet within
+ 5.8o/o of the nominal vaLue. This means the magnitude ofthe Line-toiine
voltage at the power ptant shoutd not exceed 14.6kV nor be less than
13 kV. Therefore, the magnitude ofthe line voLtage at the generating ptant
coutd cause probLems for customers.

When the magnetizing vars are suppfied by a capacitor bank connected
to the substation bus, the line current IiA becomes

PracticatPe6pectiv€ 455

figurc 11.21.{ A substation connecied to a power
ptant via a thr€€-phase tine.

n N

rigure 11.22 A A singte phase equivaLent circuit for
the syst€m in Fig.11.21.

I"a = 150.61 + J0 A.
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Therefore the vottage at the generating ptant necessary to maintain a
[ine-to-tine vottage of 13,800 V at the substatior is

1J-800
v ,  -  

\ 3  ' / 0 " - (0 .6 -  14 .8 ) f l 50 .6 t  - / 0 )

= 805'�7 .8O + j'�722.94

: 80eo.r'7 1:13:v.
Hence

lv"bl : \6(8090.17) : 14,012.58 v.

lhis voLtage tevet hLts within the aLLowabLe lange of 13 kv to 14.6 kV.

Njft: Assess your undetstonding of this Ptoctical Perspective by trying Aoptel
Prcblems 11.52 (a)-(b) dnd 11.53-11.55.

Sunrmary

Wlen analyzing balarced thee-phase circuits, the fust
step is to transform any A connections hto Y connections,
so that the overall cicuit is of t}te Y-Y configuration. (See
page436.)

A single-phase equivalent circuit is used to calculate the
line curent and the phase voltage in one phase of the
Y Y structure. The a-phase is normally chosen for this
purpose. (See page 438.)

Once we know the line curent and phase voltage in the
a-phase equivalent circuit, we can take anallaical shorf
cuts to find any current or volrage in a balanced three-
phase circuit, based on the following facts:

. The b- and c-phase curents and voltages are identi-
cal to tle a-phase current and voltage except for a
120'shift h phase.In a positive-sequence circuit.the
b-phase quartity lags tlle a-phase quantity by 120",
and the c-phase quantity leads the a-phase quantity
by 120". For a negative sequence circuit, phases b and
c are interchanged with respect to phase a.

. The set of line voltages is out of phasc with the set of
Fha\e \ol lages h) LJ0".The pluc or mtnu., ign corre
sponds to positive and negative sequencg respectively.

. In a Y-Y circuit the magnitude of a line vollage is
\6 times the magnitude of a phase voltage.

. The set of line currents is out of phase with the set of
phase curents in A-connected sources and loads by
+30". The minus or plus sign corresponds to positive
and negative sequence, respectively.

. The magnitude of a line current is \4 times the mag
nitude of a phase curent in a A connected source
or load,

(See pages 439 and 443.)

The techniques for calculating per-phase average
power, rcactive power, and complex power are identical
to those introduced in Chapter 10. (See page 445.)

The total real, reactivg and complex powei can be deter-
mined either by multiplying the conesponding per phase
quantity by 3 or by using tlle expressions based on line
current and line voltage, as given by Eqs 11.36,11.38, and
11.41. (See pages 146 and 447.)

The total instantaneous power in a balanced three-phase
circuit is constant and equals 1.5 times the average
power per phase. (See page 448.)

A wattmeter measures the avemge power deliveredto a
load by using a current coil connected in series with
the load and a potential coil connected in parallel
wirh rhe load. (see page,l52.)

The total average power in a balanced three-phase cir-
cuit can be measured by surnming the readings of two
wattmeters connected in two different phases oI the
circuit. (See page 452.)
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Problems

All phasor voltages in th€ folowi|rg Probl€ms ar€ stated in
t€rms ofthe rms value,

Section 11.1

11.1 What is the phase sequence of each of the following
sets of voltages?

a) 1]a = 120 cos (o, + 54') V,

t)b : 120cos (or 66') V,

?]" : 120cos (.,,1 + 174") V.

b) 1]i : 3240cos (ot 26') V,

,b : 3240 cos (ol + 94") V,

tr. = 3240cos(rt - 146') V.

11.2 For each set of voltageE state whetler or not t]te volt-
ages form a balanced thrce-phase set. ff the set is bal-
anced, state whether the phase sequenc€ is positive or
negative. If the set is not balanc€d, erylain why.

a) ?a :  339cos37?l V,

?)b = 339cos (37?r 120') V,

t ' .  = 339cos(377r + 120")V.

b) ," : 622sin377r V,

Db: 622sn(3'7'7t - 240')v,

D.:  Ozsln(311t + 240')  Y.

c) ?]a = 933sin377r V,

0b = 933 sin(377r + 240') V,

0" = 933 cos (377t + 30') V.

d) ?,! : 170sin (,))t + 60') V,

0b = 170 sin (or + 180') V,

t'c = 170cos (.rr - 150") V.

e) ?,, : 339 cos (dt + 30") V,

?)b : 339 cos (4,1 - 90') V,

0c = 393cos (ot + 240') V.

I) r'" = 3394sin ((,t + 70') V,

t,b : 3394cos ((rr - 140") V,

lJ" : 3394 cos (.rt + 180") V.

ll,3 Vedfy that Eq. 11.3 is true for eitler Eq. 11.1 or
Eq.11.2.

Section 11.2

11.4 Reler to the circuit in Fig. 11.5(b). Assume that there
are no erlemal comections to the terminals a,b,c.
Assume furtler that t}le three windings are from a
balanced three,phase generator. How much currenr
will circulate in the A-connected genemtor?

Section 11.3

11.5 a) Is the circuit in Fig. P11.5 a balanced or unbal-
anced three-phase system? Explain.

b) Find I,.

Figure P11.5
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11.6 a) Find I, in the circuit in Fig. P11.6.
6a€ b) Find vAN.

c) Find VAB.
d) Is the circuit a balanced or unbalanced three-

phase system?

11.7 Find the Ims value of L in the unbalanced three
6dc phase circuit seen in Fig. P11.7.

1L8 The time-domain er?ressiois for three line{o-neutral
voltages at the teminals of a Y-connected load are

oAN : 7967 cos ol V,

t'BN : 7967 cos ((,t + 120') V,

ocN:7967cos(ot -  120") V.

What are the time-domain expressions for the three
lhe-to'line voltages ?.,A8, ,Bc, and ?cA?

11.9 The magnitude of the line voltage at the terminals
of a balanced Y-connected load is 12,800 V The load
impedanceis 216 + j63 O/d. The load isfed from a
line tiat has animpedance of 0.25 + j2 Ab.

a) What is tlre magnitude of the line cu[ent?
b) What is the magdrude of tlre line voltage at

the source?

11.10 The magnitude of t]le phase voltage of an ideal bal-
anced tlree-phase Y-coinected source is 4800 V
The souce is contrected to a balanced Y-connected
load by a distribution line that has an impedance of
2 +j16 O/d. The load impedance is 190 + /40 O/d.
The phase sequence of ttre source is acb. Use the
a-phase voltage of the source as the referenc€.
Specify the maglitude and phase angle of the fol-
lowing quantitiesr (a) the three line currents, (b) the
three line voltages at the source, (c) the tbree phase
voltages at the load, and (d) tle thee line voltages
at the load.

11.11 A balanced tlree-phase circuit has t}le folowing
chamctenstics:
. Y-Y connected;
. The line voltage at tlte source, Vab, is

120^v51yv;
. The phase sequence is positive;
.  The l ine impedance is2 .  i3ab:
. fhe load impedance is28 + j3'7 AlO.

a) Draw the single phase equivalent cfucuit for the
a-phase,

b) Calculated the line current in the a-phase.

c) Calculated the line voltage at the load in the
to a-phase.

Figurc P11.6
0 . 2 O  l l . 6 O  a  0 . 8 O  j J . 4 O  A  7 a O  / 5 5 O

03a t2.4 b 0.7o j5.6o B Ta j52a

u0/-t20" v
0.4O .i2.8O c L6A j1.24 C 78O j50O

Figure P11.7

0 .2  o  j t . 6o  b  0 .8o  j 4o  B  l oo  i 24 .4  o

480t128V 2OA

480 !2q" V

o2A jL6A c 0.8O i4O C 1590 j114.4O



Section 11,4

11,1j, A balanced A-connected load has an impedance of
360 + i105 O/d. The load is fed through a line hav-
hg an impedance of0.1 + j1 O/d. The phase vott-
age at the teminals of the load is 33 kV The phase
sequence is positive. Use VAB as the reference.
a) Calculate the three phase currents of tle load.
b) Calcutate the three line currents.
c) Calculate the thiee line voltages at the sending

end of the line.

11,13 A balalced Y-connected Ioad having an impedance
of 96 - j28 O/4 is coinected in parallel with a bal-
anced A-connected load having an impedance of
144 + j42 A/ 6.me paralleled loads are fed frcm a
line having an inpedance of i1.5 O/4. The magni,
tude of the Line-to-neutral voltage of the Yload is
7500 v
a) Calculate tie magnitude of the current ir t}le

line feeding the loads.

b) Calculate the magnitude of the phase curent it
the A-connected load.

c) Calculate the magnitude of the phase current in
tie Y-connected load.

d) Calculate the magnitude of rhe line volrage ar
t}le sendhg end of the line.

11.14 A balanced, three-phase circuit is characterized as
follows:
. Y-A contrected;
. Souice voltage in the b-phase is 201:9q V;
. Source phase sequence is acb;
. Lhe impedance is 1 + j3 O/4;
. Load impedance is 117 - j99A/0.

a) Draw the single phase equivalent for the a-phase.
b) (  alculared lhe a-phase l ine curreDl.
c) Calculated the a-phase line voltage for the

three-phase load.

11,15 In a balanced ttree,phase system, the source $ a
balanced Y with art abc phase sequence and a line
voltage Vab = 208 q V. The load is a balanced 1'
in pamllel with a balanced A. The phase impedance
of the Y is 4 + i3 O/4 and the phase impedance of

probtems 459

the A is J iq O d. The tine impedance is
1.4 + j0.8 A/0. Draw the single phase equivalenr
circuit and use it to calculated tle line voltage at t}Ie
load in the a-phase.

11.16 An abc sequence balanced three-phase Y-connected
source supplies power to a balanced, three-phase
A-connected load with an impedance of
12 + j9 O/d. The source volrage in the a-phase is
1204qV. The line impedance is 1 + j1Ab.
Draw the single phase equivalent circuit for the
a-phase and useitto find the current in the a-phase
of the load.

11.f A balanced three-phase A-connected source is
shown inFig.P11.17.

a) Find the Y-connected equivalent circuit.
b) Show that the Y-connected equivalent circuit

delivers the same open-circuit voltage as the
original A-connected source.

c) Apply an external short cftcuit to the terminals
A, B, and C. Use the A,connected source to find
the thee line curents I"A, IbB, and lcc.

d) Repeat (c) but use the Y-equivalent source ro
tind ttre thrce line currents.

rigurc P11.17

'72U,!tLl2w
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1L18 The A-connected source of Problem 11.17 is con'
nected to a Y-connected load by means of a bal-
anced three-phase distribution line. The load
impedance is 957 + j259 O/d, and t}le line imped-
ance is1.2 + j12 A/6.

a) Construct a single-phase equivalent c cuit of
me sysrem,

b) Determine tlre nagnitude of the line voltage at
the teminals of the load.

c) Determine the magnitude of the phase current
in the A-source.

d) Detemine the magnitude of the line voltage at
the terminals of th€ source.

11.19 A three-phase A connected generator has an inter-
nal impedance oI0.6 + j4.B O/d. Wlen the load is
removed from the generator, the magdtude of the
terminal voltage is 34,500 V The generator feeds a
A-connected load through a transmission line with
an impedance of 0.8 + j6.4o"/6. The per-phase
impedance of the load is287'7 j864 A.

a) Construct a single-phase equivalent circuit.

b) Calculate the magnitude ofthe line current.

c) Calculate the magnitude of the line voltage at
the terminals of the load.

d) Calculate the magnitude oI the line voltage at
the terminals of the souce.

e) Calculate the magnitude of the phase curent in
the load.

f) Calculafe the magnitude of the phase current in
lne soutce.

11,20 The impedance Z in the balanced three-phase cir-
cuir in Fig. P11.20 is 600 + j450 o. Find

a) tAB. IBc, and IcA,

b) laA, IbB, and lcc,

c) Ib,, tb, and Iac.

tigure P11.20

a I " { A

11,21 For the circuit shown in Fig. P11.21, find
""t' a) the phase currents lAB,IBc, and IcA

b) the line currents IaA, lbB, and \c
when Zl : 4 8 + j1.4 A. 22: 1.6 jDA, arl'd
2 3 : 2 5  +  j 2 5  [ 1 .

tigure P11,21

72OD2y

S€ct'ion 11,5

1112 A balanced three-phase source is supplying 90 kVA
at 0.8 lagging to two balanced Y-connected paiallel
loads The distribution line connecting the source to
the load has negligible impedance. Load 1 is purely
resistive and absorbs 60 kW Find the per-phase
impedance of Load 2 if the line voltage is 415.69V
and lhe impedance componenls are in sef ies.

1L23 The total apparent power supplied in a balanced,
three-phase Y-A system is 3600 VA. The line volt-
age is 208 V If the line impedance is negligible and
the power factor angle of the load is 25". determine
the impedance of the load.

11.24 In a balanced tbiee phase system, the source
has an abc sequence, is Y connected, and
van = 1204qv The source feeds two loadq both
o{ which are Y-connected. The impedance of load 1
is 8 + j6 O/{. The complex power for the a-phase
of load 2 is 60013!iy4. Find the total complex
power supplied by the sourc€.

11.25 A three-phase positive sequ€nce Y-conrected
source supplies 14 kVA with a power factor of 0.75
lagging to a paralel combination of a Y-connected
load and a A-connected load. The Y-connected load
uses 9 kVA at a power factor of 0.6lagging and has
an a-phase current of 101:lq A.

a) Find t}le complex power per phase of the
A-connected load.

b) Find the magnitude of the line voltage.

69[40: kV



11,26 Calculate the complex power in each phase of the
unbalanced load in Problem 11-21.

1127 Three balanced thrce-phase loads are connected in
parallel. Load 1 is Y-conrected with an impedance
ol 300 + j100 O/d; load 2 is d-connected witl an
impedance of 5a0[ - P700 glf; and load 3 is
112.32 + /95.04 kVA. The loads are fed from a dis-
tribution line with an impedance of 1 + i10 O/d.
The magnitude of the line{o-neutral voltage at the
load end ofthe line is 7.2 kV.

a) Calculate the total complex power at tlte send
ing end of the line.

b) What percentage of the average powei at the
sending end of the Line is delivered to the loads?

11.28 a) Find tlle rms magnitude and the phase angle of
IcA in the circuit shown in Fig. P11.28.

b) What percent of the average power delivered by
the three-phase source is dissipated inthe three-
phase load?

Figure Pl1,28

5031r)

11380 O

11:9 Show that the total instantaneous power in a bal-
anced tbree-phase circuit is constant and equal to
1 .5U^I - cos 0a2, \Nhere U- and 12 represent the max-
imum amplitudes of the phase voltage and phase
curent, respectively.

11.30 A balanced tbree-phase distribution line has an
impedance of 1 + j5 O/d. This line is used to sup
ply three balanced three-phase loads that are con,
nected in parallel. The tiree loads are
Lr = 75 kVA at 0.96 pf lead, lz = 150kVA at
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0.80 pf lag, and L = 168 kW and 36 kVAR (mag-
netizing). The magnitude of the Line voltage at the
teminals of the loads is 2500\6 V.
a) What is the magnitude of the line voltage at the

sending end of the line?

b) Wlat is ttre percert efficiency of the distribution
line with iespect to average power?

The three pieces of computer equipment described
below are installed as part of a computation center.
Each piece of equipment is a balanced three phase
load rated at 208 V Calculate (a) the magnitude of
the line cuirent supplying these three devices and
(b) the power factor ofthe combined load.
. Hard Ddve:5.742 kW at 0.82 pflag
. CD/DVD drive: 18.566 kVA at 0.93 pf lag
. CPU: line current 81.6 A, 11.623 kVAR

A three-phase line has an impedance of
0.5 + j4 oft. Tl:'e Line feeds two balanced tl ee-
phase loads connected in parallel. The first load is
absorbing a lotal  ol  6q1.2 kW and del i rer ing
201.6 kVAR magnetizing vars. The second load
is A-connected and has an impedance of
622.08 + j181.44 A/6. The line to,neutral voltage
at the load end of the line is 7200 V What N ue
magnitude of the line voltage at the source end of
the line?

At full load, a commercially available 200 hp, three-
phase hduction motor opemtes at an efficiency of
96% and a power factor o{ 0.9lag. The motor is sup-
plied from a three-phase oudet with a line-voltage
rating of 208 V

a) What is the magnitude of the line current dmwn
fiom the 208 V outlet? (1 hp = 74614' ;

b) Calculare the reactive power supplied to
the motor.

The line-to-neutral voltage at the teminals of the
balanced lhfee-phase load in rhe circui l  sho$n in
Fig- P1l.34 (page 462) is 480 V At this voltage, the
load is absorbing 60 kVA ar 0.8 pflag.

a) Use VAN as the reference and express I.o in
polar form.

b) Calculate the complex power associated with
the ideal thrce'phase source.

c) Check that the total average power delivered
equals the total average power absorbed.

d) Check that the total magnetizing reactive power
deliveied equals the total magnetizing reactive
Power absorbed.

11.31

tL32

11,34

1133

t6o b 3() j24 a

5031I)

j1380O

B

5031()

j1380 O
1,1,000r12E v

j6 { I  c  3O j24  A
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Figurc P11.34

11.35

tL37

A balanced three-phase source is supplying
1800 kVA at 0.96 pf lead to two balanced Y-connected
panllel loads The distribution line connecting t}te
souice to the load has negligible impedance. The
powei associated with load 1 is 192 + i1464 kVA.

a) Detenine the impedance per phase of load 2 iJ
the line voltage is 6400V3 V and the impedance
components ale m senes,

b) Repeat (a) with t}le impedance components in
parallel.

A balanced three phase load absorbs 190.44 kVA at
a leading power factor of 0.8 when the line voltage at
rhe rerminak or rhe load is lJ.800v r ind four equiv-
alent circuits that can be used to model this load.

The output of tlle balarced posilive'sequence
three-phase source in Fig. P11.37 is 78 kVA at a
leading power factor of 0.8.The line voltage at the
source is 208\5 v.

a) Find the magnitude of the line voltage at the load.

b) Find the total complex power at the terminals of
the load.

The total power delivered to a balanced three-
phase load when operating at a line voltage of
6600V3- V is 1188 kW at a lagging power {actor ol
0.6. The impedance of the distibution line supply-
ing the load is0.5 + j4 o/d. Under these operating
conditionsr tle drop in the magnitude of the line
voltage between the sending end and the load end
of the line is excessive. To compensate, a bant of
A-connected capacitors is placed in parallel with
the load. The capacitor bank is designed to furnish
i920 kVAR of magnetizing reactive power when
operated at a line voltage of 6600\,€ v.

a) w1lat is ttre mag tude of the voltage at tie
sending end of the lhe when the load is opemt
ing at a line voltage of 6600\4 V and the capac-
itor bank is discoDnected?

b) Repeat (a) witl the capacitor bank conn€cted.

c) What is the average power efficiency of the line
in (a)?

d) wllat is tlle average power efficiercy in (b)?

e) If the system is operating at a ftequency of 60 Hz,
what is the size of each capacitor in microfarads?

11.39 A balanced bank of delta-connected capacitom is
connected in paralel witl t]le load described in
Assessment Problem 11.9. The effect is to place a
capacitor in parallel with the load in each phase.
The line voltage at the terminals of the load thus
remains at 4160 V The circuit is operating at a fre-
quency of 60 Hz.The capacitors are adjusted so that
the magnitude of the line current feeding t})e paial-
lel combination ofth€ load and capacitor bank is at
its minimum.

a) What is the size of each capacitor in miqofarads?

b) Repeat (a) for wye-connected capacitois

c) Wiat is t}le magnitude of the line current?

Section 11.6

11.40 Dedve Eq$ 11.56 and 11.57.

11.41 The two-wattmeter method is used to measure the
power at the load end of the line in Example 11.1.
Calculate the reading of each wattmeter.

1L38

11.36

Flgure P11.37



11.42 The two wattmete$ in Fig. 11.20 can be used ro
compute the total reactive power ofthe load.
a) Pro\ e rhi .  sralement by .houiog rhal

^' '3(W - W\: ^/3v'1'"i"0,r.
b) Compute the total reactive power from the

wattmeter readirgs for each of the loads in
Example 11.6. Check your computations by cal-
culating the total reactive power directly from
the given voltage and impedance.

11,43 In the balanced three-phase circuit shown in
Fig. P11.43,the current coil ofthe wattmeter is con,
nected in line aA, and the potential coil of the
wattmeter is connected across lines b and c_ Show
that the wattmeter rcading multiplied by 1,6 equals
the total reactive powei associated wilh the load.
The phase sequence is positive.

1L44 The line,to-neutral voltage in the circuit in
Fig. P11.43 is 720 V the phase sequence is posirive,
and the load impedance 1s96 + j72 A/0.
a) Calculate the wattmeter reading.
b) Calculate the total reactive power associate{:l

with the load.

11.45 a) Calculate tlrc complex power associated with each
phase of the balatced load in Problem 11.20.

b) Ifthe two-wattmeter method is used to measure
ure average power delivered to the load, specify
the reading of each meter.
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11.46 The balarc€d tbree-phase load shown inFig.P11.46
is fed from a balanced, positive-sequcnce, rnree-
phase Y-connected source. The impedance of the
line connecting the souce to the load is negligible.
The line-to-neutral voltage of the source is 4800 V
a) Find the reading ofthe wattmeter in warts.
b) Explain how you would connect a second

wattmeter in t}le circuit so t]tat the two
wattmeters would measure the total power.

c) Calculate the reading of the second wacmeter.
d) Verify that the sum of the two wattmeter read-

ings equals the total average power delivered to
the load.

11,47 a) Calculate the reading of each wattmeter in the
circuit shol*tr in Fig. P11.47. The value of Zo is
601j!:4.

b) Verify that the sum of the wattmeter readings
equals the total average power delivered to the
A-connected load.

figurc Pt7-47

Figure P1r,43

figure P11.46

600 kvA
<{B

0-96 pf lag
---{ c

it ---- 
- I

- 1 -

w-

4801q v

o  i .  n

480/-120"V i w ,
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11,48 a) Find the reading of each wattmeter in the circuit
sho\rn in Fig. P11.48 tt 2^=60/-30"{l'
ZR - 24 lyq and Zc = 80 A O.

b) Show that the sum of the wattmeter readings
equals the total average power delivered to the
unbalanced three-Phase load

figure P11.46

11.49 The wattmeten in the circuit in Fig. 1120 read as
folows: u1 = 114,291 64 w, and w, = 618,486.24 w'
The magnitude of the line voltage is 7600v3 V.
The phase sequence is posir i !e.  Fnd 2,.

fl50 a) Calculate the reading of each watfmeter in the
circuit sho\an h Fig P11.50 when z =

216 - j2M A.

b) Check that the sum of the two wattmeter read-
ings equals the total power delivered to t]Ie load

c) Check that \4(W1 - W2) equals the total mag-
netizing vars delivered to the load.

figure P11.50

11.51 The two-wattmeter method is used to measure
the power delivered to the unbalanced load in
Problem 11.21. The current coil of wattmeler I rs
placed in line aA and that of wattmeter 2 is
placed in line bB

a) Calculate the reading of wattmeter 1

b) Calculate the reading of wattmeter 2.

c) Show that the sum of the two wattmeter read-
ings equals the total power delivered to the
unbalanced load.

Sections 11.1-11.6

1L52 Refer to the Pmctical Perspective example:

,lli|l#h a) Constru"t u power triangle for the substation
Ioad before the capaciton aie connected to
the bus.

b) Repeat (a) aftel the capaciton aie connected to

the bus

c) Using ttre line-to-neutral voltage ar the substa-
tion as a reference, construct a phasor diagram
that depicts the relationship between VAN and
Ve before the capacitors are added.

d) Assume a positive phase sequence and construct
a phasor diagram that depicts fhe relationship
between Vas and Vu6.

1L53 Refer to the Practical Perspective example. Assume
mamrr the fteouenc! of the utilitY is 60 H2.

a) What is tle /-!F mting of each capacitoi if the
capacitors are delta-connected?

b) What is the pF rating of each capacitor if the
capacito$ are wye-connected?

11.54 In the Pmctical Perspective example, what happens

-rg11a; to the volldge level al lhe generaling plant if lhe
"_" '""  

subslal ion is maintained ar I l8 kV the subslat ion
load is reduced to zero, and the added capacitor
bank remains connected?

11.55 In the Practical Perspective example, calculate the

;fffl#l toral Une loss_in kw before and after tbe c?pacitors
are connectecl to tle suDstallon DUs

1L56 Assume the load on tle substation bus in t]le
mamdt Practical PersDecli\e example drops lo 240 kW and
""""*' 

o00 tugn.Liting kvAR Al;o assu;e lbe capacilofs
remain connected to the substation

a) What is the magnitude of the line-to-line volt-
age at the generating plant that is required to
maintain a line+o-line voltage of 13 8 kV at the
substation?

b) Will this power plant voltage level cause prob-

lems for other customem?

trtolrzo"v!---

I
I
I
I
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11.57 Assume in Problem 11.56 ttrat when the load drops
,ll|ffSt! to 240 kW and 600 magnetizilg kVAR the capaci-

tor bank at tlle substation is discomected. Also
assume tlat t]le line-toline voltage at the substa-
tion is maintained at 13.8 kV
a) What is the magnitude of the line+oline voltage

at the generating plart?

b) Is the voltage Ievel found in (a) withh the
acceptable range of variation?
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What is the total line loss in kW when the capac-
itors stay on line after the load drops to
240 + j600kVA?

What is tle total iine loss in kW when the capac-
itofi are removed after the Ioad drops to
240 + i600 kvA?
Based on your calculatiom, would you recom-
mend disconnecting the capacitors after the load
drops to 240 + j600 kVA? Explain.

c)

e)
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1 Be able to catcutate th€ Laptace transform ofa
functjof Lrsing the defifjtioi of Laptace
tmnsfom, the Laptace tlanslom tabL€, and/or a
tabte of opentio na t tB nsforms-

2 B€ abte to calcuLate the inve6e LapLace
transform usiig pattial fiaction expansioi afd
the Laptace transform tabLe.

3 Underctard and know how to use the initiaL
vatue theorcm aid the finalvaLue theorcm-

Introduction to
LapLace Transform
We now introduce a powerful analytical technique that is
widely used to study the behavior of lineal, lumped-paramctcr

circuits. The method is based on the Laplace transform, wlrich we

define mathcmatically in Section 12.1. Betbre doing so, we need

to expiain why another analytical technique is needed. Fimt. we

wish to considcr thc transient behavior of circuits whose clescrib-
ing equations consist ofmore than a singlc node voltaEle or mesh-

current dillerelltial equa tion. In other words, we want io considcr

multiplc node and multiple-mesh circuits thal are described by

sels oI linear differential equations.

Second. rve \vish to determine the transient response of cir

cuits whose signal sourccs vary in ways more complicated tha11

the sinple dc level jumps considered in Chaptcrs 7 and 8. Third,

wc can usc thc Laplace translbrm to introduce the colcept ol the
transfer function as a tool for analyzing the steady-state sinu-

soidal response oI a circult when the frequency of the sinusoidal

sourcc is varicd. Wc discuss the transfer funclion in Chapter 13.

Finally, we wish to relate, in a svstematic fashion,thc time domain

behavior of a circuit lo its ftequency-domain behavior-. Using the

Laplace transform wjllprovide a broadcr understanding olcircuit

functions.
In this chapter, we introduce the Laplace tlanslorrn. discuss

ils pertinent characteristics, and present a systcmatic method lbr

transforming from the liequency domain to the tirne domain.

the
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12.1 Detinition ofthe Laptaee
Transform

The Laplace lmnslbrm of a lUnction is given by the expression

f(t)e-"'dt,

F(0 : s{/o}.

s\f(t)]

where the symbol g{f(/)} is read "th€ Laplace transform of/(r)."
The Laplace transfbrm of/0) is also denoted F(r): that is,

- I (12.1) { Laptace transform

\12.2)

This notation emphasizes that when the integral in Eq. 12.1 has been eval
uated, the resulting expression is a function ofs.In our applications, t rep
resents the time domain, and, because the exponent of e in the integral of
Eq. 12.1 must be dimensionless, s must have the dimension of reciprocal
lime, or ftequen+ The Inplace transform transforms tlre problem from
lhe time domain to the frequency domain. After obtaining the frequency-
domain expressiofl for the unkrrowl we inverse-transform it back to the
time domair,

II the idea behind the Laplace transform seems foreign, consider
another familiar mathematical transfom. Logaritbms are used to change
a multiplication or division problem, such as A : BC, into a simpler
addition or subtraction problem: log A = log BC = logB + log C.
Antilogs are used to caffy out the inverse process.The phasor is another
transform;as we knowftom Chapter 9, it converts a sinusoidal signal into
a complex number for easier, algebraic computation of circuit values.
After determinirg the phasor value of a signal,we transform itback to its
time-domain expression. Both of these examples point out the essential
feature of mathematical tmnsforms: They are designed to create a new
domain !o make the mathematical manipulations easier. After finding the
unknown in the new domain,we inverse transform it back to the original
domain. In circuit analysis, we use the Laplace tmnsfoim to transform a
set ol integrodifferenlial equations from the time domain 10 a set of alge
braic equations in the ftequency domain.W() therefore simpiify the solu-
tion for an unknom quantity to the manipulation of a set of algcbraic
equations.

Before we illustrate some of the impo ant properties of the Laplacc
transform, some geneml comments are in order, First, note thal the irte
gral in Eq.12.1is improper because the upper limit is iniinite. Thus we are
confronled inrmediately with the question of whether the integral con-
verges. In other words, does a given /0) have a Laplace transform?
Obviously, the lunclions of primary interest in engineedng analysis have
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(a) (b)

Figuru 12.1A A continuous and disconlinuous function
atthe oriqin. (a)/(r) k continuous atthe orisin.
(b)/(r) k discontinuous aithe oriqin.

Laplace transforms; otlena'rse we would not be intelested in the tfans-

form. In Linear circuit analysis, we excite circuits with sources that have

Laplace tiansforms. Excitation functions such as I or ?', which do not

have Laplace transforms, are of no interest here.
Sec;nd, because the lower limit on the integral is zero' the Laplace

lransform ignores /(r) for negative values of t Put another way, F(s) is

aletermined by the behavior of /(t only fdr positive values of t To empha-

size that the iower limit is zero, Eq 121 is frequently referred to as the

otr€-sialed, or udlatenl, Laplace transform.In the two-sided' or bilateral'
Laplace transform, tle lower limit is co We do not use the bilateral

folm herel hence F(.r) is understood to be the one-sided transform
Another point regarding the lower limit concerns the situation when

/(t) has a discontiouity at the odgin lf /(D is continuous at the origin as,

ioi example, in Fig.12.1(a) /(0) is not ambiguous. However'iff(r) has a

finite discontinuity at the origin-as, for example, in Fig 12.1(b)-the
question adses as to whether the Laplace transform integral should

i;clude or exclude the discontiouity ln other words, should we make the

lower limit 0- and include ttre discontinuitv, or should we exclude the dis-

continuity by making the lower limit 0+? (We use th€ notation 0- and 0- to

denote values of I just to the left and right of the origin, respectively.)
Actually, we may choose either as long as we are consistent, For reasoDs to

be eiDlained later. we choose 0.' as the lower limil.
Because we are using 0- as the lower limit, we note immediately that

the integation from 0- to 0+ is zero The only exception is when the dis_

continuity at the origin is an impulse function, a situation we discuss in

Section 12.3. The important point now is that tlte two Iunctions shown in

Fig. 12.1 have the sam€ unilateral Laplace transform because there is no

impulse function ai the origin.
The one-sided Laplace transform ignor€s /(t) foi t < 0 what hap_

pens pdoi to 0- is accounted for by the initial conditions Thus we use the

Laplace tiansform to predict the rcsponse to a disturbance that occurs

after initial conditions have been established.
In the aliscussion that follows, we divide fhe Laplace transfoms into

two tlpes: functional transforms and operational transforms. A funcdonal

trsnsform is the Laplace transfom of a specific function, such as sin ol. I'

t", and so on.An op€rational transform defin€s a genelal mathematical
property of the Laplace ffansform, such as finding the tiansfom of the

derivative of /(t). Before considering functional and operational tians-

foms, however, we need to inftoduce the step and impulse functions

72.2 'lhe Step Function
we may encounter luncl ions lhal  have a discont inui l )  or iump ar lhe or i-
gin. For example, we know froD earlier discussions of transient behavior

that switching operations create abrupl changes in currents and voltages

We accommodate these discontinuities mathematically by introducing the

steD and imDulse functions.



Figuie 12.2 illustrutes the step function. It is zero for . The symbol for
the step function is fr(4. Thus, the mathematical definition of the step
funotion is

r u 0 ) = 0 ,  t < 0 ,

K u ( t ) =  K ,  t > 0 .

If1(is 1,the function delined by Eq.12.3 is the unil step.
The step functionis rot defined at I = 0. In situations wherc we need to

define the rransition between 0 and 0+. we assume that it is linear and that

ru(0) - 0.s1(. (r?.4)

As befoie, 0 and 0r represent symmetric points arbitrarily close to the
left and dght of tle origin. Figure 12.3 illustrates t}le linear traNition lrom
0- to 0'.

A discontinuity may occLrr at some time other than I : 0; for exam-
ple, in sequential switching. A step that occuis at 1 = a is expiessed as
(r.,(t d).Thus

12.2 Th€ Step Function

(12 3) 
rigure rz.z .l trre step runctton.

Figure 12.3 4, The tjnear apprcximaiion to the siep

\12.5)

Figure 12.4 a A sreo 'un iol o(L.dng at I - d
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K u ( t - a ) : 0 ,  t < a ,

K u ( t - a ) - K ,  t > a .

If 4 > 0, the step occurs to the ght of the origin, and if a < 0, the step
occun to the left of the origin. Figure 12.4 illustrates Eq. 12.5. Note that
the step function is 0 when the argument I - /I is negative, and it is K
when the argument is positive.

A step function equal to Kfor t < d is written as Ku(d - r). Thus

K u ( a  t ) : K .  t < a ,

K u ( a - t ) - 0 ,  t > a .

The discontinuity is to t})e left of the origin when a < 0. Equarion 12.6 is
shown in Fi9.12.5.

OIIe application of the step function is to use it to wdte t]le mathe
matical expression for a function that is nonzero for a finite duration but is
defined for all positive time. One example useful in circuit analysis is a
finite-width pulse, which we can create by addirg two step furctions_ Th€
tunction -K[,i(l 1) ,,0 - 3)] has rhe value r for 1< I < 3 and rbe
value 0 everfwherc else, so it is a finite-width pulse of height fa itritiated at
I = 1 and teminated at 1 = 3. In defining this pulse using step functions,
it is helpful to think of the step tunction !.(l - 1) as ,'rurning on,'the con-
staflt value K at I = 1, and the step function -&(t 3) as,,tuning off,the
constant value l. at t : 3. We use step functions to tum olr and turn off
linear functions at des ed times in Example 12.1.

Figue 12,5 A A step functron Ku\d - t) fot a > 0.
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Use step functions to write an expression for the
function illustrated h Fig.12.6.

tigure 12.5 A The tunctjon for Exampte 12.1.

Solution
The function shown in Fig. 12.6 is made up of Linear
segments with brcak points at 0, 1, 3, and 4 s. To con
stiuct this function, we must add and subtract lhear
functions of the proper slope. We use the step func-
tion to initiate and terminate these linear segments
at ttre proper times.In other words, we use the step
function to tum on and turn off a straight line with
the following equations: +2t, on at t = 0, off at
t = 1; -Zt + 4, on at t - 1, off at t =3t and

Using Step Functions to Represent a Fundion of Finite Duration

+ 2 r  8 ,  o n  a t t  = 3 , o f f  a t t  - 4 -

line segments and their equations
Fig. 12.7.The expression for /(l) is

f(t) :2tlu(t) - u(t - 1)l + ( 2t +

&( 3)l + (2t - 8)["(r -

These straight

4)lu(t - L)
3) u(t 4\1.

Figure 12,7 a Definiiion ofthethree ljne segmentr tuned
0n and off with step functionsto form the tunctjon shou/n
in Fig, 12.6.

NOTE: Assess your unde/standing of step frnctians by trJinq Chapter Prcbkns 12.1 and 12.2.

12.3 The Impulse Function
When we have a finite discontinuity in a function, such as that illustrated
in Fig.12.1(b), the derivative of the funclion is not defined at the point of
the discontinuity. The concept of an impulse ftrnctionl enables us to define
the dedvative at a discontinuity, and thus to define the Laplace tiansform
of tlat derivative. An imp se is a signal of infinite amplitude and zero
duiation. Such signals don't exist in nature, but some circuit signals come
very close to approximating tlis definifion, so we find a mathematical
model of an impulse useful. Impulsive voltages and currents occul in cir_
cuit analysis either because of a switchitrg operation or because t]le circuit
is excited by an impulsive source. We will analyze these situations in
Chapter 13, but here we focus on defining the impulse function generaly

i The inpulse function is aho known as the Dirac delta iunctio..



To define the derivative of a function at a discontinuity, we first
assume that the funcfior varies linearly aqoss ttre discortinuity, as shown
in Fig. 12.8, where we observe that as €+0, an abrupt discontituity
occurs at the origin. Wher we dilferentiate the function, the derivative
between € and +€ is constant at a value of 1/2€. For I > €, the deriva-
tive is aa'(' (). Figure 12.9 shows these observations graphically. As €
approaches zero, the value of /'(t) between f€ approaches infhity. At the
same time, the dumtion of this large value is apprcaching zero.
Furthermore, the area under /'(t) between +€ remains constant as € +0.
In this example, the area is unity. As € approaches zero, we say that the
funcrion between re approaches a unit impulse funclion. denored 5().
Thus the derivative of/(/) at the origin approaches a unit impulse func-
tion as € approaches zerc, o{

/ ' (0) -6G) as € +0.

If the area under the impulse function curve is other thar unity, the
impulse tunction is denoted K6(t), where ( is the area. 1< is often referred
lo as lhe shength of rbe impulse function.

To sunrmarize, an impulse function is created from a variable-parameter
function whose parameter approaches zero The vadable-parameter func-
tion must exlibit the following three charactedslics as the parameter

1. The amplitude approaches hfinity.
2. The dumtion of the function approaches zerc.
3. The area under the variable-parameter function is comtant as the

parameter changes,

Many differelt variable-parameter functions have the aforementioned
characteristics. In Fig. 12.8, we used a linear tunction /(t) = 0.5r/€ + 0.5.
Another example of a variable pammeter function is the exponential
function:

/(,)
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Figure 12,8 4 A magnified vjew ofthe disco'rtjnujty in
Fis. 12.1(b), assuftring a linear transjtjon between -€

Figure 12.9t' Th€ dedvativ€ ofth€ tunctjon shown
jn Fig. 12.8.

tigure 12,10 A A vadabLe-panmeter tunction used to
generat€ an imputse tunctjon.

:  Ln ' r ,
2F- \12.7)

As € apprcaches zero, the function becomes inJinite at the origin and at the
same time decays to zero in an inJiniresimal le gth of time. Figue 12.10
illushates the character of /(,) as € + 0. To show that an impulse function
is created as € + 0, we must also show thal the area under the function is
indeDendent of €. Thus

t 'ea= |  !a ' 'ar+ I  ! " - ' 'a ,
Ja.e . tn  z .

K e,/.lo K e-t/' l-=  ' ' G l  - *  ' '  1 " 1 ,
K K-  
2 +  Z =  

K .  ( 1 2 . 8 )

which tells us that t]Ie area under the cuve is constant and equal to tr units.
Therefore, as € + 0, /(1) -16(r).

:r + 0.5

f '(!  )

K
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tigure 12.11 i A qraphic representation ofthe impube
16(,) and r5(t a).

f (.t)

Malhematically, the impulse futrctiotr is defined

K6(t)dt : K;

60) : 0, r + 0.

11,2.e)

(12.10)

Equation 12.9 states tlat the area under the impulse function is constant.
This area represents the strength of the impulse. Equation 12.10 states
that the impulse is zerc everywhere except at t : 0. An impulse that
occnrs at r = l' is denoted K6(t - a).

The graphic slmbol for the impulse function is an alrow The strength
of the impulse is given parenttreticaly next to t]le head of the arrow
Figure 12.11 shows the impulses f6(t) and (6(t - d).

An important prcperty of the impulse function is the sifting propefty,
which is expressed as

We use the sifting prope y oI the impulse function to lind its
transfornl

f ( t )6 ( t -a )d t - f (a ) , 112.11)

where the function /(t) is assumed to be continuous at t : d; that is, at the
location of the impulse. Equation 12.11 shows that the impulse function
sifts out everything except the value of /(t) at I - a. The validity of
Eq- 12.11 follows from noting that 60 ") is zero everywherc except at
r = a, and hence the integral can be written

/-
I :  I  f ( t )8(t  -  a)dt:  I  f ( t )6(t  -  a)dt.  (12.1?)

Ja .l "-,

But because f(t) is continuous at d, it takes on the value/(a) as t *.r, so

td+. ta+€
I : 

.1" . f(a)6(t a)dt = f(a).1. ,6(t 
atdt

: f(a). (12.13)

Laplace

r1u1,;1 = /  u1,;  "a,= ["  a|)a,=t. 112.14)

(b)

Figurc 12.12l The fint dedvative of the impulse
function. G) The impuke-genenting function used to
define the firstdenvative of ihe impulse. (b)The filst
dedvatjve 0f the impulse-generatjng function that
apprcaches 6'(t) as €+0.

which is an important Laplace tmnsform pair that we make good use of in
circuit analysis.

We can also define the derivatives of the impulse futrction and the
Laplace transform of these derivatives. we discuss the first derivative,
along with its transform and then state the resulr for the higher-order
derivatives,

The function illustrated in Fig. 12.12(a) generates an impulse function
as € + 0. Figue 12.12(b) shows the dedvative of tlis impulse-generating
function, which is defitred as the dedvative of the impulse [6'0)] as € - 0.

f(,

K6(/ a)



The derivative of the impulse function sometimes is referred to as a
moment tunction, or unit doublet.

To find the Laplace traNform of 6'(r), we simply appty rhe defining
integral to the function shown in Fig. 12.12(b) and, after inregmting, ter
€ + 0. Then

12.3 The Imputse Function

ftgsr€ 12.13 A The jmpulse functjon as the denvabve
0r th€ step function: (a)/O J r(r) as €-0, and
(b)/ ' ( r)  + 5(r)  as €+0

(12.15)

In deriving Eq. 12.15, we had to use l'H6pital's rule twice to evaluate the
indeterminate form 0/0.

Higher-order derivatives may be generated in a manner similar to
that used to generate the first derivative (see Problem 12.11), and the
defining integral may then be used to find its I-aplace transfom. For the
,th derivative of the impulse function, we find that its Laplace transform
simply is s'; that is,

.r,,r,rr : s[f. .],, ", [(-i)*, "]

1im

s-?'. + ,t-e '_

2s

rr{6('\t} : s'. 112.16)

Finally, an impulse function can be thought of as a derivative of a sfep
function; that is,

ut,t = o"!t)
\12. !7)

Figure 12.13 presents the graphic interpretarion ofEq.12.17.The funcrion
shown in Fig.12.13(a) approaches a unit step function as € +0. The furc-
tion shown in Fig. 12.13(b)-the dedvarive of the Iunction ir
Fig. 12.13 (a)-approaches a unit impulse as € +0.

The impulse function is an extremely useful concept in circuit analy-
sis, and we say more about it in tlle following chapte$. We introduced t]te
concepthere so that we car include discontinuities at the odgin in our def-
inition of the Laplace transform.

NOTE: Asse.Js )Joul undentanding of the impulse function by nying
Chapter Prcblems 12.5 12.7.

0

f'lt)
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12.4 FunctionaI Transforms
A furctional transform is simply the Laplace lransfom of a speciJied func-
tion of t. Because we are limiting our intoduction 10 the unilateral, or one-
sided, Laplace tansfom, we defire all functions to be zero for t < 0 .

We derived one lunctional transform pair in Section 12.3, wheie
we showed that the Laplace transform of the udt impulse function
equals 1;see Eq. 12.14. A second illustration is the unit step function of
Fig. 12.13(a), where

Pigure 12.14 ̂ A decaying e{ponentiat

t1 ,q41 = [  y6n.o,= [ - , " "0,
1: ; " . : ;

Equation 12.18 shows that tle Laplace transform of the unit step function
is 1/s.

The Laplace tmnsform of the decaying exponential function shown in
Fig.12.14 is

/ - l
t l " " ' l  -  

J o  
e d e 4 d t =  

J o e ' ' " ' a r - ,  o .  o ? . r e )

In deriving Eqs. 12.18 and 12.19, we used the fact that integration across
the discontinuity at the origitr is zero.

A tlird illustratiotr of findhg a functional transfom is the sinusoidal
function shown in Fig. 12.15. The expression for l(l) for t > 0- is sin dl;
hen€e the I-aplace transform is

(12.18)

112.20)

I dt

Fique r2.r5 A A sinEoidat tunction fo' I > 0.

Table 12.1 gives an abbreviated list of Laplace transform pairs. It
includes the functions of most interest in an introductory coune on circuit
aDDlications,

e{sin d1} : 
l" ut.un"' o,

=  
[ ( " ' ' ; " ' ^ ) - ' .

t l  t= - t -

2j

r \-  
"  +  l r )
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Tlre ,f(, c> o-) rG)
(imp'ilse)

(ramp)

(exponenlial)

(cosine)

(danped ranp)

(damped sine)

6(r)

u(t)

I

1

1

1

;'

1

G +;Fia

12.5 0perationalTransforms
Operational transforms indicate how mathematical operations oerformed
oD eirher/(r i  or F(,)  are convened into lheopposir idomajn. i te opera-
tions of pdmary interest are (1) multiplication by a constantt (2) addirion
(subhaction); (3) differentiatio{ (4) integmrion; (5) rranslarion in the time
domain; (6) translation in the hequency domain;and (?) scale changing.

Muttiptication by a Constant
Fiom the defining integral, if

e{f(t)J = F(s),

s tKf (t)j : KF(r. (12.21)
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Thus, multiplication of /0) by a constant coresponds to multiplying F(s)
by the same constant,

Addition (Subtraction)
Addition (subtraction) in the time domair rranslates into addition (sub-
traction) in the ftequency domain. Thus if

s{l(r} : r(r),

s{/r(r)} = rr(r),

s{/3(r)} = r3(t,

then

g{ft(t) + f2O - /:(4} = r(") + Fls) - F3(s), (12.2?)

which is dedved by simply substituting the algebraic sum of time-domain
functions into the defining integral.

Differentiation
Differentiation in the lime domain conesponds to multiplying F(r) by r
and ttren subtracting t}le initial value of f(t-that is, /(0 )-fton this
prcduct:

which is obtahed directly from the definition of the Laplace transfom, or

' {+}=rF(s)- r {o ) . 112.23)

'{+\ fl+)"",, lrz.24)

We evaluate the integral h. Eq. 12.24 by integrating by parts. Letting
u = e ", ajnd dt = ld f (t)ldtldt yletds

.\+\ : n'',rl* I*',u, *''0, \12.25)

Because we are assuming that /(t) is Laplace transformable, the evalua
tion of e-Y0) at I : oo is zero. Therefore the right-hand side of Eq. 12.25

f((D + s r ftr)e'-.crt: rr(r) /(0-).
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This observation completes the derivation of Eq. 12.23. It is an imporant
result because it states that differentiation in the time domain teduces to
an algehaic operation in the s domain.

We determine the Laplace tmnsform of higher-order dedvatives by
using Eq. 12.23 as the starting point. For example, to find rhe Laplace
transtbm of the second dedvative of /(t), we first let

. . df(t)
dt

Nowwe use Eq.12.23 to write

G(r) = rF(s) /(0 ). \12.27)

But because

-,-3af9-) d" lfg )J  , - -  ' - - - : - ,  L r z , r u )

Integration
Integration in the time domain corresponds to dividing by r ir the s domain.
As before, we establish the relationship by the defining integral:

112.26)

ds(t) _ d2f(t\
dt dtz 

'

"{ot:.") - "{t ' !!) -scrr) - B(0 ). (1?.28)
l d t )  l d f  )

Combhing Eqs. 12.26, 12.27,and 12.28 gi'tes

I  a t r r , t l  . t  O  Ir i=r j ' i  -  " ' rr ' ,  -  , tro-t " ' ) , ' .  
1tz.zs:

We find the Laplace ffansfom of the rth derivative by successively
applying the preceding process, which leads to the general result

* lo ' t ' ! \  =s,Fr, )  r ,  , / {o 1-  ,^  z l l to t
I d," I d!

'\lro^| = Ill[to,,,1," "" (12.31)
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We evaluate the integral on the right-hand side ofEq.12.31 by integrating
by partq first letting

' \ lrta*j:?,

1

Then

: f(t)dt,

The htegratior-by-pads fomulayields

, Note that throushoul we multiply any arbirra.y fnDcrion l(r) by the unii step lmctjon ,G)
to ensure that the resultins function is defined io. all Dositive tine.

.{[:o,*1= -;f'r,r,,l;. f 1,,r0,,,,,,,
The first telm on the right'hand side of Eq. 12.32 is zero at bot}l the upper
and lower limits. The evaluation at t]le lower limit obviously is zero,
whereas the evaluation at the upper limit is zero because we are assuming
that /(l) has a Laplace tiansfolm. The second ierm on the dght-hand side
of Eq. 12.32 is F(s)/s; t}leiefore

(12.33)

which rcveals that the operation of inte$ation in the time domain is trans-
fomed to the algebraic operation of multiplyiDg by 1/r in the r domain.
Equation 12.33 and Eq. 12.30 form the basis of the earlier statement that
ttre Laplace transform translates a set of integrodiffeiential equations into
a set of algebraic equations.

Translation in the Time Domain
IJ we start witll any function /(t),l(t), we can represetrt the same function,
tra0slated in t ime by rhe con<lanl a.  as J\ t  -  a)u\!  -  / l ) . -  Tran. lar ion in
the time domain coresponds to multiplication by an exporertial in the
ftequencv domain.Thus

: t { f ( t  o )u ( t  a ) } :e ' "F (s ) ,  a>0 .

For example, knowing that

(12.34)

s{ta(t)}
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Eq. 12.34 permits writing the Laplace tmnsform of (t a)u(t - a)
directly:

9 { ( t  -  a ) u ( t  a ) } = t " .

Tbe proof of Eq. 12.34 fol lows from the detining integrai:

].*
s IG-a \u ( t -a ) \ :  I  u ( t  -  a ) f ( t  a )e - " td t

.ln'

= 
l- 

, o)n"a,. (12.35)

In writing Eq. 12.35, we took advantage of r(t d) = 1 for r > /i. Now
we change t]le va able of integration. Specifically, we let r = r - lr. Then
r : 0 when r = a, .r : co when I = co, and !r.r - dt. Thus we write the
integral in Eq.12.35 as

sIf(t a)u(t - 4j = 
| ftOe {*o a,

= "-"'J*rav*a'
: e_"F(s)'

which is what we set out to prove.

TEnslation in the Frequency Domain
Tlanslatiotr in tlle frequency domain coresponds to multiplication by an
exponential in the time domain:

9[e-"'f(t)] = F(s + a), (12 36)

which follows from the defining integral. The derivation of Eq. 12.36 is left
to Problem 12.16.

We may use the relationship in Eq. 12.36 to dedve new transfom
pai$. Thus, knowing that

i/ I cos orl

we use Eq.12.36 to deduce that

\ ' a
j/t? - co(@l}

( t  + a)2 + e| '

Scate Changing
The scale-change property gives the relationship between /(t) and F(r)
when the time variable is multiplied by a positive constant:

sua,*:in(i), ,, o, (12.37)
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the derivation of which is left to Problem 12.22. The scale-change property
is particularly useful in experimental work, especially where time-scale
chaDges are made to facilitate building a model of a system.

We use Eq.12.37 to formulate new transform pails Thus, knowing that

g{coit r} :

we deduce from Eq. 12.37 that

l + 1 '

1 sla
a ( s l ( , ) z + L  f  + & ] '

E{cosot} :

Table 12.2 gives an abbreviated list of operational transforms

NOTE: Assess your unilentanding of these operutional transforms by
trying Chaptet Prcbkns 12.24 and 12.25.

Operarior J\r'l r(s)

Multiplication by a constant

Additioi,/subtraction

first derivative (tine)

second de vative (time)

nth derivative (tilne)

Tme integal

Translation in hequency

Scile €hanging

Ft r derivative (r)

"th deiivative (s)

r integral

KT(I)

l(, + l,(r)
df(t)

dt
a'�fG)

d'f(.t,

tf(.t,

{f(t\

ro

- ,fd4 + ...

lrG)

"'FG)

F(r)

F(r + a)

aF6)

, ,,.{!!)

(r(r)
F ( r ) + F , ( s ) - F ( s ) + '

srG) /(o-)
df(r)- ,,f(o ) -

^df( t \
s"flf\ { |i

-  d f , tO )  d '  \ f tD- l
" 

tu2 d{-l

l f ( r tdx

f(t - c)a(t -

t,- ,,,..
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Answer: (u) -- ;

ts + aJ-

(b)

(c)

12.6 App y inq the Lap ace T,at r fo,m

Bs
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objective 1-ge abl.e to catcutate the Laptace transform of a function using the Laptace transform table or a table of
oPerational transforms

12.2 Use Lhe appropriate operational transfbrm
fiom Table 12.2 to find the Laplace transfbm
of each function:

a:) Pe-'t

b) : (r  ' '  s inh 6rJ.
d l

NOTE: Al\o trJ, Chaptet Prcb tems 1L 17 an d 11 .18.

(s + d) ' �  Bz'

(r' + o')'

12.6 Ag:p[yimg tl"l* l-e ptaee fraslsforn']
We now illustrale holv to use the Laplace transform to solve the ordinary
integrodiffercnlial equations thal descr.ibe the bchaviol of tumped
parametcr circuits. Consider the circuit shorJn in Fig. 12.16. We assunrc
that no initial eneryy is stored in the cfcuit at the instanl \r,hen the switch,
which is shor'lirg the dc current soulce. is opencd.The problem is ro find
the timc domain expression for ,(/) when I > 0.

We bcgin by writing thc integr-odifferenrial cqualior1 that ,(/) rnusl
satisf,v. We need only a singlc node-volrage equation to describe thc cir.
cuit- Summing the currents away lrom the top node iD the circuit gcner

(12.38)

?. ;+ + c[ ' r (r)  - , rr  1:  r . ( i ) , (12.39)

an algebraic equation in wlich y(s) is thc unknown variabtc. We are
assunring lhat the circujt pararnerer R.l-.and C,as well as rhe source cur-
rent 1dc, are known; the inilial volrage on thc capacitor (0 ) is zero
because thc iDitial enere)' sturcd in the cjrcuit is zero- Thus we ha\,e
reduced the problem to solving an algebraic equation.

t iguE 12.16 r A parat let frao ort .

+ .! l,'^,to'+ (  - = I ^ . u ( t ) .
dr  - -

Nole that in writing Eq. 12.38. we indicared the opening of the switctr in
the stepjump ofthe source currenr from zero to 1d..

After dcriving the integrodiffcrenlial equations (in this example.jusr
one), \\'e transfbrm the equations to the r domain. Wc lvill Dot go through
the steps ofthc transformation jn dclail,because in Chapter 13 we will dis
cover how to bvpass them and gcnerate the s-domain equations direcdy
Briefly though. we use three opcralioDal transforms and one functional
tralrsform on Eq. 12.38 to obtain
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Next we solve the algebraic equations (again,just one jn this case) for
the unknowns. Solving Eq.12.39 for y(s) gives

ur,r(|. -!.,.) = *,

Ia./C

C + ( l l R c ) s + ( l l L C )
\12.44)

.,�(t) : s1|v(s)\. \12.41)

The next steD in the analvsis is to find the inverse tmnsform oI th€
r-alomain expiession;this is the subject of Section 12 7.In that section we
also present a final, critical step: checkiDg the validity of the resulting
time-domain expression. The need for such checking is not unique to the
Laplace transfom; conscientious and prudent engineers ahvays test any
dedved solution to be sure it makes sense in terms of known system
behavior.

Simplifying the notation now is advantageous. We do so by droppirg
the parenthetical t in time-domain expressions and the parenfhetical r in
frequency-domain expressions. We use lowercase letters for all time-
domain variables, and we represent the corresponding s-domain variables
wiih uDDercase letlers. Thus

Y { u } : Y  o r  u = r r { v ! ,

E { i } : 1  o r  i : : F U } ,

To find r(t) we must inverse ftansform the expression for v(s). We
denote this invene operation

9 { f )  -  F  o t  f :  e ' { F } ,

NO?t ,Assess your understanding of this matetial by trying Chapter
Ploblem 12.26.

12.7 Inverse Transforrns
The expression for I/(s) in Eq. 12.40 is a ntional function ofr;that is, one
that can be expressed in the form of a ratio of two polynomials in s such
that no nonintegral powers of s appear in the polynomials ln fact, for lin-
ear. lumped-pdr0meler circui tsqhosecomponenl\aluesare conslanl lhe
r 'domarn expfession( for lhe un-knoPn voltaget and curren(t  are al$a)\
rational functions of s. (You may verify this observation by workmg
Problems 12.27 12.30.) If we can inverse-tmnsform mtiorlal lunctions of s,
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we can solve for the time-domain expressions for the voltages and cur-
rents. The purpose of this section is to present a straightforward and sys-
tematic technique for finding tlle inverse tansform of a rational {unction.

In general, we need to find the inverse transfom of a function that
has the folm

rc) =# a n s n + a n  f n  
r +  . +  a 1 s + s o

b ^ s ^  +  b ^ - 4 f d n  1 +  . +  4 s  +  b o -

s + 6

s ( r + 3 ) ( s + 1 ) ,
_ K t ,  K z  K r  K 4= r l r . . l  

l s r t l - '  r '  1 1 2 1 3 )

. ^  |  s + 6

[s(s + 3Xr+ 3)(r + 1)'�

= 1Y, + Kre-3' + K{e | + K4e t)u(t). (12.44)

\12.4?)

The coefficients a and b are rcal constants, and the exponents m and n are
positive integers. fhe ratio N(s)/r(s) is called a proper rationd furctior
lf m > n, and an improp€r rational fir€tion if m < ,?. Only a proper
iational function can be exparded as a sum of partial ftactions. This
restriction poses ro problem, as we show at the end ol this section.

PartiaI Fraction Expansion: Proper Rationa[ Functions
A prcper rational function is expanded hto a sum of partial fraclions by
writing a telm or a sedes of tems for each rco1 of D(s). Thus D(s) must
be in factored folm before we can make a partial fraction er?ansion. For
each disainct root of ,(r), a shgle term appears in the sum of partial frac-
tion$ For each multiple root of D(r) of multiplicity r, the expansion con-
tains r tems. For examole. in t}re rational function

r ( r + 3 ) ( s + 1 ) ' � '

the denominator has four rcots. Tho of these roots are distinct-namely,
atr = 0ands - 3. A multiple rcot of multiplicity 2 occurs at s = -1.
Thus the pa ial fraction expansion of this functiotr takes the form

The key to the partial ftaction technique for finding inveBe transforms
lies in recognizing the /(t) coresponding to each telm in the sum of par-
tial fractions. Frcm Thble 12.1 you should be able to ve fy that

All that remains is to establish a technique for detemhing tlle coeffi-
cients ((1, 1<2, -K3, . . .) genemted by making a pa ial fraction expallsiorl-
There are four general forms this problem can take. Specifically, the roots
of D(s) arc either (1) real and distinct; (2) complex and distinct; (3) real
and repeated;or (4) complex and repeated. Before we consider each situ-
ation in turn. a few seneml comments are in oidei,
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We used the identity sign = in Eq. 12.43 to emphasize that expanding
a mtional function into a sum of partial ftactions establishes an identical
equation. Thus both sides of the equation must be tle same for all values
of the va able r. A1so, the identity relationship must hold when both sides
are subjected to t]le same mathematical operation. These chamcteristics
are pertinent to determining the coefficients, as we will see.

Be sure to vedfy that the rational function is proper. This check is
imporranr because nolhing i0 rbe pfocedure lor f indi ;g ihe \  dr ious Ks wi l l
ale you to nonsense results iJ the mtional function is imprcper. We pres-
etrt a procedure for checking the fs, but you can avoid wasted effort by
forming the habit of asking youisell "Is F(s) a pioper rational function?,'

Partial Fraction Expansion: Distinct Rea[ Roots of ,(s)
We first consider determining the coefficients in a partial fraction er?an-
sion when all the roots of ,(s) are real and distinct. To find a I< associated
with a term that arises because of a distinct root of D(s), we multiply both
sides of the identity by a factor equal to the denominator beneatl the
desired l(. Then when we evaluate botl sides of the identity at the ioot cor-
responding to tne multiplying factor, the right-hand side is always rhe
desired l(, and the left-hand side is always its numerical value. For example,

-  a6( '  -  s)(s t  12) Kt K) K1
r ( , - 8 X r  l o ,  r  c r 8  r - b

To find the value of 1K1, we multiply both sides bys and then evaluate borh
s i d e s a t s = 0 :

a6( r  5 ) ( r  +  r2 ) l  K , "  I  K .s  I
( ,  - 8 ) i r  o r  I . o  

'  ,  8 1 . ,  '  ^ 1 .  o '

96(5)412)- : =  K 1  :  1 2 o . 112.46)

To find the value of &, we mulriply borh sides by s + 8 ard then evaluare
borh sides at s = -8:

9 6 ( s + s x r + 1 2 )
"(" + 6l i"= s

- -(rts + 8)l ,, . ft:ds + s)l:  "  l ,=  .  -  ̂ ' -  r "  *  6)  l ,=- " '

96(-3)14)
=  K - :  1 )

(-8X-2) \12.47)



Therl ri is

9 6 ( r + 5 ) t s + i 2 ) l
I  K- 48.

r ( (  +  r< l  l , =  "

From Eq. 12.45 and the,(values obtained.

q6G + s )G +  t2 ) 120 48
s ( s + i l ) ( s + 6 ) r + 8

(12.48)

\12.49)

At this point, testing the resulttoprotect against computational errors is a
good idea. As we aheady mentioned. a partial fraction expansion crcates
an identily;thus both sides of Eq. 12.49 musl be the same for ali r values.
Thc choice oftest values is completcly open;hence we choose values thal
are easy to verify. For example, in Eq. 12.49, testing at either 5 or 12 is
attractive because in boih cases the lelt hand side reduces to zero.
Choosing 5 yields

=  24  +  48  -  24 :0 .

whereas testing 12 givcs

120 48 '�72
, - - 1 0  i l  t q  0 .

Now confident that thc numerical values ofthe various (s are correct, we
proceed to find the invene lransform:

.  f g b l r  +  5 r r  +  1 2 )  |
/  ' {  - . -  

.  
" -  - ' l  -  { l ) , r  , l b p '  - 2 .  " ' ) u l t ) .  

| ? . . 0 )
I  r l r  + E ) ( r + ( r )  J

120 48 '�72

0bjedive 2-Be able to catcutate the inverse Laptace transform using partial fraction expansion and the Laplace
transform tabte

12.3 Find/(r) i f 12.a Find /0) if

6 s 2 + 2 o r + 2 6
( r + 1 l ( r + 2 X s + 3 )

Answer: /(r) = (3e1 + 2e'''�1 + e-3)u1).

NOTE: Aho ty Chltptet Prcblems 12.10(a) and (b).

7 s ' � + 6 3 r + 1 3 4
( s + l t ( r + 4 ) ( s + 5 r '

Answer: /(r) : (4e 3t + 6e  t - 3e st)u(t).
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PartiaI Fraction Expansion: Distinct Complex
Roots of D(s)
The only difference between finding the coefficients associated with dis-
tirct complex roots and finding those associated with distinct real roots is
that the algebra in tle former involves complex numbers We illustrate by
expanding tie rational function:

_ t00(s |  3)
" ' " '  -  

, "  *  o 1 i  '  o '  +  : 1  
( 1 2  5 1 )

We begin by noting that F(s) is a proper rational function. Next we must
find the roots of the quadratic telm s2 + 6r + 25:

f + 6r + 25 = (s + 3 - j4)(r +3 + ja). Oz.5zl

With tlle denominator in factorod fom, we proceed as before:

100(s + 3)
( r + 6 ) ( f + 6 s + 2 5 )

K K . K .
I  b  r - 3  / 4  r + 3 - / 4

To find i:1, &, and i(3, we use the same process as beforel

100{i | 3) | too{ 3r
K _ - _  t _ -  t 1  t \ . . t \' -  t ' �  o s ' 2 s 1 , .  .  2 s  ' '

,, l00rr - Jr I too1in)
' fr + b)(, J t4) l .  -r.  , .  {3 /4( 18.,

: 6 _ i8 = 10s 153.13, 02.55)

r00rr - Jr | 100{ i4)' - '  ( r  +  6Xr  3  t4 r l . -  ,  r "  13  j4 \ - j8 l

:6 + j8 = 10erj:t3.13. 02.56.)

100(s .f 3) -12 r0/ 53.1s"
( r + 6 X l + 6 . t + 2 5 )  s + 6  s + 3 -  j 4

10/ s3.73.

Then
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Again, we need to make some obseNations. First, in physically reaLiz-
able circuits, complex roots always appear in corjugate pairs. Second, the
coefficients associated with these conjugate pairs are themselves coniu-
gates. Note, for example, that i(3 (Eq. 12.56) is the conjugare of f2
(Eq. 12.55).Thus for complex conjugate roots, you actually need to calcu-
late only half the coefficients.

Before inverse{mnsforming Eq. 12.5?, we check the partial fraction
expansion numerically. Testing at -3 is attractjve because the leffhand
side reduces to zero at this value:

t2  t0  / -5J .1J .  t 0  5J . l ] .
f  l r ) - - i  

i ,  
- - - /

= -4 + 2.5 /36.a'7" + 2.5 / 36.87.

: -4 + 2.0 + j1.5 + 2.0 , j1.5 = 0.

We now proceed to inverse transform Eq. 12.57:

. [  l o o r s + 3 r  I
J  

' i  
: - : - . '  

- '  
|  =  r -  t 2 r  6  l g e  r 1  l ' c  ' t  r 4 r l

l { r  +  6 ) (s '+  6 r  +  2s) l

:10a1t(eit4t 5313') + e-t({ '.rr"))

= 20€ ircos(4r 53.13"),

which eMbles us to simplify Eq. 12.581

, "  , 1  100 ( r  +  3 )  I
[(r + 6)(sz + 6r + 2s)J

: I 72eat + 2].]tcos(ar 53.13')lu0).

+ 10? ,,53.13.€_(3+14), )r,(l). (12.58)

ln geneial, having t]te function it t]le time domain contain imaginary com-
ponents is urdesirable. Fo unately, because the terms involving imaginary
components always come in conjugate pairs, we can eliminate the imagi-
nary components simply by adding the pairs:

10e t53.13 e (3 i4' + l\e js3.r1 a(1+i4)l

\12.59)

112.6A)

Because distinct complex roots appear ftequently in lumped-parameter
linear circuit analysis, we need to sulnmarize these results with a new
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12.5 Find /0) i t

10(r '  + 119)
( r + 5 ) ( r 2 + l u r + 1 o o )

NOTE: AIto tly Chaptet Prcblems 12.40(c) and (d).

transform pair. Whenever D(s) contains distinct complex roots-that js.
factors of lhe form (s + a jB)(r + d + ip)-a pair ot rerms of rhe form

appears in the partial Iractior expansion.where the partial fractjon coeffi
cient is, in gencral, a complex number.ln polar form.

K - lKle to = lI<11A, (2.62)

where lK I dcnotes the qlagnitude of the complex coefficient- Then

I< K"
s + a -  j B  s + d +  j B (12.61)

K ' :  K l e t t  =  K L A . (12.63)

thc conplex conjugate pair in Eq.12.61 atways invcrsc Lransforms as

t . l  K  ,  K '  \
[ r + a - j p  s + d + j p j

= 2 K e " t c o s ( f u + a ) . \r2.64)

Ansrver: /(r) = (10e 5/ - 8.33e{r sin 12r"t/.

In applying Eq. i2.64it is important to nole thai (is defined as rhe coeffi-
ciert associatcd with the denominaror terms + a - i6. and K' is delined
. 's lhe coerhcrenr a..oi iared sirh rhe dcnomi| |x lor ,  o iB.

obiective 2-Be abte to catculate the inveBe Laptace transform using partiat fraction expansion and th€ Laplace
transform tabte

Partiat Fraction Expansion: Repeated Rea[ Roots of ,(s)
To find the coefficients associated with the terms generated by a mukiplc
root of multiplicity /,wc mulliply both sides of the identity by the multiplc
rool raised to its /th power.We find the L appearing over the factor raised
to lhe fth power by evaluating both sidcs o{ the identit}' ar rhe mulriple
roo1. To find the rcmaining (J' 1) coefiici ents, we differentiate both sides
of the identity (,' 1) times. Ai the end of cach differeDtiation. we evalu
ate bolh sides of thc identity at the multiplc roo1. The right-hand sidc is
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always ,the desired ,<i and the lef!:hao.dside,is: alwayq irs ludreTipqtr value.
For exam.ple,

1 0 0 ( s . t  2 5 )  = K t _  K ,  .  K ,  _ _ _ L .
s { r - 5 ) 3  s  ( s  + 5 ) r  ( s  +  5 ) 2  r - 5 '

We lind Kt as previously described; that ii

"'-ti#|"=;='.Y?" =^ (1?.66)

To find K2, we multiply both sides by (s + 5)3 and then evaluate both
sides at -5i

loo(s + 2s) |
_ l + -K, + K3(s + tl"= s

' t . '
+ Xi(s + 5),1 , F2.67)

tPf l '  = o, )  o -  x2 -  K3 \  o+ K4 xo
{  - ) t

(12.68)
,  r : . :  . : . ,  i , a  : l '  I r .  - r . J I . : : i r i i ; .  . . t 1 1  t . '  , 1 .  ) l j , - .

To find tr3 we first mustiiriUliipli both sides dfiEql 1255 by (s i+ 5)lr'Next

' !,o-, -

,, ., : , i :r ',*.#tri(j +,5Fi"=_,,(12.69)

'*[-{i2],=- = K3 = -100. ,r .  (12J0)
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To find fa we fint multiply both sides of Eq. 12.65 by (r + 5)r. Next
we differertiate both sides twice with respect to:r and then evaluate both
sides at r = -5. After simplifying t]le first derivative, the second deriva-

,4[-3]" ,:..,*[!
+ s), (2s

s2
'1" ,

+ o + 
*lr3l"= s + r4[zro{" + s)]"=,,

_40 = 2K+

Solving Eq. 12.71 for Ka gives

(12.77)

112.13)

Then

100(r + 25) _ 20 _ 400 100 _ 20
s ( s + s ) 3  s  ( s +  5 ) 3  ( r + 5 ) ,  r + 5

K4 = -20. 112.t2)

!e  ,1100(s  +  25) \-  
l , 1 s + s 1 r  J

- 120 - 200r'�e " luor? ' - 20r 
'rlllvl.

\12.74)

At this point we can check our expansion by testing both sides of
Eq.12.73 at r = -25. Noting both sides of Eq. 12.73 equal zero when
r: 25 gives us confidence in the corectness of the partial fiaction
expansion. The inverse hansform of Eq. 12.73 yields
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Partial Fraction Expansion: Repeated Complex
Roots of ,(s)
We handle repeated complex roots in the same way that we did repeated
real roots: the only difference is that t]le algebra involves complex num-
bels Recall tlat complex roots always appear ia conjugate pairs and that
the coeff;icients associated vrith a conjugate pair are also conjugates, so
t]tat only haiJ tle trs need to be evaluated. For example,

768'  " '  G t+  *  r z57

After factoring the denominator pollnomial, we [aite

112.15)

Kr K2
( s + 3 1 4 ) ' � - t + 3 - j 4

. t12 76\
( r + 3 l / 4 ) '  r + 3 - 1 4

Now we need to evaluate only K1 and (2, because /<i and (i ate conju-
gate values. The value of 1<1 is

.. 
,768 

|
'  

t r + 3  -  j 4 f l . _  " , , 4

768
( i8f \12.77)

The value of K2 is

R2
[ .

-*L
_ G

168
s + 3 +

2Q68)
r 3 + j 4

l=.,*,.j4)'

rl,
2(768)

11?.78)
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From Eqs.12.77 and 12.78,

Ki- 12,

K i = i 3 = 3 1 y .

(12.79)

(12.80)

We now group the partial ftaction expansion by conjugate tems to obtain

rG) : [;
L T J+3  -  j 4 ) ,  ( s+

+
-12

| 3 / -90' 3 /c0' \
\ { + 1  i 4  s + l + a /

(12.81)

, , { . fo} =ff i",

: P  1 {  "  
+

l G  + '  i B ) ' ( r + d + j B ) '
K'

f 2 Kn,-, I: 
[; rx " 

"''o'rn' * alla'1'

"^ - t

3 + j 4 \ ' )

We now write the inverse transform of F(r):

f(t) = [-24te 
3t cos4t + 6? 3'cos(4r - 90')]r(r). (12.8?)

Note that if F(r) has a real root a of multiplicity r in its denominator,
the term in a partial fraction expansion is of the form

(r + d)'

The inve$e tmnsform of this term is

(12.83)

If F(r) has a complex root of a + iB of multiplicity r in its denominator,
the telm in pafiial ftaction expansion is the conjugate pair

( s + d -  j B Y  ( s +  a  +  j B ) '

The iDverse traNform of this pail is

(12.84)

Equations 12.83 and 12.84 are the key to being able to inverse-tmnsform
any partial fraction expansiotr by inspection. One fu trer note regarding
t-hese two equations: In most circuit analysis problems, r is seldom greater
tlan 2. Therefore. the inverse transform of a mtional function can be han-
dled wit}l four transform pairs. Table 12.3 lists these pairs.
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TABLE 12.3 Fo|Jr UsefulTransforn Pairs

Pair Natue of
Number Rools

K

K

K K "
s + a  j P  s + d +  j B

K K '
( \ + d  j p r  ( r + d +  j B ) .

T('

Kte rtu(t)

2 (Ld ' 'cos (pt + t  ) , (r)

h KIe-'t.os(.tu + a)u|)

N,2r  Inpai rs tard2, ,<narcalqunt i ty ,qherasinpans3and4. ,< is lneconplcxquant i t r  ,< I

Obiective 2-Be abte to catcutate the inverse Laptace transform using partia[ fraction expansion and the Laplace
transform table

PartiaI Fraction Expansion: Improper RationaI Functions
We conclude the discussion of partial fraclion expansions by relurning ro
an observation made at the beginning of this section, namely, that
improper rational functions pose no sedous problem in finding inverse
tmnsforms. An improper rational function can always bc expanded into a
polyromial plus a proper rational function. The polynomiat is then
inversc transformed into impulse functions and derivatives of impulse
functions.The proper rational function is invene-transformed by the tech
niques ouuined in this section. To iltustrate the procedure. we use thc
lunction

12;7 Find f0) it

F r c r :  
"

-  ' " '  
l r 2  +  4 t  +  5 r 2 '

NOTE: Also tty Chdpter Problem 12.41(e).

ta + 13r' + b6s2 + 20ur + 300
s ' � + 9 s + 2 0

(12.85)

Dividing the denominator into the numerator until the remainder is
proper rational funclion gives

30s + 100F ( r ) : r ' � + 4 s + 1 0 +
s ' �+  9s  +  20 '

Answer: f(r) : (-20te 2tcost + 20e "sintr0).

sherc lhe refm rJos IUU' r ,  -  r)s |  '0) r .  lhe renrr indef.

(12.86)
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- Next we er?and the proper rational function into a sum of partial
ftacriorls:

30s + 100 30r + 100 -20 50=  - + -  - .  l \ 2 8 7 \f + 9 s + 2 0  ( s + 4 X r + 5 )

Subsrituting Eq.12.87 inro Eq.12.86 yields

. - n 5 0
I r r )  -  s z  4 r - 1 0  

r " ' ?  
r r - " -

Now we can inverse-tmnstorm Eq.12.88 byinspection. Hence

" . .  e5 ( )  . d ; t ! )t ( t l - - t  |  4 - ,  I 1 0 6 ( r )

(20e 4t st)e st)u(t).

12.8 Poles and Zeros of F(s)
The mtional function of Eq. 12.42 also may be expressed as the ratio oI
two factored polynomials.In other wordsJ we may write F(s) as

F ts )  -  K f r  +  . r ) ( r  +  .2 ) .  l s  +  . , )
( s + p r ) ( r + p r . ( s + p - ) '

(12.88)

(12.89)

(12.90)

where 1{ is the constart a/6_. For example, we may also write rhe function

8 s 2 + 1 2 0 r + 4 0 0
2s4 + 20s3 + 70s, + 1O0r + 48

8 ( s ' � + 1 5 s + 5 0 )
2(r4 + 10s3 + 351 + 50r + 24)

4 ( s + s ) ( i + 1 0 )
(r + 1Xr + 2)(r + 3)(s + 4)'

r(") :

(12.91)
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The roots of the denomimtor polynomial, thatis,-pr, -p2. h,...,
pu , are called the poles of F(s) rhey are rhe values of s ar which F(s)

becomes infinitely large.In the function described by Eq.12.91,the poles
of F(r) are -1, 2, -3, and -4.

fhe roots of the numerator polynomial, that is, - zr, - 22, 21, . . . ,
zn, are called the zeros of F(s); they are the values of s at which _F(r)

becomes zero. In the function descdbed by Eq. 12.91, the zeros of tq(r)
aJe -5 and 10.

In what folows, you may find that behg able ro visualize rhe poles
and zeros of F(r) as points on a complex r plane is helpful. A complex
plane is reeded because the roots of the pol)'nomials may be complex. In
t]le complex r plane, we use the hodzontal axis to plot tlle real values of s
and the vertical axis to plot the imaginary values of s.

As an example of plotting the poles and zeros of F(r), consider the
function

Figure 12.17 A Ptotting potes and zeros on thes ptane.

(12 93) < Initial value theorem

(12.94) < Final va(u€ theorem

\12.9?)

The poles of F(r) are at 0, 10, -6 + j8, and -6 - j8. The zeros are ar -5,
-3 + J4, and -3 - i4. Figuie 12.17 shows the poles and zerosplotted on
the s plane, where X's rcpiesent poles and O's represent zeros,

Note that the poles and zeros for Eq.12.90 are located in the finite r
plane. F(s) can also have either an /th-order pole or an J'th-order zero at
infinity. For example, the tunction descdbed by Eq. 12.91 has a second-
order zero at infinity, because for large values of r tle function reduces to
4/r', and F(s) : 0 when r = oo. In this text, we are interested in rhe poles
and zeros located in the finite r plane. Therefore, when we refer to the
poles and zeros of a mtioml function of s, we are refering to the finite
poles and zeros.

12.9 Initiat- and Finat-Value Theorems
The idtial- and final-value theorems are useful because they enable us to
determin€ from F(s) the behavioi of f(1) at 0 and c<). Hence we can check
the initial and final values of /(t ro see if they conform with known circuit
behavior, before actually finding the inverse trarNform of F(r).

The initial-value theorem states that

10(r + 5)(r + 3 l4i{r + 3 + i4}
' - '  ( r + 1 0 . ) ( s + 6  l 8 r ( s + 6 + j 8 )

and the final-value theorem states that

The initial-value theorem is based on ttre assumption that /(r) contains no
impulse functions.Itr Eq.12.94,\4'e must add the restriclion that the theo-
rem is valid only if the poles of F(s), except for a fint-order pole at the
odgin,lie in the left half of t}le s plane.
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To prove Eq. 12.93, we stafi with the operational transfom of the first
derivative:

(  s r \  t 6 , t r
_ r { L f  = , r r s r  l r o  I  l - i e " t l t .  { r ? . e 5 J

lat )  Jo- dl

Now we take the limit as r- oo:

l im t,r{\) - t(0 )t = rim [*!" '0,. rr2.e6)
s . a l n  d t

Observe that the right-hand side of Eq.12.96may be written as

I fo dt ^ l*dt
l jm  I  I  : e ' t u  |  : e " ' d I l .
,  .d \Jo  dr  . lo .  d l

As s- &, (df/dt)e "- 0; hence tle second integal vanishes ir the
limit. The first integral reduces to /(0') /(0-), which is indeperdent ofr.
Thus the iglt-hand side of Eq.12.96 becomes

in I r! "- ',h - f(0 ) /(0 ). lLz.st)s_6 ln dt

Because /(01is irdependent ofr, the left-hand side of Eq.12.96 may be

[mfsFrs) - /r0 )l - um [rFrr)] -/(0 ). (12.e8)

From Eq$ 12.97 and 12.98,

lirn sFG) : /(0') = lja-f(r),

which completes ttre prcof of the initial-value theorem.
The prcof of the fiml-value theorem also starts with Eq. 12.95. Here

we take the limit as r + 0:

lirqtrFG)-/(r)l =t\^"(fX-'") (12.ee)

The integration is witll respect to t and the limit operation is with respect
to s, so the right-hand side of Eq.12.99 reduces to

f 'd tr^(  I  !L" 'a, \  = I
r .o\.. i .  . ,  l  . tn i ,d' 

( l2 roo)

Because the upper limit on tle integial is iniidte, this integal may also be
wiiiten as a limit process:

fff"-' |^4.,,. (r2.r01)



,\*t/(/) .f(o )l -,'1.*t/0)l - f(o-).
Suhst i tul ing Eq. 12.102 into Eq. 12.99 gives

riqlrrq(s)l - /(0-)

Because /(0 ) cancels, Eq. 12.103
namely,

lim sF(r) : lim f(r).r-0 "

The fiml-value tieorem is useful orly if /( oo) exists. This condirion is true
only if all the poles of F(r), excepr for a simple pole ar the origin,tie in the
left half of the s plane.

The Application of Initial- and Final-Va[ue Theorems
To illustmte the application of the initial- and finalvalue theorems, we
apply them to a function we used to illustrate partial fraction expan
sions. Consider the transform pair given by Eq. 12.60. The initial-value
rneorem grves

lim sF(s) =
100"[ + (3/r)]

,4,f 
(r : l-12 + 20cos(-53.13')l(1) : -12 + 12 = 0.

The fural-value theorem gives

. l00r(s + 3)
l u n \ / t , l t j m - , : - 0 ,
{- l r  J-n ( j  + 6)(s.  + 6r + 25)

,Iij*/(l) 
= limi-12€ 6! + 2Oe r,cos(4r 5:.r:")lU(r) - o.

In applying the theorems to Eq. 12.60, we already had rhe time-
domain expression and were merely testing our understanding. But the
real value of the initial and final-value theorems lies in being able to test
the r-domain expressions before working out the inve$e transform. For
example, consider the expression for V(s) given by Eq. 12.40. Alrtough
we cannot calculate r'0) until the circuit parameters are specified,we can
check to see if y(s) predicts the corect values of r.r(0+) and z,(oo). We
know from the statement ofthe problem that generated y(s) that ?r(0+) is
zero. We also know that ?)(6) must be zero because the ideal inductot is
a perfect short circuit across the dc current source. Finally, we know that
the poles of y(s) must lie in the lefr hau oI the r plane because R. a. and
C are posi! i !e conqtanrs. Hence the poles ot r l  ( r)  al .o l ie in the tef t  hal l
of the s plane.

12.9 Initiat- and Final-Vatue Theorems 497

where we use ]|, as the symbol of integration to avoid confusion with the
upper limit on the integral. Canying out the integration prccess yields

(72.102)

=,tij*f(r)l "f(o ). (12.103)

reduces to the final-value theorem,

lim,:;s'[1 + t6lr)]U + (6/r.) + (2sls1l
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Applying lhe inilial value lhcor'cnl yiclds

l im jY( : ! )  =
5( /dc/c)

"r:;r2[1 + 1/(^ct + 1/(...cr11

Applying the fhal-value theorem gives

s(1d./c)

l'r,"Yt'l =ilii ,2 + (rl RC) + (rrlC)

'llre derjved expression for v(s) correctl]' predicts the initial and final val-
ues of r( l ) .

objective 3-Understand and know how to use the initial vatue theoren and the finat vatue theorem

12.10 Use the initial and linal value lheorems 1() fird
the inilial and Iinal values ofl0) in Assessment
Problems 12.4,12.6, and 12.7.

NOTE: AIso ttj Chaptet Prcblen 12.17.

Answer: 7,0;4.1;and0,0.

$U {_ni in } r5

The Laplace transform is a tool for converting time-
domarn equ"r ion. i l ro l requency-donJ n equdrion..
according to the following general definition:

: t l l ! \ :  I  I ( )e " ' t t=  F(s ) ,
. lo

where l(r) is the tine-donain erpression, and F(s) is
the frequeDcy-domain expression. (See paee 467.)

The sl€p frnction ("(r) describes a function that expe-
riences a discontiruit]' from one constant level to
another at some point intime. 1(is the magnitude ofthe
iunp; if Il = 1, d"(t) is the l|nit step function. (See
page 469.)

The inpnlse funclion (5(r) is defined

I  r t r t * :  r
.J -

60) : 0, r + 0.

r is the strength of the nnpulse;if r : 1, K6O is the
u t inpulse function. (See page 171.)

A functional transform is the Laplace transform of a
specific function. Imporiant functional transform pairs
arc summarized in Table 12.1. (See page 471.)

Opcrutional tr:rnslbrms define thc gcncral mathematical
propelies of the Laplace lransfomr. lmportant opera'
tiondl trdDsform pairs are sur1lnarized in Tabtc 12.2.
(See page 47s.)

ln linear lumped-parameter circuits, I(s) is a ratronal
function of .r. (See page 182.)

II F(r) is a proper rational function. the inverse trans-
fbrm is found b], a partial fraction expansion. (See
pagc,l[33.)

IfF(r) is nn inproper ftlional iunction,il can be inverse-
lranslomred by lirsl exparding il into a sum ol a poly'
nomial ard a proper ralional funclion. (Sec pagc 493.)

FG) can be expressed as the ratio oftwo factored poly'
nonjals.The rooh of the denominator are called poles
and are plotted as Xs on the complex.! plane. The roots
of the numerator are called zeros and are plotted as 0s
on the complex s plane. (See pase 49s.)



The theorem is vaiid only if the poles of F(s), excepr for
a first-order polo at the origin, Iie in the left half of fhe s
plane. (See page 495.)

. The inifial- and final-value theorems allow us to predict
the initial and final values of /(t) from an s-domain
expression. (See page 497.)

499

The initial-value theorem states that

lirn- /(.) = tin sF(r)

The theorem assumes that /(t) conrains
lunclions. (See page 495.)
The final-value theorem states tlat

iim /(r) = lim sF(s).

Probtems

no impulse

S€clion 12.2

12.1 Use step functions to write the expression for each
function shom.

Figure P12.1

/o

12.2 Use step functions to \r,Tite the expression for each
of the functions showr inFig.P12.2.

Figue ?12,2

J ( '

-20 - 1 0

(a)

fo

rG)

12.3 Make a sketch of /0) for 25 s < r < 25 s when
/(l) is given by the following expressior:

f(t): (20t + 400)u(t + 20) + (40r + 400)"(r + 10)
+ (400 - 40r)r(r 10)
+ (20t - 400)u(t 20)
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12,4 Step Iunctions can be used to define a pirdop func-
tion. Thus (t 1, u(t 4) defines a vrindow
1 unit high and 3 units wide located on the time axis
between 1 and 4.

A function /(t) is defined as follows

Er?lain why the folowing lunction generates an
impulse function as € - 0:

l* rr,n'r, 'ta, : t',,t.

f0) : 0,

: 3 0 t ,

: 60,

t < o

0  <  t  =  2 s

2 s  =  t  <  4 s

12,9 In Section 12.3, we used the sifting property of the
impulse tunction to show that lt{6(t)} = 1. Show
that we can obtain the same result by finding the
Laplace hansform of ttre rectangular pulse that
exists between +€ in Fig. 12.9 and then finding
the limit of tlis transform as € + 0.

Lr.10 a) Show that

tL8

x2.11

/ -  \
=  o o c o s [ ; '  -  r J .  4 s  < ,  <  8 s :

8 s  =  l  =  1 0 s: 301 - 300

Section 123

12.5 a) Fhd the area under the function shown in
Fig.12.12(a).

b) What is the duiation of t]Ie function when € = 0?

c) What is the magnitude of/(o) when € - 0?

12.6 Evaluate the following integmls:

t 4 "
a) / - / (r ' a)[5n) a5G 2)]/r.

t 4 -
b) 1: / lt6(r) + 6G + 2.5) + 60 s)ldr.

12.7 Findl(r) if

a) Sketch l(t) over the interval 2s < t < 12 s.

b) Use the concept of the window function to write
an expression for /(1).

(Hizt: Integiate by parts")

b) Use the formula in (a) to show that

E{6' � ( , )}  = r .

The triangular pulses shoM in Fig. P12.11 are
equivalent to the iectangular pulses in Fig.12.12(b),
because they both enclose the same area (1/€) and
they both approach infirlity proportional to 1/€2 as
€ + 0. Use this triangular-pulse representation for
5'(.) to find the Laplace transform of6"(t).

Flgure P12.11

fro: ! [ rpten' a-,

3 +  i o
F ( d ) = , .  .  n ' ( d ) .

6'�(r)

and
12.1i, Show tlat

E{6'r1(t} = sr.



Sections 12.+12.5

Lr.13 Find t]Ie I-aplace transform of each of t]le following
functions:

a) f(t) = tu-d'

b) /(t) = sin ot'

c) "fG) = sin (or + 0)'

d) ,f0) : r;

e) /(r) : cosh(r + 9).
(I{,rl: See Assessment Problem 12.1.)

c)

d)

12.19 ̂ )

b)

c)

Figur€ P12.19

f ( ! ,XLl4 ^)

b)

c)

Find the Laplace tmnsform of re-'r.

Use the opentional transform given by Eq. 12.23
i

to find the Laplace transform of: (/?-'' ).
LIT

Check your result in part (b) by fhst differenti,
ating and then transforming the resulting
expression.

Find t]te Laplace transform (when €-0) of tle
derivative of the exponential function illustrated in
Fig. 12.8, using each of the following two merhods:
a) First differettiate the functiotr and tlen find the

tansform of the resulting function.
b) Use the opemtional tmnsform given by Eq.12.23.

Show that

sle-"' f(t)j = F(s + a).

Lr.20 a) Find the Laplace transform of

I

:'(il
tr.tr o .rur{f,.r.,}.

o, "ro r {4.or.,}.
[ d .  )

t " .r ,  ̂ t , t  ot{ l  u^0,}.
( r  I

Fkdsl I  ydy I.

Check the results of (a) and (b) by firsr integrar
ing and then transfomhg.

by first integmting and tlen transforming.

b) Check the result obtained in (a) by using rhe
operational transform given by Eg. 12.33

1221 Find the Laplace transform of each of the following
functions:
a) f(r): 2oe 5t' 2)u( 2).
b) /(r) : (8r - 8)lu(t 1) u(t - 2)l

+ (24 qt)Iu(t - 2) u(t - 4)l
+ (8r - a0x,(t 4) l,(r - s)1.

12.22 Show that

Prcblems 501

l r l  I
Find iP {:=l }.v r )
Check the results ofparts (a), (b), and (c) by first
differentiating and then transforming.

Find tle Laplace tmnsform of the futrction illus-
tated in Fig. P12.19.
Find the Laplace tansfolm of the first deriva-
tive of the function illustrated in Fig. P12.19.
Find the Laplace tmnsform of the second derrv-
al ive oI Lhe funcr ion i l luslraled in Fig. P 12. t9.

eIf(at)j :
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Fhd the Laplace transform {or (a) and (b).

a ,  f  u  t :  + l e  a t  s i n u t l .

b) ,f0) = / .a'cnsa�x dx.

c) Verify the rcsults obtained in (a) and (b) by first
carrying out the indicated mathematical opem-
tion and then finding t]le Laplace transform.

The switch in the circuit in Fig. P12.27 has been
open for a long time. At t : 0, the switch closes.

a) Derive the integrodifferential equation tlat
govems the behavior of the voltage o, for 1 > 0.

b) Show that

lL23

12.8 a)

c) Show that

12.27

D2A

uJll : udc /RC
s2+(1 lRC)s+ ( l l LC)

L2.24 a) civen that F(s) : g{/(t)}, sho\i'that

c)

d F ( " )  = . r r . r , , , .

Show that

t-I\ ' ; = Yt( fttt l .

Use the result of (b) to find g{rs}, g{r sin Br},
and g{te ' cosh t}.

show that if FG) = s{f0)}, and {/(t)/t} is
Laplace-[ansf ormable, t]ren

1,-'r"":-{*}
(H/r?rr Use the defining integral to write

1"",r,0" : l"- ( l) ro* ̂") *
and then reverce the order ofintegration.)

b) Start with the result obtained in Prcblem 12.2(c)
for g {tsinBt} and use the operational trans-
form given in (a) of this pmblem to find
:r I sin Bt].

Section Ll,6

12.26 In the circuit shown in Fig. 12.16, the dc current 12.29
source is ieplaced witl a sinusoidal souice that
delivers a curent of 5 cos 10t A, The circuit compo-
nents arc -R : 1 (), C : 25 mF, and a : 625 mH.
Find the nume cal expression for y(r).

ud.Q/RLC)
11") :

ligwe Pr2.27

sls'�+ (1/RC)s + (l/ZCr'

There is no energy stored in the ckcuit shown in
Fig. P12.28 al the time the switch is opened.

a) Dedve the integrodifferential equation that
govems the behavior of the voltage o,.

b) Show that

c) Show that

Ia"/c

t2+(1 lRc)s+( I ILC)

s ' �+ (URC)S+( I ILC)

%G) :

1ls) =

Fjgur€ P12.28

There is no energy stored in the ciicuit shown ir
Fig. P12.29 at the time t}le switch is opened.

a) Derive the integrodifferential equations that
govem the behavior of the node voltages u1



b) Show that

ligtrrc ?12.29

The switch in tlle circuit in Fig. P12.30 has been in
position a for a long time. At , - 0, the switch
moves mstantaneously to position b.

a) De ve the integrodifferential equation tlat gov-
ems t]le behavior of tlle current ia for t > 0+.

b) Show that

Figore PI2.31

12.32 a) Wdte tle two simultaneous differential equa-
trons that de,scdbe tle circuit showl in Eg. p12.32
in rerms ol  lbe mesh curren15 4 dnd /r .

b) Laplace-transform the equarions dedved in (a).
Assume that the initial eneryy stored in the cil-
cutt rs zero.

c) Solve the equations in (b) for 1r(r) and /r(s).

tigure P12.32

60() 25H

11"(r)
VG) = c[s2+(RlL)s+(1 lLc) l

.fdclr + (1/RC)l

Is'� + (llRc)s + (llLc\l

l .  - - - l I " l
1 1 0 0 " 0 ) v )  \ l s H  ) 4 0 o

Tl t -"'/ | it-"t

1230

12.31

Figure P12.30

The switch in tlle circuit in Fig. P12.31 has been in
position a for a long time. At , = 0, the switch
moves instantaneously to position b.

a) Derive the integrodifferential equation rhat
governs the behavior of the voltage r,, for
1 > 0 - .

b) Show that

1 ) , j o l o R  = C L

Ydcls + (R/1.)

Seclion 12.7

12,33 Find 0(t) in Problem 12.26.

1i1.34 The ctucuit parameters in the circuir in Fig. P12.27
6nr!  are tR:10ko; a:800mH; and c = 100nF. I f

rdc is 70 V find

a) o,(1) for I > 0
b) t,(r) for t > 0

t1,35 The c cuit parameters in the circurr seen rn
E d Fig P12.28 have the followirg values: n : 4 kO,

L - 2.5H,C = 25 nF, and 1d. = 3 mA.
a) Find 0,(t) for 1 > 0.
b) Find to0) for I > 0.
c) Does your solution for i,(r) make sense when

1 = 0? Er?lain.

11.36 The circuit pammeters in the circuit in Fig. P12.29
*pt E are R : 2500 A. L : 500 InH; and C : 0.5 pF. If

ts(r) : 15 r,G) mA, find ,'lt.[s'� + (RlL)s + (llLC)]'



12,37The circuit pammeters in the circuit in Fig. P12.30
arc n:50O, L :  37.25 Ix 'H, and C = 2 pF. l l
1d" = 100 mA, find i,(t) for 1 > 0.

The circuit parameten ir the circuit in Fig. P12.31
a r e  R  =  5 0 0 0  O ,  l , : 1 H ,  a n d  C : 0 . 2 5 t 1 F .  I f
Yd. = 15 v, find 0,0) foi t > 0.

Use tlle results ftom Problem 12.32 and the circuit
shown in Fig P12.32 to

a) Find 4(1) and i,(/).

b) Find t1(6) and tr(co).

c) Do the solutions for i1 and i make sense?
Explain.

12.40 Find /(t) for each of the following tunctions:

504 Intrcdudion to the LapLace lransfbln

1 8 s ' � + 6 6 r + 5 4
a)

c.)

o,,

")

d)

e.)

s ( s ' � + r 4 r + 6 2 5 )

4 rG) = s ( r ' � - s s + s 0 )

12.42 Fhd /(t) for each of the following tunction$

10 r ' � +85s+95

12.43 Find /(1) for each of the following functions.

a)

0

a)

b)

0

.7)

F(r) :

F(,) =

r(") :

s ' � + 4 s + 5

s ' � + 2 5 r + 1 5 0
s + 2 0

100(r + 1)
r,(s, + 2s + 5)'

20c

s 2 + 6 r + 5

5 ( r ' � + 8 s + 5 )

( r + 1 f

40G + 2)
r(s + 1)3

s G + 4 2
s4(r + 1)

12.41 Find /(r) for each of the following functions.

12.,14 Derive ttre transfom pair given by Eq. 12.64.

12.45 a) Derive the transform pair given by Eq.12.83.

b) Derive the translorm pair given by Eq.12.84.

Sections 12.8-0.9

12.46 a) Use the initial-value theorem to find the initial
value of ?, in Problem 12.26.

b) Can tlre final-value theorem be used to find th€
steady-state value of r'? W}ly?

( r + 1 ) ( s + 2 ) ( r + 3 )

8 r 3 + 8 9 1 2 + 3 1 1 r + 3 o o
s ( s + 2 ) ( r ' � + 8 r + 1 s )

17s2+172t+700
( r + 2 x r ' � + 1 2 r + 1 0 0 )

5 6 s ' + 1 1 2 r + 5 0 0 0

s'�(s + 10)

1 0 ( 3 s ' � + 4 s + 4 )
r(r + 2)'�

13 6s'� + 15s + 50
r ' � ( f + 4 s + 5 )

f + o s + s
(s + 2)l

t6s3 + 12tz + 216s 728 Apply t}le hitial- and final-value theorems to each
transform pair in Problem 12.40.( s ' � + 2 s + 5 ) ' �



12.8

12.49

12.50

Apply the inifial- and finalvalue theorems to each
transfom pair in Problem 12.41.

Apply the initial- and finalvalue theorems to each
tmnsform pai in Problem 12.42.

Use the initial- and fhal-value theorems to check
the initial and final values of the curent and vol!
age in ?roblem 12.27.

. probLems 505

Use the initial- and final-value theorems to check
the initial and final values of the current and vol!
age in Problem 12.28.

Use the initial- and final-value theoiems to check
the initial and final values of the current in
Problem 12.30.

Apply t}le initial- ard final-value theorems to each
transform pair in Problem 12.43.

12.51

!2.52
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using Laptace t€nsforms; be sure you
undeGtand how to rcpresent the initiat
conditjons on energy-stoEge €tements in the

2 Know how to anatyze a circujt in the s'domain
ard be abLe to tlanfom an s'domain sotution
back to the tine domain.

3 Unde6tand the definition and siqnifica.ce of
ih€ transfer function and be abt€ to catcutate
the hansfer furctior for a circujt usjng
s-domain technjques.

4 Know how t0 use a cncuifs tansferfunction to
calculate th€ cjrcuj{s urjt inpulse response, jis

unit step rcsponse, and its steady-state
rcsponse to a sjnusoidal input.

The Laplace Transform
in C'ircuit Analysis
The Laplace transform has two characteristics that make it an

attractive tool in circuit analysis. Fi$t,it transforms a set of linear

constant coefficient differential equations into a set of linear

polynomial equations, which are easier to manipulate. Second, it

automatically introduces into the polynomial equations the initial

values of the current and voltage variables. Thus, initial condi-

tions are an inherent part of the transform process. (This con-

trasts with the classical approach to the solution of diflerential

equations, in which initial conditions are considered when the

unknown coefficients are evaluated.)

We begin this chapter by showing how we car skip the step of

w ting time-domain integrodifferential equations and transfbrm-

ing them into the r domain. In Sectio[ 13.1, we'll develop the

r-domain circuit models for resistors, inductors, and capacitors so

that we can write .r-domain equations for all circuits directly.

Section 13.2 reviews Ohm's and Kirchhoff's laws in the context of

the,t domain. After establishilg these fundamentals,we apply the

Laplace transform method to a variety of circuit problems in

Section 13.3.

Analytical and simplificatior techniques first introduced with

resistive circuits-such as mesh-curlent and node-voltage meth

ods and source transformations-can be used in the s domain as

well. After solving for the circuit response in the s domain, we

inverse transform back to the time domain, using partial fraction

1 Be abte to tGnsform a circuit into the 5 donain

expansion (as demonstrated in the preceding chapter).As before,

checking the final time-domain equations in terms of the initial

conditions and final values is an impo ant step in the solution

process.

The s-domain descriptions of circuit input and output lead us,

in Section 13.4, to the colcept of the transfer function.The trans-

fer function lor a particular circuit is the ratio of the Laplace

transform of its output to the Laplace transform of its input. In

Chapters 14 and 15, we'll examine the design uses of the transfet

function, bu1 here we focus on its use as an analytical tool. We

continue this chapter with a look at the role of partial fraction
506



PracticaI Perspective
Surge Suppressors
With the advent of home-based personal computers, modems,
fax machines, and other sensitive eLectfonic equipment, it is
necessary to provide protectjon from voLtage surges that can
occur jn a househotd circuj t  due to switchinq. A comnef-
cialty avaiLabte surge suppressor is showf jn the accompany-
jng figure.

How can fljpping a switch to turn on a ijght or turn off a
hair dryer cause a voltaqe surge? At the end of thjs chapter,
we witl answer that questjon usjng LapLace transform tech
niques to analyze a circuit. We wjlL itlustrate how a voltage
surge can be created by swjtching off a resistjve load in a cir-
cuit operating in the sinusojdaI st€ady state.

507



508 lhe tap a.e TEnsfo,m in CkcLrit Anatysis

Fig(re 13.1A lhe rcsjstance ehnrent. G)rime domain.

figure 13.2 A An jnductorofl henrXs canying an
initialcunent of 10 ampercs.

er?ansion (Section 13.5) and the convolution integral (Section 13.6) in
employing the transfer function in circuit analysis. We conclude with a
look at the impulse fuflction in circuit analysis.

13.1 Circuit Elements in the s Domain
The procedure lor developing an.r-domain equivalert circuit foi each cir'
cuit element is simple. First, we write the time-domain equation that
relates the teminal voltage to the terminal culrent. Next, w.3 lake the
Laplace transform of the time-domain equation. This step generates an
algebraic relationship between the s-domain current and voltage. Note that
the dimension of a tmnsfomed voltage is volt-seconds, and the dimension
of a transformed curent is ampere-seconds. A voltage-to-curenl ratio in
the r domain caries the dimension of volts per ampere. An impedance
in the s domair is measured in ohms. and an admittance is measured in
siemens. Finally, we construct a circuit model that satisfies the relation
ship between the s-domain current and voltage. We use the passive sign
convention in all tie deivations.

A Resistor in the s Domain
We begin $rith the resistance element. From Obm's law,

1) : Ri.

Because R is a constant, ttre Laplace transfom of Eq. 13.1 is

V = R I . (13.2)

"=,#.

(13.1)

? ?

"  j n , '  t  ! n j t
I

t i
(a) (b)

. i
It t l l lo r i

J

v : e . { D }  a n d  I = g I i } .

Equation 13.2 states that the r domain equivalent circuit of a resistor is
simply a resistance of R obms thal caries a current of I ampere-seconds
and has a terminal voltage of yvolt seconds.

Figure 13.1 shows the time- and frequency-domain circuits of the
resistor. Note that going froD the time domain to the frequency domaiD
does not change the resistance elemcnt.

An Inductor in the s Domain
Figure 13.2 shows an inductor carrying an initial current of /o amperes.
The time-domain equation that relates the terminal voltage to the termi-

(r3.3)



TWo different circuit configurations satisfy Eq. 13.4. The first consists
of an impedance of .rl, ohms in series with an independent voltage source
ofalo vollseconds, as shown in Fig. 13.3. Note that the polarity marks on
the loltage source alo agree with the minus sign in Eq. 13.4. Note also
that 110 carries its own algebraic sign; that is, if the initial value of j is
opposite to the reference direction for i, then 10 has a negative value.

The secondr-domain equivalert circuit that satisfies Eq.13.4 consists
oI an impedance of r-L ohms in parallel with an independent curent
source of 1o/r ampere-seconds, as shown in Fig. 13.4. We can dedve the
alternative equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 13.4 in several ways Ore way
is simply to solve Eq.13.4 for the current l aIld then construct the circuit to
satisfy the resulting equation. Thus

The Laplace transform ofEq.13.3 gives

'Iiallsforming Eq. 13.6 yields

Y = rlsl t(u )l = sLI Lto. (13.4)

,  v + L I o  V  I o' :  " z  
= J ' ;

13.1 Circuit Etenents in ther Domain 509

Figure 13.3 A Ihe series €quivatent cjrcujttor an
inductor of L henrys canying an iniijatcunent of 10

b

figure 13.4 A Th€ paraltelequivalent circuittor an
jnductorof a henrys canying an injtiat curcnt of 10

!!

Two otier ways are: (1) {ind the Norton equivalent of the circuit shown in
Fig.13.3 and (2) start with the inductor currert as a function ofrhe induc-
tor voltage and then fiird the Laplace tmnsform of the resu]ting integral
equation.We leave these two approaches to Problems 13.1and 13.2.

Ifthe initial energy stored in the inductor is zero, that is,if10 - 0, rhe
s-domain €quivalent circuit ofthe inductor reduces to an inductor with an
impedance ofsa ohms. Figure 13.5 shows this circuil.

A Capacitor in the s Domain
An initially charged capacitor also has two r-domain equivalent circuits.
Figure 13.6 shows a capacitor initially charged to y0 volts. The terminal
current is

*1
)

v lsL t l

I

1 : C[sY - ?,0 )]

I = s C V - C V a , (13.7)

tigure 13.5 A TheJ-domain circuitfor an inductor
rvhen the initiat curentis z€ro.

Figure 13.5 A A capaciior ofC farads injtiatty charged
to ro votts.

,  ? ,
' - t "

I

which indicates that the r-domain current 1is the sum of two bmnch cur-
rents (Jne branch consists of an admittance ofrC siemens. and the second
branch consists of an independent current source ofCyo arDpere seconds.
Figure 13.7 shows this parallel equivalent circuit.
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we derive the series equivalent ckcuit for the charyed capacitor by
solving Eq.13.7 for y:

(13.8)

Figure 13.8 shows the circuit that sarisfies Eq. 13.8.
In the equivalent circuits shown in Figs. 13.7 and 13.8, yo carries its

own algebraic sign. In other wordi if the polarity of % is opposite to tlre
reference polarity for o, yo is a negative quantity. If the initial voltage on
the capacitor is zero, both equivalent c cuits reduce to an impedance of
1/rC ohms, as showr in Fig.13.9.

In this chapter, an important first problem-solving step will be to
choose between the parallel or series equivalents when inductors and
capacitors arc present. With a little forethought and some experience, the
correct choice will often be quite evident.The equivalent circuits are sum-
marized in Table 13.1.

TIME DOMAIN

rl t l

r l

V = s L I - L I t '

FREQUENCYDOMAIN

(-t)'.7
thc

b

rigure 13.7 A The paEltetequivaL€nt cjrcujt for a
capacitor iniiialty charu€d to vo votts.

r i

va/'

figure 13.8 a The series equivateni circuii fora
capaciior jnjtiatly chaqed io v0 votts.

.r.
"T'
A
Y

* 1 ,
, *, t,,

I
I
b

Figure 13.9 a Thei-domain cjrcujttor a capacitor
when the initiatvothge js zerc.

hc

.1"
r 5 R

t,
V = R I

.1"
, : R

,ln
? = R i

.1"
i l  , l z l ro

I,
i =!f" ,a' * 4 ._r

.l
A
Y

1 V "
' r C r

* T" *
,, .  +cyo

I

" =lIo ia' + vo

. v I a_ r Z s

lsc

thc
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13.2 Circuit Analysis in the s Domain
Befbre illustrating how to use the r-domain equivalent circuits in analysis,
we need to lay some groundwork,

F st, we know that if no energy is stored in the inductor or capacitor,
the relationship between the teminal voltage andcurrent for eachpassive
element takes the form:

V = Z I ,

where Z refers to the.r-domain impedance of the element.Thus a resistor
has an impedance of R ohms, an inductor has an impedance ofra ohms,
and a capacitor has an impedance of 1/sC ohms. The relationship con
tained in Eq. 13.9 is also contained in Figs. 13.1(b), 13.5, and 13.9.
Equation 13.9 is sometimes referred to as Ohm's law for thes domain.

The reciprocal of the impedance is admittance. Therefore, the s domain
admittance of a resistor is 1/R siemens, an inductor has an admittance of
l/sa siemens, and a capacitor has an admittance ol sC siemens

The rules for combining impedances and admittances in the.r domain
are the same as those for frequency-domair circuits. Thus series-parallel
simplifications and A-to-Y convetsions also are applicable to s-domain

In addition, Kirchhoff's laws apply to s-domain currents and voltages.
Their applicability stems from the operational transfom stating that the
Laplace transform of a sum of time-domain functions is the sum oI the
transforms of the individual functions (see Tabte 12.2). Because the alge-
braic sum of the curr€nts at a node is zero in the time domain. the alse-
hrdic.um or rbe rran.formed cuffentc is dlso,/ero. A simrtar srateminr
holds for the algebraic sum of the transfomed voltages around a closed
palh. The s-domain verr ion or Kirchhoifs la$r i .

(13.9) < ohm's taw in the J-domain

alg >1 = 0,

alg >Y : 0.

(13.10)

(13.11)

Because the voltage and current at the terminals ofapassive element
are related by an algebmic equation and because K chhoff's laws still
hold, all the techniques of circuit analysis dcveloped for pure resistive
networks may be used in r domah analysis. Thus rode voltages, mesh
curents! source transformations, and Th6venin,Norton equivalents are
all valid techniques, even when erergy is stored initially in the inductors
and capacitors. Initially stored eneryy requires that we rnodify Eq.13.9 by
simply adding jndependent sources either in series or parallel with the
element impedances. The addition ol these sources is governed by
Kirchhoff's laws.
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obiective 1-Be abte to transform a circlit into the 5 domain usinq LaDtace transforms

13.1 A 500 O resistor. a 16 mH inductor, and a 25 nF
capacitor are connected in parallel-

a) Express the adniltance oI lhis parallel com'
biMtion ofelements as a ratioral function

b) Compute the n merical values of tlle zeros
and poles.

Answer: (a) 25 x 10 e(s2 + 80,000r + 25 x 103)/sr
(b) z1 : 10,000 j30,000;

z2 : 40,000 + j30.000r pr = Lr.

NOTE: Also try Chapter Problems 13.1 and 13.5.

Figurc 13.10.,t The capacitor djscharge circuit.

fiqure 13.11 .ir An J domajn equivatent circuit for tlre
circuit shown in Fig. 13.10.

13.2 The parallel circuit in Asses$nenl Problem 13.1
is placed in series with a 2000 f) rcsistoI.

a) Express thc impedance ofthis series combi-
nalion as a lational function ofj.

b) Compute the Dumedcal values o[ thc zcr os
and poles.

Answer: (a.) 2000(.r + 50,000)'�/(." + 80.000s

+ 25 x 103);
(b) .zr = -?, = -50,000;

Pr = -40'000 - j30,000,
pr= 40,000 + /30,000.

13.3 App!ie*t' i*i is
we Dolv illuslrale how to use thc Laplacc transform to determine ihe tran-
sient behavior oI several linear lumped paramctcr circuits. We start b]'
analyzing famiiiar circuils liom Chaptcrs 7 and 13 bccansc they represent a
simple slarling piace and bccausc thcy show that the Laplace transform
approach yields lhe same resulls. In all thc cxan1ples. the ease of manipu-
lating algebraic equalions inslead of difibrcntial equations should be
apParent.

The Natural Response of an RC Circuit
we first revisit the natural response of an -RC circuit (Fig. 13.10) via
Laplace transform techn'ques. (You may want to review the classical
analysjs ofthis same circuit in Section 7.2).

Thc capacitor is initially charged to vo volts. and we are interested iD
the lime domain expressions ibr i and r.wc start by finding L ln transfer-
ring the circuit in Fig.13.10 to thc r domain,wc have a choice ofrwo equiv-
aienl circuils lor the charged capacitor. Bccruse we are interested in ihe
culletrt.the sedes equivalenl circuiI is more attractivc: it rcsults in a single-
nesh circuil in thc ircqucnc!, domain.Thus we construct the s-domain cir-
cui l  shown in Fig. 13.11.

Summing thc voltagcs around the mesh generates the expressionvo

+:+,+ RI . (13 .  r2 )

Sol\ ing Eq.13.12 for /  y ields

CV|I uulR
.' + (fRC)I =

R C s + 1
(13.13)



i  = 
;e 

' iR' :uO, (13.14)

which is equivalent to thc expression for the current derived by the classi
cal mcthods discussed in Chapter 7.ln rhal chapter, rhc current is given by
Eq.7.26, where 7 is uscd in place ofRC.

Aller we havc fouid i, the easiest wav to dctcrmine t) is simpllr to
apply Ohm's lawrthat is,Irom the circuil,

u :  R t  =  V , f  ' R ' u l t ) . (13.15)

Note that the expression for 1is a proper rarionat function oI s and can be
inverse-transformed by inspcctioni
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cYo

Figure 11.12 s An r-domain equivalent circuit for ihe
circuit shown in Fiq. 13.10.

We Dow illustratc a way to find o from rhe circuit wirhoutfirst finding i.
In this alternative approach, we retum to the original circuit of Fig. 13.10
and lransfer jt to the s domain using the parallel equjvalent circuit for the
charged capacitor. Using the parallel equivalent circuit is atrractive now
becausewe can desc be the resulting circuit in rcrms of a single node volf
age. Figure 13.12 shows the new.r domain equivalcnt circuit.

The node-voltage equation that describes the ncw circuit is

Inverse-transformiDg Eq.13.17lcads to the same cxpression for 1) given by
Eq.13.15, namciy.

lo, "c, = cu".

Solving Eq. 13.16 tor Y gives

(13.16)

,, uo
s + (l/nc) 113.71)

o = Ve 'tRc = Vae'tu(,t). (13.18)

Our purpose in deriving by direct use of the transform method is to
show that thc choice of which.! domain equivalent circuit io use is influ-
erced by rvhich response signal is ofinterest.

objective 2-l(now how to analyze a aircuit in the r domain and be able to transform an J domain sotution to the
trme domain

13.3 The swilch in thc circuit shown has been in
positior a for a long lime.At I : 0, the smtch
is thrown to position b.

a) Find 1, I4, and y, as rational functions of r.
b) Find lh< I  ime-domain e\pr(ssion\ tor i .  ,  .

and 02.

(b) t = 20? l'�5oruG) mA,
o1 = 80e r'�5o'a(r) V,
u2 = 20e 125o'u(t) Y.

Answer: (a)1- 0.02/(r + 1250),
Y r :80 / ( s+1250) ,
V=20 / (s+1250 ] \ ;

NOTE: Ako trr Chaptet Problems 13.9 nnd 13.10.

$ nt

r00 v 5 k o
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Fig(re 13.13 A The nep response of a paratteL
RLrcircuit.

s L I I !

Figurc 13.14 A Thei-domajn equivatent circuit forthe
circuit shown in Fig. 13.13.

ldc

The Step Response of a Parallel Circuit
Next we analyze the parallel RIC circuit. shown in Fig.13.13.that we first
analyzed in Exanple B.7.The problem is to tind the expression for iz after
the constant current source is switched across the parallel elements. The
initial energy stored in thc circuit is zero.

As before, we begin by constructing the r-domain equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 13.14. Note how easily an independent source can be [ans-
formed from the time domain to the frequency domain. We transform the
source to the r domair simply by determining the Laplace tnnsform ofits
time-domain function. Here, opening the switch results in a step change in
the current applicd to the circuit. Therelore the s-domain curent source is
g{ 1d"u(1.)}, or /dJr. To lind 12, we filst solve for y and then use

to establish the s-domain expression for 1r
ftom the top node generates the expression

SCV

Solving Eq.13.20 for Y gives

toJC
i + ( l l R c ) s + ( l l L C )

SubstitulingEq.13.21 intoEq. 13.19 gives

I,JJ LC

r l r r+ t r /Rc)r+(r / .c ) l

(13.19)

Summing the currents away

v
sL

'N ' i :+ \13.?0)

(13.21)

( \ 3 . 2 ? )

Substituting the numerical values oflR, a, C, and 1d" into Eq. 13.22 yields

(13.24)

384 x r05
s(s ' �+64, i )oor+16x10)

(13.23)

Before expanding Eq. 13.23 irto a sum of partial fractions, we factor the
quadratic term in the denominator:

384 x 10.
IL

Now, we can test the r-domain er?ression for 1r by checking to see
whether the final-value theorem predicts the correct value for tr ai
1 = cir. All the poles of 1r, except for the firslorder pole at the origin, iie
in the left half oI the s plane, so the theorem is applicable. We krow from
the bchavior of the cir€uit that after the switch has been open for a long
time, the inductor will shorFcircuit the current source. Therefore, the final
value oI i, must be 24 mA.The limit of 11, ass+Urs

r(r + 32,000 j2a,000)(.r + 32,000 + j24,000)'

384 x 1d
16 x 108

(13.25)

(Currents in the s domain cary the dimension of ampere seconds, so
the dimension of s1/_ will be amperes.) Thus our r-domajn expression

l im 11'  :

R Y1
sC
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We now proceed with the partial fraction expansion ofEq.13.24:

The partial fraction coefficients are

384 x 105

K2
s + 32,000 i24,000

K;
r+32 ,000+ j24 ,000

(13.26)

: 2 4  1 0 r , (13.27)

K 1

16 x 103

384 \ ld
( 32,000 + j24,000)(j48,000)

: 20 x 10 "1J48 (13.28)

Substituthg the numedcal values of 1<1 and ii2 into Eq.13.26 andinverse-
tnnsfoming the resulting expression yields

iL : IA + 4Oe 324ffit cos (24,000r + 126.87')lr(r)mA. (13.2e)

The answer given by Eq. 13.29 is equivalent to the answer given tor
Example 8.7 because

40cos (24,000t + 126.87') : 24cos24,0001 32 sin 24,000,.

If we weren't using a previous solution as a check, we would tesr
Eq. 13.29 to make sure that i.(0) satisfied the given initial conditions and
ir(oo) satisfied the known behavior of the circuit.
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The Transient ResDonse of a Parattet RLC Circuit
Anoiher example of ushg the Laplace transfom to find the transient
behavior of a circuit arises ftom rcplacirg the dc current souice in the cir-
cuit shown in Fig.13.13 with a shusoidal cunent source. The Dew current
source is

(13.30)

where 1u = 24 mA and {, = 40,000 rad/s. As before, we assume that the
hitial elergy stored in the cncuit is zero.

The r-domain expression for the source curent is

s1-

The voltage aooss the paralel elements is

(13.31)

(I!:/C)s

s ' �+ ( i /RC)s+( r / rc . )
(13.32)

Sub(l i lu l ing L.q. lJ.3l  in lo Eq. 11.32 rerul l r  in

(13.34)

(13.35)

(13.36)

QJC\5,

G'+ '1t"' + (JIRC)S + (11LC)l'

from which

(.t ̂/LC)s
IL

Substituting the numerical values of 1-, (1), R,a,and C into Eq.13.34 gives

384 X 10ss

sr- 1s'�+ u)[r ' �+ (l/nc)s + (r/LC)]

(s'�+ 16 x 1o3XC + 64,ooos + 16 x 103)

184 r 105s

G - joxr + j.,,)G + d - jB)G + d + jB)'

We noq wrile the denominalor rn faclored form:

IL

where o : 40,000, a = 32,000, and B : 24,000.
We can't test the final value of iz with the final-value theorem because

1r has a pair of poles on the imaginary axis; that is, poles at +i4 x 104.
Thus we must first find i, and then check the validity of the expression
from known circuit behavior.

When we expand Eq.13.36 into a sum of partial fractions, we generate
the equation

K, KI
'  s-/40.000 s + j40.000

+

K2

r+32,n00+ j24 .n00

s+32 ,000 - j24 ,000

(13.37)



The numerical values of the coefficients Kt and 1(2 are

384 x 105040,000)
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8.4r 10r

336 l)f') l"/i\

K2

Kr
080,000)(32,000 + j16,000)(32,000 + 164,000)

= 7 . 5 x 1 o 3 /  9 ( , ,

336- (42 + 8.4s)11 4212,

tigure 13.16.r'Therdomain equjvatentcircuittorthe
(13.43) circuit shown jn Fis. 13.15.

(13.38)

\13.42)

384 x 101-32,ooo + j24,ooo)
(-32,000 j16,000)(-32,000 + j64,000xj48,000)

= 12.5 x 10 .12[!. (13.3e)

Substituting the numerical values from Eqs. 13.38 ard 13.39 inro
8q.13.37 and invene-transforming the resulting expression yields

tr = [15 cos (40,000, 90")

+ 25e-3xm.cos (24,0001 + 90')lrnA,

: (15 sin 40,tD0, 25e rxom,sin 24,000i)ao mA. (13.10)

We now test Eq. 13.40 to see whether it makes sense in terms of the
given initial conditions and the known circuit behavior after the suritch has
been open lor a long time. For I : 0, Eq. 13.40 predicts zero initial current,
which agrces with the initial energy of zero in the circuit. Equation 13.40
also predicts a steady-state curent of

rz,. : 15 sin 40,000t nA,

which can be ve fied by the phasor method (Chapter 9).

(13.41)

The Step Response of a Muttipte Mesh Circuit
Until noq we avoided circuits that required two or more node-voltage or
mesh-current equations, because the techniques for solving simultaneous
differential equatioN are beyond the scope of this text. Howevet, using
Laplace techniques, we can solve a problem like the one posed by the
multiple-mesh circuit in Fig. 13.15.

Here we want to find the branch currents 4 and i2 that arise when t}le
336 V dc voltage source is applied suddenly to r})e circuit. The inirial
energy stored in the circuit is zero. Figure 13.16 shows the r-domain equiv-
alert circuit of Fig. t3.15.The two mesh-current equations are

48r}

Figue 13.15 A A muttiph-mesh Rl circuit.

0: 42IL+ (90+ 10r)1r.
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UsiDg Cramer's ftethodltdsolvefotrtririild'/t:rneobta i'.

. lrlaihrb..il
iirl;,.1r,i faF:.la if,iz)l i

: .'":- a .1
m"i iirrl'' "

: 84(f + 14s + 24) "

. . _ y1'1y1ir: E+fu+,?)(,f',1 12)i.,.'
: , j i i r . " l . i  )1 i r i ] i ] . i : , i r  r  ,xra j . : . i  j r1 : / r . i : ,  I

1336/s - 42 |
' '  

l 0  9 0 + l 0 r l

i  1 l t '  , )  : i t  '

.. l+z - e.a" r:ol'l
/ v 2 -  |  , .  "  I. t  - 1 2  u  I

' . i i ,  :  . : . .1. . , . . \ ! '4 i  ra. !4!1i '  .  i t ,  , .

J
,,ji i.r frr'Jll r.i d.1!rj:,:,; /,.r,irri : .... \" ,: t,t 

"

Bi{iad.,6tiEdc.15.hjB:4*,|r;jr, i.: Ji.:r i.: i,.
, j l ' ! . : 1 i ] . , : l ] : ] , ; l i 1 ) : . . 1 . ' ' . ; | i ] . J . i , . r j ] | ' : j . i i � � � � � � � � � � � � �

.  Nr  40G+e)
- '  A sG -2Xs + l2) -

1  t ,  .  i ,  1 t ; ,  r  . .  . r  r , _ , :

. N2 168' , :  -a  r -  (J-  tG {  12) ' (13.48)

(13,441

(13.46)

\73.47)

Expanding 11 aDgl?,i$o$surtr 9!Pll-rg9!,gq9tio,ns_.9Le,q.,. .. . ,

i, : ltsi - t'it-z - trblultS 4, (13.5r)

(13.52)

r r r . i i

I  l ,  i i  r l ] r t : i
ir= Q - &4e-a + 1.4:e t})u\t) L,
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Next we test the solutions to see whether they mate sellse iD terms ofthe
circuit. Because no energy is slorcd in the circuit at the instant the switch
is closed, both t1(0 ) and i(0 ) must be zero. The solutions agree with
these initial values. After the switch has been closed for a ]ong time, the
two inductors appcar as short circuits. Therefore, the final values of i1 and

One final test involves the numerical values of lhe cxponents and cal
culating the voltage drop aooss the 42 O resistor by three different meth-
ods. From the circuit, the vollage across the 42 J) resistor (positive at the
top) is

You should verify that regardless o{ which form of Eq. 13 55 is used, the
voltage is

It : (3s6 23s.2e a - 100.80" "')u0) v.

We are thus confident that the solutions for i1 and t, are correct.

13.5

i1 (co ) :  Mq  =  i sA ,

1544-2)
t : ( 6 ) :  ^  = 7 A . 113.54)

D  -  4 2 t t ,  i , t  J J h  8 . 4  
d l  -  4 b t ,  I n l ' .  { 1 3 . 5 5 ,
, l - d l

a) Oeflu. tt'. "-aornain expressions for yL

anatyze a circuit in the s domain and be able to trensform an s domain sotution to the

and v2.

.(;) { - IsG + 3)l/t(s + 0.5)G + 2)1,
v2: 12.5(sz + 6)l/b(r + o.s)(r + 2)l;

(b) ;, = (1s ]e{5' + ler')u1r.t v,
u2= (15 - + "4:' + + en')"(t) v:

(c) 1)r(0*) . 0, ?.'2(0') - 2.5 v;
(d) t'r : ?,, = 1s V

NOTE: Also try Chapter Ptublems ]3'26 and 13'27. .
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The Use of Th6venin's Equivalent
In this section we show how to usc Thdvenin's equivalent in the.r domain.
Figure 13.17 shows the circuit to be analyzed. The problem is to find the
capacitor current that results tom closing the switch. The energy stored in
the circuit prior to closing is zcro.

To find ic, we first construct the s domain equivalent circuit and thcn
Iind theTh6venin equivalent of this circuit with respect to the terminals of
the capacitor. Figurc 13.18 shows the r-domain circ t-

TheTh6venin voltageis the open-circuit voltage across terminals a. b.
Under open-circuit conditions,lhere is Do voltage across ihe 60 O rcsis
1or. Hence

b

Figur€ 13.17 a A circuitto be analyzed using
Th6venins equivahnt in the s domain.

20{)  60f)  a

b

figure 13.18 a Ther-domajn modetofthe circuit
shown in F ig.  13.17.

b

fiqurc 11.19 A A simptified versjon ofihe cjrcuit
shown in Fig. 13.18, using a IhCvenjn equivalent.

(a80/sx0.002s) 480
(13.56)

20 + 0.002s s+ 104za. t0'
The Th6venin impedance seen from terminals a and b equals the 60 O
resistor in sedes with the parallel combin ation of the 20 O resistor and the
2 mH induclor.fhus

- ^ . 0.002s(20) 80(s + 7s00)
. !  + lOa

(13.57)

(13.58)

(13.59)

(1r.60)

Using the Th6venin equivalent, we reduce the circuit shoNr in Fig. 13.18
to the one shown in Fig. 13.19. It indicates that the capacitor curenl 1.
equals the Th6venin vollage divided by the total series impedance. Thus,

a80/(r + r0a)

[80 ( \  +  7 .5u0 )  G  +  104 ) ]  + [ ( : . t os l s ]

Wc simplify Eq.13.58 to

-' 
r, + lo,ooos + 25 x 106 (s + 5ooo)r'

A partial fraction expansion ofEq.13.59 generates

r. 3o,ooo + 6-" 
(s + 5000)' s+5000'

ic(D : 6 A.

the inverse transform of which is

ic : ( 30,0001e-sm0, + 6e sm9u0) A. (13.61)

We now tesl Eq. 13.61 to see whether it makes sense in terms of
known circuit behavior. From Eq.13.61,

( I ] .62)

This result agrees with the initial current in the capacitor, as calculated lrom
the circuit in Fig. 13.17. The initial inductor current is zero and the iDitial
capacitor voltage is zero, so the initial capacitor current is 480/80, or 6 A.
The final value of the current is zero, which also agrees with Eq.13.61. Note
also from this equation that the current rcvenes sigD when r exceeds
6/30.000, or 200 ps. The lact that ic reverses sign makes sense because,
when the switch first closes, the capacitor begins to charge. Eventually this
charge is reduced to zero because the hductor is a short circuil at r = ,ro.
The sign reversal of ic reflects the charging and discharging of the capacitor.

80 (r + 7500)
s + 1 0 4
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Let's assume that the voltage drop across the capacitor oc is also of
interesl- Once we krow lc, wc find ,. by integmrion in the time domain;
that is,

Allhough the integration cailed for in Eq. 13.63 is not difficult, we may
avoid it altogetherby lirst finding the r domain expression for % and rhen
finding t,c by an inverse transform.Thus

0 c = 2 x 10.000.r)€ 'm'rx.
(13.63)

, ,  I  .v . : i r c :
2 x 1 0 5  6 s

s (r + 5000),

(13.64)

0c : 12 x 105te 5mora(r) (13.65)

105/ (6

12 x tos
(s + 5000)'�'

lrom which

You should verify that Eq. 13.65 is consistent wirh Eq. 13.63 and that ir
also supports the observations made with regard to the behavior ofic (sec
Problen 13.33).

obiective 2-Know how to anatyze a circuit in the s domain and be abLe to transform an s-domain sotution to the
time domaln

(h) /,b: [20(s + 2.4rl[(({ + 3)(r + 6r.13.6 The initial chargc on lhe capacitor in ahe circuit
\ho\rn i\ 7ero.

ar f ind rhe r-domdin f te\enin<qui!alenr cJr.
cuil with respect to terminals a and b.

b) Find rhe r-domajn e\pre\sion tor rhe cuire r
that the circuil delivers to a load consisting of
al H inductor in series with a 2 O resistor.

Answen (a) yrh = y,b: [20(:r + 2.4)]/[s(s + 2)],
Z r .  -  5 f \  2 . 8 )  t \  2 ) :

'IOTE: Al'a trt (hartcr Prcblrn 13.3).

A Circuit with MutuaI lnductance
The next example illustrates how to use the Laplace transform to analyze
the transient tesponse of a circuit that contains mutual inductance.
Figure 13.20 shows the circuit. Thc make-before-break swirch has been in
position a for a long time. At , = 0, the switch moves instantaneously to
position b.Tho problem is to derive the time-domain exprcssion for i.

0 . 5 F
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(Lz M)
6 H  2 ( )

IM)J2H r0O

figur€ 13.21  

 

The circujtshown jn Fjg.13.20, wiih
the nagnetjcatty coupted coits rcplaced bya T-equivatent

2 A

Figure 13.22l The r-domain equivatent circujt for ih€
circuit shown in Fjg.13.21.

We begin by redrawing the circuit in Fig. 13.20, with the switch in
position b and the magnetically coupled coils replaced with a T-equivalent
circuit.l Figure 13.21 shows the new circuit.

We now transform this circuit to the s domain.In so doins. we note that

(13.66)

\13.67)

Figure 13.20 A A cjrcuit containing nagneticatly coupted coils.

r r ( o ) - g = s A ,

i(r) = 0.

Because we plan to use mesh analysis in the s domain, we use the se es
equivalent circuit for an inductor carrying an initial cwent. Figuie 13.22
shows the r-domain circuit. Note tlat tlere is only one independent vol!
age source. This source appears in the vefiical leg of the tee to account for
the initial value of t}Ie curent in the 2 H inductor of 4(0-) + ir(o ), or 5A.
The branch carrying i1 has no voltage source because a1 M : 0.

The two r-domain mesh equations that describe ttre circuit in
Fiq.13.22 arc

(\ M\
3 0  0 H

3 0

( 3 + 2 s ) I r + 2 s 1 2 = 1 0

2s I r  +  (12+8s )12=10 .

Solving foi 12 yields

-'  (r + 1)(r + 3)

Expanding Eq. 13.70 into a sum of partial ftactions genemtes

(13.68)

(13.69)

(13.70)

Then,

1.25 1.25
I2

s + 1  s + 3
(13.71)

10

10r}

i ,  = ( i .25€ l  r .25e-t ' )ul t )  A.. 113.72)



Equalion 13.72 reveals thal i, increases fion zero to a peak value of
481.13 n1A iD 519.31 ms atlcr the slvitch is moved to posirion b. Ttrereafter,
l, decrcases exponentially torvardzero. Figurc 13.23 sho$'s a plot oIi, ver-
sus 1.'lliis response makcs sense in terms of the known physical behavior
of thc nagnetically coupled coils. A currcnl caD erist in thc l,2 inductor
only if there is a timc varyirg currenr in rhc a1 inducror. As ir decreases
trol11 i$ initial valuc oi 5 A, L increascs trom zero and thcn approaches
zclo as il approachcs Zcro.

Figur€ 13.23 .i The ptot oft: versus tforthe circuit
shown in Fig. 13.20.

13,3 Applications 523

I (nis)

objective 2-Know how to anatyze a circuit in the s domain and be abte to transform an s-domain sotution to the
hme domain

13.7 a) Verify from Eq.13.72 that t2 reaches a peak
value of48l. l3 mA at,  = 549.31nrs.

b) Fin. l  4.  toi  I  0.  tor rhe circuir  .hu$n in
Fig.13.20.

c) Compule dir/dr when t2 is at its peak value.
d) Express l, as a funclion ofdir/dr whcn 12 is

al its peak valuc.
e) Use the results obtained in (c) and (d) to

calculate the pcak value of i2.

NOTE: Also ty Chapter Problens 13.36 and 13.37.

A n s w e r :  ( a t  J r . / r / /  =  0 w h e n t  :  l l n 3 l t i

( h l t l  :  2 . 5 ( c '  +  t  t t ) u Q )  A l

(c) -2.89 A/s;

(d) i2 = @di/dt)l121

(e) 481.13 nA.

The Use of Superposition
Because x'e arc analyzing linear lunped-parametcr circuits, we can use
superposition to divide the response into components that can bc idenli-
fied with parlicular sourccs and iDitial condiriorls. Disringuishing these
componcnls is critical to bcing able to use thc lransfer function, lvhich we
introduce il1 the Dext section.

Figure 13.24 shows our illustrative circuil. We assumc thal at the
instant when the two sourccs are applied to thc circuir, rhe induclor is car-
rying an niidal current of p amperes and that thc capaciror is catr!,ing an
initial voltage of ,y volts- Ihc dcsired response of the circuit is the voltage
across thc rcsislor R2.labeled 1r2.

Figurc 13.25 shows rhe i domain eqnivalcnr circuit. We optcd lor the
parallcl cquivalents for /- and C because r,c anlicipated solving lor %
using the node-voltage mclhod.

To lind y, by supcrposition, we calculale the componcnl oI % result-
ing holn each sourcc acling alone, and rhen we sum thc conlponents_ We
bcgin with y! acting alote. Opening cach oI the threc current sources
deacti!ales them. Figurc 13.26 sho\rs the rcsulling circuit. Wc added rhe
nodc vollage yj to aid the aDah,sis.The primes oD la and y2 indioaie rhar

figure 13.24,i A circuit showing the use ofsuper,
position in r donain anatysis.

rC

Figure 13.25 :l The s-domain equivahntfor the circuit
af lig.73.24.
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they are the components of 14 and % attributable to 4 acring alone. The
lqo equatioDs that describe lhe circuit in Fis. 13.2b are

(+r+. ,,),i ,,,;:!, (13.73)

Figur€ 13.26  

 

lhe circuii shown in Fig. 13.25 with y,

Figure 13.27l The circujtshown in Fjg.13.25, with
Is acting alone.

"cu1 * (] * "c )u1 = o.
\ ^ :  /

\13.74)

For convenience, we int.oduce the notation

1 1
4 r - ^ + - + s C ;

YD: -scl

vr,= ! + "c.

Substituting Eqs.13.75-13.7 into Eqs.13.73 and 13.74 gives

(13.75)

(13.76)

\13.77)

YIlV't + \2Vi: VclRb

Yr2v'�r+Yr2Vi=O.

Solving Eqs.13.78 and 13.79 fot Vigives

(13.78)

\13.79)

Witl the current source 1s acting alone, the circuit shown in Fig. 13.25
ieduces to the one shown h Fig. 13.27. Here, yi and yi are the compo-
nents of I,i and y2 resulting from Is. If we use t]te notation irtroduced in
Eqs. 13.75-13.77, the two node-voltage equations that descibe the circuit
lr]'Fig.13.27 are

-Yi/R,

-  Y r Y , - Y l  '

E1
" = 

Y.Yr- yit *

(r3.80)

(13.81)

(13.82)

Y r V i + Y n V i = 0

and

Yr2Vi + YtVi = 1,.

Solving Eqs.13.81 and 13.82 for yi yields

(13.83)



To find the component of f2 resulting from the initial energy stored in
the inductor (yi), we must solve the circuit shown in Fig. 13.28, where

YiVi' + Yr2Vi : -pls,

Yr2vi '+Y22v! =0.

(13.84)

Thus

13.3 Apptications 525

(13.85) Figore 13.28 A Ihe circuit shown in Fig. 13.25, with
the energized indlctor acting atone.

v \ ' :  \ o- Y.tYr yiz

v!'
(&r + Ylr)c

Y,tYzz Yiz v.

figurc 13.29 A The circuit shown in Fig. 13.25, rvith
the eneqjzed capacitor acting atone.

(13.86)

FIom the circuit shown in Fig. 13.29, we find the component of
y, (yi\ resulting from the initial eneryy stoied in the capacitor. The node-
voltage equations describing this circuit are

\rvi '  + Y12vi" =yC,

Ylzvi '+Y22vi ' :  - ' tC.

Solving for Yi' yields

(13.87)

(13.88)

(13.89)

The expfession for Y, is

v r : v i +  v i +v i '  +v i "

(\tl R) ,, Ytr- 
YIIYD - y2n'c - Y11Yn yrD'e

Y - 2 / s  - c t Y t - Y )
|  ^ v.  ( :1.90)

Y h 2  Y D  Y t Y ) - Y i )

We can find y2 without using superposition by solving the two node-
voltage equations that describe tie circuit shown in Fig- 13.25. Thus

v , "
Ynvt  +  Y t2V2 =++ yC- ! .

Y . U + Y . U : I - - \ C .

(13.91)

/.13.e2)

You should verify in koblem 13.43 that the solution of Eqs. 13.91 and
13.92 for y2 gives the same result as Eq.13.90.
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objective 2-Know how to anaLyz€ a circait in the 5 domain and be able to transform an s-dornain sotution to the
time domain

13.8 The energy srored in the circuit shown is zcrc
at the instant the two sources are turned on.

a) Find the comporent of o for I > 0 owing to
the voltage source.

b) Fhd the compoDent of t, for t > 0 owing to
the current source.

c) Find the expression for ? when I > 0.

NOTE: Also try Cha et Prablem 13.42.

Ahswer: (a) (r00/3)c'�r (100/3)e+'lu0) V;
(b) L(so Jr, " (50 J/. 3lr/(, \
(c) [soe'' - 5o€4']r(t v.

2 A

Definition of a transfer function ,r

13.4 The Transfsr Fuele{t**

"r"r:.H.

The transf€r funcrion is defined as the s-domain ratio of the Laplace trans-
form of the output (response) to the Laplace lransform of the inpul
(source). In computing the transfer function, we restrict our attention to
circuits where all initial conditions are zero. lf a circuii has multiple inde-
pendent sources, we can find the transfer function for each source and use
superyosition to find the response to all sources.

The transfer function is

wherc v(r) is the Laplace lral1slorm of the oulput signal, aDd ,Y(s) is ihe
Laplace lranslorm o[ the input signal. Note that the transfer function
depends oD what is defined as the output signal. Consider. for example.
the series circuit sholvn in Fig. 13.30. If the current is defined as the
response signal of the circuit.

H(s)

(13.93)

\r3.94)

Figure 13.30 /r A senes,?lf cncuit.

In de ving Eq. 13.9,1, we recognized that l corresponds to the output y(s)

and vs corresponds to the input,Y(r).
Ifthe voltage across the capacitoris defined as the outputsignalofthc

circuit shown in Fig. 13.30, the transfer function rs

R + s L + ] / s C  t z L C  +  R C t + 1
5 C

1/ 'C
rlG) v

R + s l , + l / s c  r r a c + R C s + l
(13.95J



Thus, because circuits may have multiple sources and because the definition
of the output signal of interest can vary a single circuit can genente many
transfer functions, Remember that when multiple souces are hvolved, no
single transfer function can reptesent tlle total output transfer functions
associated with each source must be combined using supeiposition to yield
the total response. Example 13.1 illustrates the computation of a transfer
function for knoM numerical values of 4 L, and C

Deriving the Transfer Fundion of a Circuit

The voltage source ?s drives the circuit shown m
Fig.13.31. The response signal is the voltage across
the capacitor, rl,.

a) Calculate the numerical exptession for thetrans-
fer furction.

b) Calculate the numedcal values for the poles and
zeros of the transfer function,

Figure 13.31 A The circuittor txamph 13.1.

Solution

a) The first step itr finding the transfer tunction is to
construct the r-domair equivalent circuit, as
shown in Fig. 13.32. By definition, the transfer
function is the mtio of y,/ys, which can be com-
puted from a single node-voltage equation.
Summing the curents away from th€ upper node
genemles

1000 250 + 0.05r

Figur€ 13.32 A The r-domain equivalent circuit forthe cjrcuit
shown jn Fig. 13.31.

Solving for % yields

1000(s + s000)Ys

s ' � + 6 0 0 0 r + 2 5 x 1 0 6

b) The poles ol H(s) are the roots of the denomina-
tor polynomial. Therefore

pr = 3000 J4000,

ft: 3000 + j4000.

The zeros of l/(.r) are the roots of the numera-
tor pol],nomial; thus F1(s) has azero at

'' 
s2 + 6000s + 25 x 106

Hence the transfer function is

1000(s + s000)

v"
uE

u"s

1000 o

1000 r)

106 zr : 5000.
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NOTE: Also try Chaptet Problem 13.19

13.9 a) Dcrive the numerical cxpression for the Answer:
transfer function %/1s for the circuit shown.

b) Give the nurncrical value of each pole and
zero ora(s).

a(s) = to(s + 2)/(s/ + 2r + 1o);
p 1  : - 1  +  j 3 ,  p z =  1 -  j 3 ,

(a)

(b)

The Location of Potes and zeros of lr(s)
For lincar lumped-paramcter circuits, H(r) is always a rational funclion
oI r. Complex poles and Tcros alwatrs appcar in conjugale pairs lhe
poles of H(.f) must lie in thc left half of the r plane if the response to a
bounded source (one whose values lie wirhin sorne finite bounds) is to
be boundcd.The zeros oI A(r) may fie h eilher the right half or thc lett
half of the .! planc.

With lhesc general characl€r'istics in mind, lYe ncxt discuss the rolc
that 11(s) plays in determirirg thc response funclion We begin with thc
partial traclion expansion technique for finding l(/).

13.5 {h* Transfer Fc!net'isn
in F*rtial Fraeti** Fxpn*si*ns

From Eq. 13.93 we car witc the circuit oulput as the producl of the trans-
fer lunclion and the driving iunction:

YG) : H(s)x(s). (13.96)

We have already noted thai -47(s) is a rational function ofr. Reference 1()
Table 13.1 shows that X(s) also is a rational funclion ofJ for the excilalion
fuDclions ofmost interest in circuit analysis.

Expanding the right-lund sjde of Eq.13.96 into a sum of Pdr'lial tac-
tions produccs a term for each polc of H(s) and X(r). Remember from
Chapter 12 that poles are lhe roots of the deDominator polynomial; zeros
are the rools of thc numerator polynomial.'fhe lerl11s generated by thc
polcs of H(s) give rise to the transient conponent o[ the total response,
whcreas the terms gencrated by the poles of X(s) give rise to the steady-
slate componeDt oI lhc rcsponse. By steady-state response. wc mean the
response that exisls atter the traDsient componerts have bccome negligi
ble. Example 13.2 illustrates these general observations.

Objective 3-Understand the definition and significance of the transfer function; be abLe to derive a trensfer function
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Analyzing the Transfer Function of a Cir.uit

The circuit in Example 13.1 (Fig.13.31) is driven by
a voltage source whose voltage increases linearly
$rith time, namely, ?rs : 50t (l).

a) Use the tmnsfer funclion to find ?.,,.
b) Identily the transient component of the

rcsponse,

c) Identily the steady-state componert oI the
response,

d) Sketch 0o versus rfor 0 < t < 1.5 ms.

Sotution

a) From Example 13.1,

1000(s + s000)

The time-domain expression for r, is

r,, = [10\6 x 10 ae 3moicos (4000r + 79.70")

+ 10r 4 x 10 al"(r) V.

b) The ffansient component of 0, is

10\6 x 10-ae rm'cos (40001 + 79.70').

Note that this term is generated by the poles
( 3000 + j4000) and (-3000 j4000) of the
tansfer function,

c) Tho steady state component ofthe rcsponse is

(10 r  4x104) ,0 ) .

These two tems are generated by the second-
order pole (K/s'�) ofthe driving volrage.

d) Figure 13.33 shows a sketch of o. versus t. Note
that the deviation ftom the steady-state solution
10,000t - 0.4 mV is imperceptible alter approxi-
mately 1 ms.

H(") =
s 2 + 6 o o o s + 2 5 ^ t u 6

The transfom of the ddving voltage is 50/s2;
therefore, t}le s-domain expression for the out-
put voltage is

_. 1000(s + 5000) s0
% : G ' + 6 o o o r + 2 5 x 1 0 1 7 '

The partial taction expansion of % is

v Kr
s + 3000 j4000

, K i K z K z- s + 3 0 0 0 + j 4 0 0 0 ' 7 - ;

We evaluate the coefficients (1, 1{2, and K3 by
using the techniques described in Section 12.7:

1<r = 5\6 x 10-4 /79.'70';

(1(i : s\5 x 10 01 12-J!,

K2 = 10,

K3- 4 x 10�4.

16

l 4

1,2

10

8

6

4

2

Figure 13.33 A Th€ g€ph ofr, ve6us r for tuampte 13.2.
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objective 4-(now how to use a circuit's transfer function to ca(culate the circsit s imputse response, unit step
response. and steady-state response to sinusoidat input

13.10 Find (a) the unit step and (b) the unjt impulse
aesponse oI lhe circuit shown in Assessmenl
Problem 13.9.

Answer: (a) [2 + (1013)ercos (31 + 126.87')]z(4 v;

O) r0.s4€ 'cos (31 - 18.a3'),O v.

13.11 The unit impulsc rcsponse ofa circuit is

r" t i  10.000P 
- ' 'cos(240r 

P, \

where tan d - *.

a) Find the transter lunclion of the circuit.

b) Find the unil step response of the circuit.

Answer: (a) 9600s/(r2 + 140s + 62,500);
(b) 40e ?o/sin 240r V.

observations on the Use of H(s) in Circuit Analysis
Example 13.2 clearly shows how the transfer function H(r.) reiatcs to the
response of a circuil through a partial fraction expansion. Holvever, the
example raiscs questions about the practicality ofdriving a circuil with an
increasing ramp voltage that generates an incrcasing ramp r'esponse.
Eventualiy the circuil components will fail under thc stress oI exoessive
voltage, and when that happens our linear model is no iotger valid. The
ramp response is ofinterest in practical applications where the ramp func-
tion increases to a maximum value over a linitc lime inleNal. If the rime
takcn to reach this maximum value is long conrpared with the time con-
stanls o[ lhe circuit, the solution assuming an unbounded ramp is valid for
this tinile time interval.

We make two additional observations rcgarding Eq. 13.96. First, let's
look al the response of ihe circuit duc to a delayed inpur. If the inpur is
delayed by a seconds.

Y.\:((t a)u(.! ,)] = " ^xG).

and,from Eq.13.96, the response becomes

NOTE: Also try Chapter Prcblens 13.76(a) and (b).

y(J) :  H(r)x(r)e ,"

If l(r) : I '{11G)x(r)}, rhen, fron Eq. 13.e7.

\73.91)

Therefore, dela]'ing the inpul by., secoDds simply delavs the responsc
function by d seconds.A circuil thal exhibils this characteristic is said to bc
time invariant.

Second. if a unit impulse source drives the circuit. the response of the
circuit equals thc inverse lransform ofthe transfer function.Thus ii

y( t  a)u(t  -  d) -  e r IH(s)x(.s)e " ' j . (13.98)

.rG) = 60), then-r.(s): I

Y(r) = ,ry(t. (13.99)
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Hence, from Eq.13.99,

.y(r) :

y(t) - h(t), (13.100)

^ ta^ :  
l *  

n , ,  n l , l ^ ta^ .  {13.101)

wherc the inverse transform of the tansfer function equals the unit
impulse rcsponse of the circuit. Note that this is also the natural response
of the circuit because the application of an impulsive source is equivalent
to hsfantaneously storh)g energy in the circuit (see Section 13.8). The sub-
sequent release of this stoied energy gives Iise to the natural iesponse
(see Pioblem 13.86).

Actually, the unit impulse response of a circuit, ft(t), contains €nough
inJormation to compute the response to any souce that drives the circuit.
The convolution integFl is used to exhact the response of a circuit to an
arbitrary source as demonstrated in the next section,

13.6 The Transfer Function and the
Convolution Integral

The convolution htegral relates tle output y(t) of a lhear time invariant
circuit to the input r(t) of the circuit and the circuit's impulse response
ft(l). The integral relationship can be expressed in two ways:

l'or^t,t,
We are interested in t}le convolution integral for several reasons. First,

it allows us to work entirely in the time domain. Doing so may be benefi-
cial in situations where r(t) and ,(t) are known only thrcugh experimen-
tal data, ln such cases, the transform method may be awkward or even
impossible, as it would requte us to compute the Laplace transfom of
expedmental data. Second, the convolution inte$al introduces the con-
c€pts of memory and the weighting function into analysis. we will show
how the concept of memory enables us to look at the impulse response (or
rhe weighting function) ,(t) and predict, to some degree, how closely the
output waveform replicates the input waveform, Finally, the convolution
integral provides a formal pioc€dure for finding the inverse transform of
products of Laplace transfoms.

We based t]Ie de vation of Eq. 13.101 on the assumption tlat ttre cir-
cuit is linear and time invariant. Because the cir:cuit is linear, the principle
of superyosition is valid, and because it is time hvariant, the amount of
the response delay is exacdy the same as that of the input delay, Now con-
sider Fig. 13.34, in which the block containing fi(t) rcprcsents any linear
time-invadant circuit whose impulse rcsponse is known, r(t repiesents
tlle excitation signal and J(t) iepiesents the desired output sigllal.'We 

assume that r(t is the general excitation signal shown in
Fig. 13.35(a). For convenience we also assume that i(t = 0 for t < 0 .
Once you see the derivation of t}le convolution integral assuming x(t) = 0
for t < 0'�, the exteNion of tlle integral to include excitation functions
tllat exist over all time becomes apparert. Note also that we pemit a dis-
cortinuity ir r(r) at the odgin, that is, a jump between 0 and 0-.

Figue r3.34 a A block dhgram ofa generat ci'cLrit.
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Now we approximate i(1) by a sedes of rectangular pulses of unifom
width Ai, as shown in Fig. 13.35(b). Thus

tcl
Flgue r3.35  

 

The excitation signatofx(r). (a)A
genelaL €xcitation signat. (b)Approxjmatjnq r(r) with a
senes of putses. (c)Appronmatjng r(r) with a series of

(b)

Figure 13.36 A The apprcximation ofy(r). (a) Ihe
jmpulse response ofthe boxshown in Fjg.13.34.
(b) summjng the impube rcsponses.

.!(r) - ro(t +.!r(,) +. + i ,(r) + ., (13.102)

-r(t) = x(,\o)d,\6(t - ,\) + '(,\1)A,\60 - ,\1) +

+ r(DAI6(t - ^) + .. (r3.103)

it^,,r,, - ^,)^^ - 
/-.r(^)ft(r 

^)d^. (13.105)

Therefore,

t)-  
|  

x(^)h(t  -  ^)d^. (13.106)

If r(l) exists over all time, then the lower limit on Eq. 13.106 becomes
,x: thus, in geneml,

ttt: l',{\nt, t)at

Now when r(t) is represented by a series of impulse functions (which
occur at equally spaced intervals of time, that is, at ,\, ,\1, lr, . . .), tlre
response functior )(1) consists of the sum of a series of unifomly delayed
impulse iesponses. The strength of each response depends on tle strength
of the impulse driving the circuit. For example,let's assume that the unit
impulse response of the circuit contained it t]le box in Fig. 13.34 is the
exponential decay function shown ir Fig. 13.36(a). Then the approxima-
rion ofy(l) is the sum of the impulse rcsponses shown in Fig.13.36(b).

Analytically, tle expression for l(1) is

)(r) - r(,\o)A.Ir(r -,\o) + r(Ir^^ti( ,\1)

+ r(,\t^^rt ,\t +

+ r(, l ' j )A,in(t D +.. (13.104)

As AI+ 0, the summation in Eq. 13.104 approaches a continuous inte-
glatio4 or

where ri(l) is a rectangular pulse that equals r(,\i) berween ,\, and ,\,+r and
is zero elsewhere. Note thal the ith pulse can be expressed in terms of step
lunctions; that is,

r(t - a(^,X,G - ^,) rlr (I + ̂ ,\)l].

The next step in the approximation of r(t) is to make A,\ small
enough that the ith component can be approximated by an impulse func-
tion of strength i(i')Al. Figure 13.35(c) shows tle impulse represenra-
tion, with the strength of each impulse shown in brackets beside each
arrow. The impulse representation of i(t) is

5

s

(13.107)
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which is the second form of the convolution integral given in Eq. 13.101.
We dedve the first folm of the htegral ftom Eq. 13.107 by making a
change in the vadable of integmtion. We let ,, : I ,l, and then we note
Ihat du = -di,ll : -oo when ,\ : ca, and !r: +co when .d = -co.

Now we can write Eq.13.107 as

tfO: l-,ft 4h(u)( (1u),

y1t1 : 
l*,(t ,7n@Xa,1. (13.108)

But because a is just a symbol of integration, Eq. 13.108 is equivalent to
the first form ofthe convolution integral,Eq.13.101.

The integral relationship between y(0, ,0), and r(r), expressed in
8a.13.101. often is written in a shorthand notation:

y(t) : h(t) * x(t) : r(t) * ft(t), (13.109)

where the asterisk signifies the integral relationsbjp between ft(t) and r(t).
Thus fi(t) * r(t) is read as"&(t) is convolved vrith r(t)" and implies that

/-
h ( 1 ) '  Y ( t ) '  I  h ( ^ \ Y ( t  ^ ) d ^ .

'/--

whereas r(t) + ft(t) is read as "r(t) is convolved with h(t)" and implies that

t '
(D. rv, I rl^)hQ ^)d^

' / a

The integals in Eq. 13.101 give t}le most general rclationship for t]le
convolution of two functions However, in our applications of the convolu-
tion integral, we can change the lower limit to zero and the upper limit to t.
Then we car write Eq.13.101 as

t r
y ( t )  =  l t ( t ) t ( r - ^ ) d ^ =  l x ( ^ ) h ( t -  ̂ ) d ^ .  ( ! . r r o l

Jn ,lo

we change the limits for two reason$ Fftst, for physically realizable cir-
cuits, t(t) is zero for t < 0. In other words, there can be no impulse
response before an impulse is applied. Second,we start measuring time at
the instant the excitation i(l) is turned on;therefore iro) : 0 for t < 0-.

A gmphic interpretation of the convolution inte$als contained in
Eq.13.110 is important in the use of the integral as a computational tool.
We begh with the fi^t integral. For purposes of discussion, we assume
that the impulse response of our ckcuit is the exponential decay function
shown in Fig. 13.37(a) and that the excitation function has the wavefom
shown in Fig. 13.37(b). In each of these plots, we replac€d t with ,[, the
symbol of integation. Replacing ,tr with -,\ simply folds the excitation
function over the vertical a-{is, and rcplacing i with t i slides the
folded function to the dght. See Figures 13.37(c) and (d). This folding

(a)

,(r)
M

0
(b)

11 0

G)

.r(r - I)

(d)

l'(IF(r I)

(e)

tigure 13.37 A A grap.hic inteQetation ofthe
convolutjon jntesmt /;n(^)-v( - .\)d^. (a) rhe
impulse rcspons€. (b)The excitation function. (c)Ihe
folded €xcitation function. (d) Ihe fotded excitatjon
tunctjon disptaced t unjtr. (e) The prcduct
t(I)x( - ^).

t(r)
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operation gives dse to the term conrolution. At any specified value of r,
the response function )(r) is tlle area under the product function
ft(,\)r0 - ,t), as showl] in Fig.13.37(e). It should be apparenr frcm tlfs
plot why the lower limit on the convolution itrlegral is zero and t]le upper
limit is t. For ,\ < 0, tle product ,(i)"r(r - I) is zero because ,(,\) is zero.
For,\ > r, the prcductl'(,l')r(t l) is zero because x(r I) is zero.

Figure 13.38 shows the second form of the convolution htegral. Note
that tlle product furction h Fig. 13.38(e) confirms the use of zero for the
Iower limit and t for the upper limit.

Example 13.3 ilustrates how to use the convolution integral, in con-
junction with the unit impulse rcsponse, to find the rcsponse of a circuit.

tigurc 13.38  

 

A gmphic interyeiation of the convotu-
tjon jnteqmL /;n(r ^)'(,\)d,\. (a) The impuke
r€sponr€. (b) The excitatjon function. k) The rotded
impulse response. (d) The folded imputse response
displrc€d, units. (e) The productr(r i)x(I).

r'(I)

.x(^)

t( r)

l?( r)

ll(r rF(r)
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Using the Convolution Integral to Find an output Signal

The excitation voltage ri for the circuit shown in
Fig.13.39(a) is sho*n in Fic.13.39(b).

a) Use the convolution integml to find o,.
b) Plot u, over the range ofo < r < 15 s.

1 H

6  ,n:
Y

G)
figure 13,39 L The cncuit and excitation vottage tor
Exampte 13.3. (a)The cjrcuit. (b)Th€ excitaijon vottaqe.

Sotution

a) The fust step in using the convolution integral is
to find the unit impulse response of the circuit.
We obtain the erpression for % from ttre
r-domain equivalert of the circuit in Fig. 13.39(a):

u
% :  - 1 0 ) .

w})en or is a unit impulse function 6(t),

% = h ( t ) = e ' u ( t ) .

h(^) = e ^u(^).

Figure 13.40 A lhe impuke rcspons€ and the totd€d ercjtation
function for ExampLe 13.3.

?]r (r t)

20

Figlre 13.414 The djtptac€rnent of oi(t ^) tor thrce

fiom which

Using the first form of the convolution integral
in Eq.13.110,we construct the impulse r€sponse
and folded excirar ion funcr ion shoun in
Fig. 13.40, which are helpful in selecting the lim-
its on the convolution integral. Sliding the
folded excitation function to the right requires
brcaking the integration into three intervals:
0  <  I  <  5 ;  5  <  t <  1 0 ;  a n d  1 0 < t  <  o o .  T h e
breaks in t]le excitatior function at 0,5, and 10 s
dictate ttrese break points. Egure 13.41 sho\qs
ttre positioning of the folded excitation for each
of these intenals. The analytical exprcssion foi
0; in the time intenal0 < t < 5 is

,(r)

0

i( \ )

r ,0  -  ^ )

t , . = 4 r , 0 < t < 5 s .
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Hence, the analytical er?rcssion for the folded
excitation function in the interval r - 5 <,1
< l i s

D i (  i \ = 4 ( t - , 1 ) ,  r  5 < I < 1 .

We can now set up the three integral
exprcssions for oo, For 0 < 1< 5s:

Figur€ 13.42 A The voLtage rcsponse ve6us tjme tol
Exampte 13.3.

l' ,a{, t)" ̂
at

') v.

I

2

3

5

6
,7

10

l l

t2

1l

l4

15

1,.47

4.54

8.20

12.0'�7

16.03

18.54

19.56

19.80

19.93

19.9'�7

7.35

2.70

0.99

0.37

0_13

,/(r - I)

rurure luirr rrppenr | $
i---\ I "e
|  \  pccr  {hrs haoD(n<J)
t \

t-it,r:fiI-,-^
Figur€ 13.43 A The past, prcsenl and futur€ vatues of

r, (v)

20
18
T6
14
1,2
10
8

2

": I'o'1' ;'1"^1^

=  4 ( e ' +  r  -  1 ) V .

Fors < t < 10s,

1). = 
Jo 

20e ̂d^ +

= 4 ( s + e - t  e \ l

A n d f o r l 0 = r < o o s ,

t r s  I
D " :  I  20e^d^+  I  4 ( t  ^ \ . ^d i

Jr  1n  J t -s

: 4(e-t e-r 5) + 5d (' 10)) V

b) We have computed ?r. foi 1 s intervals of time,
using the apprcpriafe equalion. The resulfs are
tabulated in Thble 13.2 and shown graphically in
Fi9.13.42.

NOTE: Asse.ss ,our understanding of conolution by trying Chapter Problems 13.57 and 13.58.

The Concepts of Memory and the Weighting Function
We mentioned at the beginning of this section thar the convolution inte-
gral introduces the concepts of memory and the weighting function into
circuit analysis. The graphic interyretation of the convolution integnl is
the easiest way to begin to grasp these concepts. We can view the folding
and sliding of the excitation function on a timescale characterized as past,
present, and Iuture. The vertical axis, over which the excitation function
'I(t) is folded, represents the present value; past values of i(1) lie to the
dght oI tne vertical axis, and future values li€ to the left. Figure 13.43
shows this description of r(t). For ilustrative purposes, we used the exci-
tation function ftom Example 13.3.

When we combine t]le past, present, and future views of.r(r r) with
the impulse response of the circuit, we see that the impulse response
weights r(l) according to prcsent and pasl values. For example, Fig. 13.41
shows that the impulse response in Example 13.3 gives less weight to past
values ol r(t) than to the prcsent value of r(t). In other words, the circuit
retains less and less about past input values. Therefore, in Fig. 13.42, o.
quickly appmaches zero when the present value of the input is zero (that
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is, when / > 10 s). In other words, because the present value of the input
receives more weight than the past values, the output quickly approaches
the present value of the input.

The multiplication of r0 - i) by t(l) gives rise to the practice of
relerring to the impulse response as the circuit weighting ftrctioD. The
weighting function, ir turn, determires how much memory tlle circuit has.
Memory is the extent to which the circuit's response matches its input. For
example' if the impulse respome, or weighting function, is flat, as shov,n in
Fig.13.44(a), it gives equal weight to all values of r(t), past and present.
Such a cbcuit has a pefect memory- However, if the impulse response is
an impulse function, as shown in Fig. 13.44(b), it gives no weight to past
values ofi(t). Such a c cuit has no memory. Thus the more memory a cir-
cuit has, the more distortion tiere is between tie waveform of tlle excita,
tion function and the waveform of the response function. We can show this
relationship by assuming that the circuit has no memory, that is,
,(t : ,a6(1), and ther noting from the convolution inte$al that

/, = 
Jah(^\x(t 

^) d^

,46(^)r(r - n)d^

= Att\t).

Figurc 13.44 A Weishtins functions. (a) turf€ct nrem-
ory. (b) No memory.

t"
(13.111)

20
18
t6

1,2

8

2

\ /

Equation 13.111 shows that, if the circuit has no memory, the output is a
scaled rcplica of the input.

The c cuit shown in Example 13.3 illustrates the distofiion between
input and output for a circuit that has some memory. This distortion is
clear when we plot the input and output waveforms on the same graph, as
inFip.13.45.

13.7 The Transfer Function and the
Steady-State SinusoidaI Response

Once we have computed a circuit's traNfer function, we no longer need to
peform a separate phasor analysis of the circuit to detemhe ils steady-
state response. Instead, we use the transfer function to relate the steady-
state response to the excitation souice. Fi$t we assume that

, (s)
8 1 0  1 2  1 4

Figure 13.45 A The inputand ouhut waveforms for
Exampte 13.3.

and then we use Eq. 13.96 to find the steady-state solution of ),(r). To find
the Laplace tmnsform ofr(t), we first write x(t) as

r(r) : ,4 cos ((,t + d), (13.112)

x(t) : ,4 cos (,t cos d Asin.,,tsird, (13.113)
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from which

x(") =

(13.114)

Subsrituting Eq. 13.114 into Eq. 13.96 gves the.r-domain exprcssion for

Y(s) = //G)
,4(,' cos d &, sin d)

(13.115)

.- H(r),a(rcosd - usin,r) |" ' :  , + i .  l , = , ,

, H(ja)A(j@cos6 - aslr'O)

2ja

H ( J d ) ,  ( c o s d  +  j s i n 0 )  1 - - .  . _ , ,
,  

-  
t H u u \ A c " .  

( l J . l 1 7 l

(13.118)

(,4 cos d)s _ (,asind)o

s2 + ,& s2 +.2

,4(scosd o sin d)
f + 0 . ?

We now visualize the paitial ftaction expansion of Eq. 13.115. The number
of terms in the expa$ion depends on the number of poles oI H(r).
necause a(s) is not specified beyond being the transfer function of a
physically realizable circuit, the expansion ofEq.13.115 is

. . .  K L  K i

s - l , )  s i l a

+ ) terms generated by the poles oflt(s). (13.116)

In Eq.13.116,the fiISt two terms result from tle complex conjugate poles
of tle ddving source; that is, ,r2 + r,,2 = G - jr)G + jo). However, the
terms generated by tle poles of ll(s) do not contdbute to t}le steady-stat€
response of y(t), because all tlese poles lie in the left half of the s plane;
consequendy, the corresponding time-domain tems apprcach zero as t
incleases. Thus the first two terms on the right-hatrd side of Eq. 13.116
determine the steady-state response. The problem is ieduced to finding
the partial fraction coefficient .Kr :

In general, H(Jd) is a complex quantity, which we recognize by x'dting it
in polar form;thus

HAa') = H(io) eiat!').

Note ftom Eq. 13.118 that both the magnitude, fl(J(,)|, and phase angle,
9(o), of the tmnsfer tunction vary with t}le ftequency ,,. When we subsli-
tute Eq. 13.118 into Eq. 13.117, t}le er?ression for l(r becomes

K1: + H (jq eitE,,+i'] (13.119)
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We obtain t]le steady-stare solution for y(t) by inveise-transfoming
Eq.13.116 and, in the process! ignoring t}le terms generated by the poles of
H(s).Thus

r13.t20) < Steady-state sinusoidat response
comput€d using a transfer function

which indicates how to use the transfer function to find the steady state
sinusoidal iesponse of a circuit. The amplitude of the response equals the
amplitude of the souce,,4, times the magnitude of the transler function,
H(yz,r)1. Ihe phase angle of the response, d + d(o), equals the phase
angle of the source, d, plus the phase angle of t]te transfer function,0(d).
We evaluate both lH(J(,)l and d({r) at the frequency of the souce, o.

Example 13.4 illustrates how to use tlle transfer function to fhd the
steady-state sinusoidal response of a circuit.

Using the Transfer Function to Find the Steady-State Sinusoidal Response

The circuit fmm Example 13.1 is sholl,'rl in Fie. 13.46.
The shusoidal source voltage is 120 cos (5000t
+ 30') V. Find the steady-state er?ression for o,.

Figure 13.46 A The circuit for Exanrpte 13.4.

Solution
From Example 13.1,

The frequency oI the voltage souice is 5000 rad/s;
hence we evaluate l1(s) at 1{(J5000):

1i(j5000) =
1000(5000 + J5000)

25 + 106 + J5000(6000) + 25 x 106

i  + i 1  _ 1 - j 1 \n

Then, ftom Eq.13.120,

r'� + 6000s + 25 * 106 
-

,," = c3*4-,,rooor + 30. 4s")

= 20\4 cos (5000r - 15") v.

1000(r + 5000)
IlG) =

The abiLity to use the transfer Iunction to calculate the steady-state sinu-
soidalresponse ofa circuit is important.Note that if we know H(t{r), we also
know H(s), at least theoretically. In other words, we can revene the process;
instead of using .41(r) to find H(lo), we use H(Jo) to find }1(r). Once we
know I1(s), we can find the response to other excitation sources. In this
application, we determine 1l(J-o) experimentally and then construct H(s)
ftom the data. Practically, this experimental approach is not always possible;
however, in some cases it doespiovide a useful metlod lor deriving lt(s). In
theory, the rclationship between H(s) and H(/o) provides a link between the
time domain and the frequency domairl The transfer function is also a very
usefultool in problems concerning the frequency response ofa circuit,a con-
ceDt we introduce in the nexl chaDter,

1000 r}



objective 4*Know how to use a circuifs transf€r funclion to calculate the circuit's impulse response, unit step
response. and steady-state rcsponse to sinusoidal input

13.12 The currcnt source in the circ it shown is deliv-
ering 10cos4r A. Use the tlansferfunction to
compule the steady-state expression for o,,

540 lhe Laptace Iransform jn CircuiiAnatysis

Answer: 44.7cos(4r - 63.43') V.

b) Replace the 50 kO resistorwith a variablc
resistor and compute the value ofresistance
necessary to cause ?r, to lead os by 120'.

10ko 10 k l l

13,13 a) For the circuit shown, find the steady state
expressior for l,, when
?'s = 10cos50'0001 v'

NOTE: Also ny Chqter Ptublem\ 13.74 and 13.75.

figurc 13.47 ., A circuit showing the oeation ofan

Figure 13.48 | The ldomain equivalent cncuit for the
circuii shown in Fig. 13.47-

Answer: (a) 10 cos (50,000r + 90') V;
(b) 28,867.s1 O.

13.8 Y[ie trmpu{se Funaticn i* {ireuit
&nal.ysf s

Impulsc lunclions occul in circuit analysis either because of a swilchil1g
operation or because a circuit is excited by an impulsive source. The
Laplace lranslorln can be used to predict the impulsivc currcnls and volt
agcs crealed during switching and the response of acircuit to an impolsive
soulce. We begin our discussion by showing how to create aD impulse
Iunction with a switching operation.

Switching 0perations
We use two diffcrcnt circuils 10 illustrate how an impulse function can bc
created with a s\,i.itching operalioD: a capacitor circuit. and a series induc-

Capacitor Circuit

In the circuit shown in Fig. 13.47, the capacitor Cr is charged 1o an initial
vollage of % at the time the switch is closcd. Thc inilial charge on C, is
zcro.The problem is to find the expression for,(r) as R -0. Figure 13.48
shorvs lhe s domaiD equivalent circuit.



uo/"
R+(1 / r c r )+ ( l / sc r )

- Va/ R
s + (1/RC") '

13.8 The Impulse tunction in CircuitAnatysis

\13.r21)

(13.122) tigule 13.49 A lhe plot of i(r) versus, for two
different vatues of R.

From Fie. I3.48,

where tllle equivalent capacitance CrC2l(Cr + Cr) is replaced by C".
We invene-transform Eq.13.121 by inspection to obtain

which indicates that as R decreases, the initial curent (yo/R) increases
and the time constant (RC") decreases. Thus, as R gets smaller, t]te curent
starts from a larger initial value and then drops off more rapidly.
Figue 13.49 shows these charactedstics ofi.

Apparently i is apprcaching an impulse function as R approaches zerc
because the initial value of i is approaching infinity and the duration of i is
approaching zerc. We still have to detemine whether t}le area under the
current function is independent of R. Physically, the total area under the
i venus r cwve represents tlle total charge transfe ed to C2 after the svritch
is closed. Thus

': (&.,-*.)*r,

|]f;",^,'0,
which says ftat the total charge transfered to C2 is indep€ndent of n and
equals yoc" coulombs. Thus, as R approaches zero, the current approaches
an impulse strength YoC"; that is,

- voc.' 113.1?3)

i - uoc.6(t). (13.721)

The physical interpretation of Eq. 13.124 is that when R : 0, a finite
amount of charge is transfened to C2 instantaneously. Making R zero in
the circuit shown in Fig. 13.47 shows why we get an instantaneous tansfer
of charge. With R : 0, we create a contradiction when we close the switch:
that is, we apply a voltage across a capacitor that has a zero initial voltage.
The only way to have an instantaneous change in capacitor voltage is to
have an instantaneous transfer of charge. Wlen the switch is closed, the
voltage across C2 does not jump to y0 but to its final value of

(13.125)

We leave the derivation ofEq.13.125 to you (see Problem 13.78).
If we set R equal to zero at the outset, t}le Laplace transform analysis

will predict the impulsive current response. Thus,

uo/" C,C,U"=Vfr=c 'uo (13 126)

R : ' R t

(1/sC1) + (1/rcr)
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In writing Eq.13.126,we use the capacitor voltages at, = (f. The itrvene
transfonn of a consfant is the constanl times the imDulse function: there-
fore. fiom Ea.13.126.

The ability of the Laplace transform to predict correctly the occurrence of
ar impulsive response is one reason why the transform is widely used to
analyze the transient behavior of linear lumped parameter time-invaiiant

Series Inductor Circuit

The circuit shown ir Fig. 13.50 illustiates a second switching operation
that produces an impulsive rcsponse. The pioblem is to find the time-
domain expression for o, after the switch has been opened. Note that
opening the switch forces an instantaneous change in the curent of 42,
which causes ?,o to contain an impulsive component,

Figure 13.51 shows the .r domain equivalent with the switch open. In
deriving this circuit, we recognized that the cuirent in t]le 3 H inductor at
r : 0_ is 10 A, and the crllrent in t}le 2 H inductor at r : 0 is zero. Using
the initial conditions at t : 0 is a direct consequence of orrr using 0 as
the lower limit on t}le defining integral of the Laplace tmnsform.

We dedve the expression for % ftom a single node-voltage equation.
Summing the curents away ftom the node between the 15 O resistor and
the 30V source gives

i : c"ua6(t\. 1t3.127)

% - [ ( 1 0 0 / s ) + 3 0 ]
3 s + 1 0

= 0. (13.128)u

Solving for % yields

.. 40(r + 7.s) l2(r + 7.s)
% =  " ( . + t '  , + 5

12(r + 7.s)
r + 5

(13.r29)

We anticipate that o, will contain an impulse term because the second
term on the dght-hand side ofEq.13.129 is animproper rational function.
We can express this improper fraction as a constant plus a rational func-
tion by simply dividing the denominator into the numerator;that is,

(13.130)

figurc 13.501 A circuit showing th€ creatjon of an jmpulsive
voLtage.

Figure 13,511The s domain equivaleni circuit forthe
cjrcuit shown in Fig.13.50.

. -  L l

r = 0 I
100



Combining Eq. 13.130 with the partial fiaction expansion of t}le fint rerm
on t}le dght-hand side ofEq.13.129 gives

13.8 The Imputse Functjon in CircuitAnatysis

8

4
. 2

tiguE 13.52l The inductor currents ve6us fforih€
circujt shown in Fjg.13.50.

543

trom which

Does this solutio[ make sense? Before aNwering that questio4 let's
fint dedve the expression for the curent when r > 0-. After the switch has
been opened, the cuffent in a1 is the same as the cunent in 14. If we refer-
ence t}Ie current clockwise arolurd the mesh, t}Ie s-domain exTression is

000/s) + 30

6ll )n ln

10
- ' - - - ; ,  (13.131)

oo : 126(.) + (60 + 10? 5')4t) v. 1t3.132)

20
, ( " + t

60

4 4 6= ; - " + 5 * " + 5

6
r + 5

= t

5 s + 2 5

2
{13.133)

Inverse+ransforming Eq. 13.133 gives

(13.134)

Before the switch is opened, t]le cu ent in al is 10A, and the current
in la is 0 At from Eq. 13.134 we know tlat at t : 0+, the current in at and
in Iz is 6 A. Then, the current in Zl changes instantaneously from 10 to 6 A,
while the curent in a2 changes hstattaneously from 0 to 6 A. From this
value of 6 A, t]le current deqeases exponentially to a final value of 4 A.
This final value is easily verified from the circuit; that is, it should equal
100/25, or 4 A. Figure 13.52 shows these charactedstics of ir and i2.

How catr we verify that these instantaneous jumps in the inductor cur-
rent make sense in tems of the physical behavior of the circuit? Fkst, we
note tlat the switching operation places the two inductors in series. Any
impulsive voltage appearhg across the 3 H hductor must be exactly bal-
anced by an impulsive voltage auoss the 2 H inductor, because the sum of
the impulsive voltages around a closed path must equal zero. Faraday,s
law states that the induced voltage is proportional to tlle change in flux

i - (4 + 2e 5)u(.i) A.
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vo6(4

Figure 13,53l An Rt circujt €xcited by an imputsive

linkage (?J : l^/dt). Therefore, the change in flux linkage must sum to
zero. ln other words, the total flux linkage immediately after switching is
the same as that before switching. For the circuit here, the flux linkage
betore sNitcbins is

i : Lrir + L2i2 = 3(10) + 2(0) : 30 Wb-tums.

Immediately after switching, it is

(13.135)

, \ : ( L r + L r X o * ) : 5 ( 0 ) .

Combining Eqs.13.135 and 13.136 gives

(13.136)

(0) = 30/s:6,4.. (13.137)

Thus the solution for i (Eq- 113.1341) agrees $ith the principle of the con-
servation of flux linkage.

We now test the validity of Eq. 13.132. First we check the impulsive
terrn 126(r). The instantaneous jump of i2 from 0 to 6 A at 1 = 0 gives dse
to an impulse of strength 66(l) in the dedvative of ;2. This impulse gives
rise to the 126(t) in the voltage across the 2 H inductor. For I > 0+, di2/ll
is 10?-5r A/s; therefore, the voltage t', is

b. = 15(.4 + 2e 5t) + 2(-1oe sr)

= (60 + 10e-5/)&(r) v. (13.138)

Equation 13.138 agees with the last two terms on the righlhand side of
Eq. 13.132;thus we have confirmed that Eq. 13.132 does make sense in
terms of known circuit behavior.

We can also check the instantaneous drop from 10 to 6 A in the cur-
rent i1. This drop gives se to an impulse of -46(t) in the de vative of t1.
Therefore the voltage across ar contains an impulse of -1260) at the o
gin.This impulse exacdy balances the impulse across a2;that iq the sum of
the impulsive voltages around a closedpath equals zerc.

Impulsive Sources
Impulse functions can occur in sources as well as lesponses: such soulces
are called impulsiv€ sources. An impulsive souce driving a circuit imparts
a finite amount oI energy into the system instantaneously. A mechanical
analogy is striking a bell with an impulsive clapper blow. After the energy
bas been transfered to the bell, the natural response of the bell deter-
mines the tone emitted (that is, the frequency of the rcsulting sound
waves) and the tone's duration.

In t]le circuit shown in Fig. 13.53, an impulsive voltage source having a
strength of y0 voltseconds is applied to a sedes connection of a resistor
and an inductor. When the voltage source is applied, the initial energy in
the inductor is zero: therefoie the initial current is zero,Theie is no voltage
drcp across R, so the impulsive voltage source appears dircc0y across -L,



Ar impulsive voltage at the termimls of an inductoi establishes an instan-
taneous cullent. The curent is

,: | ['roato. (13.139)

Given that the integral of 6(t) over any hterval that includes zero is 1, we
find that Eq. 13.139 yields
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Figue 13.54  

 

Ther'domain equjvahnt circujt for ih€
circuit shown in Fig. 13.53.

1 0 ( )  3 H

figu|e 13.55.| The circuit shown in Fjq. 13.50 with
an jmputsive votiase source added in sefies wiih the

Thus, in an inlinitesimal momentj the impulsive voltage souice has stored

( o : f "

;"(+)'=:+'

i =fe 'nu1t ; ,

(13.140)

113.111)

113.\42)

in the inductor.
The current yo/L now decays to zerc in accordance with the natural

response of the circuit;that is,

where r = Z/R. Remember ftom Chapter 7 tlat the natuial iesponse is
attibutable only to passive elements releasing or storhg energy, and not
to the effects of sources. When a c cuit is driven by only an impulsive
source, the total response is completely defined by the natural respoNe;
the duiation of the impulsive source is so irfinitesimal that it does not
contribute to any forced response.

We may also obtain Eq. 13.142 by direct application of the Laplace
transform method. Figure 13.54 shows the r-domain equivalent of the cir,
cuit in Fig.13.53.

Hence

(13.143)

i :b "<^ t t t ,  : \ " - t r , (73.744)

Thus t}le Laplace transfom method gives the conect solution for i > 0+.
Finally, we consider the case in which intemally generated impulses

and exlernally applied impulses occur simultaneously. The Laplace trans-
form approach automatically ensures the corect solution for t > 0+ if
inductor curents and capacitor voltages at t = 0 are used in consttucting
the s-domain equivalent circuit and if externally applied impulses are rep-
resented by ttreir transforms. To illustmte, we add an impulsive voltage
source of 506(t) in series witl the 100 V source to the circuit shown in
Fig. 13.50. Figure 13.55 shows the new arangement.

u"
R + s a -

vo/L
s + (R/L)'

s06(r) ,: o



I
50

lSS

15(}

%
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Att: [ ,  i1(0 ):10Aandir(0 ) :  0 A. The Laplace t iansform of
506(t) : 50. If we use these values, the r-domain equivalent circuit is as
sho\rn in Fig.13.56.
The expression for I is

5 0 + ( 1 0 0 / r ) + 3 0

Figure 13.56  

 

The edomain equivatent cjrcujt for the
circuii shown in Fjg. 13.55.

2 5 + 5 r

16 20: - + -
s + 5  s ( r +  s )

1 6 4 4=  = +  -  -

1 2 4

ftom which

i l t )  l l )ea'   )ul t )  A.

The exprcssion for % is

from which

, 3Z(s .7.5) . 40fr 7.5)
'  r r :  r ( r  +  ) . )

^^l , 2.s \ 60= 3 2 t r +  - t +
\  r  +  ) /

-^ 60 60

r + 5

,. = 326(.) + (60e 5' + 60)r(r, V.

i : ;f /'soat'ra* : ro a.

(13.145)

(13.146)

20

tt,izlA)
t6
l4

. t 2

Figule 13.57 A The inductor cunentr versus iforthe
circuit shown in Fig.13.55.

(13.148)

Now we test the results to see whether tley make sense, From
Eq. 13.1216, we see that the current in a1 and -L2 is 16 A at I : 0*. As in t]le
previous case, the switch operation causes i1 to decrease instantaneously
from 10 to 6 A and, at the same time, causes 12 to increase from 0 to 6 A.
Superimposed on these changes is the establishment of 10 A in -L1 and 12
by the impulsive voltage source;that is,

113.147)

(13.149)

6

. z

Therefore i1 inffeases suddenly lrom 10 to 16 A, while i, increases sud-
denly ftom 0 to 16 A. The final value of i is 4 A. Figure 13.57 shows t1, rr,
and i gaphically.



We may also fhd the abrupt changes in i1 and i without using super-
position. The sum of the impulsive voltages affoss l,1 (3 H) ard f, (2 H)
equals 505(1). Thus rhe change in flux linlage must sumto 50;that is,

(13.150)

3 A i r + 2 A j z = 5 0 . (13.151)

A , \ 1  + A , l " ' = 5 0

Because i : li, we express Eq.13.150 as

But because il and i2 must be equal after the switching takes place,
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Figure 13,58 A Ih€ denvative oftl and,r.

1 0 + A i t = 0 + 4 i 2 .

SolvingEqs.13.151 and 13.153 for Ai1 and Ai2 yietds

r 1 ( 0 ) + A l r : r , ( 0 ) + a i r .

A i  =  16A .

113.15?)

Then,

(13.153)

(13.154)

These expressions agree with the previous check.
Figure 13.57 also indicates that the de vatives of j1 and j2. will contain

an impulse at t = 0. Specificaly, the dedvative of i1 will have an impulse
ot b5(/) .  and the derivat ive of i2 si l l  ha\e an impul.e of Io51r1.
Figure lJ.58ta r .  {  b r .  fespecl ively.  i l luslrare the derivar j \  ea of 4 and 12.

Now let's tum to Eq. 13.148.The impulsive component 326(r) agrees
with the impulse of 166(t) of di/dt ar $e oigin. fhe terms 60t5r + 60
agree with the fact that for 1 > 0+.

- - _  ^ d tD , , :  l ) r +  I , .

We test the impulsive component of di/dr by noring rhat it produces
an impulsive voltage of (3)66(t), or 186(1), across ar. This voltage, along
with 326(r) across 42, adds to 5060). Thus the algebraic sum of rhe impul-
sive voltages around the mesh adds to zero.

To summarize, the I-aplace tmnsfom will correctly predict the creation
of impulsive curents and voltages tlat arise ftom switching. However, the
s-domain equivalent circuits must be based on initial conditions at , = 0-,
that iq on the initial conditions that exist prior to the disturbance caused by
the switching. The Laplace transform will correctly predict the iesponse to
impulsive driving sources by simply representing these sources in the
s domain by their correct tiansforms

NOTE: Assess yow understanding of the impuhe function in circuit
analysis by trting Chapter Problems 13.83 and 13.84.
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F igure  13 .59  d  L i r '  r i  L \ed  o ' f lodued. i i r , I i19"u 'gFvoL.ag4

Practical Perspective
Surge Suppressors
As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, voltage surges can occur in
a circujt that is operatjng in the sinusoidat steady state. our purpose is to
show how the LapLace transform js used to determine the creatjon of a surge
in voLtage between the line and neutraL conductors of a househotd circuit
when a toad is switched off dudng sinusojdaL steady-stat€ operation.

Consider the circuit shown in Fig. 13.59, which modets a househo[d cif-
cuitwith three Loads, one ofwhich is swjtched off at time r : 0. To sinptit/
the anatysis, we assume that the line-to-neutral vottage, V., is
120 A V (rms), a standard househoLd voltage, and that when the load is
switched off at l : 0, the vaLue of Va does not change. After the switch is
opened, we can construct the s-domain circuit, as shown in Fig. 13.60. Note
that because the phase angLe ofthe voitage across the inductive load js 0',
the initiaL currentthrouqh the inductive Load is 0. Therefore, onty the induc-
tance in the line has a non-zero initial condition, which is modeted in the
i-donain circuit as a vottage source with the vatue 2110, as s€en r'n
Fjg. 13.60.

Just before the switch is opened at I : 0, each of the toads has a
steady-stare sinJsoida. vo,tage !vrt1a peak mdgni lude ol  120v2 lbcT\.
Alt of the current flowing through the line from the vottage source ys is
divided amonq the three loads. When th," switch is opened at t = 0, atl of
the current in the tine wjt[ ftow through th€ remaining resistive Load. This is
because the current in the inductive load is 0 at I - 0 and the current in an
inductor cannot change jnstantaneously. lherefore, the voLtage drop across
the remainjng loads can experience a surye as the Line current is directed
through the resistive [oad. For exampte, if the initral current in the Line is
25 A (rms) and the impedance of the resistive toad is 12 O, the voLtage
drop across Lne resistor sLrges from lbq.7 v ro ()5X\tXl2l  -  42A-3V
when the switch is opened. Ifthe resistive load cannot handle this amount
of voLtage, it needs to be protected with a surge suppressor such as those
shown at the beginning of the chapter

Figure 13.60 A SyTrbotic r domain cjrcuit.

N,TE: Assess yaur undestanding af this PradicaL PeRpedive by trying Chaptel
PrcbLems 13.89 and 13.90
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5ummary

We can represent each of the circuit elemerK as an
r-domain equivalent circuit by Laplace transforming
the voltage-cu ent equation for each element:

. Resistor Y = nI

. Inductor:Y : sLI LIo

. Capacitor: Y : (I/|C)I + U"/s

In these equations, y : 9{u}, t =:S{i}, 10 is the ini
tial curaent thrcugh the inductor, and y0 is t}le initial
voltage across the capacitor. (See pages 508-509.)

We can pedorm circuit analysis in the s domain by
replacing each circui t  ( lement $ i th i l .  r .domain equiva
lent circuit. The resulthg equivalent circuit is solved by
writing algebraic equations using the circuit anaiysis
tecbniques from resistive circuits. Table 13.1 summa-
rizes the equivalent circuits for resislors, inductors, and
capaciton in the s domain. (See page 510.)

Circuit analysis in the r domain is pa icularly advanta-
geous for solvillg transient response problems in linear
lumped parameter c cuits when initial conditions are
krown. It is also useful for problems involving multiple
simultaneous mesh-current or node-voltage equationq
because it reduces problems to algebraic rather than
differential equations. (See pages 517-519-)

The transfer function is the r-domain ratio of a circuit's
output to its input.lt is rcpresented as

)'G)
-{ (s.)

where y(s) is thl3 Laplace transform of the output sig
nal, and X(s) is the Laplace transform of the input sig-
nal. (See page 526.)

The partial fraction expansion ofthe product fl(r)-lf(s)
yields a term for each pole of H(i) and -Y(s). The
ll(s) terms correspond to the transient component of
the total response; the ,Y(r) terms corespond to the
steady-state component. (See page 528.)

If a circuit is ddven by a unit impulse, r(1) : 50), rhen
the response of the circuit equals the inverse Laplace
transform o{ the tiansfer function, }(r) = g-tlH(s)}
: n(t). (See pages 530-531.)

. A time.invariant circuit is one for which, if the input is
delayed by a seconds. the response function is also
delayed bya seconds. (See page 530.)

. The output of a c cuit, y(l), can be computed by con,
volving the jnput,i(t), with the impulse response ofrhe
circuit,i(t):

A graphical interp{etation of the convolution integral
often provides an easi€r computational method to gen-
erate ]]r(t). (See page 531.)

We can use the transfer function of a circuit to compute
ifs steady-state response to a sinusoidal source. To do so.
make the substitution s = ./r, in H(s) and represent the
resulting complex number as a magnilude and phase
angle.If

x(t): A cns(at + 4),

H(j@\ - \H(ja) eje(.') ,

y(t) = h(t) * *t4: 
I' 

ntt|,1, tlat

= x(t) + h(t) = 
lo 

x!)h(t ^)d^.

then

) l i  -  A Ht iut  co. ldt  |  .b |  0\d).

(See page 539.)

Laplace transform analysis correctly predicts impulsive
curr€nts and voltages arising from switching aDd impul,
sive sources. You must ensure that the r-domain equiva-
lent circuits are based on initial conditions at I : 0.r,
that is, pdor to the switching. (See page 540.)
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Problems

Section 13.1

13.1 Find the Norton equivalent of the circuit shown
in Fig. 13.3.

13.2 Dedve the s-domain equivalent circuit shown in
Fig. 13.4 by expressing the inductor current i as a
function of the terminal voltage o and tien finding
the Laplace tiansfom of this time-domain inlegral
equation.

13.3 Find the Th6venin equivalent of the circuit shown
in Fig.13.7.

S€ctiotr 13.2

13.4 A 10 kO resistor, a 5 H inductor, and a 20 nF capac-
itor are in seies.

a) Express t]le r-domain impedance of this series
combination as a iational function,

b) Give the numerical value of the poles and zeros
of the impedance.

1jl.5 A 5 kO resistor, a 6.25 H inductor, and a 40 nF
capacitor are in parallel.

a) Express the s-domain impedance of this parallel
combirution as a mtional function.

b) Give the numerical values of the poles and zercs
ot the impedance.

13.6 A 1 kO resistor is in sedes with a 500 In}I inductor.
This se es combinarion is in parallel with a 0.4 liF

a) Express the equivalent .r-domain impedance of
these parallel branches as a mtional function.

b) Determine the numedcal values of the poles
and zeros,

13.7 Find the poles and zeros of the impedance se€n
looking into the terminals a,b of the circuit shown
in Fig. P13.7.

13.8 Find the poles and zeros of the impedance seen
looking hto the terminals a,b of the circuit shown
in Fig. P13.8.

Figffe P13.8

Section 13.3

13.9 The switch in the circuit shown in Fig. P13.9 has
Er.r been in position x for a long time. At ,:0, the

swirch mo\es in.ranrdneously ropo. ir ion l .
a) Construct ans-domain circuit for 1 > 0.

b) Find %.
c) Find 1J,.

Figure P13.9

13,10 The svritch h the circuit in Fig. P13.10 has been in
6nc position a for a long time. At I :0, the switch

moves instantaneously to position b.

a) Construct the r-domain circuit for t > 0.

b) Find %.
c) Find 11.

d) Find zl" for t > 0.

e) Find iL for I > 0.

0.5 H

25 O =20mF

Figure P13.7



10 nF

/ 1 b . r = 0

Figure P13.10

13.11 The make-before-break swilch ir the circuit it
EIIG Fig. P13.11 has been in position a for a long time.At

t : 0, it moves instantaneously to position b. Find
?)ofort  > 0-

l3.1rl The nake-before-break switch in the circuit seen in
tstrG Fig. P13.12 has been in position a for a long time

before moving instantaneously to position b a 

 

= 0.
a) Construct the s-domain equivalent circuit foi

t > 0 .

b) Find 1, and t,.
c) Find % and z',.

FiguIe P13.12
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13.13 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P13.13 has been
strd closed for a long time before opening at t = 0.

a) Conshuct the r-domain equivalent circuit for
r > 0 .

b) Find %.
c) Find ?], for r > 0.

tigure P13.13

1 0 0

13.14 The switch in the circuit seen ir Fig. P13.14 has
6Ec been in position a for a long time. At , : 0,itmoves

instantaneously to position b.
a) Find %.
b) Fhd o..

50f)

Figure P13,11

5 H

15 kO

tigure P13.14

!,, 5ILF
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13.15 There is no energy stored in the circuit in Fig. P13.15
Eoe at the time the switch is closed.

a) Find lJ, for t > 0.

b) Does your solution make sense in terms oI
known circuit behavior? Explain.

figure Pl3.15

Figure P13.18

13.19 The switch in the circuit
EDft closed for a long time. At r

a) Find ?).(t) for t > 0.

b) Find j,(t) for t > 0.

Fig(re P13.19

in Fig. P13.19 has been
: 0, the switch is opened.

13.16 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P13.16 has been in
6trft position a for a long time.At, - 0, it moves instar-

taneously from a to b.

a) Construct thes-domain circuit for I > 0.

b) Find 1"(r).

c) Find i,(t) for t > 0.

Figurc Pl3.16

13.17 Find x'" in the circuit shown in Fig. P13.17 if
"PIc ts - 154(t) A.There is no energy stored in fhe cir-

c u i t a t r : 0 .

tigure P13.17

L 2 A l20 v

200 mH

13.18 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P13.18 has been
6r.r closed for a long timebefore opening at I : 0. Find

?),fort > 0,

13.20 Find % and o, in the circuil shown in Fig. P13.20 if
EPla the initial energy is zero and the switch is closed

Figure P13.20

13.21 Repeat Problem 13.20 if the initial voltage on the
6trc capacitor is 20 V positive at the lower terminal.

13.22 a) Find the s-domain expression for % in the cir-
cuir in Fig. P13.22.

b) Use the r-domain expression derived in (a) to
predict the initial- and final-values of r,,.

c) Find the time-domain er?ression for ?,,.

Figure P13.22

+ i -
1)o 0.5 H

5/"F

20 mH

7ko

.6u(t) mA.-T-3.2 nF



13.23 Find the time-domain expiession for the curent in
64c Ure capacitor in Fig. P13.22. Assume the reference

direction for ic is down.

1324 There is no energy storcd in the capacitors in the
E ic circuit in Fig. P13.24 ar rhe time the switch is closed.

a) Construct the s-domain circuit for t > 0_
b) Find 1r,I{, ard Yr.
c) Find ir,01, and t2.
d) Do your answers for i1, 01, and 1,2 make sense in

terms of known circuit behavior? Explain.

figure P13,24

Flgufe P13.26

30tu(r) v

13.2? There is no eneryy stored in the ctucuit in Fig. P13.27
6trG at the time the sources are energized.

a) Find 11(s) atrd 1,(s).

b) Use the initial- and 6na1-value theoiems to check
t}le initial- and fhal-values of llc) and tr(t.

c) Find 4(1) and ir() for r > 0.

Figur€ P13.27

1s4(r) A 60,(r) V

1328 There is no eneryy stored in the circuit in Fig. P13.23
EPr.r at the time the voltage souce is tumed on, and

'os = 75u(t) Y
a) Find % and 1,.
b) Find 0" and to.

c) Do tle solutions ior 1). a'nd, i. make sense in
tems of knowl circuit behavior? Explain.

figllre P13.28

13.25 There is no eneryy stoied in rhe circuir in Fig. p13.25
6rlc at the time the voltage source is energized.

a) Find % and 1".
b) Find ?)o and i, for, > 0.

Figure P13.25

2.5 rF

5 H  r ,50,000r" 3or(r)

13.26 There is no energy stored in the circuir in Fig. p13.26

a) Use the node voltage method to find 0o.
b) Find rhe t ime domain e\pression lor 1, .
c) Do your answeN in (a) and (b) make sense in

tems of known circuit behavior? Explain.

4OO ---*lr

1OH 5qTF

400 ()

+

4mF
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1319 The initial energy in the circuit in Fig. P1329 is
xnc zero.The ideal.voltage source is 600&(t) V

a) Flnd %(r).
b) Use the initial- and final-value theorems 10 find

t'o(o') and 0,(oo).

c) Do the values obtained in (b) agree with kno*r
circuit behavior? Er?larn.

d) Find 0,(4.

Figurc Pt3.29

140 f,l

13.30 There is no eneryy stoled in t}Ie circuit ir Fig P13.30
E d c  a t t : 0  .

a) Find %.
b) Fhd t',.

c) Does your solution for 1'o make sen se in tems of
kDown circuit behavior? Er?lain

Figure P13.30

tiglre P13.31

13.32 There is no eneryy stored in t}!e circuit in Fig. P13 32
Btrc at the time the current source turns on. Given that

js = 100'(, A:

a) Find 1,(s).

b) Use the initial- and final_value theorems to find

i(0") and,.(co)

c) Detemine if the results obtained ill (b) agree
vrith known circuit behavior.

d) Find i,(1)

Figure P13.32

; 20 i4

3&(r) A

13.31 There is no energy stored in the circuit in Fig. P13 31
Ed( at the time the current souce is energized.

a) Find 1a and Ib.

b) Find i. and tb.

c) Find %, Vb, and %.
d) Find t)., tb, and ttc.

e) Assume a capacitor will break down whenever
its terminal voltage is 1000 V How long after the
current soluce tulns on will one of t]re capacl-
tors break down?

Beqinnina with Fq. l3.b5,.bow lhal  lhe capacitor
cu;e01 ; the cjr;uil in Fig. 13 L9 is posidte lor

0 < I < 200ps and negahve for I > 200ps Also

show that at 20O ps, the current is zero and that t\is

corresponds lo when due/dr is teto

The switch ir the circuit shown in Fig. P13 34 has
been open for a long time. The voltage of the sinu-
soidal source is o, = y..io1tt + d) The switch

closes at t = 0. Note that tlte angle d in the voltage
exprcssion detemines the value of the voltage at
thi moment when the switch closes, tllat is,

0s(0) - Y- sin C.
a) Use the Laplace tmnsform method to find

i fort  > 0.

b) Using the expiession derived in (a), write the

expression for the current after the switch has
been closed for a long time.

13,33

15a(,)v

13.34

at
4

1oo  2oH

__L_- -  -

lT"* '

25H zs()



c) Using the e4ression derived in (a), write tle
expressiotr for the transient componelt of j.

d) Find the steady-state expression for i using the
phasor merhod. Verify that 'our eypression is
equivalent to that obtained ir (b).

e) Specify the value of d so tlat the circuit passes
directly hto steady-state operation when the
switch is closed.

Figu|e Pt3.34

13.35 The two switches in the circuit shown in Fig. P13.35
E?'.r operate simultaneously. There is no energy stored

ir the circuit at the instant the switches close. Find
ilt) fot t > 0' by first finding the s-domain
Th6venin equivale[t of the circuit to the left oI the
terminals a,b.

Figurc P13.35

1336 Therc is no ene4y stored in the circuit in Fig. P13.36
BtrG at t]le time the switch is closed.

a) Find 11.

b) Use the initial- and final-value theorems to fhd
,1(0*) and 4(co).

c) Find i1.

Figure P13.36

Probtems 555

13,37 a) Find the cunent in t]le 4 kO resistor in the cir-
cuit in Fig. P13.36. The reference direction for
the current is dowll through the resistor.

b) Repeat part (a) if the dot on the 12.5 H coil is
revefsed,

13.38 The magneticaly coupled coils in the circuit seen
trPI" in Fig. P13.38 carry initial currents of 3 and 2 A,

a) Find the initial energy stored ir the circuit.

b) Find 11 and 12.

c) Find il and iz.

d) Find the total energy dissipared in the 600 and
1350 O resistors.

e) Repeat (a) (d), witl the dot on the 90 mH
inductor at the lower teminal.

tigure P13.38
30 nH

f .]r-\l-. 
.]l

| / - \  |  / - - - \  |
I  r  / r  ) 40mH)  (9omr t r  r ,  ) l

6ooo t  '  1  |  / 4 r : soo

I ,'"1 \,L I

13.39 In t})e circuit in Fig. P13.39, switch 1 closes at I : 0,
o"a and the mate-before-break switch moves instanta-

neously lrom position a to position b.
a) Construct the s-domain equivalent circuit for

l > 0 .

b) Find 1r.

c) Use the initial- and final-value theorems to
check lhe ini t ia land t inai  !alues oi  i2.

d) Find i2 foi t > 0*.

Figure P13.39

1 H1.5 H

r : o  r J

0.5 H

1ko
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13.40 The make-before-break svritch in t}le circuit seen in
5m Fig. P13.40 has been in position a for a long time. At

t = 0, it moves instantaneously to position b. Find
t, for l  > 0.

Flgure P13.40

13.44 Find rJ,(t) in t})e circuit shown in Fig. P13.44 if the
Erc ideal op amp operates within its linear range and

.,s = 400u(r) mV.

figure P13.44
4nF

13.41 The switch in the circuit seen in Fig. P13.41 has
6flft been closed for a long time before opening at, = 0.

Use the Laplace transform method of analysis to
find i,.

13,42 There is no energy stoied in the circuit seen in
6PIa Fig. P13 42 at the time the two so[ces are energized.

a) Use the pinciple oI superposition to find %.
b) Find t), foi t > 0.

Figrre P13,42
2ko

60a(r) V soo nF ( I )l2(rlnA 4 k o

13.43 V€rify that the solution ofEqs 13.91and 13.92 for /2
yields the same expression as that given by Eq. 13.90.

13.45 The op amp in t}le ciicuit showr in Fig. P13.45 is
aac ideal. There is no eneigy stored h the circuit at the

time it is energized. If 1," = Z6,06gtr1t, t, t.a
(a) %, (b) ?,., (c) how long it takes to satuiate the
operational amplifier, and (d) how small the rate of
inqease in 0s must be to prevent satumtion.

Figure P13.45

13.46 The op amp in the circuit shown in Fig. P13.46 is
E rc icleal. There is no energy stored in the capacitors at

the instant the clrcuit is energized.

a) Find 2,, if Isr = 16!10) V and z)s, : 8u(r) V.

b) How mary milliseconds after the two voltage
sources are turned ondoesthe op aIl1lp saturate?

50f,)

50

-

1 H

Figure P13.41

7 2 Y  2 H
10 nF



10 nF

figure P13.46

13,47 The op amps in the circuit show]) in Fig. P13.47 are
sPIt! ideal. There is no energy stored in t}le capacito$ at

t : 0-.If0s = 180r(t) mV, how many milliseconds
elapse before an op amp saturates?

Figure P13.47

800 ko

400 k()

Seciions 13.+-13.5

13.49 Find the numerical expression for the transfer func,
tion (y"/y, oI each circuit in Fig. P13.49 and give
the numerical value of the poles and zercs of each
traNferfunction.

figure P13.49

25 kO

15 kO

800

r--l

i

13.S013.48 The op amp in the ctucuit seen in Fig. P13.48 is
tsdc ideal.There is no energy stored in the capacitors at

the time the circuit is energized. Determine (a) %,
(b) r,,, and (c) how long it takes to saturate the
operational amplifier.

Figure P13.48
100 nF 100 nF

The operational amplifier in the circuit in Fig. P13.50
isideal.

a) Find tlre numerical expression for the transfer
tncrion H(s) : U"/Vs.

b) Give rhe numerical value of each zeio and pole
of 11(s).

Figure P13.50

l0 ko s09 ,nF

6u(r) V

400 ko 400 ko

i ;t

5nH

250 nI

12.5 V
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The opemtion amplifier in the cncuit in Fig. P13.51
is ideal.

a) Derive the nume cal er?ression of the trans-
fer funcrion H(r:U/vs for the circuit in
Fig. P13.51.

b) Give the numedcal value of each pole and zero
of H(s).

tigure P13,51
8nF

62.5 kO

400 ko

Find the transfer function /o//s as a function of
/r. for the circuit seen in Fig. P13.56.

Find the largest value of p that will prcduce a
bounded output signal for a bounded input signal.

Find i" for rl = -0.5, 0, 1, 1.5, and 2 if
is : r0&(,) A.

In the circuir of Fig. P13.54 i, is ttre output signal
and ?rs is the input sEnal. Find the poles and zeros
of tlre traNfer tunction.

Flgure P13.54

13.55 There is no energy storcd in the circuit in Fig. P13.55
Epr.r at uhe time the switch is opened. The sinusoidal cur-

ient source is generating tho signal 60 cos 4000t mA.
The response signal is the current L.
a) Find the tiansfer function 1,/1s.

b) Find 1,(s).

c) Descdbe the naturc ol the transient component
of i,(t) without solving for to0).

d) Desoibe the mture of the steady-state compo-
nent of io(r) without solvhg for t"0).

e) Verify tle observations made in (c) and (d) by
finding i,(r).

Figure P13.55

13,51

13.52

Figure P13.53

62.5 nF
+

1354

;

The operational amplfier in the circuit in Fig. P13.52
is ideal.

a) Find fie numerical expression for the ttansfer
lnncnon H(s) - WVg

b) Give the numedcal value of each zero and pole
of 11(r).

rigure P13.52

R r : 2 5 k O

13.53 a)

b)

13.s6 a)

o

End the numerical exprcssion for the tians-
fer tunction H(s) = U.lU for the circuit tn
Fig. P13.53.
Give the numerical value of each pole and zero
of 11(s).

400 ko

800 kf)

C r = , l n F



Figre P13.56

t  )  ' "  Srko
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c) Repeat (a) when ft(l) changes to the rectangular
pulse sho*n in Fig. P13.60(c).

d) Sketch ](r) venus I for (a)-(c) on a single graph.
e) Do lhe skercbe. iD (d) make sen5e? E\plain.

Figure P13.60

o(') I orl-F---1
4 0 r 4 0 t

/'(t) (\t

0.5 k()

1 0 H

Section 13.6

13.57 A rcctangular voltage pulse ?'i - [!r0) - u0 - 1)] V
is applied to the circuit in Fig. P13.57. Use rhe con-
volution integal to find 0o.

Figure P13.57

1 H

13.59

Interchange the inductor and resistor in
Problem 13.57 and again use the convolution inte-
$al to find I'o.

a) Find ,(t) * r(r) when ,(r) and r(t are rhe rec-
tangular pulses shown in Fig. P13.59(a).

b) Repeat (a) when r(t) chatrges to the rectangular
pulse shov,n in Fig. P13.59(b).

c) Repeat (a) when n(t) changes to tle iectangular
pulse shom in Fig. P13.59(c).

Figur€ P13.50

13.60 a) Given y0) : nG) * "0), fi"d y(r) when t(r) and
r0) are the rectangular pulses shown in
Fig. P13.60(a).

b) Repear (a) when ft(t) changes to the rectangular
pulse sho$,n in Pig. P13.60(b).

The voltage impulse iesponse of a circuit is showr in
Fig. P13.61(a). The input signal to the circuit is the
rectangulai voltage pulse sho$,n ilt Fig. P13.61(b).
a) Dedve the equations for the output voltage.

Note the range of time for which each equation
is applicable.

b) Sketch ?J, for 0 < t < 27 s.

figurc P13.61

(a)

13.58

13,61

(a)

v,(^) (v)
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13.62 Assume the voltage impulse response oI a circuit
can be modeled by the tdangula-r wavefom sho\ln
in Fig. P13.62. The voltage input signal ro fiis circuit
is the step function 4r0) V.

a) Use the convolution integral to derive the
expiessions for the output voltage.

b) Sketch tle output voltage over the intenal
0 t o 2 5 s .

c) Repeat parts (a) and (b) if the area under the
voltage mpulse response stays tlle same but the
width of the impulse response narrows to 5 s.

d) Which output waveform is closer to replicating
ttre input waveform: (b) or (c)? Explah.

I (pt

a) Repeat Problem 13.64, given that the resistor in
the circuit in Fig. P13.49(d) is increased to 400 O.

b) Does inqeasing the resistor ircrease or deqease
the memory of the circuit?

c) mich circuit comes closest to transmitting a
replica of the inpur volrage?

a) Use the convolution integml to find i" in tlle cil-
cuit in Fig. P13.66(a) iI is is the pulse shown ln
Fig. P13.66(b).

b) Use t}le convolution integral to find z,o.

c) Show rbar yoursolul ions for r ,  and i ,  are consis-
tent by calculating o. a'r.d i" at 1 ms, 1- ms,
4- ms, and 4- ms.

Figure P13.55

The sinusoidal voltage pulse shown in Fig. P13.67(a)
is applied to the circuit shown in Fig. P13.67(b). Use
the convolution irtegral to find the value of o, at
t  = 2.2s.

13.65

13.63 a) Assume the
circuit is

h ( t ) :

b)

c)

b)

voltage impulse response of a

l:t.66

Use the convolution inte$al to find the output
voltage if the input signal is 10r(r) V.
Repeat (a) if the voltage impulse rcsponse is

{l;,'

tl.

t < 0 ;

r < 0 ;
-  2 . ) ,  0 = r = 0 . 5 s ;

I  >  0 . 5 s .
h(t) :

!.64 a)

Plot the output voltage versus time for (a) and
( b )  f o r o  <  I  <  1 s .

Use the convolution hteglal to find the output
voltage of the circuit ir Fig. P13.49(d) if the
input voltage is the rectangular pulse shown in
Fig. P13.64.

Sketch o,(t ve6us t for the time itrterval
0 = t < 1 0 0 p s .

tigure P13.54

Flgure P13.52

13s7



625 kO

fig!r€ P13,67

xt(t)

13.68 a) Find t]le impulse response of the circuit sho*n
in Fig. P13.68(a) if ?s is the input sipal and i, is
t])e output signal.

b) Given that oB has the wavefom shown in
Fig. P13.68(b), use the convolution integral to
find to.

c) Does lo have the same wavefom as os? Why?

Flgure PI3.58

Probt€ms 561

1,70 The current souce in the circuit shown in
Fig. P13.70(a) is generating the waveform shown in
Fig. P13.70(b). Use the convolution integral to find
oa^tt  = 7 ms.

Figure P13.70

].71 The input voltage in the circuit seen in Fig. P13.71 is

bt = 10lu(t\ - ?(, - 0.1)l v.

a) Use tle convolution integral to find o,.
b) Sketcho,for0 < r  < 1s.

Figure P13.71
4() 400 nH

(b)

6 0

60 0140 f}

13.69 a) Find the impulse rcsponse of the circuit seen in
Fig. P13.69 if rs is t.he input signal and 0o is t}le
output signal.

b) Assume that the voltage souce has the wave-
fo1m shown in Fig. P13.68(b). Use the convolu-
tion integral to find o,.

c) sketch 2)" for 0 < r < 1.5 s.
d) Does ?o have the same waveform as os? Why?

Flgure P13,59
40()

l:1.72 Use the cotrvolution integral to find ?Jd in the chcuit
seen inFig. P13.72 if t" : 75u(t) V.

Figun P13.72
50 ()  2H

+

125 tnF r.

80 nF

is(mA)

2 3  4  5  6  7

10()
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u.
v, s 2 + 8 7 5 s + 8 8 x 1 0 6 '

13.73 a) Show that if )(t) = r(t) *.'(t), tlen
r{G)xG).

b) Use the result given in (a) to find /(t) if

104(r + 6000)

s(s + a)'�

Section 13,7

13.74 The transfer function for a linear time-invariant
circuit is

Figure P13.76

13.7 When an input voltage of240u(t) Visappliedtoa
circuit, the respo$e is knoM to be

01],: (75 100e-eo' + 25e 32ffi1)u(i)v.

What will tlle steady-state response be if
0s = 40cos 16,000 V?

Section 13.8

13,78 Show that after yoc" coulombs are translefied from
C1 to C2 in the circuit shown in Fig. 13.47, the volt-
age acrcss each capacilor isCrUol(Cl + C2\. (Hint:
Use the conservation-of-charge principle.)

13.79 The parallel combination of R2 and C2 in the circuit
shown in Fig. P13.79 represents the input cbcuit to
a catlode-ray oscilloscope (CRO). The parallel
combination of R1 and C1 is a circuit model of a
compensating lead that is used to connect the cRo
to the source. Theie is no eneigy stored in C1 or C2
at the time when the 10 V souice is coturected to the
CRO via the compensating lead. The circuit values
are Cr = 5 PF, C2 = 20 PF, Rl : 1 MO, and
R : : 4 M o
a) Find r,.

b) Find t .

c) Repeat (a) and (b) given Cl is changed to 80 pF.

If zJs : 12.5cos8000r V, what is th€ steady-state
expression for t,?

13.75 The operational amplifier in the circuit seen in
ErG Fig. P13.77 is ideal and is operating within its lin-

a) C.alculate the transfer function y,/ys.

b) If os = 2001r''10 cos 8000t mV, what is tlle
steady-state er?ression for r',?

Figure P13.75

47 k(l

13.76 The op amp in the circuit seen in Fig. P13.78 is ideal.
rs'tt a) Find the transfer f$clionv.lvs.

b) Find z). iJ ts = 10"(1) V.

c) Find the steady-state er?ression for r', if
Ds: 8 cos 2000t V'

l0 nF



Flgu€ P13.79

(}.80 Show that if RrCl : R2C2 in the circuit shown in
Fig. P13.79, r,, will be a scaled replica of the source
voltage.

Figure P13.83

13.84 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P13.84 has been
closed for a long time. The switch opens at t : 0.
compute (a) i1(0 ); (b) n(0+); (c) i,(0-); (d) 4(0+);
(e) i(t);(f) ir(t);and (s) D(,).

13.81 The inductor 4 in the circuit shown in Fig. P13.81
is carrying an idtial current of p A at the instant
the switch opel1s. Find (a) z(t); (t) i1(t); (c) i(r);
and (d) ,\(r), wheie ,\(r) is the total flux linkage ir
the circuit.

tigure P13.81

figure P13.84

13.85 There is no energy stored in the circuit in Fig. P13.85
at the time the impulsive voltage is applied.

a) Find r"(t) for t > 0.

b) Does your solution make sense in terms of
known circuit behavior? Explain.

r '  ] R

13.82 a) I-et R - co in the circuit shown ir Fig. P13.81,
and use the solutions derived in Prcblem 13.81
to find ?,(1), ir(l), and r2(r).

b) Let R : oo in the circuit shown in Fig. P13.81
and use the Laplace transform method to find
,(t),4(t), and t(1).

l:}.83 The switch in the circuit in Fig. P13.83 has been in
position a for a long time. At , = 0, the switch
moves to position b. Compute (a) o(0 ); (b) ?r(0-);
(c) tdo-); (d) (D; (e),1(0*)t (f) zl0*); and
k),r(o-).

Flgure P13,85

100 O 5 rnH

+

;

0.8 ko rr +
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(}.86 The voltage source in the circuit in Example 13.1 is
changed to a unit impuise; that is, ?rs : 5(1).

a) How much energy does the impulsive voltage
source store in the capacitor?

b) Ho\q much energy does it store in the inductor?

c) Use the transfer tunction to find ?,o(,).

d) Show that the response found in (c) is identical
to the response generated by fLst charghg tle
capacitor to 1000 V and then releasing the
charge to the circuit, as shown in Fig. P13.86.

t3a7 fhere is no energy stored itr the circuit itr Fig. P13.87
at t]le time the impulse voltage is applied.

a) Find ir for t > 0*.

b) Find i for t > 0+.

c) Find 0, for t > 0-.

d) Do 'our solurioD. for ir. r). and ,o make sense in
terms ofkDoqD circui l  beharior l  typlain.

Flgure P13.87

13.88Therc is no energy stored in the circuit h Fig- P13.88
at the time the impulsive current is applied.

a) Find ?Jo for t > 0+.

b) Does your solulion make sense in tenns of
known circuit behavior? Explain.

Figure P13.88
40 nF

Seciioff 13.1-13,8

1:1.89 Assume the line-to-neutral voltage V, in the 60 Hz
p:llflljl}l circuit of Eg. 13.59 is 120 l!| v(rms). Load R, is

absorbhg 1200 W; load Rr is absoibing 1800 W and
load -Y, is absorbing 350 magnetiziq VAR. The
inductive reactance of the line (X1) is 1 O. Assume
Vs does not change after the switch opens.
a) Calculate the inirial value of t,0) and i,(t).
b) Find V,, o,(t), and?,(0*) using the s-domain cir-

cuit of Fig. 13.60.
c) Test the steady-state component of z', using pha-

sor domain analysis,
d) Using a computer program of your choice plot

1lovs. t for0 = t  = 20ms.

13.90 Assume the switch in the circuit in Fig. 13.59
J#;lI#jE opens at the instant the sinusoidal steady-state

voltage oo is zero and going positive, i.e.,
uo : 120\/t sin 120nt V .
a) Find to0) for t > 0.
b) Using a computer progiam of your choice plot

r,"(t) vs. tfor 0 < I < 20ms.
c) Conpare the disturbance in the voltage in

part (a) with tlat obtained in part (c) of
Problem 13.89.

Figure Pt3.85

mD(r) v



13.91 The purpose of this problem is to show that the
pi$fi*iiE line-to-reutral voltage in the circuit in Fig. 13.59

can go directly into steady state it the load R6 is
disconnected from the circuit at precisely the
right time. Let ?, = V^cos(I2jnt d') V, where
y- = 120\4. Assume ?s does not change after R,
is disconnected.

Problems 565

Find the value of 0 (in degrees) so tlat o, goes
directly into steady-state operation when the
load Rb is discomected.
For the value of d fourd in part (a), fird ?,,(1) Ior
t > 0 .
Using a computer program of your choice plot,
on a single graph, for -10ms < l < 10ms,
o,(t) befoie and after load R1, is disconnected.

a)

b)

c)



14.1 Some Pretiminari€s p. 568

14.2 Low-Pass lilters p. 57A

14.3 tligh-Pass Filters p. 577

14.4 Bandpass fiLters p. 582

14-5 Bandrdect fitters p. 59-t

1 Kiow the ffr and 8f circujt configuratjons that
act as tow'pass fitteru and be abte to desigi
Rl and Rtcncujt component vatues to meet a
specifi ed cutoff fr€quency.

2 (now the {L and Rf cncuit configuntjois that
act as hjgh'pass fitters ard be abte to desjgn
Rl and ff cjrcuit component vatues to meet a
specifi ed cutoff frequency.

3 Xnow the Rrf cncuit config!rations ihat act as
bandpass fitters, understand the definjtlon of
and r€tationship amofq the certer fiequency,
cutoff frcqLrencj€s, bardwidth, and quatity
ractor of a bafdpass fitter, and be abte to
desiqn Rifcncuit compofent vatues to meet
design specificatjons.

4 Know the RrC cncuit configurations that act as
bandreject fitters, understand ihe definition of
and rctationshjp among the certer frequency,
cutoff fieqlencj€s, bandwjdth, and quaLity
ractor of a bafdreject fitter, and be abte to
design Rtrcircuit componeit values to me€t
desiqn specifications.

Introduction to Frequency
7  |  I  .  t ^ .)elecuve Lrrcurts
Up to this point in our analysis ofcircuits with sinusoidal sources,

the source hequencv was held constant. In this chapter, we ana-
lyze the effect of varying source frequency on circuit voltages and
currents. Thc rcsult of this analysis is the frequency response of a
clrcurl.

We've seen in previous chaptcrs that a circuit's response
depends on the types of elements in the cjrcuit, the way the ele-
ments are connected. and the impedance of the elements,
Although varying thc frcquency of a sinusoidal sourcc does not
change the element types or their connections, it does aLtel- the
impedance ofcapacito$ and inductors, because the impedance of
these elemcnts is a function offrequency.As we will see,the care-
ful choice of circuit elenel1ts, their values, and their connections
to other elements enables us to construct circuits that pass to the
output only those input signals that reside in a desired range of
fr-equencies. Such circuits are called frequency.selective circuits.
Many devices that communicatc via clcct c signals, such as tclc-
phones, radios, televisiolls, and satellites, employ fiequency-
selective circuits.

Frequency-selective circuits ale also called filters because of
their ability to liller oLlt certair input signals on the basis of fre-
quellcy. Figure 1,1.1 on page 568 represents this ability in a sim
plistic way. To be more accurate, we should note that [o practical

liequency selective circuit cafl pefcctly or completely filter out
selected ftequencies. Rather, filter-s attenuate-that is, weaken or
lessen the effect of-any input signals with tiequencies outside
frequencies outside a particular frequency band. Your homc
stereo systcm may have a graphic equalizer, which is an excellent
example of a collection of lilter circuils. Each band ill the graphic

equalizer is a lilter that amplifies sounds (audiblc ftcqucncics) in
thc flequency range of lhe band and attenuates lrequencies out-
side of that band. Thus the graphic cqualizcr cnablcs you to
changc the sound volume in each fiequency band.



PracticaI Perspective
Pushbutton Telephone Circuits
In this chaptet we examine circuits in which the source fre-
quency varies. The behavjor of these cjrcuits varies as the
source frequency varj€s, because the impedance of the reac-
tive components is a functjon of the source frequency. These
frequency dependent circujts are caLLed filteB ano are useo
ir many common etectrical devices. In radios, fitte15 are used
to setect one radio station's signal while rejectjfg the signats
from others transmjtting at different frequencjes. In stereo
systems, fitters are used to adjustthe retative stfengths ofthe
Low- and high-frequeicy components of the audjo signaL.
Fr'tters are atso used throughout tetephone systems.

A pushbutton teLephone prcduces tones that you hear
when you press a button. You may have wonder€d about these
tones. How are th€y used to tetl the tetephone systern whjch
button was pushed? Why are tones used at att? Why do the
tones sound musr'cal? How does the phone system tel[ the dif
ference between button tones and the normat sounds of peo
ple tatking or sjnging?

The tetephone system was designed to handle audio
sjgnats-those with frequencjes between 300 Hz ard 3 kHz.
Thus, alt signals from the system to the user have to be
audibte incLuding the diat tone and the busy signal. Similarly,
att signab from the user to the system have to be audjbLe,
incLuding the sjgrat that the user has pressed a button. It js

important to djstjngujsh button signals from the normaL audjo
5ignat, so a duat-tone-muttipte-frequency (DT[4F) d€sign is
employed. When a number button is pressed, a unique pair of
sinusoidaL tones wjth ve[/ precke frequencies is sent by the
phone to the telephone systern. The DTI4F frequency and timing
specifrcations make it unLikety that a human voice couLd pro
duce the exact tone pairs, evef jf the person were tryjng. In
the central teLephone facitjty, electric cjrcuits monitor the
audio signat, ljstening for the tone pairs that signaL a number.
In the Practical Perspective exampte at the end ofthe chapter,
we witL examine the design of the DTMF filters used to deter-
mine whjch button has been push€d.

t
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I n o u t  t - - l  o u r o u t
sgnrr srgnaL

figure 14.1A The action ofa fitier on an inputsiqnat
tesuLrs in an outputsignat.

Figure 14.2  

 

A circujt with vottage input and output.

We begin this chapter by anallzing circuits fiom each of the four
major categories offiltels: low pass, high pass,band pass, and band reject.
The tmnsfei function of a circuit is the starting point for the frequency
response analysis Pay close attention to the similarities among ttre trans-
fer functions of circuits that pedorm the same filtedng function. We will
employ these similarities when designing filter circuits in Chapter 15.

14.1 Some Pretiminaries
Recall from Se€tion 13.7 that the txansfer function of a cicuit provides an
easy way to compute the steady-state response to a sinusoidal input. Therc,
we considered only fixed-ftequency souices. To study the ftequency response
of a circuit, we replace a fixed-frequency sinusoidal source with a varying-
frequency sinusoidal sourc€. The hansfer function is still an imnensely useful
tool because the magnitude and phase of the output signal depend only on
the magnitude and phase of the transfer function fl(j.r).

Note that tlte approach just ouUined assumes that we can vary tlle fre-
quency of a sinusoidal souce vrithout changing its magnitude or phase
angle. Therefore, the amplitude and phase of the output will vary only if
those of the transfer function vary as the frequency of tle sinusoidal
source is chalged.

To turther simplily this first look at frequency-selective circuits, we
will also restrict our attention to cases where both the input and output
signals are sinusoidal voltages, as illustrated in Fig- 14.2. Thus, the transfer
function of interest to us will be the ratio of the Laplace transform of the
ouQut voltage 1o the Laplace tramform of the input voltage, or
H(s) - %(s)/I4(s). We should keep in mind,however,that for a particular
application, a current may be either the input signal or output signal of
intercst.

The signals passed from the irput to the output fall withit a band of
frequencies called the passbatrd. Input voltages outside this band have
their magnitudes attenuated by the circuit and are thus effectively pre-
vented ftom reaching the output terminals of the circuit. Frequencies not
in a circuit's passband are in its stopband. Frequency-selective circuits arc
categodzed by tlle Iocation of the passband.

One way of identifying the t)?e oI frequency-selective circuit is to
examhe a ftequency response plot. A frcquency response plot shows how
a ckcuit's transfer function (both amplitude and phase) changes as the
source ftequency changes A frequency response plot has two parts. One is
a graph of l1t(io)l versus frequency d. This part of the plot is called the
magnitude plot.The other part is a graph of du(o) ve$us frcquency .). This
part is called the phas€ angle plot.

The ideal ftequenry response plots for tle four major categories of fil-
tels are shown in Fig. 14.3. Pa s (a) and (b) ilustrate the ideal plots for a
low-pass and a high-pass filter, rcspectively. Both filten have one pass-
band and one stopband, which are defined by the cutofi ftequency that
separates them. The names low pass and high pasr are derived from the
magnitude plots: a low.pass filler passes signals at frequencies lower than
the cutoff frequency from the input to the output, and a high-pass filter
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H(i.)l
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o(i0\)
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Figure 14.3 & Ideatfrequency r€sponse plots ofthe four q,pes of fiLter circujts.
(a) An ideatlow+ass fitter. (b)An jdeathigh-pass fitter. (c)An ideaLbandpass fittel
(d)An ideat bandrej€ct fitter.

passes signals at frequencies higher than the cutoff frequency. Thus the
terms lon and ft8, as used here do not refer to any absolute values of fre-
quency, but rather to relative values with respect to the cutoff frequency.

Note from the graphs for botl these filters (as well as those for the
bardpass and bandreject filters) that the phase aflgle plot for an ideat fil
tervades lin€arly in the passband.It is of no inlerest outside the passband
because there the magnitude is zero. Linear phase va ation is necessary to
avoid phase distortion (see Chapter 16,pp.770-773.)

The two remaining categories of filters each have two cutoff frequen-
cies. Figure 14.3(c) illustrates the ideal ftequency response plot of a
bandpass filler, which passes a source voltage to the output only when the
source lrequency is within the band defined by the two cutoff frequencies.
Figure 14.3(d) shows the ideal plot of a bandrej€ct fflter, which passes a
source voltage to the output only when the source frequency is outside the
band dclined by the two cutoff frequencies The bandreject filter tius
rejects, or slops, the source voltage from reaching the output when its fre-
quency is within the bard defined by the cutoff frequencies.

In specifying a realizable filter using any of the circuits from this chap-
ter,itis importartto note that the magrlitude andphase angle characteris-
lics are not irdependent. In other words, the charactedstics of a circuit
that result in a particular magnitude plot will also dictate the form of the
phase angle plot and vice versa. For example, once we select a desired
fbrm for the magnitude response of a circuit, the phase angle iesponse is
also determined. Alternatively, if we select a desired lbrm lor the phase
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L

R

R

(b)

Figure 14.4 a (a) A series Rl low-pass fitter. (b) rhe
equjvatent cncuit at o : 0. and G) Th€ €quivatent

(a)

L

angle response, the magnitude response is also determined. Although
there are some ftequency-selective c cuits for which the magnitude and
phase angle behavior can be independently specified, these circuits are
not presented here,

The next sections present examples of circuits from each of the four
Iilter categories. They are a few of the many circuits that act as filters. You
should focus your attention on tying to identify what properties of a cir-
cuit determine its behavior as a filter. Look closely at tle form of the
transfer function for circuits that perform the same filtedtg functions
Identifying tie folm of a filter's transfer tunction will ultimately help you
in designing filtering circuits for particular applications.

All of the filteis we will consider in this chapter are passive fiilters, so
called because their filtering capabilities depend only on the passive ele-
ments: rcsistors, capacitors, and inductoN. The largest output amplitude
such filters can achieve is usualy 1, and placing an impedance in se es
with the source or in parallel with the load will decrease this amplitude.
Because many pmctical lilter applications require inoeasing the ampli-
tude of the output, passive filters have som€ significant disadvantages. The
only passive filter desoibed in this chapter that can ampMy i1s output is
the series RLC resonant filter. A much greater selection of ampliJying fil-
ters is found among the active filter circuits, the subjecl of Chapter 15.

14.2 Low-Pass Filters
Here, we examine two circuits that behave as low-pass filters, the series
R-L circuit and ttre series RC circuit, and discover what characteistics of
lhese ci fcuj ls delefmine rhe curoff  f requenc).

The Series Rl. Circuit-Qualitative Analysis
A series RI, circuit is shown in Fig. 14.4(a). The c cuit's input is a sinu-
soidal voltage source with varying frequency. The circuit's output is
defined as the voltage across the resistor. Suppose the frequency of the
source starts very low and increases gradually. We krow that the behavjor
of the ideal rcsistor will not change, because its impedance is independent
of frequency. But consider how the behavior of the inductot changes.

Recall that the impedance of atr inductor is joa. At low ftequencies,
the inductor's impedance is very small compared with the rcsistor\
impedance, and the inductor effectively functiors as a short citcuit. The
term low frequencies thus refen ro any frequencies for which ol, << R.
The equivalent circuit for o = 0 is shown in Fig. 14.4(b). In this equivalent
circuit, the output voltage and tlre nrput voltage are equal both in magni
tude and in phase angle.

As the hequency increases, the impedance of the inductor increases rel,
ative to tlat of the resistor. Increasing the inductor's impedance causes a
correspondhg ircrease ir the magnitude of the voltage drop across t]le
inductor and a corresponding d€crease in the output voltage magnitude.
Incieasing the inductor's impedanc€ also itfoduces a shift in phase angle
between the inductor's voltage and current.This results in a phase angle diJ-
ference between the input and output voltage. The output voltage lags the
input voltagg and as the frequency increases, this phase lag approaches 90'.
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At high frequencies, the inductor's impedance is very large compared
with the resistor's impedance, and the inductor thus functions as an open
circuit, effectively blocking the flow of curent in the circuit. The term ,,ig,
frequencies Ihus rcfefi to any frequencies for which (da >> n. The equiv,
alent circuir for (d = oo is shown in Fig. 14.4(c), where the ourpur volrage
magnitude is zero. The phase angle of the output voltage is 90' more neg-
ative than that of the input voltage.

Based on t]le behavior of the output voltage magnitude, this seiies Ra
circuit selectively passes low-frequency inputs to the output, and it blocks
high-frequency inputs from reaching the output. This circuit's response to
varying input frequency thus has the shape shom in Fig. 14.5. These two
plots comprise t}le frequency response plots of the se es Rl, circuit in
Fig. 14.4(a). The upper plot shows how ld(j@) vades with frequency. The
lower plot shows how 9(j(o) vaiies as a function of hequency. We present a
more formal method for constiuctiry these plots in Apperdix E.

We have also supedmposed the ideal magnitude plot for a low-pass
filter from Fig. 14.3(a) on the magnitude plot of the Ra filter in Fig. 14.5.
There is obviously a difference between the magnitude plots of an ideal
filter and the frequency rcsponse of an actual Ra filter. The ideal filter
exhibits a discontinuity in magnitude at the culoff frequency, (,., which
creates an abrupt tansition hto and out of the passband. While this is, ide-
ally, how we would like our filte$ to perfom, it is not possible to use real
components to constnrci a circuit that has this abrupt tansition in magni-
tude. Circuits acting as low-pass filters have a magnitude response that
changes gradually from the passband to the stopband. Hence the magni-
tude plot of a real circuit requires us to define what we mean by the cutolf
ftequency, o..

Defining the Cutoff Frequency
We need to define the cutoft frequency, da, for realistic filter circuits
when the magnitude plot does not allow us to identify a single frequency
that divides tie passband and the stopband. The definition for cutoff fre-
quency widely used by electrical engineers is the frequency for which the
transfer Iunction magnitude is decreased by the factor 1/\,, from its

where }1-ax is the maximum magnitude of the transfer function. It follows
from Eq. 14.1 that t}le passband of a realizable filter is defined as tle
range of lrequencies in which tle amplitude of the output voltage is at
least ?0.7% of the ma-\imum Dossible amDlitude.

The constant 1/\4 used in defining ttri cutom tequency may seem like
an arbitrary choice. Examining another consequence of the cutoff liequency
will make this choice seem morc reasonable. Recall from Section 10.5 that
the average power delivered by any circuit to a load is proportional to Vl,
where yr is t}te amplitude of the voltage drop aqoss the load:

Figurc 14.5 A The frequency response pLot forthe
senes ft circuitin Fig. 14.4(a).

(14.1) < Cutoff frequenc!' definition

a0,)

1.0

0
e(i.)

0"

90'

1 V ?

2 R
(11.2)
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ffthe circuit has a sinusoidal voltage source, V(jo), then the load voltage
is also a sinusoid, ard its amplitude is a function of the frequency (r.
Define P-"" as the value of tlre average power delivered to a load when
t})e magnitude of the load voltage is maximum:

Now considei what happens to the average power when the frequency of
the voltage souce is o.. Using Eq. 14.1, we determine the magnitude of
the load voltase at o^ to be

vLtj@)l = lH(tu)lUl

If we vary the frcquency of the sinusoidal voltage source,I40o), the load
voltage is a maximum when the magnitude of the circuit's transfer furc-
tion is also a maximum:

1 v 1.^u*
(14.3)

2 R

(14.4)

= L u  , ,
\ , 5 - ' ^ * '

114.5)

P(*,)=:v+d

\iw*)
R

v"- J2
2

P-*
2

(r1.6)

Substituting Eq. 14.5 into Eq.14.2,

I

2

1

Figure 14.6 A Ther-domajn equivatentfor the circuit
in Fig. 14.4{a).

Equation 14.6 shows that at the cutotr frequency o., the average power
delivered by the circuit is one half the maximum average power. Thus, r.r. is
also called the halfTow€r ft€quency. Thereforc, in the passband, tle average
po\ter delivered to a load is at leasr 50o. ot rhe maRimum average power.

The Series nl Circuit-Quantitative Analvsis
Now that we have defined the cutoff lrequency for real filter circuits, we
can analyze the series na circuit to discover the relationship between the
component values and the cutofl frequency for this low-pass filter. We
begin by constructing th€ r-domain equivalent of the c cuit in Fig. 14.4(a),
assuming initiat conditions of zero. The resulting equivalent circuit is
shown in Fig. 14.6.

Y,(r) %(,

sL

R
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Tbe volraee transfer functron lor this circui l  , ,

R/L
H(,) =

To study the frequency response,
Eq.14.'7.

s + R / L

we make the substitution s - jd in

R/L

\14.7)

(14.8)
jo + R/L

We can now separate Eq. 14.8 into two equations. The fi^t defines the
transfer functior magnitude as a function of frequency; the second defines
the hansfer function phase angle as a function of frequency:

n(i,) = RlL

d(ia,) = - tan

u11.,1 : jx1-

Solvirg Eq.14.11 for o., we get

G+GB'

R/L

\,/A; snj

\ n /

(14.e)

\r4.\a)

(14.11)

Close examination of Eq. 14.9 provides the quantitative support for
the magnitude plot shown in Fig.14.5.W}len l, = 0, tlre denominator and
the numerator are equal and lH(i0)l = 1. This means that at o = 0, the
input voltage is passed to the output terminals without a change in the
voltage magnitude.

As the ftequency incieases, the numentor of Eq. 14.9 is unchanged,
but the denominator gets laiger. Thus l}I(ia)l decreases as the frequency
increases, as shown in the plot in Fig. 14.5. Likewise, as the frequency
increases, the phase angle changes from its dc value of0', becoming more
n€gative, as seen from Eq.14.10.

When a,: c., t}le denominator of Eq. 14.9 is infinite and
lH(ico) : 0, as seen in Fig. 14.5. At o : oo, the phase angle reaches a
limil of -90', as seen fromEq.14.10 and the phase angle plot in Fig.14.5.

Using Eq. 14.9, we can compute the cutoff ftequency, od. Remember
that .r. is defined as the frequency at which lH(Ja ") : (I/\n)H ^ ". Fol
the low-pass filter, l1max = lH(jo) , as seen in Fig. 14.5. Thus, foi the circuit
in Fig. i4.4(a),

(14.12) { Cutoff frequency for ru fitters

Equation 14.12 provides ar impo ant result. The cutoff ftequency, o",
can be set to any desiied value by appropdately selecting values for R and
L. We can therefore design a low-pass filter wilh whatever cutoff frequency
is needed. Example l4.l demonshates the design potential ofEq.14.12.
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Designing a Low-Pass Filter

Electiocardiology is the study of the electric signals
produced by the hea{. These signals maintain the
heart's rhltlmic beat, and they ate measured by an
instrument called an electrocardiograph. This instru,
ment must be capable of detecting pedodic signals
whose frequency js about 1 Hz (the normal hearr
rale is 72 beats per minute). The instnrment must
operate in the presence of sinusoidal noise consisting
ot signals trom rhe suffounding elecrical environ
ment! whose fundamental fiequency is 60 Hz the
frequency at which electdc power is supplied.

Choose values for R and I, in the circuit of
Fig. 14.4(a) such that the resulting circuit could be
used ir an electrocardiograph to filter out any
noise above 10 Hz and pass the electric signals
from the hea at or neat 1 Hz. Then compute the
magnitude of % at 1 Hz, 10 Hz, and 60 Hz to see
how well the filter pefolms.

Solution
The problem is to select values for R ard L that
yield a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of
10 Hz. From Eq. 14.12, we see that R and a cannot
be specified independently to generate a value for
o.. Therefore, let's choose a conmonly availabl€
value of 1,, 100 mH. Before we use Eq. 14.12 to
compute the value of R needed to obtain the
desired cutoff frequency, we need to convert the
cuto{f frequency from hertz to radians per second:

o, = 2r(L0) = mn r^dls.

NoW solve for the value of R which, together with
a : 100mH, will yield a low-pass filter with a cuf
off frequency of 10 Hz:

R : a , L

: (20?r)(100 x 10-3)
: 6.28 ().

We can compute the magnitude of % using the
equarion % : H(ja) . lu l

u"(.) : R/L
lu\/"j +1.R8

20t tut.\,ll + cw.;

Table 14.1 summarizes the computed magnitude
values for the frequencies 1 H4 10 Hz, and 60 Hz.
As expected, the input and outputvoltages have the
same magnitudes at the low hequency, because the
circuit is a low-pass filter. At the cutoff frequency,
the output voltage magnitude has been reduced by
U\D. ftorr. the unity passband magnitude. At
60 H4 the output voltage magnitude has been
reduced by a factor of about 6, achieving the
desired attenuation of the noise that could corrupt
the signal the electrocardiograph is d€signed to

I

tL)

60

1.0

t,0

1.0

0.995

0.707

0.164

A Series RC Circuit
The series RC circuit shown in Eg. 14.? also behaves as a low-pass filter.
We can verify this via the same qualitative analysis we used previously. In
fact, such a qualitative examination is an important problem-solving step
that you should get in the habit of performing when analyzing filters. Doing
so wlll enable you 10 prcdict the filtering charactedstics (low pass, high
pass, etc.) and thus also prcdict the general form of the lransfer function. IffiguE 14.7 A A sedes fr tow-pass fitter.



the calculated transfer function matches the qualitatively predicted folm,
you have an important accuracy check.

Note that tle circuit's output is defined as the output across the capac-
itor. As we did in the previous qualitative anal)ris, we use three frequency
regions to develop the behavior of the seties RC circuit in Fig. 14.7:

L Zero ftequency (a = 0): The impedance of the capacitor is infinite,
and the capacitor acts as an open circuit. The input and output volt-
ages are thus the same,

2. Frequencies incrcasing from zeroi Tf\e impedance of the capacitor
decreases relative to the impedance ofthe resistor, and the soutce
voltage divides between the resistive impedance and the capaci-
tive impedance.The output voltage is thus smaller than the source
voltage.

3. Infinite frequency (.,, = oo): The impedance of the capacitor is
zero, and the capacitoi acts as a short circuit. The output voltage is
tlus zero,

Based on this anal)sis of how tle output voltage changes as a function of
trcquency, t}le series RC circuit functions as a low-pass filter. Example 14.2
exolorcs this circuit ouantitativelv

Designing a Series fC Lory-Pass Fitter

For the series RC circuit in Fig. 14.7:

a) Find the transfei function between the soutce
voltage and the output voltage.

b) Determine an equation {or the cutoff frequency
in t]le sedes RC circuit.

c) Choose values for R and C that will ield a low'
pass filter with a cutoff fiequency of 3 kHz.

Sotution

a) To de ve an expression for the transfer function,
we first construct ther-domain equivalent ofthe
cicuit in Fig. 14.7, as showr in Fig. 14.8.

Using .r-domain voltage division on the
equivalent circuit, we find

x(r) Y,(J)

Figure 14.8 ̂ Th€ s'domain equivatentforthe circuit
jn Fig.14.7.

b)At the cutoff frequency (,c, lg(jro)l is equat
to (1,1\/2)HM. For a low-pass filter,
H-"- - H(jo), and foi t}le circuit in Fig- 14.8,
H(J0) - 1. We can then descdbe the relation-
ship among the quantities R, C, and o.:

lH(ia,\ = +0\H(r) :

1
RC

I

RC
I

RC

Now' substitute r : jo atrd compute the magni-
tude of the resulthg complex expression:

Soi,vingthis equation for (,", we get

I
RC

/ 1 \ 2
l __ :  I
\ nc,i

(".-t)'
laU,)1 =
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vi

'L

R

R/L
, t r t = , + N L

I /RC+ , r ( r ' : r+ r f c -

v" 
o,= r lRC

Figure 14.9 A Two tow-pass fiLters. the s€ries nL and
the sed€s RC togetherwith then hansfer tunctions and

c) From the results in (b), we see that the cutoff fre-
quency is determined by the values of R and C.
BecauseR and C cannot be computed independ-
ently,let's choose C : 1 pF. Given a choice, we
will usualiy specify a value for C first, rather than
for R or a, because the number of available
capacitor values is much smaller than the num-
ber of resistor or inductor values, Remember

Transfer function for a low-Dass fitter >

that we have to conve the specified cutoff fte-
quency ftom 3 kHz to (2r)(3) krad/s:

^ 1-' 
a"C

Figure 14.9 summarizes the two low-pass filter citcuits we have examined.
Look carcfully at the tansfer functions. Notice how similar in form they
are-they differ only in the terms that specifJ the cutoff ftequency. In fact,
we can state a genenl form for the tmnsfer functions of these two low-
pass filten:

+

v"

Any circuit with the voltage mtio in Eq.14.13 would behave as a low-pass
filtei wiih a cutoff ftequency of (,c. The problems at the end of the chaptei
give you other examples of circuits with this voltage ratio.

Retating the Frequency Domain to the Time Domain
Finally, you miglt have roticed one orher important relationship.
Remember our discussion of the natural responses of the fust-order Rt
and RC circuits in Chapter 6. An important pammeter for these circuits is
the time constant, 7, which characterizes the shape of the time response.
For the Ra circuit, the time constant has the value a/R (Eq.7.14);for rhe
RCcircuit,the time constant isnCGq.7.24). Compare the time consranrs
to the cutoff fiequencies for these circuits and notice that

This iesult is a direct consequence of the relationship between the
time rcsponse of a circuit and its frequency response, as revealed by the
Laplace transform- The discussion of memory and weighting as repre-
sented in the convolutjon htegral of Section 13.6 shows that as (,.+,].,
rhe filter has no memory, and the output approaches a scaled rcplica of the
input; that is, no filtedng has occu ed. As o. + 0, the filter has increased
memory and the output voltage is a distortion of the input, because filter-

(2,X3 x 103)0 x 10 )
: 53.05 {).

114.t3)

114.14)
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objective 1-Know the 8l and RC circuit configurations that act as Low-pass filters

14.1 A series llclow,pass filter iequircs a culolf
frequcncy of 8 kHz. Use R - 10 kO and com-
putc the value of C required.

NOTE: Also try ChaptetPtubkns 11.1 and 11.2.

14.3 lirglh-Fass Filt*rg
We rext examinc two circuils that function as high-pass filiers. Oncc
again, they are thc scries Ra circuit and the scries RC circuir. We will see
that the samc scricscilcuit can act as eithcr a low pass or a high-pass filrcr,
depending on Nhcre lhe output voltage is dctined.We will also determinc
the relationship bellveen the component values aDd the cutoff frequcncy
of these filters.

The Series RC Circuit-Qualitative Anatysis
A scdes RC circuit is shorn in FiS. f4.f0(a).In contrast 10 ils low pass
counlerpart in Fig. 14-7, th o outpul voltage here is detincd across the resis-
lor,not the capacitor. Becausc oI this. the effect ofthe changing capacitive
impedaDce is clifferenr than it was it the low-pass configuration.

A1 d = 0, the capacitor behaves like an open circuil. so there is no
current flowing in thc rcsislor.Tlis is illustrated in the equivalent circuit in
Fig. 14.10(b). In this circuit. there is no voltagc acro,is the resistor, and thc
circuit filters out fie low lrequencv sourcc voltage before it reaches thc

As the frcqucnc) of the voltage sourcc increases, the impedancc oi
the capacitor decrcascs rclalive to tire impedancc oI the resistof. and rhe
source voltage is now divided betlveen the capacilor and the resistor. fhe
oulput voltage magnitudc thus begiDs to increasc.

When the frequcncy oI lhe source is infinitc ((, = c.), the capaciror
behaves as a sh ort circuil. and thus there is no vollage across rhe capacitor.
This is iliustratcd in the equivaient circuir in Fig. 14.10(c). In this circuii,
the input voltage and output voltage arc the sane.

Thc phase aDgle difference bctx'cen the soulce and output voltages
also varics as lhe Irequency of the source cha Dges. For o = 6, th c outpu!
voltagc is thc same as the input voltagc, so the phase angle diffcrcncc is

14.2 A series RZ low-pass fiher with a cutofl fre-
qucncy of2 kHz is needed. tlsing n = 5 kO,
compure (a) I;(b) H0o) ar 50 kH4 and
(c) d(id) at 50 kHz.

Answer: (a) 0.40 Hr

(b) 0.{)4;

(c) 87.71' .

G)

C

Figure 14,10 t (a) A se es rr high-pass fitter (b) the
equivatent ciruii at o - 0: and (c) the equivatent

C

R
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H0.)l

zero. As the fiequency of the source deoeases and the impedance of the
capacitor hdeases, a phase shift is infoduced between the voltage and
the current in the capacitor. This ueates a phase difference between the
source and oulput voltages. The phase angle of the output voltage leads
that of t])e source voltage. When a = 0, this phase angle difference
reaches its maximum of +90'.

Based on our qualitative analysis, we see that when the output is
defhed as fie voltage across the resistor, the series RC circuit behaves as
a high-pass filter. The components and €onnections are identical to the
Iow-pass series RC circuit, but the choice of output is differcnl. Thus, we
have confimed the earlier obse ation that the filtedng charactedstics of
a cfucuit depend on the definition of the output as well as on circuit com-
Donents. values. and comections.

Figure 14.11 shows the ftequency response plot for the series RC
high-pass filter. For reference, the dashed lines indicate the magnitude
plot for an ideal high-pass filter. We now tum to a quantitative analysis of
this same circuit.

The Series fiC Circuit-Quantitative Analysis
To begin, we conshuct the r-domain equivalent of the c cuit in
Fig. 14.10(a). This equivalent is shown in Fig. 14.12. Applying s-domain
voltage division to the circuit, we *Tite the transfet function:

1.0

0
o(i.)
+90.

Flgue 14.U l. The frequency response ptotfor the
series fr cncuit in Fig. 14.10(a).

Yi(s)

+

Y,(r)

Figure 14.12 a The i-domajn equjvatent ofthe circuii
jn Fig. 11.10(a).

s + I/RC

Making the substitution s = io results in

f l t t , ) t =  
j d +  I l R C

Next, we separate Eq. 14.15 into two equations The first is the equation
describing t]le magdtude of the tmnsfer fulctioq tlle second is the equa-
tion describing the phase angle of the transfer furction:

(11.15)

nA,)

o(i.)

(14.16)

114.17)

\E +nlRcf '

:90" tan loRC.

A close look at Eqs. 14.16 and 14.17 confirms the shape of the frc-
quency response plot in Fig. 14.11. Using Eq. 14.16, we can calculate the
cutoff frequency for the sedes RC high-pass filter. Recall that at the cutoff
frequency, the magnitude of t}le tra$fer funcrion is (l/\4)Itmax. For a
high-pass filtei, H* = lZl(t.).=- - fl(ico)i, as seen from Eg. 14.11.
We can construct an equation for a)" by setting tlle left-hand side of
Eq. 14.16 to (y\'A)lH(j'x'\, noting that for this series RC circuir,
Ifi(jco) = 1:

L
JC

t2 \Gll!RC),-
(14.18)



Solving Eq.14.18 for (,", we get
1

Equation 14.19presents a familiar result. The cutoff ftequency for the
series RC circuit has the value 1/RC, whether tle circuit is configured as a
low-pass filter in Fig. 14.? or as a high-pass filter in Fig. 14.10(a). This is
perhaps not a surprising rcsult, as we have already discovered a connec-
tion between the cutoff ftequency, (,., and the time constant, r, of a circuit.

Example 14.3 analyzes a sedes Ra circuit, this time configured as a
high-pass filter. Example 14.4 examines the effect ofadding a load resistor
in panllel with the inductor.

Designing a Series Rl High-Pass Fitter

Show that the series Ra circuit in Fig. 14.13 also
acts like a high-pass filtefl

a) Derive an expression for the circuit's transfer
function,

b) Use t}le result frorn (a) to determine an equation
Ior the cutoff frequency in tlre series RL circuit.

c) Choose values for R and I that will yield a high-
pass filter wirh a cutoff frequency of 15 kHz.
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(74.7e)

Y(s) v,(t

Flgur€ 14.14 A The r-domain equivatent ofthe cjrcuitin
Fig.14.13.

b) To find an equation for the cutoff frequency, first
compute the magnitude of H(/.0):

E\ i . ) :
\/"1 + gnj

Then, as before, we set the leffhand side of this
equation to (11\5\H^*, based on the defm-
tion of the cutoff frequency .,,.. Remember that
1/mx = lH(J@)l for a high-pass filter, and for
the series RL circuit, lH(joo)l = 1. we solve the
resulting equation for the cutoff frequencyi

\/,

This is tle same cutoff frequency we computed
for the sedes -Ra low-pass filter.

Using t}le equation for (,. computed in (b), we
recognize that it is not possible to specify values
for R and l, independently. Therefore, let's arbi-
trarily select a value of 500 O for R. Remember
to convert the cutoff frequency to radians per
second:

, n 5 0 0
(2,,)(15,000) "'"- --

R

L

s + R / L

Figure 14.13 a The circuittor Example 14.3.

Solution

a) Begin by constructing tle .r-domain equivalent
of the series ri, circuit, as shown in Fig. 14.14.
Then use r-domain volrage dir  i . ion on rhe equir-
alenl circuit lo conslrucl lhe lransler [unction:

c)

Making the substjtution r : jd, se get

nUot : ja + RIL'

Notice that this equation has the same form as
Eq.14.15 for the series RChigh-pass filter.

R

sL
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Loading the Series fl High-Pass Fitter

Examine the effect of placing a load resistor in par-
allel with t}le inductor ir the Rl, high-pass lilrer
shown inFig.14.15:

a) Detemine the transfei furction for the circulr m
Fig.14.15.

b) Sketch the magnitude plot for the loaded Rl,
high-pass filter, usitrg the values for R and a
from the circuit in Example 14.3(c) and letting
R/ -  R. On lhe rame graph..kercb f ie mag0i-
tude plot fo{ the unloaded RL high-pass filter of
Example 14.3(c).

Solution

a) Begin by transfoming the cbcuit in Fig. 14.15 ro
the s-domain, as shown in Fig.14.16. Use voltage
division across the parallel combination of
irductor and load resistor to compute the trans-
fer function:

RLSL

magnitude is (1)(112) = 112, and the curoff fre-
quency is (15,000X1/2) = 7.5 kHz. A sketch ot
the magnitude plots of the loaded and unloaded
circuits is shown in Fig.14.17.

Figure 14.15 A The circuit for Exanrpte 14.4.

R

L'  RL

R

+
SLi RL Y"(,)

ll(r) =

v,(s)

Figure 14.16
Fig. 14.15.R z + s a

/ R , \
\ R + R / . / Kt

a Th€ r-domain equivat€nt of the a,cuit in

^* ̂3?-  /  R .  \ R  r + @ . '' - \ R + R , / t

,  a . :  K R / L .R + R r
r
a

1
2'r2Note that (). is the cutoff frequency of the

loaded filter.

b) For the unloaded Ra high-pass filrer from
Example 14.3(c), the passband magnitude is 1,
and the cutoff hequency is 15 kHz. For rhe
loaded Ra high-pass filter, R = Rr = 500 O, so
1( = 1/2. Thus, for the loaded filter, tlle passband

0 f",ro f" 2D 30 40 50
Frequency (kHz)

flgure 14.17 A The nagnjtude ptots tor the unloaded
Rl high,pass fiLter of Fig 14.13 and the toaded Rt hiqh-pass filter
of Fig.14.15.



Compadng the transfer functions of t}le unloaded filter in Example 14.3
and t})e loaded filter in Example 14.4 is uselul at this point. Both transfer
functions are in the form:

t(J
' ' ' "  

r  A ( i R  L )

with /( : 1 for the unloaded filter and ( : nz/(R + Rz) for t})e Ioaded
filter. Note that the value of ( for the loaded circuit reduces to the value
of 1< for the unloaded circuit when R. = ci): that is, when there is no load
resistor. The cutoff frcquencies for both filtem can be seen directly fiom
their transfer functions. In both cases, (,c : f(-R/l), where f = 1 for the
unloaded circuit, and 1{ : R./(R + R.) for the loaded circuit. Again, tlle
cutolf lrequency for the loaded circuit reduces to that of the unloaded cir-
cuit when nr : oo. Because RL/6 + R) < 1, the effect of the load
resistor is to rcduce the passband magnitude by the factor tr: ard to lower
the cutoff ftequency by the same factor. We predicted these results at the
beginning of this chapter. The largest oulput amplitude a passive high-pass
filter can achieve is 1, and plachg a load aooss the filter, as we did in
Example 14.4, has seNed to deciease the amplitude. When we need to
amplify signals in the passband, we must turn to active filters! such as those
discussed il Chapter 15.

The effect of a load on a filter's transfer function poses another
dilemma in circuit design. We typically begin with a transfer function spec-
iJication and then desEn a filter to produce that function. W€ may or may
not know what the load on the filter will be, but in any event, we usually
want the filter's tmnsfer function to remain tlle same regardless of the
load on i1. fhis desired behavior cannot be achieved with the passive fil,
teis prcsented in this chapter.

Figure 14.18 summarizes the high-pass filter cjrcuits we have exam-
ined. Look carefully at the expressions for H(r). Notice how similar in
form these expressions are-tley differ only in the denominator, which
includes the cutoff frcquency. As we did with the low-pass filterc in
Eq. 14.13, we state a general form for the tmnsfei function of these two
hish-oass filters:

Any circuit with the transfer function in Eq. 14.20 would behave as a high-
pass filter witl a cutoff frequenry of o". The problems at the erld of tl1e
chapter give you other examples of circuits $rith this voltage mtio.

We have drawn attention to another important relationship. We have
discovered that a se es RC circuit has the same cutotf frequency whether
it is configured as a low-pass filter or as a high-pass filter. The same is tiue
of a series RZ circuit. Having prcviously noted the connection between
the cutofl ftequency of a filter circuir and the time constant of that same
circuit, we should expecf the cutoff frcquency to be a characteristic param-
eter of the circuit whose value depends only on the circuit components,
their values. and the wav thev are connected,

Figuc 14.18 A Two high pass filters, the s€n€s Rfand
the series 81, together wjth theirtransferfunctions and

14.1 Hjsh-Pass Fjtte6 581

+  d l r r  = r  
+  Vac

' '  @,= 1/RC
vi

vi

R

sL

+ ,'r(r) =

(14.20) < Transfer funation for a high-pass fitter

_!_
JC
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objective 2-Know the f,l and nC circuit configurations that act as high-pass fitters

14.3 A series RL high pass lilter has R = 5 kf,) and
l- - 3.5 mH. Whal is d. for this filter?

Answer: 1.43 Mrad/s.

14.4 A series RC hlgh pass filter has C : 1 pF.
Computc rhc cutoff frequency for the lbllowing
values of R:(a) 100 () ;(b) s kor and (c) 30 kO.

Answ€r: (a) l0 krad/sr
(b) 200 md/s;
(c) 33.33 rad/s.

NOTE: Ako tt! Cha?terProbk,ls 14.12 and 14.13.

14.5 Computc the lransfer function of a serics nC
iow'pass lilter tiathas a load resistor,R, in
paraltcl with its capacitor.

1
pr

Answer: H(r)  = : .  uhere K
I. + - -

KRC
R + R I

14.4 S*ndpass Fi(ters
The next filters rvc examiDe are those that pass vollages withir a band ot
liequencics 1o the oulput while filtering our vollages at frequencies our
side this band.These fillers are somewhat more complicated than the 1ow
pass and high-pass filters of the prcvious seclions.As we have alrcadv seen
in Fig. la.3(c). ideal bandpass filtcrs have lwo cutoff frequencics. o,r and
o,.r. which idenlify the passband. For rcaljstic bandpass filters,rhese culoI
fiequcncics are again defined as the frcquencies for which the magnitudc
of thc transler funcrion equals (1/\/: )r/mu.

Center Frequency, Bandwidth, and Quality Factor
Thcre are three other importanl palanelers that characterizc a bandpass
filtcr. The first is the center fiequency, a,,, defired as the frequcncy IoI
which a circuit\ transfer function is purely real.Anorher namc fbr lhe cen-
tcr lrequency is the resonlnt lrcqucncy.This is the same namc given 1(l the
frequencv that charactcrizes the natural response of thc second-order cir-
cuits in Chaptcr iJ,becaule they are the same frcqucncies I When a circuir is
driven at ihe rcsonant ftequency, we sa], that thc cjLrcuit ]s in resonance,
because the frcquency oIlhe forcing function is thc same as the natural fre-
quency of thc circuit. flle center frequency js thc gcometric center of the
passband,that is.d, : r6;,ar. For bandpass filters, thc nagnitude ofrhe
lraNfer function is a maximull at the center frequency ( H-,, : 1II (ja") ).

The second paramcler is the bandwidth, B. which is the widlh of the
passband. Ihe final paraneter is the qrality factor, which is the ratio of
the center frequcncJr 1() lhe bandNidth.'Ihe qualitylaclor gives a measure
ofthe width of the passband, ildependent ofits locatioD oD the frequency
axis- It also dcscribes the shape of the magnitude plot, independent of

Although there are five differcnt paramelers thar characterizc thc
bandpass filler .,.1, @.r, o,. p, and O only two of the five can be speci
fied independcnlly.ln other words, once wc arc able to solve for any two



ofthese parameterqthe other thrce can be calculated from the dependent
relationships among them. We will defhe these quantities more specifi-
cally once we have analyzed a bandpass filter. In the next section, we
examine two RIC circuits which act as bandDass filters. and then we
deri !e exPre.cionc for dl l  o l  lheir  cbaraclef i i t jc pafamerers.

The Series RLC Circuit-Qualitative Analysis
Figure 14.19(a) depicts a sedes RaC circuit. We want to coNider the
effect of changing the souce ftequency on the magnitude of the output
voltage. As before, changes to the source ftequency result in changes to
the impedance of the capacitor and the inductor. This rime, the qualitative
analysis is somewhat moie complicated, because the circuit has both an
inductor and a capacitor.

At (, = 0, the capacitor behaves like an open circuit, and the induc-
tor behaves like a short c cuit. The equivalent circuit is shoM in
Fig. 14.19(b). The open circuit representing the impedance of the capacitor
prevents curent from reaching the resistor, and the resulting output volt-
age is zero,

At (, = co, the capacitor behaves like a short circuit, and the induc-
tor behaves like an open circuit. The equivalent circuit is shown in
Fig. 14.19(c).The inductor now preverts current ftom reaching the resis
tor, and again the output voltage is zero.

But what happens in the frequency region between ar :0 and
o = or? Between thesetwo extremeq both the capacitoi and the hductor
have finite impedances. In this region, voltage supplied by the source will
drop aooss both the inductor and the capacitor, but some voltage will
ieach t]le resistor. Remember that the impedance of th€ capacitoi is nega,
tive, whereas the impedance of the inductor is positive. Thus, at some fie-
quency, the impedance of the capacitor and the impedance of the inductor
have equal magnitudes and opposite signs;the two impedances cancel out,
causirg the output voltage to equal the source voltage. This special fre-
quency is the center frequenry, o,. On either side of o,, the output voltage
is less than the source voltage. Note that at .d,, the sedes combination of
the inductor and capacitor appea$ as a shoit circuit.

The plot of the voltage magnitude mtio is shown in Fig. i4.20. Nore
that the ideal bandpass filter magnitude plot is overlaid on the plot of the
series RaC transfer function magnitude.

Now consider what happens to the phase angle of the output voltage.
At the ftequency where the source and output voltage are the same, the
phase angles are the same. As the frequency deffeasei the phase angle
contribution from the capacitor is larger than that from the inductor.
Because the capacitor contributes positive phase shift, the net phase angle
at the output is positive. At very low frequencies, the phase angle at the
output maximizes at +90".

Conversely, if the frequency increases fiom the ftequency at which the
source and the output voltage are in phase, the phase angle contribution
from the inductor is larger than that from the capacitor. The inductor con
tributes negative phase shifi, so the net phase angle at the output is nega'
tive. At very high frequencies, the phase angle at the output reaches its
negative maximum of -90'. The plot of the phase angle difference thus
has the shaDe shown inFis.14.20.

583

tcl

Figure 14.19 A (a)A sedes Rtrbandpass fitter; (b)the
equivatent circujt for @ = 0; and G)the equivahnt

H\i-)

1.0
-,1.a

e(j"'j
90'

90"

Figure 14.20 & The frequency response pLot for the
sefies RtC bandpass fitter cncLrit in Fig. 14-19.
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Figur€ 14.21 1 lhe s-domain equivalent for th€ circuit
in Fis. 14.19(a).
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Center freqoency >

The Series Rl.C Circuit-Quantitative Analysis
We begin by &awing the s-domait equivalent for the se es RaC circuit,
as sho\ln in Fig. 14.21. Use s-domain voltage division to \4Tite an equatior
for the transfer function:

(RlLts
s'�+ (RlL)s + (LlLC)' \14.21)

As before, we substitute r = jo into Eq. 14.21 ard produce the equations
for the magnitude and the phase angle of the tmnsfer function:

a(R/L)
laj.)l : (14.22)

. f  uR/Lr  f
d(r-) = 90" tan ' l  -*L

l(1/LCl - @'�) \14.?3)

We now calculate the five patamete$ that characte ze this RZC band-
pass filter. Recall that the center frequency, oo, is defined as the frequency
for which the circuit's ffansfer function is purely real. The transfe. func,
tion for the RaC circuit in Fig. 14.19(a) will be real when rhe frequency of
ure voltage source makes t}le sum of the capacitor and inductor imped-

1
t."t - -i"rc u.

Solving Eq. 14.24 for o", we get

(11.24)

\14.?5)

Next, calculate the cu1off ftequencieq (,.t and oa2. Remember that at the
cutoff frequenciesj the magdtude of the rransfer tunction is (1/\,t )Anax.
Because il-,, = lHQo") , we can calculare flnax by subsrituting Eq. 14.25
ir\to Eq.1.4.22.

Htu = H(ja,)

oo@/L)

\IOtrcl -;,*+AAn

\,(!lraFtL)
' / - - . '
V lt l , lLC) tr/LC )1, +|\/t| LCxR/L\|- L

: 1 .



Now set the left-hand side of Eq. 14.22 to (U^VDH^ (which equals
1/V2) aDd prepare to solve for (,":

a,(R/L)

\/, vrctn ,. ;O"nUj

tIt-zn; on,nc;l + t \14.26)

We can equate the denominato$ of the two sides of 8q.14.26 to get
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< cutoff frequencies, series ruC fittec

. ,  L  1
+ l - . . ^  114 .27 )

Reananging Eq. 14.27 results in the folowing quadmtic equation:

' l t + - , n -  yc  =o . (14.28)

The solution of Eq. 14.28 yields four values for the cutoff frequercy. Only
two of these values are positive and have physical significance; they iden-
tifv the Dassband of this filter

(14.29)

(14.30)

We cair use Eqs. 14.29 and 14.30 to confirm that the center frequercy, &),,
is the seomeldc mean ol the iwo culoll freouencies:

< Retationship between center frequenay
and cutoff frcquencies

/ l  R  r r n r -  r t r t t  n  t r n v  r r r t
V f - z r  *  V \ : r l  - \ r c , / l l z r  '  

V \ : r /  \ i c l l

(14.31)
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Relationship between bandwidth and
cutoff freouencies >

ouatity factor >

Recall that the bandwidth of a bandpass Iilter is defined as the differ-
ence between the two cutoff ftequencies, Because d.2 > ().1 we can com-
pute the bandwidth by subtracting Eq.14.29 from Eq.14.30:

/ n Y\n) - / n Y\n) -

\14.32)

(1/LC)

(R/ L)

(14.33)

We now have five parameten that characterize the series RaC band-
pass filter: two cutoff frequencies, a,.1 and d.2, which delimit the passband;
the center fiequency, do, at which the magnitude of the transfer function is
maximum;the bandwidth, B, a measure ofthe width of the passband;and
the quality factor, O, a second measure of passband width. As previously
noted, only two of these patameters can be specfied independently in a
design. We have already observed that the quality factor is specified in
terms of tie center frequency and the bandwidth. We can also rewrite the
equations for the cutoff frcquercies in terms of the center frequency and
the bandwidth:

\14.34)

114.35)

Alteinative foms for these equations express the cutoff ftequercies in
terms of t]le quality factor and the center frequency:

I r. . t :  o . '  - . t o

I r

(r"t)[ + .(+)f "
l ^ -  +
l
R
i '

The quality factor, the last ol the five characteristic parameters, is defined
as the ratio of center frequency to bandwidth. Using Eqs.14.25 and 14.32:

_ p
2

: L +
2

l(+)
I  /  r  \ r l

V t  -  ( ra l  I

114.36)

\r4.37)

L

cP

(!)'
(BY
\t)

Also see Problem 14.17 at the end of the chaptei.



The examples that follow illustrate the design of bandpass filters,
introduce another RLC ciicuit that behaves as a bandpass filter, and
examine the eflects of souce iesistanc€ on the characteristic parameters
ofa series RaCbandpass filter.

Designing a Eandpass Filter

A graphic equalizer is an audio amplifier thar
allows you to select different levels oI amplification
within differe0t frequenc) fegions Using the series
RaC circuit in Fig.14.19(a), choose values for R, L,
and C that yield a bandpass circuit able to select
inputs witiin the 1-10 kllz frequency band. Such a
circuit might be used in a graphic equalizer to select
this ftequency band from the larger audio band
(generany 0-20 kHz) prior to amplification.

Sotution
We need to compute values for R, a, and C that
produce a bandpas\ l i ler qirh curoff  f requencie(
of 1 kHz and 10 kHz There are many possible
appioaches to a solutior. For instancq we could
use Eqs 14.29 and 14.30, which specify d.1 and (d"2
ir terms of R, a, and C. Because of the form of
these equations, the algebraic manipulations might
get compiicaled. Illstead, we will use the fact that
ttre center frequency is the geometric mean of the
cutoff fiequencies to compute .rd, and we will then
use Eq. 14.31 to compute a and C from a,,. Next
we will use the definition of quality factor to com-
pute O, and last we will use Eq. 14.33 to compute
.R. Even though this approach involves more indi-
vidual computational sfeps, each calculatron rs
fairly simple.

Any approach we choose will provide only two
equations hsufficient to solve for the three
unknowns because of the dependencies among
the bandpass filter charactedstics. Thus, we need to
select a value for eithei R, a, or C and use the two
equalions we ve cho<en to calculale lhe remaining
component values. Here, we choose 1/rF as the
capacitor value, because there are stricter limita-
tions on conmercially available capacitors than on
inductors or rcsistom,

We compute the center frequency as the geo-
metric mean of the cutoff frequencies:

f .: \/Trt; = {m00xm!00) = 3162.28 Hz.

Next, compute the value of L using the com-
puted center fiequency and the selected value for C.
We must .emember to convert the center ftequency
to radians per second before we car useEq.14-31:

I4.4 Bandpas5 Fjlte6 587

= 2.533 InH.
itc lzn(3162.28)12(1tr4)

f. 3162.28

fr- fA 10,000 - 1000

The quality factor, O, is defined as tlle ratio of
the center ftequency to the bandv.idth. The band-
width is the difference between the two cutoff fre-
quency values. Thus,

= 143.24 A.

To check whetler tnese component values pro-
duce the bandpass filter we want, substitute them
into Eqs 14.29 and 14.30.We find that

Now use Eq. 14.33 to calculate rR:

@.1 = 6283.19 rad/s (1000 Hz),

dc, : 62,831.85 radls (10,000 Hz),

which are the cutoff frequencies specified for
the filter.

This example rcminds us that only two of the
five bandpass filler parameteis can be specified
independently. The other three parameterc can
always be computed from the two that are speci
fied. In turn, these five paramerer values depend on
the three component values, R, a, and C, of which
only two can be specified independently.

^ r T' .,,1 cQ, 00-6)(0.3s14)'�
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Designing a Parattet RIC Bandpass Fitter

a) Show thar thc RLC circuit in Fig. 14.22 is also a
bandpass filter by deriving ar expression lbr the
transfcr f unction 1-1(s).

b) Compute the center frequency, oo.
c) Calculate the cutofi trequencies, @.r and o.2, the

bandwidth, B, and the quality factor, Q.
d) Compute values for R and a to yield a bandpass

filter with a center frequency of 5 kHz and a
bandwidth of200 Hz, using a 5 AF capacitor.

b) To find the center frequency, , we need to calcu
late where the transfer function magnitude is
maximum. Substituting r : jain H(s),

RC

Figure 14.22,i. The circujttof ENamph 14.6.

Solution

a) Begin by drawing ther-domain equivalent ofthe
circuit in Fig.14.22, as shown in Fig.14.23. Using
voltagc division, we can compute the lransfer
function lbr the equivalent circuit if we first com-
pule the equivalent impedance ot the parallel
combination of l, ard C, identjfied as Z.q(r) in
Fig.14.23:

C L

z .e ! ) :

H( i , ) )=
, t l  , I t r .  r

V\rc -- l  * \ Rci
I

'  .  
( .^"

The magnitude of this transfer function is maxr-
mum when the term

/  1  \ 2

\ zc  ' /

is zero.Thus,

1
, " t :  -ZnC.

arcl

H-*:  H(ja) l  = 1.

At the cutoff frequencies, the magnitude of the
transfer funcrion is (1/\4)11-,, = l/\,4. Sub-
stifuting this constanl or tlle left-hand side ofthe
magnitude equation and then simplifying,we get

Squaring the left-handside of this equation once
again produces two quadratic equatioDs for the
cutoff freq uencies, with four solutions. Only two
ofthem are positive and therefore have physical
significanc€:

+)'
- R /

lT' " =  l i

o
L
a

. 1," ' 
.'C

_l
RC

[ * 'A l : . '
| ' '  ol

1.,r. : znc .

z*(,)
R . ^ _

+
_ ) rtsc

I

r,(") r,(")

Figuc 14.23 B lhe r -doma r  "q l ivd lp I  o l  _he f (u1i l
Fig. 14.22. &. Cutoff freouencies for oarattet BlCfitters



Notice that once again we can specily the cutoff
frcquencies for this bandpass filter in terms of
its center frequency and bandwidth:

For each of the bandpass filte$ we have constructed,
we have always assumed an ideal voltage source, &at
is, a voltage source with no series r€sistance. Even
though this assumption is often valid, sometimes it is
not, as in the case where the filter design can be
achieved or y wilh \ alues ot R. L. dnd Cwbose equiv-
alent impedarce has a magnitude close to the actual
impedance of the voltage source. Examine the effect
ol assumjng a noDzero source rcsistance! R,, on the
charactedstics of a sedes RLC bandpass filter.

a) Determine the transfer function for the circuit in
Fie.14.24.

b) Sketch the magnitude piot for the circuit in
Fig. 14.24, using the values for R, a, and C from
Example 14.5 ard setting & : fi. On the same
$aph, sketch the magnitude plot fot the circuit
in Example 14.5, where Ri - 0.

ta.a 8"-dpdr filte s 599

d) Use the equation for bandwidth in (c) to com-
pute a value for R, given a capacitance of 5 I!F.
Remember to convert the bandwidth to the
appropnate umts:

(22X200)(s . 1ir6)

Using the value ofcapacitance and the equation
for center frequency in (c), compute t}le induc-
tor value:

[2,(5ooo)]'�(s x 1o{)
= 202.64 u.H.

Solution

a) Begin by transforming the circuit in Fig. 14.24 to
its r domain equivalent, as shown in Fig. 14.25.
Now use voltage division to construct the trans-
fer function:

We compute the bandwidth from the cu!
offfrequencies:

1
-RC

B npi  -- " : ' - V \ ' / ' - ; '

^':t. ̂Kil..?.

1
BC

Fhally, use the
calculate O:

definition of quality factor to

a = o l q

, 1

Detennining Effect of a Nonideal Voltage Source on a ilc Bandpass Filter

Rx
u. (4;4), I- i

Yis)

Flgure 14.25 a The r-oorain equ vdlenl or lfe.'(Lit il
Fig. 14-24-

y,('

R2c
L

Figur€ 14.24 A Th€ circujt for Examph 14.7.
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Substitute r = j,) and calculate the tmnsfer
function magnitude:

Finally, the quality factoi is computed from the
center fiequency and the bandwidth:

\TIrc
n
t

The center frequency, oo, is the frequency at
$bich this rran.fer luncl ioo magnitude is mari-
mum, which is

a0,\ =
, t ;  . t '  ,  ^ .R+

V\.c "i * l ' '  .  , /

At the cenler frequency, the maximum magni-
tude is

t2
H-,, = lH(/-,)l := -.

The cutoff fiequencies can be computed by set
ting ttre tansfer function magnitude equal to
(1./tr2)H ̂ ,.:

R + R ,
. " r=  -  

Z r  
+

R + R i
, " =  

Z f  
,

The bandwidth is calculated from the cutoff
frequencies:

From this analysis, note tiat we can write tle
transfer function of the series RIC bandpass fil'
ter with nonzero source resistance as

KB"
s ' � + B s + 4 '

R + R i

Nole that when 4 = 0, I( - 1 and the tmnsfer
function is

r1(") - Bs

/ R + R , \ r .  I
\  r L  ) - r c

^  R + &
I ' =  L

b) The circuit in Example 14.5 has a center fte-
quency of3162.28 Hz and a bandwidth of 9 kHz,
and H-* = 1. lf we use the same values foi R,
a, and C in t}le circuit in Fig. 14.24 and let
Rr = R, then the center frequency rcmains at
3162.28 kHz, but B : (R + R)lL = 18kHz,
and Hnax - R/(R + Rr) : 1/2. The rransfer
function magnitudes for these two bandpass fil-
ters are plotted on the same graph in Fig.14.26.

5000 7500 10000 12500 15000 17500 20000

Figlre 14.26.r The magnitude ptots for a s€ries nlrbandpass frlter with a zero source
resistance and a nonz€ro source resistance,

2500

LC

f (.Hz\
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If we compare the charactedstic parameter values for the filter with
R, = 0 to t}le values for the filter with & + 0, we see the followingl

. The cetrter frequencies are ttre same.

. The maximum transfer function magnilude for the filter with & + 0
is smal ler thdn for rhe t i i ter q i th R, -  0.

. The bandlridth for the filter v.ith Ri ta 0 is larger than that for the fil-
ter with Ri = 0. Thus, the cutoff frequencies and tie quality factors
for the two circuits are also different.

The addition of a nonzero source resistance to a series RIC bandpass fil-
ter leaves the center frequency unchanged but widens the passband and
rcduces the passband magnitude.

Here we see the same design challenge we saw with the addition of a
load resistor to the high-pass filter, that isJ we would like ro design a bard-
pass filter that will have the same filtering properties regardless of any
intemal resistance associated with tle voltage source. Udortunately, fil-
tels consfucted fiom passive elements have their filtering action altercd
with the addition of source resistance. In Chapter 15, we will discover that
active filters are insensitive to changes il source resistance and thus are
better suited to designs in which this is an impofiant issue.

Figure 14.27 summadzes tle two RaC bandpass filten we have stud,
ied. Note that the expressions for tle circuit tmnsfer functiom have the
same form. As we have done previously, we can create a geneml form for
the transfer funclions of these two bandpass filters:

Any circuit witl the transfer functior in Eq. 14.38 acts as a bandpass filter
with a center frequency (1)o and a bandwidth B.

In Example 14.7, we saw tlat t}le transfer functior can also be written
in the folm

/t(s) = + (R/L)s + rlLC

@. = ,,/-t lLc B= R/L

R

v.

i/nc
'  st  + slRC + 1/LC

a"=\,-1/LC p = 1,/RC

Figure 14,27 A Two fLCbandpass fitters, together wjth
€quatjons for ih€ innsf€r functjon, center frequency,

I
JC

vi

vi

(R/z)r

KB"
s 2 + B s + 0 t '

(14.38) < Transfer function for RlC bandDass fitter

114.39)

where the values for lK and B depend on whetler the sedes resistance of
the voltage souce is zero or nonzero,

Retating the Frequency Domain to the Time Domain
We can identify a rclationship between tle parameteis that characterize
t]le frcquency response of RaC bandpass filters and the parameters that
characterize the time response of RLC circuits. Cnnsider tle sedes RaC
circuit in Fig. 14.19(a). In Chapter 8 we discovered tlat the narural
response of tlis cir€uit is characterized by tle neper frequency (a) and the
resonant frequency (oo). These paramete$ were expressed in tems of the

!
JC SL
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crrcul componcnts

We see that thc same parameter ido is used to characte ze both thc time
response and thc frequency response. Thafs why the center frequcncy is
also called thc resonant frequency. The bandwidlh ard the ncper fre,
queDcy are related by the equation

in Eqs. 8.5N rnd 8.59, which are repeatedhcrc lor

114.4A)

114.4t)

P : 2 " . 114.42)

R
2 L

Recall that the natural response ofa series R/,C circuit may bc under-
damped, overdamped. or critically damped. The transition from over-
damped to underdamped occurs when oj = a'�. Consider the rclalionship
between a and p from Eq.14.,12 and the definirion ofrhe qualjry faclor O.
The transilion from an ovcrdanped to an underdamped rcsponse occurs
when Cl = 1/2. Thus, a circuit whose frequcncy response conrains a sharp
peak at d,, indicating a high 0 and a narrow bandwidth, will have an
underdamped natural rcsporNe. Converscly, a circuit whosc liequency
response has a broad bandrvidrh and a low Q will have an overdamped

objective 3-(now the Rlf circuit configurations that act as bandpass fitters

14,6 Usjng the circuit in Fig. 11.19(a), compure the
values of R and l, to give a bandpass filler with
a center frequency of 12 kHz and a quality fac-
tor of 6. Use a 0.1pF capacitor.

Answer: | : 1.76 mH, -R = 22.10 O.

14.7 Usjng the circuit in Fig.14.22, compure the va1-
ues ofl, ard C to give a bandpass filter wlth a
center ftequency of 2 kHz and a bandwidrh of
500 Hz. Use a 250 O resistor.

Answ€r: a :  4.9? mH,C :  1.21 pF.

NOTE: Alxo try Chaptet Prcblems 14.21 and t4.22.

14,8 Recalculate the component values for the cir
cuit in Exampie 14.6(d) so that lhe frequency
responso oflhe resulting circuit is unchanged
using a 0.2 pF capacitor.

Answer: a = 5.07mH.n = 3.98kO.

14,9 Recalculate the componcnt values for the cir-
cuit in Example 14.6(d) so that the quality iac-
tor of the resnlting circuil is unchanged but the
cenler frequency has been noved ro 2 kHz. Use
a 0.2 pF capacitor.

Answer: R = 9.95kO, L = 31.66mH.



14.5 Bandreject Filters
We turn now to the last of the four filter categories-the bandreject fil-
ter. This filter passes source voltages outside the band between the two
cutoff ftequencies to the output (the passband), and attenuates source
voltages before they reach the output at frequencies between the two
cutoff frequencies (the stopband). Bandpass filte$ and bandreiect filrers
thus pedolm complementary functions in the frequetrcy domain.

Bandreject filters a.re chamcterized by the same parameters as band
pass filters: the two cutoff ftequencies, the center frequency, the bandwidth,
and the quality Iactor. Again, only two of tlese five parameters can be
specifi ed independently.

In the next sections, we examine two circuits that function as band-
reject filters and then compute equations that rclate the circuit compo-
nerlt values to t]re characteristic parameters for each circuit.

The Series RLC Circuit-Qualitative Analysis
Figure 14.28(a) shows a seiies RaC circuit. Although the circuir compo-
nents and connections aie identical to those in the series nac bandDass
f i l rer in Fig. l4. lora).  the circuir  in trg.  t4.28{a) has an imporranr di i ter-
ence: the output voltage is now defined across the inductor-capacitor pair.
As we saw in the case of low- and high,pass filters, rhe same circuit may
perform two different filtering functions, depending on the definition of
the output voltage.

We have already noted that at o : 0, t]le inducto. behaves like a short
circuit and the capacitor behaves like an open circuit, but at ,, = oo, these
roles switch. Figure 14.28(b) presents the equivalent circuit for o : 0;
Fig.14.28(c) Fesents the equivalent circuit for o : c). In both equivalenr
circuits! the output voltage is delined over an effective open circuit, and
thus the output and input voltages have the same magnitude. This series
RaC bandreject filter circuit then has two passbands -{ne below a lower
cutoff frequency, and the other above an upper cutoff fiequency.

Between these two passbandsr both tlle inductor and the capacitor
have finite impedances of opposite signs. As the frequency is increased
from zero, the impedance of tle hductor increases and that of the capaci-
tor deqeases. Therefore the phase shift between the input and the output
approaches -90' as ot approaches 1/dC. As soon as ol, exceeds 1/oC,
the phase shiJt jumps to +90" and then approaches zero as o contitrues to

At some frequency between the two passbands, t]le impedances of the
inductor and capacitor are equal but of opposite sign. At this frequency,
the series combhation of th€ inductor and capacitor is that of a short cir-
cuit, so the magnitude of the output voltage must be zero_ This is the cen-
ter liequency of this series RIC bandreiect filtei.

Figure 14.29 presents a sketch of the frequency response of the series
RIC bandreject filter from Fig. 14.28(a). Note rlar rhe magnirude plot is
overlaid with tiat of the ideal bandreject filrer from Fig.14.3(d). Our qual-
itative analysis has confirmed the shape of the magnitude and phase angle
plots. We now turn to a quantitative analysis of the circuit to confirm this
tiequency iesponse and to compute values fot the parameters that charac-
terize this response.

11.5 BandrejectFitters

1.0
!

\z

0
e(i')

90"

0"

90'

Figure 14.29 A The frequency rcspons€ ptotforihe
senes RrCbandrej€cifittercjrcujt jn Fis. 14.28(a).

(c)

Fiqure 14.28 A (a) A senes Rr bandrcject filter.
(b)The equjvatent cjrcuit for @ = 0. k) The equivalent

lH(ia)

593
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Y,(r)

The Series RIC Circuit-Quantitative Analysis
Aftei transforming to the s-domair, as shom in Fig. 14.30, we use voltage
division to constnct an equation lor the transfer function:

- 1
s r + ]

Figure 14.30 l. The r-domain equivaLeni of th€ cjrcuit
in Fig. 14.28(a).

1 . R 1
l { + r L + - ;  s ' + t r +  

/ r

H(r) : (14.43)

Substitute j(.) for s in Eq. 14.43 ard generate equations for the transfer
function magnitude and the phase angle:

H(ia)l =

|  1  " l
l i - * l

ttt ^' r-r. ' ' '
V ( . c - - l . \ t /

\14.44)

e0,,) : (r4.45)

Substituting Eq.14.46 into Eq.14.44 shows that lnja")l : O.
The cutoff frcquencies, the bandwidth, and the quality factor are

defined for the bandreject filter in exactly the way they weie foi the band-
pass filtels. Compute the cutoff frequetrcies by substituting the constant
(1/V2)HD!; for the lelt hand side of Eq. 14.44 and then solving for o.r

Note ttrat Eqs. 14.44 and 14.45 confirm the frcquency response shape pic-
tured in Fig. 14.29, which we developed based on the qualitative analysis.

We use t]le circuit in Fig. 14.30 to calculate the center frequency. For
the bandreject filter, the center frcquency is still defined as the fiequency
for which tlle sum of the impedances of the capacitor and inductor is zero.
In the bandpass filter, the magnitude at the center frequency was a maxi-
mum, but in the bandreject filter, this magnitude is a minimum. This is
because in the bandreject filtei, ttre center frequency is not in the pass-
band; rather, it is ir the stopband. It is easy to show that the center fre-
quency is given by

(14.46)



R  / / R \ ' � ,  r
n - , ,1 \n )  - i '
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and o.2. Note that for the bandreject filter, Itiw = 1{(i0) :
and for the sedes RaC bandreject filter in Fig. 14.28(a), Hh* :

fl(i*)i,
1. Thuq

114.47)

(14.48)

Use the cutoff frequencies to generate an expression for t]le band-
width, B:

(14.50)

Again, we can rcpresent ttre expressions for the two cutoff ftequencies
in lerms of the bandwidth and center frequency, as we did for the band-
pass filter

(14.49)

Finally, the center frequency and tle bandvridth produce an equation for
the quality factor, O:

,:E;.

lJ. " ,  _  
, .

\14.54)

\14.51)

(14.52)

Alternative forms for these equations express the cutoff frequencies in
terms of the quality factor and the center frequency:

*,:*l-i.,t{#-] (14.53)

R  / / R \ ,  1
2 L  V  \ 2 L , i  L C '

@'

Example 14.8 presents the design ofa series RaCbandreject filter.
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Designing a Series RIC Bandrejed Fitter

Using the series RaC circuit in Fig. 14.28(a), com-
pute the component values that yield a bandreject
filter with a bandwidth of 250 Hz and a center fte-
quetrcy of 750 Hz. Use a 100 nF capacitor. Compute
values for R,l,, .d"1, (1).2, and 8.

Solution
We begin by ushg the definition of quality factor to
compute its value for this filter:

Q - a . / P = 3 .

Use Eq. 14.46 to compute a, remembering to con-
vert (rd to radians per secold:

[2,(?50)]1100 x 104)

R :  P L

= 27(250)(450 x 10 3)

: 70'7 A.

The values for the center frequency and band
widttr can be used in Eqs. 14.51 and 14.52 to com
pute the iwo cutoff frequencies:

= 3992.0 rad/s,

: 5562.8 rad/s.

The cutoff frequencies are at 635.3 Hz and 885.3 Hz
Their differcnce is 885.3 6353 = 250H2, cor.'
firmjng lhe specilied bandwidth The geomerfic
mean i. v/i65)(885j) - 750 H/. conLrming lhe
specifi ed center frequen+

As you might suspect by now, another configuration that produces a
bandreject filter is a parallel RaC circuit. Whereas the analysis details of
the paiallel RZC circuit are left to hoblem 14 32, the results are summa-
dzed in Fig. 14.31, along with the series RIC bandreject fifter. As we did
for other categories of filters, we can stale a general form for the tansfer
functions of bandieject filte$, replacing the constant terms with B and .d":

(14.55)

Equation 14.55 is useful in filter design, because any circuit with a transler
function in this form can be used as a bandreject filter'

Use Eq.14.49 to calculate R:

, " : - t *

. " = ; ,

I

Transfer fundion for f,LC bandreject fitter >
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vo

L
sc

s, + t/Lc
s '+ (R /L )s+1 /LC

@.=.v/1/LC B=R/L

a.= yI/LC p= 1/Rc

rigure 14.31  

 

Two ilr bandreject filt€rs, together
wiih equations forthe tnnstur tunction, cent€r
frequency, and bandwidth of each.
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Figue 14.32 4 Tones generated by the rcws and
columns of tehphone pushbultons.

PracticaI Perspective
Pushbutton Tetephone Circuits
In the Practicat Perspectjve at the stat of this chapter, we described the
duat-tone-muttipLe-frequency (DTMF) system used to signal that a button
has been pushed on a pushbutton telephone. A key etem€nt of the DTMF
system js the DTMF receiver-a circuit that decod€s the ton€s produced by
pushing a button and determines which button was pushed.

In order to design a DTI4F reciever, we need a better understanding of
the DTlvlF systefir. As you can see frorn Fig. 14.32, the buttons on the tete-
phone are organized into rows and colunns. The pair of tones generated by
pushing a button depends on the button's row and cotumn. The button's row
determjnes its low-frequency tone, and the button's cotumn determines its
high-frequency tone.1 For exampte, pressing the "6" button produces sinu-
soidat tones with the frequencies'770Il2 and 14'77 HL

At the teLephone switchjng facitity, bandpass filters in the DTI4F
receiver first detect whether tones from both the Low-frcqu€ncy and high-
frequency groups are simuttaneousLy present. This test rejects many extra-
neous audio signaLs that are not DTI4F. If tones are present jn both bands,
other fiLtels are used to setect among the possibl€ tones in each band so
that the frcquencies can be decoded jnto a unique button signat. AdditionaI
tests are performed to prevent fatse button detection. For exarnpte, onty one
tone per frequency band is attowed; the high- and low-band frequencies
must start and stop within a few firitliseconds of one another to be consid-
ered vatid; and the hjgh- and tow-band signal amplitudes must be suffi'
cientty ctose to each other.

You may wonder why bandpass fiLters are used instead of a high
pass fjtter for the high-frequency group of DTI4F tones and a Low-pass
fitter for the tow-frequency gfoup of DTI4F tones. The reason is that the
tetephone system uses frequencies outside of the 300-3 kHz band for
other sjgnat ing purposes, such as dnging the phonek betL. Bandpass f i t -
ters prevent the DTlvlF receiver from enoneousLy detecting these other
signals.

NjfE: Assess yaur undestanding of this PracticdL Pespective by hying
Ch ap ter P roble n s 1 4. 43 -1 4. 4 5.

l Afourth hiqh frequency tone is Eserved at 1633 Nz.Ihi5 tone is used infiequenttvand is not
produced bya standad 12-button telephone.

v*v
7.

t ' l
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5ummary
. A frequency s€lective circuit, or fflt€r, enables signals at

certain ftequercies to reach the output, and it attenu-
ates signals at other frequencies to prevent them from
r€aching the output. The passband contains the fre,
quencies of those signals that are passed; t}le stopband
contahs the frequencies of those signals that are atten,
uated. (See page 568.)

The cutoff ftequency, o. , identifies t]le location on t}le
trequency axis that separates the stopband from the
passband. At the cutoff frequency, the magnitude of the
transfer functior equals (1/1U )H-"* (See page 571.)

A low-pass ffller passes voltages at frequencies below
o. and attenuates ftequencies above .().. Any circuit
with the lransfer function

f l ( " ) :

. Bandpass filters and bandreject lilten each have two cut
off foequencies, (d.1 and rrr. These filters aie further char-
acterized by their center ft€qu€ncy (.,,,), bandwidth (B),
and quality factor (O). These quantities are defined as

o"= t-a1n6

p = o.2 0+1,

o:  a lp.
(see pages J65 )6b.)

. A bandpass filter passes voltages at frequencies within
the passband, which is betweer @cr and (,.2. It attenu-
ates frequencies outside of the passband. Any circuit
with the transfer function

Ps

functions as a bandpass filter. (See page 591.)
. A bandreject fflter attenuates voltages at frequencies

within the stopband, which is between o"r and o.2. It
passes frequencies outside of the stopband.Any circuit
with the transfer function

3 + B s + 4

s r + - j
s t + 8 " + - 1 ,

functions as a low-pass filter. (See page 576.)

A high-pass fill€r passes voltages at frequencies above
o. and attenuates voltages at frequencies below o.. Any
circuit with t}le transfer funclion

rl(s) = - L

Iunctions as a high pass filter. (See page 58i.)

functioN as a bandreject filter. (See page 596.)
. Adding a load to the output of a passive filter changes

its filtering properties by altering the location and mag-
nitude of the passband. Replacing an ideal voltage
source with one whose source resistance is nonzero also
changes the filtering properties of the iest of the circuir,
again by alterhg the locatjon and magnitude of the
passband. (See page 589.)

Problems

Section 14.2

14.1 a)

c)

Find the cutoff frequency in hertz for the Rl, fil-
ter shown in Fig. P14.1.

Calculate H(id) at o.,0.3o., and 3o".

If o, : 50 cos ol V, D.rite the steady,state expres-
sion for ?o when .r: (r", o - 0.3(d., and

figurc P14,1

250 mH
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l |2

!1!B!!!1

Use a 25 mH inductor to design a low-pass, -Ra, pas-
sive lilter with a cutoff frequency of 2.5 kHz.

a) Specify the value of the iesistoi.

b) A load having a resistance of ?50 O is connected
across the output teminals of tle filter. What is
the corner, or cutofl lrequency of the loaded fil-
ter in hertz?

143 A resistor, denoted as Rr , is added in series with the
inductor in the circuit in Fig. 14.4(a). The rew low-
pass filter circuit is shown in Fig. P14.3.

a) Derive tle expression for d(r) wher€
H(s) : WV.

b) At what hequency will the magnitude of fl(Jd)
be maximum?

c) Wlat is the ma-\imum value of the magnitude
oflt(io)?

d) At what frequency will tlle magnitude of H(jo)
equal its maximum value divided by \U?

e) Assume a resistance of 75 O is added ir series
witl the 250 mH inductor in the circuit in
Fig. P14.1. Find a,, H(j0), H(ja.), H(j0.3a,\.
and 1t(j3.d.).

Figure P14.3

& L

a) Find t}le cutoff frequency (in heitz) of the low-
pass filter sho\lll in Fig. P14.4.

b) Calculale H(io) at .r,,0.2o., ar.d 8a".

€) If ?,i:48ocosotmv, write the steady-state
expression for ?,, when o = d.,0.2o., and 8o..

14,5 A resistoi denoted as Rr is connected in paiallel
with the capacitor in the circuit in Fig. 14.7. The
loaded low pass filter circuit is shown in Fig. P14.5.

a) Derive the expression for ttre voltage transfer
function V,/I4.

b) At what frequency will the magnitude of H(Jo)
be maximum?

c) What is the maximum value of the magnitude
ot H(jo)?

d) At whar ftequency wi]l the magnitude of g0o)

equal its maximum value divided by \2?

e) Assume a rcsistance of 300 ko is added in paral-
lel with the 4 nF capacitor in the circuit in
Fig. P14.4. Find a., nQI), nUQ, aQ0.za,).
and 1i(j8a").

Figure P14.5
R

Use a 25 nF capaciror ro design a low-pass passrve
filter with a cutoff frequency of 160 krad/s.

a) Specify the cutoff tequency in hertz.

b) Specify tle value of the filter resistor.

c) Assume tlle cutoff frequency cannor increase by
more than 8o/". What is the smallest value of
load resistance that can be connected auoss the
output teminals of the filter?

d) If the resistor found in (c) is connected across
the output terminals, what is the magnitude of
H ( / l , ) w h e n o = 0 ?

14,7 Design a passive RC low pass filter (see Fig. 14.7)
with a cutoff fiequency of 500 Hz using a 50 nF
capacitor.

a) What is the cutoff frequency in rad/s?

b) What is the value ofthe resistor?

c) Draw your circuit, labeling the component val-
ues and output voltage.

d) What is the transfer function of the filter ir
palt (c)?

e) ff the filter ir part (c) is loaded witl a resisror
whose value is the same as the resisror part (b),
what is the transfer tunction of this loaded filter?

t4s

li!-rM!

1|,4

Figure P14.4
20 ko



f) What is the cutoft fiequency of the loaded filrer
ftom part (e)?

g) Wlat is the gain in the pass band of rhe loaded
filter from part (e)?

14.8 Study the circuit shown in Fig. P14.8 (wirhout the
load resistor).

a) As ., - 0, the inductor behaves lil(e what circuit
component? what value will the output voltage
0o have?

b) As (,+ co, the inductor behaves like whar cir-
cuit component? Whaf value will the output
voltage oo have?

c) Based on parts (a) and (b), what rype of filrering
does this circuit exhibit?

d) What is the transfer function of the unioaded
filter?

e) If R : 1 kO and I, = 20 mH, what is rhe curoff
tequency of the filter in rad/s?

Figure P14.8
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S€ction 14.3

14.10 a) Find the cutoff frequency (in hertz) for rhe high-
pass filter shown in Fig. P14.10.

b) Find H(j(d) at o., 0.1.d., and 10o..
c) If o, = Soocos(()tmv, write the steady-state

expression fbr oo when o : .d., (1) = 0.1o., and
tD = 10ac.

Figure P14.10

2.5 DF

: - .

14.11 A resistor, denoted as R., is connected in series
with the capacitor in the circuir in Fig. 14.10(a). The
new high,pass filter circuit is shown in Fig. P14.11.
a) Derive the expression for l1(s) where

H(") = vJU.
b) At what fiequency will the magnitude of H(jo)

be maximum?

c) What is the maximum value of the magnitude
ot H(ja)?

d) At what frequency will the magnitude of t110rr)
equal its maximum value divided by \4?

e) Assume a resistance of 10kO is connected in
series with the 2.5 nF capacitor in the circuit in
Fis. P14.10. Calculate (,., H(ja,), H(io.l.,.,),
and H(j10o.).

Flg(re P14.11

Using a 20 nF capacitor, design a high-pass passive
filter with a cutoff frequency of 800 Hz.
a) Specify the value ofR in kilohms.
b) A 68 kO resistor is connected adoss the output

terminals of the filter. What is rhe curoff fle-
quercy, in hertz, ofthe loaded filter?

I
I

:

I
_ l

RL

l1(,):#

14.9 Suppose we wish to add a load resistor in parallel
with the resistor in the circuit shown in Fig. P14.8.
a) What is the transfer lunction of the loaded filter?
b) Compare the transfer function of the unloaded

filter (part (d) oI Problem 14.8) afld the trans
fer function of the loaded filrei (part (a) of
Problem 14.9).Are the cutoff frequencies differ-
ent? Are the pass band gains different?

c) What is the smallest value of load resistalce that
can be used witl the filter from Problem 14.8(e)
such that the cutoff frequency of the resulting
filter is no more than 10% different from me
unloaded filter?

t4.x2

l!0!!!11
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14.13 Using a 25 mH lductor, design a high-pass, R-L,

p?iTfll{ passive filter with a cutoff frequency of 160 krad/s.
_;tr4 

a) Specify the value of the resistance.

b) Assume theJilter is cornected to a purc resistive
load. The cutoff frequency is not to drcp below
150 krad/s. What is the smallest load resistor
lhat can be contecled across the outpul lermi-
nals of the filter?

14.14 Design a passive RC higl pass filter (see Fig. 14.10[a])
with a cutoff ftequency of 300 Hz using a 100 nF
capacitor.

a) What is the cutoff ftequency in rad/s?

b) wltat is the value of the resistor?

c) Draw your circuit, labeling the comporent val-
ues and output voltage.

d) Whar is fte transfer function of the filter in

Part (c)?

e) If the filter iII part (c) is loaded witl a resistor
whose value is the same as the resistor h (b),
what is tle transfer futrction of tlis loaded filter?

I) What is the cutoff frequency of the loaded filter
ftom pafi (e)?

g) What is t])e gain in the pass band of the loaded
filter from part (e)?

14.15 Consider the circuit shown in Fig. P14.15.

a) With the input and output voltages shown in the
figurg this circuir behaves iike what t,?e of filte

b) what is the transfer function, H(s) : %(s)/I4(r),
of t}Iis filter?

c) What is t})e cutoff frequency of this filter?

d) wlat is the magnitude of the fillei's transfer
tunct ionats: rar.?

Figure Pl4.t5
1 k o

14.16 Suppose a 1kO load resistor is attached to the filter
i trFig.P14.15.
a) What is the transfer function, l/(s) = %(r)/I4(s),

of this filter?
b) What is the cutoff frequency of this filter?
c) How does the cutoff lrequency of the loaded fil-

ter compare with the cutoff jlequency ot the
unloaded filter in Fig. P14.15?

d) What else is different for tlese two filters?

Section 14.4

14.f Show that the altemative forms for tle cutoff fre-
quencies of a bandpass filter, given in Eqs 14.36
and 14.37,can be derived from Eqs.14.34 and 14.35.

14,18 Calculate the center frcquency, fie baldwidth, and
the quality factor of a bandpass filter that has an
upper cutoff frequency of 200 krad/s and a lower
cutoff frequency of 180 krad/s.

14,19 A bandpass filter has a center, or rcsonant, tequency
of 80 krad/s and a quality factor of 8. Find the band-
width, the upper cutoff ilequency, and the lower cut
ofI frequency. Express all answers it kilohertz

1420 Use a 20 nF capacitor to design a series RIC band-
su Dass l iker.  as shown al  rhe toD of l iq.  l4.27.The cen-'lli'Ii 

ier t-equency ot I he riiref ic 20 kl-t-z' and rhe qualir'
factor is 5.

a) Specify the values of R and a.

b) what is the lower cutoff frequency in kilohertz?

c) What is the upper cutoff frequency in kilohertz?

d) What is tlle bandvddth of t}le filter in kilohertz?

1421 For the bandpass filter shown in Fig. P14.21, find
"-, G) .,", (b) t, G) o , @) a"b G) f ,b $) aa, G) f a,

and (h) B.

tiglre P14.21

300 {)

50 mH



14.22 Using a 25 nF capacitor in the bandpass circuit
*lsJPM shown in Fig. 14.22, design a ftlter with a qualiry fac-_tsini tor of 10 and a center fiequency of 50 krad/s.

a) Specify the numerical values ofR and a.
b) Calculate the upper and lower cutoff frequen-

cies in kilohertz.

c) Calculate the bandwidth in hertz.

14.23 For the bandpass filter shown in Fig. P14.23, calcu-
Etrc late the following: (a) /,; (b) O; (c) /.r; (d) /.,;

and (e) B.

14,24 The input voltage in the circuit in Fig. P14.23 is
800 cos (,t mV. Calculat€ t}le output voltage when
G) (,, : (,.; (b) o - ro"1;and (c) o = -"2.

14.25 Design a series RIC bandpass filter (see Frg. 14.19[a])
with a quality ol 5 ard a center ftequency of
20 krad/s, using a 0.05 I,F capacitoi.
a) Draw your circuit, labeling the component val-

ues and output voltage.
b) For the filter in part (a),calculate the bandwidth

and lhe !alues of the tqo cutol i  f requeDcie\

1416 The input to the sedes RLC bandpass tilter
designed in Problem 14.25 is 200coso1 mV. Find rhe
voltage drop adoss the resistor when
(a)o - o,; (b)., = ac1:k) a = o,,;(d) o : 0.1o.;
(e) o = 10a..

1417 The input to the series RaC bandpass filter
designed in Problem 14.25 is 200cosot mV Find
the voltage drop across the series combination of
the inductor and capacitor when (a) ., = o,;
(b) o: o.1; G) o = o,,; (d) 4, = 0.1o.;
(e) o : 10o".

1428 A block diagram of a system consisting of a sinu-
soidal voltage souice, an RIC sedes bandpass fil-
tei, and a load is shown in Fig. P14.28.The inremal
impedance of tle sinusoidal source is 36 + J0 O,
and the impedance ofthe load is 320 + i0 O.

Probt€ms 603

The RIC series bandpass filter has a 5 nF
capacitor, a center frequency of 250 krad/s, and a
quality factor of 1 0.
a) Draw a circuit diagram of the system.
b) Specify the rumerical values of a and R for rhe

filter section of the system.
c) Wlat is t}le quality factor of the interconnected

system?

d) What is the bandwidth (in hertz) of the inter,
connected system?

Fig!re P14,28

The purpose ofthis problem is to investigate how a
resistive load connected across the output termi-
nals of the bandpass lilter shown in Fig. 14.19
affects the quality factor and hence the bandwidth
of the filterirg syst€m. The loaded filrer circuit is
shown in Fig. P14.29.

a) Calculate the transfer function y,/I{ for the cir
cuit sbown in Fig. P14.29.

b) What is the er?ression for the bandwidth of
the system?

c) What is the expression for the loaded band-
width (pr) as a function of the unloaded band-
widtl (Bu)?

d) What is tie expression for the quality factor of
tbe system?

e) What is the expression for the loaded quality
factor (Cr) as a function of t}le unloaded quality
tactor (qu)?

f) What are the expressions for the cutoff frequen-
cies o.t and o.2?

figurc P14.29

R

1429

tigure P14.23



14,31 The parameten in the c cuit in Fig. P1,1.30 are
R  =  1 0 0 k O ,  C = 4 p F ,  a n d  a = 4 0 0 p H .  T h e
quality factor of tle circuit is not to drop below 9.
What is t}le smallest permissible value of tle load
resistor RL?
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14.30 Consider the circuit shown in Fig. P14.30.
""" a) Find r,.,..

b) Find P.
c) Find O.
d) Find the steady-state expiession foi t', when

0, = 750 cos oJ mV.

e) Show tlar if RL is expressed in megohms the O
of the circuit in Fig. P14.30 is

^ 2 5u =  1 + n 5 / R ,
f) Plot O venus RL for 1 MO < RL < 40 MO.

Figure P14.30
1.25 MO

14.33 For the bandreject filter in Fig. P14.33, calculate
Em (a) o.;(b) fo;(c) O; (a) oa;(e) /a;  (0 zoa;G) fa;

and (h) B in kilohertz.

14,34 Use a 100 nF capacitor to design a bandrcject filter,
p?iii6lr as shown in Fig. P14.34. The filter has a center fre-
a;i;i quency of 50 kHz and a quality factor of 8.

a) Specify the rumerical values of R and -L.

b) Calculate the upper and lower corner, or cutofl
tequencies in kilohertz.

c) Calculate the filter bandwidth in kilohertz.

14.35 Assume the bandreject filter in Problem 14.34 is
6dc loaded with a 932 O resistor.

a) What is tlle quality factor of the loaded circuit?

b) wlat is the bandwidth (in kilohertz) oI the
loaded circuit?

c) w}lat is the upper cutoff lrequency in kilohefiz?

d) Wlat is the lower cutoff frcquency in kilohertz?

14.36 Design an RaC bandreject filtei (see Fig. 14.28[a])
with a quality of 2/3 and a center hequency of
4 krad/s, using a 80 nF capacitor.

a) Diaw your circuit,labeling the component val-
ues and output voltage,

b) For the filter in part (a), calculate the bandvidth
a0d rhe value. o( lhe l \  o culoi i  f requencies.

Section 14.5

14.32 a)

c)

e)

f)

Show (via a qualitative analysis) that the c cuit
inFig.?14.32 is a bandreject filter.

Supporr lhe qual i lar i !e anal] . is oi(a) b) I  nd ng
the voltage transfer function of the filter.

Derive the expression foi the center fiequency
of the filter.

Derive the expressions for the cutoff frequen-

wlat is th€ expression for the bandwidth of the
filter?

What is the expression for the quality faclor oI
t}le circuit?

tigure P14,33

Figule P14,34

100 nF

tigure P14,12



14,37 The input to tlle RIC bandreject filter designed in
Problem 14.36 is 125cosot mV. Find the vottage
drop across the series combination of the inductor
and capacitor when (a) ,) = aa; $) a = b.1;
(c) a, = ar.,; (d) o : 0.1a.t (e) @ : 10!,".

14.38 The input to the RaC bardrejecl lilter designed in
Pioblem 14.36 is 125cos.rr mV. Find t}Ie voltage drop
across the resistor when (a) o = ro,; (b) o - o"1;
(c)(d = @d,;(d) o : 0.1a.;(e) o = 1u,t..

1439 The purpose of this problem is to investigate how a
resistive load connected acrcss the outputterminals
of the bandreject filter shown in Fig. 14.28(a) affecrs
the behavior of the filter. The loaded filter circuit is
shown in Fig. P14.39.
a) Find the voltage transfer function yo/14.

b) Wlat is the expression for the center frequency?
c) W}lat is the expiession for the bandwidth?
d) What is the er?ression foi the quality factor?
e) Evatuate fl(jo.).

f) Evaluate a(jo).
g) Evaluate H(/co).
h) Wlal are the er?ressions for the corner fre-

quencies 1,.l and o.r?

Figurc P14.39

14.40 The paramerers in rhe circuir in Fig. p14.39
s P r G  a r c  R : 5 k O ,  t  =  4 0 0 m H ,  c : 2 5 0 p F ,  a n d

Rr = 20ko

a) Find,r,, B (in kilohertz), and O.
b) Find fl(iO) and l1(jco).
c) Find f., and /.r.
d) Show tiat iJ RL is expressed in kilohms rhe O of

the circuit is

o :8 [1  +  (s /RL) ] .

e) Plot C versus RL for 2 kO < RL < 50 kO.

The load in the bandreject filter circuit shown in
Fig.P14.39 is 36 kO.The center frequency ofthefil-
ter is 1 Mrad/s, and the capacitor is 400 pF. At very
low and very high frequencies, the amplitude of the
sinusoidal output voltage should be at least 96010 of
the amplitude ofthe sinusoidal input voltage.
a) Specify the numerical values of R and a.
b) What is the quality factor of the circuit?

14.41

Sections 14.1-14.5

14,42 Given the following voltage transfer function:

vH @ _ i

4 x 1 0 6
r ' � + 5 0 0 r + 4 x 1 0 6

a) At what frequencies (in radians per second) is
the ratio of Yo/I4 equal to unity?

b) At what ftequency is the ratio maximum?
c) What is the maximum value of the ratio?

14.,fi} Design a series RaC bandpass filrer (see Fie. 14.27)
p?$l,jii, for detecting t.he low-frequency rone generated by

iE.;a; pushing a telephone button as shown in Fig. 14.32.
a) Calculate the values of l, and C that place the

cutoff frequencies at ihe edges of the DTMF
low-frequency band. Note that the resistance in
standard telephone circuils is always R = 600 O.

b) What is the output amplitude of this circuir at
each of the low-bard frequencies, relative to the
peak amplitude of the bandpass filter?

c) W}Ial is the output amplitude of this circuit at
the lowest ofthe high-band ftequencies?

14.44 Design a DTMF high-band bandpass filter simitar
liglffitr to the low-band filter design in Problem 14.43. Be
.0., .n sure lo iDclude rhe lour lh hiph-trequenc) lone.

r{ tJJ H,/ .  rD your design. whar is lhe response ampl i-
tude of your filter to t}le highest of the low-
frequency DTMFtones?

14.45 The 20 Hz signal that drgs a telephone's bell has to

t:l|;Ill#r have a very larye amplitude to produce a loud

.!-r . .  enough bel l  . igoal.  Ho$ much larger can rhe r ing' '  
iDg sienal ampl i tuLle be. relar i \e lo lhe loq-bank
DTMF signal, so that the rcsponse of the filrer in
Problem 14.43 is no more than half as large as the
largest of the DTMF tones?



15.1 fnst-Ordef Low-Pass and High-Pass

15.2 S.aling p. 612

15.3 0p Anp Sandpass and Bandreject
Hlters p. 615

15.4 Higher ord€r 0p Amp FiLters p. 622

15.5 Narowband Bandpass and Bandreje.t
fi|terc p. 636

I Know the op amp cjrcuits that behave as fi6t-
order Low-pass and hish-pass fitters and b€ abL€
to catcuLate componentvatues for these circuits
t0 m€et specifications of cutoff frcquency and

B€ abl€ to desigf fiLter cjrcuits sia'tjng with a
prototype circuit and use scating to achjeve
desned frequency Esponse characterktics and

Undelsland how to us€ cascaded fi6t- and
second oder Butt€rwoth fitten to imptement
tow pass, high pass, bandpass, afd bandreject

8e abte to use the design equations to cakuLate
component vaLues for prototype narcwband,
bandpasr, ard bandreject nLtets io meet desjred

Active Filter Circuits
lJp to this point, we have consideled only passive filtcr circuits,

that is, filter circuits consisting of resistors, inductors, and capaci-

1ols. ll1ere are areas of application, however, where active cir-

cuits, those lhat employ op amps. have cefiain advantages ovcr

passive filters. Fo1 instancc, active circuits can produce bandpass

and bandrejest filters without using inductors. This is desirable

becausc inductoft are usually large, heavy, costly, and they may

introduce electromagnetic field effccts that compromise the

desired hequency response chal acteristics.

Examinc the transter tunctions of all the lilter circuits from

Chapter 14 and you will noticc that the maximum magnilude

docs not exceed 1. Even though passive resonant filters can

achieve voltage and curent amplification at the resonant lie-
quency, passive liheN in genelal are incapable of amplification,

bccause the output magnitude does llot exceed the input magni

tude. This is not a surpdsing obscrvation, as many of the transfer

tunctions in Chapter 14 were derived using voltage or curcnt

division. Active filtcrc provide a control over anpiification noi

available in passive lilter circuits.
Finally, rccall that both the cutotT frequency and the pass

band magnitude of passive filters wcre altered with the additio 

of a resistive load at the output oI the filter. This is not thc case

with active filters, due to thc properties of op amps. Thus, we use

active circuits to implemeDt lilter designs wben gain,load varia-

tion, and physical sizc are impofiant parameteLs in the design

specifications.
ln this chapter, we examine a few of the many filtcr circuits

that cmploy op amps. As you will see, these op anlp circuits ovcr

come the disadvantages of passivc filter circuits. Aiso, we will

show how the basic op amp filler circuils can be combincd to

achieve specific ftequency rcsponses and to attain a more nearlv

ideal tilfer response. Note that throughout this chaptcr l{e

assumc that cvcry op amp behaves as an ideal op amp.
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PracticaI Perspective
Bass Votume Control
In this chapter, we continue to examine circuits that are fre,
quency s€tedjve. As described in Chapter 14, this means that
the behavjor of the circuit depends on the frequency of its
sinusoidal input. Most of the circuits presented here fatL jnto

one ofthe four categorjes identified in Chapter 14-tow,pass
fitters, high-pass fitters, bandpass fitters, and bandreject fit-
ters. But whereas the circuits in Chapter 14 were constructed
using sources, resjstors, capacitors, and inductors, the cir-
cuits in thjs chapter empLoy op amps. We shatl soon see what
advantages are conferred to a fitter cifcujt constructed using
op amps.

Audjo electronjc systems such as radios, tape ptayers, and
CD ptayers often provide sepafate votume controts labeled
"trebte" and "bass." These conkoLs permit the user to select

the votume of high frequency audio sjgraLs ("treble") inde-
pendent of the volume of tow frequency audio signats
("bass"). The ability to independentty adjust the amount of
amptification (boost) or attenuatjon (cut) in these two fre-
quency bands aLtows a tistener to customjze the sound with
more precision than would be provided with a singte voLume
conkol. Hence the boost and cut control circuit is aLso
referred to as a tone control circuit,

The Practical Perspective exanrpte at the end of this
chapter presents a cifcuit that impLements bass votume con-
trot using a singLe op amp together with resistors and capaci-
tors. An adjustabLe resistor suppfies the necessary controt
over the ampLification in the bass frequency range.
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Figure r5.r A A filst order Low-pass fittel

15.1 First-Order Low-Pass
and lligh-Pass Fitters

Consider ttre circuit in Fig. 15.1. Qualitatively, when the ftequency of the
source is varied, only the impedarce of the capacitor is afrected. At very
low frequencies, the capacitor acts like an open circuit, and the op amp cir-
cuit acts like an amplifier with a gain of R /-Rr. At very high frequencies,
the capacitor acts like a sho circuit, thereby connecting the output of the
op amp circuit to gound. The op amp circuit in Fig. 15.1 thus functions as
a low-pass filter wittr a passband gain of -Rr/Rr.

To confirm this qualitative assessment, we can compute the hansfer
function H(r) = %(r)/I1(s). Note that the circuit in Fig. 15.1 has the gen-
eral form of the circuit shown il Fig. 15.2, where the impedance in the
input path (Z) is the resistor R1, and the impedance in the feedback path
(Zf) is the parallel combination of the rcsistor R2 ard tlle capacitor c.

The circuit in Fig. 15.2 is analogous to the inverting amplifier circuit
from Chapter 5, so its trarsfer functjon is Zt/Zi. Therefore, the transfer
tunction for the circuit in Fig. 15.1 is

z l

Z,

Figure 15.2 A A genemLop amp cjrcuit.

-" (;"1)

R.

R1

1

(15.1)

and

(15.2)

Note that Eq. 15.1 has the same Iorm as the general equation for low
pass filters given in Chapter 14, with an irDportant exception:The gain
in the passband, i(, is set by the ratio RzlR1. The op amp low-pass filter
thus permits the passband gain and the cutoff ftequency to be specified
independentry

A Note About Frequency Response Plots
Frequency response plots, introduced in Chapter 14, provide valuable insight
into the way a fiIter circuit functions Thus we make extensive use of fre-
quency response plots in this chapter, too. The frequency response plots il
Chapter 14 comprised two separate plots a plot of the transfer function
mag!.itude versus frequercy, and a plot of the transfer functior phase anglg
in degreeq versus frequency. w}len we use both plots' they are normally
stacked on top of one another so that they can share the same ilequency a,\is.



In this chaptor, we uso a special type of frequency response plots
called Bode plots. Bode plots are discussed in detail in Appendix E, which
includes detailed information about how to construct these plots by hand.
You will probably use a computer to consrruct Bode plots, so here we
summarize the special features of these plots. Bode plols differ from the
frequency rcsponse plots in Chapter 14 in two impoitanl ways.

First, instead of using a linear axis for the fiequency values, a Bode
plot uses a logarithmic axis. This permits us to plot a wider turge of fre-
quencies of hterest. Normally_we plot three or four decades of frequen-
cies, say from 1o'rad/s to 10" iad/s, or 1 kHz to 1MH4 choosing the
frequency mnge where the tmnsfer function charactedstics are changing.
If we plot botl tle magnitude and phase angle plots, they agair share the
frequency axis,

Second, instead of plotting ttre absolute magnitude of the transfer
function ve$us fuequency, the Bode magnitude is plotted in decibels (dB)
versus the log of the frcquency. The decibel is discussed in Appendix D.
Bdefl$ if t})e magnitude of the transfer function is lH(/'o) , its value in dB
is given by

,4dB : 20 loglo H(jir)|.

It is important to remember that while lli(jo) is an unsigned quantity,
,4dB is a signed quantity. When 2{dB : 0, the transfer function magnitude
is 1, since 201og1o(1) = 0. When 2{dB < 0, ttre traNfer function magni-
tude is between 0 and 1, and when ,4dB > 0, the transfer function magni-
tude is greater than 1. Finally, note that

20log1oL1/\41 :  3dB.

Recal tlat we deline tlle cutoff frequency of filters by determining
t}Ie ftequency at which the maximum magnitude of the tmnsfer function
has been reduced by 1/rZ. If we translate this definition to magnitude in
dB, we define the cutolf frequency of a filter by determidng the frequency
at which the maxjmum magnitude of the transfei function ill dB has been
reduced by 3 dB. For example, if the magnitude of a low-pass filter in its
passband is 26 dB, the magnitude used to fi[d the cutoff frequency is
2 6  3 : 2 3 d 8 .

Example 15.1 illustmtes the desigr of a fi$torder low pass filter to
meet desircd specifications of passband gain ard cutoff frequency, and
also illustrates a Bode magnitude plot of the filter's transfer function.

Designing a Low-Pass 0p Amp Filter

Using the circuit shown in Fig. 15.1, calculate values
for C and R2 that, together with n1 : 1 O, produce
a low-pass filter having a gain of 1 in the passband
and a cutoff fiequency of l rad/s. Construct the
transfer function foi this filter and use it to slclc! a
Bode magnitude plot of the filter\ frequency
response.

lc . l  F i  J-0 dq low-Pdr and P:gh-Pasr  f i t re$ 609

Solution
Equation 15.2 gives tle passband gain in terms of
Rl and R2, so it allows us to calculate the required
value of R2:

-R2 : iiR1
: (1X1)
= 1 O .
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Equation 15.3 then permits us to calculate C to
meet the specified cutoff frequency:

^ 1' 
&a.

I

(1X1)
=  1 F .

The tansfer function for the low pass filter is
given by Eq.15.1:

fl(s) = r-

_ 1
s + 1

The Bode plot of l}I(jd)l is shown in Fig. 15.3.This
is the so-called prototne low-pass op amp filter,
becau.e i t  u.es a resisror \alue of I  O and a capaci
tor value of 1 R and it provides a cutoff frequency
of 1 rad/s. As we shall see in the next section, pro-
totype filteN provide a useful sta ing point foi the
design of filters by using more realistic compotrent
values to achieve a desired frcquency rcsponse,

vi
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The Bod€ masnitud€ ptot of the tow-pasr filter from
ExampLe 15.1.

You may have recognized the circuit in Fig. 15.1 as the integrating
amplifiei circuit introduced in Chapter 7. They are indeed the same cir-
cuit, so integralion in t]Ie time domain corresponds to low-pass filtering in
the fiequency domain. This relationship berween integralion and low-pass
filterilg is further contumed by the operational I-aplace transform for
integration derived ir Chapter 12.

The circuit in Fig. 15.4 is a fi$torder high-pass filter. This circuit also
has the general form of the circuit in Fig. 15.2, only now tle impedance in
the input path is the series combination of R1 and C, and the impedance in
ttre feedback path is the resistor R2. The transfer function lor the circuit
in Fig 15.4 is thus

- 7 .
n l t t :  _

z i

_ R 2
^ l

,, Rz
- -  

R r '

I
a . : *

-1

f*
Flgure 15.4  

 

Afirslorder hjgh-pass fitter.

115.4)

(15.5)

(15.6)

and



Again, the form of the transfer function given in Eq.15.4 is the same as thal
given in Eq.14.20, the equation for passive high-pass filrers. And again, the
active filter permits t}le design of a passband gain greater than 1.

Example 15.2 considers the design of ar active high-pass filrer which
must meet ftequency response speciJications from a Bode plot.

Designing a High-Pass 0p Amp Fitter

15.1 First-orde. Low-Pass and High,Pass Fitters 511

5 10 50 100 s001000 500010,000
o (rad/t

Figure 15.5 shows the Bode magnirude plot of a
high-pass filter. Using the active high pass filter c1r-
cuit in Fig- 15.4, calculate values of R1 and R2 that
produce the desired magnitude response. Use a
0.1pF capaciror.If a 10 kO loadrcsistor is added to
this filter, how wil the magnitude response changc?

Solution
Begin by writing a transter function that has the
magnitude plot shown in Fig. 15.5. To do this, note
that the gain in the passband is 20 dB; therefore,
( : 10. Also note that the 3 dB point is 500 rad/s.
Equatiofl 15.4 is the tmnsfer function for a high-
pass filter, so tle traNfer function that has the mag-
nitude response shown in Fig. 15.5 is given by

30

20

10

3

20

30

-10i

10r
s + 5 0 0

-(Rzln1)r

s + (1/R1C)

We can compute the values of R1 and R2 needed to
yield this transfer function by equating the transfer
function with Eq. 15.4:

l0r
- - - '  

s + 5 0 0

Equating the numerators and denominators and
then simplifying, we get two equations:

R, l
1 0 : ; .  s 0 0 =  _ .

Using the specified value of C (0.1 pF),we find

Rr = 20kO, R2 :  200 kO.

The circuit is shown in Fig. 15.6.
Because we have made the assumption that

the op amp in this high-pass filte{ circuir is ideal,
the addition of any load resistor, regardless of its
resistance, has no effect on the behavior of the op
amp. Thus, the magnitude response of a high-pass
filter with a load resistor is the same as that of a
high-pass Iiltei with no load resistor, which is
depicted in Fig.15.5.

Figure 15,5,L The Bode magnitude ptot ofthe high-pass fiLterfor

tll

200 ko

Figure 15.6 r. The hjgh-pass filter for Exampte 15.2.
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objective l-Know the op amp circuits that behave as first order low-pass and high-pass fi(ters al|d be able to
catcutate their cornDonent values

A n s w e r :  R 2 : 1 O , C = l F .

NOTE: Alro bt Chaptet Prcblens 15.1 and 15.7.

15,1 Compute the values for R? and Cthat ]'ield a
high-pass filler with a passband gain of 1 and a
cutoff frequency of 1 .ad/s if Rl is 1 O . (Notdr
This is the prololype high-pass filter.)

15.2 Compuie the resisior values needed for the
low-pass filter circuit in Fig.15.1 to produce the
lmnsler function

20.000.'1G) = 
.,+ sooo

Usea5l[Fcapacilor.

Answer: -R1 : 10 O, n, : 40 O.

R' : k,"R, L' = ft_t. and c, : c/k_. (15.7)

R ' = R ,  t , ' : L / k r ,  a l r . d  C ' = C / k f . (15.8)

15.2 Scal.5ng
Il1 thc dcsign and analysis of both passive and active filter circuits,working
lvilh elcmcnt values such as 10, 1 H, and 1 F is convenient. Although
Lhese valucs are unrealistic for specifying practical components, they
greatly sinrplili computations. After nal<ing computations using conven
ienl values of R, L. and C,the designer can lranslbrm the convenient vai'
ues inlo realistic values using the process known as scaling.

There are two twes of scaling: magdtud€ and lrequ€ncy. We scale a
circuil in magnitudc by multiplying the impedance al a given frequency by
the scale lactor k-- Thus we multiply all resislors and inductors by k- and
all capacitors by 1/t,,,. It we let unprimed vadables represcnt the initial
values ofthe parametcrs. and we letprimed vadables represcnt the scaled
values of the vadablcs, we have

Note that k,,, is by definilior a posilive real number that can be eithcr less
than or greater than 1.

lr frequency scalirg. we changc the circuit paramete$ so that at the
new frequency, the impedance ofcach elementis the same as it was at the
original frequency. Because lcsistance values are assumed to be independ_
eni of frequency, resislors are unaffected by frequency scaling.It we let kt
denote thefrequency scale Iactor,both inductors and capacilors arc multi-
plied by 1/fr1. Thus for frequency scaling.

The frequencl, scale factor kt is also a positive real number thal can be lcss
than or greater than unity.
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A circuit can be scaled simultaneously in both
quency. The scaled values (primed) in terms of
(unprimed) are

magnitude and fre-
the odginal values

(15.e)C'

= k^R,

l -

tigure 15.7 A Th€ senes RlCcjrcuit for Exanpte 15.3.

,R,

L'
{ Component scate factors

The Use of Scating in the Design of 0p Amp Filters
To use the concept of scaling in the design of op amp filters, fi$t select
lhe cutoff frequency, (,r. , to be 1 nd/s (if you are designing low- or high,
pass fillels), or select the center frequency, (ro, ro be l rad/s (if you are
designing bandpass or bandreject filters). Then select a 1 F capacitor and
calculate the values of the resistors needed to give the desired passband
gain and the 1 rad/s cutoff oi certer frequency. Finally, use scaling to
compute more realistic component values that give the desired cutoff or
centei ftequency.

Example 15.3 illustrates the scaling process in general, and
Example 15.4 illustrates the use ofscaling in the design of a loiv pass filter.

Scating a Series RIC Circuit

The series RIC circuit shown in Fig.15.7 has a cen-
ter frequency of VflC : 1 rad/s, a bandwidth of
R/a : l rad/s, and thus a quality factor of 1. Use
ssaling to compute new values ofn and a that yield
a circuit with the same quality factor but with a cen-
ter frequency of 500 Hz. Use a 2 ,uF capacitor-

before scaling,whereas the pimed variables repre,
sent values after scaling.

Now, use Eq. 15.9 to compute the magnitude scale
factor that, together with the frequency scale factor,
will yield a capacitor value of 2 AIF:

,  1 C

= 2'!oo) : :r+r 'se'

(3141.s9)(2 x 10-6)

Solution
Begin by computing the ftequency scale faclor thar
will shifi the center frequency ftom l rad/s to
500 Hz. The unprimed vaiiables represent values

Use Eq. 15.9 again to compute the magnitude, and
frequency-scaled values ofn and a:

n' : r-R : 159.155 O,
k-

L ' = l L = 5 0 . 6 6 m } l .

WitI these component values, the center fie-
quency of the sedes RLC circuit is
\/!i7 = 3141-61rcdls or500Hz, and the band-
widrh is R/a : 3141.61rad/s or 500 Hz; thus rhe
quality factor is still 1.
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Scaling a Prototype Low-Pass 0p Amp

Use the prototype low pass op amp filler from
Example 15.1. along with magnilude and frequency
scaling, to computc thc r€sislor values for a low-
pass filter with a gain o[ 5, a cutoff frequency of
1000 Hz, and a ltcdback capacitor of 0.01pF.
Construct a Bode plol ofthe resulting transfer func
tion's magnitudc.

Solution
To begin. use frequency scaling to placc ihc culoff
ficquency a!1000 Hz:

kr:  a ' , /a,  = 2'(1000)/1 = 6283.185.

where lhe primed variable has the ncw value a d
the unpdmed variable has the old value oI the cut-
ofl frequercy. Then compute thc magnilude scale
Iactor that. together with t/ = 6283.185, will scale
the capacitor to 0.01 pF:

Fitter

Thc final componcnl values are

Rr :3183.1 O. _Rr: 15,915.5 I) ,  C :  0.01 pF.

Thc lransfer function of the fi]ter is given by

Since rcsislols are scaled only by using magnitudc
scaling.

Ri = .Ri = [_R :  (15,915.5X1) = 15,915.s O.

Finally, we need to meei thc passband gain
specification. We can adjust thc scaled values of
either Rr of Rr, because K = nrl,4r. If we adjust
nl, we will change the cutott ticqucncy. because
o. = 1/RrC. Therefore, we can adjusl the value of
R1 to alter only the passband gain:

R] : X'lr - (1s,91s.s)/(5) = 3183.1 O.

3 1 , 4 1 5 . 9 3
s + 6283.185

The Bode plot ofthe magnitude of this transfcr
iunctior is shown in Fig. 15.8.

lL)

- 1 5

1 5

10

50 r00 500 1000

flHz)

5m0 10,000

2Ll

1 C
k, C' (b283.18s)(10 1

= 15,q15.5.

5

--10

Fjgure 15,8..'. The Bod€ magnitude ptot of tlre tow pss fitter from
Erample 15.4.

0bjective 2-8e abte to design fitter circuits starting with
response and component vatues

15.3 Wh"r magnirudc rnd lrequenc) .cale tacror.
will transform the prototype trigh-pass filter
into a high pass filter with a 0.5 pF capacilor
and a culoff frequency of 10 kHz?

NOTE: Ako try Chapter Prcblems 15.13 and 15.11.

a protot!'pe and use scating to achieve desired frequenq,

Answer: ty = 62,831.85. ft,,, = 31.831
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15.3 0p Amp Bandpass
and Bandreject Filters

We now tum to the analysis and design of op amp circuits that ac1 as band-
pass and bandreject filte$. While there is a wide variety of such op amp
circuits, our initial approach is motivated by the Bode plot construction
shown in Fig. 15.9.We can see ftom the plot that the bandpass filter con-
sists of tlree separate components:

1. A unity-gain low-pass filter whose cutoff frequency is oa2, the larger
of the two cutofl ftequencies;

2. A unity-gah high-pass filter whose cutoff ftequency is a,.1, the
smaller of the two cutoff frequencies; and

3. A gain componert to provide the desired level of gain in the
passband,

These three components ate cascaded in sedes. They combine additively
in the Bode plot construction and so will combine multiplicatively in the
r domain. lt is important to note that this method of constructing a bard-
pass magnitude response assumes that the lower cutoff ftequency (o.1) is
smaller than the uppei cutoff frequency (ar.2). The resulting filter is called
a hoadband bandpass filter, because the band of ftequencies passed is
wide. The formal definition of a broadband filter requjres the two cutoff
frequencies to safisfy the equation

l0

20

10 \ l l

A,il| )'ll

10 50 100 5001000 5000 10.000

10

2D

30

-r0i

Figure 15.9l Constiucting the Bode magnitude ptoi of a bandpass fitrer.
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As illustrated by tlle Bode plot construction in Fig. 15.9, we require the
magritude of tle high-pass filter be unity at the cutoff hequency of the
low-pass filter and the magnitude of the low-pass filter be unity at t}le cut
off frequency of the high-pass filter. Then the bandpass filter will have the
cutoff frequercies specified by the low-pass and high-pass filters. We need
to determine the relationship betweer o.r and o., that will satisfy the
requirements illustmted in Fig. 15.9.

We can construct a circuit that provides each of tle three components
by cascading a low-pass op amp filter, a high-pass op amp filter, and an
inverting amplifier (see Section 5.3), as showll in Fig. 15.10(a).
Figure 15.10(a) is a form of illustration called a block diagram. Each block
represents a component or subcircuit, and the output of one block is the
input to the next,in the djrection indicated.We wish to establish the rela-
tionship between (Da and aa that will permit each subcircuit to be
designed independently, \rthout concern for the other subcircuits in tlle
cascade. Then the design of the bandpass filter is reduced to the design of
a unity gain first order low pass filter, a unity-gain first-order high-pass
filter, and an inverting amplifier,each of which is a simple circuit.

The transfertunction ofthe cascaded bandpass filter is the product of
the transfcr functions ofthe thre€ cascaded components:

H(r)

/  * , ) /  "  \ /  
- R ' )

\ { + u . r / \ s + d . r  / \  R ,  /

- K0t.2s

Ka,zs

s2 + (@"1+ at)s + a.pa'
(15.10)

u.
u

Figure 15.10 a A casaded op amp bandpass fitter (a) Ihe btock djasram. (b)Ihe cjtcujt.
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We notice dght away that Eq. 15.10 is not in the standard form for the
transfer function of a bandpass filter discussed in Chapter 14, namely,

Hsp Bs

Wten Eq.15.11holds,

\ . a t + a d = o a

ard the transfer function for ahe cascaded bandpass filter in Eq. 15.10

In order to convert Eq. 15.10 irto the form of the standard transfer func
tion for a bandpass filter, we require that

l + B s + t ] '

(15.11)

-Kaas

s 2 + a r 2 s + o " 7 a 4

1'" - 
rq;c, 115.12)

(15.13)

- Ka.2Qa"\

lJ(r) :

Once we confirm that Eq.15.11holds for the cutoff tequencies spec-
ified foi the desired bandpass filter, we can design each stage of the cas-
caded circuit independently and meet the filter specifications. We
compute the values of Rr and Cz in t}le low-pass filter 1o give us the
desired upper cutotf frcquency, oa:

We compute the values of ftr and C.r in the high-pass filter to give us the
desired lower cutoff fiequency, o.1:

RnC p

Now we compute the values of 1Rj and nf in the inverting amplifier
to provide the desired passband gain. To do this, we consider the magni-
tude of the bandpass filter's tiansfer function, evalualed at the center
frequency,.ro:

H(i,.)t :
A a ) 2 + a e j a ) + a . p a

\15.14)

Recall from Chapter 5 that the gain of the inverting amplifier is Rl/Ri
Theiefore,

Rr
w a d : 8 .

Any choice of resistors tlat satisfies Eq. 15.15 will produce the desired
passband gaiD.

Example 15.5 illustrates the dosign process for the cascaded band
pass filter.

= K,'t.z

(15.15)
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Design a bandpass filter for a graphic equalizer to
provide an amplification of 2 wirhin rhe band of fte-
quencies between 100 and 10,000 Hz. Use 0.2 pF
capacitors.

Solution
We can design each subcircuit in the cascade and
meet the specified cutoff frequency values orly iJ
Eq.l5.ll holds In this casej ,).2 = 100(0.1, sowe can
say that (,.2 >> o.t.

Begin with the Iow-pass stage. From Eq.15.12,

Designing a Broadband Bandpass 0p Anp Fitter

Nexr.  we rurn ro lhe high-pass srage. I  rom Eq. l5. lJ.

RrlC s
: 2n(100),

1

R t C t
: 2,(10000),

1

[2,(100)x0.2 x 10-6)

! 7958 O.

Finally, we need the gain stage. From Eq. 15.15, we
see there are two unknowts, so one of the rcsistors
can be selected arbitrarily. Let's select a 1 kO resis-
tor for Rj. Then, from Eq.15.15,

Rf = 2(1000)

: 2 0 0 0 f } - 2 k o .

The resulting circuit is shown in Fig. 15.11. We
leave to you to verily that t]le magnitude of this cir-
cuit's transfer tunction is rcduced by 1/\4 at both
cutoff frequencies, veiifying tle validity of the
assumplron o.2 >> (r.1.

[2i00000)](0.2 x 10-6)

! 80 O.

tigure 15.1r  

 

The cascaded op anp bandpass fitrer desjsned in Exampte 15.5.

We can use a component approach to the design of op amp bandreject
filters too, as illustrated in Fig. 15.12. Lile rlre bandpass filrer, rhe band-
reject filter consists of three sepamte components. There are important
differences, however:

1. The ur ty-gain low-pass filter has a cutoff frequency of .r"1, which is
t]le smaller of the two cutoff frequercies.

2. The unity-gain high-pass filter has a cutoff frequency of o.2, which
is lhe larger ol  the lwo culoff  f requencies.

3. The gain component provides the desired level of gain in the
passbands.

O.2 ttF
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Figure 15.12 A Constructing ihe Bode magnitude ptot ofa bandrejedfitter.

The most important ditterence is that these tluee comporents cannot
be cascaded in serieqbecause they donot combine additivelyon the Bode
plot- Instead, we use a parallel connection and a summing amplifier, as
shown both in block diagram form and as a circuit in Fig. 15.13.Again, it js
assumed that the two cutoff fiequencies are widely separated, so that the
resulting design is a broadband bandreject filter, and o.2 >> d.1. Then
each component of the parallel desigr car be created independently, and
tlle cutofl tequency specifications will be satisfied. The transler function
ofthe resulting circuit is the sum of the low-pass and high-pass filter trans
fer functions. From Fig.15.13(b),

-, 't
n , . ' - I  f ) l

'  f i l ' L r + -  '  - - l

5 10 s0 100 500 1000 5000 10,000
o (rad/9

- ; , , (
(,"(r +.,.r) + r(r + o.r)\

G +..,X" + .. ') /

(r + o.r(r + d.,) /;,(

Using the same rationale as for the cascaded bandpass filter, the two
cutoff ftequencies for the transfer function in Eq. 15.16 are .r.r ard d.,
only if .r.2 >> {r" | . T hen the cutoff ftequencies are given by the equations

I

R t C  t '
1

(15.16)

(15.17)

(15.18)
RsCs
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rigure 15.13 r. A pa€iLet op amp bandreject fitter. (a) Ihe bLock djasEm. (b)rhe cncuit.

In the two passbands (as s + 0 and r + oo), the gain of the transfei func-
tion is R/ /R,. Therefore,

As vrith the design of the cascaded bandpass filter, we have six unknowns
and three equationsTlpically we choose a cornrnercially available capacitor
value for Cr and Cr. Then Eq$ 15.17 and 15.18 permit us to calculate ]Rt
and Rr to meet tle specified cutofl ftequencies. Finally, we choose a value
for eitler Rf or & and tlen use Eq.15.19 to compute the other rcsistance.

Note the magnitude of the transfer lunction ir Eq. 15.16 at the center
rrequency, oo - "\/ oc1, ocz:

lR ,  /r1(r,") : 
l;(
Rt 2r.,

Rr 2a-.
(15.20)

Ifo.2 >> o.1, rhen H(jr,)l << ZRflR,(as o.r,/(r.2 << 1), so rhe magni-
tude at the center frequency is much smaller than t}Ie passband magnitude,

(j@.)z + 2a"1(ja.) + o,pe

n' \ 0.)" + (od+ adl jo . )  + o"1@a

(15.19)

)l
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Thus t}le bandreject filter successfully rcjects ftequencies near the center
frequency, again confirming our assumption that the parallel implementa
tion is meant for broadband bandreject designs.

Example 15.6 illustrates the design piocess for the parallel band
r€ject filter.

Designing a Broadband Bandreject 0p Amp Fitter

Design a circuit based on the paralel bardreject op
amp filter in Fig. 15.13(b). The Bode magnitude
response of this filter is shown in Fig. 15.14. Use
0.5 &F capacitors in your design.

Sotution
From the Bode magrlitude plot in Fig. 15.14, we see
that the bandreject filter has cutoff frequencies of
100 rad/s and 2000 rad/s and a gain of3 in the pass
bands. Thus, ,r.2 = 20d.r, so we make the assump-
tion that o.r >> o.t. Begin with the prototype
low-pass filter and use scaling to meet the specifica-
tions for cutoff frequency and capacitor value. The
ti€quency scale factor,tf is 100, which shifts the cut-
ofT fr equenc) from I rad s lo 100 rdd/.. tte magni-
tude scale factor f,, is 20,000, which pemits the use
of a 0.5pF capacitor. Using these scale factors
results ir the following scaled componenl values:

R' : 20 kO'

C1 = 0.5 pF.

The resulting cutoff frequency of the low pass filter

t1
5000 10,000

Figure 15.14 "{ The Bode magnitud€ ptotforth€ circujtto be d€signed
jn Exampte 15.6.

establish t}Ie desired passband gain of 3. Let\ choose
& = 1kO, as we are aheady using that resistance
t o r  R H .  T h e n  R /  J k Q .  a n d  (  R .  R , -
3000/1000 : 3 The resulting parallel op amp band-
reject filter circuit is sho$n in 8g.15.15.

Now let's check our assumplion that
a).2 >> @.1 by calculating the actual gain at the
specified cutoff frequencies We do tlis by making
the substitutions s : i2,(100) and r : J2T(2000)
into the tmnsfer function for the parallel bandreject
filter,Eq.15.16 and calculating the resulting magni-
tude. We leave it to the reader to verify that the
magnitude at the specitied cutoff ftequetcies is
2.024, which is less than the magnitude of
3l\a = 2-12 that we expect. Therefote, our reject-
ing band is somewhat wider than specified in the
problem staiement-

6.54
5

0

a - s

15

- 1 5

20

25

-3
50 100 500 1000

I
RLC t

1
(20 x 10)(0.s x 10 6)

: 100 radls.

We use the same approach to design thc high
pass filter, starting witi the prototpe high-pass op
amp filter. Here, the frequency scale factor is
,t/ - 2000, and the magnitude scale factor is
,ta : 1000, resulting in the following scaled com
ponent valuesi

R/r : 1 kO,

Cg : 0.5 s.F.

Finally, because the cutoff frequencies are
widely separated, we can use the ratio -Rl/Rr to

D
".)

l
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rigure 15.15 A The resuttins bandrcject fitter cjrcuild€sisned in Exampte 15 6

NOTE: Assess your undelstanding of this material br trying Chapter Prcblems 15.30 and 15.31.

0.5 r.F

15.4 Higher 0rder 0p Amp Fil.ters
You have probably noticed that all ol the filler circuits we have exam-
ined so far, both passive and active, are ronideal. Rem€mber tiom
Chaptei 14 that an ideal filter has a discontinuity at the point of cutofl
which sharply divides the passband and the stopband. Allhough we can-
not hope to construct a circuit with a discontinuous frequency response,
we can construct circuits with a sharper,yet still continuous, transition at
the cutoff frequency.

Cascading ldentical Filters
How can we obtain a sharpei transition between the passband and the
stopbandl One approach is suggested by ttre Bode magnitude plots in
Fig. 15.16. This figure shows the Bode magnitude plots of a cascade of
idenaical prototwe low pass filters and includes plots ofjust one filter,lwo
in cascade. three in cascade. and {our in cascade. It is obvious that as more
filters are added to the cascade, the transition ftom the passband to the
stopband becomes sharper. The rules lor constructing Bode plots (fiom
Appendjx E) tell us that with one filter, the [ansition occun with an
asymptotic slope of 20 decibels pei decade (dB/dec). Because circuits in
cascade are additive on a Bode magnitude plot, a cascade with two filters
has a transition with an asymptotic slope ol 20 + 20 = 40 dB/dec; for
tbree filters. the asymptotic slope is 60 dB/dec, and for four filters, it is
80 dB/dec, as seen in Fig.15.16.
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tigure 15.15 A The Eode magniiude ptot of a cascad€ ofidentjcat
prototype nd-order fi tt€rs.

In general, an n-element cascade of identical low-pass filten will
tmnsition from the passband to the stopbard with a slope of 20l, dB/dec.
Both the block diagram and the circuit diagram for such a cascade arc
shown in Fig. 15.17. It is easy to compute the transfer function for a

C

risure 15.17 A A cascade or ia"",i*r*i v-q,rrl t"*p.:l)nft',. {"1Ihe block diag€m. (b) Ihe cjrcujt.



cascade of ,, prototwe low-pass filten-we just multiply the individual
transfer functions:

The order of a filter is determined by tlle number of poles in its tmns-
fer function. From Eq. 15.21, we see that a cascade of first-order low-pass
filters yields a higher order filter. In fact, a cascade of n first-order filters
produces an ,th-order filter, having ,1 poles in its transfer function and a
final slope of 20n dB/dec in the transition band.

There is an important issue yet to be resolved, as you will see if you
look closely at Fig.15.16.As the order of the low-pass filter is indeased by
adding protot]?e low-pass filters to t}le cascade, the cutoff frequency also
changes. For example, in a cascade of two first-order low-pass filters, the
magnitude ofthe resulting second-order filter at.r" is -6 dB,so the cutoff
ftequenry oI the second-order filter is not .d" . In fact, the cutoff ftequency

As long as we are able to calculate the cutoff ftequency of the highei
order filten formed in tbe cascade of first-order filten, we can use fre-
quency scaling to calculate component values that move the cutoff fre-
quency to its specified location. If we start with a cascade of n prototype
low-pass filteis, we can compute the cutoff ftequency for t]te resulting
nth-order low pass filter. We do so by solving for the value of o"" that results
in H(ja) : Y\nl

/ - t \ / - t  \  /  r \
' - " '  

\ . l * 1 / \ r + 1 /  \ s + 1 /

= (-ry
(r + 1)'

H G ) = ( , * r r € ,

t,(*",)t = la.: t), : +,
\r2'

(r5.21)

\ \a) '.7" + |

95 = ,,1^ + r,

(t5.2?)

To demonshate the use of Eq. 15.22, let's compute the cutoff f.e'
quency of a fourth-order unity-gain low-pass filter constructed from a cas-
cade of four prototype low-pass filtels:

V{4- = o.+:s,ua7.. (15.23)

ThuE we can design a fourth order low-pass filter with any arbitrary cutoff
frequency by starting with a fourth-order cascade coflsisting of protot!?e
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low-pass filters and then scaling the components by k, =.,16435 to
place the cutoff frequency at any value ofo. desired.

Note that we can build a higher order low-pass filter with a nonunity
gain by adding an inverting amplifier circuit to the cascade. Example 15.7
illustrates the design of a fourth order low-pass filter with nonunity gain.

Designing a Foufth-order Low-Pass 0p Arnp Fitter

Desigr a fourth-order low-pass filter vrith a cutoff
frequemy of 500 Hz and apassband gain of 10. Use
1 t[F capacitors. Sketch the Bode magnitude plot
for this filter.

Solution
We begin our design with a cascade of four proto-
type low-pass filters. We have already used
Eq. 15.23 to calculate t}le c$toff frequency for the
resulting fourth-order low-pass filter as 0.435 md/s.
A frequency scale factor of /./ : 7222.39 will scale
the component values to give a 500 Hz cutoff fre-
quency. A magnitude scale lactor of fr", = 138.46
permits the use of 1 f.F capacitors. The scaled com-
ponent values are thus

Finally, add an irverting amplifier stage with a gain
of Rf/Ri = 10. As usual, we can arbitrarily select one
of the two rcsistor values. Because we a.re akeady
using 138.46 O resistorsslet R; = 138.46 O; then,

R, : 10tRi = 1384.6 O.

The circuit for this cascaded the fourth,order
low-pass filter is shown in Fig. 15.18. It has the
traNfer function

t  r r r r  r o  l r
n(s):  r0l  : : : :=:  l

The Bode magnilude plot for this transfer func,
tion is sketched in Fig.15.19.R : 1 3 B . 4 6 O ;  C  =  1 p F .

1 p F 1 p F

tigure 15.18 A The cascade circujt for ihe fourth order low-pass fiLter desjgned in Lyampte 15.7.
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figure 15.19 A The Bode magnjtude ptot for the fouth,order tow,pass
fitt€r designed in txampte 15.7.

H(t :
( t  + o.") ' '

By cascading identical low-pass filtels, we can increase the asymptotic
slope in the transition and control the location of the cutoff frequency, but
our approach has a serious shortcoming: Th€ gain of the filter is not con-
stant between zerc and the cutoff ftequency (d". Remember that in an
ideal low-pass filter, tie passband magnitude is 1 for all fiequencies below
t]le cutoff frequency. But in Fig. 15.16, we see that the magnitude is less
tlan 1 (0 dB) for frequencies much less than rhe curoff ftequency.

This nonideal passbard behavior is best undeistood by looking at the
magnitude ofthe transfer function for a unity-gaifl low-pass ,th-order cas-
cade. Because

the magnitude is given by

aQa)l -

I t/o'� + a'�- |

1
/  - \  n '

(V(d/o.,f + 1J
115.21)

As we can see liom Eq. 15.2, when o << a.,, the denominator is
appioximately 1, and the magnitude of the tansfer lunction is also nearly 1.
But as o - o.,, the denominator becomes larger than 1, so the magnitude
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becomes smaller thatr 1. Because the cascade of low-pass filters results in
this noddeal behavior in the passband, otler appioaches aie taken in the
desigr of higler order filteis. One such approach is examined next.

Butterworth Filters
A unity-gain Butterworlh low-pass filter has a transfer function whose
m,mi i r dP  i <  o i ven  hv

lnQa)l =

H(r)H(-r) =

.,/14t.F'

1
1 + @'�)'�

1

1 . (  r r y
I

1 + (-1fs,'

\\5.25)

where ,? is an integer that denotes the order of the filter.r
When slud) ing Eq. 15.25. nore the touoq ing:

1. The cutoff frequency is o. rad/s for all values of n.

2. II n is large enough, the denominator is always close to unity when

3. In the exprcssion for lfl(jo) L the er"onent of o/o. is always even.

This last obsenation is impo ant, because an even exponetrt is rcqu ed
for a physically realizable circuit (see Problem 15.24).

Given an equation for the magnitude of the trarsfer function, how do
we find I/(sX The dedvation for H(s) is gready simplified by using a proto-
type filter- Therefore, we set da equal to 1 rad/s in Eq. 15.25. As before, we
will use scaling to transform the prototype filter to a filter that meets the
given filtering specfi cations

'To find ,H(s), filst note that if N is a complex quantity, ther
N ' : NN", where N' is the conjugate ofN.Ir follows that

aQa\ 2 = nQa\n( ju\.

But because r = jo, we can wdte

lH(/(,)1'� : flG)a(-t.

Now otlselve that s' = o'. lhus.

lHU,)l' =

(15.26)

\15.?7)

(15.28)
1 +  (  1 ) ' s h

I Tlis filte. was developed by lhe Britisn engineer S. Butterwortn and reported in ltrrulst
Easiaeetiag 1 (1930): 536-54L
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Calculating Butterworth Transfer Functions

Find rhe Bul lerqof lh  l ransfer  lunct ,on\  lor  f l  2
and,r  = 3.

Sotution
For n : 2, we find the roots of the pol],nomial

1+ (  1 ) , s {  =  0 .

Rearranging terml we find

s a =  1 = 1 L 1 ! [ .

Therefore, the four roots are

sr: 11]{- 1lt2 + jl^/r,

s,-11J!q:= U\n+ jb/2,

st: 1/41: -11\/5 + jl^e,

E - 11:fA= 11.\a + -j^n.

Roots s2 and s3 are in the left-half plane. Thus,

The procedure for finding fl(s) for a given value ofn is as follows:

1. Find t})e roots of the polynomial

|  (  -  l ) ' r 1  L .
2. Assign the left-half plane roots to 1{(s) ard rhe dghfhalf plane

roots to E(-s).
3. Combine terms ifl the denominator oI r/(s) to form first- and

second-order factors.

Example 15.8 illustrates this process.

For 11 = 3, we find the roots of the polynomial

1 + ( - 1 ) r i 6 : 0 .

Reanarging tems,

s6 = 11!: = 1/360' .

Therefore, the six roots are

\  = 11! : :  r ,

s2 = r1g:: 112 + j\,3/2,

x - 11]41: -112 + i\f312,

s a = 1 1 1 p : =  1 + i 0 ,

ss = 1/::!41: -112 + j\".312,

sa = 113!4l: 112 + -i\4312.

Roots sr , 14 , and 15 are in the leffhall plane. Thus,

(s + 1)(r + 1/2 jtSlz\(s + 112 + j.!512)

I

(r + 1)(s, + s + 1)'

w€ note in passing that the roots of the
Butteiworth pol).nomial are always equally spaced
around ttre unit circle in the s plane. To assist in the
design of Butterworth filters, Table 15.1 lists the
Butterworth polynomials up to ,? : 8.

G + y\a jl"rt)G + rl\,a + j/\./z)

( s ' � + ! t 2 r + 1 )
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TABLE r5.1 Normatized (so that or: r rad/r) ButteMorth Potynohials up to the Eighth order

,th-Order ButteNoit[ Pol]Tomial

I

2

3

5

1

8

( r + 1 )
( r ' � + V 2 r + 1 )

( r + 1 X s ' + r + 1 )
(r ' �+ 0.765s + 1)(r ' �+ 1.848I + 1)

(r + 1)(r'� + 0.618r + lxs'� + 1.618r + 1)
(r2 + 0.518s + 1Xr2 + \4 + 1xr'� + 1932s + 1)

(r + 1xr'�+ 0.445r + 1)(r2 + 1.247r + lxsr + 1.802s + 1)
(r? + 0.390r + 1)(l  + 1.11is + r)( l  + 1.6663r + l)(r ' �  + r.962! + 1)

Butterworth Filter Circuits
Now that we know how to specify the tiansfer function for a Butterworth
filter circuit (either by calculating the poles of the transfer function
directly or by using Table 15.1),we tum to the pioblem of designhg a cir-
cuit with such a transfer function. Notice the form of the Butterworth
pol]'nomials in Thble 15.1. They are the pioduct of first- and second-order
factorsi theiefore. we can conslruct a circuit whose transfer function has a
Butterwoitl polynomial in its denomhator by cascading op amp circuits,
each of which provides one of t}le needed factors A block diagram of such
a cascade is shown in Fig. 15.20, using a fifth-order ButteNorth poly-
nomial as an example.

All odd-order Butterworth polynomials include the factor (s + 1),
so all odd-order Bulterworth filter circuits must have a subcircuit that
provides the transfer function 11G) = VG + 1) This is the tmnsfer
furction of the protot)?e low-pass op amp filter from Fig. 15.1. So what
remains is to fird a c cuit that provides a transfer tunction of the form
..1(s) = 1/(s '+ bls + 1).

Such a circuir is shown in Fig. 15.21.The analysis of this circuit begins
by writing the s-domain nodal equations at the noninverting ierminal of
the op amp and at the node labeled Y,:

u - - u  u - - v -.' i , tr" - %)rcl + jRr = 0,

u . u
Y J C ' + - - - = n '

R

115.?9)

(15.30)

v.ffi'
figure 15.20 a A cascade of first- and second-order circujts with the jndjcated transfer
functions yietdinq a fifth-order low-pass Buiielwodh fitter with o. = 1 rad/s.

Figure 15.214 A circuitthat provjdes the second order
iransfer function for ihe Butteftorth filter cascade.
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Simplifying Eqs.15.29 and 15.30 yields

12 + RC$u" (1 + RC6)U = U,

U+  (1+  RC2! )U . :0 .

Using Cramer's rule with Eqs.15.31 and 15.32,we solve for %:

Final ly.set R :  1 Q in Eq. 15.34rrhen

(15.31)

(15.32)

4

2+RC1s Ul
1  0 l

lz+nc,, (1+RcrOl
1 1+RCrr I

R2c rc2s2+2RC2s+1
(15.33)

Then, rearrange Eq. 15.33 to write the rransfer function for the c cuit in
Fig. 15.21:

. , . . ,  _u _ PCIC2
j 2 1

(15.34)

Note thatEq.15.35 has the form required for the second-order circuit
in the Butterwo h cascade. In other words, to get a tmnsfer function of
the form

1
CrCz

s ' �+  b rs  +  1 '

2= ;  a n d  1 =  - .
L 1  L ] L 2

(15.35)

(15.36)

we use lhe circui t  in Fig. 15.21 dnd choose capaci lor values so lhal

b1

We have thus outlined the procedure for designing an ,?th-oider
Butterworth low-pass filter circuit with a cutoff liequency of o. : 1 rad/s
and a gain of 1 in the passband. We can use frequency scaling to calculate
revised capacitor values that yield ary other cutoff fiequency, and we can
use magnitude scaling to provide more realistic or practical component
values in our design. We can cascade an inve ing amplifier circuil to pro-
vide a gain other than 1 in the passband.

Example 15.9 illustrates this design process.
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Designing a fourth-order Low-Pass Butterworth Filter

Desigr a fourth-order Butterworth low-pass filter
wilh a cutoff frequency of 500 Hz and a passband
gain of 10. Use as many I kO resiston as possible.
Compare the Bode magnirude plot for this
Butterworth filter with that of the identical cascade
filter in Example 15.7

Sotution
From Table 15.1, we find that the fourth-order
Butterworth polynomial is

(r, + 0.765s + 1)(s, + 1.848s + r).

We will thus need a cascade of two second-order fil
ters to yield tle fou h-oder transfer function plus
an inverting amplifier circuit for the passband gain
of 10. The circuit is shown in Fig. 15.22.

kt the first stage of the cascade implement
the transfer function for the polynomial
(r '  + 0.765s + 1).  From Eq.15.36,

C I : 2 6 1 F '

C 2 : 0 3 8 F '

Let the second stage of the cascade implement
the transfer function for the polynomial
(r'� + 1.848r + 1). From Eq.15.36,

The preceding values for Cj , Cr, Cj, and Ca
leld a fourth-order Butterworth filter with a cutoff
frequency of 1 rad/s. A frequency scale factor of
kt:3141.6 will move the cutoff frequency to
500 Hz.A magnitude scale factor of k- = 1000 will
permit the use of 1kO resisto$ in place of 1 O
resistors,The rcsulting scaled component vaiues are

R  :  1 k O ,

Cr = 831 nI'

C, - 121 nF.

C3 - 344 nFF,

C a : 2 9 4 n F '

Finally, we need to specify the resistor values in the
inverting amplifiei stage to yield a passband gain
of 10. Let R1 :  1kO;then

Rt :  10R1 :  10 kO.

Figure 15.23 compares the magnitucle
responses of the fou h-order idenrical cascade fil-
ter from Example 15.7 and the Butterwofih filter
we just designed. Note that both filters provide a
passband gain of 10 (20 dB) and a cutoff ftequercy
of 500 Hz, but the Butterworth filter is closer to an
ideal low-pass filter due to its flatter passband and
steeper rolloff at the cutoff ftequencl Thus, the
Butterworth design is preferred over the identical
cascade design.

C3 = 108 F,

c4: 0.924F.

Figure 15.22 A A fouth'order Sutteftorth fitterwith non'unjty gajn.
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figure 15,23 & A compafison of the magnitude r€sponses for a
fourth-order Low-pass fitter using th€ jde ntica t cascade and Butteftodh

The Order of a Butterworth Filter
It should be apparcnt at this point that the higher rhe older of the
Butterwo h filter, the closer the magnitude characteristic comes to that of
an ideal low-pass filtor.In other words, as n incleases, the magnitude stays
close to unity in the passband, the transition band narrows, and the magni
tude stays clos€ to zero in the stopband. At the same time, as the order
increases, the number of circuit components iroeases. It follows then tlat
a fundamental problem in the design of a filter is to determine the small-
est value of r? that will meet the filtering specfications.

In the design of a low-pass filter, the filte ng specifications are usually
given in terms of the abruptness of the transition region, as shown in
Fig. 15.24. Once Ap, ap, A,, and o, are speciJied, the order of the
Butter,vorth filter can be determined.

For the Butterworth filter.

H(ja\ dB

Figule 15.24 a Defining thetransjtion region for a

, : ,n,-"---- l, -"" ",ri4
: 10logr(1 +.d?),

.  r ^ ' ^ -  I

= 101ogro(1 +. ' , ,3').

(15.37)

\

\ I
h

\

(15.38)
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It follows fmm the definition of the logarit}lm tlat

1 0 4 1 4 " = l + . , ] ; ,

10{.1n, = 1 + o2' .

/,," \' 1/{0-nt, 1 ',
\ u e t  V l O o . 1 \ _  r  o e

where tlle symbols .r" and o, have been introduced for convenience.
From Eq. 15.41 we can wdte

n loEn@, / a p) = loglr(ooloo),

togn@,/.r,)

- .. 1^ 0 05'1

loglo{/r ! -0 05"4'

Therefore, a good appmximation for the calculation oI z is

(15.3e)

(15.40)

Now we solve for di and ol and then folm the ratio (d/or)". We ger

togln@J ror)'

We can simplify Eq. 15.42 if (,? is the cutoff frequency, because then ,4p
equals -20logro14, and o, : 1. Hence

loglo{'"
'  =  

Lcte 'J%\ (15.43)

One furthei simplification is possible. We are using a Butterworth fil-
ter to achieve a steep transition region. Therefore, tie filtering specifica-
tion will make 10{ra" >> 1. Thus

(15.44)

(15.45)

0.05/"
" = 

Ll,'r\.J%)

1t5.41)

115.42)

115.16)

Note that (o/(dp : /,/fp, so we can work with either radians per second
or hertz to calculate n,

The order of the filter must be an integer; hence, in using either
Eq. 15.42 or Eq. 15.46, we must select the neatest integer value greater
t]lan the result given by the equation. The following examples illustrate
tle usefulness of Eqs. 15 .42 ald 15.46.
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Determining the order of a Butterworth Filter

a) Determine the order of a Butteiworth filter that
has a cutoff frcquercy of 1000 Hz and a gain of
no more than -50 dB at 6000 Hz.

b) What is the actual gain in dB at 6000 Hz?

Solution

a) Because the cutoff ftequency is given, we krow
r, = 1. We also rote ftom the specification that

a) Determine the order of a Butterworth filter
whose magnitude is 10 dB less than the passband
magnitude at 500 Hz and at least 60 dB less tllan
the passband magnitude at 5000 Hz.

b) Detemine the cutoff frequency of the filter
(in hertz).

c) What is the actual gain of the filter (in decibels)
at 5000 Hzl

50lution

a) Because the cutofr ftequency is not given, we use
Eq. 15.42 to determine the order of the filter:

. , - . "40 'd i tT f  r= : ,

", - 14o d(aIJ = tooo,

t',Jop: f,/f p: 5000/s00 : 10,

locr o(1000/3)

10{r( 50) is much greater than 1. Herce, we can
use Eq.15.46 with confidence:

r-0.05)r 501
,  =  : 1 ) l

10g10(6000/1000) 
- --

Therefore, we need a fourth-order Butterworu
filter.

b) We can use Eq.15.25 to calculate the actual gain
at 6000 Hz. The gain in decibels will be

t 1 \
K - )n los o{ ,_- | 02.25 dB.

\ v 1 +  6 "  , /

An Atternate Approach to Determining the order of a Butterworth Filter

Therefore we need a third-order Butterworm
filter to meet the specifications.

b) Krowing tllat the gain at 500 Hz is - 10 dB, we can
detemine t}le cutoff frequency. From Eq. 15.25 we

-10log1o[1 + (ald")61 : 10,

where o : 10002 rad/s. Therefore

1 + (a10,,)6 : r0,

L
ffi

: 2178.26 ftdls.

f, = 346 68 H2.

c) The actual gain of the filter at 5000 Hz is

It follows that

r: - l0losro[1 + (s000/346.68)6]

= 69.54 dB.loglo(10)



Butterworth High-Pass, Bandpass, and Bandreject Filters
An nth-order Butterworth high-pass filter has a transfer function with the
,th-order Butte$orth polynomial in the denominator, just like the ,rth-order
Butterworth low-pass filter. But in the high-pass filter, the numerator oI the
tansfer lunction is r', whereas in the low-pass filter, tie numerator is 1.
Again, we use a cascade approach in designhg lhe Butterworth high-pass
filter. The fiist order factor is achieved by including a prototwe high-pass
Iilter (Fig. 15.4, with Rr : R, = 1 O, and C : 1 F) in the cascade.

To produce the second-order factors in the Butterworrh polynomial,
we need a circuit with a transler function of the form

s 2 + r t r + 1

Such a circuit is shown in Fig. 15.25.
This circuit has the transfer function

u.
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Figure 15.25 AA second-oder ButteMo'th hjgh-pass
fitter circuit.

(15.48)

H(r) :

) 2 1r + R C s + R r R l

) 2 1' - & " * R , &

Thuq we can realize any second-order factor in a Butteiwo h polynomial
of the form (s' + b1s + 1) by including in the cascade ttre second-order
circuit in Fig.15.25 witl resistor values that satisfy Eq.15.49:

1
ano r : 

RF;.
(15.49)

Setting C = lFyields

At this point, we pause to make a couple of obsenations relalive to
Figs. 15.21 and 15.25 and their prototlpe tmnsfer functions
1[G2 + bf + 1) and r'�/G' + 6rs + 1).'These obsenations are impor-
tant because they are true in geneml. First, the high-pass circuit in Fig.
15.25 was obtained from the low-pass circuit iII Fig.15.21by interchanging
resiston and capacitors Second, the prototype transferfunction ofahigh-
pass filter can be obtained from that of a low-pass filter by replacing s in
the low-pass expression with 1/r (see Problem 15.46).

We can use ftequency and magnitude scaling to design a Butterworth
high-pass lilter with practical component values and a cotoff frequency
other than l rad/s. Adding an irverting amplifier to the cascade will
accommodate designs with nonunity passband gains. The problems at the
end ofthe chapter include several Butterworth high-pass filter designs.

br:+
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15.4 For the circuit in Fig. 15.25, find vnlues of-R1 Answer: R1 = 0.?07 O, R, : 1.41 O.
and R) $al ) ie ld a .econd order prrJrol)?e
Bul ler $ort l  high-pacc l i l tcr .

NOTE: AIso try Chapter Problems 15.33, 15.36 and 15.37.

Now that we can design both ,th'order low pass and high-pass
Bufterworth filters $ilh arbitrary cutoff frequencies and passband gains,
we can combinc these liltels in cascade (as we did in Section 15.3) to pro-
duce rth-ordcr Bulterworth bardpass filten. Wc can combiDe these filters
in parallei with a sunming amplifier (again. as we did in Section 15.3) to
produce rth order Butterworth bandreject filtcrs. This chapter's problems
also include Butterworth bandpass and bandreject filter designs.

15.5 &lxrrowfon*ci S**dpnss al:d
Ra r,4r,*i.:r: iii tr,..:

The cascade and parallel component designs for synthesizing bandpass
ard bandreject filters from sirnpler low-pass and high-pass iillers have the
restriction that only broadband. or low-Q. filters wiU rcsull. (The Q. of
course, stands for qrdliry /a.il7r.) Tlis limitation is due principally 1l) the
fact that the transfcr functioft for cascaded bandpass and parallel baDd-
reject fillers have discrele real poles. The synthesis techniques work best
for cutoff frequcncies that are widely separated and therelore yield the
lowest quality factors. But the largest quality factor we can achieve with
discrete real poles arises when the cutoff frequcncies, and thus the pole
locations. are the same. Consider the transfcr funclion that resulrs:

/  - . \ /  - '  \
\ s  +  d  / \ s  +  u  /

s ' � + 2 . , s + . 1
0.58s

s 2 + B s + t f , '

Eq.15.50 is in the standard form ofthe transfer function oI a bandpass fil-
ter, ard thus we can determine the bandwidth and cenler frequency
directly:

(15.50)

(15.51)

\15.52)

B : 2 , -

. Z= " t
From Eqs. 15.51 and 15.52 and thc detinilion oI Q, we see that

8 2 a , 2

objective 3-Underctand how to use cascaded first- and second-order ButteMorth fitt6rs

(15.53)
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Thus v.it} discrete real poleq the highest quality bandpass filter (oi band-
rcject filter) we can achie,reha'sQ = 112.

To build active filte^ with high quality factor valueE we need an op
amp circuit that can produce a transfer fun€tion with complex conjugate
poles. Figure 15.26 depicts one such circuit for us to analyze. At the inven-
ing input of the op amp, we sum the currcnts to get

v,,

Solving for V ,

Solving for %,

At the node labeled a, we sum the crrlrents to get

u  _ - u
l/sc fi3

', _u
% - "n.C-

u u v ^ u u " v ^
&  

=  
1 A c  - 1 A c - &

r1(") :

KP"

figure 15.26 A An active high-O bandpass fittel

(15.54)

(15.55)

Subsrituring Eq. 15.54 into Eq. 15.55 and then rearranging, we get an
er?ression for the transfer function %/14:

U - 0 + 2sRtC + RIl R2)U - sRrCU".

s
RrC

(15.56)
1 2 1 's -+Rrcs+R"oR.c ,

. .  R,Rl
Reo RrllR, - ^̂,  R2

Since Eq. 15.56 is in t}le standard form of the transfer function foi a
bandpass filter, that is,

? + B s + o f , , '
we can equate terms and solve for the values of the resistoN, which will
achieve a specified center hequency (o,), quality factor (O), and passband
sain (to:

^ 2
- RrC'

1
K F :  _ ;

, 1
" 

R.qR3C'

{15.57)

(15.58)

(15.59)
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Design a bandpass filter, using the circuit ir Fig. 15.26,
which has a center frequency of 3000 Hz, a quality
factor of 10, and a passband gain of 2. Use 0.01 ,oF
capaciton in your design. Compute the transfer func
tion of youl circuit, and sketch a Bode plot of its mag
nitude rcsponse.

Solution
Since O:10 and lK = 2, the values for Rl,  R2,
and R3 in the prototype c cuit are

R] : 10/2 : 5,

R, - 10/(200 2) = r0l1e8,

R 3 - 2 ( 1 0 ) : 2 0 .

The^ scaling facton are kt = 60002 and
4- : 106/kf. After scaling,

R t  =  2 6 5 k O ,

R, - 268.0 O,

R3 : 106.1 kO.

The circuit is shown in Fig.15.27-
Substituting the values of resistance and capac-

itarce in Eq. 15.56 gives the transler function for
this circuit:

At this point, it is convenient to define the prototype version of the
circuit in Fig. 15.25 as a circuit in which do : 1 rad/s and C = 1 F. Then
the expressions for 1R1, R2, and Rr can be given in terms of the desired
quality lactor and passband gain. We leave you to show (in Problem 15.38)
that tbr the piotot)?e circuit, the expressions for R1 , R, , and R3 are

& :  Q /K .
R2_ QIQQ, K),
Rz : 2Q.

Scaling is used to specify practical values for the circuit components. This
designprocess is illusrrared in Example 15.12

Designing a High-o Bandpass Filter

3770s
s 2 + t 8 8 5 . 0 s + 3 5 5 ^ 1 o b

Fisur€ 15.27 A lhe high-0 bandpass fitt€r desisned in
Examph 15.12.

-25

30

-35

- -20

H(s) :

It is easy to see that this transfer function meets the
specification of tlle bandpass filter defined in the
example. A Bode plor of  i ts magnirude response is
sketched in Fig.15.28.

500 1000 5000 10,0m 50,000100.000

f(H")

Figlre 15,28 A The Eode magnitude ptot for the high-Q bandpass fitter
desjgned in Exanpte 15.U.

100

I
5 dB (sa;

T
T
T

t

{
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fhe parallel implementation of a bandreject filter that combines low-
pass and high-pass filter components with a summing amplfier has the same
low-O restdction as the cascaded bandpass filtor. The ciicuit in Fig. 15.29 is
an aclive high-Q bandreject filter ktro*n as the twin-T notch fflt€r because of
the two T-shaped parts of the cicuit at the nodes labeled a and b.

We begin the analysis of this circuit by summitrg the currents away
from node a:

639

(u ursc + (va- u)sc *ry=o

Summing the currents away frcm the no nverting input termiml of
the top op amp gves

ulzscR + 2I - U[scR + 2ol : sC RU.

Summing the currents away from node b yields

v u u " u ^
R 

* 
R.j 

* (Yb o%)2sc = 0

vhl2 + 2RCsl Vo[l + 2oRcsl: Vt. (15.61)

1a- aY" *!ii\ = o

, R C U - U b + ( s R C + 1 ) % : 0 . \15.62)

v,

0 - ' ) n

(15.60)

I
"C

I
JC

4
2

tigure 15.29 ^ A hish,o active bandrcjectfiLter

oR
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From Eqs. 15.60-15.62, we car use Cramer's rule to solve for %:

2(Rcr + 1) 0 JCRI4
0 2(Rcr + 1) U
R C s 1 0

which is in the stardard fom for the transfer function of a bandreiect filter

RzC2s2 + 4Rc(1 o)s + 1

Rearranging Eq.15.63,we can solve for the transfer function:

r  T @ 0

r ' + B s + d 6

Equating Eq$ 15.64 and 15.65 gives

1 1-a 
R2C2'

^ a $ c )
' R c

_ 1

- = '  - L = ,  l -- - 
4-" 

- 
4Q'

l2(RCr + 1) O (RCs+2')

I  u  2 rRCr  l )  - r2oRcr  +  l )
| -RCs -1 RCr + I

(Pc'�s'� + I)U

n (t.**a)
ITG) :

(15.63)

115.61J

(15.64)

(15.65)

(15.66)

In this circuit, we have tbiee paiameters (R, C, and a) and two destn
constraints ((," and p). Thus otre parameter is chosen a$itrarily;it is usu-
ally the capacitor value because this value t'?ically provides the fewest
commercially available options. Once C is chosen,

(15.68)

(15.69)

and

Example 15.13 illustrates the design of a high-O active bandreject filter.



Designing a High-o Bandreject F'itter

Design a high-o active bardrejecr filrer (based on
the circuit in Fig. 15.29) with a cenler ftequency of
5000 rad/s and a bandwidth of 1000 rad/s. Use 1 pF
capacitors in your design.

Sotution
In the bandreject prototwe filter, oo : l rad/s,
R : 1 O, and C : 1 F. As just discussed, otrue o,
and O aie given, C can be choser arbitrarily, and R
andl' can be fourd from Eqs.15.68 and 15.69.From
the specifications, O: 5. Using Eqs. 15.68 ard
15.69,we see that

1".\ Na'owbard Bardp4, and Bardrcject rilte \ 641

Therefoie we need resiston with the values 200 O
(n),100 o (R/2),190 o (rR), and 10 o [(1 - ')R].
The filtal design is depicled in Fig. 15.30, and the
Bode magrlitude plot is sho*'Ir inFig.15.31.

Figure 15.30 a The hish-O active bandrcjectfiLrer desisn€d in [xampte 15.13.

R : 2 0 0 ( ) ,

(' = 0.95.

10

- 1 0

20

I

1000 5000 10,000 50,000 100,000

rigule 15.31 A The Bode magnitude plot for ih€ hish-O active
bandrej€ct fiti€rdesiqned in Example 15.13.
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0biective 4-Be abte to use design equations to calculate component vatues for prototype narrowband, bandpass.
and bandreiect filters

15.5 Design an active bandpass filter with O = 8,
K  -  5 . a D d d "  -  1 0 0 0  f a d / s .  U . e  l r , l  c a f a c i
tors, and specify the values of all resistors-

15.6 Design an active unity-gain bandreject filler
with o, = 1000 rad/s and I : 4. Use 2 tuF
caplrcilors in your design, and specify ihe values
of R and. ' .

Bass Volume Control
We now look at an op amp circuit that can be used to controL the ampLjfica-
t ion ofan audjo signaI in the bass range. The audjo range consists ofsjgnats
having frequenci€s from 20 Hz to 20 kHz. The bass range inctudes frequen-
cies up to 300 Hz. The votume controt circuit and jts frequency response are
shown in Fig. 15.32. The partjcular response curve in the famjiy of response
curves is setected by adjusting the potentiometer setting in Fjg. 15.32(a).

In studying the frequency response curves in Fjg. 15.32(b) note the fot'
Lowing. First, the gain jn dB can be either positive or negatjve. Ifthe gair
is positive a signaL in the bass range is anrptified or boosted. If the gain is
negative the signal js attenuated or cut. Second, it is possjbte to seLect a
response characterjstic that yields unity gair (zero dB) for alt ftequencies jn

the bass range. As we shall see, if the poteftiometer is set at jts nridpojit,
the cjrcuit witl have no effect on signab in the bass range. FinatLy, as the
frequency increases, aL[ the characte stic responses approach zero dB or
unity gajn. Hence the voLume control circuit wjtl have no e{fect on signats
ir  rhe rppe end or l reble ranqF o'Lhe dLdio treq renLiF..

-dBr

-dBr

iB i

Answer: ,R1 : 1.6 kO, R, = 65.04 0, Rr = 16 kO. Answen R : 500 O , ,7 : 0.9375 .

NOTE: AIM try Chapter Probkm 15.58.

PracticaI Perspective

(a) (b)

Figufe 15.32 4 (a) Bass votume controt circuit; (b) Bass votume contrclcircuit frequency response.



The first step in analyzing the frequency response of the circuit in
tig. 15.32(a) js to caLcutate the transfer functjon %/I4. To facititate this
catculation the s-domain equivaLent cjrcuit is qiv€n in Fig. 15.33. The node
vottages % and Vb have been tabeted jn the circujt to support node vottag€
anatysis. The position of the potentjometer is determined by the numerical
vatue of d, as noted in Fig. 15.33.

To find the transfer f!nction we write the three node vottage equations
that describe the circuit and then solve the eq0ations for the vottaqe ratio
%/%. The node vottage eqlations are

u u^ v '  (v"  -  lbr \ (  =u:
( 1  -  a ) R ,  X '  

' "

v 4 - 4 ^- - : + ( u -  y - ) 5 .  " ^  " - 0 ;

4  t v o  - n
(1 - a)R, oR, 

-'

These three node-vottage equations can be sotved to find % as a function of
14 and hence the transfer functjon /t(r):

V _  - ( a ,  + a n , + R r R , C r r )

nQq -

R1 + (1 a)R, + -RrR Crr

(&+ dR2+ joRE2Ci

[R1 + (1 d.]R, + jo,RlR C1l'

PracticatPerspectjve 643

Flgure 15.33 4 The s'domain cncuit forthe ba5s
voLume controL. Note that a detemin€r the
potentiom€t€r seitjng, so 0 < a < 1.

u"H(") =

It fottows directty that

Now lets verifo that this transfer function wiL[ generate the famjly of
frequency response curves depicted in Fig. 15.32(b). First note that when
d : 0.5 the magnitude of AUar) is unity for atl frequencies, i.e.

laj,)l :

W h e n o = 0 w e h a v e

R r + 0 . 5 R 2 + J o R r R 2 C 1
: 1 .

lRl + 0.5R, + jdRrRrcl

111(j0) =
Rl + ( l  a)Rz'

observe that Il(io)l at a : 1 is the reciprocal of ]11(10) at d = 0. that is

R r t R 2  t
nt to) o R, I t ,  /o).  o-.

Wjth a tjttte thought the rcader can see that the reciprocal retationship
hotds for all frequencies, notjust o - 0. For exanpLe o = 0.4 and d = 0.6
are symmetrjc with a = 0.5 and

& +  a R 2

EQ4"=od =
-(Rr + 0.4Rr) + t('RrRrcl
(Rr + 0.6R,) + joRrR2cl

(R1 +0.6R) + jaR$2C1

whiLe

H(Jb)"=o.o = (R1 + 0.4lRr) + ja&R2cl
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1
Hllu)" a.a - , ,n\ ta)o aa

It fotiows that depending on the vatue of a the votume control circujt can
either afiplifo or attenuate the inconing signat.

The nLlmerical vaLues of R1,Rz, and Ct are based on two design deci-
sions. The first design choice is the passband ampLification or attenuation
in the bass lange (as o+ 0). The second design choice is the frequency at
which this passband ampufication or attenuation is changed by 3 dB. The
component vaiues whjch satis{y the design decisions are caLcuLated wjth d
equal to either 1 or 0.

As we have alrcady obserued, the maxjmum gain witl be (Rr + Rr)/Rr
and the maximum attenuation wiL[ be Rr/(R1 + R2). If we assume
(Rl + nr)/Rl >> 1 then the gain (or attenuation) witl differ by 3dB
from its maxir,rum value when o : 1/R2Cr. This can be seen by noting that

l"(,#)1",l R 1  + R 2 +  j R 1

lRr + iRll

R 1  + R 2  , l
&  *  / ' l

"(,#)..
L 1  + j 1

R1 + jR1

r /n, + n,\
v2 \  R1 /

and

R r + R r + j R 1 l

1 + j 1 l =",(#E)

N'TE: Assess your undetstanding of this Ptddical Perspedive by trying
Chapter Problems 15.59 and 15.60.

Sumrnary

Active filters coNist of op amps, resistors, aIId capacitors,
They can be configued as low-pasE high-pasq bandpass,
and bandreject filte$. They overcome many of the disad-
vantages associated witl passive filters. (See page 608.)

A prototype low-pass lilter has component values of
R 1  =  R 2 : 1 O  a n d  C : 1 F , a n d i 1  p i o d u c e s  a  u n i t y
passbard gain and a cutoff frequency of 1 rad/s. The
prolotype high-pass filter has the same component val-
ues and also produces a unily passband gain and a cu!
off frequency of l rad/s. (See pages 609 and 612.)

Magnitude scalhg can be used to alter component val
ues without changing the frequency response of a circujt.
For a magnitude scale factor of t ,, the scaled (pimed)
values of resistance, capacitance, and inductance are

R' = k^R, L' : k^L, and C' : Clkn.

(See page 612.)

Fr€qu€ncy scaling can be used to shift the frequency
response of a circuit 1() another frequency region without
changhg the overall shape of the frequency response.
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For a frequency scale factor of k/, the scaled (pirned)
values of resistance, capacitance, and inductance are

R' = R, L' = L/kJ, nnd C' : Clkr.

(See page 612.)

Components can be scaled in both magnitude and f.e-
quency, wilh the scaled (primed) component values
grver by

R'� : k_R, L' = (k_lkf)L. a c' = c/(k_kf).

(See page 613.)

The dcsign of active low'pass ard high-pass filters can
begin with a prototype filter cilcuit. Scaling can then be
applied to shift the frequency response to the desired
cutoff frequency, using component values thal are com-
mercially available. (See page 613.)

An active broadband bandpass filter can be constructed
using a cascade ofa low passfilter with the bandpass fiI,
ter's upper cutoff frequency, a high-pass filter with the
bandpass filter's lower cutoff frequency, and (optionally)
an inverting arnplilier gain stage to achieve nonunity
gain in the passband. Bandpass filters implemented in
this fashior must be bioadband filters (o.2 >> o.r), so
that the elements of the cascade can be specified inde
pendently ofone another. (See page 616.)

An active broadband bandreject filter can be con-
slructed using a parallel combination of a low-pass filter
with the bandeject filter's lower cutoff frequency and a
high-pass filter witl the bandrcject filter's upper curoff
{ fequenc}.  Ihe ourpurs are then ted into a summing
amplifier, which can produce nonunity gain in the pass-
band. Bandreject filten implemented in this way must
be broadband filters (o"2 >> (r"r), so that rhe low-pass
and high-pass filter circuits can be designed independ-
ently ofone anotler. (See page 620.)

Highcr order active fillers have multiple poles in their
transfer furctions, resulting in a sharper transition from
the passband to the stopband and thus a more nearly
ideal frequency response. (See page 622-)

The tiansfer function of an nth-order Butterworth low-
pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1 rad/s can be
determined from the equation

by
' tinding the roots of the denominator polynomial
. assigning the left-half plane roors ro fl(r)
. writirg the denominator of H(s) as a product of firsr-

and second-order factors
(See page 627-628.)

Tlle fundamental prcblem in the design of a
Butterworth filter is to determine the order ofthe Iilter.
The filter specification usually delines the sharpness of
the transition band in terms of the quantities,4", o_,A,,
and (,". From these quantiti€s, we calculate the'smlles't
integer large. than the solution to either Eq. 15.42 or
Eq.15.46. (See pase 633.)

A cascade of second-order low pass op amp Iilters
(Fig. 15.21) with 1 O resistors and capacitor values cho,
sen to prcduce each factor in the Butterwortl poly-
nomial willFoduce an even-order Butterworth low-pass
filter. Adding a prototype low-pass op amp filter will prc
duce an odd-o.der Butterwo h low-pass filter. (See
page 629.)

A cascade of second-order hjgh pass op amp filters
(Fig. 15.25) with f F capacitors and resisror values cho,
sen to produce each factor jn the Butterworth poly,
nomial vill produce an even order Butterwo h
high-pass filtei. Adding a prorotype high-pass op amp
filter will produce an odd-order Butterworth high pass
filter. (See page 635.)

For both bigh and low-pass Butterworth filters, fre-
quency and magnitude scaling can be used to shift the
cutoff frequency from 1 rad/s and to include realistic
component values in the design. Cascading ar inverting
amplifier will produce a nonunity passband gain. (See
page 630.)

Butterworth low,pass and high,pass filters can be cas
caded to produce Butterworth bandpass filte$ o{ any
order . Buttelworth low-pass and high-pass filters can
be combined in parallel with a summing amplifier to
produce a Butterworth bandreject filler of any order r.
(See page 635.)

If a high-Q, or nar(owband, bardpass, or bandreject fil-
ter is needed, the cascade or parallel combination will
not work. lnstead, the circuits sho$n in Figs 15.26 and
15.29 are used with the appropdate design equation$
Typically, capacitor values are chosen from those com
mercially available, and the design equations ale used
to specily the resistor values. (See page 637.)

H(s)H(-r) -
1 + (-1)'sh
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Probtems

Section 15.1

15,1 Find the transfer function %/q for the circuit
shown in Fig. P15.1 if Zt is the equivalent imped-
ance of tle feedback circuit, Zi is the equivalent
impedance of the input circuit, and the opemtional
amplifier is ideal.

tigurc P15.3

Use the results of Problem 15.1to find the tmns-
fer luncl ion ol  lhe crrcui l  qhown in f ig.  P15.2.

What is the gain of the circuit as o - 0?

What is the gain of the circuit as o + N ?

Do your ans$ers lo (b) dnd (c) make sense in
terms of known circuit behavior?

Design an op amp-based low pass filter with a cut-
ofl frequency of 500 Hz and a passband gain oI 10
using a 50 nF capacitor.

a) DIaw your circuit, labeling the component val-
ues and output voltage.

b) II the value of the feedback resistor in the filter
is changed but the value of the resistor m the
forward path is unchanged, what charactenshc
of the filter is changed?

The input to the low pass filter designed in
Problem 15.5 is 200cosol mV

a) Suppose the power supplies are +%.. What is
the smallest value of %. that will still cause the
op amp to operate in i1s Linear region?

b) Find the output voltage when (, : (,..

c) Find the output voltage when o = 0.1.10.

d) Find the output voltage when o : 10o0.

Using the circuit in Fig. 15.1, design a low-pass
filter with a passband gain of 15 dB and a cutoff
f requenc) ot In kH,, .  A..ume a 5 nf capaciror is
available.

Diaw the circuit diagram and label all
components.

Use the circuit in Fig. 15.4 to design a high-pass
filter with a cutoff lrequenry of 40 kHz and a
passband gain of 12 dB. Use a 680 pF capacitor
in the design.

Draw the circuit diagram of the filter and label
all the components.

r5,4 a)

15.5
152 a)

b)

c)

d)

Figure P15,2

15.6

I5.7 a)

Repeat Problem 15.2, ushg the circuit
Fig. P15.3.

Figure P15.1

shown in



15.8 Desgn an op amp-based high pass filter with a cut-
off frequency of 300 Hz and a passband gain of 5
using a 100 nF capacitor.

a) Draw your circuit, labeling the component val-
ues and the ou4)ut voltage.

b) If the value of tle feedback resistor in the filter
is changed but the value of the resistor it the
forward path is unchanged, what chaiacteristic
of the filter is changed?

The input to the high pass filter designed in
Problem 15.8 is 150cos/dt mv

a) Suppose ttre power supplies are fy.d. Wiat is
t]le smallest value of y.. that will still cause the
op amp to opemte in its linear region?

b) Find tle output voltage when a, : oc.
c) End the output voltage when o - 0.1a)0.
d) Flnd the output voltage when (, : 10(,\).

Section 152

15.10 The voltage tiansfer function of either low-pass
prototype filter shown tu Fig. P15.10 is

I
I / (s) _ _.

15.12
Show that if either circuit is scaled in both magni-
tudo and frequency, the scaled tansfer funclion is

l
H'(s) :  -t s / K l t  +  |

Figule P15.10

R = 1 O

Ploblenis 647

15.11 The voltage tlallsfer function for either high-pass
prololype f i l tef  sho$T i t r  Fig. Pl5. l  I  is

rItrl = ---:_-

Show that if either circuit is scaled in botlt magni-
tude and frequency, the scaled ffansfer function is

(s/ kr\
H ' ( s )  :  .  i - .

l s /  K l  |  +  l

Flgsre P15.1115.9
C = 1 F

!-t-

The voltage tamfer function of the
bandpass filter shown in Fig. P15.12 is

a(r) : G)"
u. ( i)". '

(r(;)

prototype

Show that if the circuit is scaled in both magnitude
and ftequencv. t}le scaled tansfer function is

("')'. (iXi) .'
Flgu'€ P75.72

R = 1 O

L = l H
1 F t = 1 H
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15.13 a) SpeciJy t}Ie component values for t}Ie prototype
passive bandpass filtei described h Pmblem 15.12
if lhe qual i ry factor oftbe f i l ler i .25.

b) Specify the component values for the bandpass
filrer described in Problem 15.12 if the quality
factor is 25; t}le center, or resonart, frequency
is 100 krad/s; and t}le impedance at resonance
i s 3 . 6  k O

c) Draw a circuit diagram of the scaled filter and
label all the components.

15,14 An altemative to the prototype bandpass filter
ilustrated h Fig. P15.12 is to make o, = l rad/s,
R = 1O, and I = I henrys.

a) Wlat is the value of C in the prototype filter
circuit?

b) w}lat is the transfei funcfion of the prototype
filter?

c) Use the altemative prototlpe circuit just described
to design a passive bandpass frlter that has a qual-
ity factor of 20, a center frequency of 50 krad/s,
atld an impedance of 5 kO at resonance.

15.16

d) Draw a diagram of the scaled filter and label all
the components.

e) Use the iesults obtained in Problem 15.12 to
wdte the transfer function of the scaled circuit,

The passive bandpass filter illustrated in Fig. 14.22
has two prototype circuits. In the first prototype
c i r c u i t ,  o o : l r a d / s ,  C : 1 F ,  l , - 1 H ,  a n d
R-Oohms. In the second prototype circuit,
o d = 1 r a d / s ,  R : 1 O ,  C = O  f a r a d s ,  a n d
L: (1lQ)henrys.

a) Use one of these prototype circuits (your
choice) to design a passive bandpass filter thal
has a quality factor of 16 and a center frequency
of80 krad/s. The resistor R is 80 kO.

b) Draw a circuit diagram of the scaled filter and
label all components.

The tiansfer function for tie bandreject filter
shown in Fig.14.28(a) is

15.f Show that tle obse ation made in Problem 15.16
with respect to the transfor function for the circuit
in Fig. 14.28(a) also applies to the bandreject filter
circuit (lower one) in Fig.14.31.

15.18 The passive bandrcject filter illustrated in
Fig. 14.28(a) has the two prototlpe circuits shom
in Fig. P15.18.

a) Show thar for both cncuitE the transfer function is

1 2 + 1

b) Wdte the transfer function for a bandreject fil-
ter that has a center trequency of 50 kmd/s and
a quality factor of 5.

Fig!re P15.18

The two prototype venions of the passive band
reject filter shown in Fig. 14.31 (lower circuit) are
shown in Fis.P15.19(a) ard (b).

Show that the transfer function for either

15.19

u .  ( i ) ' . '

( ; ) , . '

15.15

s 2 + 1

(+)
(f)". (#)

Figure P15.19

Show that if the circuit is scaled in both magnitude
and ftequency, the transfer function of the scaled
circuit is equal to the transfer function of the
unscaled circuit with r replaced by (s/,tl), where ,tl
is the frequency scale factor.

Scale the bandpass filter in Problem 14.21 so that
the cenfer foequency is 250 kHz and the qualityfac-
tor is 7.5, using a 10 nF capacjtor. Determine the
values ofthe resistor,the inductor, ard the two cuf
off frequenci€s of the scaled filter.

t ! "' o  " "

, 1 1 - -' a '

E.m



15.21 Scale the bandreject filter in Problem 14.33 to get a
center tequency of 500 krad/s, using a 50pH
inductor. Determine the values of the resistor, the
capacitor, and the bandwidttr of the scaled flltei.

15.22 The circuit in Fig. P13.26 is scaled so that the 4 kO
resistor is replaced by a 20 kO resistor and the 5 nF
capacitor is replaced by a 100 pF capacitor.
a) What is tle scaled value ofZ?

b) W}Iat is the er?ression for io in the scaled circuit?

15.23 Scale the circuit in Problem 13.29 so that the 10 O
resistor is increased to 1 k0 and the frequ€ncy of
the voltage response is increased by a factor of
1000. Find t,0).

15.24 a) Show that iJ tlle low-pass filter cilcuit illustrated
in Fig. 15.1 is scaled in both magdtude and fre-
quency, the transfer function of the scaled circuit
is the same as Eq- 15.1 with s replaced by s/k/,
where q is the frequency scale factor.

b) In the prototrye version of the low-pass filter
circuit in Fig. 15.1, rr" = l rad/s, C = 1F,
Rz = 1O, and Rr = 1/tri ohms. Wlat is the
transfer function of the prototype circuit?

c) Using the result obtained in (a), derive the
tmnsfer function ofthe scaled filtei.

15.25 a) Show that if the high-pass filter illustrated in
Fig. 15.4 is scaled in both magnitude and fre-
quency, the tmNfer function is the same as
Eq. 15.4 wirh r replac€d by r/t , where &l is the
Irequency scale factor.

b) In the prototwe version of the high-pass filter
circuit in Fig. 15.4, (,,. : l rad/s, Rl - 1 O,
C = 1 F, and n2 : tri ohms. Wlat is the transfer
function of tlle prototype circuit?

c) Using the result in (a), derive the transfer func-
tion of the scaled filter.

Section 15.3

15J6 a) Using 20 nF capacitors, design an active broad-

,'-fj:i" band first-order bandpass filter that has a lower
;;iai cutoff frequency of 2000 IIz, an upper cutoff fre-

quency of 8000 Hz, and a passband gain of
10 dB. Use prototype versions of the low-pass
and high-pass filten in the design process (see
Problems 15.24 and 15.25).

b) Write the transfer function for the scaled filter.
c) Use the transfer function derived in part (b) to

find li(/o.), where .d, is the center ftequency of
the filter.

probtems 649

d) What is ttre passband gain (in decibels) of the fil-

e) Using a computer program of youi choice, make
a Bode magnitude plot of the filtei.

a) Using 5 nF capacitors, design an active broad-
band first-order bandreject lilter with a lower
cutoff frequency of 1000 IIz, an upper cutoff fre-
quency of 5000 Hz, and a passband gain of
10 dB. Use t]le prototpe filter circuits intto-
duced in hoblems 15.24 and 15.25 in the design
process,

b) Draw tle circuit diagmm of the filter and label
all the components.

c) What is the transfei function of the scaled filter?
d) Evaluate the transfer function derived in (c) at

the center frequency of the filter.

e) What is the gain (in decibels) at the center
fiequency?

f) Using a computer program of your choice, make
a Bode magnitude plot of the lilter transfer
lunction.

Show that the circuit in Fig. P15.28 behaves as a
bandpass filter. (Hr?t find the transfer tunction
for this circuit and show that it has the same form as
ttre transfer function for a bandpass filter. Use the
result from Problem 15.1.)
a) FiDd the center ftequency, bandwidth and gain

for this bandpass filter.

b) Find the cutoff frequencies and the quality for
this bandpass filter.

figuru P15.28

E.n

1528

10 pF
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8.29 For circuits consisting of resistoG capacitoq induc-
torE and op amps, I H(i,) '� involves only even pow-
ers of (d. To illustmte this, compute lH(Jo) l'� for the
tlree circuits in Fig. P15.29 when

V
H(') : -:.

Figure Pl5,29

R

Sectiotr 15.4

15.32 The puryose oI this problem is to illustrate the
advantage of an,?th-order low-pass Butterworttr fil-
ter over the cascade of r identical low-pass sections
by calculating the slope (in decibels per decade) of
each magnitude plot at the comer frequency o.. To
facilitate the calculation, let y represent the magni-
tude of 1ie plot (in decibels), and let "1 = logld,.
Then calculate d/dr at (o" for each plot.

a) Show that at the coner ftequency ((," : 1 rad/s)
of an ,?th-order low-pass prototype Butterworth
filter,

- londB/dec.

Show that for a cascade of r identical low-pass
protot)?e sections, the slope at o. is

' l "  ' ) ( t r ( ) t  n  1 \
dB/dec.

type of filter for

dy

c) Compure dy/dx for each
n : 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , a n d . n .

d) Discuss fhe significance of the results obtained
tII paft (c).

15.33 a) Derermine the order of a low-pass Butterworth
filter that has a cutoff frequency of 1000 Hz and
a gain of at least -40 dB at 4000H2.

b) What is the actual gain, in decibels, ar 4000 It?

2r/"

15.34 The circuit in Fig. 15.21 has the tansfer function
given by Eq. 15.34. Show that if ttre c cuit in
Fig. 15.21 is scaled in both magnitude and frc
quency, the transfer function of tle scaled ciicuit is

PC1C,
H'(") =

/ s \ 2 , 2 / r \ ,  1
\kr l  -  Rc, \4/  -  

Rtc ' r ;1530 Design a unity-gain bandpass filter, using a cascade
connection, to give a center ftequercy of 50 krad/s
and a bandwidtl of 300 krad/s. Use 150 nF capaci-
tors. Specify /.1, /.r, Rz, ard Rl'.

15.31 Design a parallel bandreject filter with a center frc-
quency of 5 kHz, a bandwidth of 30 kHz, and a pass-
band gain of 4. Use 250 nF capacitors, and speciJy
all resistor values.

a) Write the hansfer function for the prototype
lo$'-pass Butterworth filter obtained in
Problem 15.33(a).

b) Write t}le traNfer function for the scaled filter
in (a) (see koblem 15.34).

c) Check the expression derived in pafi (b) by
using it to calculate tle gain (in decibels) at
4000 Hz. Compare your result with that found in
Problem 15.33(b).

15,35



15.36 a) Using 2 kO resisto^ and ideal op amps, design a
circuit that vdll implement the low-pass
Butterworth filter speciJied in Problem 15.33.
The gain in the passband is one.

b) Construct the circuit diagram and label all com-
ponent values,

15,37 a) Using 25 nF capa€itors and ideal op amps,

,ffiTi$ design a high-pass unity,gain Butter,vorth filrer
with a cutoff frequency of 5 kHz and a gain of at
least 25 dB at 1kHz.

b) Draw a c cuit diagram of t]Ie filter and label all
component value$

15.38 Veri!, the entries ir Thble 15.1 for rl = 5 and

15.39 The circuit in Fig. 15.25 has the transfer function
given by Eq. 15.47. Show tlat if the circuil is scaled
in both magnitude and ftequency, the transfer func-
tion of the scaled circuit is

probLems 651

a) Use 300 pF capacitors in the circuit in Fig. 15.26
to design a bandpass filter with a quatty factor
of 20, a center frequency of 8 kHz, and a pass-
band gain of 40 dB.

b) Draw the c cuit diagram of the filter and label
all the components.

Show that if o. = 1 rad/s and C : 1F in the cir-
cuir in Fig. 15.26, t.he prototype values of Rl, R2,
and R3 are

^ o

15.43

t5.42

15.44

a
2Q2 K'

Hence the hansfer function of a scaled circuit
is obtained from ttre transfer function of an
unscaled circuit by simply replacing s in the
urNcaled transfer function by r/&r, where ,t, is the
frequency scaling factor.

a) Using 3 kn fesistors and ideal op amps. design a
low-pass unity-gain Butterwonh filter that has a
cutoff frequency of 20 kHz and is down at least
25 dB at 100 kHz.

b) Draw a circuit diagram of the tiltei and label aU
tlte componenfs,

The high-pass filter designed in Problem 15.37 is
cascaded with the low-pass filter designed in
Problem 15.40.

a) Describe the twe of filter fomed by this
interconnectiotr.

b) Specify tlre cutoff fiequencieq tle mid-
frequency, and the quality factor of the filter.

c) Use tlle results of Problems 15.33 and 15.38 to
dedve the scaled tmnsfer futction of the filter.

d) Check the deiivation of (c) by using it to calculare
It0oo), wheie .r" is the midhequency of the Iilter.

Rz = 2Q'

a) Design a broadband Butterwonh bandpass fil-
ter with a lower cutoff frequency of 1000 TIz and
an upper cutolf frequency of 8000 Hz. The pass,
band gain of the filter is 10 dB. The gain should
be down at least 20 dB at 400 Hz and m kHz.
Use 50 nF capacitors in the high-pass circuit and
5 kO resistors in the low-pass circuit.

b) DIaw a circuir diagram of the filter and label all
the components.

a) Derive the exptession for the scaled fiansfer
tunction for the filtei desigred in Problem 15.44.

bJ U. ing rhe expressioD deri !ed in fa L f ind the gain
(in decibels) at 500H2 and 5000 Hz.

c) Do the values obtained in part (b) satisi, the fil"
tedng specifications given in Problem 15.44?

Derive the prototype transfer function for a fifth-
order high-pass Butterworth filter by firct writing
the transfer function for a fifth-order prototype
low-pass Butterworth filter and then replacing s by
1/r in the low-pass expression.

The fifth-order Butterworh filter in Problem 15.46
is used in a system where the cutoff frequency is
10krad/s.

a) Wlat is ttre scaled transfer function for the filter?
b) Test your er?ression by fhding the gain (in deci-

bels) at the cutoff frequency.

("')'
d ' ( , )  =

/ s \ ' �  2  / r \  1
\4/ - n,c \4/ - R,Ra'

15.40

15.45

15.46
15.41

15.47



15.48 The purpose of this problem is to guide you

plfJfltr through the analysis necessary to establish a design
procedure lor derermining t}le circuit components
in a filter circuit. The circuit to be analyzed is shown
in Fig. P15.48.

a) Analyze the circuit qualitatively and convince
yourself that the circuit is a low-pass filter with a
passband gain of RzlR1.

b) Support your qualitative analysis by deriving the
transfer function U.IU. @int: In deriving the
transfer function, represent the resistors witll
theirequivalentconductances,tlatiqGr : 1/Rr,
ard so forth.) To make tlle transfer function use-
Iul in terms of the entries h Table 15.1, put it in
the form

c)

Kb.

Now obse e that we have five ciicuit compo-
nents Rt, iR2, R3, C1, and C2 and three tlans-
fer function constraints-(, 61, and b,. At first
glance, it appears we have two free chorc€s
among the five component$ However, when we
hvestigale ttre relationships between the circuit
components and the transfer function constraints,
we see that if C2 is chosen, there is ar upper limit
on C1 in order for R2(Gr) to be realizable. With
tlis in mind, show that iJ C, = 1F, the three cor-
ductances are given by the expressioff

G r :  K G 2 l

Assume the circuit analyzed in Problem 15.48 is
part of a third-order low-pass Buttenvorth filter
having a passband gain of B.

a) If C2 = 1F in the prototype second-order sec-
tion, what is the upper limit on C1?

b) If tlre limiting value of Ct is chosen, what are the
prctotype values of Rr, Rr, and R3?

c) If the comer frequency of the filter is 50 kHz
and C2 is chosen to be 250 pE calculate the
scaled values ofC1, R1, rR2, and Rr.

d) SpeciJy the scaled values of the resiston and the
capacitor in the firslorder section of the filter.

e) Construct a circuit diagam of the filter and
label allthe component values on the diagam.

15.50 Interchange the Rs and Cs in the circuit in

p?::Tix Fig. P15.48;that is, replace Rl with Cr, R2 with C2,
R3 with C3, Cr with R1, and C2 with R2.

a) Describe the type of filter implemented as a
result of the interchange.

Confirm the filter type descibed in (a) by deriv-
ing the transfer tunction %/ q. Write tle trans-
ler lunction jn a form that makes it compatible
with Table 15.1.

Set C2 : C3 = 1 F and derive the expressions
for C1, Rl, and R2 in tems ofl., bl, and b,. (See
Problem 15.48 for the definition of br and bo.)

Assume the filter described in (a) is used in the
same type oftlird-order Butterworth filter that
has a passband gain of 8. WitI C, = C3 = 1F,
calculate the prototype values of Cl, R1, and R2
in the second-order section of the filter.

15.49

c, = (g\c,,

tt, + t/ttt, t41t + r1q

c)

d)

2(r + r()

For G2 to be rcalizable,

h?
- '  

4 b . ( 1 +  K ) '

d) Based on fie results obtained in (c), outline the
design procedure for selecting the circuit com-
ponents once r, b., ard b1 are known.

Fiqure P15.48



15.51

15.53

a) Use the circuits analyz€d in Problems 15.48 and
15.50 to implement a broadband bandreject fil-
ter having a passband gajn of 20 dB, a lower cor-
nei hequency of 800 IIz, an upper corner
frequency of 7200 Hz, and an attenuation of at
least 20 dB at both 1500 Hz and 13.5 kHz. Use
50 nF capacitors whenever possible.

b) Draw a circuit diagram of the filter and label a
the components,

a) Derive the transfer function Ior the bandreject
filter described in Problem 15.51.

b) Use the transfei function derived in part (a) to
Iind the attenuation (in decibels) at the center
Irequency of the filter.

The puryose of this problem is to develop the
design equarions ior rhe circui l  iD Fig. Pl5.)1. (see
Pioblem 15.48 for suggestions on the development
of design equations.)

a) Based on a qualitative analysis, describ€ the type
of filter implemented by the circuir.

b) Vedfy the conclusion rcached in (a) by deriving
the transfer tulrction V"IU. Write the tralrsfer
function in a form that makes it compatible with
the entdes in Table 15.1.

c) How many ftee choices are there in the selec
tion of tlle circuit components?

d) Derive the expressions for the conductances
G1 : 1/n1 and Gz = llRz in terms of C1, Cr,
and the coefficients b, and b1. (See Problem
15.48 for the definition of b, and d.)

e) Are there any restictions on Cl or C2?
f) Assume the circuit in Fig. P15.53 is used to

design a fourth order low-pass unity gain
Butterworth filtei. Specify the prototype values
of Rl ard R2 in each second-order section if 1 F
capacitors are used in the prctotype circuit.

ftobhns 653

15.54 The fourth-order low-pass unity-gain Butterworth

,?nlfll{ filter in hoblem 15.53 is used in a system where the
cutoff frequency is 25 kHz. The filtei has 750 pF
caPacitors.

a) Specify the numedcal values of Rr and R2 in
each section of the filter.

b) Draw a circuit diagram of the filter and label all
the components.

15.55 Interchange the Rs and Cs i]) the circuit in
plisJ:Jl{ Fig. P15.53, that is, replace R1 with C1, R2 with C2,

ancl vrce vema.

a) Analyze the circuit qualitatively and predict the
type offilter implemented by the circuit.

b.) Verify the conclusion reached in (a) by deiving
the transfer function U.IU. Writ€ the transfer
functior in a form that makes it compatible with
t}le enrries in Table 15.1.

c) How many free choices are there in the selec-
tion of the circuit components?

d) Find R1 and R2 as fulctions of 6., 4, C1, and C2.
e) Are there ary restrictions on C1 and C2?
f) Assume the circuit is used in a third-order

ButteNortl lilter of the t}pe found in (a). Speciry
the prctotype values of Rt and n2 in the second-
order section of the filter it Ct = gt : 1 , .

15.56 a) The c cuit in Problem 15.55 is used in a third-

,liTiJ" order high-pass Butterworth filter that has a cul
off lrcquency of 40 klIz. Specify the values of Rl
and -R2 if360 pF capacitors are available to con
struct the filter.

b) Specify tlre values of resistance and capacitance
in the finforder section of the filter .

c) Draw th€ circuit diagram and label all the
componenlS,

Give the numerical expression for the scaled
lransfer function of the filter.

Use the scaled transfer function de ved in (d)
to find the gain in dB at the cutolf frequency.

figurc Pr5.53

d)

e)
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1557 a) Show that tle transfer function for a prorotype
bandreject filter is

Use tlle result found in (a) to find the transfer
tunction of the filter designed in Example 15.13

Using the circuit shown in Fig. 15.29, design a
na[ow-band bandreject filter having a center
frequency of 4 kHz and a quality factor of 15.
Base the design on C : 150 nF.

Draw the circuit dia$am of the filter and label
all component values on the diagram.

What is the scaled tnnsfer function of the filtei?

1 2 + 1

s ' � + ( [ l Q \ s + 1

Rr+(1 -  d)R2 + n1R2C1s

rigure P15.62

where R, = R1 + R3 + 2R2. Fortunately the proj-
ecf engineer has an electdcal engineering under-
graduate student as an intern arld therefore asks
t]le student to check the subordinate's claim.

The student is asked to check tle behavior of tlle
fansfer function as (,+0; as o+oo; a]Id the
behavior when (.) = oo and B varies between 0 and 1.
Based on your testing of the hansfer function do you
tlink the circuit could be used as a heble volume
control? Explain.

b)

1s.s8 a)

0

c)

S€€{iotrs 15.1-15.5

1559 Using tle circuit in Fig. 15.32(a) design a volume

pll$l*ii, control c cuit to give a maximum gain of 20 dB and
dfii a eaiD ol 17 dB al a ffeoue0cv of 40 Hz. Use an
"*"" t t - t  t  o resisror and a lOd ko potenriometer.  Iest

your design by calculating the maximum gair at
a, = 0 and t]le gain at rr: 1/R2C1 using the
selected values of n1, R2, and C1,

15.60 Use the circuit in Fig. 15.32(a) to design a bass vol-

ft;Ijii€ ume control circuit that has a mardmum gain of
,e.o*, 13.q8 dB that drops otf 3 dB ar 50lt.

15.61 Plot the maximum gain in decibels versus d when

tifflHlE o = 0 for the circuit desigred in Problern 1s.59.I-et
a vary from 0 to 1 in increments of 0.1.

15.62 a) Show that the circuits in Fig. P15.62(a) and (b)
are eoui!alent.

Show that the points labeled x and y in
Fig. P15.62(b) are always at the same pot€ntial.
Using the information in (a) and (b), show that
lhe circuit in l- ig. I5.33 cdn be drdwn a( shown in
Fig.P15.62(c).
Show tlat the circuit in Fig. P15.62(c) is ir the
form of the circuit in Fig. 15.2, where

15.63 An engineeing project manager has received a

;ffmi, proposal from a subordjnale \rho claims rhe circuil
shoqn in Fig. P15.63 could be u.ed as a rreble !ol-
ume control circuit if Ra >> Rt + R3 + 2R2. The
subordinate fu her claims that the voltage transter
function for the circuit is

v-
ItG) : ;

-{(2R3 + n4) + (1 B)& + n.l(BRa + ntc,s}

{ (2Rr+R4)+ (1  -  B )&  +  R3 l (BRa  +  R  )Cr r }b)

zf

1 + Rrclr

R l + d R 2 + R r l R 2 C l s
1 + R2C1s

1lsCI

(1 o)Rz aRz (l-d)R, Y dR,

R4 + 2R3

L q L
rq rC1

Rt [-r ] t".rr lri nr



figuru P15.63

Rr

R2

C,

(1-B)n4 I pR4

15.64 In the circuit of Fig. P15.63 the componenr values
plglfiiir are n1 = Ru = 20 kO, R: = 5.9 kO, Ra : 500kO,

and C2 = 2.7 nF .

a) Calculate the maximum boost in decibels.
b) Calculate the maximum cut in decibels.
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c) Is Ra significantly greater rhan R,?
d) When B = 1, what is the boost in decibels when

a : L/&c2'l

e) When B - 0, whar is the cut in decibels when
a : 1/&C2?

'0 
0 Based on the results obtained in (d) and (e),

what is the significance of rhe frequency 1/R3C,
when R4 >> Ro?

-R3

15.65 Using the component values given in
pr#flI#h Problem 15.64, plot the maximum gain in decibels

versus B when a = 0. LeL P vary from 0 to 1 in
increments of0.1.



16.1 Fo!rier Series Anatysis:
An oveffie$ p. 658

16.2 The Fourier Coefficients p. 659

16.3 The Effect of Symmetry on the Fourier
Coetfi.ients p. 662

16.4 An Alternative Trigonom€tric form of the
Fourier S€ries p. 668

Fourier Series
In the preceding chapters, we devoted a considerable amount

oI discussion to steady-state sinusoidal analysis. One reason fol

this interest in the sinusoidal excitation function is that it allows

us to find the steady-state response to nonsinusoidal, but peri

odic, excitations. A periodic funct'ion is a lunction that repeats

itself every I seconds For example, the triangular wave illus-

trated in Fig. 16.1 on page 657 is a nonsinusoidal, but periodic,

break waveform.
A periodic lunction is one that satisfies the relationship

f(t) = ft t  x nr1, (16.1)

\rhere '? is an integer (1.2,3, . . .) and I is the period. The func-

tion shown in Fig. 16.1 is pe odic because

16.6

An Appti.ation p. 6/0
Average-Power [at(utations with Periodic

16.7 The rms VaLue oI a Periodic
fun.iion p- 678

16.8 The Exponential Form of the Fourier

16.9 Amplitude and Phase Specva p. 682

f(rd = ,f(ro - T\ : f(ta + T) = f(to + 2r) :

1 Be abte to catcutate the trigonometric form of
the Fourier coefficients for a periodic waveform
lsjng the definition ofthe coeffjcieits and the
sjmptifi cations possibte if the wavefom exhibits
one or morc types of symmeht

2 Krow how to analyze a circLrjys response to a
periodic waveform using Fourier coefficjents

3 Be abLe to estimate the average power deLivered
to a r€sistor usins a smaLL numbe' of Fourier

4 Be abte to catcutate the exponentiaL fom of the
Fourier coefficjents for a penodic waveform and
use them to generate magnitude and phase
spectrum ptots for that waveform.

for any arbitrarily chosen value of a0. Note that Zis the smallest

time interval that a periodic tunction may be shifted (in either

direction) to produce a function that is identical 1() itsell

Why the il1terest in periodic functions? One reason is that

man) clcctr ical sourcei ol practical \alLre generale periodic uave

forms. For example, nonfiltered electronic rectifieN driven from a

sinusoidal source produces rectified sine waves that are nonsinu-

soidal, but periodic. Figures 16.2(a) and (b) on page 657 show the

waveforms of the full-wave and half-wave sinusoidal rectifiers,

respectivcly.
The sweep generator used to control the electron beam ol a

cathode-ray oscilloscope produces a periodic triangular wave like

the one shown ir Fig.16.3.

Electronic oscillators, which are useful in laboratory testing of

equipmenl, are designed to produce nonsinusoidal periodic

waveforms. Function generators, which are capable of producing

square-wave, t angular-wave, and rectangular-pulse wavefbrms,

are found in most testing laborato es. Figure 16.4 illustrates q.pi-

cal waveforms.



Another practical problem that stimulates intercst in periodic func-
tions is that power generators, although designed to produce a sinusoidal
waveform, cannot in practice be made to produce a pure sine wave. The
distorted sinusoidal wave, however, is periodic. Engineers natuially a.re
interest€d in ascertaining the consequences of exciting power systems
with a slightly distorted sinusoidal vollage.

Interest in pe odic functions also stems from the geneml obsenation
that any nonlinea ty ir an otherwise linear circuit creates a nonsinusoidal
pedodic function. The rectifier circuit alluded to eartier is one example of
this phenomenon. Magnetic saturation, which occus in both machines
and transfomen, is another example of a ronlinearity that generates a
nonsinusoidal periodic function. An electronic clipping circuit, which uses
transistor saturation, is yet another exalnple.

Moreover, nonsinusoidal pedodic functions are important in the
analysis of nonelectrical systems. Problems involving mechanical vibra-
tion, fluid flow, and heat flow all make use of Deriodic functions. In fact.
the study and analysis of heat flow in a metal iod led the French mathe
matician Jean Baptiste Joseph Fourier (1768 1830) to the trigonometric
series representation of a periodic function.This series bears his name and
is the startirg point for findhg the steady-state rcsponse to periodic exci-
lations of electric circuits.

Figule 16,1,6 A periodk wavdo

Figure 16.2 A 0utputwaveforms of a nonfiltercd sinu-
soidat rectjfier. G) Futlwave rcctjficabon. (b) Natf-wave

tigule 16.3 A The tdanguLar waveform of a cathode'my
oscitloscope sweep generatoL

vn

Figurc 16.4 a Wavetorms produced by functjon
s€nelator used in taboratory testing. (a) Square wave
(b) Irjanqutar wave. G) Rectansutar pulse.

T  h + 2 7  |



Fourier series representation of a periodic
fundion >

16.1 Fourier Series Anatysis:
An Overview

What Fourier discovered in investigating heat-flow problems is that a
periodic tunction can be rcpresented by an infinite sum oI sine or cosine
functions that are harmonically related.In other words, the period of any
trigonometric term in the infinite series is an integral multiple, or har-
monic, of the Iundamental period Z of the pedodic function. Thus for pei-
odic/(r), Fourier showed that/(t) can be expressed as

(16.2)

where ,? is the integer sequence 1,2,3, . , , .
1n8q.76.2, a., a", and b" are kno*n as the Fou er co€fficients and are

calculated ftom /(t). The telm (.)o (which equals 2?r/7) represents the
fundamentel frequ€ncy of the periodic function f(l). The integral multi-
ples of d0 that is,2d0, 3o0, 4.r0, and so on aie knorpn as the harmonic
frequencies of/(t). Thus 2o0 is the second harmonic,3.d0 is the third har-
monis and nrro is the nth harmonic of f(t).

We discuss the detemination of the Fourier coefficients in
Section 16.2. Before pursuing the details of using a Fouder series in circuit
analysis, we first need to look at tlre process in general terms. From an
applicarions point of vie\ we can er?ress all the periodic functions of
interest in terms of a Fourier series. Mathematically, the conditions on a
periodic function /(1) that ensure expressing /(,) as a convergent Fourier
series rknown as Dirichl€t's conditions) are that

1. /(t) be single-valued,

2. f(t) have a finite number of discontinuities in t})e periodic inteival,

3. /(r) have a finite
interval,

4. the integral

number of maxima and minima in the periodic

I f(t) ldt

Anypedodic function genemred by a physically realizable source satisfies
Dirichlet's condjtions. These are sufficient conditions, not necessary con-
ditions. Thus if f0) neets these requircments, we know that we can
express it as a Fouder series. However, if/(t) does not meet these requ e-
ments, we still may be able to express it as a Fouder series. The necessary
conditions on /(t) are not known.

After we have determined /(t) and calculated the Fouder coefficients
(d,, a,, and 6,), we resolve the periodic source into a dc source (ao) plus a
sum of sinusoidal sources (r, and 6"). Because the periodic souce is driv
ing a lhear circuit, we may use the principle of superposition to find the
steady state response,In particulai, we fust calculate the rcsponse to each
source generated by the Fourier sedes rcprcsentation of/(t) and then add
the individual rcsponses to obtain the total response. The steady-state
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response owing to a specific sinusoidal source is most easily found with
the phasor melhod ofaral ts i t

The procedue is straightforward and involves no new techniques of
circuit analysis. It produces the Fouder series repiesentation of lhe
steady-state response; coirsequently, the actual shape of the response is
unknom. Futlemrore, the response waveform can be estimated only by
adding a sufricient trumber of tems together. Even though.the Fouier
series approach to finding the steady:state.respolse does have some draw-
backs, it introduces a way of thinking about a problem that is as important
as getting quantitative results. In fact, the conceptual picture is even more
important in some rcspects than the quantitative one.

16.2 The Fourier Coefficients
AJter defining a periodic function over its fundamental period, we deter-
mine the Fourier coefficients from the rcIationships

In Eqs. 16.4 and 16.5, the subscdpt k indicates the kfi coefficient in the
integer sequence 1, 2,3, . . . . Note that a, is the average value of /(t), dr is
twice the average value of /(1) cos,/rol, and 6k is twice the avemge value
of /(r) sin toot.

We easily derive Eq$ 16.3-16.5 fiom Eq. 16.2 by recalling the follow-
ing hteglal relationships, which hold when m and n are intoge$:

(16.3)

(16.4) < Fourier coefficient5

(i6.5)

s]|nme)ot dt = 0. Ior all fi, (16.6)

J ,,, 
'o" ̂ '$ o'

f','" 
'"o"^ 

'"'on'r o'

f,,^" 
"io ̂ ,0, "n no,n, a,

= 0, for all m, \16.7)

: 0, for all m and n, (16.8)

f o t a l l m + n ,

T
2 ' (16.e)
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Find the Fouder series for the periodic voltage
shown in Fig.16.5.

f' 

' 
,o' ̂ -,,,, ,or r.o, a! o. to( a)t m - n.

T .- t ,  I o f  m = n . (16.10)

We leave you to vedfy Eqs 16.6-16.10in Problem 16.5.
To derive Eq. 16.3, we simply integrate both sides oI Eq. 16.2 over

one pedod:

f , .  r  f o r ,  :  \

J,. 
,,,,0, - 

J" \"" )a,cosn-6r - b.sin n-o! ldt

lio+? 6 /h+?
=  I  a , & + > l  \ a , c o s  n d a t  b a s i n n u d ) d r

= a;f + O. (16.11)

l-qualron l6.J fol lows direcl ly t rom tq. 16.I  L
To dedve t}le expiession for the ft1h value of a,, we first multiply

Eq. 16.2 by cos kol and then irrtegiate botl sides over one period of /(t):

l'"rr lh+r 
-

I  f ( t )coskaotdt:  I  axcos ka& dt
J J h

>/ |  at  cos nutt !  cos kuol + bnsinnuutcoskdut ldt

/ T \= 0 + a/( t r  -  0.  r io.  z)

Solving Eq.16.12 for ak yields the er?ression inEq.16.4.
We obtail the expression for the frth value of b, by filst multiplying

borh sides of Eq. 16.2 by sin /..rot and then integrating each side over one
period of /(t). Exampte 16.1 shows how to use Eqs. 16.3-16.5 to find t}le
Fouder coefficients for a specific periodic function.

Finding the Fourier Series of a Triangular Waveform with No Symmetry

Solution
When using Eq$ 16.!16.5 to find a,, dr, and b*, we
may choose the value of t0. For the periodic voltage
of Fig. 16.5, the best choice for to is zem. Any other
choice makes the rcquired integntions moie cum-
be^ome.fhe expiession for o(t) between 0 and fis

*r :(?)Figure 16.5 A The peiodic vottage for Example 16.1.



The equation for a, is

This is cle"r ly lh< J\sfrge \  dlue ot lhe $dvetor11 in
Fig.16.5.

The cquation for the kth value of d,, is

"^= :  I  l+  ) rcosr -o , . i r
l J a \ t /

2U_/ |
=  - l  -coskd^1

T' \ k,-6

Answer: d! - 21.99 V,

z r  = i s r n  i  v .

D k = i { 1  -  c o s - }  v .

^OrE: At\o t ,  Chdpter Prcbt?n'  lo. l  lo , .
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Thc equation for the kth value of D, is

b k  = :  I  l + ) L \ i \ k - , t d l,.:il '(?)'"=in"

*f;,-r..,r) '

' ) l :o

2v^l  1  |= __I_-- :_c ln/ .dur  -  _
/ -  \ K _ d i

: :ilt | 0 1c,). 2,k I
/ ' \  k - a  /

- v ^
1tk

The Fourier series for 1](r) js

v  v  N l

u t r t :  l l  l ) l  s i l  r -  r
t  n ; = t n

v -  v ^ .  v , , .  ̂= ^ srn d0/ ^ sLn ldr,/

."r-rt)l;

for all /,.

objective 1-Be able to catcutate the trigonometric fonn of tfte Fourier coefficients for a periodic waveform

1 6 . 1  D e r i \ e l h e e y p r e s s i o n < l o r r . . l 1 , . a n d b {  t o r  l h e  1 6 . 2  R c f e r  r o  A . s e . s m e n r  p f o b l e m  t o . t .
pef iodic rolrage runc(ion shown i t  l -  -  qr V

. a) What is rhe alerage value ofthe periodic

v
:a sin 3rant -

1_t
3

voltage?
b) Compute the numcrical values of a1 o5

and | , bs.
c r  l t f  -  l 2 s . o l . m \ . w h a t i s l h e  t u n d a m c n l r l

frequency in mdians per second?
d) wllat is thc.frcquency of the third hamonic

in hertz?
e) Wdte the Fourier series up to a]ld includilrg

the fifth harmonic.

Answen (a) 21.99Y
( b )  5 . 2  V . 2 . 6 V  0 V  -  L J .  a n d  l . 0 r  V :

( t  V 4.5 V 0V 2.25 V and 1.8 V;
(c) 50 rad/si
(d) 23.87 Hz;
(e) 1,(t) = 21.99 - 5.2 cos 50r + 9 sin 50r +

2.6cos 100r + 4:5 sin 100r
1.3 cos 200r + 2.25sin 20Or +
1.04 cos 250r -  l .8. in.)5tr  V.



Finding the Fourier coefficients, in general, is tedious. Therefore any-
thing that simplifies the task is beneficial. Fortunately, a periodic tunction
that possesses ce ain types of symmetry greatly reduces the amount of
woik involved in finding the coetficients. In Section 16.3, we discuss how
s),rnmelry affect5 rbe coefficienls i, a Fourier serieq.

16.3 The Effect of Svmmetrv
on the Fourier Coefficients

Four types of symmetry may be used to simplify the task of evaluating the
Fourier coefficients:

. even-tunctionsymmetry,

. odd-functionsymmetry,

. half-wave synmetry,

. quarter-waveslmmetry.

The effect of each type of symmetry on the Fourier coefficients is discussed
in the following sections.

Even-Function Symmetry
A lunction is defined as ever if

Ev€n function > (16.13)

(16.17)

Functions that satisfy Eq. 16.13 are said to be even because polyromial
tunctions with only even exponents possess tlis cha-racreristic. For even
Denodic functions. the eauations for the Fouder coefficients reduce to

"':i.1" rt'ta''

1 lrl2" - +  I

t+1":+t-,

sk: 
; Jo 

fQ) cos kaot dt,

bk : 0, for all k.

(16.14)

(16.15)

(16.16)

flgure 15.61An ev€n peiodic function,
f(t) = f(-t).

Note that all the b coefficients are zero iJ t}le periodic function is even.
Figure 16.6 ilustrates an even periodic tunction. The derivations of
Eqs. 16.14-16.16 follow directly from Eqs. 16.3-16.5. Itr each dedvation,
we select ,o = -?/2 and tlen break the intenal of integration into the
range from T/2 to 0 and' to T/2, or

f(t\ dt

f(t\ dt f(t) dt.



16.3 The Eff€ct ofsymnetry on ihe Fouier Coefficjents

Now we change the variable of integmtion ir the first integral on the
right-hand side of Eq. 16.17. Specifically, we le1 t = -i and note that
/(r) : /(-r) - /(x) because the function is even. We also observe that
x:  T/2whent:  T/2anddt:  dx.Tl \en

663

l0 la fr,z
I l i tat I f(t\t dr\ - I t(x\dx.

J-fl2 Jrlz JO
(16.18)

(16.19)

which shows that the integration from f/2 to 0 is identical to that from
0 to f/2; therefore Eq. 16.17 is tlre same as Eq. 16.14. The deiivafion of
Eq.16.15 proceeds along similar lines. Here,

ak =; I f(t) cns koat dt

but

+ i.1,, f(t) cos k'ot dt,

: I,,, (16.20)

As before, the integmtion from f/2 to 0 is identical to that from 0 to
?/2. Combining 8q.16.20 with Eq.16.19 yields Eq.16.15.

A11 the b coefficients are zero when f(t) is an even periodic tunction,
because the integration frcm Z/2 to 0 is the exact negative of the inte-
gration from 0 to f/2; thar is,

P t')
I  J 0 \ ' i n k - a ! d t  -  /  / ( y r s i n l  r u d ) (  . 1 . r )

J TP JTz

= -.1" f @sint<.ot at \16.21)

to ta
I f(t)co'A.or, l t  - |  l(r)cos(-k-ax)( 'dx)

J rl2 J7:/2

When we use Eqs. 16.14 and 16.15 to find the Fourier coefficients, the
interyal of integation must be between 0 and I/2.

0dd-Function Symmetry

(16.22) < odd function
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Functions that satisfy Eq. 16.22 are said to be odd because polynomial
functions with only odd er?onents have this characteristic. The exprcs-
sions for the Fourier coefficients are

a* : 0, for all k:

bk::  I  f l t  )  s in kdar, l t .

l t6.?3)

1t6.21)

\ t6.?5)

116.27)

116.28)

(16.29)

(16.30)

(16.31)

Figffe 16.7 A An odd periodic funcirion
f(t) = f( t).

(a)

t(t)

Note that all the d coefficients are zero if the periodic function is odd.
Figure 16.7 shows an odd pedodic function.

We use the same process to derive Eqs. 16.23-16.25 that we used to
derive Eqs.16.14 16.16.We leave the derivations to you in Problem 16-6.

The evenness, or oddness, of a periodic function can be destroyed by
shifting the function along the time axis. In other words, the judicious
choice of where I : 0 may give a periodic function even or odd symmetry.
For €xample, the triangular function shown in Fig. 16.8(a) is neither even
nor odd. However, we car ma&e the function even. as shown in
Fig.16.8(b),or odd, as shown in Fig.16.8(c).

Half-Wave Symmetry
A periodic function poss€sses half wave symnetry if it satisfies the

l(t) = f(L r/2). (r6.26)

Equation 16.26 states that a periodic functiol has half-wave symmetry if,
after it is shifted one half period and inverted, it is identical to the original
function. For example, the functions shown in Figs.16.7 ard 16.8 have half-
wave symmetry, whereas those inFigs.16.5 and 16.6 donot.Note that half-
wave s],mmetry is not a fuflction of where t = 0.

lfa periodic function has half-wave symmetry, both irk and bk are zero
for even values of k, Moreover, dr also is zero because the average value
of a function with half-wave slDmetry is zero. The expressions for the
Fouder coefficients are

G)
Figure 16.8 A How the choice of wh€r€ I = 0 can
make a periodjc function even, odd, or neither. (a) A
perjodic iianguhr wave ihaiis neither even norodd.
{b)The trianqutarwave of(a) made even by shiftins the
functjon alonq the I axis. (c)Ihe trianguhr wave of G)
nade odd byshifting the function atons ihe t axjs.

a k = :  I  f c ) c o s k d r t  d r .

b * = 0 ,

1 .1" to"n*w at,

for ,t odd;

for k odd.



16.3

We derive Eqs, 16.27-16.31 by starting $.ith.Eqs. .16.3=16.5laod choois'
ing the interval of integranoa as -T 12 to T /2. We then divide this range
into the inte als -Tl2 to O and 0 to T/2. For example, the derivation
for a* is

The Effect of Symmetry on the Fouief Coefficjents 665

ak: 
; J,^ 

f(t)cosk!,ot dt

frp
I ,fO) cos L0& dt

J .r/2

+:l  f l t)  cos kor,t dt.

2
T

' : ! - - r l )

tt = T/2, when I : 0;

wrcat = -1/2,

dt = dt.

We rewrite the first integal as

tn .TP

| f t tcosk-ntdt - 
I  tr" - T/2)coskuDtx T/2tdx.

J1/2 J0

Note that

fG - r14= - f ( x ) .

(16.33)

? ,
T .



Therefore Eq. 16.33 becomes

(16.35)

But cos /rir is 1 when ,t is even and 1 when f is odd. Therefore Eq. 16.35
generates Eqs.16.28 and 16.29.

We leave it to you to verify that this same process can be used to
dedve Eqs.16.30 and 16.31 (see Problem 16.7).

We summarize our obse ations by noting that th€ Fourier series rep-
resentation of a pe odic function with hall wave symmetry has zero aver-
age. of dc. !alue and conrainr onl) odd harmonict

Quarter-Wave Symmetry
The telm quarteFwave symmetry descdbes a pe odic function that has
half-wave symmety and, in addition, symmetry about the midpoint of the
positive and negative har-cycles. The function ilustrated in Fig. 16.9(a)
has quarter-wave s]'nmetry about the midpoint of the positive and nega-
tive half-cycles. The function in Fig. 16.9(b) does not have quarter-wave
symmetry, although it does have half-wave synmetry.

A periodic tunction that has quarter-wave symmetry can always be
made either even or odd by the proper choice of the point where t = 0.
For example, the function shown in Fig. 16.9(a) is odd and can be made
even by shifting the function I/4 units either right or left along the 1axis.
However, the function in Fig. 16.9(b) can never be made either even or
odd.To take advantage of quater wave symmetry in thecalculation of the
Fouriei coefficients, you must choose the point where I : 0 to make the
function either even or odd.

If the funclion is made even. then

l)do"o"r,.o, 
a, - 

lo'' ', ,ut *"o..oskaaxrix (16.31)

Incoryorating Eq.16.34 into Eq.16.32 gives

f(t)cos ka$ dt.

d,. = 0, because of half-wave symmetry;

a* = 0, for k even, because of half-wave symmetry;

br = 0, for a ,t, because the function is even.

1 rT/2
ak = 

;( 
- coskt) 

.lr

(16.36)

Equations 16.36 result from the function's quarter-wave syrnmetry in
addition to its being even. Recall that quarter-wave symmetry is super-
imposed on half wave symmetry,so we can eliminate a! and 4* for k even.
Comparing the expression fo. ar, & odd,in Eqs.16-36 with Eq.16.29 shows
that combining quarter-wave symmetry \.ith evenness allows the shorten-
ing of the range of integration from 0 to 7/2 to 0 b f/4. We leave the der-
ivation ofEos.16.36 to vou in Problem 16.8.

(b)

Figure 16.9 A (a) A function that has quaderwave
symnretry. (b)A function thatdoes not have quarteF * = 

| l''o fa\"o,0,r0,, rora odd;



Ifthe quarter wave syrnmetdc function is made odd,

4! = 0, because the function is odd;

dr = 0, for all k, because the function is odd;

br = 0, for k eveq because ofhalf wave symmetry;

8  / r 4
h ;  I  t  ( t )s in kart  dt .  lor (  odd.

Find the Fouder series representation for the cur-
ient waveform shown in Fig. 16.10.

Equations 16.37 are a direct consequence of quarter-wave slmmetry and
oddness.Again, quarter-wave symmetry allows the shortening ofthe inter
val of integration ftom 0 to T/2 to 0 to T/4.We Ieave the deivation oI
Eqs.16.37 to you in Problem 16.9.

Example 16.2 shows how to use synrmetry to simplifythe task of find-
ins the Fourier coefficients.

Finding the Fourier Series of an odd Function with Symmetry

16.1 The Effect ofsymnretry on the Fourier Coeffi.jents

(16.37)

In the intervai 0 =
i(r) is

t < Tl4, the expiession for

i ( t ) = ; t .

Thus

Figure 16.10,! The periodic wavefom for Example 16.2.

Solution
We beginbyiooking for degrees of symmetry in the
waveform. We lind that the function is odd and, in
addition, has half-wave and quarter-wave symme-
try Because the function is odd, all the a coeffi-
cients are zero;that is, ar = 0 and l'k = 0 for a f.
Because the function has half,wave symmetry,
br = 0 for even values ot l. Because the function
has quarter-wave s]rynmetry the expression for ,*
for odd values 01& is

ilt) =

o^ =] 1,"!,"^u-,,0,

321 ^ l sin L-ot
r" \ k"oi k " h  r )

81rt  kn: r ,  I  stn - ;-  t / . tsoo(

The Fouder se es representation of i(r) is

8-f- $ I az
-  >  -s in -SD ru . I
f  ,=ns. n" 2

8 t - (  |  ^  |  -  I  _
q sln Jdol ' 

15 slD )dnl 
49 

.ln /dnr+ I''^i(r) sin troor dr.



objective 1-Be abte to catculate the trigonometric form

16.3 De ve the Fourier seies for the pedodicvolt-
age snown.

of the Fourier coefficients for a periodic waveform

12Y,, :  s in (r ' r l l l
Answer: f , ( / )  -  _

" r' "-i1:.

NOTE: Also try Chaptet Prcblens 16.10 and 16.11

16.4 Ave Atterslative Tnigonornetric Forwt
sf the Fsurier Scries

In circuit applications of the Fourier series, we combine the cosine and
sin.3 terms inthe series into a single term for convenicnce. Doing so allows
thc representation ofeach harmonic of ?,(t) ori(r) as a single phasorquar-
tity. The cosine and sine lerns may be merged in eilher a cosine expres-
sion or a sine expression, Because we chose the cosine format in the
phasor method of analysis (see Chapter 9), we choose the cosine expres-
sion hcre for ihe alternative lorm of the series.Thus we write the Fourier
series in Eq. 16.2 as

l(t) = a,- + >A,,cos(naot 0"),

where ,4,, and d,, are defined by the complex quanlity

(16.38)

We dcrive Eqs.16.38 and 16.39 using the phasormelhod to add the cosine
and sinc terms in Eq. 16.2. We begin b]' expressilg the sine functions as
cosine functions;that is. we rewdte Eq.I6.2 as

f( . i ) :  a,+ )a,cosn,, ' t  + b,,  cos("oo1 90").  (16 40)

Addlng the terms under lhe summation sign by using phasors gives

o^ jt,, = {d, + 41_!" = t,t -a". (16.39)

E{a,cos naot} : a, p (16.41)

116.42)0{b, co.1r-er q0)} : 0,, l lq = 1n,,.
Then

2l{a,,cos(naxt + ,, cos(roi1 90')} : a, jb"

(16.13)
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When we invene+ransfom Eq.16.43,we get

ancosn.,at + b,cos(nont - tt',:= 

^,)2rr'^l r,r. nr.*,

Substiruting Eq. 16.44 into Eq. 16.40 yields Eq. 16.38. Equation 16.43
cofesponds to Eq. 16.39. If the periodic function is either even or odd,
,4,, reduces to either a, (even) or 6i (odd), and 0, is either 0" (even) or
90'(odd).

The denvation of the altemative form of the Fouder series for a given
periodic function is illustrated in Example 16-3.

calculating Forms of the Trigonometric fourier Series for Periodic voltage

a) Dedve the expressions for a& and ,l for t}le peri
odic function shown inFig.16.11.

b) wrire lhe f i rst  lour rerm. ol  lhe Fourier ser ies
representation of ?J(t) using the format of
Eq. 16.38.

Figure 15.11A lhe pedodic fundoon for ExampLe 16.3.

and

) Irl4
bk: 

;.lr 
v-sinka.at dt

2V- / cos ka6t r/a\
: r \  

k , "  " )

= F ( ' - . 9 )
( r  \  t  /

b) The average value of t(l) is

The values of ar jbklor k:1,2,and3arc

.. v- .v- ',Ev-
a ,  t D  - - t  - . - 4 5 ' ,

t  i b  - 0 -  t ' '  a  t - 9 O

.. -v^ .v^ \a2v-
a , - i b -  ^  i : -  ^  /  t 3 s " .

Thus lhe l i rs l  four term. in lhe Fourier .er ies
representation of ,0) are

rr ' /iw
,. ,1r1 -  " '  

t  
"  -2c651ud ^5')  : :  co5(2@0/ q0')

4 n

+ l i j i lqrs(3@ot 135')  + . . .

u^g/4) vr,

Solution

a) The voltage z,(r) is neither even nor odd, nor
does it have half-wave symmetry Therefore we
use Lqs. lo.4 and 16.5 lo frnd,,  and b .  Choo. ing
to as zero, we obtain

T  r 3 f
4 2 1

T sT 3f '�7f 2r
1 2 4

*: |ll"'''r^"'"0.", a, * l',,{o)"o"r,.,,, a,]
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0bjediv€ 1-Be abte to catculate the trigonometric form of the Fourier coefficients for a periodic waveform

16.4 a) Conputc /1 ,4s and dL 0\ for the pcriodic
function shown if Y,, = 9f; V.

b) Using the format of Eq. 16.38, wdte the
Fourier series for o(r) up 1() and including
the fiftir harmonic assuning Z : 125.66 ms.

Answer: (a) 10.4,5.2,0,2.6.2.1V and 120", 60' ,
not defincd, 120', -60';

(b) 0(, = 21.99 + lo.4cos(5or 120') +
5.2cos(100t 60") +
2.6 cos(200t 120') +
2.1cos(250t 60") V.

NOTE: Ako tt)' Chaptet Prcblem 16.18.

16.5 An A*ulieatioll
Now wc illuslrale how lo use a Fouricr series reDreseDtution of a neriodic
c \ . ' , r l r o n  t u n ( r i u n  l o  l i n d  r h c c r c a o y  \ ( a l e  r e \ p o ; . c u t  a  i n e a r c . r i u i r .  I } e
RC circuil shown in Fig. 16.12(a) wjll provide our example.'$c circuil is
cncrgized with the periodic squarc wave voltage shown in Fig. 16.12(b).
Thc vollage across the capacjior is the desired response. or output, signal.

The fint step in finding thc steady slare response is to represcnt the
pcriodic excitation source with ils For.der series. After noting that the
source has odd, half-wave. and quarter \vave symmetry we know !ha! Lhe
Fouder coefficients reduco to ,r, \rilh k restricted to odd integer values:

iDl

Figure 16.12 ?, An Rf circuit excited by a penodic
v0ttaqe. (a)Ihe 8r series cncuit. (b)Ihe squae-wave

s y'ia
bk: ; I  V,,sin kart dt

t , l n

AV
= + (r is odd).

Then the Fouricr series representation of % is

AV
, "  _ *  >  

' ' i n , . , .

Wriling the series in expandcd [orm. lve have

(16.45)

\16.46)

11,6.47)

4 V -  .  4 V ^ .  ^
i t

4V* 4l_
+ -sin 5dl + _ sin Tdnr +

The voltagc source expressed by Eq. 16.:17 is the equivaleDt of infi-
dtely many serics connected sinusoidal sourccs, cach sotrce having its
orvn amptitude and ficquercy. To fird the contribution of cach source to
lhe output voltage,wc use the principle of superpositiorl.
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For any one of the sinusoidal souces, the phasor-domain expression
for the output voltage is

Al1 the voltage sources are expressed as sine functions, so we interpret a
phasor in terms of the sine instead of the cosine. In other wordq wher we
go from the phasor domain back to the time domain, we simply write the
time-domain expressions as sin(o, + d) instead of cos(ol + d).

The phasor output voltage owing to the fundamental ftequency of the
sirusoidal source is

"  1 +  i @ R C

( 4u,J rJ /O'
v ,  =-  1 +  i @ o R C

Writing Vl in polar folm gives

v,r : $u^) / - 9r

(16.48)

(16.49)

(16.50)

91 : tan-'ooRc. (16.51)

From Eq. 16.50, the time-domain expression for the fundamental fre-
quency component of ?J. is

nY1 + u6R'C'

in(@d Br).
trv 1 + @6R'C'

\16.52)

We derive the tlird-hamonic component of the output voltage ir a simi-
lar manner.  The rhird-barmonic phasor volrage is

(4v-/3n\, t0"
"' I + 73oxRC

(16.53)

(16.54)

4V.

3,\h + s"?rfrC

83 : tan 13oonc.

sin(koot - Bk)

/ - F t ,

The time-domain expression for the t]Iird-harmonic output voltage is

,- - ----!h . sin(Jdnr - P r' (16 55r
3:'V | + guiR'C'

Hence the expression for the kth-harmonic component of the output
voltage is

4V^
k ^,4TF&Fe (k is odd), (16.56)

Br: tan 'koonc (r is odd). (16.57)



We now write down the Fou er se es represertation of the output
voltage:

(16.58)

The derivation oI Eq. 16.58 was not difficult. But, although we have an
analytic expression for the steady state output,what ?r,G) looks lile is not
immediately apparcnt from Eq. 16.58. As we mentioned ea.rlier, this short-
coming is a problem with the Fourier sedes approach. Equation 16.58 is
not useless, however, because it gives some feel for the steady-state wave-
form of x'o(t), if we focus on the frcquency response of the circuit. For
example, if C is large, 1/r?ooc is small for the higher order harmonics. Thus
the capacitor short circuits the high-frequency components of tle input
wavelbrm, and the higher order harmonics in Eq. 16.58 are negligible
compared to the lower order harmorlics. Equatior 16.58 reflecas this con-
dition in that.for larue C.

. . 4Y- : sin(n@o/ B,)
"  t  ,=( ls. . .nt / t  + (rdoRc)2

"-#"-e+"in('oo1 eo")

"#. F. ;-""'"'
Equatior 16.59 shows that the amplitude of the harmonic in the output is
decreasing by 1/n', compared with 1/n for the input harmonics.If C is so
large that only the fundamental component is significant, then to a first

Do( r ,  n  _coso iy ' ,

(16.59)

(16.60)

and Fouiier analysis tells us that the square-wave input is defomed into a
sinusoidal output.

Nowlet's seewhathappens as C- 0.The circuit shows that oo ard ?s
are the same when C = 0, b€cause the capacitive branch looks like ar
open c cuit at all frequencies. Equation 16.58 predicts the same result
because, as C + 0,

x ^ : -  >  s r n n d n r . (16.61)

But Eq.16.61is identical to Eq.16.46, and theiefore od - rs as C +0.
Thus Eq. 16.58 has proven useful because it enabled us to predict that

the output will be a highly distorted replica of the input waveform if C is
large, and a reasonable replica if C is small. In Chapter 13, we looked at
the distortion between the input and output in tems of how much mem-
ory the system weighting function had. In the frequency domain, we look
at the distortion between th€ steady state inpul and output in terms of
how the amplitude and phase of the harmonics are altered as they are
transmitted through the circuit. w}len the network significantly alters the
amplitude and phase relationships among the harmonics at tlle output rel-
ative to that at the input, the output is a distorted version of the input.
Thus, in the frequency domain, we speak of amplitude distortion and
phase distortion.



For the circuit here, amplitude distortion is prcsent because the ampli-
tudes of the input harmonics decrease as 1/n, whereas the amplitudes of
the output harmonics decrease as

" \/1 + (rr"Raj'
This circuit also exhibits phase distortion because t}le phase angle of each
input hamonic is zero, whereas that of the flth harmonic in the output sig
nal is - tan ' ,?ooRC.

An Application of the Direct Approach
to the Steady-State Response
For the simple RC circuit shown in Fig. 16.12(a), we can derive the expres-
sion for the steady-state response without resorting to the Fourier series
representation of the excitation function. Doing this extra analysis here
adds to our understanding of the Fourier series approach.

To find the steady-state er?ression for o" by straightforward circuit
analysis, we reason as follows. The square-wave excitation function alter-
nates betweer charging the capacitor toward +ya and y-. After the cir-
cuit reaches steady-state operation, this altemate charging becomes
pedodic. We know from the analysis of the single time'constant RC circuit
(Chapter 7) that the rcsponse to abnpt changes in the driving voltage is
exponential. Thus the steady-state waveform ol the voltage aooss the
capacitor in the circuit shown in Fig. 16.12(a) is as shown in Fig. 16.13.

The analytic expressions for o.(t) in the iime htelvals 0 < t < Z/2
andT /2 = | = T arc
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Figure 16.13 /\ The steady-state wavefom ofr, for the
cj rcui t in  F iq.  16.12(a) .

, t ) .  =  V - +  ( V 2 +  U ^ ) e V  ( t 2 ) ) / R C ,  T l 2 < t < 7 .  ( 1 6 . 6 3 )

We dedveEqs.16.62 and 16.63 by using the methods ofChapterT, as sum-
marized by Eq. 7.60. We obtain the values of y1 and /2 by noting ftom
Eq.16.62 that

v2:v^+ (V - v;ert2Rc

and from Eq.16.63 that

U : v- + (v2 + v.\e rt2Rc

Solving Eqs. 16.64 and 16.65 for Vr and y2 yields

q = v- + (vt - V-)e1txc , O = t = T / 2 ;  ( 1 6 . 6 2 )

v t :  - V = v-1t e-r 2Rc 1

(16.61)

(16.65)

(16.66)

Substituting Eq.16.66 into Eqs.16.62 and 16.63 gives

u " :  v ^  -  4 - " ' t R c ,  t ) < t < T l 2 (16.67)

and

o . -  t -  - . : 1 - * - 1 t - ' t  
2  ^  t ) - t < t .  | 6 . 6 8 1

Equatiom 16.6? and 16.68 indicate that ?,o(r) has half-wave symmetry
and that therefore the average value of z, is zero.This result agrees with

Toward +I4,, Toward +Y",
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Figue 15.14 A The etrect ofcapacjtor rize on the

the Fourier series solution for the steady-state response namely, that
because the excitation function has no zero ftequency component, the
response can have no such component. Equations 16.67 and (16.68) also
show the effect of changing the size of the capacitor. If C is small, the
exponeltial ftrnctions quickly vanish, oo : f- between 0 and Z/2, and
1). : U^betweer T /2 and T. In other words, o, + os as C - 0. If C is
large, the output waveform becomes tdangular in shape, as Fig. 16.14
rholrs.  Nore lhar tor large C. \  e ma) appro\ imale lhe expoDenl ial
lerms p 'P'  and p- -  r- ' ' lR'  by lhe l inear terms |  -  ( /  RC) and
1. - {[t - (T/2\llRC], respectively. Equation 16.59 gives the Fourier
series of this triangular waveform.

Figure 16.14 summarizes the results. The dashed line in Fig. 16.14 is
the input voltage, the solid colored line depicts the output voltage when
C is sma , and the solid black line depicts the oulput voltage when C is large.

Fhally, we veriry' that th€ steady state response of Eqs. 16.67 and
16.68 is equivalent to the Fouder seiies solution in Eq.16.58.To do so we
simply derive the Fouder series rcpresefltation of the periodic function
desffibed by Eqs.16.67 and 16.68.We have already noted that the periodic
voltage response has half-wave symmetry. Therefore the Fourier series
contains only odd harmonics. For * odd,

"r = | 1,"(o - , *41i|)*,o-", o,
-8RCV^

(,t is odd),

8k.DU,R2c2

(16.69)

176.72)

I[1 + (/rooRc)']

2 l  -e 
i  Fc y

-  
| +  e t  ' � R ( ) s r n k d  d lil"&

ak

bk

T[1 + (kooRc)'�1
(r is odd). (16.70)

To show that the resr ts obtained ftom Eqs. 16.69 and 16.70 are consistent
vith Eo.16.58.we must Drove that

Yai + bi =
4U,,, 1

(16.71)tor a,! 11.*i,nif '

= kaoRc.

4U^

and that

We leave you to verify Eqs. L6.69 1.6;72 iu Problems 16.22 and 16.23.
Equations 16.71 and 16-72 are used with Eqs. 16.38 and 16.39 to de ve the
Fourier sedes expression in Eq- 16.58; we leave the details to you in
Problem 16.24.

With this illustrative circuit. we showed how to use the Fourier series
in conjunction with the pnnciple of superposition to obtain the steady-
state response to a periodic driving function. Again, the principal short
coming of the Fourier series approach is the difficulty of ascefiaining the
waveform of the response. However, by thinking in terms ofa circuit's fte'
quency rcsponse, we can deduce a reasonable approximation of the
steady-state response by ushg a fhite number of appropriate terms in the
Fourier series representation. (See Problems 16.28 and 16.29.)
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obiedive 2-Know ftow to anatyze a circuit's response to a periodic waveform

16.5 The periodic triangular-wave voltage seen on
the left is applied to the circuit shown on the
r ighl .  Deriv( ihe l i rst  lnrcc non/ero lerm. in
the Fou er sedes that iepresents the steady-
stare voltage z1o if %, = 281.257rmV and rhe
period of the input voltage is 2uih ms.

Answer: 2238.83 cos(10/ - 5.71') + 239.46 cos(3ot
16.70')  + 80.50 cos(501 - 26.5?") +.. .mV

16.6 fhe pedodic squarc-wave shown on the left is
applied to the circuit shown on the right.

a) Derive the first four nonzero terms in the
Fourier series that represents the steady-
state voltage ?J, if yu = 210?r V and the
pedod ofthe input voltage is 0.2rr ms-

b) Which harmonic dominates the output
vollage? Explain why

Answer: (a) 17.5 cos(10,000t + 88.81') +
26.14 cos(30,000r - 95.36") +
168cos(50.000, +
17.32 cos(70,000t + 98.30') + .V;

(b) The fifth hamonic, at 10,000 rad/s,
because the circuil is a bandpass filter
with a center frequency ot 50,000 rad/s
and a quality factor of 10.

NOTE: ALso try Chaptel Prcblens 16.27 and 16.28.

16.6 ;kerage-Fower eateutatiems
with Feriod'lc F$netiosls

Ifwe have thc Fourier series represeniatioD o[ the voltagc and curenl at
a pair of tcrminals in a linear lumped-parameter circuit, we can easily
express thc average power at the terminals as a function of the harmonic
vollages and currents. Using the higonomelric lbrm of the Fourier series
enpressed in Eq. 16.38, we write the pe odic vollage and current at the
telminals oI a network as

(16.73)

176.71)

'o = Ydc + >4cos(,oot el,),

t  = 1d.  + ) / ,cos( t rdor  d," ) .

100 k{)

l0 kt)
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The notation used in Eqs.16.73 and 16.74 is defined as follows:

yd. = the amplitude of the dc voltage component,
y, - the amplitude ofthe nth-harmonic voltage.

0d, = the phase angle ofthe nth-harmonic voltage,

1d. = the amplitude of the dc current component,
1r - the amplitude ofthe nth-harmonic current,

4, = the phase angle ofthe nth-harmonic current.

We assume that the cment reference is in the direction of the refer-
ence voltage drop across tbe termhals (using the passive sign convention),
so that the instantaneous power at the terminals is ?i.The average power is

(16.78)

Equalion 16.78 is particularly important because it states that in the case
of an interactior betlveen a periodic voltage and the corresponding periodic
current! the total average power is the st1llt of the average powers obtained
from the interaction of currents and voltages of tlle same frequency. Currents
and voltages of different frequencies do not interact to produce avetage
power. Therefore, in average-power calculations involving periodic furc-
lions, the total average power is the superposition of the average powe$
associated with each harmonic voltage ard curent- Example 16.4 illustrates
the computation of avcrage power involving a periodic voltage.

(16.7a)

To find the expression for the average power, we substitute Eqs. 16.73 and
16.74 into Eq. i6.75 and integrate.At first glance, this appears to bc a for
midable task, because the product ,)i requ es multiplying two jnfinire
series. However, the only tems to survive integration are the products of
voltage ard current at the same frequency. A review of Eqs. 16.8 16.10
should convince you of the validity of this observation. Thetefore
Eq.16.75 reduces to

- r ] | l + r
P - , v , t l " t  r > - /  v . I , c o \ t n a a t  -  o . n l

r = t r  J \

x coslnoat ei)dt. (16.76)

Now' using the trigonometric identily

t l
c o \ a c o ( P  -  

2 c o i { o '  P )  2  
c o s ( o  B } .

we simplify 8q.16.76 to

P  -  v d . t d .  : >  
- , '  

/  l c o s r o . ,  -  n . . . 1

+ cos(2r?a,ol - 0., qi')lrlt. (16.1t)

The second term under the integral sig! integrates to zero,so

P : v,r.Id. + i?*,(p- e,,1.

+t"+ 1"""
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Catculating Average Power for a Circuit with a Periodic Voltage Source

Assume that the periodic square-wave voltage in
Example 16.3 is applied aqoss the terminals oI a
15 O resistor. The value of y- is 60 Y and that of f
is 5 ms.

a) wri le lhe { i rst  f ive nonTero lerms o[ the four ier
cef le\  represenrar ion of r(r) .  Lse rhe rr igono-
metric form given in Eq. 16.38.

b) Calculate the average power associated with
each term in (a).

c) Calculate the total avemge power delivered to
the 15 O resistor.

d) Wlat percentage of the total power is delivered
by the first five terms of the Fourier series?

Thus, using the first five nonzero terms of the
Fourier series,

?r(r) : 15 + 27.01 cos(400,r 45")

+ l9. l0cos(800,r 90')

+ 9.00 cos(1200rt - 135')

+ 5.40cos(20002r 45') +. V.

b) tte \ olrage rs atpl ied ro lhe lefminal. oI a resi '
tor, so we can lind tlre power associated with
each term as follows:

152
P , , . = = = l s W .

l 5

" ,=|ff="o.t"*.
119.10'�= 12.16 W,
2 t 5

l q 2
P 3 :  

; 1 s  
=  2 . 7 0 W .

p -  = : i : a :  n 0 7  w' '  
2 1 5

c) To oblair the total average power delivered to
the 15 O resistor, we fi$t calculate the Ims value
of z'(t):

: v900 : 30 v.

Solution

a) The dc component of ?,(t) is

(60)(z/4)
d , =  

T  
: 1 5 V .

From Example 16.3 we have

A1 - . ,A6olt = n.01v,

dr : 45"

A2: 60lr = 19.10v,

0z: 90' '

4=20\ f2 ln :9 .00v ,

d3 = 135"

A t = 0 ,

or = o',

d s : 4 5 " '

21 2r(1000)
do :  t :  5  

=  aUUt  rad /s .

The total average power delivered to the 15 O

3n2
P '  =  - :  b 0 w .

t 5

d) The total power delivered by the fint five
nonzero terms is

P :  P a " +  P r +  P 2 +  P 3 +  P s  :  5 5 . 1 5  W .

This is (55.15/60X100), or 91.9270 of the total.

ltrr)'�Q /4)



16.7 The rms Value of a Periodic Function
Tbe rms value of a periodic function can be exprcssed in tems of the
Fourier coefficients; by definition,

(16.7sJ

Representing f(t) by its Fouder sedes yields

- - -
l t  t " l  N  2

n  " , -  Vr l ,  f "  >A.costndar  e" t  
)d t .  

(16.80)

The integral of the squared time function simplifies because the ody
terms to survive integration ovei a pedod are the product of the dc term
and the harmonic products of the same frequency. All other products inte-
grate to zero. Therefore Eq.16.80 reduces to

Equation 16.81 states that the rms value of a periodic function is tlle
square root of the sum obtained by adding the square ofthe rms value of
each harmonic to the squa.re oI tle dc value. For example, let's assume that
a periodic vol lage is fepresenled by lhe l in i le ser ies

r' - 10 + 3Ocos(rrd - 01) + 2'cos(2aot - a2)
+ 5 cos(32,,0, 93) + 2cos(5dor - 05).

The rms value of this voltage is

1G + Qol\/-/)'� + (2V \r42 + (5/ \"r2)2 + (2/ ̂ "2\2

' /  - ?  \

; \ d r  +  > t , A l l

s l : 1 l  I
?'\\,2.) 

' (16.81)

; I fl)'�dt

t:4

\,564s : n.65v.
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Usually, infinitely many terms are required to represent a pedodic func-
tion by a Fourier series, and therefore Eq. 16.81 yields an estimate of the
true rms value. We i ustrate this result ir Example 16.5.

Estimating the rms Vatue of a Periodic Function

Use Eq.16.8110 estimate the lms value of the voltage
h Example 16.4.

Solution
From Example 16.4,

Ydc : 15 V,

Therefore,

, ,  [ ^ ,  1 3 1 -  1  1 ' u r , 1 ' - r i o o ] ' - , r . , o l 'v ' n  V -  \ r r /  \ ' r / - \ ' z / ' \ ' : /
= 28.76 v.

U = 21.01/\,4v, the Ims value of the fundamenlal

V2= 19.101^'ay, the rms value of the second harmonic, From Example 16.4, the true rms value is30VW.3
a p p r o a c h  r h i s v a l u e  b \  i n c l u d i n g m o r e a n d  m o r e h a r m o n

v  - q u u  v 2 v  l n ( r m s \ a l u e o l  l h e l h r f d  h a r m o n r c  i ; . i n  F q .  r b . 8 r . F o r  e i a m p l e . i f w e i n c l u d e r h e h a r m o n i c i
V. = 5.401",4V, the rms value of the fifth harmonic. through k : 9, the equation yields a value of 29.32 V

NOTE: Assess Jow understandins ofthb materisl by trying Chaptet Prcblems 16.36 and 16.37.

16.8 The Exponential Form
of the Fourier Series

The exponential form of the Fourier series is of interest because it allows
us to exDress the series conciselv.The exDonential form ofthe series is

f(t) = > c"et*"t,

1 t4 'r
c,- ;  I  fo)e-nbr 'dt

To derive Eqs. 16.82 and 16.83, we return to Eq. 16.2 and
cosine and sine functions with their exponential equivalents:

(16.82)

(16.83)

replace thl]

(16.84)

(16.85)

2

2j

Substiruting Eqs. 16.84 and 16.85 into Eq.16.2 gives

f(t) = '" + ;?G,^' , e, '1 , 
\1",'" 

n, 1

= ". 2(";'o^)r.^, 
* ('" 

+rjb.)",^, 
oa.wt



Now we define C" as

t A -.  -  t ^  i ^ \  -  ' /  a b  n  _  t . 2 . 3 .  ( 1 6 . 8 i )" 4  
) " n  

t " n ,  
) 4

From the definition of c",

t f )  t ' o t  r  t h  r "  I
c. +l+ I tutco,nunrdr - i ', I ftrtsin r-,rdr Iz L t J n  t J t  I

1 fh+r:; I f1)@osn..iat - isin na{)d.t
, Jr,

1 tttr+T
= + I ft)e i""'r dt, (16.88)

r Jtr

which completes the deivation of Eq. 16.83. To complete the derivation of
Eq.16.82,we fiist observe ftomEq.16.88 that

1 ftr+T
co=; I  , , i ( t )dt  = a..  (16.8e)

I Jtt

Next we note that

I  t " '  I
C-.  -  I  Jt t tc"-d d! -  C) -  : ta.  -  ib, t .  ( lo.eo,' r J,,

Substituting Eqs. 16.87, 16.89, and 16.90 inro Eq.16.86 yields

f (r) = Ca + >C"d^r + Cie j"'"t)

= >Creitu] + >C,iitu|. (16.e1)

Note that the second summation on the dght-hand side of Eq. 16 91 is
equivalent to summing C,e/t'd from 1to-c<,;thatiq

>c'netnad = >cnenb&. (16.e2)

Because the summation fiom 1 to -co is the same as the summation
ftom o<, to 1, we use Eq.16.9 to rewrite Eq.16.91:

- 1

f (t) = >CFt^c + >chetnad
n=0

= >c"er*4, (16.e3)

which completes the derivation of Eq. 16.82.
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We may also express the Ims value of a pedodic function in terms of
the complex Fourier coefficients. From Eqs. 16.81, 16.87, and 16.89,

Ld : d;'

16.95 and 16.96 into Eq. 16.94 yields the

\/a;-4

(16.e4)

(16.95)

(16.96)

desiredSubstituting Eqs.

(16.97)

Example 16.6 lllustrates the process of finding the exponential
Fourier series reDresentation ofa Deriodic function,

finding the Exponential Form of the Fourier Series

Find the exponential Fourier sedes for the pedodic
voltage shown h Fig.16.15.

-r l2 0r/2 T . /2 T T+r/2

Figure 16.15 Alhe pedodicvottage for Example 16.6.

Solution
Using ,2 as the starting point for the integiatior\
we have, from Eq.16.83,

= J:!-\c t"-r, 2 - et"u, 2)

2U-.= 
n-Psln 

n-o'1t

Here, because o(t) has even symmery, bn = 0
for all n, and hence we expect C, to be real.
Moreover, tbe amplitude of C, foljows a (sin.v)/.r
distribution,as indicated when we rewrite

- V-r sln (naor/2)
Lr: -- ----------t-

1 nanrtL

We say more about this subject in Section 16.9.
The exponenl 'alser ies represenralron oi  rC) is

,,,,, = S / 44\' in ("0"/2)/",,"
' 

,,="-\ T t na\rtt2 
-a  = 1 1  v  a - i n - v n l

vh
T

= 1u_,) S sjn(nott/2r,^u
\ r 1,1 n-or/2 '
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objective 4-Be abte to catcuhte the exponential form of the Fourier coefficients for a periodic waveform

16,8 Derive the cxlression for the Fburier coclli
cienis Ci fbr the pedodic function shown.
llirr:Takc advanlage of symmetry by usjng the
fact that C, = (a" - jb")i2.

16,9 a) Calculate thc rms valLre of the periodic cnr-
reni in Asscssment Problem 16-8.

b) Using Cr-Cn, estimate the rms valuc.

c) What is the perccntage o[ error in the value
obtained in (b),based on thc true value
found in (a)?

d) For this periodic function,could fewer terms
be used to estimate the rms value and siill
insurc thc error is less than l%?

Answer: (a) \'/34 A;
(b) s;7'7'7 Al
(c) -0.93 %!
( d )  y e . : i r  (  I  (  e  a r e  u \ c d . l h e  e f f o f  i .

0.98 70.

I (ns)

Answer: C, = - j - ! (1 +3cos?).nodd

NOTE: Ako trt Chapter Problens 16.11and 16.45.

16.9 Asnglituete and Firas* Spe*trs
Aperiodicrime function is detiiedbyits Fourier coefficients and ils period.
ID other words. $,hcn wc know d,, d,, 0,,, and Z. we can construcl /(r), at
least tteoretically. When we know d,, and b,,, we also know the amplitude
(A,) ancl phase anglc ( d,,) of each harmonic. Again, wc cannol, in genelal.
visualize what thc pedodic function tooks like in thc lime domair from a
description ()1 lhe coefficienrs and phase angles; ncvcrlheless, we recognize
that these quantilies characterize ihe periodic funclion oompleteln Thus.
rlith sufficicnt computing time, we can synthesizc thc lime domain wave-
lorm from thc amplitude and phase angle data. Also, when a periodic driv-
ing tunction is exciiirg a circuit that is higtrly hequeDcy seleciive. the
Foudel series of tlle stead\,-statc rcsponse is dorninated byjust a fe$J tcrms.
Thus the description of the rcsponse in tems of anplitude and phasc may
provide an uDderstanding ofthc outpul $aveform.

We can present graphically the description of a periodic function in
tcrnrs or the anpiitude and phasc anglc ol each term in the Fourier series
of ft).'Ihe plot of the amplitudc of cach term versus the frequency is
callcd thc lmplitrde speclnlm of/C), and lhe plot oI the phase angle ver-
sus thc frequercy is called the phase spectrum ol f(r). Because the ampli-
tudc and phase angle data occur al disclele values of the frequency (that
is, at rr0.2rd0.3o0, . . .),lhcsc plols also are Ieferled to as line spectra.

An lltustration of Amplitude and Phase Spectra
Amplitude ard phase spectra plol\ are based on either Eq.16.3E (,4,, and

0,) or Eq.16.82 (C,,).we focus on Eq.16.82 aDd leave the plots based on
Eq. 16.38 to Problem i6.4ll.To illuslrale the amplitude and phase spcctra,



^ vhr sin(naaal2)
(  r :  - ;  - - -=

I  noar /z

which for the assumed values of y- and r reduces to

(r6.9e)

which are based on the exponential form of the Fourier sefes, we use the
pe odic voltage of Example 16.6. To aid the discussion, we assume that
V- = 5Vandr = f/5. Frcm Example 16.6,

16.9 AmpLitude and Phase Spectra 683

Fiqure 16.17  

 

lhe pLotof (sinr/, versus '.

(16.98)

(16.100)

Figure 16.16 illustrates the plot of the magnitude ofC, from Eq.16.99lor
values of r ranging from -10 to +10. The figue clearly shows that the
amplilude spectrum is bounded by the envelope of the (sinr)/.rl func-
tion.We used the order of the harmonic as the frequency scale because the
numedcal value of Z is not specifled. lvhen we know I, we also know o0
and the trequency correspo0ding lo each harmonic.

Figure 16.17 provides the plot of ( sin r)/rl versus r, wherc r is in
mdians It shows that the function goes through zero whenever r is an
irtegral multiple of n'. From Eq. 16.98,

Flglre 16.16 A The ptot of C, versus u when r = I/5,
for the penodjc vottaqe for Exampte 16.6.

"-.o
From Eq. 16.100, we deduce that the amplitude spectrum goes ttrrough
zero whenever n4r is an integer. For example, in the plot, "/Z is 1/5, and
therefore the envelope goes through zero at n : 5, 10, 15, 10, 15, and so
on. In othor words, the fifth, tenth, fifteentl,... harmonics are all zero. As
the reciprccal of /f becomes an increasingly larger integer, the number
of harmonics between every ,7 radians inueases If nr/f is not an inreger,
the amplitude spectrum still follows the l(sinr)/xl envelope. However,
the envelope is not zerc at an integral multiple of oo.

Because C, is rcal for all ,, the phase angle associated with Cn is
either zero or 180", dependhg on the algebmic sign ot (sin .''l5)/(n1tl5).
For example. lhe phase angle is zero for /? - 0. - l. +2. -3. and -14. Il i<
not defined at ,r = +5, because C+s is zero. The phase angle is 180' at
n = t6, t7, t8, and +9, and itis not defined at +10.This pattem repeaK
itself as,r takes on largei integei values. Figure 16.18 shows the phase
angle ofC, given by Eq.16.98.

180'

90'

1 5  1 3  1 1  9  7  5  3 1
-74 -72 -1,0 -A 6 4 2

Flgure 16.18 A The phase angte of C,.

3  5  7  9 1 1  1 3  1 5
2 4 6 8 t O 7 2  1 4  t 6

2n l.sn -n 0.5n0
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Now' what happcns 1o lhe amplitude and phase speclm if t(t) is
shifted along the time axis? To Iind out, we shift the periodic vollage in
E r a m p l (  1 6 . 6 , n  u n l \  t o  r h .  r i g h l  B )  h ) p o r h e . i \ .

,-(r to): > C,p)no\( ti = t C,,e t"qt'Ej"qt, (16.102)

which ildicates that shifting the odgin has no effect on the amplilude spec-

,,() (16.101)

(16.103)

a i=  (0h+  n r / s ) . (16.104)

: s

Therefore

However. reference to Eq. 16.87 reveals that the phase spectrum has
changcd to (An + no0t0) rads. For example, lel's shift the periodicvoltage
in Example 16.1 r/2 units to thc right.As before, we assume that r = 7/5:
thcn the new phase angle 81, is

" We have pio$cd Eq. 16.104 in Fig.16.19fou ranging fron -8 ro +8. Note
that no phasc angle is associated with a zero amplitude coefficient.

You may lvonder why we have devoted so much attenrion ro the
amplitudc speclrum of the periodic pulsc in Example 16.6. The reason is
that this partic! ar periodic waveform provides an excellent way io illus
irate thc transition from the Fouricr series representation of a periodic
lunction to the Fouder transfom representarion of a nonpcdodic lunc-

'. tion.We discuss the Fouricr translonn in Chaprer 17.Figure 16.19 r! The ptoi of0;, versus n for Eq.16.104-

objettive 4-Be able to calc!late the exponential forrn of the Fourier coefficients Jor a periodic waveform

16.10 The fuDction in Assessment Problem 16.8 is
shif l<Ll  along rhe r imc d\ i \  8 ms lo rhe nghr.
Write the er?onential Fourier series for the
pcriodic current.

NOTE: ALto try Chapter Pnbkns 16.48 and 16.49.

r( t :  + : Lg * 2.""[V tjr/2xn+teiha{ A.
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Summary

A periodic function is a function that repeats itself every
Z seconds,

. A period is the srnallest tirne interval (f ) that a peri-
odic function can be shifted to produce a function iden-
tical to itser. (See page 656.)

. The Fourier series is an infinite se es used to represent
a periodic function. The series consists of a constant
telm and infinitely many harmonically related cosine
and sine terms. (See page 658.)

The fundamental ftequency is the frequency determined
by the fundamental period (/0: l/T or an:2tf).
(See page 6s8.)

The harmonic flequency is an integer multiple of the
fundamental frequency. (Sec page 658.)

The Fo$rier coeffici€nts are the coNtant term and the
coefficient of each cosine and sine term in the series.
(See Eqs.16.3-16.5.) (See page 659.)

Five typ€s of symmetry are used 1{) simplify the compu-
tation of the Fouier coefficienls:

. ?r,€& in which all sine terms in the series are zero

. od4 in which all cosine terms and the constant term

. halil'aye, in which all even harmonics are zero

' qusrter-wave, hslf-wave, ewn, in which the series
coDtains only odd harmonic cositre terms

. qudnprwav?. hau-wavp, odd. in which thc serie. con-
tains only odd hamonic sine terms

(See pase 662.)

. ln the alternative form of the Fourier sedes, each har-
monic represenled by the sum of a cosine and sine
term is combined into a single term of ihe form
A, co(".rol 0,). (See page 668.)

For steady-state response, the Fourier series of the
response signal is determined by first finding the
response to each component of thc jnput signal. The
individual rcsponses are added (super-imposed) to
form the Fourier series of the response signal. The
rcsponse to the individual lerms in the input se es is
found by €itherftcquency domain orr domain analysis.
(See page 670.)

The waveform of the respoNe sigml is difficult to obtain
without tlre aid of a computer. Sometimes the frequency
respoNe (or filtering) characteristics of the circuit can
be used to ascertain how closely the output waveform
matches the input waveform. (See page 672.)

Only hamonics of the same frequency interact to pro-
duce average power. The total average power ls the sum
of the average powers associated witl each frequencl
(See page 675.)

The rms value of a periodic function can be estimated
lrom the Fouder coefficients. (See Eqs. 16.81, 16.94. and
16.97.) (see pase 678.)

The Fouier series may also be written in exponential
form by using Euler's identity to replace the cosine and
sine terms with their exponential equivalents. (See
pase 679.)

The Fourier series is used to predict the steady-state
response of a system when the system is excited by a
periodic signal. The series assists in finding the steady-
state response by transferring the analysisfrom the tjme
domain to the frequency domain.



Probtems

Sedions 16.1-16.2

16.1 For each of the periodic functions in Fig. P16.1,
specfy

a) o, in radiaN per second

b) /o in hertz

c) the value of z.

d) the equations for at and bt

e) ,(t) as a Fourier series

Figue Pr6.2

16.3 Dedve the Fourier sedes for the periodic voltage
shown ir Fig. P16.3, given that

r@t

r (/,r)

ott | : 20o cos= tv .
I

D(r )  -  lOOcos- lY.
I

Flgure Pl6.3

T T

T 3 T
4  4 '

Find the Fourier series exprcssions for the peiodic
voltage functions shown in Flg. P16.2. Note tlat
Fig. P16.2(a) illustrates the square wave; Fig P16.2(b)
illustrates the full-wave rectified sine wave, where
a(t) : Uhsir\Qr/:l)t,0 < I < 7; and Fig. P16.2(c)
illustrates the half-wave rcctified sine wave, where
D(t) - Vnsin(zrlT)t,o < t < T12.

Figur€ P16.t

r,(r)v

T 3T/4 T/2 T/4 0 T/4 r/2 3r/4 r

16.2



16.4 Derive Eq.16.5.

16.5 a) Vedfy Eqs.16.6 and 16.7.

b) Vedfy Eq. 16.8. Hirf Use the tdgonometric iden-
tity cos d sin B : ; sin(a + B) -;sin(a B).

c) VeriJy Eq. 16.9. Hintr Use the trigonometdc iden-
tity sin a sin B : ;cos(d - B) ; cos(a + B).

d) Veffy Eq.16.10. flinr Use the trigonometric iden-
tity cos a cos B = icos(a B) +;co(d + B).

Secrion 16.3 
l6.tl

16.6 Derive the expressions for the Fourier coefncients of
an odd periodic function. Itirrl. Use the same tech-

que as used in t})e text in deriving Eq$ 16.14-16.16.

16.7 Show t]lat if /0) : /(r - ?/2), tlle Fourier coef,
ficients bt are given by tle expressions

for t odd.

Probtems 687

a) What is the fundame[tal frequency in hertz?
b) Is the function even?

c) Is the function odd?

d) Does the function have half-wave symmety?
e) Does the function have quarter-wave s)'mmetry?
f) Give the l1ume cal expressions for a!,4*, and bt.

It is given tlat o(r) = 20rcos0.25ztv over
the inte al  -6=t=6s. The funct ion t len
repeats ilself.

a) What is the fundamental frcquency in radians
pei second?

b) Is the furction even?
c) ls the tunction odd?

d) Does t]le functior have half-wave slmmetry?

Find the Fouder series of each periodic function
showr) in Fig. P16.12.

rigure P16,12

bk=;.lo fO sin k,D,t dt,

Airrt: Use the same technique as used in the toxt to
dedve Eqs. 16.28 and 16.29.

16.8 Dedve Eqc 16.36. Hint: Start $.irh Eq. 16.29 and
divide ttre inteflal of integration into 0 to Z/4
and ?/4 to f/2. Note that because of evenness and
quarter-wave symmetry, f(t) = -f(T 12 - t) nt the
m t e l v a l T / 4 = t < T / 2 .  L e t  x = T / 2  t  ] n  t h e
secotrd interval and combine the resulting integal
witl the integration between 0 and 7/4.

16,9 Derive Eqs. 16.37. Follow the hint given in
Problem 16.8 except that because of oddness and
quarter-wave syrnmetry, /(r) : f(Tl2 t) n the
l n t E r v a l T / 4 = t < T 1 2 .

16.10 One period of a periodic function is described by
the followirg equations:

i(,) : 4000r A,

( t : s A ,

i0) = 20 - 4000t A,

i(t) = -s .q.,

i(t) = -40 + 4000, A

16.12

0 < r < 1.25ms;

1.25 ms < t < 3.75ms;

3.75 ms < l < 6.25ms;

6.25 ms = 1< 8.75 ms;

8 .75ms  =  1<  10ms .

v

- T T/2 0 r / 2  l r
-v



16.13 a) Dedve the Fourier series for the pedodic volF
age sho$n in Fig. P16.13.

b) Repeat (a) if the vertical ieference axis is shifted
f/2 units to the left.

rigure P16.15

fo

16.14 tt
-5

4

is given ttrat f(t) = o.al owr the inteflal
< r < 5 s .

Construct a pedodic function that satisfies this
/(t) between 5 and +5 s, has a period ol20 s,
and has half-wave s)'mmety.

Is the function even or odd?

Does the function have quarter-wave symmetry?

Derive the Fourier sedes for /(/).
Wite the Fourier sedes for /0) if /(t) is shifted
5 s to the right.

b)

16.15 Repeat Problem 16.14 given that /(t) = 0.4t3 over
t h e  i n t e r v a l  5 < t < 5 s .

The periodic function shown in Fig. P16.16 is even
and has both half-wave and quafier-wave symetry

a) Sketch one ful cycle of the tunction over the
idrtewal -T/4 < t < 3T/4.

b) Derive the expression for the Fourier coeffi'

c) Wdte the first thiee nonzeio terms in the
Fouder expansion of f(l).

d) Use the tust tbree nonzero terms to estimate
f(r/8).

16.17 It is somerimes possible to use syrnmetry to find the
Fouder coefficientq even though the original func-
tion is not symmetricall With this thought in mind,
consider the function in Assessment Problem 16.1.
Observe that o(/) can be divided into the two func-
tions illustrated in Fig. P16.17(a) and (b).
Furthermore, we can make o2(l) an even function
by shifting it Z/6 units to rhe right.This is illustrated
in Fig. P16.17(c). At this point we note that
o(t) = r,(0 + o2(t) and that the Fourier series of
o1(t) is a single-tem series consisthg of y-. To find
the Fouiier se es of o2(0, we first find the Fourier
sedes of o2(t - T16) and then shift tlis series
f/6 units to the left. Use the technique just outlined
to veriJy the Fourier sedes given as the answer to
Assessment Problem 16.2(e).

16.16

Figure Pl6.13

sT/4 r 3T/4 Tl2 T/4 0 r/4 T/2 3r/4 T 5T/4



1,7

Section 16.4

16,18 a) Dedve the Fourier series for the periodic func-
tion shom in Fig. P16.18 wher y, : 3782 V.
Write the series in the form of Eq. 16.38.

b) Use the fircl five nonzero terms to estimate
og/8).

Figure PI6.18
,(r)
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16.19 For each of the periodic tunctions in Fig. P16.1,
derive the Fourier sedes for ?r(t) ushg the form of
Eq.16.38.

16.20 Dedve the Fourier series fot the periodic function
described in Problem 16.10, using the form of
Eq. 16.38.

16,21 Derive the Fourier series for the periodic function
constucted in Problem 16.14, using the fom of
Eq. 16.38.

Flgurc P15.17

L 2 L r ! L 5 !
3 3 3 3

T 2 T T 4 T 5 T 2 T

t r t  I
)V^ a

S€ction 16.5

16.22 Dedve Eq$ 16.69 and 16.70.

16.23 a) Derive Eq. 1.6.71. Hint: Note tlat ,j. -
4VJrk + ka,Rcak. Use this expression for bk
to find a7+ b? in terms of ar;. Then use the
explession for /'t to derive Eq.16.71.

b) Derive Eq.16.72.

16.24 Show that when we combhe Eqs. 16.71 and 16.72
witl Eqs. 16.38 and 16.39, the rcsult is Eq. 16.58.
Ilrtr Note ftom the definition of Bk that

a k ^
b*: 

-  rarrPk'

and from the definition of r9t that

tan9k: -cotBk

Now use the tigonometric identity

tanr : cot(90 - r)

to show that 0e = (90 + Bk).

rz(t T/6)



16.25 a) Show that for large values of C, Eq. 16.67 can be
approximated by the er?rcssion

u-f u-'  / r l :  -  + r r
4 R C  R C '

Note that this expression is the equation
of the triangular wave for 0 < t < I/2.
Hilrts, (1\ Let e 4Rc x 1- (t/RC) and
arpRc = 1 - QI2RC1; Q) put the resolting
expression over the common delominator
2 - (T/ZRC); (3) simplify the numerator; and
(4) for large C, assume that r/2RC is much
less than 2.

b) Substitute the peak value of the triangular wave
irto the solution for Problem 16.12 (see
Fig. P16.12(b) and show that the result is
Eq.16.59.

16.28 The periodic square-wave voltage described in
tstrc Assessment Problem 16.6 is applied to t]1e circuit

shown in Fig. P16.28.

a) Derive the filst four nonzero terms in the
Fouder series that represents the steady-state
voltage t),.

b) Which frequency component in the input volt-
age is eliminated from the output voltage?
Explain why.

Figure P16.28

(b)

16.26 The square-wave voltage shown in Fig. P16.26(a) is
tstrc applied to the circuit shown in Fig. P16.26(b).

a) Find the Fourier series representatjon of the
steady-state current i,

b) Find the steady-state expr€ssion for i by straight
forward circuit analysis,

figure P16.26

The periodic square wave vollage seen in
Fig. P16.27(a) is appl ied to lhe circuir  shown iD
Fig. P16.27(b). Derive t}le first three nonzero terms
ir the Foudei series tlat represents the steady-state
voltage ?,, if U^ = 601r V and the period of fte
input voltage is ?' ms.

The full-wave rectified sine wave voltage sho\rn rn
Fig. P16.29(a) is appl ied lo lhe circui l  shown in
Fig. P16.29(b).

a) Find the first four noizero terms in the Fouder
se es representation oft]o.

b) Does your solution for oo make sense? Explair.

25 rnH

20 mH

(a)

1627

1629



Flgore P15.29
,s(V)

The periodic current shown in Fig P16.30(a) is used
to energize the circuit shown in Fig. P16.30(b)-
Wdte the time-domain expression for the fiftl-
harmonic current in the exptession for io-

A periodjc lol tage hariog a period ol  0. Ir  me i .
given by the following Fourier sedes:

_ -  g  l " z  8 .  n r
\  =.+),=Ptr.  

t  
srn 

tcos 
nd' l  v '

This periodic voltage is applied to the circuit shown
in Fig. P16.31. Find the amplitude and phase angle
of the component of o, that has a lrequency of
300 krad/s.

Figure P16.30

Pmblems 691

Figure P16.31

Section 16.6

1632 The periodic voltage across a 81 q 2 kO resistor is
shown in Fig. P16.32.

a) Use tlle first four nonzero terms in the Fourier
series representation of o(t) to estimate the
average power dissipated in the resistor-

b) Calculate the exact value of the average powet
dissipated ir the 81 n2kO resistor.

c) What is the percentage error in the estimated
value ofthe average power dissipated?

Figure P16.32

l 0 H

{ 2.5 rrF

+

(b)

5ko

16.30

16.31

10 ko

v(/) v

(b)



692 FourierSeri€s

The tdangular-wave voltage source is applied to the
circuit in Fig. P16.33(a). The triangular-wave volt-
age is shown in Fig. P16.33(b). Estimate t}le average
power delivered to tle 20 kO resistor when the cir-
cuit is in steady-state operation.

Figur6 P15.33
20 mH

50 pF

(a)

Section 16.?

16.35 The voltage and current at the terminals of
network are

o : 80 + 200 cos(5001 + 45') + 60sin1500r V,

j = 10 + 6 sin(500t + 75') + 3cos(1500t + 30") A.

The current is in the direction of t]le voltage drop
acioss t]!e terminals.

20 ko a) Wflar is $e average power at t}le terminals?

b) whal is lhe rms \alue of rhe vol lage?

c) Wlat is t]le Ims value of the curlent?

1633

The periodic currcnt shown in Fig. P16.34 is applied
toalkOresistor.

a) Use the fiist tlree nonzerc terms in the Fouder
sedes representation of i(, to estimate the aver-
age power dissipated in tle 1 kO resistoi.

b) Calculate the exact value of tlle average power
dissipated in the 1 kO resistor.

c) What is the percenrage of error in the estimated
value of the avemge power?

16.36 a) Find the rms value of the voltage shown in
Fig. P16.36 foi V-:100V. Note that the
Fourier series for tlfs periodic voltage was
found in Assessment Problem 16.3.

b) Esrirnate the rms value of the voltage, using ttre
lirst three nonzero terms in the Fouder sedes
representation of or(r).

Figure P16.35

16.3? a) Estimate the rms value of the periodic square-
wave voltage shown in Fig. P16.37(a) by using
the [irsr five non?ero terms in rbe fourier series
representation of ?,(1).

b) Calculate the percentage of error in the esti-
mation if

t 0,t

16.34

%"*" r : Iestimated value r] roo.

c) Repeat parts (a) and (b) if the periodic square-
\aa\e \ ol(age is replaced by the pefiodic l riangu
lar voltase shown in Fig.P16.37(b).

'" (v)

figore P16.34

t(mA)



?, (v)
Figure P16.37

2 (v)

16.38 a) Estimate the rms value of the full-wave rectified
sinusoidal voltage shown in Fig. P16.38(a) by
using the fiIst three nonzero terms in Ure
Fourier series representation of o(r).

b) Calculate the percentage of error in the estima-
tion (see Problem 16.3?).

c) Repeat (a) and (b) iJ the tull-wave rectfied sinu-
soidal voltage is replaced by the half-wave recti
fied sirlusoidal voltage shown in Fig. P16.38(b).

Flg!re P16.38

1'(v)
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c) U<e the firsr tourDonzero rerms o[ t-be e\pression
derived ir fb) ro eslirnare lhe rms\alue otis.

d) Find the exact rms value of is.
e) Calculate the percetrtage of elror in the esti-

mated rms value,

Figure P16.39
i,

Use the first four nonzero terms in the Fourier
sedes apprcximation of the periodic voltage
sbown in Fig. P16.40 ro esr imale i ts rms !alue.

Calculate the true lms value of !e voltage.
Calculate the percentage of error in the esti-
mated value,

t (ns)

16.4'0 a)

b)

c)

t (n0

Figure P16.40

vs

16.39 a) Derive the expressions for the Fouier coetfrcients
for the periodic flrrent showl in Fig. P16.39.

b) Write the first four noMero terms of the seies
using the alternative trigonometric folm given
by Eq.16.39.

T/8 T/4 3r/8r/2 5T/837/417/8 r

t l
t [ - l l
L__l L__l

0

-v_/2

-v-

z'(v)
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t6Al

Fouder Senes

Assume the periodic function described in
Problem 16.16 is a current is with a peak ampli-
tude of2 A.

a) Find the Ims value of the curent.

b) If this current exists in a 54 O resistor, what is
the average power dissipated itr the resistor?

c) If ts is approximated by usiry just the fundamen-
tal frequency tem of its Fourier sedes, what is the
average power delivered to the 54 O resistorT

d) what is the percentage of error in theestimation
of the power dissipated?

16,42 The Ims value of any periodic triangular wave hav-
ing the form depicted in Fig. P16.42(a) is indeped-
ent of ta and lr, Note tlat for the function to be
single valued, tn < tb. '[1ae mrs value is equa] to
vpl\,4. venry dtis obse ation by finding the
fim value of the ttrrce waveforms depicted in
Fig. P16.42(b)-(d).

Figure P16.42
lJ (v)

Sedion 16.E

16.43 Use the exponential folm of the Founer senes to
write an expression for the voltage shown in
Fig.P16.43.

Figure Pr6.43
1,(,)

? (v)

x,(v) ? (v)
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16.,9 Derive the er?ression for ttre complex Fourier
coefficients for the periodic curent showr in
Fig. P16.44.

16,45 a)

c)

rigne P15,45

50 ko

16.47 a)

b)

o

Figure Pt6.44
(,

T/2 3r/4

The pe odic cunent it Problem 16.44 is applied
to a 60 O resistor.If 1- = 20 A what is the aver-
age power delivered to the resistor?
Assume (0 is approximated by a truncated
exponential folm of the Fourier series consisting
oI rhe f i rs l  se!en nonlero lefms, lhal  i \
n : 0, 1,2,3, 4, 5, 6 andT.Wlat is t}le rms value
of the current, using this approximation?
ff the approximation in part (b) is used to repre-
sent i what is the percentage of errcr in the cal-
culated power?

Fhd the rms value of the periodic voltage in
Fig. P16.46(b).

Use lhe compler coelf ic ienrs def i !ed in
Problem 16.46(b) to estimate the rnts value of os.
What is the percentage ol eror in the estimated
rms value of zrs?

16.46The periodic voltage source in the circuit shown
in Fig. P16.46(a) ba. rhe \  aveform sho$n in
Fig. P16.46(b).

a) Derive the expression for Cn.
b) Fird t.he values of t]le complex coefficients

C", C-L C1,C 2, C2, C4, C3, C a, and Ca for t}le
input voltage os if y- = 72tV an T = 50t ps.

c) Repeat (b) for oo.
d) Use the complex coefficients found in (c) to esri

mate the avenge power delivered to the 200 kO
resistor.

Section 16.9

16.48 a) Mal@ an amplitude and phase plot, based on
Eq. 16.38, for the periodic voltage in Example 16.3.
Assume y- is 40 V Plot both amplitude and phase
versus fur., wheie,r = 0, 1,2,3, . . .

b) Repeat (a),but base the plots on Eq.16.82.

16.49 a) Make an amplitude and phase plot, based on
Eq. 16.38. for the periodic volrage in
hoblem 16.32. Plot bolh amplitude and phase
v e n u s n o o w h e r e n  :  0 , 1 , 2 , . . .

b) Repeat (a),but base the plots on Eq.16.82.

100 mH = 6.25 nF
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A pedodic voltage is rcpresented by a huncated
Fouder sedes. The amplitude and phase spectra are
shown in Fig. P16.50(a) and (b), rcspectively.
a) Write an expression for the pedodic voltage

using the form given by Eq.16.38.
b) Is the voltage an even or odd function of 1?
c) Does tle voltage have half-wave symmetry?
d) Does tlre voltage have quarter-wave synmetry?

16.50 Figur€ P15.51

16.51

Figure P16.50

0
9Cf

A periodic function is represented by a Fourier
series that has a finite number of terms. The ampli-
tude and phase spectra are shown in Fig. P16.51(a)
and (b), respectively.

a) Wdte the expression for the periodic current
using the form given by Eq. 16.38.

b) Is the current an even or odd function oI t?

c) Does the curent have half-wave symmetry?

d) Calculate the rms value of the curent in
milliamperes.

e) Wfire rhe expooent ial  form of the Fourier ser ie ' .

f) Make the amplitude and phase spectra plots or
the basis of tlre exponential series.

Sectiotrs 16.1-16.9

16.52 The hput sigral to a third-order low-pass
Butteiworth filter is the periodic triangular-wave
voltage shown in Fig P16.52. The corner frequency
of the filter is 1 rad/s. Wite the first three terms of
the Fou er se es that represents the steady-state
output voltage of ttre filtei.

(.n

(17.64\

figure P16.52

, / t

il
\  / \

V;I V
rG)
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16.53 The input signal to a second-order low-pass
Butterworth filter is a fu[-wave rectified sine wave
with an amplitude of 2.5?r V and a fundamental fte-
quency of 5000 md/s. The comer ftequency of the
lilter is l krad/s. Write the first two rerms in th€
Fourier series that rcpiesents the steady-state out-
put voltage of the filter.

16.54 The transfer funcnon (VIV) for the narrowband
bandpass filter cftcuit in Fig. P16.54(a) rs

f + B s + a ! , '

4 Find (,, B, ard 03 as functions of the circuit
palameters R1, R2, R3, C1, and C2.

Wdte the first thee terms in tle Fourier senes
that represents , ,  i f  rs i \  the periodic \ol lage in
Fig. P16.54(b).

Figure P15.54

b)



77.4

17.6

77.7

r1.8

17.1 Th€ D€rivation of the Fourier
Itanttorm p. 699

17.2 The Convergence of the Founer
Lntegtal p. 741

:17.3 Using Laplace Transfonns to tind Fourier

Fourier Tradsforms in the Limit p. 206

Some li'lathematicat Properties p. 708

operationat Transforms p. Zlo

Cicuit Applications p. 214

Parseval's Theorem p. 717

1 Be abLe to catcuLate the Fou ertransfornr of a
functjon usirg any or aLL ofthe roLtowing:

. The definitjor ofthe Fourier tnnsform;

. Laplace transforms;

. l4athematical properties ofthe Fourier

. 0pentionaitransioms.

Know how to use the Fouier transfoln to find
the response of a circuit.

Undedafd Parsevafs theotem and be abte to
use itto answer questions about the energy
contained within specific frequency bands.

The Fourier Transform
In Chapter 16, we discussed fhe representation of a periodic

function by mealls of a Fou er series. This seies representation

enables us 10 describe the periodic function in terms of the

frequency domajn attributes of amplitude and phase.The Fourier

transtbrm extends this frcquency-domain description to lul1ctions

that are not periodic. Through the Laplace transform, we already

introduced the idea of transforming an aperiodic function from

the timc domain to the frequency domail You may wonder,then,

why yet another type oI transformation is necessary. Stdctly

speaking, thc Fourier transform is not a new transform lt is a spe-

cial case of the bilatetal Laplace transform, with the real pait of

the complex frequency set equal to zero. However, in terms ol

physical interpretation, the Fourier transform is better viewed as

a limiting case oI a Fourier series.We prcsent this point of view in

Section 17.1, where we derive the Fouier transform equations.

The Fourier fransform is more useful than the Laplace trans_

form in certain communications theory and signal processing slt-

uations. Although we canlot pursue the Fourier transfolm in

depth, its introduction here seems appropriatc while the ideas

underlying the Laplace transform and the Foufier series are still

fresh in your mind.
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In Eq.17.2,we elected to start the integration at t0 = -?/2.
A owing the fundamental period Z to hclease without limit accom-

plishes t]le transition from a periodic to an apedodic function. In other
words, if Z becomes iniinite,.the function never repeats itselJ ard hence is
aperiodic. As f increases, the separation between adjacent harmonic fre-
quencies becomes smaller and smaller.In paiticular,

1 ITP
Cr:;  I  f ( t ) . t 'qt  dt . \17.?)

2 n
A d = ( r + I ) d o  n @ o :  @ o = i . (17.3)

; - - -  a s / l  . . @ .
\17.4)

n o o + o  a s 7 +  c o . (17.5)

In terms of Eq. 1?.2, as the period increases, the Fourier coefficients C,
get smaller. In t}le limit, C,+0 as f +co. This rcsult makes sense,
because we expect the Fourier coefficients to vanish as t]le functior loses
its pedodicity. Note, however, the limiting value of the product C,7; tlat is,

j'' dt asT - @. (17.6)

In writing Eq.17.6 we took advantage of the relationship in Eq.17.5.
The integral in Eq. 17.6 is fte Fouri€r transform of f(t) and is denoted

17.r The Derivation ofthe FouderTnnsfom699

17.1 The Derivation of the Fourier
Transfornn

We begin the derivation of the Fourier tmnsfom, viewed as a limiting case
of a Fourier series. with the exDonential form of the seriesi

r , , ' :  !  r  "  i , * , (17.1)

and as f gets larger and larger, the inuemental separation Ao approaches
a differential separation d.r. From Eq.17.3,

As the period increases, the frequency moves from being a discrete vari,
able to becoming a continuous vadable, or

,., - f- r,,*

(17.7) < Fourier fansform
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We obtain an explicit expression for the inve$e Fourier trallsfolm by
invesligating the limiting form of Eq. 17.1 as Z - co. We begin by multi-
plying and dividing by I:

f(t) : (17.8)

As f -o., the summalion appioaches htegration, C,f -F@),
naa- a,andllT - dal2r.Thus ir the limit,Eq.17.8 becomes

,ir.,n,^"(1)

t:;

Inverse Fourier transform ts tv) = ! [- '61"'' o-' 117.e)

v(0') = v,itatdt

v , ,  /  ^ . .  - , \
/ o \  t /

(17.10)

171.1r)

Equations 17.7 and 17.9 define tlle Fourier transform. Equation 1?.7 trans-
forms the time-domain expression /(r) into its correspondine frequency-
domain expression F(o). Equation 17.9 defines the inverse operation of
transformins -F(o) nrto /(t).

Let's now derive the Fourier transform of the pulse shown in Fig.17.1.
Note that tlis pulse coresponds to the periodic voltage in Example 16.6 if
we let Z + oo. The Fourier tansfolm of z'(r) comes directly ftom Eq. 17.7:

Figure 17.1 d A voltage putse.

which can be put in the form of (sinr)/r by multiplyhg the numerator
and denominator by r.Then,

sin or /2
v(a) - v^r .o42 .

For the pedodic train of voltage pulses ill Example 16.6- the expression for
the Fourier coefficients is

V^r sin ntiar 12
T naor/z 117.12)

Compadng Eqs. 17.11 and 17.12 clearly shows that, as the time-domain
function goes from periodic to apenodic, the amplitude spectrum goes
from a discrete line spectrum to a continuous spectrum. Futhermore, the
envelope ol the line spectrum has the same shape as the continuous spec
trum.Thus,as Zincreases,the spectrum of lines gets denser and the ampli-
tudes get smaller, but the envelope doesn't change shape. The physical
interpretation of the Fourier transfom y(rr) is therefore a measure of the
fiequency content of o(l). Figore 17.2 ilustrates these observations. The
amplitude spectrum plot is based on the assumption that ? is constant and
Iis increasins,
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(a)

ct

Figure 17.2 i Tlansition ofthe amptiiud€ specbum as f(t)
soe\ aor pedodic ro apeiodk. ld) Ca\e,\Js h"t .  T t-5;
(b) c, ve6us ,1a!, z/r = 10; (c) y(o) ve$us @.

77,2 The Convergence of the Fourier
Integral

A function of time /0) has a Fourier transform if the integral in Eq. 17.7
€onverges. If /(t) is a $/ell-behaved function that differs ftom zero over a
finite interval of time, convergerce is no problem. We -behaved implies
that /(t) is single valued and encloses a finite area ovei the range of inte-
gration. ln pmctical terms, all the pulses of finite duration ttrat interest us
are well-behaved functions. The evaluation of the Fourier transfom of tle
rectangular pulse discussed in Section 17.1 illustrates this point.

If /(t) is different ftom zero over an infinite interval, the convergence
of tlle Fouder integial depends on the behavior of /(r) as i+co. A
single valued function that is nonzero over an infinite inteflal has a Fouder
hansform iJ t]le integral

v(^)

l-,,r,t o'



Figure 17,1A The decaing exponentjattunctjon
K."'u(t).

Figure 17.4 A The approxjmation ofa constant with an

exists and if any discontinuities in /(r) are finite. An example is the
d€caying exponential function illustrated in Fig. 17.3. The Fou er trans-
fonn of /(t) is

rot - l- r*u-''' a, : l" o"'" .' a,

K
1t7.13)

f ( t ) :  A e ' t ,  e > 0 . lr7.u)

r{,) = 
l"-et'" 

i^ at * 
fo- o" "n'' 0,. 117.15)

Canying out ttre integration called for in Eq.17.15 yields

A A 2 e A
f ( d ) =  .  +  ' '  =  -  

- - - .
E  l a  € r l a  e ' +  u '

(17.16)

A third important group of functions have great practical interest but
do not ir a strict sense have a Fourier tmnsform. For example, the integral
in Eq. 17.7 doesn't converye if /(t) is a constant.The same can be said if
/(t) is a sinusoidal function, cos oot, or a step function, (!(t).These func-
tions are of geat interest jn circuit analysiE but, to include them in Fourier
analysiq we must rcso to som€ mathemalical subterfuge. Fi$q we create
a function in the time domain that has a Fourier transform and at the same
time can be made arbitrarily close to the function of interest. Next, we find
the Fourier ffansfom of the approximating function and ther evaluate the
limiting value of F(ir) as this function approaches /(1). Last, we define
the limiting value of F(d) as the Fourier fansform of /(r).

Let's demonstrate this technique by finding the Fourier transform of a
constant. We can approximate a coNtant with the exponential function

As € -0,f(t) -,4. Ficure 17.4 shows the approximation gmphically. The
Fourier transform of /(1) is

The tunction given by Eq. 17.16 generates an impulse function at o : 0 as
€ +0. You can veriff this result by showing that (1) F(o) approaches
infinity at d = 0 as € -0; (2) the dumtion of F(o) approaches zcro as
€ -0; and (3) tlre area under F(o) is independent of €. The area under
F(@) is the strength ofthe impulse and is

[' -"o . o- = 4,A l- ^!- = 2*A.
J  , € ' +  - '  . l o  e ' +  o ' \17.71)
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In the limit. f0) approaches a constant ,4, and F(r,.') approaches an
impulse fuDction 2r,45(o). Therefore, ihe Fourier transfom of a cofftanr
A is defhed as 2,,45(o).or

In Section 17.4, we say rnore about Fourier transforms defined
through a limit process. Before doing so. in Scclion 17.3 r,e show how to
take advantage of the Laplace transform !o lind the Fouier traDslorn of
functions for which the Fouder integral converges.

i+ {A} = 2tA6(a). (17.18)

17.1 Use the defining integral to find the Iouner
transform of the following functio s:

a )  f 0 ) :  A ,  - r l 2 = t  < 0 1

f l . ) : A ,  0 <  t = r / 2 ;

f(r) - 0 elsewhere.
b )  . i ( r )  =  0 ,  r<0 ;

f(t) = te "', t >- 0,a > 0.

nn'""', rur -,1 4 ll i "".911.- \ . , / \  2  /
, . .  1
(D) ------_ _--,

(s + j.r'

NOTE: Also tty Chapter Prcbtens U2 and 17.3.

17.2 The Fouder transfom of/(t) is given by

r(,,) - 0,
r@) : 4,
F(a\ :  L.

F(a) - 4,

tq(l,) = 0,

Find /(1).

- 3 < o < - 2 ;

2 < o < 2 ;

2 < t ' t < 3 ;

Answer: /(r) = !10 ,in:, ,t .in 24.

17.3 lJs'ing Laplaee Transfernrs
ts Finci Founier Transfcrms

We can use a table of unilateral, or one-sided. Laplace transform pairs to
IiDd the Fourier transfbrm ollunctions forwhich the Fourier integral con
verges. The Fourier integral converges when a1l thc potes oI F(s) lie in the
left half of the s plane. Note that if I(r) has poles in the right half of the
r p^laDe or along the imaginary axis,l (r) does not saiisfy the constraini that
/;ll0) dl exists.

The follo\,r'ing rulcs apply to the use of Laplacc lransforms to find the
Fourier transforms o{ such functions.

1. If l(r) is zero for I < 0 , we obtain the Fouricr rraDslorm of i(t)
from the Laplace transfom oI/(t) simply by replacing r by lo.Thus

objective 1-Be able to calcllate the Fourier transform of a fundion

?t If (t)j : :t I f (t\j,= j". (17.19)



For example, say that

For example, if

.f0) - 0, t < 0 - ;

f ( t \ :  e ' c o s a o t ,  t > 0 ' .

s{f (r)J : e{f ( t\\ F t_.

2.

Then

I  i - ,o t l l t t \ t -  |  = -

1s- al r ",11. t., \ ju I al I .. l i '

Because the raDge of integration on the Fourier integral goes from
oo to +,ro, the Fouder transform of a negative-time function

exists A negativelime futrctiotr is noizero for negative values of
time and zero for positive values of time. To find the Fouder tmns-
folm of such a function, we proceed as follows. First, we reflect tle
negative-time function over to the positive+ime domain and then
find its one-sided Laplace tmnsform. We obtain the Fouder tlans-
folm of the original time functiotr by replacing r with -io.

Therefore,when/(t) = 0 for t > 0*,

(17.20)

.f(r) : o,

fQ) : e'cosaat,

(for r > 0-);

( f o r t = 0 ) .

then

/(-t): t"cosoor, (for t > 0*).

Both /(t) and its milror image are plotted in Fig.17.5.
The Fouder transfom of /(t) is

/(-r) : 0, ( f o r t < 0 ) ;

s {f (t)} : e {f (-t\},=_i.
1s+a.1,+", f r1"=1.

r + a  I
o)' + ,'ll

Figue 17.5 a Th€ r€fl€ctjon of a negatjve'time
functjon over to the positive-time domain. (- ja + a:)2 + b4'

Functions that are nonzero over all time can be resolved into positive-
and negative{ime tunctions. We use Eqs 17.19 and 17.20 to find the
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Fourier traDsford of rbe posilive- and mgative,time functioDs, respec-
I ively.The Fourier ranslorm ol the orighal functioD is tbe surn of the
two transfoms, Thus if we let

/ " - ( r ) = / ( r )  ( f o r r > 0 ) .

f (t): f (t) (for r < 0),

f ( t )= f+( t )+ . f - ( t )

and

s{f (t)} = s{fr(t)} + slf (t)}

-  Y{ / - r l ) } , . / .  -  r t [ - \  t t ] " -  p .  0 ; .2 ,

Atr example of using Eq. 1?.21 involves finding the Fouder trans-
form of e-". For the original function; the positive and negative-
time functions are

f*(t) = "-" and f (t) = dt.

Ig t l  '  ( r )  |  = :
r  +  a '

1gtl  (-t \ l  -

fterefore. trom Eq. 17.21.

. .  r  I  r  I
st?."| ' tt | ____Ll

! -  a l s _ p  s + a l ! _ _ j -

1 l
j a + a  - j 6 , + a

= 7 + 7 '

If /(t) is even, Eq. 17.21 reduces to

o i l f l t \ \  :  <z l f l t \ \  ! . t J t t ,- ', ')l - ;-' lL7'221

If l(t) is odd, then Eq. 17.21 becomes

s{f(t)} : s.If @}"=i. - s{f (t)},- i,. 
,17.23')
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objective 1-ge able to catcutate the Fourier transform of a function

17,3 Find the Fourier tansform ofeach function.In
each case.,  i .  a po\ i r i \e realcoo\ laol .

4  / G ) : 0 ,
.f(r) = e't ira,ot, t>0.

r > 0 ,

r > 0 ,
r < 0 .

NOTE: Abo try Chapter Prcblen 17.1.

FiguE 17.6 A The signum functjon.

I \4

Fisure 17,7 A A function that approaches sgn(l) as

As we pointed out in Section 17.2,lhe Fourier transforms of sevcral prac
tical functions must be defined by a limit process.We now return to these
types offunclions and develop Lheir transforms.

The Fourier Transform of a Signum Function
We showed that the Fourier transform of a constanl A is 2r,46(0) in
Eq. 17.18.The next function of interest is thc signum function, defined as
+l lbr t > 0 and -1for t < 0.The signum function is denoted sgn(1) and
can be expressed in terms ofunit'stcp functions, or

17.4 Fourier'!-ransfornns in the i-intit

sgn(t) = (t) -,(-r. \r7.?4)

sgn(i) = liqk ''u(t) e"'u( r)1, € > 0. 171.25)

s{/(,)}:i;1" ,-*1"=,,
I 1

-2j.

Answer: (a)
( a + j a t ) , + a & '

b) f(t) = 0.

c) f(4 - te-'',

Figure 17.6 shows the functjon graphicaily.
To find the Fourier lransform oI lhe signum function. we first crcate a

Iunction that approaches the signum function in the limit:

The function inside the brackets. plotted in Fig. 17.7, has a Fourier trans-
ibrm becausc the Fouder integral converges. Becausc /(r) is an odd func-
tion. we use Eq.17.23 lo find its Fourier transform:

, - .  1

sgn(r)

\11.26)
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As € - 0, /(1) - sen(t),an�ds\f (t)I + 2lia.'I}Jercrorc,

sfte'(r)] : 3. \17.27)

The Fourier Transform of a Unit Step Function
To find the Fourier tmnslorm of a ud1 step function, we use Eqs. 17.18 and
1'7.21. We do so by recognizing tlBt the unit-step function can be

I I' l { r ) = t + t s s n ( r ) .

Thus,

117.2s)

(17.30)

(17.31)

*r,,,,r = "{1} . *{f "*,,,}

then

l.17.29)

The Fourier Transform of a Cosine Function
To fiDd t]re Fourier transform of cos dot, we retum to the hvene{ransform
integal ofEq.17.9 and obse ethatif

= .a@) , !.

F ( a ) : 2 r 6 ( a - a d ,

rc =|l-v,a<.-,"1"u'a.

s{eta$} : 2r6(.,-(|,i.

ej@d + a-irt
c o s a o t :  

2

Using the sifting propefty of the impulse function, we reduce Eq. (17.31) to

f(t) : ei''t '

Then, frcm Eqs.17.30 and 17.32,

117.32)

We now use Eq. 17.33 to find the Fourier transfom of cos oot, because

(17.33)

(11,34)



Thus,

s{cos a&} = 
r@{ei"t} + s{e-,qt})

= 
|e"N, 

- ao) + br6(a + ao)l

= a@ - ofi + '.6(0 + (,,o),. (17.35)

The Fourier transform of sin.oot involves similar manipulation, which
we leave for Problem 17.5. Thble 17.1 presents a summary of the hans-
lorm pajrs oftbe imponanl elemenla-ry functioDs,

We now tum to the properdes of the.Fourier transfom that enhatce our
ability to desciibe aperiodic time-domain behavior ir terms of frequency-
domain behavior.

TJe to F(@)

impulse

positive-time ex?onedial

negative-time exponential

positive' and negativeline eponential

6C)

A

sgrtr)

e--L(tt

e'u( t,

t

2iA6(@)

n6(a) + 1,/jt

t 1 !o  i . 1 ,o>o
2a / (az+e ] ) ,a>o
2n6(a - @o)

, [ 6 ( @ + e d + 6 ( 0 - a b ) ]

j,[6(@ +.qr) - 6(0 - aro)]

17.5 Some Mathematical Properties
The first mathematical property we call to your attention js that F(o) is a
complei'quantity and can be. e4)ressed in eithet rectangular or polar
form. Thus from the defining integral,

F(') : f(t e i't dt

= 
./ /(tXcos,t - i sin'",,t) dt

- i l- fosinat dt.: l-)ot.*,,., (17.36)
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e1,y = 
l- 71t1 "o" ,t at (11.31)

n*,1 : 
l-y6si^,tat. (17.38)

Thuq using the definitions given by Eqs.17.37 and 17.38 in Eq.17.36,we get

F(o) = A(a) + jB(o\ - F(,o)leia\o.

4.) =zl t|)cosatat \17,40)

,(@) : o. 117.41)

\17.39t

The following observations about F(.d) are pertinent:

. The rcal part of F(rr)-that iq,4(o)-is an even function of d;in
other words, A(o) = ,4(-/d).

. The imaginary pa of F(@)-that is, B(o)-is an odd turction oI o;
in otler wordq B(o) : A( (,).

. The magnitude of F(.d) that is, V,4'�(o) + B2(.d)-is an even func-

. The phase angle of F(/,,)-that is, 0(t:,) : tan lB(o)lA(a);s an
odd function of .",.

. Replacing .,, by -o generates the conjugate of F(o); in other words,
F(-4 = r'@).

Hence, if /(r) is an even function, F(o) is real, and if /(t) is an odd
function, F((o) is imaginary.If /(1) is even, from Eqs. 17.37 atrd 17.38,

ff f(t) is an odd tunction,

and

and

and 17.11.

A(o) = 0 \17.4?J

oa,t : -z 
I ttn"in.r a,. 117.43)

derivations of Eqs. 17.40 17.43 for you as Problems 17.10
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If /(r) is an even function, its Fouder tnnsform is an even function,
and if f(l) is an odd function, its Fou er transform is an odd function.
Moreover, if/(t) is an even fuflctior, from the inverse Fourier hregral,

r r f - 1 1 6

tV)  ^  l  t v r ' ' d - -^  l  ;a - )P" 'd -
zn J r .  t t  t_6

: 
*f', ',,*"-' + is".dt\d'n

- l /  r1.ycos,ra,  + o

: = I  Ala) cos-t  d-. 117.11)

Now compare Eq. 17.44 with Eq. 17.40. Note that, except for a factor of
1/22, these two equations have the same folm. fhus, the waveforms of
A(d,) a'rd f(4 become interchangeable if f0) is an even function. For
example, we have already observed that a rectangular pulse in the time
domain produces a frequency spectrum of the form (sin o)/zo. SpecificanX
Eq. 17.11 e4resses the Fourier transform of the voltage pulse shown in
Fig.17.1. Hence a rectangulai pulse in the frequency domain mustbe gen-
erated by a time domain function of the form (sin r)/i. we can illustrate
tllis requirement by finding tie time-domain function f(/) corresponding
to the frequency spectrum shown in Fig.17.8. From Eq. 17.44,

-  2  t t  z M t \ i n u t J "
t U ) : ^  I  M c o s u t d u =  - l - Iz n J r  t n \  |  |  a

:+1.*y)
=*(-^\#)

We say more about the ftequency spectnm of a rectangular pulse in
the time domain versus the rectangular ftequency spectrum of (sint/t
after we introduce Parseval's theorem.

17.6 0perationaI Transforrns
Fourier transforms,like Laplace tmnsforms, can be classified as functional
and operational. So far, we have concentrated on the functional tnns-
form$ We now discuss some of the important operational tmnsforms. With
regard to the Laplace transform, these operational transforms are similar
to thos€ discussed in Chapter 12. Hence we leave tieir proofs to you as
Problems 17.12-17.19.

\11.45)

Figure 17.8 A A reciangutar frequenq spectrum.
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Multiplication by a Constant
From the defidng integral, if

s{f o} = F(a\,

slxf(t\j = rr@) 117 '46t

Thus, multiplication of /(t) by a constant conesponds to multiplying F(o)
by that same constant.

Addition (Subtraction)
Addition (subtraction) in the time domain tanslates into addition (sub-
tmction) in the frequency domain. Thus if

s{f t(t)} = Fla),

tt{f2(t)} : F2@),

s{f 3G)} : F3@),

s{f{t) f2(t) + /3(r} = r(.d) - Fr(a) + F3G)), 117.47)

which is derived by substituting the algebraic sum of time-domain func-
trons into the definhg integal.

Differentiati on
The Fou er transfoft of the firclderivative of /(t) is

cl!+l - i.r@t. tt7.1l)
I d . J

The /ltl derivative of/(t) is

I  a" t r t i
! j \  '  ' , ; '  I  t i@YF(@). (17.1e)

I d t  )

Equations 17.48 and 17.49 are valid if/(l) is zero at +co.

sa\= l';ata,,

Integration



tlten

EquatioD 17.50 is valid if

s{s(tr\ =+.

f(x) drc : 0.

(17.50)

Scate Change
Dimensionally, time and frequency arc rcciprocals. Therefore, when time
is shetched out, frequency is compressed (and vice versa), as reflected in
the functional transform

e t l { d / r l  -  l r ( 1 ) .  , '  - u .  ( 1 7 . 5 1 )
a  \ a  /

Note that when 0 < d < 1.0, time is shetched out, whereas when a > 1.0,
time is compressed.

Translation in the Time Domain
The effect of translating a function in the time domaitr is to alter the phase
spectrum and leave the amplitude spectrum untouched. Thus

s{f(t - a)} : e-r" e@). 117.52)

ffl' is positive in Eq. 17.52, the time function is delayed, and if d is nega-
tive, the time furction is advanced.

Tnnstation in the Freguency Domain
Tfanslation in the frequency domai[ coresponds to multiplication by the
complex exponential in rhe time domain:

ei{ej.& fG)} : F(a, - at). (17.53)

Modulation
Amplitude modulation is the process of varying the amplitude of a sinu-
soidal carier. If the modulating signal is denoted /(t), the modulated car-
der becomes /(1) cos .dot. The amplitude spectrum of this carier is one-half
the amplitude spectrum of /(t) centered at tl')o, that is.

I I
. }{ / f r)  co( dor} -  

2Ftu--r \  2l- td 
uot.  Ot.r | )

Convo[ution in the Time Domain
Convolution in the time domain coresponds to multiplication in tie he-
quency domain. Ir other words,

/-
)( t )  -  

I  r(^)h(t  -  ^)d^
J -
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^n

117.55)e{)(t)} = Y(o) : x(a\H(a).

Equation 17.55 is important in applications of the Fou er transform,
because it states that the transform of the response function y(.r) is the
product of tle input ffansform X(l,)) and the system function l1(@). We
say more aboul this relatiotrship in Section 17.7.

Convotution in the Frequency Domain
Convolution in the ftequency domain coresponds to finding the Fouder
transform of the product of two time functions. Thus if

f(tt : f{t)f2(t),

'61 = j � f ' ' ,1 ,yr7. -ao,

n(@)

(17.56)

Table 17.2 summarizes these ten opemtional transforms and another
operational transform that we introduce in Prcblem 17.18.

Kf(t)

/n, - ,f,t)
.t^ f(t)/dt'

flat)

t ( - a t

+ R(r)
KF(o)

F1@) Fr(@\ + Fx@)

0o)"F(o)

1 p { q 1 . , ' o

1 1

;F(a  
ad  + ;F(a  +  ao)

x(@)H(@)

i J *FI@F{' 
')d"

u)'i;

/-,t^rrt, ^i r^

flt)ho

{f(t\



714 The Fourier Transfom

obiective 1-Be abte to calcutate the Fourier transform of a function

17.4 Supposcf(r) is defined as follows:

11t1 =4t  + e.  l=  t  =  t t ,

f ( t ) = - 4 t + A ,  0 < t < \ ,

f(t) = 0,

17.5 The rectangular pulse shown can be expressed
as the difference betweer t\vo step voltages;
tllat ls,

1'(,) :

Use the opemtional transfom for translation in
the time domain to find the Fouiier translorm
of 1r(r).

sin(orl2)
Answet fT(o) : v"t, 

@r/4

17.7 €ireur't Applieations
The Laplace transform is ltsed more widely to find the response of a cir-
cuit than is the Fourier transform, for two reasons. First, the Laplace trans-
form integral convergesfor awider range of driving functions, and second,
it accommodatcs initial condiljons. Dcspitc thc advantages ofthe Laplace
transfom. we can use the Fouricr transform to find thc rcsponse.The fun-
dancntal rclationship underlying thc usc olthc Fouricr transform in tran-
sient analysis is Eq. 17.55, which relates the translorm oI the responsc
y(o) Lo the transform ofthe input X(d) al1d the lransfer funclion 1{(rr) of
the circuit. Nole that l1(.r) is the familiar H(r) wilhr replaccd byjo.

Example 17.1 illustratcs how to usc thc Fouricr transform to find the
rcsponse oI a circuil.

n*( '  . l )  -  u"(,  -  i )v
a) Find the second derivative ofl(t).

b) Fnld the Fou er transform of the second
derivalive.

c) Use the result obtained in (b) to find thc
Fouder transform of the function in (a.).
(Ir,ir Use the operational transform of
differentiation.)

Answer: (a) -
j5(r)

t )= 4 u (  ' ,

""1,('
.  4 A l  - r  - \(o )  ,  \ cos t  

r / :

4 A  /  u r \
( c )  ,  { t  c o ! ;  J .

d - r  \  L /

- ; ) ,

NOTE: 41ft 0) Chapler Problen l7.ln.



Use the Fouder transform to find L(t) h the cncuit
shown in Fig. 17.9. The current source is(t) N the
signum function 20 sgn(r) A.

Evaluating 1ir and /(, gives

U.7 Ci(Lr i t  Appt i .a t iom 715

using the Fourier Transform to Find the Transient Response

..=+

,r0) rnl r,(,),i
3 ( )

1 H

tigur€ 17.9 6 The ci,cuit for Ecmpte 17.1.

Sotution
The Fourier transform of the driving source is

/s(o) = 9{20 sgn(r)}

a@\ =
ro

40

Ja

The transfer function of the circuit is the ratio of Id
to I3;so

10 10
t ' \ u ) = -  1  :

l d  4 r  l u )

The response is

i.(t) = s 1lr "(@)l

= s sgno - roe a'r(r).

Figure 17.10 shows the response.Does the solu-
tion make sense in terms of known circuit behav-
ior? The answer is yes, for the following reasons.
The current source delivers 20A to the circuit
between -m and 0. The resistance in each branch
govems how the -20 A divides between the 1wo
branches. Ir particular, one fourth of the -20A
appears in the to branch; therefore l, is 5 foi r < 0.
When the currenl source jumps fiom 20A to
+20A at l:0, i, apprcaches i1s final value of
+5 A exponentially with a tim€ constant of i s.

An important charactedstic of the Fouder
transform is that it directly yields the steady-state
response to a sinusoidal ddving function. The rea-
son is that the Fourier transform of cos oot is based
on the assumption that the function exists over all
time- Example 17.2 illustiates this feature.

& = - =  1 0 .

Therefore

: ^ ( 1 )

The Fourier transform of i"(t) is

r"(a): r s@)H(a)

40
ia(1 + i,o)

Expanding 1,(o) into a sum of pailial fractions yields

Kt K2
t.\1)) =--���������������(+-

l a  + r t a Figure 17.10 A lhe plot of i,(r) ve6us r.



'Ihe currcnt source in the circuit in Exarnplc 17.1
(Fig. 17.9) is shaDged to a sinusoidal source. The
oxprcssion for the current is

l{(l) : 50 cos 3r A.
Ilse the Fouricr transfom nethod to find l,(r).

Sotution
The translbrm oI the ddving function is

1s(o) - s0f;[6(o 3) + 6(&, + 3).
A. before, rhe rrdn(re. tuncl iun ol  lhe circbi t  ic

I
n \ d )  =  -  .

4 r l a

The transform of the current rcsponse then is

- .  - -  6 ( -  t ) + 6 ( d + t )
l , ( d ) = ) u u  -  .

+ r J a

Using the Fourier Transform to Find the SinusoidaI Steady-State Response

Because of thc sifting property ofthe impulse func-
tion,lhe casicst way to fiDd the inverse transform of
,1,,(o) is by the inversion integral:

i "( t ) :  ?t  ' {1.(a)}

son / 
*[ a(r,, -:)-  

2; .1 - l  4 ) " , ' , -

- \ 4 + l t  
4  t i )

^ -  /  p i l .  , ;6 r '  I  r r r /1 ro3 '  
\

\ s 5 /

:5[2cos(3i  36.87') ]
= l0cos(3t - 36.87").

We leave you ro verify that thc solution for i,(r) is
identical to that obtaincd by phasor aDalt'sis.

+ 6 ( d + 3 )

objechve 2-Know how to use the Fourier transform to find the response of a circuit

17.6 The cunent source in the circuit shown deliven
a currert of 10 sgn (i) A.The response is the
voltage across the 1 H iDductor. Compute
(a) 1s(.,,);(b) H(jo);(c) %(a,);(d) o,(r);
(e) t1(0 );(f) r,(0+): (g) rl0 );(h) i(0+);
(i) r"(0 );and (j) 0,(0+).

1 f }

(h )  8A ;
(i) 0Y
( j )  80v

17.7 The loltage source in tlle circuit shown is gen
eraling the voltage

% = e'u(. t) + u(t)Y.

a) Use the Fourier traNform mcthod 1o find ,,.
b) Compute ?,,(0 .),?),(0*), ard ?),(oo).

i1

1 Hi . )  ,  t |+o

Answer: (a) 20lj.r;
(b) aj@/(5 + jo);
(c) 80/(s + ja);
(d) 8oe 5' (r) v;

t t
A n s w e r :  ( a )  o ,  . e u ( - r )  -  ^ ?  

' u t t \
r 2 6

* 
| "g"p; v,(e) -2 A;

(f)  18 A: j

(g) 8A; O); v'

NOTE: ALro lty Chapter Problems 17.22, 17.28, and 17.32.

i " , i "
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17.8 Parseval's Theorem
Parseval's theorem relates the energy associated with a time-domain func-
tion of finite energy to the Fourier transfom of the function. Imagine that
the time-domain function f(r) is either the voltage aqoss or the curent in
a 1 f,, resistor. The enersv associated with this function then is

wto f'�G)at. 117.51)

Parseval's theorem holds that this same energy can be calculated by
inte$ation in rhe frequency domain, or specifically,

l 'ru>0,:jf 'o1'0. (17.58)

Therefore the 1 O ene4y associated vrith /(r) can be calculated either by
integrating the square of /(l) over all time or by integrating 1/2r' times
the square of the magnitude of the Fourier transfom of /(t) over all fre-
quencies. Parseval's theorem is valid if both integials exist.

The average power associaled with time-domain signals of finite
eneigy is zero when aveiaged over all time, Therefore, when comparing
signals of this type, we reso to the energy content of t]Ie signals Using a
1 O resistor as the base for the energy calculation is convenient for com-
paring ttre energy content of voltage and current sigmls

We begin the dedvation of Eq. 17.58 by rewriting tlle kernel of the
htegral on the lefthatrd side as f(l) times itself and then expressing one
/(t) in telms of t]le inversion integral:

l*rato': l* turnoo,

- l-1"atl| l^, asea' a.lat. (17.59)

We move /(l) inside the interioi integral, because the integiation is with
respect to ..,, and tl1en factor t]le constant 1/2r' outside both integrations.
Thus Eq.17.59 becomes

ftrr" 
= irLll^F@)roei",ta,]dt. (17.60)

We reverse the order of integation and in so doing recogize that F(o)
can be factored out of the ittegntion with respect to I Thus

l* r',,,r, r1, l* n,,, f*,,,n''' o,lr.. (17.61)

The interior integml is F(-o), so Eq.17.61reduces to

- [

l '  ro* :  !  [-  op1o1 .10..
. la  zn . la

1t7.62)



In Section 17.6, we noted that F( a) = F1a). Thus the product
F(d)ir(-o) is simply the magnitude of lq(o) squared, and Eq. 17.62 is
equivalent to Eq.17.58.We also noted rhar F(d)l is an even funcrion of o.
Therefore, we can also wr:ite Eq. 17.58 as

l-;'ato, = ) l* vo,1r o, (17.63)

A Demonstration of Parseval's Theorem
We can best demonstrate the validity of Eq. 17.63 with a specific example. If

f(t\ : .*',

the left-hand side ofEq. 17.63 becomes

l'"-" o': l--a"',, * l,- "-- o,
" . , 1 0  e 1 ^ 1 -- - ^ r - - l
z a  1 4  z a l o

1 1 1: r r  
2 o = ; .  1 1 7 . 6 1 )

The Fourier transform of /(t) is

2a

and therefore the dght-hand side ofEq.17.63 becomes

t  [ '  A o ' �  4 a  t  t  d  t . - t l -- l  , . d u -  . l  ' ' - t a n ' l lt Jn (a' uf\ 11 2at \ az d/ ,t a tlo

" /  \' { o -  1 - o  n l, \  ) a  J

\11.65)

Note that the result given by Eq.17.65 is rhe same as tlat given by Eq.17.64.

The Interpretation of Parseval's Theorem
Parseval's theorcm gives a physical interprctation that tlle magnitude of
the Fouder transfom squared, F(o) '�, is an energy density (in joules per
hertz). To see it, we write the right-hand side of Eq. 17.63 as

1 r"' ar
*  I  ) r t2 " l t ) rndr  =  2 l  rn t l l  d l .  {17 .06)" Ja ,lo

where lF(2rrf)l'�dl is the energy in an infinitesimal band of frequencies
(d/), andthe total l O energy associared with/(r) isthe summation (inte-
glarion) of F(znf)\'�llf over all fiequencies. We can associare a portion

: 1



of the total eneqy with a specified band of frcquencies. In other words,
the 1 O energy in the frequency band ftom.q to ('2 is

wa = 
; J., 

lF(a)|'� d@. (77.67)

1i.8 Pa6evaLt Theo€m 719

,,, 40 /- 400
wao(l== | 

-:--:--- t1b
i . t n  4 r a

M,@0 /1 ,o 
- \

f  \ 2  l o l

= !99911\ : ,non ,
n  \ 2  /

The energy a.qocraled w]th the frequenc)
0 < (' < 2v3rad/sis

... 40 ['� 4oo"*n:  ;  1 , . , ,4  *  _ ,  
o-

ro,ooo/ r  - , .1, fr \:  "  l t * '  
' t l "  

I
\ . /

8000/r\  8000 -
, ' \ 3 /  3 '

Hence the percentage of tle total energy associated
with this range of frequencies is

8000/3
": 4fJ00 

" L00 = 66.67ok.

Note that expressing the integation in the ftequency domain as

*l*,,-, 'o-
instead of

1 , " -

: I F('i)"]a

allows Eq.17.67 to be wdtten in the form

I  f -  ,  I  l q
w o - ; I rt-tlz (t- ,_ I lrotl ' ,t-. (17.68)

- n  r v  - n  J -

Figure 17.11 shows the graphic interyretation of Eq. 17.68.

The curent in a 40 (} resistor is

i = 2\eatu(t\ A..

What percentage of the total eneryy dissipated in
the resistor can be associated with the frequerry
b a n d 0 < o <  2 r ; 3 r a d l s ?

Solution
The tolal energy dissipaled in the 40 O resistor is

].-
wllri,= 40 | 400e* dt

JO

o 4 -:16 ,000 , l  :4oo0J .

We can check this total energy calculation witl
Pa6eval's theorem:

F@):# i

Examples 17.3�17.5 illustrate calculations involving Pa$eval's theoiem. Figure 17.11 A The graphic interprehiion of Eq. 17.68.

AppMng Parsevalt Theorem

band

20

Fr.i'

Therefore

e@\ =
\,4 + ,.?



Apptying Parsevat's Theorem to an ldea[ Bandpass Filter

The inpul \ohage ro an ideal ba0dpass l i l ter rs

D(t) = 120e-2atu(\v '

The filter passes all frequercies that lie between 24
and zE rad/s, without attenuation, and completely
iejects all frequencies oulside this passband.

a) Sketch ly((,r) ' for the filter inpur volrage.
b) Sketch %(o)l'for rhe filrer output voltage.
c) What percentage of the total 1 O energy contert

of the signal at the input of the filter is available
at the output?

Solution

a) The Fourier transform of the filter input voltage is

The total 1 O energy available at the output of
the filter is

._,  1 /43 14,400 600 ,  - ]*"' = 
; J, si6 * -'"' 

: 
;rn ilzo

:!t '^"" ,"'- ' '):T(#-;)

: 61.45 J.

Fig.17.12 sho*s the sketch of ly({r)1, versus (r.

b) The ideal baDdpa.s filrer rejects ali lrequencies
outside the passband, so the plot of yo(o) , ver-
sus (o appears as shown in Fig.17.13.

c) The total 1 O energy available at tlle input to the
filter is

v(..)1":
576 + o]'

--. 1 /- 14,400 14,400 / r* ' : ; . 1 , ,  
s i b+ . ,d -  

=  
"  \ ;  

t an

The percentage of ttre input energy available at
the output is

, : lof ' no :2o.4.vo.

Figure u.12,| ly(o)|'�versus o for Example 17.4.

v"(@:)|'�
25
zo
15
10
5

17.4.

120

Therefore

600 r'

14,400

' 91  I
24 lo  /

v\-)l'

1 1 2
= 300 J.

Figure 17.13 l y(d) '�veuus a for Exampte



Parseval's theorem makes it possible to calculate
the energy available at the output of the filter even
if we don't know the time-domain expressior for
r,,(t). Suppose tle hput voltage to the low-pass RC
filter circuit shown in Fig. 17.14 is

0(t) : 15e 5'&(t) V.

a) What percertage of t}le 1 O energy available in
the input signal is available in the output signal?

b) Wlal percenlage ol lbe outpur eDer$ is associ-
ated with the hequency range 0 < o < 10 nd/s?

Apptldng Parsevat's Theorem to a Lotv-Pass Fitter

17.8 ParevahTheocn 721

Figure 17.14 A The tow-pAs RC fitter fo, Lamph 17.5.

We can easily evaluate the integral by expand-
ing the kemel irto a sum of partial fractions;

Solution

a) The 1 O energy i the input signal to the filter is

,.F --10/ l-
w, I rtsc ' ' t dt - 225' ,.r l = 22.s J

J 0  r u  l 0

The Fouf ier t ranstorm oI rhe ourpul vol lage i .

uo@) - u@)H@),

q ( , ) = *

L/RC 10
I/RC + ia 10 + jo

(2s +.'�x100 + o'�) 25 + a2 100 +

Then

-"=+{[
2 5 + a z .1" 1oo + ,"? J

3 0 0  [ 1 / u  \  r  / " \ l  _ -  _
r  s \ 2 /  1 0 \ 2 /

The energy available ir the output signal there-
lote is 66.67'h of the eneryy available in the
input signal; that is,

1 5
rt : ; (100\:66.67%.

b) The output energy associated with the frequen(ry
range 0 < d = 10 rad/s is

soo( tto a. /'" ,/. I
W ^ = - \ l - l - l"  '  ( . / o  25+uz  Ja  100+@t )

J n \ / t  , r 0  I  , , t 0 \  3 0 /  2 z  , \=  
"  \ j ' a n  T -  r o  ' a n  r o /  " \ z . s a  ^ )

: 13.64 J.

22,500

The total 1 O energy in the output signal is 15 I
so lhe percentage associated wit]I the frequency
range 0 to 10 rad/s is90.9770.

Hence

u"(.) : (s+ iox10+j . , )

22,500

( 2 5 + d ' ) ( 1 0 0 + @ ' )

The 1 O energy available in the output sigml of
th€ filrer is

22,500

10 ko

w ^ :  =  I
( 2 5 + @ 1 ( 1 0 0 + d ' � )



The Energy €ontained in a Rectangular Voltage Pulse
We conclude our discussion of Parseval's theotem by calculating the
energy associated witl a rcctangular voltage pulse. In Section 17.1 we
found the Fouder transform of the voltase Dulse to be

(17.69)

To aid our discussion, we have redrawn the voltage pulse and its Fourier
tansform in Fig. 17.15(a) and (b), respectively. These figures show that, as
the width of the voltage pulse (r) becomes smaller, the dominant po ion
of the amplitude specfum (that is, the spectrum from 2T/r to 2n/r)
spreads out over a wider range of frequencies. This result agrces witl our
earlier comments about the operational tmnsform involving a scale
changg in other words, wher time is compressed, frequency is stretched
out ald vice vefia. To transmit a single rectangular pulse with reasonable
fidelity, the bandwidth of the system must be at least $.ide etrough to
accommodate the dominant podion of the amplitude spectrum. Thus the
cutotf frcquency should be at leasr2T lr radls, or 1lr Hz.

We can use Palseval's theorem to calculate the ftaction of the total
enefgy associated witlr r'(a) that lies in the frequenc.y finge 0 < a < znfr.
From Eo.17.69.

v(.) :

* : | | , , , . r ,^+f f i^ .
To carry out the integation called for in Eq. 17.70, we let

sin or/2

a, = ia.

(17.70)

177.71)

(b)

Figuro lT.t5 A The rectangular vottaqe puke and its
Fouri€rtrandom. (a) Ihe rectangubr vottage pulse.
(b)The Fouder transtornr of r(,).

nodng $at

and that

\17.72)

Ifwemake the substitutions given by Eqs, 17.71-17.73, Eq. 17.70 becomes

when a : 2tlr. \17.73)

--. ZV'�^t f" s;n'� x
W - l ^ d x .n J o  x '

We can inlegrate the integral in Eq. 17.74 by parts. If we let

(7 i .14)

(71.75)

(11.16)

v(.)
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and

du : 2sinxcost dx : sit2r dx, \17.77J

Hence

I
o = -  .

/ ' s in ' � x  s j r l  - r  l '  f "  r �  ^
|  - o r =  |  I  - - s m z . r d . r

Ja x' .r lo Jo r

:o+ 
1"":@! d,

Substituting Eq. 17.79 into Eq.17.74 yields

-.. av1^r f"sin2x
w  = -  I  - a x .

t  . lo  2t

w' w
2V2^r(1.41815\

"(vk )
: 0.9028.

117.78)

111.79)

117.84)

(17.80)

To evaluate the integral in Eq. 17.80, we must first put it in the form of
sin /y.We do so by letting ) : 2t and noting that dy = 2 dr, and ! 21r
when .r : z.Thus Eq.17.80 becomes

, zv2_r fz"ya a,.
T .lo Y

(17.81)

The value of the integral in Eq. 17.81 can l,e found in a table of sine
intesrals.r Its value is 1.41815. so

w  =  3 (1 .41815) . 117.82)

The total 1 O energy associated witt ?(t) can be calculated either ilom
the time-domain integration or the evaluation ofEq.17.81 with the upper
limit equal to iDJinity. In either case, tlle total energy is

(17.83)

The fraction of the total energy associated witlt the band of frequencies
between 0 and 2r'h is

Therefore, approximately 90% of the energy associated with o(t) is con-
tained in the dominant poition of the amplitude spectnm.

' lt. e-u.**it" uno L sr.go L, Eandbook of Mokehaticol aa.nb,r (New York: Dover,
1965),p.244.



17.8 The voltage across a 50 l) resistor is

Answer: 94-23%.

NOT E: Abo ty Chqter Problen t7.39.

D  =  4 t e ' u ( t ) Y .

Whar perccntage ofthe rotat eDergy dissipated
ir the resistor can be associated with thc fre-
quency band 0 < (, < t,/3rad/s?

17.9 Assume Lhat the magnilude of the Fou er
transform of r(t) is as shown.This voltage is
applied to a 6 kO rcsislor. Calculatc the total
energy delivered to the resistor.

o (rad^)

Sunnm'lny*

obiedive 3-understand Parsevat's theorem and be abte to use it

v (.ia )

The Fourier lrunsform gives a frequency domain dcscrip-
tionofan aperiodictimc domain tuncrior. Depending on
the nature of rhe time domain signal, one of three
approaches 1o finding itsFourier rr anslorm may bc used:

. If the time-domain lignal is a wctl-behaved putse of
linitc duration, thc integral thal defines the Fourier
translorm is used.

If the ore-sidcd Laplace transform of/(r) exisrs and
all the poles ot I(s) lie in the left half of lhe s planc.
F(s) ma]' bc used to find F(d).

If l0) is a conslaDr, a signum function, a slep func-
tion,or a sinusoidal function. the Fouder lraNform is
tound by using a limit process.

(See page 699.)

Funclional and opcrational Fourier rransforms lhat are
useful in circuir analysis are tabulaled iD thblcs l7.1and
17.2. (See pages 7()U and 713.)

. The Fourier transfbnn of a response signal _r(r) js

Y(o) = x(.o)H(a).

where -Y(o) is the Fourier rranslorm ofthe jnpur signal
.r(.), and H(o) is the transfer function H(s) cvaluared ar
r = jo. (See page 713.)

. fhc Fourier transform accommodales borh negative-
timc and positive time fuDciions and lherefore is suiled
to problems described in terms of events that start al
I = co. In contrast. the unilateral Laplace transform is
suited to problems described in terrns of iritial condi
tions and elents that occul for I > 0.

. The magnitudc o[ rhe Fourier ttansform squared is a
measure of thc energy density (joules per hcrrz) in rhe
Irequency domain (Parseval's theorem).Thus lhe Fourier
transform pemits us to associate a fracrion of the total
energy contained h fO with a specified band of fre-
queDcies. (Scc page 717.)
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Problems

S€ctioDs 17.1-f.2

1?.1 Use the defining integral to find the Fouder trans-
folm of the following functions:

Figure Pl7.3

Sections 17.3-17.5

17.4 Find tle Fourier tanslorm of each of the following
functions.In all of tle functionE d is a positive rcal
constant and -c! < t < c<),

a) /(t) = ltlcnr'r'
b) f(t) : le aa;

c) /(t) : e-'r4cos oet;

d) /(1) = e 'r4 sin {,ot'

e) /(t) : 6(t d.

17.5 Dedve S{sin .,,0t}

17.6 If /(t) is a rcal function of t, show that the inveNion
integral reduces to

r,,t ,l. l-),t,-tro"/ a(a)sin drld. .

17.1 1I f(t) is a real, odd function of 1, show tlat the
irvenion integral reduces to

/c)= : [*n@)";",,a..

17.8 Use the inversion integral (Eq. 17.9) ro show tlat
g- \ {2lja} - sen(t). Hin: Use Problem 17.7.

17.9 Find g{cos ,}0t} by using the approximating function

f(r)=" 
"  coso'or '

where € is a positive real constant.

a) f0)

/(r) - 0,

b )  f l r r  :  1 .  +  A .

f ( ) :  : t  +  A .

f(t) : 0,

2 = t < 2 : ,

- 1  - ,  - n .
2

u < t < t '

elsewhere.

:  A  a ^ ! ,' - " '  
) ' '

171 a) Find the Fourier transform of the function shown
.r'F1g. P17 .2.

b) Find F(a,) when o : 0.

c) Sketch lF(d)l versus a when A : 2 and r = 7.
Hint: Lvaluate r(-)l al d - l. -12. -13. . . . .
+15. Then use the fact that lt (o)J is an even
function of (,.

tigurc Pu.2

17.3 The Fouder transform of /(t) is shown in Fig. P17.3.

a) Ftnd /(t).

b) Evaluate/(0).

c) Sketch /(r) for 10 < t < 10 s when ,4 = 2?7.
and ao: 2radfs. Hint: Evaluate /(r) at t = 0,
1, 2,3, - . . , 10 s and then use the Iact that /(t)
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17.10 Show that if /(r) is an even funclion,

/-
A(a):2 

Jo 
fO cosat dt,

B(r,) = 0

17,11 Show that if /(,) is an odd function,

A\0,) = 0,

eut : -z 
I f@s:n .r ar.

Section 17.6

f17.12 a) Show that g{df(t)ldt} : ja,F(.,,), where
F(a) = s {f(t)}. Hi:nt: Use the defining integrat
and integrate by parts.

b) Wlat is the rcstriction on /(r) if the rcsulr given
in (a) is valid?

c) show that !rId"f(t)ld{} = (/o),I(o), where
F(a) = s{f(t)}.

r.13 a) Show that

( r t 1 - ,

c t ,  I  ^ ,M,1=, , , . t .
( . / - -  )  lh )

where F(o) : S{/(r)}. fltnr: Use the defining
integral and integmte by pad$

b) What is the restriction on /(r) if the resutt given
in (a) is valid?

c) If f(te) - e ^u(x), can rhe opentional rrans-
folm in (a) be used? Explain.

f.14 a) Show tlat

|  / , , ,  \
s [ f ( a ! ) I :  F l  l ,  a > 0 .

a  \ a  /

b) Given that f(ot) = "-" for d > 0, skerch
F(a) = s{f(at)} for d : 0.5,1.0, and 2.0. Do
your sketches rcflect the obsenation that
compression in the time domain co esponds to
rtrercliirg in the frequency domair?

17.15 Dedve each of the following operational tansfoms:
a) s{f(t - a)} : e i* F(a)i
b\ s{d"t f(t)) = F(o ai;
c) s{/(r)cos (,0r} = jr@ - a) + iF(a + o,\i).

f.16 Given

t-
y(t) = I x(^)h(t - ^)d^,

,.t{

show that v(.r) : g{y(t)} = X(.o)a(.,,), where
X@) = er{x(ol and H((,) = sF{r(r)}. fltnr. Use
the defining integral to r\,Tite

/-[ /- Ig;ry(t\ l I I I x\^\hv ^td^ le id dr.
J d L J _  l

Next, reve$e the order of btegration and then
make a change in tlte variable of integation; that is,
let u = t i.

f1.r7 Given f(t) : f{t)f21), show that I(o) :

(112n\ I F1Q)F2(a- u)dr. ffr ri Firsr, use the

defining integral to express F(.r) as

/-
F(d):  I  f t t ) f )( t )e-tr  tu.

.,t F

Second, use the inversion integral to *Tite

1 t *
f  ,u) : : -  l  F, tu\ej ' '  du.

z n l ' '

Third, substitute the expression for /1(t) hto the
defining integral and then interchange the order of
integration.

17.18 a) Show that

f  s , r , . . , ,1
Itrl + : s{!f\t)J.

L " -  l
b) Use the result of (a) ro find each of the followirg

Fouder transforms:

s{te '' u(t)},

s {lt)e-''},
'q$e a' I'

17.19 Supposethat/O : l1(t/,(r),where

/1(r) = cos oo,,

f 2 G ) : 1 ,  - r / 2 < t < r l 2 ;

lr0) :0, elsewhere.

a) Use convolution in the frequoncy domain to
find F(o).

b) What happens to F(d) as the width of /r(r)
increases so that f(r) includes mote and more
cycles on /(4?



f.20 a) Use tlle Fouder transfom method to find ro(r)
in the circuit shown in Fig. P17.20. The initial
value of t,(t) is zero, and the souce voltage is
12su(t) v.

b) Sketch i,(t) versus t.
Figure P17.20

10()
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17:5 Repeat Problem 17.24 except ieplace o,(l) with i.(t.

1726 a) Use the Fourier transform to find o, in the cir-
cuit h Fig. P17.26 il ts = 2 sgn(r) A.

b) Does your solution make sense in terms of
known cicuit behavior? Explain.

Flgore P17.26
+ o u J ;

i.(t

----L(r)

+

1 ) 5oo: t'"(r)

40()

500 nH

17.21 Repeat Problem 17.20 if the input voltage (os) is
""" changed to 125sgn(t).

1:,.22 a) Use tle Fourier transform method to find
2,"(t) in tlle circuit shown h Fig. P1'7.22 if
r,s = 20 sgn(r) V.

b) Does your solution make sense in terms of
known circuit behavior? Explain.

tigure P17.22

f.23 Repeat Problem 1'7.22 except rcplace ,ua?) \\-tth io1).

fr4 The voltage source in the circuit in Fig. P17.24 is
8nft given by the eryression

I,s : 15 sgn(t) V.

a) Find ?,(r).

b) Wlat is tle value of 0.(0-)?

c) Wlat is tlle value of 1J.(0*)?

d) Use the Laplace transform method to find o,(t)
for t > 0-.

e) Does tle solution obtained in (d) agree with
o.O for I > 0+ from (a)?

Figure Pt7.24

1727 Repeat Problem 17.26 except replace i, with o,.

17"28 a) Use the Fourier tiansform to find oo in the cir-
cuit in Fig. P17.28 if ?)8 equals 30t5t A.

b) Find ,,"(0-).

c) Find r.',(0*).

d) Use the Laplace transfom mettrod to find u,
fort  > 0.

e) Does the solution obtained in (d) aeree with r',
for 1 > 0+ ftom (a)?

rbure P17.28

0 . 1 F

1729 ^)

c)

o

Use t]Ie Fou er tiansform to find r, in the circuit
in Fig. P17.28 if ?,s equals 30t5! A.

Find t,(0-).

Find i,(0).

Use the Laplace transform method to find L
f o r t > 0 .

Does the solution obtained in (d) agee witl ,"
f o r I > 0 ' f t o m ( a ) ?

40k{)

10f,)

50 ko



17.30 a) Use the Fourier tnnsform method to find 2" in
the circuit in Fig. P17.30 if u " = 125 "o", tt U .

b) Check the amwer obtained in (a) by finding the
steady-state expression for 0, using phasor
domain analysis.

figure P17.33
2.5 ()

17.34 a) Use the Fourier hansfolm method to find 2," in
the circuit shown h Fig. P17.34. The volrage
source genemtes the voltage

uE = g\e 4Jat y'

b) Calculare ,"(0 ) .  , , (0 ') .  and , ,(co).
c) Fhd l1(0 );ir(0*);?,c(0 );andoc(0+).
d) Do fie results in part (b) make sense in rems of

known circuit behavioi? Er?lain.

Flgure Pt7.34

1735 a) Use the Fouier transform method to find oo in
rhe circuit in Fig. P17.35 when

u, : 6t)e5' u(.-t) + 9o0re-5'u(r) v.

b) Find t',(0-).
c) Find o,(0+).

Flgure Pl7.35

f.36 Wlen t]Ie input voltage to the system shown
Fig. P17.36 i .  8rO) V. lhe oulput \  ol tage is

ao = [60 - 40e-5t + 20e 2u]u(r)v.

What is the output voltage if oi : 8 sgn(t) V?

Figure P17,35

\ t o  f , l _ - l  D " \ ,

@

Figure P17.30
5 H 40J)

20H x, 360r}

17.31 a)

b)
c)
d)

Usp the Fourier transform melhod to find od in
the circuit in Fig. P17.31 when

is : 45efft u(-t) + 45e aau u(t) A.

Find t.(0-).
Find i(0*).
Do t])e answen obtahed in
sense in terms of known
Explain.

(b) and (c) make
circuit behavior?

tigure P17.31

5ko

I ) +1.2s pF 5 H

1732 Use the Fourier tnnsform method to find i, in the
""( cncuit in Fig. P17.32 if ?s = 200 cos 2500, v.

Figore Pl7,32

1733 The voltage source in the circuit in
a& generating the signal

Dc= 18e4tu(-t) - 12u(t)Y.

a) Find 0D(0 ) and t',(0+).
b) Find i"(01 and ,o(0+).

c) Find z)".

5 rnl

20 pF

D A

400 nF

Fig. P17.33



Seclion 17,8

17.3? It is siven.hat F(a) = e'u( a) + e-'u(a).

a) Find /(r).
b) Fird the 1() energy associated wirh /(t) via

time-domain integration.

c) Repeat (b) using frequency-domain integration.

d) Find the value of (,1 if /(l) has 90% of the
energy in the ftequency band 0 < o < {rr.

17.38 The input current signal in the circuit seen in
Fig. P17.38 is

ic:  3etst  A, r  > o*.

W}tat percentage ofthe total l O energy content in
the output signal lies in the ftequency rarge 0 to
10 rad/s?

tigure Pr7.38

t )  f r o o i,,l

17.39 The input,voltage in the circuit in Fig. P17.39 is
z'g = 60trrrll0) v.

a) Find ?,,(1).

b) Sketch lvs(o) foi 10 < o < 10 rad/s.

c) Sketch %((,,)l for -i0 < o < 10 radls.

d) Calculate tlle 1 O energy content of 2s.

e) Calculate the 1 O energy content of o,.

f) Wlat percentage of the 1 () energy content in 0s
lies ir the frequency range 0 < .) < 10 rad/s?

g) Repeat (f) for o,.

Figure Pr7.39

17.40 The circuit shown in Fig. P17.40 is driven by the

i" = 30e '�t u(t\ pA.

What percentage olthe total l O energy content in
the output voltage oo lies in the ftequency range
0 < @ < 4 r a d / s ?

17.41 The amplitude spectrum of the input voltage to the
high-pass RC filter in Fig- P17.41 is

)no
v , t d ) = -  

- .  
1 0 0 ' a d s  d l  '  2 0 0 f a d  s :

V@) : O, elsewherc.

a )

")

o ,

Figure PI7.41
0 . 5 t F

.---l

Problems 729

Figurc P17.40

Sketch ll4(o)I'�for 300 < (, < 300 rad/s.
Sketch i%(.,,)]'�for -300 < (.) < 300iad/s.
Calculate the 1 O energy in the signal at the
input of the filter.
Calculate the 1 O energyin the signal at the out-
put of the filter.

200 mH

17,42 The input voltage to the high-pass RC filter circuit
in Fig. P17.42 is

ti(t) : A.''u(t).

Let a denote the corner frequency ofthe filter,that
iq a : 1/RC.

a) W}Iat percentage of the energy ir t]le sigul at
the output of the filter is associated wjth the fre-
quency band 0 < o = aif a: a'l

b) Repeat (a), given that d : V3a.

c) Repeat (a), siven tlata = alt/1.

Flgure Pl7.42

20()

r l



18.1 The Terminal Equations p. 73?

18.2 The Two-Port Paramete6 p- /32

18.3 AnaLysis of the Terminated Two-Port

Be able to catcutate any s€t oftwo-port
pa€meten with any of the foLLowing m€thodsl

. l4easurements made on a circuit;

. Converting from aroih€r set oftwo-por.
pacm€ters usjng TabLe 18.1.

Be abte to analyze a ieminated two-port circuit
to find cufferts, vottages, impedances, aid
ratios of interest usirg Table 18.2.

Krow how to anatyze a cascade interconnectiof

18.4 Interconnected Tl^io-Potr Cltcuits p. 747

730

Two-Port Circuits
We have frequently focused on the behavior of a circuit at a
specified pair of lerrninals. Recall thal we introduccd the
Th€venin and Norton equivalcnt circuits solel]' to simplify circujt
analvsis reiative to a pair of terminals. ln analyzing some electri
cal systems, tbcusing on lwo pairs of tcrminals is also convenicnt.
ln particular, this is helpful when a sigral is led into one pair of
tefininals and thcn, aftel being proccssed by the system, is
exlr'acted at a second pair of tcrminals. Because thc tcnninal
pairs represent the points where signals are cither fed in or
extracted, thev arc rcfer-r-ed to as the pofts of the system. In this
chapter.wc lin1it the discussion to circuits thal have one input ancl
one output por-t. Figure 18.1 on page 731 illustrates the basic two
porl building block- Use of this building block is subject to sev-
eral rcstrictions. Fint, thcrc can be no ener€iy storcd within the
circuil. Second, thcrc can be no iDdependent sources within the
cir'cuit: depcndent sources, howevcr, are permilted. Third, the cur-
rent into the port must cqual the cuuent out of the port; that is,
tl = ri aDd l, : li. Four-th. all external connections rDust be madc
to eithe. the input port or the output port:no such conncctions are
allowed between ports. that is, between terminals a and c, a and d,
b arrd c, or b and d- These restrictions simply limit the range of cir
cuit problerns to which the two-port formL ation is applicable.

The fundamcntal principle underlying two-port modeling of a
system is that o y the terminal variables (ir, U1.12, and r.r2) are of
interest. We have no interest in calculating the currents and volt
ages insidc the cilcuit. We have already stlessed tenninal behavior
il1 the analysis of operationa] amplifier circuils. ln this chapter, we
formalize that approach by introducing the two port parameters.



18.1 The Terminat Equations
Inviewinga circuit as a two'port netwoik, we are interested in relating the
curent and voltage at one port to the curent and voltage at the other
port. Figure 18.1 shows the relerence polarities of the terminal voltages
and the rcference directions of the terminal cu[ents. The references at
each po are symmetric with respect to each other; that is. at each port the
curent is dhected into the upper terminal, and each port voltage is a dse
from the lower to the upper terminal. This symmetry makes it easier to
generalize the analysis ofa two-port network and is the reason for its uni
versal use in the literature.

Themost geneial description ofthe two-port network is caded out in
the s domain. For purely resistive networks, the analysis reduces to solving
resistive circuits. Sinusoidal steady-state problems can be solved either by
lirst fhding the appropriate r-domain er?ressions and then replacing s
wifi io, or by direct analysis in tlle frequency domain. Here, we wite all
equations in the s domain; resistive networks and sinusoidal steady-state
solutions become special cases Figure 18.2 sho$s the basic building block
in tems oI the s-domain variables 1r, 14, Ir. and yr.

OI liese four terminal variables, only two are independent. Thus for
any circuit, once we specify two of the variables, we can find ihe two
remaining unknowns. For example, knowing y1 and % and the circuit
wilhin the box, we can determine It and 12. Thus we can descibe a two-
port network withjust two simultaneous equations. However, there are six
different wavs in which to combine the four variables:

18. l  The Te,minat  Equat io6 731

Figure 18.1 i The two pot buitding block.

Figure 18,2 A Thei-domain two'port basic
bujldjng btock.

ropur .l
port "' Ourput

vr

v2

Ir

I2

: z[Ir + ar2l2,

= z2rlr + a?212;

: yrvr + Jr2U2,

: Y21vr + Jnu2;

(18.1)

(18.2)

(18.3)

Vr: a1rV2 at2l2,

Ir = a2rvz a2zl2;

u2 -  b ru  b12 r  I

12 = b2tU b22li

U = h x l 1 + h r 2 v 2 ,

12: h\Ir  + hLV2;

11: gl tU + gnl2,

V2: g2tvt + 92212.

(18.4)

(18.5)

(18.6)
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These six sets of equations may also be considered as three pai$ of
mutually inve$e relations, The fiIst set, Eqs 18.1, gives ttre input and out-
put voltages as functioDs of the input and outpu! cwrents. The second set,
Eqs, 18.2, gives tle inverse relationship, that is, the i[put and output cur-
rents as iuDctions of the input and output vokages Equations 18.3 and
18.4 are invene rcIations, as are Eqs. 18.5 and 18.6.

The coefficients of tle current and/or voltage vadables on the right-
hand side of Eqs. 18.1-18.6 are called the parameters of the two-port cir-
cuit. Thus, when using Eqs. 18.1, we refer to the z parameters of the circuit.
Similarly, we refer to the , parameters, the d parameters, the b parameters,
tlle ,, parameters, and the g parametels of the network.

18.2 The Two-Port Parameters
We can detemine the parameteft for ary circuit by computation or meas-
urement, The computation or measurement to be made comes directly
from the parameter equations. For example, suppose that the problem is
to find the I parameters for a circuit. From Eqs. 18.1,

u
-" 

1 l
o, (18.7)

(18.8)

(18.9)

(18.10)

u l
ztz : ; l  O,

u l
z"r = il o,

u l
z . : : l  o .

Equations 18.7-18.10 reveal that the four a parameten can be described
as follows:

. z1r is the impedance seen looking into port 1 when port 2 is open.

. zD is a transfer impedance. It is tle mtio of the port 1 voltago to the
port 2 curellt when polt 1 is open.

. 221 is a traNfer impedance. It is the ratio of the port 2 voltage to t]le
port I cullent when port 2 is open.

. 222 is the impedance seen Iooking into port 2 when port 1 is open.

Therefore the impedance parameterc may be either calculated or
measued by first opening po 2 and determinhg the mtios 14/11 atrd
y2/1r, and then opening po 1 and detemdning the ntios U/12 ^nd VrJ 12.
Example 18.1 illustmtes ths detemhation of the z pammeters for a resis-
tive circuit.



Find the z parameters Ior the circuit shown rn
Fig.18.3.

!- 5rr -h

ligure 18.3 A The cjrcuitfor E\ampL€ 18.1.

Solution
The circuit is purely resistive, so the r-domam cll-
cuit is also purely resjstive. With port 2 open, that is,
12 : 0, theresistance seen looking into port 1ls the
20 O resistorin parallelwith the series combination
ofthe 5 and 15 () resistors. Therefore

r1 (20x20) -^ ̂
r r  l t = r l

Wlen 12 is zero, Y2 is

u, :rr{31tr ; :n. tru, ,

Finding the z Parameters of a Two-Port Circuit

18.2 The Two-Pori Pa€mete6 733

and therefore

v 0.75u
= - : 7 5 O' ' '  

I ,  t  =o Vr/ to

When 11 is zero, the resistance seen looking into
p o r l  "  i c  l h c  l 5  O  r e . i . l o r  i n  p a r a l l e l  $ i r b l b e \ e r i e s
combination of the 5 and 20 O resistors. Therefore

y, (15)(25) ^^__ ̂

When port 1 is open,11 is zero and the voltage
Y1 is

u
V : : : - ( 2 0 ) = 0 . 8 I / ' .l + l t )

With port 1 open, the current into port 2 is

u
" 9.3'ts'

Hence

v.,l o.sy2
-" lzlt  -a Vztq.315

Equations 18.?-18.10 and Example 18.1 show why the paramete$ in
Eqs. 18.1 are called the z paramete^. Each parameter is the ratio of a volt-
age to a curent and therefore is an impedance with the dimension of ohms.

We use the same prccess to determine the remaining portparameters,
which arc either calculated or measured. A port parameter is obtained by
either opening or shorting a por1. Moreover, a port parameter is an imped-
ance. an admittance. or a dimensionless ratio. fhe dimensionless mtio is
the ratio oI either two voltages or two clrlrents. Equations 18.11-18.15
sunmarize these observations.

I r l
] n = ; l  s ,

T^
Y2r  = ;  s )

r . l
t t = ; l  S (1e.11)
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u l
a l 1 = ; l

t - l
a ^  = ;  S ,

u

. l
,  t 2 l
D 2 r :  ; l  J .

U I
aD= - i  o ,

/ , 1
-  I z l v  = o

u l
b ,  =  - - l  O .- .  r r l !  = n

u l
h D :  - l

no : : l  s .
v2l t ,=o

+,,="

(18.12)

(18.13)

u

+1.," (18.11)

- ,  I

, I
412 ;

u
8 r , - ,  l l (18.15)

The two-port parameten are also desffibed in relation to t}le re€iprocal
sets of equations, The impedance and admittance paramelefi are grouped
into the inmittance parameters. The term immiflance denotes a quantity
that is eithei an impedance or an admittance. The a and b pammeters are
called the traftmission parameten because they descdbe the voltage and
current at one end of the two,port network in terms of the voltage and cur-
rent at the other end. The immittance and transmission parameters are the
natual choices for relating t]le port vadables. In othei words, they relate
eithei voltage to cwent variables or input to output vaiables. The i and
g paiamete$ relate cross-variables, that iE an input voltage and output cur-
rcnt to an output voltage and input curreDt. Therefore the ,t and 8 parame-
ters are called hybrid parameters.

Example 18.2 illusfates how a set ofmeasuemenls made at the rer-
minals of a two-po circuit can be used to calculate the /' parameters.



Finding the d Pararneters fron Measuremenrs

fhe following measurements pcrtaii 1l) a two-pofi
circuit operating in the sinusoidal steady state.
Withport2 oper avoltageequalto l50cos4000r V
is applied to port 1. The culrent into pofi I is
25cos(40001 - 15") A, and the port 2 voltage is
100cos (40001 + 15') V. With port 2 shortcircuired,
a vollage equal to 30cos4000/ V is applied to port 1.
Thc current into port 1 is l-5cos(4000/ + 30') A,
and the current into port 2 is 0.25cos(4000r
+ i50') A. Find thel? paramelels thai can dcscribe
the sinusoidal steady state behavior ofthe circuil.

Solution
The first sc1 oI measurements gives

18.2 The Two Poar Parameterc 735

1so1!
10011t:

251 8

From Eqs.18.12,

,' = 
v, ,,=o 

=

I1" ' :  n)'=,:

:151 8: ,

:0.2s1 @:s.

The second set ofncasuements gives

T : 3 O A V ,

v r : 0 V ,

Therefore

v l. , ,= i l , .  "=
301!: - 1201j!:4.

I , l  1 .5 , /30 "o , , :  i , ,=o=68:uLg.

1001]t

rL = ].slfqA,

rz = 0.2s 1f1! A,.

0.2s1p:
v1 = l50av,

vr : 100111v.

\ = 251_E A,

r ,  =  0A.

objectiv€ 1-Be abte to catculate any set of two-port parameter5

18.1 Find the lr paramelers lor the circuit in Fig.18.3. 18.3

Answer: )1r = 0-25 S,
) l ,  = /rr  = 02S,

y 2 2 : t 5  )

18,2 Find tbe a andl? parameters lor the circurt m
Fig.18.3.

The following measurements $'ere made on a
two port resistive circuit.With 50 mV applied
to port 1 and port 2 open, thc currenl into port
1 is 5 /rA, and the voltagc aqoss port 2 is
200 mV With port 1 sbort circuited and 10 mV
applied to port 2,the currcnt into po.t 1is
2 r!A, and the current into por! 2 is 0.5 pA-
Fird the I parameters of fte network.

Answer; g 

 

= 0.1 St gD = -0.75; gr1 : 0.75;
I  . \ - 5  ( ) :  i  -  4  Q :  , r  0 . 8 .
h^= 0.8; h22 = 0.10615

NOTE: Ako try Chaptet Probkms 18.2, 18.4, arul 18.5.

Relationships Among the Two-Port Parameters
Becausc the six sets of equations relale 1() the same variableq the parame-
ters associated rvith anypair ofequations must be related to the parameters
ofall thc other pairs In otler wordE iI we know one set of parameters, we
can dedve all the other sets from the knowD set. Because of thc amount of
aigebra involved in these derivations. wc nerelv list rhe resulrs in Table 18.1.

Answer:  8r1 = 0.1mS

82t = 4l

szz : 20ko".
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A,b = bft12- bDb21

L,h = hnh22 heh21

Lg = 811822 
- 

8r282r

1

J12

1

z22
zt2

Althougl we do not derive all the relationships listed in Thble 18.1, we
do derive those between the z and y parameters and between the I and
a parameten These derivations illustrate the geneial process involved in
relatirlg one set of parameters to another. To find the z pammeters as
functions of the J, parameteN, we fi^t solve Eqs. 18.2 for I4 and y2. We
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lr11 11.1,1,; :  i- ' ; , , ,  i . ,  r ,r : :  r, i ; .

u - lY."--�r'l = -!41, * LLr.-  a y  L y  a y '
, " ,  , - , , ; ,

Comparing Eqs. 18.16 and 18.17 with Eqs 18.1 shows

t  
,  rrr t= 3,, '

A y '

221 = --=,
^y

lrr-i' Lv ,

To find the I pammelers as functiotrs ot the c Darame€rs. we rearranqe
Eqs 18.3 in tb; form of Eqi"t8. I and thio compare coet6cienrs. From tf,e
second equation in Eqs. 18.3,

y, = J-1, , !2.1,.
-  

a \ -  A 2 i  
-  ' . (18.?2)

Therefore, substituting Eq. 18.22 htq the fLst equation of Eqs. 18.3 lelds
i .  ' :  ,  l .

, ,  an- (  aipn \  -
t -  - a t t t t ) .  n A , 8 \a)t \ urzr '-,/ -



From Eq. 18.22,
1

Example 18.3 illustates tlle usefulness of t}le parameter conversion table.

Finding lr Parameters from Measurements and Tabte 18.1

(18.26)

(18.27)

Two sets of measurements aie made on a two-port
iesistive circuit. The first set is made with port 2
opeq and the second set is made with port 2 short-
ciicuited. The results arc as follows:

The d parameters afe

u l" ' : . ' . .1,,=o:

i , l
" vz t'=o

= -0.25 x 10 3,

Port 2 Open

I,i = 10 mv

1r = 10 pA

v2 = 4I)Y

Port 2 Short-Circuited

\ = 24mv

Ir = 20 pA

10 x 10-3
-4{)

l 0 x 1 0 6

Find the li parameters of the circuit.

Solution
we can find /l11 and ll21 directly from the short-
circuit test:

u l
u 1 2  , l

L I
-- rz lr .=o

40
= -0.25 x 10{S,

24 r 10-1 _ _r, n
t 0  l

2 0 x l o 6 = - 2 o x 1 0 r .
1 0 '

u l
h t : ; l

2 4 x 7 0 3
2 0 x 1 0 6

r^l
n z r : 7

1 0 ,
20 x 10n

:  1 .2kO,

The numerical value of Aa is

Thus

Aa = araz2 ava21

= 5 x 1 0 - 6  6 x 1 0 : 6 :  1 0 - 6 .

1 0  6

2 0 ^ 1 0 '

0.25 x 10 6

The pammetem hr2 and h22 cannot be obtained
dnecdy from the open-circuit test. However, a
check of Eqs 18.7-18.15 itrdicates tlat t]Ie foui
d paramete$ can be derived from the tesl data,
T'herelorc, h12 ar.d h22 can be obtaitred through t]le
conversion table. Specifically,

- 2 0 x 1 0 3
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Reciprocal Two-Port Circuits
If a two-port circuit is reciprocsl, the following relationships exist amotrg
tlle Dort Darameters:

(18.28)

(18.29)

(18.30)

(18.31)

(18.32)

(18.33)

Yr2 : Y2r,

atan - a72a2r: La = 1.

b11b72 bpb21 = Ab = 1,

ho = - htt,

A two-port circuit is reciprocal if the interchalge of an ideal voltage
souice at one port witl an ideal ammeter at the other port produces the
same atnmeter rcadhg. Consider, for example, the resistive circuit shown
in Fig. 18.4. w}len a voltage source of 15 V is applied to port ad, it produces

figure 18.4 A A reciprocaLtwo-port cjrcuit.



a current of 1,75 A itr the ammeter at Dort cd. The ammeter current is eas-
ily determined once we know the volage ybd. Thus

ubd . ubd 15 . uba ..
6 0 '  i o  

* 2 0 = ' '

and Ybd : 5 V. Thereforc

r - . 2 n + ( J j - 1 . 1 s ^ .

If tle voltage source and ammeter are interchanged, the ammeter will still
read 1.75 A. We verily this by solving the circuit shown iII Fig. 18.5:

(18.34)

(18.35)

(18.36)

(18.37)

Vod . Ubd . Vod 15

$ ' 3 t t '  n  
= ' '

From Eq.18.36, ybd - 7.5 V. The cunent /ad equals

r ,u=f f+.11 : r . rse.

A two-port circuit is also reciprocal if the itrterchange of an ideal cur-
rent souce at ol1e port with an ideal voltmeter at the other port produces
the same voltmeler readiDg. For a reciprocal two-pofi circuit, only three
calculations or measurements are needed to determhe a set of parameters

A reciprocal two-port circuit is symmetric if its ports can be inter-
changed without disturbing the values of the teminal currents and volt-
ages. Figure 18.6 shows four examples of symmetric two-port circuits. In

Flgure 18.5 A The circuit shown jn Fig. 18.4, wiih ihe vottage
sou(e and ammeter interchanged.

tigur€ 18,6 a Four examptes of symm€tric two-port circuits. (a)A symmetric tee.
(b) A symm€tdc pi. (c) A symmetric bddsed tee. (d) A symmeiric taiiice.
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such circuits, the foliowing addir ionJl  r<l :rr ion\hips e\ i . r  dmong rhe porl

(18.r8)

r t8. lo)

{  l8  -0 )

br -  bn (18.41)

hyh22 heh21 = Lh = 1, 118.42)

8rr822 - 812821 = Lil = I (18_43)

For a symmctric reciprocal network. only 1wo calculations or mcas
urements are neccssary 10 determine all the two po parameters.

0bjective 1-Be abte to catcutate any set of two-port parameters

18.5 The following measulements were made on a
resistive two-po network that is syrnmelric
and rcciprocal With poft 2 open, y1 : 95 V and
1i = 5 A;with a short circuit across port 2,

NOTE: AIso tr! Chapter Problem 18.12.

18.3 ,4nalysis sf the Terminatsd
Two-Fort eircuit

ln the typical application of a two port model. the circuit is driven at porr
1 and loaded at pofi 2. Figure 18.7 shows the r-dornain circuit diagram for
a lypically terminated two port model. Here, Zg represents the intemal
impedance of lhe sourcc, ys the internal voltage of the source, and Z/ th e
load impedance. Analysis of this circuit involvcs expressing the terminal
culrerts and vollages as functions of the two-porl parameters, ys. Z€.
and Z L.

Si-\ characteristics of thc terminated two-port circuit define its termi-
nal behavior:

. thc inpul impedance ZiD = y1/11, or the admitta ceYjr: IlVr

. the output current /2

. the Th6venin voltage and impedancc (yrh, Zri with respecr to port 2
' thc currenl gain 1y'1l
. the voltage gain Yy'f
. lhe voltage gain Yzlfs

\:  7152y and Iz: -2.12 A. Calculate the
z parameters ofthe two-port netrvolk,

Answer: rrl : zz2 = tg A, z1z : a2\ = 77 A.

Figurc 18,7 s A ternrinated two-pod modet.
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The six Characteristics in Terms of the z Parameters
To illustrate how these six chamctenstics ale derived, we develop the
expressions r:sing the z parameten to model the two-port portion of tlle
circuit. Table 18.2 summarizes the expressions involving the ), a, ,, r, and
g pammeters

YDYzlzL
4 . = Y r ' -Z ; o =  z u -

z n +  Z L

ztv"
l z r + Z s l ( z n + Z L i - z D z 2 l

Zlh = z2x
4r+ Zs

zzz + ZL

z2rzL

u
v2

4jZL + Lz

zzrZt

7 + yzzz L

!zrVe
+ yrtzL + yrzs + LyzszL

- y21vs
yt + LtZc

L =
II

u2
vr

uz

I z =
II

V,

1 +  v t t z .
' t t  

yr  + L, tZ,

yln+ LyZL

- J^ZL
1 + yl2ZL

YztZ t

vs kr+ z)(zz2 + z) - 42221 vg tnttZ,ZT - 1t + yrz)(l + vzzzL)

b2zzL + bE

vs

bztzL + b11

-\^b

a r Z L +  a a +  a z l z a Z L +  a 2 2 z s bizs+ br lzszl+ b?2zL + bD

vs

1

vsLb
bzz + b21zs

brzs + brz
b^zs + b!)

I z =
II

v z _
u
u z _
vs

I r =
I1

v 2 =
VI

u2
vs

ZL

ZL

b|t + b^zL

A.bzL
b\z + br2zL

LbzL

(a|+ az\z)ZL+ af + a22zs br+ b11zs + b?2zL + bzrzszL
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hDhnz L
1, + hzzL X . = g r r -

C1,821

8 n +  Z t

-gtVc

(1 + hrxz)(h1t + z) - hDhzrzL

_hrVs

Q+s112) (sn+zL )

B"us
7 + EnZs

CDC^ZE

| + Blrzs

grZL + LE

SzZt

8zz + Zt

- StzCrlzs

z " +  h r

I2
r1

u2
v1

u2
vs

h _
I1

v2
u
uz

7 + hrzL

-hrZt

LhzL + hi

httZ t SnZL
us (h11+ z)(r + h2zz) hDrhtzL (1+ srz)(szz+ zLt snszrzs

The dedvation of any one of the desired expressions itrvolves the
algehaic manipulation of the two-poft equations along wilh the two con-
straint equations imposed by the tem)iMtions If we use the z-parameter
equations, the four tlat describe the circuit in Fig. 18.7 are

Vr= zrJr + zDI2,

U 2 = 2 , l r 1 1 + 2 2 2 1 2 ,

Vr = Vs I&s,

V 2 : 1 2 2 7 .

. zztlr
" Zr. ' .  ztt

118.44)

(18.4s)

(18.46)

(18.47)

Equations 18.46 and 18.47 describe the constraints imposed by the
terminations.

To find the impedarce seen looking hto port 1, that i\ Zi = Vr/ 11, we
proc€ed as follows.Itr Eq. 18.45 we replace y, with 122, and solv€ the
resulting expressio[ for 12:

(18.48)
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We then substitute thls equation into Eq.18.44 and solve for Znr:

To find the teminal current 12, we fhst solve Eq. 18.44 for 11 after
replacing l,i with tlle right-hand side of Eq. 18.46. The result is

- 212221

zn t Lt.

Us - z1zl2

(18.49)

{18.50)

(18.51)

(18.52)

211 I Z,

We now substitute Eq. 18.50 into Eq. 18.48 and solve the resulting equa-
tion for 12:

- z2rvs

The Th6venin voltage with respect to port 2 equals y2 when 1, = 0. With
12 = 0, Eqs.18.44 ard 18.45 combine to yield

( z t + Z ) ( z D + Z ) - z r 2 z 2 1

vr
v2 t . � ' :  Z21I  j  :  Zz t - .

Vz t,=o - Vrn Lvc

B]It Vr : Vs I1ZE, and Ir : Vsl(Zs + z:'J,); therefore substituting t])e
rcsults into Eq. 18.52 yields the open-circuit value of y2:

The Thdvenin, or output, impedance is the mtio yr/12 when % is replaced
by a sho circuit. When Vs is zero, Eq. 18.46 reduces to

(18.53)

(18.54)

(18.55)

V r :  I rZs .

Substituting Eq. 18.54 into Eq.18.44 gives

ZnIz
z 1 I  Z ,

We now use Eq.18.55 to rcplace 11 in Eq.18.45,with the result that

, , 1U - z )z2r
, l  =  z r h -  2 2 2  -r  2 l v " - a  z t  -  Z s

The current gain 12/11comes directly fiom Eq.18.48:

Iz - zzr
11 21 l 722

(18.56)

(18.57)
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To derive the expressiotr for the vottage gaitr yy'y1, we sta by replac-
ing 1, in Eq.18.45 with its value from Eq.18.47;rlus

/  -u \
vr :  zz lL  +  z> \ j  

) .

Next we solve Eq. 18.44 for 1r as a function of I,i and y2:

/ -u-\
, t r ! t=vr-  r r r \ i )

(18.58)

(18.61)

(18.62)

(18.63)

We now replace 11 in Eq.
ei?ression for Yz/l,i:

. V znvz
z i  a i z r

18.58 with Eq. 18.59 and

(18.59)

solve the resulting

ziZL + 41222 - zr2z2r

zztZ L
znZL + L,z'

(18.60)

To derive the voltage ratio yr/ys, we first combine Eqs. 18.44, 18.46,
and 18.47 to find 11 as a function of y2 and y':

. xovz. us
'r: 

4k" + z) * 
zr., + 4

r,  Znzt2V2 ,  t .  Ie  1 j : )  , ,'  4 t ,  n  4  
"  , , .  . 2 "  z r " '

which we can manipulate to get tlle desired voltage ratiol

% (zr1+ Z")(zzz + Z) znzzt

v2

We now use Eqs. 18.61 and 18.47 in conjunctior with Eq. 18.45 ro dedve
an expression involving only y2 and 4; that is,

u

zzrZt

The first entries in Table 18.2 summadze the expressions for these six'
arlflbutes o[ lhe terminated h^o-porl circujl. Also lieled aJe lhe corre-
spondhg expressions in terms of the y, 4, ,, ,, and g parameters.

Example 18.4 illustmtes the usefulness of the relationships listed ir
Table 18.2.



Analyzing a Terminated Two-Poft Circuit

The two-port circuit shown in Fig. 18.8 is described
in terms of its b oarameters. the values of which are

b) The average power delivered to the 5000 O load is

2$.162

a) Find the phasorvoltag€ V2.

b) Fnd the average power delivered to the 5 kO load.

c) Fmd the average power delivered to the input polt.

d) Find the load impedance for maximum average
power transfer.

e) Find the maximum average power delivered to
the load in (d).

Solution

a) To find Vr, we have two choices ftom the entries
in Table 18.2. We may choose to find 12 and then
find V? from tle relationship V : -IrZr, or we
may find the voltage gain Vr/Vs and calculate V,
from the gain. Let's use the latter approach. For
the 6 parameter values given,we have

Ab = (-20x-0.2) - ( 3000x 2 x 10 3)
- 4  6 :  2 .

From Table 18.2,

2(s000)

c) To find the average power delivered to the input
pofi, we first find tlre input impedance Zn . Frcm
Table 18.2,

bL = -20'

br : -2 mS,

612 = 3000 O,
b22 : -02.

: 6.93 W.

bnzL + bp
b^zL + br

( 0.2xs000) - 3000
2 x 10 3(s000) 20

:$=  t . r . r : t
Now 11 follows directly:

I r : ='789.47 mA.
500 + 133.33

The avemge power delivered to the input po is

n 7xq472
Pr = r-(133.33) = 41.55 w

d) The load impedance for maximum power trans-
fer equals the conjugate of the Th6venin imped-
ance seen Iooking inro po 2. From Table 18.2,

brzR + b12

500

v2 L,bz L b^zE + b22

( 20x500) 3ooo
br2+ brlzs + b22zL+b2\zszL

(-2Xs000)
3000 + (-20)500 +

10
1 9

Then,

(-0.2)s000 + [-2 r0 \500xs000)]
(-2 x 10 3)(500) 0.2

11 n6n
: : = 1 0 , 8 3 3 . 3 j O .

L t

metelore zL: z+r,:10,833.33 {1.

e) To find the maximum average power delivered to
Zr, we fiNt find V2 from tlle voltage-gain expres-
sion vr lv! .  when , /L ;c 10.8J3.33 a. this gain is

v"! :  0.83J3.

Thus
vr: (0.8333) (500) : 416.61 V ,

1 6 612
Pr(maxinurn) = ^ -=

n, = (lf),*:,u.."zau

Figue 18.8 A The circuittor Eftmph 18.4. = 8.01 W.
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objective 2*Be able to analyze a terminated two-port circuit to find currents. vottages. and ratios of interest

18.6 Thc 4 parameten of the two-port network
' l ' o $ n a r ( d , r  - 5  l { r ' . , r 2  -  l 0 Q
d2r = 10+ S, and 422 = 3 x 10-'�. The nef
wolk is driven by a sinusoidal voltage source Vs
having a maximum amplitude of 50 mV and an
ir1lernal impedance of 100 + i0 ().It is tetmi
nated in a resistive load of 5 kO.

a) Calculate the average power delivered to
the load resistor.

h) Cxl(ulare rhe lodd rcsr\ lalce tor miximum
average power. Answer: (a) 62 5 mW:

c) Calculate the maximum average power (b) 70/6kO;
delivered ro thc resisrorin (b). (c) 74.,1mW.

NOTE: Also try Chapter Prablems 18.30,18.32, snd 18.37.

18.4 !*t*rqs*fi ected'i"1ir$-F$yt {ir{{.xits
S),rthcsizing a large,complex syslem is usually madc easier by first designing
subscctions of the system. lntercoDnecting thesc simpler, easier-to design
units ther completes the syslem.If the subsecriorls are modeled by two port
circuils, s},lrthesis involves the analysis of interconnecled rwo-porr circuils.

Two-port circuits may be interconnecrcd Iive ways: (1) in cascade,
(2) in series. (3) in parallel, (4) in series-paratlel, and (5) in paratlel-series.
Figure 18.9 on pagc 748 depicts these fivc basic iDterconnections.

We analyze and illustrale only the cascade connection jn this section.
However.iflhe four olher connections meel certain requircmenlqwe can
obtain the paramelers that describc the irterconnected circuits by simply
adding thc individual network parameters. In parricular.lhe a parameters
describe thc series cornection,lhc ) parameters thc parallel connection.
the I paramele$ the series-parallcl conDection, and lhe I parameters thc
parallel-scries connecrion. l

-fhe cascade comrection is imporlant because it occurs frequenily in
the modeling oI large systems. Unlike the other four basic interconnec-
tions, there are no rest ctions on using the parametcrs of the individual
two-port circuits 1l] obtain the parameters of the intcrconnected circuits.
The a parameters are best suited for describing thc cascade connection.

rAdctailerl disc!$ion of thcsc lour inter.onnertions is prcscnted i. Henry Runon and
Joseph Bordogn", t/er fn I]\Ie/r orkt: Fuh.ttoas, Filt(rs, Anausf (Ne{ York: Mccraw-Hill,
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tigure 18.9 a lhefive basicinterconnections oftwo'poi! circuits.
G) cascade. (b) series. (c) %rattet. (d) series palaLteL. (e) ParatLel'serie5.

We anal)ze the cascade connectior by using the circuit shown in
Fig. 18.10, where a single prime denotes a parameters in the fiIst circuit
and a double prime denotes a paramete$ in the second circuit. The output
voltage and curent of the fint circuit are labeled yi and /i, and the input
voltage and current ofthe second circuit are labeled yi and Ii. The prob-
lem is to derive the d-parameter equations that relate y2 and /2 to y1 and
11.In other words, we seek the pair of equations

U = a r t u 2 - a r 2 l 2

I t = a 2 t v 2 - a n l 2 ,

(18.64)

(18.65)

where the d parameters are given er?licitly in terms of the d parameters of
the individual circuits.

Circuii 2Circuit 1

Figlre 18.10 i. A cascade connectjon.
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We begin rhe derivar ion b] not i0g trom f ig.  18.I0 tbar

u8.66)

11= a^Vi aizti. (18.67)

The interconrection means that yi: Vi ^nd Ii- Ir. Substituting
these constaints into Eqs. 18.66 and Eqs.18.67 yields

v1: aiyv'2 - ai2l\,

V 1 : a i 1 V \ + a ! e l \ ,

I t :a i rv ' r+ab l i .

(18.68)

(18.69)

The voltage Vi and the cunent 1i are related to y2 and 1, thrcugh the
d parameters of the second circuit:

We substitute Eqr 18.70 and 18.71 hto Eqs. 18.68 and 18.69 ro generate
the relationships betweenVr, I1 andVz, I2i

(18.70)

(18.71)

(18.7?)

(18.73)

By compadng Eqs. 18.72 ad 18.73 to Eqs. 18.64 and 18.65, we ger rhe
desired expressions for the d parameters of the interconnected netwotks,

(18.74)

(18.75)

{18.76)

118.77)

vi= aitv2 - ahl2,

I'r = ai1U2 abl2.

U = (aiai1 + a:r2ai)U2-@11ai2 + a\2ab\I r,

I r = (!4{h + ai2ai)u2-@^ai2 + anah)r 2.

a ! : a \ 1 a h + a l r 2 a i 1 ,

ar2: aiab + a:Dab,

a t : d 2 r a : L + 4 2 4 1 ,

an= 41ai2 + abah.

If more than two units are connected in cascade. the a Darameters of
tbe equivalenl lwo port circuit can be fou0d b' successrvely reducing rhe
odginal set of two-port circuits one pair at a time.

Example 18.5 illustrates how to use Eqs. 18.74-18_77 to analyze a cas-
cade connection with two amDlifier circuils.
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Analyzing Cascaded Tryo-Port circuits

Two identical amplifien are connected in cas-
cade, as shown in Fig. 18.11. Each amplifier is
desciib€d in terms of its ft parameters.The values
are ftrl = 1000 O, 1,12 = 00015, h:r = 100, and
i,2 = 100 pS. Find the voltage gain Vz/Us.

Figure 18,114 The circuit fot Exampte 18 5.

: 10.25 x 10 6,

arz= aipl2 + ai2a:n

= (5 x 10r)( 10) + ( 10x-10")

= 0.095 O,

an -4 ra : t+4zdz t

-  ( - l o { r5  l o  4 r  |  { -o .o l ) (  l o  " )

: 9.5 x 10 eS,

an= aip\z + dnd22

= (-10 nx-10) + (-10')'�

: 1.1 x 10-4.

From Table 18.2,

u2 ZL

Ys (dr1 + a21Zs)ZL + ap+ s22ZE

Solution
The first step in t]|J]di'Jg Vrlvc is to convert fiom
ft parameters to l' paiameters. The ampliliels aie
identical, so one set of a parameten describes the
ampiifiers:

: *F= ' * ' o -0 ,

, i ,= f : f f=  ' on ,

h", -100 10 6
a i =  

h r :  l o u  
:  r u ' 5 '

- t  I
a b :  

l b 1 :  l w :  
1 0  ' '

[10.25x10-6+9.5x10-e(500)]101 + 0.095 + 1.1 x 10-4(500)

hzt

104

Next we use Eqs. 18.74 18.77 to compute
d parametefi of the cascaded amplifiers:

arr= a\ra\1+ a\2d2r

104
0 .15+0 .095+0 .055

10s
3

= 33,333.33

Thus an input signal of 150 /,V is ampiified to an
output signal of 5 V For an altemative appioach to
finding the voltage gain yr/ys, see Problem 18.41:25 x 10-6 + (-10X 10 )

the
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0biective 3-Know how to analyze a cascade interconnection of two-port circuits

18.7 Each element in the symmctric bridged-tee
cilcuil showD is a 15 O resislor.Two ()1 urese
bridged tees are connectcd in cascade between
a dc voltage source and a resistive load.'nre dc
vollage source has a no load voitage of 100 V
and an internal resisrancc ot 8 O.The load
r c , i . l o r  i \  h d i r . r e d  u  n r r l  m e \ i m u m  p u $ e r  i ,
delivered to the load. Calculate (a) the load
resistance, (b) the load vollage, and (c) the
load power.

NO'|E: Aho try Chapter Prcblem t8.38.

5iur"*rxary

Answer: (a) 14.44 O;
(b)  i6v
(c) 17.73 w

Thc lwo-pon nod€l is used !o desc be the performancc
of a circuit in terms of thc vollage and current a1 rts
inpul and output ports. (Sec page 730.)
The model is linriled !o circuits in which
. no indcpendent sources are inside the circuit berween

thc ports:
. Do energv is stored inside the circuit between thc ports;
. the current into the pofi is equal to thc current out of

the port ;and
. no cxternal connections cxist belween the input and

ourpor po s.
(Sce page 730.)

Two of the four tcrmiial variables (f . ,/1, yr, 1, are
independent; thcrefore. only tNo simultaneous equa-
tions invoh,irg the tourvadables are needed to descdbe
lhe circuit. (See pagc 731.)
The six possiblc scls o{ sinultaneous equations involv-
ing the four tcrminal variables are callcd the:-,_v-, d-. b-.
,-. and g parameler equations. Scc Eqs.18.1-18.6. (See
page 731.)

The parameter equations a1e wrirten in the s domain.The
dc values of tlle paramctcrs are obtained by setting r = 0,
and the sinusoidal steady slate values are oblained bv
setting r = j@. (See page 731.)

ADy set of paramelers may be calculated or measured by
invoking appropdale shortcircuit and open circuit con-
ditions at thlJ inpul md output ports. Sce Eqs.18.7-18.15.
(See pages 732 and 73,1.)

The relationships among the six sets of paramctcrs are
giveD in Table 18.1. (See page 736.)

A two porl circuit is reciprocal if the inlerchange of an
ideal voltage source at one port with an ideal ammeter
at thc olher port produces the sanre annneter reading-
Thc ei1ecl of reciprocity on thc lwo pofi paramerers is
given by Eqs. 18.28 18.33. (See page 739.)

A reciprocal two port circuit is sJm etric iI its porrs
can be inlcrchanged without disturbing the values of
the tenninal currerts and voltages. The added effeci
of symmetry on the two-port parameters is given by
Eqs18.38 18.43. (See pages ?10 ard 741.)

Thc pcrlor-mance of a two-port circLil cornected to a
Thivenfu equivalent source and a load is summarized by
the relalionships given in Table 18.2. (See page 742.)

Large net\rorks can be divided into subnelworks by
means of iilerconnected two-port models.The cascade
connectiorl wils used in this chaptcr 1{) illustrate the
analvsis ol inlerconnected two porl cilcuits. (See
page 747.)
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Probtems

Sections 18.1-182

18.1 Find the l' atrd I parameters for the circuit in
Example 18.1.

18,7 Find the i parameters for the circuit in Fig. P18.7.

Flgore P18.7

!\ 611 5rr

18.2 Find lhe z parameter.  lor rhe circui l  in Fig. Pl8.2.

Figure P18.2

fr- so 60rt L

+

vz 18.820() Find t}le b
Fig.P18.8.

tigun P18,8

.\-

parameteN for the circuit shown in

5 ( )

18,3 Use the results obtained in Problem 18.2 to calcu-
Iate the ) paiameters for the circuit in Fig. P18.2.

Find rhe z paramelers tor lhe circui l  sbo!\n iD
Fig.P18.4.

Figure P18,4

18.4

lE.9 Select the values of Rr, n2, and R3 in the circuit
in Fig. P18.9 so that / '11 =1.2. atz=340",
a21 = 20 mS, ar.d ar2 : 1.4.

Fig{rc P18.9

18.10 Find the i Darameteis of the t\qo'Dort circuif shown
in Fig. P18.10.

Flgure P18.10

1  25o j loo  1 f )

185 Find the b parameters for the circuit in Fig. P18.5.

Figu€ P18.5

fl- +m

v | 2 x 1 O  r V 2

Use the results obtaitred in Problem 18.5 to calcu-
late the 8 parametem of the circuit in Fig. P18.5.

10f)

18.6



18.11 The following direct-current measurements were
made on the two-port network showr in Fig. P18.11.

PmbL€ms 753

Pon I Op€n Port 1 Sho(-Ciroit€d

Calculaae the lr parameters for the network.

Use the measurements given in Problem 18.11
to find the 4 parameters for the network.

Check your calculations by finding the
a pammeters dircctly from the i parameten
lbund in hoblem 18.11.

18.13 Find the frequency-domain values of the ) parame,
ters for the two-pofi circuit shoM in Fig. P18.13.

Figure P18.13
lr  

loo lz

18.14 Find the , paramete$ for tlte two-pon circuit
shown in Fig. P18.13.

18,15 Find tle l, pammeters for the operational amplfier
circuit shown ir Fig. P18.15.

Pigurc Pl8.l5

18.16 Dedve the expressions for the
functions of the a parameters.

18.17 Derive the expressions for the
functions of the , parameters.

y paramelers as

18.1E Derive the expressions for the I parameters as
functions of the z parameters.

18,19 The opemtional amplilier h the circuit shown in
Fig. P18.19 is ideal. Find the 8 parameters of the
circuit.

18.20Find the s-domair expressions for the l parameters
ot the two-poit circuit shown ir Fig. P18.20.

Figure P18.20

Filrd the r-domain expressions for the a pammeters
of the two-polt circuit shown in Fig. P18.21.

Figure P18.21
1 F

Y 1  : 1 m V

u, = 10v
Iz = 200 pA

1 1  =  - 0 5 p A

/z = 80 rA
u 2 = 5 v

18.t2 a)

b)

18.21

Flgure P18.11

m a  *  l 2 s o

800 0
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18.22 Is the two-port chcuit shown in Fig
metric? Justify your answer.

Use the a parameters to derive tle Th6venn
equivalent circuit witl respect to the terminals
of the load.

Derive lhe sready*tare I  ime-domdin eypression

P18.22 s]'rn- b)

c)

Figure P18.29

1823 a) Uqe lhe def ining equa on. ro t ind rhe r-domain
expressions for tl1e ft parameters for the circuit
h Fig. P18.23.

b) Show that tlre results obtained in (a) agee witn
the ,-parameter relationships for a rcciprccal
syrimetric retwork.

Figure P18,23

Section 18.3

1814 Derive the er?ression for the input impedance
(.2i" : U/ I j) ol the ci,rcuit in Fig. 18.7 in terms of
the b parametem.

1825 Dedve the expiession for tlle current gain 1zl/1 of
the circuit inFig.18.7 in terms of the I parameters"

1826 Derive the exprcssion for the voltage gain yz/yl of
the circuit in 8g.18.7 in lerms of the ) parameters

1817 Derive the eryression for the voltage gain yy'ys of
the circuit in Fig.18.7 in terms ofthe ft parameters.

1828 Find the Thdvenin equivalent circuit with respect
to port 2 of the circuit in Fig. 18.7 ir tems of the
z parameten.

18.29 The linear transformer in the circuit show[ in
Fig.P18.29 has a coefficient of coupling of0.65. The
transformer is driven by a sinusoidal voltage source
whose intemal voltage is os = 100 cos 2000t V.The
intemal impedance of the source is 10 + J0 O.
a) Find the frequency-domain l' parameters of the

linear trunslbrmer,

18.30 The y pammeters of the amplifier in tle circuit
shown ir Fig. P18.30 are

lrr : 25 mS: yt2 : 1 mS;

y21 : 250 mS; ]}]22 = -40 mS.

Find the mtio of tie output power to that supplied
by t}le ideal voltage source.

figure P18.30

1 0 0  |

1/U V
G-t !L-r''""'l 100 {)

18.31 The 8 parameters for the two-port circuit in
Fig. P18.31are

l t
s  -  l  S ;  f ! ) - - 0 . 5 - / 0 . 5 ;

g. n5 10.5: gz2 1.5 12.5 O.

The load impedance Z/ is adju.red tor ma\imum
average power transfer to Zr. The ideal voltage
source is generating a sinusoidal voltage of

x's = 42\4 cos 50001 V.

a) Find the Ims value of Y2.

b) Find the aveiage power delivered to Zr.

c) W}Iat percentage of the average power developed
by the ideal voltage source is delivered by ZL?

10 mII 160 mH
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Figure P18.31 Figure P18,34

18.32The ), parameters for the two-port power amplifier
circuir in Fig. P18.32 are

18.35 a) Find the z parameten for the two-port network
in Fig. P18.35.

b) Fird o, for 1 > 0 wh()n t'! = 50"(r) V.

Figure Pr8.35

t ' -  
t o i - - ;  , " - - ' ^

The internal impedancc of the source is 2500 + JO O,
and the load impedance is 70,000 + l0 O.The ideal
voltage source is generating a voltage

0s = 80\rcos 4000r mV.

a) Find the rms value of Yr.

b) Find the average power delivered to Zr.
c) Find the avcrage power developed by the ideal

Figure P18.32

18.36 The following measurements were made on a resis-
tive two port network.With port 2 open ard 100V
applied to port 1, the port 1 currcnt is 1.125 A, and
the port 2 voltage is 104 V. With porl 1 open and
24V appljcd 1() port 2, the port 1 voltage is 20V and
the port 2 curreDt is 250 mA. Find the maximum
power (mi iwatts) that this two port circuit can
deliver to a resistive load at port 2 when port 1 is
driven by an ideal voltage source of 160V dc.

18.37 The following dc measurements were made on the
r e s i \ r i ! e  n e r $ ^ r k  \ h o $ n  i D F i g . P l i  r ?

J'r1 = 100 ms;

)r,  = 2/. .S;

rz - 50 pS.

r!

18.33For lhe terminated two-pofi amplifier cfcuir in
Fig. P18.32, find

a) the value of Zr for maximum average power
transfer to Z,

b) the maximum averagc power delivered ro Zr
c) the average powcr developed by the ideal vollage

source when maximun power is delivcred to Zr.

a) Find the.r-domain expressions for thel? parame-
ters ofthe circuil in Fig. P18.34.

b) Pon 2 in Fig. P18.34 i .  rermrndrcd in u fesi .rance
of 800 (), and port 1 is driven by a step voltage
source o(r) : 45"(1) V. Find ol0 lor r > 0 if
C : 0.1 /-iF and a : 400 mH.

A variable resistor Ro is connecled across port 2
and adjusted for maximum power liansfer to R..
Find the maximum power.

Figurc P18.37

I1 = 25V

v r : 0 v
1z = 500 nA

I l  =  41v

vz :  20v
1, = 0A

I l

I  - T - - t r O  r :

18.34
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Section 18,4

18.38 The g and l, parameters for the resistive two porls
in Fig. P18.38 are given by

g?2 : 24 kA; h22 : I 00 pS;

Calculate 0, if?s : 109 5 V dc

Figure P18.38

18,40 The networks A and B in tlre cncuit in Fig. P18.40
arc reciprocal and symmetric. For network A, it is
known that .ri1 : 4 ̂ nd a\2 : 5 A.

a) Find the d parameters of network B.

b) Find vy'V when I, : 0.

Figur€ P18.40

S€ctions 18,1-18.4

18,41 a) Show that the circuit in Fig. P18.41 is an equiva'
lent circuit satisfied by the i-parameter equations.

b) Use the ,-parameter equivalent circuit of (a) to
find the voltage gaill V2JV i(r the circuit in
Fig.18.11.

8l1 :  10mS; f t r1 = l50O;

82\ : 20;

h)2: 0.05:

h2t = 0.70

18.39The z parameteN of the
Fig. P18.39(a) are

.1l  = 200 (I :

l k o

fint two-port circuit in

zr2 = 20 dl;

Figure P18.41

.21 = 16 MO: 222 = 40kO

The circuit in the second two-port circuit is shown
in Fig. P18.39(b), where R = SkO. Find x'. if
0s : 15 mV dc.

Figure P18.39
18.42 a) Show that the circuit ir Eg. P18.42 is an equiva-

lent circuit satisfied by t}le z-parameter equations.

b) Assume that the equivalent circuit in Fig. P18.42
sko is ddven by a voltage source having an internal

impedance of Zs ohms. Calculate the Thdvenin
equivalent circuit with respect to port 2. Check
your results against the appropriate entries in
Table 18.2.(a)

R

2 0 0

t r ' l I s l)

500 0

l z l
b  1 d d 2 f

)



18,43 a) Show that the circuit in Fig. P18.43 is also aD
equivalent circuit satisfied by the z-pammeter
equations.

b) Assume that the equivalent circuit ir Fig. P18.43
is teminated in an impedanc€ of Z, ohms at
poit 2. Find the input impedance y1/11. Check
your results against the appropriate entry in
Thble 18.2.

Probtems 757

18.44 a) Derive two equivalent circuits that are satisfied
by the y-parameter equations. llr?tr Start with
Eqs. i8.2. Add and subtract )Iy, to the fi^r
equation of the set. Construct a circuit that satis-
fies the resulting set of equations, by thinking in
terms of node voltages, Derive an alternative
equivalent circuit by first altering the second
equation in Eq. 18.2.

b) Assume tlat port 1 is driven by a voltage source
having an intemal impedance Zs, and port 2 is
loaded wittr an impedance Zr. Find the current
gain 1r,/1r. Check your results against the appro-
priate entry in Table 18.2.

18.45 a) Derive the equivalent circuit satisfied by the
8-pammerer equauons,

b) Use the 8-parameter equivalent ciicuit derived
in part (a) to solve for the output voltage in
koblem 18.39. Hrdr Use Problem 3.64 to simplily
the second two-port circuit in Prcblem 18.39.

tigur€ P18.43



nppena,xf\ The Solution of Linear
lJ\ Simultaneous Equations

Circuit analysis hequently involves t]le solutior of linear simultaneous
equations. Our purpose here is to review the use of deteminants to solv€
such a set of equalions. fhe theory of determinants (witl applications) can
be found in most intemediatelevel algebra texts. (A particularly good
r€ference for engheering students is Chapter 1 of E.A. Guillemin's Tie
Mathematics of Circuit Anaryrtr [New York Wiley, 1949]. In our review
here, we will limil our discussion to the mechanics of solvirg simultaneous
equations with determinants

A.1 Pretiminary Steps
The first step in solving a set of simultaneous equations by determinants is
to wfite the equations in a rectangular (square) format.In other words, we
anange the equations in a vertical stack such tlat each variable occupies
tlle same horizontal position in every equation. For example, in Eqs. A.1,
tllre variables 4, i2, and h occupy the first, second, and third position,
respectively, on the left-hand side of each equation:

2 1 i r - 9 i 2 - 1 2 i 3 = - 3 3 ,

- 3 i 1 + 6 i 2 - 2 1 = 3 ,

-8i- 4iz + 22i, = 50.

(A.1)

(A.2)

Alternatively, one can descdbe this set of equations by saying that il
occupies the first column in the array, i2 the second column, and 13 the
third column.

If one or more variables arc missing from a given equation, they can
be inserted by simply making their coefficienl zero. Thus Eqs. A2 can be
"squared up" as shown by Eqs.A.3:

4 0 2 + 3 1 \ = 7 6 ,

1 q + 2 \ = 5 ;

2 u t - D 2 + 0 r \ = 4 ,

0 \ + 4 t 2 + 3 \ = 1 6 ,

' h r + 0 t 2 + 2 ? 3 = 5 .

(A.3)

759
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A.2 Crame/s Method
The value of each unkno*n vadable in the set of equations is exprcssed as
the ratio of two determinant$ If we let N, with an appropriate subscdpt,
represent the numefator determinant and a represent the denomhator
determinant. then the tth unknown r, is

(A.4)

121 e 121
^ - 1 3  6  - 2 1

1 8  4  2 2 1
(A.5)

2  L 0
A =  0  4  3 ,

1  0 2
(A.6)

. N o

The denominator determinant A is the same for evelv unknown variable
aDd i .  cal led lhe charaderist ic d€terminant of lhe i r  ot  equarions. The
numerator deteminant Nr varies with each unknown. Equation A.4 is
rcferred to as Crameas method for solving simultaneous equations.

A.3 The Characteristic Determinant
Once we have organized the set oI simultaneous equations into an
ordered aray, as illustrated by Eqs. A.1 and A.3, it is a simple matter to
form the charactedstic determinant. This determinant is the square aray
made up from the coefficients of the unl(nowr variables. For example, the
characteristic determinants of Eqs.A.l and A.3 are

respectively.

A.4 The Numerator Determinant
The numerator determinant Nr is fomed from the characteristic determi-
nant by replacing the ,tth column in the characteristic determinant with
the column of values appearing on the right-hand side of the equations.
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For example, the numerator determinants for evaluating i1, 12, and t3 in
Eqs.A.l are

l-33 
-e -12

N , : l  3  6  2 1 ,
I  s 0  - 4  2 2 1

(A.7)

I ' :
t,;

^ , l i

- 1 1  - r  ) l- ;  
; l

'; ;f (4.8)

(A.10)

and

l t t  e  331
& =  l - 3  6  3 1 .

l -8  -4  501

deteminatrts for the evaluation of ?)1, ,2,

1 4  
- 1  0

& = 1 1 6  4  3 1 ,
l s  0  2

(A.e)

and ?)3 inThe numemtor
Eqs. A.3 are

and

'1; l (A.11)

l "  - t  4 l
N,= l0 4 161.

17  0  s l
(A.12)

The value of a determinant is found by expatrding it itr tems of its minors.
The mfuor of any element in a deterrninant is the determinant tlat
remains after the row and column occupied by the element have been
deleted. For example, the minor of the element 6 in Eq. A.7 is

A.5 The Evaluation of a Determinant

| :: 1zl
I  s0 221'
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whi le lhe minor ol  lhe element 22 in Eq. A.- r \

The cofactor of an
controlling factor

l -33 
-e l

|  3  6 l '

element is its minor multiplied by the sign-

1{ i+' '

where i and i denote the row and column, respectively, occupjed by the
element. Thus the cofactor of the element 6 in Eq.A.7 is

r{'�+al 33 rz' 
I so zz|

and the cofactor ofthe element 22 is

The cofactor of an element is also rcferrcd to as its siened minor.
t te sign-conrfol t iDg laclor l "  /  wi l l  equal l ; r  I  depending on

whether i + j is ar even or odd integer.Thus the alg€braic sign of a cofac
tor alternates between +1 and 1 as we move along a row or column, For
a 3 X 3 determinant,the plus and minus signs form the checkerboard pat'
tern illustrated here:

A determinant can be expanded along any row or column. Thus tle fiISt
step in making an expansion is to select a row j or a column l. Once a row
or column has been selected,each elemert in that row or column is multi-
plied by its signed minor, or cofactor. The value of the determinant is the
sum of these products. As an example, let us evaluate the deteminant in
Eq. A.5 by expanding it along its first column. Following th€ rul€s just
explained,we write the er?ansion as

^  ' r '  r ' i  o  . ]  , , - , ,  o  ' ' l  -  , , , ,1  I  ' 11  ,0 . ' , ,-  -  
l - 4  2 2  

-  
4  ' � 2 t  - l

fhe 2 x 2 determinants in Eq. A.13 can also be expanded by minors.
The minor of an element in a 2 x 2 determinant is a single element.It fol-
lows that the e).pansion reduces to multiplyhg the upper-left element by
the lower-right element and then subtmcthg ftom thisproductthe product

11 : * :11 -33  
- l

' | 3  
6

+ +
+

+ - +
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of the lower-left element times the upper-right element. Using this obser-
vation, we evaluate Eq. A.13 to

A, = 21(132 - 8) + 3(-198 - 48) - 8(18 + 72)

= 2604 -'t38 - 120 : 1146. (A.14)

Had we eleded to expand the deteminant along the second row of ele'
metrts, we would have written

l - o  - , ' l  1 . '  - r z l  r ,  , , J  z r  - o l
^ :  -3( -1) l  ,  : : l+6(+1) l - :

l - 4  2 2 1  l - u  2 2 1  -  ' l  8  4 l

= 3(-198 - 48) + 6(462 96) + 2( 84 72)

: 138 + 2196 312:1146. (A.15)

The numerical values of tle determinants N1, N2, and N3 given by
Eqs. A.7, A.8, and A.9 are

N1 = 1146,

N2 = 2292,

(4.16)

(4.17)

and

& = 3438. (A.18)

It folloss ftom Eqs. A.15 tbrough A.18 that the solutions for il, ,2, and i3 in
Eq.A.1are

- A

. A

; , :  f ;  =:e.

(4.1e)

and
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We Ieave you to veriry that the solutions for 01, 02, and ,3 in Eqs.A.3 are

1 ) ,  = - :  9 . 8 V ,

I  t , t
l,, : :- = -23.6 V.

a : l"t)-",

wherc .rt is the element in the ith rcw and the lth column.
If m : 1, A is called a row matrix, that iE

is a matdx with m mws and n colunns.We describe A as being a matdx of
oder mby n,or m x ,1, where ,1 equals the number of rows and r' the
number of columns. We always specify t}le rows fint and the columlls sec-
ond. The elemerts of tllre matrix-atu aD, aB, . ..----can be real numbels,
complex numbers, or tunctions. We denote a matrix with a boldface capi-
tal letter-

The aray in Eq. A.21 is frequently abbreviated by writing

(A.20)

and

u] = = : 36.8 v.

A.6 Matrices
A system of simultaleous linear equations can also be solved using
matrices. In what folowq we biefly review matrix notation, algebra, and
terminology.I

A matdx is by definition a rectangular array of elements; thus

(4.21)

\4.?2)

A: Ia!  ar2 aB '  a1,] . (4.23)

' An ercelenl int.oduclorylevel texl in nahix applicatioN 10 circuil a&lysis is Lawene P,
Huelsnd, Ct !tu, Matnta! an.l Liheo.vectot Spa.es INN York; Mcc.aw-Hill. 1963).
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If : 1. A is called a column metlix, that is,

(4.21)

If m : r, A is caled a squale matrix. For example, if m : n = 3, il\e
souare 3 bv 3 matrix is

(A.25)

Also note ttrat we use brackets [] to denote a matrix, whereas we use
vertical lines I to denote a deteminant.It is important to know the dif-
ference. A matrix is a rectangular aray o{ elements A determinarl is a
function of a square aray of elements. Thus if a matrix A is squarc, we can
define the deteminant of A. For example. if

" l:]
fa1 

ap o'.)
A =  

l a 2 r  
a 2 2  a r l

I  a 3 r  q 2  a \ l

12  1 ,1o = 
Lo t t ] '

* ' "  :  l 1  - ] l  = 3 0 - 6 = 2 4 .
l ' '  D l

(4.26)

A.7 Matrix Algebra
The equality, addition, and subtraction of matrices apply or y to matric€s
of the same order. Tko matdces are equal if, and only if, their correspon_
ding elements are equal. h other words, A = B if, and only iJ, dij = bii for
all i and i. For example, the two matrices in Eqs. A.26 and A.27 are equal
because a1 :  b1,a12 = bD,a21 :  b2r,and an: bnr

^ - [': ?:]
. = f: 

-?:l
(A.21)
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If A and B arc of the same order. then

implies

For example, if

and

then

The equation

C : A + B

': | ;: ': ?:l

,:l-1i ; -?i)

D : A _ B

":l-:? "i ill

(4.2e)

f4 6 1ol^ = L s  r z  - , { l '

(A.28)

(A.30)

(A.31)

(4.32)

(A.33)

(A.34)

implies

Q1 : a4 b11

For the matdces inEqs.A.30 and A.31,we would have

(A.r5)

Matrices of the same order are said to be confo nabl€ for addition and
subtmction.

Multiplying a matrix by a scalar & is equivalent to multiplying each
element by the scalar. Thus A = /.8 if, and only if, ai, = ,t4r. It should be
noted tlat t may be real or complex. As an example, we wil multiply the
matrix D in Eq. A.35 bv 5. The result is

" = l;fl 
-i3 l33l (A.36)



Matrix multiplication can be peformed only if the number of
columns in the ftst matrix is equal to the number of rows in the second
matdx. In other words, the product AB requires tlie number of columns in
A to equal the number of rows in B. The order of the resulting matrix will
be the number of rows ir A by the number of columns in B. Thus if
C = AB, where A is of order m X pandBisoforderp X r,then C wil l
be a matrix of order ,n x ,r. When the number of columns in A equals the
number of rows in B, we say A is conformable to B for multiplication.

An element in C is siven bv the formula

c . . :  ) . a . b ,  . (A.37)

.  1 6 3 2 ' l
L ]  4  6 l

The formula given by Eq. A.37 is easy to use if one remembers that
matrix multiplication is a row-by-column operation. Hence to get tle ith,
ith term in C, each element in the ith row of A is multiplied by the corre-
sponding element in the ith column of B, and the resulting products are
summed. The following example illustmtes the procedure. We are asked to
find the matdx C when

and

(4.38)

B = (A.3e)

Fint we note that C will be a 2 x 2 matrix and that each element in C
will require summhg three products.

To find C11 we multiply the corresponding elements in rcw 1 of matxix A
with the elements in column 1 of matdx B and then sum the products. We
can visualize this multiplication and summing process by extracting the
corespondhg row and column from each matrix and then lining them up
elemenl bv element. So to find C,, we have

[ ? ; ]

R o w l o f A
Column 1 of B

C n : 6 x 4 + 3 x 0 + 2 x 1 = 2 6 .

To lind C12 we visualize

R o w l o f A
Colurm 2 of B
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thus

cn : 6 x 2 + 3 x 3 + 2 x (-2) = 17.

For C2r we have

Row 2 ofA
Column 1 of B

C 2 1 = 7 x 4 + 4 X 0 + 6 X 1 = 1 0 .

Firally, for C2 we have

Row2o fA
Columr 2 of B

and

from which

It follows that

(AB)C : A(Bc),

A ( B + C ) : A B + A C ,

C 2 2 : 1 x  2  + 4 x 3 + 6 > < (  2 ) : 2 .

" :""=;i: 'N
(A.40)

In general, matrix multiplication is not cormutative, that isr
AB * BA. As an example, consider the product BA for the matrices in
Eqs. A.38 and A.39. The matrix genemted by this multiplication is of order
3 x 3, and each telm in the resulting matdx rcquhes adding two products
Therefore if D : BA, we have

I ze zo ,ol
D = l  3  1 2  t 8  ( A . 4 r )

L 4  5  - r 0  l

Obviously, C + D. We leave you to verify the elements in Eq. A.41.
Matrix multiplication is associative and distributive. Thus

(4.42)

(A.43)

( A + B ) C : A C + B C . ( .14)
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IIr Eqs.A.42, A.43, and A-44, we assume that the maffices are confomab]e
for addition and multiplication.

We have already noted that matrix multiplication is not commutative.
There are two other properties of multiplication in scalar algebra that do
not carry over to matrix algebra.

First, the matrix product AB : 0 does not imply either A : 0 or
B : 0. (Noter A matrix is equal to zero when all its elemeflts are zero.) For
examDle. if

to ol
A B  0 0  

- 0 .

Hence t}le product is zero, but neitler A nor B is zero.
Second, tlre matrix equation AB : AC do€s not imply B : C. For

example, if

f i  4 l
A B  4 C  

; s .  b u r  B , c .

The fanspose of a matdx is formed by interchanging the rows and
columN For example, if

f r  >  r l  |  / , i l

l =  q i o . , r , * l '  , i u l
l z s s l  l : o s l

The transpose of the sum of two matices is equal to the sum of the
rransposes. lhal  is.

(A + B)r = Ar + B7. (A.i5)

fhe transpose of the product of two matrices is equal to the product
of the transposes taker in reverse order. In other words,

IABII: BrAr. (A.16)

^=[ i  3]  - .  "= l : : l

" - [ ;3]  " : [ ; : ]  ' ' .  "=l ; :1,
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Equation A.46 can be extended to a product of any number of matri-

IABCD]I = DrCrB/Ar. (4.47)

If A : Ar, tne marrix is said to be symm€tric. Only square matrices
can be synmetric.

A.8 ldentity, Adjoint, and Inverse
Matrices

An idenlity rnatrix is a square matrix where at : 0 for i + j, aJJd aii : I
for i = j. In other words, all the elements in an identity matrix are zero
except those alorg the main diagonal,where tley are equal to 1.Thus

t ; i l
0 0
1 0
0 1
0 0

are all identity matrices. Note that identity matrices are always square. We
will use the slmbol U for an identity matrix.

The adioint of a matrix A of orde 

 

X ,? is defined as

adjA: tArrl"x,,

t i : l l " - [ i

[ 1 2  3 l
A = l  3  2  1 1 .

L  1  1  5 l

(A.48)

where Aij is the cofactor of a,;. (See Section A.5 for the definition of a
cofactor.) It follows from Eq. A.48 that one caII t]rinl of firding the
adjoint of a square matdx as a two-step pmcess. First construct a matrix
made up of the cofactors of A, and tlen transpose the matrix of cofacton.
As an example we will find the adioint ofthe 3 x 3 matrix

The cofacto$ of the elements in A are

A 1 r  -  1 ( 1 0  1 ) : 9 ,
A r , :  1 (15  +  1 )  :  16 ,
a 1 3 : 1 ( 3 + 2 ) : 5 ,
A z r = - 1 ( 1 0 - 3 ) : - 7 ,
A r r : 1 ( 5 + 3 ) : 8 ,
A r :  1 (1  +  2 )  =  3 ,
431  :  1 (2  6 ) :  -4 ,

A3' = 1(1 9) = 8,
4 3 3 = 1 ( 2 - 6 ) = - 4 .
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The matrix of cofacton is

It follows that the adjoint of A is

One can check the arithmetic of finding the ad.ioint of a matdx by
using the tleorem

[ e  1 6  s l
R = l - 7  8  - 3  

1 .
L-4  8  4 l

l s - t - + l
a d j A = B r =  l - 1 6  8  8 1 .

l s - 3 - 4 1

[ 8  o  o l  [ t  o  o ' l
c = l  0  - 8  o l : - 8 1  o  1  o l

L 0  o  - 8 1  L 0 o 1 l

{A.4e)

Equation A.49 tells us that the adjoint of A times A equals the determi-
nant of A times the identity matrix, or for oul example,

detA : 1(e) + 3(-7) - 1(-4) = -8.

If we let C = adj A . A and use the technique illuslrated in Sectiotr A.7,
we 6nd the elements oI C to be

q r = 9  2 1  + 4 = - 8 ,
q 2 = 1 8 - 7 4 - 4 = 0 ,
c B = 2 7 - ' 7 - 2 0 : O ,
c 2 r - - 1 6 + 2 4 - 8 : 0 ,
c 2 2 = - 3 2 + 1 6 + 8 = - 8 ,
c x = - 4 8 + 8 + 4 0 = 0 ,
c a l  = 5  - 9 + 4 : 0 ,

c a z : 1 0 - 6 - 4 - 0 ,
c a 3 : 1 5 - 3 - 2 0 =  1 3 .

Therefore

= det A'U.

A square matdx A has an inve$e, denoted as A-r, if

a d j A . A :  d e t A . U .

A - 1 A = A A r = u . (4.50)
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Equation A.50 tells us that a matrix either piemulripLied or posrmultiplied
by its inverse generates the idertity matrix U. For the inve^e matrix to
exist, it is necessary that the determinant ofA not equal zero. Only square
matrices have inverses, and the inverse is also square.

A foimula for findina the inverse of a mat x is

, adi A
(4.51)

The formula in Eq. A.51 becomes very cumbersome if A is of an order
laiger than 3 by 3., Today the digital computer eliminares the drudgery oI
having to find the inverse of a matrix in numerical applications of matdx
algebra.

It foilows from Eq.A.51 that the inverse ofthe matrix A in the prev!
ous example is

7
8

-3

I r.rzs o.s;s
: l  )  1

| -o.ori o.rri
You should ver iJy that A tA= AA r:U.

A.9 Partitioned Matrices
It is often corvenient in matrix manipulations to partition a given matrl\
into submatrices.The o ginal algebraic opemtions are then carried out in
terms of the submatdces. In partitioning a matdx, the placement of the
partitions is completely arbitrary, with the oire restriction that a partition
must dissect the entire matrix. In selecting the pa itions, it is also neces-
sary to make sure the submatdces are conformable to the mathematical
operations in which they are involved.

For example, consider using submatrices to find the product
C :  AB.where

2 3
4 3
0 2
1 - 1
2 1

? You can learn altemarive ncthods ior inding ihe inveEe in dy introdudory text on
natrix theort. See, lor eranple,Fnnz E. Hohn- Elcmetuat! Mari,,lkbla (Ncw york:

_il: "'[-'i

:rl

;:lti
L:
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and

Assume that we decide 10 partition B into two submatdceq 811 and
Bzt;thus

" : f n ' l" 
[B", . ] '

Now since B has been paftitioned into a two'row column matrix, A must be
partitioned irto at least a two-column matrix; otheiwise the multipiication
ca rot be pedomed. The location of the vertical pa itions of the A matdx
will depend on the definitions of 811 and Bn. For example, if

" [ : ]

T  r - l_  |  f  1 l
8 , , : l  0 l  a n d  8 , , = 1 , ."  |  |  ' -  t t J

L  l t

i:l
l t r  3

5 4  3
c = l _ 1  0  2

L : ; - i

"":[3] "". ""=[i]

iil[ 1 1c = l - 1  0

1 3 1

then Att must coltain tlree columns, and A12 must contain two colurms,
Thus the partitioning shown in Eq. A.52 would be acceptable for execut-
ins the Droduct A3:

.  (A.52)

Il on the other hatrd. we DartitioD the B matrix so that

then A11 must contain two columns, and AD must contain thrce columns
In this case the partitloning shown in Eq. A.53 would be acceptable in exe-
cutins the Droduct C : AB:

2

I

3
0

2
0

I
3
0

(4.53)
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For puiposes of discussion, we will focus on the partitionhg given in
Eq.A.52 and leave you to verify that the partitionirg in Eq.A.53leads to
the same result.

From Eq. A.52 we can write

- tB" lg  1 l  '  e ' r l  
l a . , ' J  

-  A118 . .  4 ' 12821 .  (A .54 )

It follows from Eqs. A.52 and A.54 that

and

The A matri{ could also be pa itioned horizontally once the vertical
partitioning is made consistent with tie multipiication operation. In this
simple problem, the horizontal paltitions can be made at the disdetion of
the analyst. Therefore C could also be evaluated using the partitionhg
shown in Eq.A.55:

"^:l-i 1 i]n l"i]
-":[.i:]'li]

" [j]

1 2 3 4 5
5 4 3 2 1

- 1  O 2 l - 3  1
0 1 - 1  1 0 1
0 2 1 1 2 0

2
0
I

3

c = . (A.55)
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c r r - A r l B i + A , r B 1 .
c 2 t  - a 2 t i l l l - A r B 2 .

You should verif] thal

t r  2  1 |  ' t  f 4  s l l l lc , ' = l ;  ;  ; l l  o l ' l ;  , l l ; l
L - a l

t - r l  t  s l  t  -r : ' l
t t t t t l= l  1 l + l  0 l : l  1 1 .
L-11 L-61 L 7l

[ " . ]' I 13'l
c = l - 1 3  1 .

L- ; l

_ f - ' l  +  fu l  _  I11 l
L 7 l  L  6 l  L13 l '

[ - '  o  2 l [  2 l  [ - i  r ' l  l lc , r - l  o  |  - ,  l l  o l  l 9 ' l ; ]
L o  2  1 l L - 1 1  L 2  o . l '

and
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Use the matdx method to solve for the node volt
ages ?]1 and 02 in Eqs.4.5 and 4.6.

Solution
The first step is to rewrite Eqs.4.5 and 4.6 in matix
notation. Collecting the coefficients of r,1 and t2
and at the same time shifting tlle constant terms to
t}le right-hand side ofthe equations gives us

1.7rr 0.522 : 10,
(A.57)

0 . 5 t t t + 0 . 6 2 2 : 2 .

It follows that in matrix notation, Eq. A.57 becomes

I  r .7  o .s l  tu , l  t lo l
(A.58)

L u.s o.o l  Lol  L z l '

A V = 1 ,

A.10 Apptications
The following examples demonstrate some applications of matdx algebra
in circuit analysis.

It follows frcm Eq. A.62 that the solutions for
x'r and 1,2 are obtain€d by solving for the mat x
product A-rI.

To find the invene of A, we first find the
cofactors of A.Thus

^ , r - (  1 ) 1 0 . 6 ) : 0 . 6 ,
^ 1 r = (  1 f (  o . s ) : 0 . 5 ,
d,1 : ( 1)3( 0.5) : 0.5, 

(A 63)

Ln= (  r ) \1 .1 ) :1 , . i .

The matrix of cofacton is

.  13i ?tl

(A.5e)

|  1 ;7  0 .51
A :  . . _ 1 ,

L  U.J  U.OJ

t , .  t
v :  ' , .

tb2)

t ro l
t = l  : .t z

To f iDd rhe elemenrs ot lhe v malf i \ .  we pre-
multiply both sides of Eq. A.59 by the inverse of
A; thus

and the adjoint ofA is

l n h  r r r l
a d j A - B ' - l - .  , : .  ( 4 . 6 5 )'  L U . )  1 . / l

The determinant of A is

I  t 7  n s l
d e ' A  |  " .  

- - l  -  r 1 . 7 , { 0 . o r  , 0 . 2 5 r  -  0 . - ? .
v  u l  

(A .60)

From Eqs" A.65 and A.66, we can write the nverse
of the coefficient malrix, that is,

, 1 fo.o o.sl^  -  
o l z  o s  t z  

( 4 6 7 )

Now the product A-1I is found:

, 1oo [o.o o.sl lrolo ' ' : z  o . s  r . z  z l

1oo[ 7] | e.oel
77 8.4 I I i0.91 

' (A.68)

(A.64)

A ' A v = A r t .

Equation A.60 reduces to

U v = A 1 I ,
It follows direcdy that

I t , l
l,')

or ?)1 : 9.09 V and z)2

(A.60)

(4.61)

(A.62)

I e.oel
110.911'

= i0.91 v.v = A-rL

(A.6e)



Use the matdx method to find the three mesh cur
rents in the circuit in Fig.4.24.

Sotution
t} le me.h-cuffenr equat ionr lhat de\cr ibe lhe ci f -
cuit in Fig.4.24 are given in Eq.4-34-The constraint
equation imposed by the currentcontrolled voltage
source is given in Eq.4.35.Wlen Eq.4.35 is substi-
tuted into Eq. 4.34, the following set of equations

25ii 5i2 20i1= 50,

5 i i + 1 0 i r - 4 t 3 = 0 ,

- 5 i 1 -  4 i 2 + 9 l : Q  ( A  7 0 )

In matrix notation, Eqs. A.70 reduce to

AI = V, (A.71)
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Ar1 :( 1) '(-45 - 80) : 12s,

L.n : ( 1)4Q2s - 1oo) : 125,

^,r = (-1)5(-1oo 2s) : 12s,

^i = (-1f(20 + 200\:220,

a r :  (  1 ) ' (  1 o o - 1 o o ) = 2 0 0 ,

r \ I  (  116 (250  -25 ) -225 .

The cofactor matrix is

| ,o 6s 7ol
B = 

| 125 125 r2s (A.14)
L220 200 22s )

from which we can write the adjoint of A:

f r a  r r s  l t n l

dd iA -  B/  -  |  " t  , r i  ,oo |  ,o ,n
ln  ps  ns )

The determinant of A is

2 5  - 5  2 U

d e t A  :  - 5  1 0  4
s  4  9 l

: 25(90 16) + s(-45 - 80) s(20 + 200) = 125.

It follows from Eq. A.73 that

. f74 12s 2zol
A r = ;l 6s 12s 200 1. (A.76)

--- '70 125 225 )
The solution for I is

, | 
-+ r:s )ol so | [2,].oo'l

I  -  
r r { l  bs  125  , , n0  |  0 l=  26 .00  ] . (A .7 / )'-"1 -o r2s )251 L ol L28.oo.l

The mesh cunents follow directly from Eq. A.77. Thus

I i;l Izo.ol
, ,  126.0  |  {A .78)
,r 128.01

or i1 = 29 .6 A., i2: 26 A, and 13 : 28 A. Example A.3
illustrates the application of the matrix method
when the elements of the matrix are complex

I r, 5 -2ol
A = l  s  1 0  - 4 ,

L  s  4  e )

t i ' l
r =  ;  .

;,

and

[ ' lv - l  0 l
L  0 l

It follows from Eq. A.71 that the solution lbr I is

t = A ' v . (4.72)

We find the inverse ofA by using the relationship

, adi A
A-'= -:----.. (A.73)

det A

To find the adjoint of A, we first calculate tie cofac
toIS of A. fhus

A l l : (  1 F ( 9 0  - 1 6 t ) = ' � 7 4 ,

A r z :  (  1 ) 3 (  4 s  -  2 0 ) : 6 s ,

d r 3 : ( - 1 ) 4 ( 2 0 + 5 0 ) : 7 0 ,



Use the matrix method to fhd the phasor mesh cur,
rents 11 and 12 in the circuit in Fig.9.37.

Solution
Summing the voltages around mesh 1 generates the

(1 + j2)rl + 02 -- j16)(rr r) = 1501!:. (A.7e)

Summing the voltages around mesh 2 produces the
equation

(12 y'6xr, - 11) + (1 + j3)r' + 39r,:0.(A.s0)
The current controlling the dependent voltage
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t, : (rr Iu).

A I = V ,

The cofactor matrix B is

B [( 
26 i13)

t 02 j16)

The adjoint of A is

ad iA  -  B /  f l  : :  t : l :  l l : -  l : : '  (A8o)
L( )7 jr6) (r3 - jr4r)

The delerminant ofA is

."," = lfli t',ill ,[i.';,2;
f l 3  -  i l l l f 2 h  |  , l J r  I  l 2  -  j t n ) Q -  j t b )

: 60 - j4s.

The inve$e of the coefficient matrix is

(A.87)

[(-26 
- 113) 02 i16)l

t(-27 j16) (13 - j14) )

I 27 - lrb ) l
(13 l ia) ]  

(A 85)

(A.81)

AJter substituting Eq. A.81 hto Eq. A.80, the
equations are put into a matix format by lirst co ect-
ing, in each equation, t}le coefficients of 11 and Ir; thus

f l l  l i 4 ) l  r l l  l l o r t /  =  l 5 n  0 " .  , ^  - .
r 2 7  -  i l b r l  t 2 b  -  j l r l )  n .  1 6  o / i

No\using matrix notation. Eq.A.82 is written Equation A.88 can be simplified to

(4.88)
(60 - i45)

(4.83)

^  _  fD /14 - l12 j t6r l
" 

127 + tt6 (26 + jrl l l '
f  r , l  l r s n / r r l

|  =  l ; ' 1 .  a n d  v :  ' ' . - 1 .
Lr2 . l  L  u  I

It follows from Eq.A.83 that

I = A-rV. (A.s4)

The inverse of the coefficient matdx A is fourd
using Eq.A.73.In this case,the cofactors ofA are

^ u = (  1 ) , ( - 2 6  -  j r 3 ) :  2 6 -  j 1 3 ,
Liu= e\3(.2'7 + j16) = 2'7 - j16,
^I,l : (-1)i(-12 + j16) = 12 - j16.
Ar, = (-1f03 j14) = t3 14.

a  r  -  60  +  i4s f t -26  l1J )  02  l lb ) l' -  
5b2s  L l  27  j lo )  ( r3  -  j14) l

I | 65 - ,r3o 96 t28l- 
:'sl -oo lr+s o+ , rr;] 

(A 8e)

Substitutjng Eq.A.89 into A.84 gives us

t l , l  I  f (  05  -  1130,  (qo  128)  l l so  0
r.: l 

- 
:-S f-oO llasl (qa - lt7) U ]

l( 26 - js2\l
l(-24 jsst )'

(A.e0)

It follows trom Eq.A.90 that

l t  -  (  ) 6  j 5 2 \  -  5 8 . 1 4 ,  l l o . 5 7 ' A .  , r  o  ,
l  (  2a -  /58) -  r .2. '7,  122.48'A. '  

- ' '

In the fiist three exampleE the matrix elements have been numben-real
numbers in Examples A.1 and A.2, and complex nurnbers in Example A.3. It
is also possible for t}le elements to be fimctions Example A.4 illustrates the
use of matrix algebra in a circuit problem where the elements in the coeffi-
cient matrix are functions



Use the matrix method to derive expressions for
the node voltages y1 and y, in the circuit in Fig.A.1.

Sotution
Summing the curents away ftom nodes 1 and 2
gererates the following set of equations:

u v "
-��j31 + llsc + (V - y,)sc :0.

K

u /'4's2)

; + (v2 v)sc + (/, Ys)sc:0

Letting C = 1/R and collecting the coefficients of
Y1 and Y2 gives us

( G + 2 s c ) v r - s c v z : G v s ,

sCU + (G + 2sc)v2 = scv{

Writing Eq.A.93 in matrix notation yields

A V : t .
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tiguru A.1 d Ihe circLrit for E/"ampte A.4.

The deteminant of A is

l C + 2 s C  r C  Id e r A  |  ^  ^  ^ ^ l  -  G ' + t : C C
t s L

The inverse of the coefficient matrix is

+ 3!C2.

(A.98)

[c + 2rc sc I
L  r C  G + z l c l

(A.e3)

(A.e1)

fG + 2sc sc IA = L  r c  c + 2 { c ] '

n=f l l .  " 'a r  = fc- l i l
Lh) L.r(  yr l

It follows from Eq.A.94 that

v = A r I .

(G2+4scc+3s2c2 )

It foLlows from Eq. A.95 that

(A.ee)

(A.102)

As before, we find the inverse of the coefficient
matrix by first finding the adjoint of A and the
determinant of A. The cofactors of A are

Al l=( l f lc + 2sCl :  6 1 2tg.
^ r , = ( - 1 ) 3 ( - s c ) = r c ,
l z r = ( - r ) 3 ( - s c ) : s c ,
4,, : (-1)4[6 + 2scl = G + 2sC.

The cofactoi matdx is

l t :  + ) " a  . a  I
B =  

-  
^ - " '  ^ " ' , ^ .  \ A . 9 6 J

L .rc Cr + lsLl

and therefore the adj oint of the coefficient matrix is

lG + 2sc sc l lcysl
L  s c  G + 2 s c ) l s c \ )ttl: (G' �+4 rcc+J i2c2 )

(A.100)

Carryiflg out the matdx mu]tiplication called for in
Eq.A.100 gives

tvll 1 l(e +2scc + Cc'�\v"1
lv,] 

= 
fc, + q'cc + tCCll 1z"cc + z?c'�\v, )'

(A.101)

Now the expressions for l{ and y, can be written
d ectly ftom Eq. A.101;thus

l G 2 + z \ c c + ? c ' � l v s

(4.e5)

(.G2 + 4sCG + 3s2cz) '

2(sCG + ?c2)vs
(G '+4 tcc+3" tC\

-

and

(A.103)
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trl
tlll

In o r filral example, we illustrale how matrix algebra can be used to
analvze the cascade connection of two two-oc,n crrcuns.

Show by means of matrix algebra how the input
variables yr and 1r can be described as functiom of
the output vadables y2 and 12 in the cascade con-
nection showr in Fig.18.10.

Solution
We begin by expressing, ir matri\ notation, the
relationship between the irput and output variables
of each two-po circuit. Thus

These constraint relationships are substituted illto
Eq.A.104.Thus

lrl I lll
l s:n a\zllv rl
latl at I| r\ )'

(A.107)

The relationship between the hput variables (14,1r)
and the output variables (y2, 1, is obrained by
substituting Eq.A.1O5 into Eq.A.107.The result is

f"'l : fai, ,i,l f,i, -,i,1 f",l
t r t  .a  t  a t )  la i  , , ' ,1  - / . , -  

{A '08)

After multiplying the coefficient malrices, we have

l(a\pL + o\d!,) -(a\1ai, + a:labJlv,]
t(41a'i1 + abqh @iph + ai2ah) ) U,)

(A.10e)

Note that Eq. A.109 corresponds to writing Eqs. 18.72
and 18.73 in matrix form.

t:;:

lAli] (A'�05)
Now the cascade connection imposes the constraints

_ l^i., ,:,,11v51
L.t d. l l  r i l

ttl

(4.104)

(4.106)



Appendix

Complex Numbers
Complex numben were hvented to pemit the enraction of the squarc roots
of negative numben Complex numbers simplify the solution of prcblems
tlat would otherwise be very difficult. The equation I + 8x + 41 : 0,
for example, has no solution in a number system that excludes complex
numbe$. These numbeis, and the ability to manipulate them algebraically,
are extremely useful in circuit allalysis.

8.1 Notation
There are two ways to designate a complex nurnbei: wit]l the cartesian, or
rectangulai, form or with the polar, or trigonometriq folm.In the r€ctarg ar
Iornr, a complex number is written in tems of its real and imaginary compo-
nents;hence

n : a +  j b ,  ( 8 . 1 )

where d is the real component, b is the imaginary component, andj is by
definition Vl.1

In tlle polar form, a complex number is written in terms of its magd-
tude (or modulus) and angle (oi argument);hence

(8.2)

where c is the magnitude, d is ttre argle, e is the base of t]le natural loga-
ithm, and, as befoie, j = V-1. In the literature, the symbol l:q is fre-
quently used in place of erd;that is, the polar form is written

,t = c1!. (8.3)

Although Eq. B.3 is more convenient il printing text material, Eq. B.2 is of
pfmary importance in mathematical opemtions because the rul€s for
manipulating an exponential quantity are well known. For example, because
O)" = l', then (et1' = pto; lgsause y * = 1/r,, $et: e-ig - 1/ei0; and
so foith.

Because there are two ways of expressing the same complex number,
we need to relate one form to the other. The transition from the polar to
the iectangular form makes use ofEuler's identity:

(8.4)

r You may be nore fanilid wirh the notatior ; = \/=- In electrical engineering, i is used
as the s)dbol lof curent. and tence in eleclrical engineering liierature,l is Ned to derote

781
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tigure 8,14 The gEphical rcpresenrarion of' + i,
when , and b arc both positive.

A complex number in polar form can be put in rectangular form by writing

c e l :  c ( c o s d  + j s i n d )
= ccosd + icsind) (8.5)

(8.6)

The tmnsition from rcctangular to polar form makes use of the geom-
etry of the dght tdangle, namely,

/  _ \
a + t D = l v a ' + t 1 ' l e p

\ /

FiguE 8,2  

 

The graphicat rcprcsentarion of four

tan9 : b/a. (B.7)

It is not obvious ftom Eq.8.7 in which quadranfthe angle p lies. The ambi-
guity can be resolved by a graphical represertation of the complex number.

8.2 The GraphicaI Representation
of a Comptex Number

A complex number is represented graphically on a complex number
plane, which uses the horizontal axis for plotting the real component and
lhe \err ical  a"\ is tor plol l ing lhe imdginar) componeDt.The angle ot rhe
complex number is measured counterclockwise ftom the Dosifive real axis.
I le graphical  plot  of  lhe complex number, -  a + 1i  t  7o", ; f  *e
assume rhat a and b are bolh posit ive. is sho\D i0 Fig. B. t .

This plot makes very clear tlle relationship between the rectangular and
polar foms. Any point in the complex-number plane is uniquely defhed by
giving eithei its distance from each axis (that iE a and b) or its iadial dis
tance from the origin (c) and the angle of the mdial measurement p.

It follows from Fig. B.l that d is in the first quadrant when d and 6 are
borh po<it j !e.  in lhe second quadr anr $ hen a is negat i \  e anLl b is posi l i \  e.
in the thiid quadrant when a and b are both negative, and in the fourth
quadrant when d is positive and , is negative. These obsenations are
illustrated in Fig. B.2, where we have plotted 4 + j3, 4 + j3, -4 i3,
and 4 13.

Note that we can also specify d as a clockwise argle from the positive
real axis. Thus in Fig. B.2(c) we could also designate -4 - i3 as
5/ 143.13".In Fie.B.2(d) we obsene thar 5/323.13. = 5/-36.8j".Itjs
customar) ro expres. d in rerm' of negarive ui iue. wFen a l ies in rhe third
or lourth quadmnt.

The graphical interpretation of a complex number also shows the
relationship between a complex number and its conjugale. The conjugate
of a compl€x number is formed by reversing the sign of its imaginary

4+j3 = 5tr0!?"
G)

4 + j 3 : 5 / 1 4 3 . 1 3 .
(b)

4 j3 : 51216.87. 4- j3=5f4f3"
(d)



component.Thus the conjugate of d + lb is l' - jb, and the conjugate of
.i+ jbis-a - Jb.Whenwewrite a complex number in polar form, we

fbrm its conjugate simply by reversing the sign of ttre angle d. Therefore
the conjugate of c/q] is cAz:. The conjugale of a complex number is
designated with an astedsk. In otler words, '1. is underctood to be tle
conjugate of r. Figue 8.3 shows two complex numbers and their coniu-
gates plotted on the complex-number plane.

Note tlat conjugation simply rcflects the complex numbers about the

B.3 Arithmetic0perations

Addition (Subtraction)
To add or subtract complex numbers, we must express the llumbels in tec-
tangular folm. Addition involves adding the real parts of the complex
nunbe$ to lolm the real part of the sum, and the imaginary parts to folm
lhe imagina4 pan of the .um.Thus. i [  $e are given

B.l Arithmehc operatjons 783

tisuc 8.3 A lhe co'iptex numbeE,1 and,r amd then
conjugates,i and zi.

and

t \ = 8 +  j 1 6

, 1 2 = 5 / - 1 3 5 ' ,

n 2 :  1 2  j 3 ,

tllen

nr + n2 = (8 + 12) + j(16 - 3) = 20 + j13.

Sublraction follows the same rule. Thus

n z -  \ =  ( 1 2  8 )  +  j ( - 3  -  1 6 ) : 4  - r 1 9 .

If the numbers to be added or subtracted are given in polar form, tley are
first converted to rectangular form. For examplg if

ry= 10/:!i

and

\ + n 2 = 6  + i 8  3 . 5 3 5  -  i 3 . 5 3 5
: (6 3.53s) + i(8 3.53s)
- 2.465 + j4.465:5.10 /6L.L0",

nz: a+jb=cle.)

n: = a- jb=<: I 01

then
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and

nr -n2 :6  + i8  (  3 .535  i 3 .535 )

- 9.535 + i11.535

: 14.966 /50.42'.

Muttiptication (Division)
Multiplication or division of complex numbers can be carried out with the
numbers written in either rectangular or polar form. However, in most
cas€s, the polar form is more convenient As an example, let's find the
prcduct /,1/r2 when nr = I + j10 and n, : 5 j4 Using the rectangllar

nlnr: (8 + j10)(5 j4) = 40 j32 + jso + 40

= 8 0 + j 1 8

: 82/12.68'.

If we use the polar form, the multiplication thn2 becomes

ntnz : (2.81' / 51 .31' )(6.40 / 38 66" )

- 82 /12.68'

= 80 + i18.

The first step in dividing two complex numben in rectangular folm is to
multiply the numerator and denomhator by the conjugate of the denomi
nator. This reduces the denominator to a real number. We then divide the
real number into the new numeiator As an example, let's find the value of
nlfn2,where n1 = 6 + i3 and n2 = 3 Jl we have

n 1  _ 6 + i 3 _ ( 6 + i 3 X 3 + i l )
n 2  3 - i 1  ( 3 - i 1 X 3 + i 1 )

1 8 - j 6  i a  l
9 + 1

t l  +  ; 1 5
=  

- - !  _  -  t \  i l  5
t 0  

' '

= 2.12 1!t:.

In polar form, the division of /'l by ,t2 is

h. 6.11 / 26.5'�7'
n -  1 t A  /  1 1 4 1 .  

- _ - '  -

= 1.5 + i1.5.



8.5 Ihe Integer Power ofa Complex 0mber

8.4 Useful Identities
In working with complex numbers and quantities, the following identities
are very useful:

/ -  t v  i \  :  1

. 1
I  =  . ,-l

"+it = -1

o t i t / 2  =  +  i

Civen lhat,t = a + Jb - cll. ir toUows lhal

(8.8)

(8.e)

(8.10)

(8.11)

(8.12)

n n ' =  d + 8 = & ,

n +  n ' = 2 a ,

n  n : i 2 b ,

nln' : 1.12!:.

(8.13)

(8.14)

(8.r5)

(8.16)

8.5 The Integer Power
of a Complex Number

To raise a complex number to an integer power &, it is easier to first \\.rite
the comDlex trumber in Dolar form, Thus

n k : 1 a + p ; k

= (cei\k : ckeikr

= l( cos &d + j sin k0).

For example,

(2ei12)5 = 25 ei&J' : 32ei6v

= 6 + jn.1\

(3+ j4)1 : (5eis313)4 = 51eP1232'

:625epr252"

= -s27 j336.

and
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8.6 The Roots of a Complex Number
To find the ,tth root of a complex number, we must re€ognize that we are
solviry the equation

xk cejo : 0, (8.17)

which is an equation of the tth degiee and therefore has & roots.
To find the ,t roots, we fint note that

ceia = cet(!+2r) = cei(!+4a) = --

It follows fiom Eqs. B.17 and 8.18 that

(8.18)

\= kei\1/k = cltkeio/k,

h- Icej(a+2n)lr/k = cr/ke7a+2nvk,

t : Icejla+4n)lr/k = crlkela+4nYk,

(8.1e)

(8.20)

(8.21)

We continue the process outlined by Eqs. B.19, B.20, and B.21 until the
roots start repeating. This will happetr when the multiple of 7I is equal to
2f. For example,let's find the four roots of 81ei60'. We have

\ - q]1/aeidJla - 3ei1s',
Y2 - 8l lelr6o-1601 r - JP o<',

r r  8 l  aer '60 7ul4 J?r 'o+.

4: 81r/4ei(60+r$0)/4 = 3eJr35',
r .  =  8 t l a p i r 6 0  l a o ' a  -  V r r - r "  =  j e i r ,

Heie,.r5 is the same as xt, so the roots have started to repeat.Therefore we
krow the four roots of 81et60' are the values given by -xr,.x2, .r3, and ra.

It is worth noting t}lat the rcots of a complex number lie on a circle in
tlre complex-number plane. The radius of the circle is cll*. The roots are
ur Jormly distdbuted around the circle, the angle between adjacent roots
bel{],g equal to 2T fk ftdians, or 360/A degrees. The four roots of 81e 

j60' 
are

showr plotted in Fig. B.4.

Figure 8.4 A Th€ four roots of 8le ls'



,^ More on MagneticaLl,yooo'"0"L 
Coupl"ed Coil,s and IdeaI
lranslormers

C.1 Equivatent Circuits for MagneticaLLy
Coupled Coils

At times, it is convenient to model magnetically coupled coils with an
equivalent circuit that does not involve magnetic coupling. Consider the
two magreticaliy coupled coils sho$,n in Fig. C.l. The resistances R1 and
R, represent the windirg resistance of cach coil. The goal is to replace the
magnetically coupled coils inside the shadcd area with a sel of inductors
that are not magnetically coupled. Beforc derivitg the equivalent circuits,
we must point out animportant restriction:The voltage between termimls
b and d must be zero. In othcr words. if lerminals b and d can be shoried
together without disturbjng the vollages and currents in the original cir-
cuit, ihe equivalent circuits deived in the maierial that fotlows can be
used to model the coils. This resl{ction is imposed because, while the
equivalent circuits we develop both have four terminals, two ofthose four
terminals are shorted together. Thus, the same recluirement is placed on
the original circuits.

We begin dcveloping the circuit models by writing the two equations
that relate the terminal voltages or and 02 to the terminal currents tr and
i2. For th(r given references and polarity dots,

The T-Equivalent Circuit
To arive al an equivalent c cuit for these two magnetically coupled coils,
we seek an arrangement of inductors that can be described by a set of
equations equivalent to Eqs. C.1 and C.2.The key to finding the arange,
ment is to regard Eqs. C-1and C.2 as mesh'currcnt equations wilh it and i2
as the mesh variables.Then wc nced one mesh with a total irductance of
Ir H and a second mesh with a total jnductance of l,2 H. Furthermore, the
two meshes must have a common inductance oIM H. fhe T-arrangement
of coils shown in Fis. C.2 satisfies these recuiremcnt$

Fig(re C.1 A Ihe cncuit used lo devetop an €quivalent
cncuit for magnetjcalty coupted coits.

a L t M

+ - i

Figure C.2 A The T-equivalent circuit for the magneti-
catty coupted coiLs of Fig. c.1.

,, - ,r!" *ft {c.1)

and

,,*. (r.2)

1 \ M

L z M  c  R 2
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and

You should verify that the equations relating q and ?)2 to t1 and i2
reduce to Eqs. c'1 and C.2. Note the absence of magletic coupling between
tle inductors and the zero voltase between b and d.

The r'-Equivalent Circuit
we can derive a r-equivalent circuit for tlle magnetically coupled coils
shown in Fig. C.1.This dedvatior is based on solving Eqs. C.1 and C.2 for
the derivatives dild/ and di2/dt a]J'd then rcgaldlng the resulting expres-
sions as a pair of node-voltage equations. Using Cramer's method for solv-
ing simultaneous equations, we obtain expressions fot dildt and dirldt:

l a 1  M l

di .  l r2 L2l L" M

a r  
l t  ,  u  L t L )  -  v 2 " '  L t L z  M "  

'

lM  r " l

(r.3)

l ' t  " I
di - v ol lvl ... r --L ^ur. rc.4)
d ,=  Lr ;  14 '  L  L .  -  I r 'u  L th  M '  -

Now we solve for 4 and i, by mulriplying botl sides of Eqs C.3 and C.4 by
dt and then integrahng:

a: t.rot,7f 61"' ua, - LrL2 - M2I' ,0, (c.5)M

iz = iz(O) -
L1L2 - M2

t '  L, I '
I  D . d t + - I  u ' d r .  { C . 6 )

J" LtL'z M'.Jo
M

If we regard 11 and t'2 as node voltages, Eqs. c.5 and C.6 descdbe a circuit
of the folm shown in Fis. C.3.

Figure C.3 A The cjrcuit used to derjve the z-€qujvatent circuit for
magneticaLty coupted coils.



c.1

All that remairB to be done in dedving the z-equivalent circuit is to
find ZA,lB, and Zc as functions of Zl, L2, and M. We easily do so by writ-
ing the equations for il and i2 in Fig. C.3 and then comparing them with
Eqs, C.5 and C.6.Thus

t l  t t ti l  -  i r f o )  ,  l a . . h  ,  l l o \  o r ) d i
L A J O  L B J U

Equivatent Cncuits for llasneticatly Coupled toits 789

and

Then

(c.7)=, , ,0),  ( / --  | ") [ , ,*  i " l '  " , ,

,, - ,,t0, - -l.l' ,.0, l"l"' ," " r*

1
LR

= i,ro1, fl',,a,, (L. *) I',*

LtQ M2'

(c.8)

(c.e)

(c.lo)

(c.11)

Wher we incorponte Eqs. C.9-C.11 into rhe circuit shown in Fig. c.3, the
rr-equivalent circuit for the magnetically coupled coils shown in Fig. C.1 is
as showr iD Fis. C4.

7  _  L 2 -  M
LA LrL2 - M2'

1 L 1  M
Lc LrL2 Ml'

Figure C,4 a The r-equivalent circuittorthe magneticaLty coupted coik of Fig. C.1.
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UL ,  t t ' �

rigure C.5 .d The '-equivatent cjrcuit used for
sinLrsoidat steady-state analysis.

a) Use the T-equivalent circuit for rhe magneticaly
coupled coils shown in Fig. C.6 to find the phasor
currcnrc I ,  and 1..  t le .ource trequenc) i .
400 nd/s.

b) Repeat (a), bul with the polarity dot on the scc-
ondary winding moved to the lorver ferminal.

Sotution

a) for lhe polaf i t )  dol \  5bosD in Fig. C.6. . | r 'cxf f ie '

a value of +3 H in the T-equivalert cilcuit.
Theretofe rhe three iDductaDces in lhe <quira-
lent circuit are

L r  M = 9  3 : 6 H l

L 2  M = 4  3 : l l l i

M  =  3 H .

Figure C.7 shows the T-equivalent circuit. and
Fig. C.8 shows the frequency-domain cqujvalcnt
circuit at a ftequency of400 rad/s.

Figure C.9 shows the frequency-domarn
circuit for the original system.

Nole that the initial values ofjl and i, are explicit in the r'-equivalenl
circuit but implicit in the T-equivalent circuit. We are focusilg on the sinu
soidal steady-state behavior of circuits cortaining mutual inductance, so
we can assume that the injtial values of ir and i2 are zero. We can thus
elimhale the curent sources in the 7-equivalent circuit, and the circuit
shown in Fig. C.4 simplifies to the one shown in Fig. C.5.

The mutual inductance caries its own algebraic sign in the T- and
,-equivalent circuits.In other words, if the magnetic polarity of the cou-
pled coils is reversed from that given jn Fig. C.1, the algebraic sign of M
reverses.A reversal in magnetic polarity requires moving one polarity dol
without changing the reference polarities of the terminal currents and
voltages.

Example C.l illustrates the application of theT-equivalent circuit.

Figure C.7 a The T-equivahnt circujtforihe maqneticatty
coupted coils in trampte C.1.

j2400 j100

Figurc C.8 a Ihe frequency-domain modet0fihe equivatent

5000 j looo 20oo j2400o j400o 1000

FiguE C.9 a 
- \ "  

c ihr !  o f  t ig .  C.6.  a iLh rhe t raqrer icat . ,
coupted coils rcptaced by then l-equivatent circuit.

M

I L

300O"V / 1200 O

500() j100o a 200O j1200o t00O

- i + '
300r!l'v vr j3600o

Fiquc( .6 .  T le  f , "q l "ny-do- . i1 "q  r \d  q  |  |  L i l  fo  f  d rp le1 .  .

j2500 o
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Here the magnetically coupled coils are
modeled by the circuit shown i]) Fig. C.8. To find
the phasor curents Ir and 12, we first find the
node voltage aooss the 1200 O inductive reac-
lance. l [ne use rhe lo\  er node as the refereDce,
the single node-voltage equation is

v - 3 0 0  v  v
700 i.500 1i200 o00 j2 t00

Solving for Y yields

V: 136 j8 = 136.24 / 3.37" Y (rms).

Then

, 300 (136 - t8)lr -^^- , .^- - 61. '5 /-71 57" mA (rm,/uu + Jlfuu

and

t,  -  
*  - ' , ;^ -  iq.oJ /b3.,11" mA rfmsl.
YW _  

/Z IUU

b) Wlen the polarity dot is moved to tlle lower ter- and

minal of the secondary coil, M cardes a value of
I  H in the l .equivalent c ircui t .  Before carrying

out the solution with the new T-equivalent cir-
cuit, we note that reversing the algebraic sign of
M has no effect on the solution for 11 and shifts 12
by 180'. Therefore we anticipate that

lr = 63.25 /-71.57. mA OrJJs)

and

I, : 59.63 / 116.57'mA (rns).

We now proceed to find these solutions
by using the new T equivalent circuit. With
M : 3 H, the three inductanc€s in the equrv
alent circuit are

L 1  M = 9  (  3 ) =  1 2 H ;

L 2  M = 4  (  3 ) = 7 H ;

M :  3 } j .

At an operating ftequency of 400iad/s, rhe
ftequency domain equivalent circuit requires two
inducror.  d0d a capacrlof .  as shown in f ig.  C I

The resulting frequency-domain circuit for
the original system appears in Fig. C.11.

As before, we first find the node voltage
aqoss the center bralch, which in this case N a
capacitive reactance of J1200 O.If we use the
lower node as reference, the node-voltage
equauon ls

v - 3 0 0  v  v
700 + 14900 11200 900 + 1300 

'

Solving for Y gives

v : - 8 - l s 6

= 56.s7 / 98.13. V (ms).

Then

300 ( 8 js6)
I1

700 + j4900

: 63.25 /-71.57'InA (rms)

tr=ffi
: 59.63 / 116.57'mA (rms).

figure C.10 d The freou"n.y donail eqrivdlFnt ,ncrt -ol

M = -3Hando = 400 rad/s.

500 O /100O 200 O j4800o j2800o 100 ()

Figure C.1r A The ftequenc] domain equivaLent cncuit for
Exampte c.1(b).

14800 o j2800 o
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M L M

C.2 The Need for Ideal Transformers in
the Equivalent Circuits

The inducto$ in the T- and ?r-equivalent chcuits of magnetically cou-
pled coils can have negative values. For example, if -L1 = 3mH,
L, = 12 m}f, aud M : 5 mH, th€ T-equivalent circr.lit tequiies an induc-
tor of 2mH, and the r-equivalent circuit requires an inductor of

5.5 mH. These negative inductance values are not troublesome when
you are using the equivalent circuits in computations. However, if you
are to build the equivalent circuits with circuit components, the negative
inductors can be bothersome, The reason is that whenever ttre ftequency
of the sinusoidal source changes, you must change the capacitor used to
simulate the negative reactance, For example, at a frequetcy of
50 kmd/s, a 2 mH inductor has an impedance of i100 O. This imped
ance can be modeled with a capacitor having a capacitance of 0.2rrF. If
the frequency changes to 25 krad/s, the 2mH inductor impedance
changes to j50 O. At 25 krad/s, ttris requires a capacitor with a capaci
tance of 0.8 &F. Obviously, in a situation where the ftequency is vaiied
continuously, the use of a capacitor to simulate negative inductance is
practically worthless.

You can circumvent the problem of dealhg with negative inductances
by intioduchg an ideal transformer hto t}Ie equivalent circuit. This doesn't
completely solve the modeling problem, because ideal hansformers can
or y be approximated. However, in some situations the approximatior is
good enough to warant a discussion of using an ideal bansformer in the
T- and ri-equivalent circuits oI magnetically coupled coils.

a(LtL, - M'�)
M

LtLz M2

ldeal

I  r l" ,  1 l
-; il rdeal

atL, Ma t ,-  uo

Figure c.l2 a The four ways of usjnq an jdeattEnsfomer in th€ T and z-€quivaLent cncuit for maqneticatty coupl€d coils.



An ideal translormet can be used in two different wavs in either the
Tequi\alenl  or lbe r-equivaleDt circuir .  Figure C. l2 .ho\ (  lhe rwo
arrangements fot each tlpe of equivalent circuir.

Verifying any of the equivalent circuirs in Fjg. C.12 requhes showing
only that, foi any circuit, the equations relating \ arrd rz lo ilifdt aad
dir/dr are identical to Eqs. C.1and C.2.Here,we validare the circuit shown
in Fig. C12(a);we leave it to you to ve fy the circuirs in Figs. C.12(b), (c),
and (d).To aid the discussion, we redrew the circuit showt in Fie. C.12fa)
as Fig. C.13, adding the variables i0 and zh.

From this circuit.

l _  M \ d i .  M  d, , =  
\ u  ; ) * +  i ( i 1  

+ i a \ (c.12)

c.2 The Need for ldeat lransforme6 in the Equivatenr Circuits 793

+ l -

, y

."'l1f'1?
i l l
IdealL:

G)
Fisure C.13 A The circuit ofFiq. C.12(a)wiih t0 and ro

L z M

and

( r, u\ aio
\ " , ; ) a t

Y= j { ' " ' t * l !

,,: u! + u4.
r1l - dt

M d
* \ i o  

+  i i . (c.13)

The ideal transformer imposes constraints on ?o and io:

4 = at2'

Substituting Eqs. C.14 and C.15 inro Eqs. C.12 and C.13 gives

.Iit M d
ur :  Lr  

dt  
+ -  

t l t {d i2\

From Eqs C.16 and C.17,

di. di.
1 - L t .  + M :

at /11

(c.14)

(c.15)

(c.17)

(c.16)

and

(c.18)

and

(c.1e)

Equations C.18 and C.19 are identical to Eqs. C.1 and C.2:thus, insofar as
terminal behavioris concerned, the circuir shown in Fis_ C.13 is eouivalent
ro the magnerical ly coupled cor l< shown insrde rbe Uoi in f ie.  C. t .
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I

Ideal

In showing that ttre circuit in Fig. C.13 is equivalent to the magneti-
cally coupled coils in Fig. C.1, we placed no restiictions on the turns
ratio d. Therefoie, an infinite number of equivalenl circuits arc possible.
Fu hermore, we can always find a tums ratio to make all the inductances
Dositive. Three values of d are of Darticular interest:

M
"  

L t '

L2

t;^' =  \ t

(c.21)

(c.22)

(c.23)

(c.20)

and

figffe C.14 A Two €quivatent circuiis when
a = M/LI.

Ideal

(D )

Figure C.15 a Two equivahnt circuits when
a = L,IM.

l r

Figue C.16 a Experimentatdetemjnation ofthe
ftna M /Lr

(a)

r.r1 |

The value gf a given by Eq. C.20 eliminates the inductances
L1 Mla a1:d a'�Lr - dM from the T-equivalent circuits and the induc-
rances (ara,- rP)l(dL. aM, and a2(L1L2 - M2)l(dLt aM)
from the r-equivalenr circui l" .  Thc \alue ot d ai \en b\ Eq. (- ."1
etfmrnares rhe irductances (Lzr-)  lU a) and L, -  ai  rrom rne
f-equi!alenr circuir \  and tbe induclances rLr l ,  -  V2, tL- aMt dnd
a'�(44 M'�)lL, - dM) fiom the ,'-equivalent circuits

Also note that when d = M/L, the circuits in Figs. C.12(a) and (c)
become identical, and when a = L2/M,the circnits in Figs. C.12(b) and (d)
become identical. Figures C.14 and C.15 summarize these observations.

In deriving tle expressions foi the inductances there, we used t}le
rclationship M = krZE. Expressing the hductances as functions of t]le
self-inductances L1 and a2 ard the coefficient of coupling k allows the val-
ues of d given by Eqs. C.20 a C.21not only to rcduce the number of
inductances needed in the equivalent circuil,but also to guarantee that all
t}le inductances will be positive- We leave to you to investjgate the conse-
quences of chooshg the value of d given by Eq. C.22.

The values of d given by Eqs. C.20-C.22 can be detemined exped-
mertally. The ratio M/41 is obtained by driving the coil desigrated as hav-
ing Nr turns by a shusoidal voltage source. The source ftequency is set
high enough t}lat r)11 >> R1, and the N, coil is left open. Figure C.16
shows this arrangement.

With the N" coil oDen.

Y2 = jtiMlr

Noqas lolr >> Rl, the curent 11is

\ :  j , h

"(; i

(t kz)L,

Lt(r E)

(c.24)



C.2 The Need for ldeat Tmnsform€rs jn the EquivaLent Circuits

Substituting Eq. C.24 into Eq. C.23 yields

(c.25)

in which the ralio M/l,r is the terminal voltage ratio corespondilg to
coil 2 being openi that is,12 : 0.

We obtain t]te ratio a/M by rcversing the procedurc; that is, coil 2 is
energized and coil 1 is left open. Then

(c.26)

Finally, we obsefle that the valu€ of a given by Eq. C.22 is the geo-
metdc mean of these two voltage ratios; thus

/ V \  M
\v/,,=.:t'

b  t u \
M \v,), =o

Mi
\ L 1  M

r!) /!)

E;
! t lc.?1)

For coils wound on nonmagnetic cores, the voltage ratio is not tlre
same as the turns ratio, as it very nearly is for coils wound on feromagnetic
cores Because the self-inductances vary as tle square of the lumber of
tums, Eq. C.27 reveals tlat the tums ratio is apprcximately equal to the
geometric mean of the two voltage ratios, or

(c.28)
[i x.



Appendix

The DecibeL
Telephone engineers who were concerned with the power loss across the
cascaded circuits used to transmit telephone signals introduced the deci,
bel. Figure D.1 defines the problem.

There, pi is the powei input to the system, ?1 is the power output of
circuit A, p2 is the power output of circuit B, and p, is the power output
of the system.The power gain of each circuit is the ratio of the power oul
to the power in, fhus

The overall power gain of the system is simply tie product of the individ-
ual galns, or

Figure 0.1 A Three cascaded circuits.

o^ :  4 .  ana  o "  =  L
P r - r )

P n =

The multiplication of power ratios is converted to addition by means of
the logarithm;that is,

,  p,
logrnj  .  log ooA log o6 loe,no6.

This log mtio oI the powers was named the bel, in honor of Alexander
Graham Bell. Thus we caiculate the overall power gain, in bels, simply by
summing the power gains, also in bels, of each segment of the transmission
system. In practice, the bel is an inconvedently large quantity. Onetenth
of a bel is a more useful measure of power gain; hence the decibel. The
number ofdecibels equals 10 times the numbei ofbels,so

Numbefot decibels l0loA,.  P' '

When we use the decibel as a measure of power ratios, in some situa-
tions the resistance seen looking into the circuit equals the resistance
loading the cjrcuit, as illustrated in Fig. D.2.

When the input resistance equals the load resistance, we caD convert
tie powerratio to eilher a voltage ratio or a curtent ratio:

p. oZ",ln'
(;) '

R. = Rr.

Pigrre 0.2 A A circuit in which th€ jnput resjstance
equats the toad resistance.,i,/R-

797



798 The Decibet

TABLE 0.1 sonie dB-Ratio iairs

dB Ralio dB

P . = t3*Rr (;l
These equations show thal the number ofdecibels becomes

Number of alecibels - 20 logro g

: 20 loglo (D.1)!s

Ratio

The definition of the decibel used in B ode diagrams (seeAppendixE)
is borrowed from the results expressed by Eq. D.1, since these rcsults
.rppl)  to aoy rransfer luncr ion inrolving a vol lage rat io.  a currenl r , l io.  a
voltage-to-cunent ratio, or a current-to-voltage ratio. You should keep the
origiMl definition of the decibel firmly in mind because it is of fundamen-
tal importance in many engineering applications.

Wher you are working with transfer function amplitudes expressed in
decibels, having a table that translates the decibel value to the actual value
of the output/input ratio is helpful. Table D1 gites some useful pai$ The
ntio corresponding to a negative decibel value is the reciprocal of the pos'
itive ratio. For example, 3 dB corresponds to an output/input ralio of
1/1.41, or 0.?07. Interestirgly, 3 dB corresponds to the half-power fre
quencjes of tle filter circuits discussed in Chaplen 14 and 15.

The decibel is also used as a unit of powel when it erpresses the ratio
of a known power to a reference power. Usually the relerence power is
1 mW and the power uflit is witten dBm, which stands for "decibels rela-
tive to one milliwatt." For example, a power of 20 mW corresponds to
i13 dBm.

AC voltmeters commonly provide dBm readings that assume not only
a 1 mW reference power but also a 600 O reference resistance (a value
commonly used in telephone systems). Sinc€ a power of 1 mW in 600 O
coresponds to 0.7746v (rms), that vollage is read as 0 dBm on the meter.
For analog meten, there usually is exactly a 10 dB difference between
adjacent rarges. Although the scales may be marked 0.1,0.3, 1,3, 10, and
so or,in fact 3.16 V on the 3 V scale lines up with 1V on the 1V scale.

Some voltmeters provide a switch to choose a reference resistance (50,
135,600,or 900 O) or to select dBm or dBV (decibels relative to one volt).

301_00 3r-a
100.00
1or
1o'
los
106

3 1_41 40

6 2.00 60

r0 3.16 80

15 5.62 100

20 10.00 1,20
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E Bode Diagrams

As we have seen, the ftequency response plot is a very important tool lbr
analyzing a circuit's behavior. Up to this point, howevei, we have shoM
qualitative sketches of t}le frequency response without discussing how to
create such diagams. The most efficient method for generating and plot-
ting the amplitude and phase data is to use a digital computer; we can rely
or it to give us accumte numerical plots of H(j(r) and o(jo) versus (d.
However, in some situations, preliminary sketches using Bode diagmms
can help ensure the intelligent use of the computer.

A Bode diagram, or plot, is a graphical technique that gives a feel for
the frequency response of a circuit. These diagrams are named in recogd-
tion of the pioneering work done by H. W. Bode.l They are most useful for
circuits in which the poles and zeros of H(s) are reasonably well sepaiated.

Like the qualitative frequency response plots seen thus fai, a Bode
dia$am consists of two separate plotsr One shows how the amplitude of
A0r,) vades with ftequency, and the other shows how the phase angle
of l1(J(,) varies with ftequency. In Bode diagrams, tlre plots are made on
semilog graph paper lor greater accuracy in representing the wide range
of frequency values.In both the amplitude and phase plots, the ftequency
is plotted on the horizontal log scale, and the amplitude and phase angle
are plotted on the linoar vertical scale.

E.1 Real, First-Order Potes and Zeros
To simplify the development of Bode diagmms, we begh by considering
only cases where all the poles and zeros of li(r) are real and first order.
I-ater we will present cases with complex and repeated poles and zeros.
For our purposes, having a specific expression for H(s) is helpful. Hence
we base the discussion on

- - .  ( ( s  +  z r )
s(s + A)

K(ju + z\)
n l l a l : - .'  

l @ \ l @  +  P t )

(E.1)

from which

The first step in making Bode diagrams is to put the expression for
H(jo) in a standard form, which w€ derive simply by dividing out the
poles and zeros:

(E.2)

(E,J)
Kzr( + ja/z)

nU.) =
pt(ja)(l + jalp)

I see H. w Bode. Ncr,"//.,1, allsi antl Fee.lba.k Desig, (Nev York Van Nostrand, 1945).
799



800 Bode Djagrams

Next we let 1<, represent the constant quantity
same time we express ll(./o) in polar forml

aQ.) =
r.t + ia/zl1L

al 129:lr + jalptl 1A

K" I + idlzl
;# /u,. _ 90. B.).u | + tulp\

Kzr/pb ard aI Lhe

(E.4)

(E.5)

(E.6)

(E.7)

(E.8)

From Eq.E.4,

v 0 4 :
K.lI + jalzlt

e @ \ : ! t r - e o "  -  8 1 .

By definition, the phase angles 'y'r and Bl are

l:t

The Bode diagrams consist of plotring Eq. E.5 (amplitude) and Eq. E.6
(phase) as functions of o.

E.2 Straight-Line Amplitude Plots
The amplitude plot irvolves the multiplication and division of facton
associated with the poles and zercs of.It(s). We reduce this multiplicatior
and division to addition and subtraction by expiessing the amplitude of
d(j(d) i]) terms of a logadthmic value: the decibel (dB).2 The ampiitude
of H( i(,) in decibels is

,4dB : 20loglol1(i{r)|. (E.e)

To give you a feel for the unit of decibels, Table E.1 provides a tnnslation
between the actual value of several amplitudes and their values in deci-
bels.  E\pressing Fq. F.5 in lerms of decibels gi \  es

0

3

6

10

15

20

30

40

60

80

100

120

1.00

1.47

2.00

3.1,6

5.62

10.00

31.62

100.00

103

1o'
105

106

,4dB = 20logro
Koll + jti/zr

- r + j-lp1l

= 2olog1oKo + 20log1o1 + ja/zrl

- 20logroo 20log;loll + jalp1.

) \e  ADpc id i \  D  ro r  more  ro tomar ion  egr rd  ne thedec ibe l .

(E.10)
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The key to plotting Eq. E.10 is to plot each telm in the equation sepa-
rately and then combine the sepamte plots giaphically. The individual fac-
tors are easy to plot because they can be approximated in all cases by
straight lines.

The plot of 20 logto tr, is a horizontal straight line because 1lo is not a
function of frequency. The value of this term is positive for l., > 1, zerc
for tr, = 1, and negat've for fa < 1.

Two straight lines approximate the plot of 20 log10 1 + j.,r/at . For small
values of o, the magnitude 11 + jo/zr l is approxirnarely 1, and rherefore

20logrol1 + jzolz1l+0 aso+0. (E.11)

For large values of o, the magnitude 1 + ia/ zrl is approximately .r/21,
and therefore

20logn1 + ja/ ztl-20log1s(o/:l as o- m.

1  2  3  4  5 6 7 8 9 1 0  2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0
@ (Iad^)

tigure E.1 A A staighftjne apprcximation ofthe amptiiude ptot of a

(E.12)

On a log frequency scale, 20log10(o/zr) is a stxaighr tine with a slope of
20 dB/decade (a decade is a 10,to-1 change ir toequency). This straighr
line inte$ects the 0 dB axis at (, = ar. This value of .,, is called tle corner
frequency. Thus, on the basis of Eqs. E.11 and E.12, two shaight lines car
approximale the amplitude plot of a first-order zero, as shown in Fig. E.1.

The plot of -201og10o is a straight line having a slope of
_20 dB/decade that intersects the 0 dB axis at., = 1.Two stmight lires
approximate the plot of 20logn1 + j.,,lprl.Here the two srraighr tines
inte$ect on the 0 dB a-\is at o = Pl. For large values of ar, the straight
line 20logo({r/pJ has a slope of 20 dB/decade. Figurc E.2 shows rhe
stmight-line approximation of the amplitude plot of a first order pole.

0loero i ;

.),

20 dB/de

1t

Decade

20
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tPl"".ifr 1C

Yt-
)0 B,Pi.r1.=\

1  2  3  4  5 6 7 8 9 1 0  2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0

Flgure E.3 shows a plot of Eq. E.10 for 1<, = l4d, z1 : 0.1 rad/s,
and pt = 5 rad/s. Each term in Eq. E.10 is labeled on Fig. E.3, so you can
verifl' that the individual tems sum to create the resultant plot, labeled
20 losn H (ja)|.

Example E.1 illustrates the construction of a straightline amplitude
plot for a tatrsfer function chamctenzed by first-order poles and zercs.

@ Gad/t

figurc E.2 l A sinjghltine approximation of ihe ampLitude ptot of a first-order pote.

30

t0

0

10

-_ 005 0 r 0.5 1.0 5 l0 50 100 500
@ Gad/t

Figore E.3  

 

A stmjght-lin€ approxjmatjon ofthe amptitude pLot for Eq. E.10.
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For the circuit in Fig. E.4:

a) Compute the tmnsfer function, H(s).

b) Construct a straighcline approximation of the
Bode amplitude plot.

c) Calculate zologlol/t(j(.)) at o = 50 rad/s and
o = 1000 rad/s.

d) Plot the values computed in (c) on the straight-
line grapht and

e) suppose that ?,i0) : s cos (s00r + 15") V. and
then use the Bode plot you constructed to prc
dict the ampiitude of ?J.(, in the steady state.

Figure E.4 A The circujt for ExampLe E.1.

E.2 Straight'Line Amptitude Ptoh

0.11(J50)

803

Sotution

a) Translormine the
.r-domain and then
slon glves

..1(j50) =

20 loglo Ii(i50) =circuit in Fig. E.4 into the
using s domain voltage divi-

(R/L)r

r ' � + (R / r ) s++

numerical values from the cir-

l10s

(1  + jsx l+ l0 .s)

0.9648/ 15.25",

201ogr00.9648

-0.311d8;

0.11(j1000)

Substituting the
cuit, we get

110r

0 + y'00x1 +y'o)

0.1094/ 83.'�72" I

-19.22 dB.

b) We begin by writing l1(lo) in standard form:

s'�+ 11or + looo (s + 10Xs + 100)

0.i1j. ,n04 =
40

30
20

10

ldB 10

2t)

30
-,10

-50

60

t1+ i(d/10x1 + j(..�1100)l'

for the amplitude of H(jo) in v t0 g F

t$l,;-.fu l

( 12.5)

za zologto1.11 t).,'', :
 

 

t t  t -
20logro 1+jlft

20logro
r l l

The expiession
decibels is

AdB : 20lognlH(ja)

= 20109100.11 + 20logrol iol

:or.g. lr i  inl , , .r,1, , , f t |
I r U | | l U

Figurc E.5 shows the straightline ptot. Each
lerm conrr ibut ing to the o!eral l  ampl irude i .
identilied.

50 100 500 1000
o (md^)

tlgure E.5 A The straight-tine amptjtude ptot for the transfer function of
the circuit in Fig. E.4.

t 0

10 mF
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d) See Fig. E.5.

e) As we can see frcm the Bode plot in Fig.E.5,the
value of /dB at a) = 500 rad/s is approximately
-12.5 dB.ThereIore,

Al : 10\ \25t20) = O.24

v-.: Av,n = (0.24xs) = 1.19V.

We can compute the actual value of H(io)l
by substituting (, = 500 inro the equation for
H(i@\l:

0.11(js00)r1(js00) = : 0.22/ -17.54" .(1 + js0)0 +i5)

Thus, the actual output voltage magnitude for
the specified signal source at a ftequency of
500 rad/s is

u_a = lA)u^t : (0.22xs) : 1.1 v.

(E.13)

(E.14)

(8.15)

E.3 More Accurate Amplitude Plots
We can make the slraightline plots for fi$forder poles and zeros more
accurate by corecting the amplitude values at the comer frequency, one
half the corner fiequency, and twice the coner frequency. At the comer
frequency, the actual value in decibels is

,4dB.:  i20log1ol l  + j1l

|  "0log 
o\2

! +3 dB.

The actual value at one halfthe corner frequency is

I
Ads = 2l togrolt t I*  |  

' 2 )

-  -20 log  s  VS4

!  J 1 d B .

At twice the corner frequency, the actualvalue in decibels is

A.rBt = +201o9rc1 + j2

= t20logro\6

! t7 dB.

In Eqs E.13 E.15, the plus sign applies to a tust-order zero, and rhe minus
sign applies to a fi$t-order pole. The straightline apprcximation of the
amplitude plot gives 0 dB at the comer and one half the corner frequencies,
and +6 dB at twice tlle comer frequency. Hence the corections are +3 dB
at the comer frequency and al dB at both one half the comer ftequency
and twice the corner frequency, Figure E.6 summarizes these corrections

A 2+o-1 change in frequency is called an octave. A slope of
20 dB/decade is equivalent to 6.02 dB/octave, which for graphical pur-
poses is equivalent to 6 dB/octave. Thus the corecuons enumerared cor-
responcl to one octave below and one octave above the corner frequencv
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Figure E,6 A Corrected ampLitude pLots for a first,orderz€ro

If the poles and zeros of 11(r) are well sepamted, inserting these conec-
tions into the overall amplitude plot and achieving a reasonably accumte
culve is relatively easy. However, if the poles and zeros are close together,
the overlapping corrections are difficult to evaluate, and you're better off
ushg the straight-line plot as a first estimate of the amplitude characteristic.
Then use a computer to refine the calculations in the frequency range of

E.4 Straight-Line Phase Angle Plots
We can also make phase angle plots by using straighlline approximations.
The phase angle associated with the constant tr. is zero, and the phase
angle associated with a first-order zero or pole at the origin is a constant
+ 90'. For a firsForder zero or pole not at the origin, the stmight-line
approximations are as follows:

. For frequencies less than one tenth the comer frequency, the phase
angle is assumed to be zero.

. For frequencies gealer than 10 times the comer frequency, the phase
angle is assumed to be 190".

. Between one terth the corner frequency and 10 times the comer fte-
quency, the phase angle plot is a straight lirle that goes through 0" at
one-1enth the corner ftequency, 145' at the corner frequency, and
i90'at 10 times the corner frcquency.

In all these cases, t}le plus sign applies to the fiNt,order zero ard tlle minus
sign to the filst-order pole. Figure E.7 depicts the straight-line approxima-
tion for a first-order zerc and pole. The dashed curves show the exact vari-
ation of the phase angle as the frequency varies. Note how closely the
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e la)

60'

0

30"

-60.

-90"

E t L - t - f 1 ) | l
l4 /1 = tan- '  (o/?r)

Straightline approxinar

I  t  i l l i l  t l
| i l I  i l 1

:xiiti*ltniri
4l1l pl10 zr pI 10.1 7Op1

o Gadi 0

Figure E.7 a Phase angte plots fora first-order zero and pote.

straight-line plot approximates the actual variation it phase angle. The
maximum deviation between the slmightline plot and t}le actual plot is
approximately 6".

Figure E.8 depi€ts the shaight-Iitre approximation of the phase angle of
the hansfer functior given by Eq.8.1. Equation 8.6 gives the equation for
the phase angle;the plot corresponds to al - 0.1 iad/s, ard pl - 5 rad/s.

An illuslration of a phase angle plot using a straightline approxima-
tion is given in Example E.2.

90"

6Cf

30'

d(d)  0

-3Cf

-60"

-9ff

0.01 0.1 0.51.0 5 10
o (radis)

tigure E.8 ̂ A straightline appBximation of the phase angle ptot for Eq. 8.1.

-h= ta^-\ (0,1p)
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a) Make a straight-line phase angle plot for the
transfer function in Example E.1.

b) Compute ttre phase angle p(o) at o : 50, 500,
and 1000 rad/s.

c) Plot the values of (b) on the diagram of (a).

d) Using the results fron Example E.1(e) and (b)
of this example, compute the steady-state out
put voltage if the source vottage is given by
r'(t = 10cos (s00r - 25') V.

Solution

a) From Example E.1,

v^o: H(js,})v_t

: (0.22)(10)

0 . = a ( @ ) + 0 t

: 7'�7.51' 25"

- t454".

Thus,

"o0) - 2.2 cos(500t 102.54') v.

and

c) See Fig.E.9.

d) We have

0(j1000) : 83.72".

H(.j.,) =
0.11(/o)

[1 + l(d/I0)[1 + (d/100)]

0.11[o

11 + i(o/10)11+ la,/100)l
/(t'1 B, p).

Therefore,

0(.): ,!r Ft - Bz,

where tl = 90', Pr : tan-1(o/10), and Br:
tan 1(o/100). Figure E.9 depicts the straight-line
approximation ofd(o).

b) We have

H(j50) - 0.e61_ll4:,

H(jsoq) = o.221_JJlf ,

fl(i1000) = 0.r1/ 83.72' .
Thus,

d(j50) : 1s.25"

0(js00) - '77.54" 
,

t, = 90"

a

5)

I
)2 = tan ' (o i100) "t

( - 8: -72\
aLO)�

-77.54)
t.U I

510 50100 5001000

o (a)
-30"

60'

90"

120"

Figure E.9 a A stra'9ht-line app'o. mdr on of0(d) lor f"an ple f.2.

E.5 Bode Diagrams: Complex Potes
and Zeros

Complex poles and zeros in tlle er?ression for 1{(s) rcquire special atten-
tion when you make amplitude and phase angle plots. Lefs focus on the
contribution that a pair of complex poles makes to the amplitude and
phase angle plots. Once you understand the rules for handling complex
poles, their application to a pair of complex zeros becomes apparent.
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The complex polos and zeros of H(r) always appear in conjugate
pairs The first step in making either an amplitude or a phase angle plot of
a tmnsfer function that contains complex poles is to combine the conju-
gate pair into a single quadratic term. Thus, for

K
fl(r) :

( s + a  j B ) ( r +  a  +  j B ) '

we filst rewrite the product (s + d - iBXs + d + jB) as

(s + d)2 + 92 : 12 + 2o.r + a2 + 82. (E.17)

Wlen making Bode diagmms, we write the quadratic term in a more con-
venient folm:

(E.18)

(E.1e)

(E.20)

K

The term o, is the corner frcquency of the quadratic factor, and ( is the
damping coefficient of the quadratic term. The cdtical value of { is 1. If
( < 1, the roots ofthe quadratic factor are complex, and we use Eq. E.18
to rcpresent the complex poles. If 4 > 1, we factor the quadratic faclor
into (s + plxs + p2) and then plot amplilude and phase ir accordance
with the discussion previously.Assumhg that 4 < 1,wercwdteEq.E.16as

s2 + 2as + otz + 92 = i + z{o"s + a7,.

A direct comparison of the two forms shows that

and

a | : & + P ' �

ftom which

(E.16)

(E 21)

(E.23)

s ' �+21drs+ot r '
We then write Eq. E.21 in standard form by dividing through by tl1e poles
and zeros. For the quadratic telm, we divide through by o,, so

K11G) :
-i 1+ \sl-.)t + zgtl-") '

(E.22)

H ( io ) :
| - |..'� |.'�,) + J\2ad/ un)'

, . K. , .  ,?.
Before discussing the amplitude and phase angle diagrams associated
with Eq. E.23, for convenience we replace the ratio (,/(,, by a new vari-
able,!r.Then

H(.ja') :
I u2 + j2tu IE.24)

Ko

Now we write lt(ta) in polar form:

n0,) =
lr u'�\ + i2tu 1A'

(E.25)
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from which

AdB : 20 lognlH(ja)

: 21logaK" - 201og1ag - u,) + j2ta,

and

(E.26)

\E.27)

(E.2e)

o(.) - Bt- - t^n-'4+.

-101og16[aa + 2]e{ D +11- -  40log10rr.  (E.30)

From Eqs. E.29 and E.30, we conclude that the approximate amplitude plot
consists of 1wo straight lines. For .", < on, the straight line lies along the
0 dB ax[ and for o > (,,, the straight line has a slope of 40 dB/decade.
These two straight lines join on tte 0 dB axis at u - 7 ot o = @r.
Figure E.10 shows the straight-line approximation for a quadratic factor
with 4 < 1.

The quadraric lacror conrribules Lo lhe amplirude o[ Ht ld) by meaos ol rbe
rerm -20loglol t  l . ,  -  121f i1.  Beciu.e u -  u a,.u- j  as o -0, and
& + co as o + co. To see how tlre term behaves as o mnges from 0 to 6,

-2}tosrcIt u't - j2(u zotog d\fr i\ t tfu,
: l1logralu4 + 2u2(2{, 1) + 11, (E.2s)

10 logl]olu4 + 2uz(2t2 - 1) + 1l - 0,

E.6 Amptitude Plots

20

10

0

t0

20

30

40

-50

\

40 da/decade

@" 70@"

o (rad/t

 

 

The amptjtlde pLotlora pajr ofcompLex potes.Flgure E.10
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E.7 Correcting Straight-Line
Amptitude Ptots

Correcting the straight-line ampLitude plot for a pair of complex poles is
rot as easy as correcting a fi$t-order real pole, because the corrections
depend on the damping coefticient (. Figure E.11shows the effect of l on
the amplitude plot. Note that as ( becomes very small, a large peak in the
amplitude occurs in the neighborhood of the comer frequency o,(" = i ).
When t > 1/',/2, tle corrected amplitude plot lies entirely below the
straighfline approximation. For sketching purposes, tle straightline
amplitude plot can be corrected by locating four points on the actual
curve. These four points correspond to (1) one half the corner frequency,
(2) the frequency at which the amplitude rcaches its peak value, (3) the
corner frequenry and (4) the frequency at which the amplitude is zero.
Figure E.12 shows these four points.

At one half the comer frequency (point 1), the actual amplitude is

AB@,J2) - 10los1o(f'�+ 0.s62s). (E.31)

The amplitude peaks (point 2) at a ftequency of

., -,Vt 2('

and ir  bas a peak ampl i tude of

AdB(dp): lo logro[4f,(1 f,)].

At the comer frequency (poht 3),the actual amplitude is

(E.32)

(E.3t

(E.34)

(E.35)

AdR@,r: 20loEn2t.

The corrected amplitude plot cross€s the 0 dB axis (point 4) at

..: ."\/2O tO : .,,2.,.

The deiivations of Eqs. E.31, E.34, and E.35 follow ftom Eq. E.28.
Evaluating Eq. E.28 at & = 0.5 and r, = 1.0, respectively, yields Eqs. E.31
and E.34 Equation E.35 coresponds to finding tlre value ofIl that makes
ua + 2u2(212 - 1) + 1 = 1. The derivation of Eq. E.32 requires differen-
tiating Eq. E.28 with respect to ll and then finding the value of ,l where the
dedvative is zero. Equation E.33 is the evaluation ofEq. E.28 at the value
ofIl found in Eq. E.32.

Example E.3 i ustrates the amplitude plot for a transfer function with
a pair of complex poles
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1

0

I
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7

-50

IO

-20
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Figure t.t2 l Four points on the corrected ampLitud€ ptor fo. a pan of
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Compute the transfer function for the circuit sho$n
in Fig. E.13.

a) Wlat is the value of the corner frequency in radi-
ans per second?

b) Wlat is the value of /(,?

c) What is the value of the damping coefficient?

d) Make a straighrline amplitude plot ranging from
10 to 500 md/s.

e) Calculate and sketch the actual amplitude in
decibels at (r&/2, (r?,.d,,and cr..

f) From the straight-Line amplitude plot, describe
the type of filter represented by tie circuit in
Fig. E.13 and estimate its cutoff frequency, (,)..

d) See Fig. E.14.

e) The actual amplitudes are

AdR@12) = -1o loglo(o.6o2s) : 2.2 dB,

ap - 50\6.92 : 47.96 :/,:d,ls,

AdB(o") = 10 loslo(0.16) (0.96) - 8.14 dB,

Adr(o,) = 20loglo(0.4) :7.96 dB,

@ " = \420, r, = 6i.82 ftd I s,

,4dB(o,) = 0 dB.

Figure E.14 shows the corected plot.

0 It is clear from the amplitude plot in Fig. E.14
tlat this circuit acts as a low-pass filter. At the
cutoff frequency, the magnitude of the transfer
luncr ion. H(i@.,.  is 3 dB less lhan lhe ma\;mum
magnitude. Fiom the corect€d plot, the cutolT
frequency appears to be about 55 rad/s, almost
the same as that predicted by the straightline
Bode diagram.

Figure E.13 A The circuittor ExampL€ E.3.

Subst i tut ing the component !alues,

5 0 m H  1 f )

s2+20 . r+2500

Sotution
Tiansform the circuit ir Fig. E.13 to the s-domam
and I  hen use s-domain \  olrage di !  is ion ro ge.

f + ( f ) " + , . !

15
t 0
5
0
5

10
/dB 15

-20

25
30
35
40

_45

LC

t = 
f,= o.zo.

2500

a) From t}le expression for lt(s),.ri = 2500;there-
fore, o, = 56 t667..

b) By definition, r, is 2s\0lol,or r.
c) The coefficient of r equals 2ro, ; therefore

2

)r I0)

\ .

Figure t.14 A The amptjtude ptoi for ExampLe E.3.



E.8 Phase Angle Plots
The phase angle plot for a pair ofcomplex poles is a plot ofEq. E.27.fhe
phase angle is zero at zero frequency and is -90" at the corner frcquencv.
I t  approaches - 180'  as @1Il  )  become. large. As in rbe case ot lhe ampl i-
tude plot, 4 is important in determining the exact shape of the phase angle
plot. For small values of f, fte phase angle changes rapidly in the vicinity
of the coner frequency. Figure E.15 shows the effect of 4 on the phase
ange plot.

We can also make a straightline approximation of tlle phase angle
plot for a paii of complex poles. We do so by dmwhg a line tangent to the
phase angle curve at the comer frequency and extending this lhe until it
intersects with the 0" and -180" lines. The line tangent to the phase angle
curve at -90'has a slope of -2.3/f rad/decade (- i32l1 degrees/decade),
and it intersects the 0' and 180' lines at ,1 : 4.81 { arlcl u, = 4.91t,
respectively. Figurc E.16 depicts the straighrline approximation for
4 = 0.3 and shows the actual phase angle plot. Compaing the srraighr-
line approximation to the actual curve indicates that the aDoroximation is
reasonable iD lhe vicinit) ot lhe comef tfequency. Houerer, in Lhe neiehbor
hood of rr  and ,r .  lhe error i .  qui le Iarge. In Example F.4. $ e .ummarrze
our discussior of Bode diaqrams.

15'

15"
-30'

60'

75"

105.
-120"

135'

150'
-165"

-180"
0.2 0.4 1.0 2 4

rigurc 8.15 a Ihe effect of { on the phase ansle ptot.

E.8 Phase AngLe Plots 813

0

_30"

60'

0(a) -90"

120"

_15ff

180"

1.0 2.0
o Gadis)

f igure E. l6 A A s lz io ' . r j re  aDp.or i .a t io  or t  e  p lasF
anste for a panofcomptex potes.

.t l.t
Nu ).3
07\

I
'1J

-l ' l
]
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a) Conpure the transfer function for the c cuit
shown in Fig. E.17.

b) Mak€ a straightline amplitude plot of
20 losrol1/(l(,,) .

c) Use the straighlline amplitude plot to deter-
mine the type of filter represeflted by this circuit
and then estimate its cutoff frequencf.

d) What is the actual cutoff ftequency?

e) Make a straightline phase angle plot of t1(jo).

f) wlat is the value of d(o) at the cutoff frequency
ftom (c)?

g) What is the actual value of 0({r) at the cutoff
frequency?

Fisure E.17 A The circuit for Exampte E.4.

Solution

a) Tlansfom ttre circuit ir Fig. E.17 to the r-domain
and then peform s-domain voltage division to get

11 + jal25l1!)

t- (.,lt0)2 + j0.4(0110)l1a

from which

H(j,i) :

Note that for the quadratic factoi, u = o/10.
The amplitude of -&(jo) in decibels is

AdB:z}Iogrcl  + ja/25

,,",,,[], 1;;'. r-(..)]l
and the phase angle is

0(ot) = h Fr

trl = tarr ,(a/2s),

. 0.4(t /1o)'
B , =  t a n  .' -  1  (d /10 ) '

Egllfe E.l8 shows the amplitude plot.
c) From the sfraigltt-line amplitude plot in Fig. E.18,

this circuit acts as a low pass filter. At the cutoff
ftequency, t}le anplitude of li(jo) is 3 dB less
than the amplitude irl the passband. From the
plor. $e predict lhar lhe culoff trequency is
approximarely 13 rad/s.

b) The fust slep in making Bode diagrams is to put
H(j.d) in standard form. Because 11(s) contains
a quadraric factor, we first check the value of (.
We find that I = 0.2 and o,, = 10, so

H ( . ) :
, r 2+ r4s+ r " !

Substituting the component values from the clr-
cuit gives

4(s + 25)
s ' � + 4 s + 1 o o

s/25 + 1

80-" 
I  510 50100 5001000

o (rad/s)

Figure t.t8l The amptjtude ptottor Example E.4.

250 mH

mr"e,,[lr (# +r0.4# ll

1+ (s/10f + 0.4(s/10)'



d) To solve for the actual cutoff frequency, replace s
with j(d ir fl(r), compute the expression for
lH(jaJ)|, ser lH(j.i"\l = g.va) H_ _ = ll\n,
and solve for o.. First,

E.8 PhareAnqLe PLotl 815

Computing the phase angle, we see

0(a,) = 0(i16) = -125.0'

Note the large elror in the predicted angle. In
general, straight-line phase angle plots do not
give satisfactory results in the frequency band
where the phase angle is changing. The straight-
line phase angie plot is useful only in predicting
the general behavior of the phase angle, not in
estimating actual phase angle values at particu-
lar ftequencies.

Then,

llr(i,Jl =

4Uo) + 100
(r .o f+40o)+1oo

\/@S;tn

nud =

v@-AF + t4;j \/r'
Solving for o. gives us

a, = 16 rad/s.

e) Figure E.19 shows the phase angle plot. Note
that the straightline segment of d(a,) between
1.0 and2.5 rad/s does not have the same slope as
the segment between 2.5 and 100 iad/s.

t) FIom the phase aryle plot in Fig. E-19, we esti-
mate the phase atrgle at the cutoff frequency of
16 rad/s ro be -65'.

g) We can compute the exact phase angle at the
cutoff frequency by substituting r : j16 into the
transfer function ii(r)i

4(j16 + 2s)
510 50100 5001000

@ (rad/s)

0'
o (-)

45'

90"

135'

180'

H(j16):
Ut6) ,+4( i r6)+1oo tigun E,19 ̂ Ihe phase anqle pLot for E€mph [.4.



Appendi, E An Abbreviated Table of
I Trigonometric Identities

1. sia(a + B) = sindcosP + cosasinB

2. cos(a + B) : cosacosB T sindsinp

.  ^  ^  " + B  d  Pr. srna + srnp = I srn 
2 

cos 
2

4 .  s i n o  s i n B  , . " ' 1 ^ ;  u ) " ' " ( '  
, ' )

5. cosa + coso ='*(-r)"-(l/)

^  ^  l o  B \ . ( a ' no .  cosa  cosp  =  - r . t n ( - J . t n ( -  
,  

PJ

7. 2 sioa sinp = co(d - P) cos(a + B)

8. 2 cosa cosB = cos(d - B) + co(o + B)

9. 2 sillo cosB : sin(a + B) + sin(d - p)

10. sin2a : 2 sina cosa

- 1 1
12. cos'o :  

;  
+;cos2d

t 1
l J , s l n _ d = - - - c o s l a

tand + tanB
14. tan(a + B) = 1 + tana tanP

2 tand
15. tan2a :

811



nppenai,. f An Abbreviated
U of Integrals

Tab[e

11.

12

L

2.

3 .

4.

5 .

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

I xe- dx = .(ax - 1.)

I x'�e"^ ax : 1.\'�P zor + z1

/,.ino" a" = 1"i,'or I "o,o"
J a ' a

[, "o"or,1'= 1coso, + 1"ioo'
.l a'

In , , ro"  o,  -  $ra ' inb,  tco.o,1
. l  a : + b '

l- oat

l e ' c o s b x d t  =  ) -  - ( a c o s b r  b . i n b Y . ,
. t  0 - + D -

f  d t  1  . r

. l  r ' +  a '  a

I  d x  1 /  t t  1  . - r \

J  l x 2 + i ) ' �  z a ' � \ x ' � +  a ' �  a ' -  a I

|  .  s in(d b)r s in{a -  b)-r

/  
vnd'rsrnDf*d'r  '  

2\a -  b) 2ta h) a * x

I  s in(a btt  s in(d -  , , ,
/ cosdr cosD,t ll,t - -;:- l--:: , , .1 / b

J  t g - D )  z \ a ' D )

t . cos(a r1r con.? | b)r
/  s r n a Y c o q D r a r  -  -  ^  - - - - i - - -  - , .  )  a " /  b

J t \0  o)  t \a  -  D)

t . . sin2dx

l s t n - a t a t :  2 -  t a

t " x sir2ax
. l  

cos 'axdn : t+  
4 "

( + , o . 0 :
I  A A X  t :
/  ' ' :  l u , d : u ;

r o  a ' +  r '  
[ + . " . 0

/ - s ina r  [ : , o .  o ;
l "  ^  " ' :  

17 . , .  o
t r -

| ? sinax dx = ="indr -
,l a- a'

13.

16.

819



nnoeno,x Ll Answers
I I to Setected Problems

Chapter 1
1.1 110 giga-watt hous
1,3 a) 111.6 seconds

b) 2480 bytes
1.6 0.10 mm
1,9 6 sin4000t mC
1.12  a )  600Wf tomAtoB

b) 2000 W from B to A
c) 2400 W from B to A
d) 4800 W from A to B

1.17 a) 3.1mW
h) 1.24 pI

.) 21.6'7 pI

1 .24  a )  r=0 .634s
b) s.196 mw (delivered)

c) r = 2.366 s
d) 5.196 nw (extracted)

e) 0mJ,4 mJ,4 mJ,0 mJ
1.26 770 mW

Chapter 2
2.2 1700 W

2.3 Not valid, due to 4 A and 5 A cunent sources in
the rightmost branch

2.6 Norvalid, since t}le voltage drop between the top
and bottom nodes is different due to different volt-
age sources in tle left and dght branches

2.8 Notvalid, since the voltage drcp between the top
and bottom nodes is different due to different volt-
ages in the left and right branches

2.10 8 kO resistor

2.11 4 kO resistor

2,14 a)

2 .17

A 5 A current source in parallel with a 20 O

80w

150 225 300 400 500
\ (-A)

A 75 V source in series with a 200 O resistor

125 mA

375 mA

500mA

A linear model cannot predict nonlinear
behavior

2 A

0.5 A

40v
25 W,80 W,20 W

125 W
2.14 ,1 .6  A
192 V

Power developed and dissipated is 768 W
22.22 W,33.33 W,11.11W,16.67 W,0 W
83.33 W

Power developed and dissipated is 83.33 W

4.5 V
Power developed and dissipated is 741 mW

b)
a)

(v)
80
'70

60
50
40
30
20
10
0

b)

c)
d)

€)

0

2,18 a)

b)
c)
d)

e)
2.19 a)

b)
c)

2.24 a)
b)

c)
2.28 a)

b)

821
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2.34

Answ€rs to SeLected ProbL€ms

j = 385 mA, so a warning sign should be posted
and piecautions taken

2.36 a) Pdn = 59.17 w;4"s = 29.59 W;

P,,.k = 7.40W

b) ram : 1414.23 s; rbs =1071.13s\

tdnk : 10'4/2 54 s

c) All values are much greater thar a few minutes

2.37 a') 40V

b) No,12 V/800 O : 15 mA will cause a shock

2.38 3000 V

Chapter 3
3.1 a) 3 kO and 8 kO,5 kO ard 7 ko;simplified

circuit is
1 1 k O

I ) 10 ko 6 ko: 12 ko

180 O and 100 a. 140 O aDd 200 O:simplif ied
circuit is

240 A

lE(] {}

340 [}

40 O,50 O and 60 O,45 O and 30 O;simplified
circuit is

A
1 5 0 r l  5 0 v (  )  7 5 ( )

c)

12 o and 20 O,28 o and 21 O; simplified
circuit is

200 mA

72o-

1 )  7 . 5 o 18()

b) 30 O and 5 O,9 O and 18 O;simplified circut ls

100 kO and 300 kO,75 kO,50kO and 150 kO;
simplified circuit is

75 kO

25 kO

25 kO

b)

0.5 v

3.5 a) 6ko
b) 5oo o
c)  s0o

3 .6  a )  6O
b)  14o

c) 125 kO

3,13 a) 66v
b) 1.88 W,1.32 W

., 1'�7,6'�72 4,12,408 A

3.15 a) 60 kO,15 ko

b) 1/8w

3.21 257.5 A,rc30 A,8240 4,41.2k{L

40()

20r} 4.2857 A
8 V

6 A

l0v



3.22 a) 1.2 mA

b)  12V

c) 3.2 V
d) 1.33 V

3.23 a) 3.2Y
b) 13.33 mA

c) 20 mA
(25/12\ |

? r n  r t  t  :
50 -  (25 l2)  

"ne6'

b, 112s00
c) Yes

3.33 a) 99,950 O

b) 4950 O
c) 50 J)

3.48 a) 900 O

b) 25 mA
c) 800 O,180 mW

d) 900 o,90 mw

3.52 48v,24v
3.53 a) A-connected R -R3-Ra become Y-connected

3 O-18 f)-6 O;equivalent resistance is 50 O

b) Y-connected R2-Ra-Rs become A-connected
90O 270 O 45 O;equivalent rcsistance
i s 5 0 O

c) Conve the delta connection Ra-R5-R6 to
its equivalent wye. Convef tle wye connection
R3--Ra-R6 to its equivalent delta.

3,54 99 f}

3.71 & = 1.03'�72 A,Rz = 1.1435 O, R: = 1.2 O,
Rr = 1.1435 O, R: : 1.0372 O, Ra = 0.0259 O,
Rb : 0.0068 O, R. : 0.0068 O, Rd = 0.0259 O

3,72 Pdi,. = 624W : Pa.1
3.73 a) Rl = 0.6106 A, Rz: 0.'7122 O, R3 : 0.768 O,

Ra = 0.7722 A, R5 : 0.6106 O,R" : 0.0244 A,
Rb = 0.0066 O, Rc = 0.0066 o, Rd = 0.0244 o

b, i1 = 17.52 A,i1&: 187.5 w or 15o Wn;
i2 = 16.23 A,3R2 = 187.5 W or 150 Wn;
ib = 33.75 A, iSRb = 7.5 w or 150 Wm;
Pder = 997.5 W = Pdis"

Answe6to Setected Probtems 823

Chapter 4

4.1 a) 5

b ) 3
c )  - t s + t 1  + i 2 = 0 , - t 1  + i a + i 3 : 0 ,

t s - t u - t : : 0

d ) 2
e) R1i1 + R3i3 - n2i2 = 0,

R3i3 + R5i5 -Raia = 0

4.2 al 11
b) 10

c) 11
d) 10
e ) 5

0 s
d 7

4.3 a\ 2

b ) 5
c\ '7

d) r,4. '7

4.4 a) 10
b ) 4
c) 4

d) Avoid the three meshes with curent souices
4.6 10V

4.9 25 y,90y

4.1O a) 4 A,2 A,2 A,3 A.,-1 A.

4.79

4.20

4.21

4.26

4.27

4.31

4.32

b) s82 w

375 W
a) 165 W

b) 16s w
3.2 v
200 v,1.2 w
26v
a) 9.8 A, -0.2 A, 10 A
b) 1.72 A, 1.08 A,2.8 A
a) 1140 W, developed

b) 1140 W absorbed
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4.37 98W
4.38 2J00W
4.47 a\ 264336W

b) 6847.36 w

c) checks

4.42 al 5.2ml.
b) 200 mW
c) 2.912 mW

4.47 99 W
4.50 a) 5.7 A, 4.6 A,0.97 A, -1.1 A, 3.63 A

b) 1319.685 W

4.54 a) Mesh cwent method rcquires fewer equations
b) 4nW
c) No-you can solve for the voltage from the

mesh currents

d) 200 mw
4.56 a) The constraint equations are easier to tormu-

late ifthe node voltage method is used

Chapter 5
5.1 a)

Positi!e
ln \c rbng N Po$er  qup l l )

inp,, I 
---.._ 

or,ou,
)  . - '

Non-in\errng Dy'
i.put Neg:live

porer supply

b) The hput resistance;i,, : 0

c) The openloop voltage gain;(r,,, - r,,,) : 0

d) tr ,  :  4V

5.2 a\ -12Y

b) 18 v (saturatet

c )  10V
d) -14 v

e) 18 v Gatumtes)
t) 2.8125Y < tr" < 7.3125 V

3 .1mA

a) Non inverting amplifier
b) 4.5 V
a) Many possible designs; one uses a single 10 kO

input resistor and lour series-connected 10 kO
resistors in the feedback path

b) r10 v
5.12 a) Inverting summirg amplifier

b )  6 v
c )  - 7 . 5 V < o c < 1 . 5 V

5.13 a) 6 V

b) 8.4V < t ]b < 13.2V

4.59
b) 180 w
a)  3mA
b)  3mA

a )  1 A

b )  1 A
48V,16 ( )

8 mA (down),10 kO
a) 45.28 V
b, s.6'7a/"

86.40 V,43.2 kO
0v ,8 f , )

16.67 f),150 {)
a) 12 {)
b )  48W

a)  38V

b) 72.2 W
3 0 v

r,1 = 39.583 V, t2 = 102.5 V
I'r = 37.5 V, r,, - 105 V

01 = 52.083 V,1J2 = 117.5 V

4.62

4.63

4.66

4.71

4.77

4.79

4.80

4.91

4,92

4.105

4,706

4,707

5.75

V"
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5.17 a) Non-inverting ampMier
b) 3.7sD,

. l  2.4V = 0, = 4Y

5.18 a) 7.56 V
b) -3.97 V = os = 3.97 V

c) 35 kO

s.24 20ka

5.25 a) 15.95 V
b) -638mV < rb < 962mV

5,26 a) 56.25 mV

b) 114.3 kO

c) 80 ko

5.32 a) 19975
b) -0.0s

.) 399.5

5.33 32.89 kO < R: < 33.11 kO

5.42 a) 19.9844
bl 736.1 pY

6) 5003.68 o

d) 20,0 v, s000 o

5.43 a) 30.98
b) 999.s mv,999.87 mv

.) 36'7.94 pY

d) 836.22pA

e)  31 ,1V ,0  v ,0  A

5.48 a) 2kO
b) 12 mO

b) ? r = 0

o  -  6 V
0 = 0

p : 0

p - 961 4.8 W
p : 0

w - 0
u : 4 8 t 2 1
u :48 t2  -  4 .8 t  +  o .12 l

u : 0

t  < 0

0 < t < 25ms

2 5 < l < 5 0 m s
50ms <  t

, < 0
0  <  1 <  2 5 m s

25 < t < 50ms
50ms < t

r < 0
0 < t < 2 5 m s
25 < t < 50ms

5 0 m s  < ,

30
25
20
15

10
5
t,d

rr(A)
5

4

3

2

I

oo,lr:-

Chapter 6
6 . 1  a )  i = 0

i - 1 6 t 4

i = 0 . 8 - 1 6 r A

t : 0

t < u
0 < I < 25ms
2 5 < t < 5 0 m s

5 0 m s  < ,

6.74

60

40
20

0
20

-40

60

2
rG)

0



120
100
80
60

100 0 1m

6.21 20H
6.22 a) -12e 2u A

h) -9e-'o' + 13 A
c) 3? '�o' 13 A
d) s40 J

e) 390 J
f) 3380 J
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6.15 a) -200 x 103r + 40V
b) 4 x 1051 20V

c) 100 v
d)

z,(v)

6,43 2.8 nWb/A, 3.6 nWb/A
6,47 a) 18.5 J

b) 18.5 J
c) 6.5 J

d) 6.5 J
6.48 a) 5 A

b) No
I

6.4e ', =;u"0) + u(0)

6,51 a\ 2C 
d1 

:  0

b) 3c4g : o

Chapter 7
7.7 a) 5A

b) a0 ms

c) 5e ' �r ' �A, -4ooe "Y-5ooe "V

dr 9.020/"

7.2 a) 0.2 mA,0.2 mA
b) 0.2 mA, -0.2 mA
c) o.2e 10" mA

d) 0.2e 10mA

e) The current in a resistor can change
hstantaneously

7.3 a) 0A
b) 62.5 mA
c) 87.5 mA

d) 62.s mA
e) 150 nA

0  0 A
g) 62.5e amrmA

h)  0v
D -12.s V
i )  0v
k) -12.5a4m0' V

t) 150 62.5e{om'mA
7.21 a) 15e r25tmA,60s 125'+ 15v,-15€ 15!+ 15v

b) s62s pI

c) 1125 pJ,4500 sJ

400 500
t(pt

l ^ t
S ) ,  ( 1 0 ) ( 1 3 )  - ,  f 3 0 ) f  l 3 y  =  J J 8 0 J  ( c h e c k 5 r

6.26 5 nR initial voltage is -10V

6.27 a\ 3Oe 2nuV

b, l8e-xaa +2'7y

c, 12e25au - 2'7 Y

d\ s.4 pI

el 23.625 pJ

1 18.225 pJ

t - , 1
s )  ; (20  

104 r27y '  
;  

r 3o  .  l o  " , {271  =

18.225 pJ
di. di"

6.34 a) 40= + 90i, = -5j
' d t - d t

b) 40[-€ , + 11.25e225t1+ g)[e-t 5e1r5\ -

50e t

105e I + 56.26e 2.25t V
-48.75 V , which is consistent witl the circuit's

ct
d)

behavior
6,42 a) 160mH,1.25

b) 0.25 x lorwb/A,o.2s x 10 6wb/A



7.24 al 39.6e 2Mt mA
b) 14.0s%

7.33 9 + 3aso'om' mA, -60e soooot V
7.34 a' 4 + 2e 4oau A,76 76e-14tu y

b)  40v0v
7.35 a) 3 - 19e 2mr A

b) 15 + 285e-2omrv

7.50 a) 40 40e 5mo'V

b) 2 - -5mo'mA

c) 2 + 4e-sooo' mA

d) 8 4e 5om'mA

e )  6 m A

7.51 15 105e-4oo'V

7.53 a) 120 V

b) -1s0v

c) 2ms
d) -5.4mA

e) -150 + 270?-soo'V

f) 5.4e 5m'nA

7.54 a) -30 V
b) 25V

c) 2.5 ms
d) 1.97 ms

7.65 a, 0.2 0.2e loooorA

b) 15d lo ooo! v
c) 0.25 - 0.25e-1o,mo'A
d) 50 + 50e lonmrmA

€) Yes

7.67 a, 4t) 40e smo'mA

b) 10d som! V

c) 16 16a5mo'mA
d) 24 24e 5tna' mA
e) Yes

7.12 -559.12mV

7.76  r , . : 100Y0  <  t  <  250ms ;
0o = 100s 1mo(.-o2tv 250ms < I <

7.86 a) 2
b) 529.83 ps

7.47 fi3.23 ps
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7.92 25 ms

7.93 30,000t 30mY10 + 5e'�ooo'mY
30,0001 40 5e '�{m'mV

7.103 a) 1.091MO

b) 0.29 s
7.104 a) 8.55 flashes/min

b) 5s9.3 ko

7.105 a) 24.3 flashes/min
b) 99.06 nA
c) $43.39 per year

Chapter 8
8.1 a) 5000rad/s, -20,000 rad/s

b) overdamped
c) 7812.5 O

d) 8000 + j6000 rad/s, -8000 - j6000rad/s

e) 6250 O

8.2 a) 800 (),200 mH,12,500 rud/s,10,000 mdls
h) -6.25a564t + 25e 2oooot mA,

5e 5000r _ 5d 20,000! mA,
1.25e 5000r _ 20e 20,0rrr mA

8,3 a) 800 mH

b) 2500 o
c) 125V

d) 12.5 mA
e) t4m0'(12.5 cos 3000r + 68.75 sin 3000, mA

8,4 a) 10 kO,12.5 nF, 5 x 10sV/s,25V

b) (2s,000r 7.s)rlmo'mA
8.5 a) 100 rad/s,80 rad/s,6.2s H,2s i,4 20 mA,

5mA

b) 5e 160' + 5?4'v
c) -25a164t + 25e qtnA

d) 5" 160' - 20e 4or mA
8,19 140?-2000 + 200e-3mo V
8,20 60?{00'cos 3000t - 320d{00'sin 3000t v
8.21 (60 - 132 x 10ar)e-1onoo' V

8,25 15 40a50i 5e '�oo'�nA

A.26 15 - 45e 3orcos 601 10e 30'sin 60r mA
8.27 15 1500re-100, 45e-100, mA

8.45 40 40a5m0lcos 5000t 40e sm0'sin5000tv
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8.46 40 - 200,000tt5000'� - 40e 5000! v
8.47 4tJ - 53.33e4w + 1333t300tu v

8.58 a) 0 < r = 0.2 s125t2v, 4r Y 0.2 s < r < rsar:
6.25t2 + 12.5t 1.25V,r - 1V

b) 2.844 s

8 .59  0< r=0 .2s i25  5Oe1  +  25e -2 tv ,  2+2e1 ty l
t>O.zst 6.25 + 22.38a-( a2) 15i1t ' �( /  02)v,

05 166e-2(-0.2) V

8.64 a) 55.23 ps

b, 262.42v

c) tnax : 53.63 ps, 1]0n ) : 262.15 v

8.65 a) 40 mJ

b) 27,808.04 V
c) 568.15 V

Chapter 9
9.1 a) 120IIz

b) 8.33 ms

c) 100v
d) '70.'71v

€) 45',0.7854 rad

f) 1.042 ms
g) 3.125 ns

9.5 a) 170V

h) 60 Hz
c) 3'7'7 radls

d) 1.05 rad
e) -60'

f) 16.67 ms
g) 2.78 ms
h) -170 sin 120'1V
i) 25118 ms
j) 2519 rns
v-

9.8 
;

9.9 a) 1.84e 53333i + 2 cos(400t + 23.13) A

h, -1.84e 53333t A,2cos(400r + 23-13") A

c) 133.61mA

d) 2 4,,40O rad/s,23.13'

el 36.8'�7"

50 Hz

90'
40()
127.32m}f

i40 o
251,32J.41rad/s

90'
-19.89 o
0.2 pF

j19.89 O

51lZ {r
50 ps

1 ( )

20o + j20 o

9.72 a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

9.13 a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

9.14 a)

b)

9.15 a)

20t20" A

500t6tr'v

j2 t l

bl 46.413!gv
c) 46.4cos(5 x 10ar + 34.46")V

9.16 a)

j400 o

bl 1/23.13" A

c) l cos(8000r + 23.13) A

9.21 a, 223.6/2657" mS
b) 200 mS

c) 100 mS

dl 2.24 A
9.26 s000 nd/s

9.27 33.94cos (5000r + .{5") V

9.28 32cos (8000t + 90') V

9.34 2/3 A

9.4O 60/ 36.a'�7" v,a.64 + jL1.52 A

e.41 81 f!q:A,50 jzs A



9.47 20 4,0.4 - j1.2 A

9.51 15.81/18.43" V
9.56 72 + j96 = 1201pEv

9.58 12cos 50001V
9,61 11.31cos(5000t 45") V

9.72 a) 18.03 cos(10,000r - 56.31)A,
5 cos(10,000r - 180') A

b) 0.5
c) 112.5 mJ,37.5 mJ

9.73 a) 0.5657
b)  1 . sA

9,77 800 + j600 o

9.81 a) 241 + i7.25 : 247.111]gv

D - j32 4,241. + j8 :241.131f2yv

c) -j26.90 O

9.42
I
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10.17 a) -80 w(del),60 vAR, 100 VAR

b) Balances (80 w)

c) Balances (80 VAR)

10.21 a) 0.q lagging. 0.43: 0.4 3 leadi ng. -0.q:
0.57leading, -0.82

b) 0.94 tagging, 0.343

70,22 a, 72 - j24 ='75.891_l!l!f0

b) 0.9487leading
10.41 a) 30 + j10k0

b) 16.87s mw

10.44 a) 1404 V(rms)
b) 280 w

.l 9.720/"
10.45 a) 3240 W

b) 6480W

10.49 a) 9W
b) 20 O,8 mH
€) 17.31w'yes

d) 18.7sW
e) 30 O,9 InH

0 Yes

10.50 a) 8 mH,31.62 o,18.26w

h) Yes

c) Yes
10.s8 160 W
10.59 a) 8

b) 250w
10.66 a) 28.8 O

b) 28.8 O
c) Yes

\ n r iv^P v^

- . .  - . \ \\t"= (v^p\ _ tjR,

9.85 a) 11 = 241YA,h:2.041l|A,
r1 = 21.961! A,r4 = 19.4o1y A,
rs= 4.61!A,\ = 2.551!A

b, 0.421y4
9,86 a) 0A

b) 0.436A

c) Wlen the two loads are equal, more current is
drawn from t}le pdmary

Chapter 10
1O.2 a\ A04.16W (abs), 2404.16 VAR (abs)

b) 1s5.29w (abs), -s79.s6vAR (del)

c) 427.53W (del), 1174.62VAR (del)

d) -307.82 w (del),845.72vAR (abs)

10.3 a) Yes
b) Yes

10.13 a) 60v(ms)

b) 300w

v2
10,67 a) Pr = -

v'�rR. + n,)
P , , : - =

R'xz

_ P1,
Pu P"

b) 1125W
10.68 36 (),24 o

v'Pu :  
E
v2v2

PL

l v ,  v ' \ / v ' \
I  I - l
\PL  PM ) \PM )
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Chapter 11
11,1 a) abc

b) acb

11.2 a) Balanced, positive phase sequence

b) Balanced, negative phase sequence

c) Balanced. posir j \  e pbase sequence

d) Balanc€d, negative phase sequence

e) Unbalanced, due to unequal amplitudes

f) Unbalanced, due to unequal phase angle
separation

11.8 !'AB : 13,799.25cos(ot 30")V,
,tBc : 13,799.25 cos ((ot + 90') V,
z,c"a : 13,799.25cos ((,,r - 150") V

11.9 a) 32.84 A(rms)

b) 12,8as.9aVGms)
11.10 a) I,A = 241_fSEA,rbB - u1p!!:A,

t c = a1_14!4lA
b) vab : 8313.841:fq V, Vbc : 8313.8419q V,

vca = 8313.84l,150. V
c) vaN : 46s9.9611!!:v,

vBN : 4659.961115.63. V,
vcN = 4659.961_4fl1Y

d) y^B : 8071.2811!4Y,
vBc : 8071.28M{I v,
ycA = 8071.28/ -154.37. y

11,14 a)

2005(f
v G.0

b) 0.23l1s6.87'AGmt
c) 35.3/116.63'V(rrns)

11.15 159.5/29.34" V(rms)
11.16 10.81,/71.34' A(ms)
11.24 61201)55!vA
71.25 a) 1833.46132V A

b) 519.62V(rns)
11.47 19'�7 .29 W,4't6.63 W

1.2 MW

G)
D l  -'  I 2 M W

11.53 a) 16.71&F

b) s0.14/,F

11,54 V"bl = 12,548.8 V, so the voltage is belowthe
acceptable level of 13 kV Thus, wher the load at
the substation drcps to zero, the capacitor bank
must be switched ofi

11.s5 Ploerorc) = 81.66 kW, PL("rl.,) - 40.83 kW

Chapter 12
12.1 a) (120 + 30r[(&G + a) "0)] +(120-

:0r)[u0) - u0 - 8)] + ( 360 + 30rlu(r-
8 ) - u ( r - 1 2 ) l
/  - \  /  -  \

b )  t 5 0 s i o  " r  l , t )  -  ( 5 0 s r n , /  ) l /  

 

4 )
\ .  z l  \  z l

W, W = VLILlcos(o 30") cos(0+
30")l = 2Y,1' sin 0 s n 30" : VJ fiin9
Thus, \6(w, w1\ = \f3vLI Lsnq = Qr

41'�72.'�79 VAR

1.2 MVAR

(30 - 3tltu(l) - (r 10)l
(2.st + 50)u(t + 20) - 2.stu(t) +
(sr so)u(r 10)
5(r | g\u(t - q) 5(r o),(/ | or - 5t -
3)u0 + 3) + 5(1 3)40 3) + s0 -
6)u(t 6) - s(r - e),0 9)
1.0
0

52
6.25

11.42 a)

b)
11.52 a,

.)
12.2 a)

0,

72.5 a)
b)

c)
12.6 a)

b)



12.7

12.13

b)

12.17 al

12,18 a)

b)

c)

d)

12.24 a)

1
(s + a)"

( 'cos0 + rsir0

g{r sh Br} :

e{e 1 cosh t}

d)

318 12.25 1, F(u)du: l,-ll-ra;-.1t*

=;,,,111,i),,
= ;,,rl-)''
='\+j

b) Y{r sin Br} : ,+ts - + p -

200s'�
12.26

12.40

5 l r ' �+2000s+1071

r-T ,"- I
I I I l()e-'' du ldt

Jo- LJ, I

I fQ) | e-a dudt

I
?
siDld + slcosh 0]

G ' -  1 )
1

I

r
check

2

check

" , ' " ' : 1 1  I  n , v ' '  a ,  l
d s  d s L J r '  j

: -  I  t f ( t )e " 'dt

dF(s)
So jrtll(/)] = -r-

" : . ' : ' :  
I  r l f l t s r - " t  d l

" : . ' : ' :  
I  - l f l u ) e " ' d t

S o  : i :

: ( r),e{t"l(t)}

s . t f i - ry

( r 2 + 4 o r + 6 4 ) ( r , + 1 o o )
a) I3et+ 6e-L + 9e-3t lu(t)

b) [10 + se '�1 - 8e 3t + e 5t]u(t)

r) [5e-" + 10e-6icos(& s3.13")]r(r)

d) [8 + 50?-7cos(24t + 16.26')]u(t)

72.41 a, l40t - 8 + 16e rorlr(r)

b) 110 40rc-2t + 2oe-'�tlu(i)

c) [10t 5 + 10e "cos(t + 53.13")] G)
d, lQt l.st'� + I)e 2tlu(t)

e) L50r€'co(|2l l{r. 'oo) |  20P-'cosf)r
36.87)l&(r)

72.42 c\ 6'(t) + s6(t + 50€ '�oru(r)

72.47 al f(0') = 18,/(oo) - 0
b) /(0*) = 8,/(co) = 10

c )  / (0 )  -  11 , / (oo ) :0

d) /(0*) :  s6,/(€) : 8

Chapter 13
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J

Zeros at -1000 + j3000 rad/s and

1000 i3000 mdls;pole at 0

b)

.)

b)

( tf I t"f(t\e"'at

2Bs

G' + B'\'
s 2 + 2 s + 2
s ' ( r  +  2 ) '

13.4 a)

b)
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25 X 106s
s 2 + 5 o 0 o . r + 4 x 1 0 6
Z€ro at 0;poles at -1000 rad/s and

4000rad/s

13.9 a)

a)

b)

0-8 X 106 ̂

0.8 x 106 o

13.16 a)

73.42

13.49

n0 lsv

3(r + 2s00)

120ls V

0.8s O

1 2 x 1 0  3 V

b)

c)

13.26 a)

b)

c)

13.27 al

b)

c)

13.35 [5

13.36 a)

b)

c)

13.37 a)

r ' � + 1 0 4 r + 2 5 x 1 0 6
-0.01(s + 7s00)

(s + 5000)'�

15 x 105te sm, + 100d 5ooo'lrc) v

[25,000r + 10]€ 5om'r(r) mA

[5 6e 5'+ ae xlu(t) y

Comparesolutionat t = oand r : oo to
circuit at t : 0 and t = co

s 2 + 2 o o o s + 1 0 7

3.35e-10m'cos (3000r - 26.57')u(.i) A

(256e {mo' - 4e-10,m.)&(r) v

(?5 + 5e 1o,lroo, 80e ao,'$o)u(r) nA

Compare solut ions at t  = 0and1= c€to
circuit at t = 0andr = c.

15r'� + 15s + 24 12s2 + 63s + 24
,G + r)G + 3) '  , ( ,  + rX!  +,
Initial values: 15 A, 12 A; final values:4 A,4 A
(4 - 2'7e '�t + 38e-3')u(t) A,
(4 + 21e-t 19e 3\uO A

5000r? rooo, _ 5e rooo,l"(1) mA
2'76.25(s + 4OI))

s (s+200) ( r+8s0 )

Initial value is 0, final value is 650 mA

650 - Ase 2Nt 225e-35u )u(t) mA
(51? ,00, 51?-3s9u(r) mA
( 51e '�m' + 51e 350!)rO mA
6x 104(r + 4000) + 96 x 106

r (s+2000) ( r+3000)
(56 - 108e mo' + 52e-{0)r0) v

jL. 
no zeros. oote at so rad/s

J + J I )

-i=:. zero at 0, pole ar 50 rad/s
r + 5 t J

,  t 3 .  t 0 " . r . r o r t r . P o t e a r  
J  "  r u - r a o s

12,000
b)

r ' � + 2 5 o o r + 1 0 6
c) (-8e-sm' + se '�ooo!)ll0) v

13,10 a)

10ko

100(r + 104)
b)

b)

a)

b)

a)

c)

d)

e)

13,15 a)

b)

b)

2000 ()

1l-x-10 '

103h o :1cF A
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I  ^  r n 6
O  , - . ,  

" , n o . * t . t o s . p o l e a l  
3  1 0 6 r a d .

1 0 0
e) -=;.  no zeros. pole at -125 rad s

13.57 (e l )e- 'V

13.58 (1 -  e)€ IV

13.74 50cos(8000t + 36.87) V

-16 x 10as
(s+8000) ( r+16,000)

4 cos(8000t - 161.57") V

s(r + 9000)
( r+2000Xr+4000)
(35e-2c.rJt - 2se-4urk\u|) V
11.68cos(2000r + 30.96) V

80v

20v
O V

326(r) &A
1 6 V

20v

0.8 A

0.6 A
0.2 A
-0.6 A

o.6e-2"re'u(t) A
-0.6 e 2x16tu(t) A

[ 1.6 x 10-36(r)] 17200e2\ra"'u(t)lv

i,(o ) = i ,(o+): oA;

iz(o-) : rr(0+) : 35.36 A

,, 1440r(122.cn\r% - 3O]U1\D
'.) = 

G + 147s")G' + 14'+ool)
3O0\D+

s + 1475n

bo = 252.89e 185"t + 772.62cos(120nt +

6.85) V

Do(O+) : 424.26Y

vo = 122.06l1ql v(rmt

a) 20.58e-Bb"' + 172.62cos(120Tt 83.15')v
b)

t(ns)

c) Voltage spikes in Problem 13.89 but not here

13.75 a)

b)

13.76 a)

b)

.)

13.83 a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

0
g)

13.84 a)

b)
c)
d)

et
f)

13.89 a)

b)

400

300

zo0

100

0

'.(v)

200

13.90

200
150
100
50
0

-50
100

-150
200

c)

Chapter 14
14.1 a) 954.93H2

h) H( ja") = 0.70111 1t:, H( j0.3d.) =
0.9s78,r -L6;70", H ( j3a,\ =
o.3162/ -'71.5'�7'

c) 0,((,") :35.36cos(6000t 45") Y
o,(0.3(.)") : 47.89cos(18001 16.70') y
o.(3o.) : 15.81 cos(18,0}0t '71.57")v

14.2 a) 392;70 A

b) 1640.85 Hz

14.12 a) 9.95 ko
b) 917.03 Hz

14.13 a) 4kO

b) 60 ko
14.21 a) 1 Mrad/s

b) 159.15 kHz
c) 7.5

10 12.5 15
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d) 935.ss krad/s
e) 148.90kH2
f) 1068.89 kmd/s

s) 170.12kll2
h) 21.22kH2

14.22 a) 8 kO,16 mH
h) '7 .s'7 kH2,837 kllz
cl 195.77 LIz

14.33 a) 8 Mnd/s
b) 1.2"t M}]z

c) 16
d, '7 ;7s Mrad/s
€) 1.234 MHz
f) 8.25 Mrad/s
g) 1.31Mrad/s
h) 79.58 kHz

14.34 al 254.65 4,fi132 pH

b) 46.9'7 kHz,53./2 k}jz
.) 6.25 kHz

14.43 a) 0.39 H,0.10r!F
h) lus,") - veals,l : 0.7071v0."r1,

lVnos,l: Vszu) = O.94slvn""tl
c) l\21qH,l = O.344Vrat

14.44 L - 0.D5 H.C 0.057 t!F.0.344 vp*l
14.45 63.7 times as large as tlle DTMF tones

Chapter 15
15.4 a) n1 = 0.5? kO, Rz : 3.18 kO

b)

15.7 a) R1 = 5.85 kO, R2 = 23.29 kO

b)

15.13 a) 1H,1F,0.04 o
b) 0.9 H,0.11nF,3.6 ko
c)

75.14 a't

b)

c)

d)

1lL = l lQF
$lQ)s

r ' � + ( 1 / O ) s + 1
5 ko ,2H,0 .2nF

2500r
€)

fct

s ' � + 2 5 o o r + 2 5 x 1 0 3

: 1291.4 Hz, fc2 = 49,037.85 Hz,
= 21..64 A, RE : a2L.64 A

15.30

15.31 Rr = 7U.6dt,RH = 20.7 O; if Rr : l kO tnen
R r : 4 k O

15.33 a) 4

b) -48.16 dB

0.11nF



15.36 a) First stage:208.05 nF,30.44 nF;secord stage:
86.12 nE 73.53 nF

b)

Answe6 to set€ded koblems 835

Chapter 16
16.1 a) rad = 69,813.17 md/s, .d,b : 785,398.16 ndls

b)," = 11,111 11H2,f,b : 12skHz

c) dla : o,dlb : 18.75 V

d) ak" = 0lor all k; bku: 0 for k even;

t , " = ' \ l  z  c o .  T  l v r o r i ,  o o a
n k L  r  I
5 0  I  k f  .  t " l - . "

. r (b :  k , l  
s ,Dt  +  s ,n tJv rorau( i

brb : 0 for all k

e) 0"(, =

+

t
j '*

15.37 a) 900.32 O,1800.63 O

b) t  /  - - \
i : :  t  :1 2 cos= l sio u@"/ v

t  ,=t" t - ,s ,  n  \  
j , i

,'b0) = 18.7s +

A i l i , i , ! i * s n T ) * , , , r v
' ; i n \  4  t , /

% i !o",-",.t

t v f  I
: : ! ! |  |  + 2 !  i . -  cosr.^t  lV

'  L  i 1 l  4 n  ' l

u ^  u ^ .

L i  I  " * " , . , "
300

600 S cos(n,/2) cos(/l.,,,t) 
v

,=oros @2 l')

76.2 a,

b)

.t

15.59 Choose R1 : 11.1 kO,X, : 100 k.().Then,
C = 39 nF,lH(Jo)|."" : 20.01 dB,
lH(j lR2c) :17.04d8

15.60 Choose -Rr = 100 kO, then R2 = 400 kO,
C1 - 7.96 nF

16.3

16.10 a) 100 Hz

b) no

c) yes

d) yes

e, yes

f) do - 0, itk = 0 for all 4, b* : 6 1o. I "u"n'
-  8 0  k 1 t "  . .
D * =  J J  S r n  - t o r / a o o on-k'

+ 50 cos rr,/

86 nF

s2 + o4 lo6rr
r'�+ 533.33os + 64 x 10612

15.58 a) R - 26s A.oR = 261 O, (1 o)R :
4.4 O, C : 150 nFF,2C = 300 nF

b)

ziiiL 4.4o
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16.11 a) grad/s

b) ro
c) yes

d) no

16.18 a) > Ahcos(na;t 0,) wherc

o 1 < A I  t  \
A k L s ,  = : : , - "  |  ;  j t  l m V , r o r o d d *K  \ n k  )

b) 888.92 mV

16,27 214.66 cos (2000t 26.57') + 44.38 cos (6000r +
123.69') + 17.83 cos(10,000r - 68.20) V

16.28 a) 839.82 cos(10,000r 1.19) +
278.78 cos(30,000r + 174.64") +
118.74 cos(70,000r 171.70.) V

b) The 5th harmonic at 50 krad/s is etiminated by
the bandreject filter whose center ftequency is
50 kmd/s

16.32 a) 28'7.06W
b) 300 w
.l -4.3L0/"

16.33 41.52 mW

16.36 a) ?4.5356v(rms)

b) 74.5306v(rms)

16.37 a) 77.9578v(ms)

b) -2.5so/"

c) 46.1880V(rms), 0.0156%

76.44 Cr = a.

T
C"=;| l2co'tnr 2t - nt stntnlt 2) 21.

n : l :1, +2,.

16.45 a) 4000 W
bl 7.72 A
c) 10.57%

16.48 a)
,{r (v)
20
18
t6
I4
1 2
10
8

2

0 1 2 3 4

b)

' 7  5 -3 - t  1  3  5  7

16.49 al
)A*l

500

0

3."



1c,l
500 

f4oor
,*l
200 l-
Loo l-

r 2 3 4 5

Answe6 to Setected Prcbt€ms 837

17.3 a) =[@,t cos(a.tlz) 2sin(a"tlz)l

b ) 0
c)

/(t)
1.0
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0 F;

-0.2
-0.4

0.6
0.8

-1.0

17.4 a)

b)

c)

2(a'� - a'�)

(d + 0?)2

..^ (o '  - ' )
lqtao':----: -

Chapter

17.2 al
d)

e)

7 7
2 A l ^  .  M  - l

r  l rcos=- + d,r  srn  ̂  z l
o-f t t

t

a2 + (. ..;'� d + ( . + - . \ ' �

b)

c,

a ' � + ( a + , t " ) 2d + (a ot.)2

r str[(a + a.blz] t sinl(d do)'/21
1 7 . 1 9  a ,  t  - + t(a + o")(rl2\ 2 (a - a.)(rlz)F(,)l

1.0
0.9
0.8
o.1
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1

b) r((d) +,t6(o - o,) + d(.,, + a,o)l

17.22 a, msgn(t) - 40e 5or0) V

b) Yes, check the idtial conditions and final values

i.za a, sestu(-t) + (12.5e t 7.5e st\u(t)v

b )  5v

. )  sV
d) (r2.s.t '|.se s'\u(i)v

e) Yes

17.32 166.67cos(2500r + 90") nA

' : 1 5  -  1 0
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17,39 a) 15eat - se.5'lu(t) +. r1dtu1t)v

l%(')

4

3

2

I

-r0 -8 -6 -4 -2

d, 720 r
e )  2 8 J .

ChapterlS

18.11 lr1r : 1000 O; i12 : 1 x 1!a:h2r = 40
hn=20x101 .5

18..12 a, ai -, -4 x 1O1; aD = -25 A,
. a2r = -5:x 10-' S;ar, = -0.025

. 9l ,tt =, -4 x 1c-a; ar, = -25 gtr'
i | . Pzr =' -5 x 10' S;ar" = -6,925

7A30 1s.625
18.32 a) 281180" V(rms)

b) 11.m mw

c) 2.88 pW
18.37 7.5W
18,38 3.88V

0
s)

%.95"/"
96.93"/"

o 2 4. 6 8 10

20



Index
A
a-phase voltage, 434
Active filter c cuits, s€e Frequenry'selective circuits
Admittance, impedance and, 350
Ammeters, 68,69-70
Amplifiercircuits, 45, 103-104, 110-111, 125-126

Kirchoffs laws applied in, 45
mesh-current method analysis of, 110-111
node-voltage method analysis of, 103 104
Ohm's law applied in, 45
Thdvenin equivalent usedin, 125 126

Amplifiers, 154-185,26V263,312 j16

integrating, 260-263,312 316
operational (op amp), 1s4-18s

Amplitude modulation, 712
Amplitude plots, 682-684, 800-804, 804-805, 809, 810-812

Bode plots, 800 804,804 805,809,810 812
complex poles, corecting for, 810-812
coner frcquency and, 801-802, 804 805
quadmtic factor and, 809
straighlline, 800-804, 804 405, 810 412

Amplitude spectrum, defined, 682
Analogmeters,68
Analysis, ree Circuit analysis; Laplace transform;

Sinusoidal steady-state analysis
Apparent power, 401-402
AppliaDc€ ratings, 397 398
Arcing current, 188-189
Attenuation, defined, 566
Average power, 394-398, 406, M5446, 452454, 675-678

defined, 394
measuring in three-phase circuits, 452+54
periodic functions, calcularions with, 675-6?8
power factor, 396
sinusoidal steady-state analysis and, 394-398, 406
three-phase chcuits, 445446, 452454
two-wattmeter method, 452 454
wye (Y) connected loads,in, 445 446

B
b phase voltage, 434
Balanced three-phase circuits, 432-465

conditions for balanced, 437
electdcal power, transmission and distdbution ol 433,

455 456
line current, 440
line voltage, 440
measuring average power in, 452-454
phase current, 440
phase voltage, 440
power calculations in, 445-451
souces,three-phase voltage, 435-436
1wo-wattmeter method, 452 454
voltages, 43H35,435 436
wye-delta (Y-I) circuit, analysis of, 442 445
wye-wye (Y-Y) cncuit, analysis of, 436:142

Bandpass filters, 569,582-592,615 618,636 638
bandwidth, 582-583, 586
broadband, 615-618, 636
Butterworth, 636
center ft equency, 582-583, 584, 585
cutoff frequency, 585, 588
frequency domain-time domain relationship in,

591-592
narrowband, 636-638
op amp, 615-618
parallel,RLC circuit aq 588-589
passive filter circuits, 569,582 592
qualitative analysis of series RLC circuit, 583
quality factor, 582 583,586,636 638
quantitative analysis ofseries Raccircuit, 584 587
resonant frequency, 582
series RIC circuit as, 583,584 587
transfer function for, 591

Bandreject filters, 569, 593-597,618 622,636,639441
broadband, 618-622
Buiterworth, 636

839



840 Index

narrowband, 639 541 sedes-parallel combinations for, 200-203

op amp, 618-622 switching operation for impulse function ol 54[!-542

passive filter circuits, 569, 593-59? voltage in, 196, 309
qualitativeanalysisofseriesRaccircuit,593 Cascadeconnection,312-313,622-52J
quantitative analysis of series RaC circuit, 594-597 identical op amp filters, 622-627
se esRaccircuitas,593,594-597 integratingampliJiers,312-313
transfer function, 596 Center frequercy, bandpass filte$, 582-583, 584

twin-Tnotch,639 Characteristicequation,Raccircuits,28T-288,308
Bandwidth, bandpass Iilters. 582-583,586 Circuit analysis, 10-11,4246.92 153,170-1?2,506 565,

Bass volume control, 607,642-644 6'70475,714 716
Black box, defined, 59 amplifier circuit, 45

Block diagrams, 616 circuits with realistic resistors, 93, 133 136

Bo{teplots,609-611,?99-815 conceptual model for, 10
active fiequency-selective circuits and, 609-611 dependent sources, 42 40
amplitude, 800 804, 804-805, 809, 810 812 Fouder series and, 67M75
complex poles and zeros, 807-809 Fouder transform, using, 714-716
corner frequency, 801-802, 804-805 ideal circuit components, 10
phaseangle,805 807,813-815 inverting-amplifier circuit using realistic op-amp model,

real,firslorder poles and zeros, ?99-800 1'70��1'71
stmightline, 800-804,804 805,805-807,810 812 Kirchoffs laws applied to, 43 '15

Branch, defined, 94 Laplace transform in, 506-565
Broadband filters, 615-618,618 622, 636 matlematical modelE use of, 10

bandpass,615-618 ma-\imum power transfer, 12G129
bandrejecr, 618-622 mesh-current method, 105 107,107-109,109 112,
quality factor and, 636 112 116

Butterworth filters, 627-636 node'voltage method, 97 100, 100-101, 101-104,

bardpass, 636 112 1'16
bandreject, 636 noninve ing-amplifier circuit using rcalistic op-amp

design of circnits, 629 632 mode| 1'71 1'72
high pass, 635-636 Norton equivalent, 119-120,121
low-pass, 627-634 Ohm's law applied to, 43 45

order of, 632-634 ove iew of, 1G-11
tansfei function, 628-629 physical prototype, 10

planar circuits, 94
sensitivity analysis, 93, 133-136

r simultaneous equations, 9546,96 9'7
' source transfomationE 116-119,121' 122

c-phase voltage, 434 superposition, 129 132
capacitance, defined, 186 techniques of, 92 153
Capacitive circuitq 395-396 terminology for, 94 97
Capacitors, 195-199,200-2\3,2fi 2n 309,509-51'0, Th6venin equivalent, 119 121,122-123,123 126

540 542 unknown voltage, finding, 44
curent in, 196 C cuit theory 5-6
displacemenl cullent, 195 electdcal circuit, 5
energy in, 197 electdcal engineeing, 5-6
powerin, 196-197 frequency, 6
s'domain,in, 509-510 lumped-parameter system, 5



cinc[irs, 2 2L, 22-55, 56-91, 92-153, 228-2$, 244-329,
39+396, 432465,566-605 ,606-655 ,'730J5'7 . See also
Circuit analysis; Ideal basic circuit elements; Models;
operational amplifier

active filter, 606-655
amplifier, 45, 103-104, 110-L11.,125 :126
balanced three-phase, 432-465
black box, 59
capacitive, power in, 395-396
curent and, 11-12, 12-13, 24-28, 36-3'7, 38:39
curent-divider, 6ft5
delta-to-wye (A-to-Y) equivalent, 73-76
dependent source in, 42-45
division of voltage and current, 65 67
electrical, defined, 5
eleitrical engineering and, 2, 3-a
electrical resistance, 28-32
electr ical safery, 23, 46-4'7
energy and, 14-16
first-order, 228 283
fiequency selective, 566 505
ideal basic elements, 12 13,22 55
inductive, power in, 395
intemational system of units (SI) for, 8-9
Kirchoffs laws, 3642, 4345
measurement of voltage and cullenr, 65-67
model, construction of, 10, 32-35
Ohm's law, 28 32,43 45
open, 33-34
pamllel-connected elements, 59 60
pi-tot-tee (,{o-T) equivalefi,'73-:74
plaltar, 94
power and, 14-16
realistic resistort 93, 133-136
rear window defroster, 57, 7G79
resistive, power in, 3921 395
resistors and, 2a.3O-32,58 62
responses of, 228-283, 284-329
secord-order, 284-329
series-cornected elements, 58-59
sedes-pamlel combined, 6M2
short, 33-34
sources and, 221 28,56
teminology for, 94 97
two-porq 730-757
variables ot 2-55

Index 841

voltage and, 11 12,12-13,24-24,3'l:i9
voltage-divider, 62 64
wheatstone bddge, 71 72

Closed path, defined, 37
Coefficient of coupling, 211 212
Common mode input voltages, 166 167
Common mode rejection ratio (CMRR), 168 168
Communication systems, electrical enginee ng, 3
Complex frequencies, 289
Complex numberE 781-786

a thmetic operations for, 783-785
graphical representation of, 782-783
identities ol 785
integer power of, 785
notation, 781-782
roots of, 768

Complex poiver, 401402, 403405, 446 447
alternate forms of, 404-405
apparent po\qer, 401
calculatiol of, 402
defhed, 401
sinusoidal steady-state analysis and, 401-402, 403
V'I relationships and, 403-404
wye (Y) connected loads, 44947

Computer systems, electrical engineering, 3 4
Conceptual model for engineerhg design, 10
Conductance, 29,31,350
CorNtant sources, 56
Cortrol systems, electdcal engineedng, 4
Convolution, Fourier transform of, 712 713
Convolution integral and the tmnsfer function, 531-537
Comer frequency, amplirude plots, 801 €02, 804-{05
Cosine Iunction, Fouder transfom of a, 707 708
Cramer's method, 760
Critically damped response, 289, 299-300, 309

capacitor voltage step response, 309
current natural response, 309
voltage, 289, 299-300

Current and voltage (V-I) relationships, 342-345, 403404
capacitors, 344-345
inducto{s, 343-344
passive circuj l  elements in lhe frequency domain.

34 :�45
power calculations, 403 404
rcsistors, 342-343
sinusoidal steady-state analysis and, 342-345



442

Current ratioq 368-369, 369-370
determination of, 368-369
dot convention, 369
ideal transfomers ard, 368 i69,369:3'71
polarity of, 369-370

CrlllenI, 11-12,12-13,U 28, 36-3?, 38-39,56,65-67,
68 70, 156-161, 188 189,19u-191,195,196,230132,
309, 332134, 342345, 341

arcing, 188-189
capaciton and, 195,196
cotrstant, 56
defined, 11
dnect (dc),56
direction reference, 12-13
displacement, 195
division, 65-67
electdcal charge and, 11-12
inductors ard, 190 191
input constraint, 159
Kirchoff 's law, 3637, 38-39, 347
measuring, 68 70
natural response, deriving expression for, 230 232
operational amplifier (op amp) terminals, 156-161
passive sign corvention, 13
Ra circuits, natural response in, 230-232
RLC sedes circuits, natural response in, 309
sinusoidal source, 332-334
sinusoidal steady-sta1e analysis and, 332-334,

342-i45,34'�7
sourceE 24 28,56
V-l relationships, 342-345

Current-divider circuit, 64-55
Cutoff frequency, 568,571 572,573, 575,585 586,588

bandpass filtels, 585 586,588
bandwidth, rclationship to, 586
center liequency, telationship to, 585
defined, 568,571-572
half-power ftequency, 572
low-pass filters, 573, 575
paratlel RaC filterq 588
rear nrrerolcuttq ) / l - ) / t
seies nC filters, 575
sedes Rl, filters, 573
series RaC filters, 585

D
Damped iadian frequency, 295 296
Dampiq coefficient, 296
Damping factor, 296
d'Alsonval ammeter, 69-70
Decibel, unit of, 797-798
Delta (A) cornected load, power calculations in, 447-448
Delta (A) interconrect, 73
Delta-to,wye (I-to-Y) tansformarions!13J6,352155

equivalent circuits, 73'76
impedarces, 352-355

Determinants, 1 60'7 64,7 65
chancteristig 760
evaluation of, 761-764
m a r r i c e s , 7 6 5
numerator, 760-?61

Differcnce-amplifier circuit, 165 169
common mode input voltages, 166 167
common mode rejection ratio (CMRR),168-168
differential mode input voltages, 16G167
measuring peribmance, 168-169

Differential mode hput voltages, 16G167
Dif terenl ial ion in l ime domain. 47{r 477, 7l .
Digital meterE 68
Dirac delta function, r€s Impulse function
Direct curent (dc) sources, 56
Direction references, 12-13
Dirichlet's conditions, 658
Division of voltage and current, 65-67
Dot convention, 20+20'7,369
Dual irline package (DIP), 156

E
Effective value, 399
Electrical circuits, s€€ Circuits
Electrical engineedng, 2, 3-8

circuit theory, 5 5
communication systems, 3
computer systems, 3-4
control systems, 4
overview of, 3-8



Index 843

problem solving, 6 8 Fourier coefficients, 658,65944,662468
role of, 2 even-funclion symmetly, 662 663
sigEl-processing systems, 4-5 half-wave symmetr$ 66,k66

Electrical power, tansmission and distdbution of 433, odd-function symmetry, 663 {64
455456 periodic tunction and, 658,659-64

Electrical safety, 23,46-47 quarter-wave symmetry, 666-667
Electrical sources, re? Sources s'.mmetry, effect of on, 662-668
Ercrgy, L4 16,192.197,212 214,717 :7A. See ako Power Fourier integml convergence of, 701 703

calculation of in rectangulai voltage pulse, 722 723 Fourier series, 65ft97
calculations, 212 214 amplitude, 682 684
capacitors and, 197 analysis, 658 659
circuirs and, 14-16 appiication ol 670'675
inductors and, 192 average-power calculations, 675 678
mutual inductance and, 212-214 coefficientq 658, 659-662, 662-668
Paneval's theorem and, 717 724 Dirichlet's conditions, 658

Equivalent circuits in magnetically coupled coils, 787 791 exponential form of, 679-682
Exponential form of Fourier s€ries, 679 682 fundamental frequency, 658

hamonic frequency, 658
introduction to, 65{q57
pedodic functions, 656, 6154'78, 6784'79

F Phase spectra, 682-684
rms value, 678-6?9

Faraday's law, 207 steady-state response, finding witl, 67tl-675
Feedback resistorq integrating amplifiers with, 314-316 symmetry and, 662-668
Filters,see Frcquency-selective circuits trigonometric form of, 668-670
Finafvalue theorem, Laplace transform, 495 498 Fouder transform, 698 :729. See abo Opela�ti,or6'l
Firslorder circuits, 228 283 tmnsforms

defined,228,230 circuit applications ol 714 716
general solution for, 248-254 cosine function, of a, 707 708
integratine amplifier, analysis ot 260-263 defined, 699
natumlrcsponseof, 228,230-236,236-240,248-254 derivationoq 699-701
resistor-capacitor (RC) circuits, 228,236-240,U6t48, elementary tunctions, 708

248-254,257 258,258 259 functional, 706-708,710-714
resistor-inductor (na) circ]uils, 228,230:36,A7 246, inverse, 700

248-254,255-256 Laplace transforms used to find, 703 706
response ol 228-283 limits ol 70G708
sequenrial switching, 254-258 mathematical properties of 708 710
step rcsponse oI, 228,240-248,248-254 operational, 710-714
unbounded response of, 258-259 Parseval's theoren, 717-724

Firsforder filtels, 608-612 signum function, of a, 70G707
Bode plots, 609-611 unit step function, of a, 707
high-pass, 61M11 Frequency, defined, 6
lowpass, 608 610 Fiequency domain, 338,342-346,346-348,34u352,
op amp circuils, 608-612 352 355,355 360,360 361,467,479,51G57'7,

Flashing light circuit, 229,263:264 591-592,712,'713
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convolution in, 713 narrowband filters. 63ffi42
defined, 338 opampfilters, 608411,613414,615-622,622436
delta-to'wye(A-to-Y)transformations,352-355 passband,568
Fourier transform and, 712,713 passive filter circuirs, 566-605
high pass filters, relationship to time domain in, phase angle plot, 568

591-592 pushbufton telephone circuits, 567,598
impedance and, 345,348 352,352-355 scaling,612514
Kirchoff's laws, 34G348 sropband, 568
Laplace translorm and, 46?, 479 rransfer tuncrions, 5j6,581,591,596,628-429
low-pass filters! relatiotrship to time domain i4 57G577 Functional transforms, 468,474475
mesh-current method, 360-361 Fundamental frcquency, defined, 658
node-voltage method, 359-360
Noiton equivalent circuit, 355
passive circuit elements in, 342-346
reaclance. 145
. inusoidal s leady-slale analysis aDd, J42 J6l lJ

source translbrmations and, 355-358 Gain, defined, 157
fh6venir equivalent circuit, 355, 357,358 General solution for responses, 24 8 254, 286-290
time domain, relationship to, 516 577 ,591-592 charactedstic equarion, 287 288
translation in, 479, 712 complex ftequencies, 289
V-I relationships, 342-345 f rt-order circuirs, 248 254

Frequency response, defined, 566 neper frequency, 289
Frequencyresponseplots,568,608-611 resonant mdian ftequency, 289
Frequency scaling, 612 second,order circuits, 286-290
Frequency-selective circuirs, 566-605,605-655

active filter circuits, 606-655
attenuation, 566
bandpass f i l ler\  5bi1.582-592. ol5 ol8. b3o-ol8 H
bandrejecl  t i l ter i  5oq.5qJ-597,o18 o22,o3o,blg{41
bass volume control, 607,642444 Harmonic frequency, defined, 658
block diagams, 616 Heating appliances, 391,41'7418
Bode plotq 609-611 Higher-order op amp filten, 622-636
brcadband filters, 615418,61a-422,636 High-pass fil1ers, 568-569, 577-582, 610 611,635-636
ButteNortl filters, 627-536 acrive fi1ter circuirs. 610 611
cascading identical filters, 622,627 Butterworth. 635 636
cutofftequency, 568,571-572,573,575,585-586,588 defined. 568 569
defined, 566 firsrorder. 610 511
filters, 566,567 opamp, 610 611
tirst-order filters, 608-612 passive filrer circuirs, 568-569,577-582
tiequency response and, 566 qualitarive analysis of se es RC circuir, 577 578
frequency response plots, 568,608-{11 quantitative analysis of series RC circuit, 578-582
higher-order, 622-636 series RC circuirs aq 577-578.578 582
high-pass filteN, 568 569,5'77-582,610411,635-.636 tmnsfer funcrion for. 581
low-pass filters, 568,570-5'7'7.608-610,62:7 634 Househotd disrdburion circuir, 331,375
magnitude plot, 568 Hybrid parameters, two-poft c cuits, 734
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I series, 348 349
susceptance, 350

Inpioper rational function, 483,493 494
Ideal basic circuit elements, 12-13,22-55J8G227 Impulse function, 47M73,54LI-547

active, 25 de[ircd,4'72
capacitors, 195 199,200 203,217 227 derivatives oI, 472-473
c!Itenl,7z 73,24 28 impulsjve sources, 544-547
direction reference, 12 13 Laplace transform circuit analysis and, 540 547
dot convention, 204 207 sifting property, 472
electiical resislance, 22, 28 32 strength ol 471
in series, 38 swilching operations, 540 542,54 544
inducton, 188-195, 200-203, 21?-227 unit, 471
mutualinductance,188.203-2U,209-214 variable-parameterfunction,4Tl
rode, 36 Impulse, defined, 470
passive, 25,188 lnductance, 186,188,2031M,24114
passive sign convention, 13 defined, 186
polarity reference, 12 13 Faraday's laq 207
proximiry swirches, 1a7,214 216 mutual, 188,203 207,209 214
iesisto^, 28,30 32 self, 207J08
self-inductarce, 207-209 Inductive circuits, 395
series-parallel combinations, 200-203 Inducto$, 188 195,200 203,217 21,54 541
sources, 24-28 curent in, 190-191
\oltage, 72-73,24-28 energy in, i9

Ideal transformer, 361,365 371,792:795 power in, 191-192
curent mtios, 368-369, 369 370 series-parallel combinations for, 200-203
d€fined, 365 switchjng operation for impulse tunction of, 542-544
equivalent circuits, in, 792-795 voltage in, 188 189
impedance matching, use of for, 371 Infidte ftequency, 575
timiting values, 36G368 Initial-value theorem, Inplace transform, 495 498
polar ir)  ofrat ios. l6q-J70 Inpur cohlrainrs.  158. 159
sinusoidalsteady-stateanalysis,361,365371 Instantaneouspower,392-393,448449
voltage ratios, 368-369,369 370 Instantaneous real power, 394-398

Ignirion circuit, 2a5,31'7 320 Inte$als. 531-537, 701-703, 819
Inmittance, defined, 734 InteFating amplifiers, 260 263 ,312 316
k[pedance,345,348-352,352:355,363-365,3'71 cascadecoinections,312313

admittance, 350 feedback resistors, with, 314 316
combi ng in series and parallel. 348-352 first-order circuits and, 260-263
conductance, 350 response, analysis ol 260-263,312:316
defined,345 secord-order circuits ard, 312-316
deltato-wye (A{o-Y) transformations, 352 355 sequential switching, analysis of with, 262
linear transformers, 363-364 Integratior in time domai]tr, 4'7'7-4'78,'711J12
matching, ideal tmnsformer use of for, 371 Intemational system of units (SI), 8-9
parallel, 350 Inverse Fouder transform, 700
passive circuit element of, 345 Inverse Laplace transfoims, 482 494
reactance, 345 improper mtioral functions, 483,493+94
reflected impedance, 363-364 partial fraction expansion, 483-494
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propei ralional functionq 483-484
rational funclion, 482-483
transform pails for, 493

Inverting-ampliJier circu\I, 161 1.62,170-17L

K
Kirchofs laws, 3642, 4345, 346 34a, 511

amplifier circuit, applying io, 45
circuit analysis, applied to, 43-45,511
circuit model using, 41 42
closedpath, 37
current, 3G37, 38-39, 34?
electrical circuits and, 36-42
elements in series, 38
frequency domain, in the, 346 348
loop, 3'7
node, 36
s-domain, using in, 511
sinusoidal steady'state analysis ard, 34G348
unknown current, finding using, 40
unknown voltage, applying to find, 44
\ oltage, 3'7, 39, 346-3 4'l

L
Lagging power factor, 396
Laplace traNform, 46G505,506 565,'703J06. See also

Operatioml transfoms
application ot 4814a2, 512-526
circuil analysis and, 50G565
defined, 467 468
final-value theorem, 495-498
Fouder tiansforms, used to find, 703-706
frequercy domain and, 467,479
functional transforms, 468, 47447 5
improper rational functionE 483, 493-494
impulse tunction, 4'7 0473, 54U54'7
initial-value theorem, 495 498
inverse, 482 494
mutual inductance, analysis of a circuit with, 521-523
natuml response using, 512 513

one-sided, 468
opemtional transforms, 468, 4'l 5481
pai,rs,474-4'75,493
partial fraction expansion, 483+85, 528 531
poles of F(s), 49a-495
proper rational functionsr 483-484
rational function, 482 483
s'domain, 467, 506, 508-510, 511-512, 520 521,,523-526
step function, 468-470
step response using, 514-515,517-519
.uperposit ion. u.e of in \-domarn. 523 526
surge suppressors, 507, 548
Th6venin equivalent, use of in s-domain, 520-521
time domain and, 467,476'479
transler function, 526 52a, 528-531,531-531,53'7 540
transient response using, 516-517
unilateral, 468
zeros of F(s), 494- 495

Leading power factor, 396
Line currerlt, defined, 440
Line spectra, 682-684
Line voltage, defined, 440
Linear equationq solution of simultaneous, 759-780
Linear transformer,sinusoidal steady-state analysis of,

361-365
Loop, defined, 37,94
Low-pass filters, 568, 5'70-57'7, 608-610, 627 629

active filter circuits, 608-610
Butterwofih, 62?-629
cutoff ftequency, 57L 572,573,575
defined, 568
fintorder, 608 610
frequency domainr ime domaiD relar ionship in.

576 5'�77
fiequency increasing from zero, 575

op amp, 608-610
passive filter circuirs, 568,570 577
qualitative analysis of series RZ circuit, 570-571
quantitative analysis of seiies Ra circuit, 572-574
series RC circuits as, 574 576
series Rl, circuits as, 5'7U5'71,572-574
transfer functions, 576, 628-629
zercftequency,575

Lumped-parameter system, 5



M
Magtretically coupled coils, 787-795

equivalent circuits for, 787 791
ideal translormers in, 792 795
z-equivalent circuit, 788 790
T-equivalent circuit, 787 788

Magnitude plot, 568
Magnitude scaling, 612
Matiices, 764-780

adjojjlt, '7'70-:7'71

algebra, '165J'10

applications of, 77G780
column, 765
conformable, 766
defined, 7&
determinant of, 765
identity, 770
lr'\efie, '7'71-:772

partitioned, '772J'75

square, 765
transpose of, 769

Maximum power tmnsfe\ 126 129 , 410417
absorbed, 412
circuit analysis and, 12G129
condition for, 411
restiicted, 412-413
sinusoidal steady-state power calculations, 410+17

Measurement, 8-9, 35, 68-70, 71 73,168 169
ammeterq 6B,69-70
common mode rcjection mtio (CMRR), 168-169
delined quantitieE SI unitsr 8
derived SI urits, 9
difference-amplfierperformance, 168-169
prefixes, SI units, 9
resistance, ?1-73
SI units of, 8-9
terminal, models based on, 35
voltage and current, 65-67
voltmeter, 613

Memory, concept of in transfer function, 536-537
Mesh, defined, 94
Mesh'curent method, 105-10?, 107-109, 109-112,

112 116,360-36L
amplifier circuit, analysis of, 110 111
circuit analysis using, 105-1W,107 109,109 112,

112-116
defined, 105

dependent sourceq use ofwitl, 107-109
frequency'domain c cuits, 360-361
introduction to, 105-107
node-voltage method, comparison o! 112-116
sinusoidal steady-state analysis using, 360 361
special cases of, 109 112
supermesh, 110

Models, 10,32 35,170-173
analysis of circuits using realistic op amp, 170-173
circuir, 10,32 35
conceptual, 10
construction of 10, 32-35
electdcal behavior, 35
flashlight, 33-34
mathematical, 10
operational amplilier (op amp),170 173
terminal measuements, based on, 35

Multiple mesh circuit, step response of using Laplace
tmnsform, 517 519

Multiplication by a consta\t, 475-476,'�711
Mutual inductance, 188,203-2U,209-214,521-5

coefficient of coupling, 211-212
concept ot 209 211
defined, 188
dot convention, 20+207
energy calculations, 212 214
Laplace transfom analysis of a circuit with, 521-523
self inductance, relationship to, 211-212

N
Narrowband filrers, 636-642

bandreject, 639 641
bandpass filters, 63fu38
twin-T no1ch, 639
quality factor and, 63fu38

Natuml response, 228, 230-236, 236-240, 248-25 4,
286-291, 291-301, 308-311, 512-513

cdtically damped voltage, 289, 299-300
current in RIC series circuits, 309
defined, 228
forms of for voltage of R LC cilqtit, 297 :�01.
general solution for, 248 254,2a6 290
Laplace transform, using, 512-513
method of calculating, 234,238,250
overdamped voltage, 289,291-294
parallel RaC circuit, 286)9L,291-30I
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resistor-capacitor (RC) circuits, 23G240,248-254,
512 513

iesistor-inductor (Ra) circuits, 23 0-236, 248-254
resistor-inductor-capacitor (RaO circuits, 286-291,

291-301
series RIC circuits, 308-311
time constant, 232134,237
underdamped voltage, 289,295 298

Negative feedback, defined, 158
Negative (acb) phase sequence, voltages, 434
Neper frequency, 289, 308
Neutral terminal, 435
Node, defined, 36,94
Node-voltage netllod, 97-100, 100-101, 101-104,

112-116,359160
amplifier circuit, analysis of, 103 104
circuit analysis using, 97 100,100 101,101 104,

112-116
defined, 98
dependent sources, use of with, 100-101
fiequency-domair circuits, 359-360
introduction to, 97-100
mesh-cufient method, comparison ol 112-116
sinusoidal steady-state analysis using, 359 360
special cases ot 101-104
supernode, 102-103

Noninverting-amplifier cilcnjl, L64 165.17L 172
Norton equivalent circult, 119 120,121,123,355

ciicuit analysis of, 119 121
defined, 121
frequency-domain version, 355
sinusoidal steady-state analysis of, 355
source transformations used to derive, 121,355

0
Ohm's law, 29,43-45,511

amplfier circuit, applying in, 45
circuit analysiq applied to, 43-45, 511
electrical resistance and, 29
r-domain, using in, 511
unknoM voltage, applying to find, 4,1

One-sided Laplace transform, 468
Op anp, see Operational amptifier (op amp)
Open circuit, 33-34
Operational amplifier (op amp), 154-185, 608-611,

613414,615 02,622436
bandpass filters, 615 618
bandreject filters, 618 522
ButteNorttr filte6, 627-636
cascading identical filte$, 622-627
curents, 156-161
ditrerence-amplifier c cuit, 165-169
dual in-line package (DIP), 1s6
filters, 608-611, 613 614, 615422, 622436
higher-order filters, 622-636
high'pass filters, 610 611
inveiting-amplifier circuit, 161 10,170 171
low-pass filterE 608 610
noninve ing-amplfier circnit, 764 L65,777 1'72
realistic model for, 17G-173
scaling, use of ir desigr of filte$, 613-614
strain gages, 155, 1'7 3-l'7 4
summing-amplifier circuit, 163-164
terminals, 156 161
voltages, 15G161

Operational transforms, 468, 47 5481,71|.1714
addition, 476,711
amplitude modulation, 712
convolution, 712-713
defined, 468
differcntiation, 17 6-417, 1 11
Fouder, 710 714
frequency domajn, in the, 479,713
integ ation, 47'7 478, 7 71 :7 12
Laplace, 468,475-481
multiplication by a comta , 4'754'76,711
scale changing, 4'7 9480, 7 12
subtraction,476,711
time domain, in the, 41*479,712113
translation, 478 479
typss of, 480,713

Overdamped response, 289,291-294,309
capacilor voltage step response, 309
current natural response, 309
voltage, 289, 291-294



P

Parallel-connected circuit elements, 59-60
Parallel RaC circuits, 2a4, 2a6)91, 291-30L, 301-3A

characteristic equation, 287-288
natural response! 2U,286:291,291107
neper frequency, 289
resonanl mdian frequency, 289
step response, 284,301 307

Parseval's theorem, 717-724
applications ofto filten, 718 719
demonstration of, 718
energy contained in rectangular voltage pulse,

calculation of using, 722-723
inter?retation, 718-719

Panial fraction expansion, 483494,528 531
circuit analysis using H(s), 530-531
distinct complex roots of D(s), 48G488
distinct real rcots of r(r), 484-485
improper rational functions, 493ts494
prcper rational functiotrs, zE3-493

repeated complex roots of , (s), 491-493
repeared rcal roors ofD(r), a88-a90
time invadant, 530
transfer function in, 528-531

Passband ftequencieq defined, 568
Passive circuit elementE 25,1a8,342-346

frequency domain, in the, 342-346
ideal basic circuits and, 188
impedance, 345
reactance, 345
signal ir phase, 343
sirusoidal analysis and, 342-346
source, 25
V-I rclationships, 342 345

Passive filter circuits, see Frequency-selective circuits
Passive s8n convention, 13
Path,def ined,94
Period of sinusoidal function, 332
Periodicfunctions, 656,658-662,675-678,678 679

average-power calculations with, 675 678
defined, 656
Fourier coefficients in, 656,658 662
Fourier series and, 656,675 6'7a,6'7a-6'79
rms value ot, 678-679

Phase angle, defined, 332

Index 849

Phase angle plot, 568, 805-807, 813-815
Bode plots, 805-807, 813-815
complex poles and, 813-815
passive frequency-selective circuits and, 568
staight-line, 805 807

Phas€ current, defhed, 440
Phase spectra plots, 682-6821
Phase spectrum, defined, 682
Phase voltage, defined, 440
Phasor diagramq 372-374
Phasors, 337-342,342-345,403-404

defined, 337
frequency domain, 338
inverse transfom, 338 340
power calculations, 403-404
representation, 338
transfom, 338
V-I relationships, 342-345, 403404

Physical prototype, use oI in circuit analysis, 10
7-equivalent circuit, 788-790
Pi (,) interconnect, 73
Pi-to-tee (z-to-T) equivalent circuits, 73 76
Planar circuits, 94
Polarity of curent and voltage ratios, 369-370
Poladty refeiences, 12 13,15
Poles, 494195, 528, 799-800, 807-809

Bode plots and, 799-800, 807-809
complex, 807-809
F(s), location of in Laplace transform, 494 495
H(s), location of in transfer function, 528
real, first-order, 799 €00

Ports, defined, 730
Positive (abc) phase sequence, voltages! 43.{
Powei, 14-16, 126-129, 191-192, 196-197, 3E2-i98,

401402,41041'7. See als, Power calculations
algebraic sign of, 15
apparent, 401 402
appliance ratings, 397 398
average, 394 398
capacitive circuits, 395 396
capacitors and, 196 197
circuit analysis, 126-129
circuits and, 14-16
complex, 401-402
defined, 14
factor, 396
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inductive circuits, 395
inductors and, 191-192
instantaneous, 392 393
instantaneous rcal, 394 398
maximum power tiansfer, 126-129,410-411
polarity reference, 15
reactive, 39,[-398
resistive circuits. 394-395
sinusoidal steady state analysis, 392 398, 401-402,

410417
Power calculations, 39M31, 445451,675-67A

average power, 394 398, 406, 445446,6'75-678
complex power, 401402,404405,446-447
delta loads (A),balanc€d, 447-448
heating appliances, 391, 41'7 418
instantaneous power, 392-393, 448449
instantaneous real power, 39zl-398
ma-{imum power transfer, 410 417
periodic functions, average-power calculations with,

675-6'�78
reactive power, 394 398,406
rootmean-square (rms) value, 399-400
sinusoidal steady-state, 390-431
thre€'phase circuits, 445-451
V-I relationships and, 403-404
wye (Y) loads, balanced, M5446,446447

Power factor, 396
Pioper rational functions, 483 484
Proximity switches, 181,214 216
Pspice sensitivity analysis, 135-136
Pushbutton telephone circuitsr 567, 598

a
Qualiry facror, 582-583,586, 636 638

bandpass filters, 5B2-583, 586
broadband bandpass filterE 636
nairowband bandpass filters, 631k38

R
Rational functions, 482 494. See dlso Partial fraction

er?ansion
defined, 482 483
improper, 483,493 494

partial ftaction expansion of 483-494
proper, 483 493

RC circuits, se? Resistor-capacitor (RC) chcuits
Reactance, passive circuit element of, 345
Reactive factor, 396
Reactive power, 394 398,406
Rear window defroster, 57, 7G79
Reciprccal two-port ciicuits, 739-741
Reflected impedance, 363-364
Resistance, 22,28 32,71-72. See db, Ohm's law

basic circuit elemenq as a, 22
conductance, 29,31
defined, 28
measuring, 71-72
Ohm's law, 29
resistors. 28,30 32
symbol for, 28
Wheatstone bddge circuit, 71-72

Resistive circuits, 39,1-395
Resistor-capacitor (RC) circ[its, 228, 23G40, 246148,

248-254,257 158,258-259, 512,513, 574 57 6, 577 5a2
cutoff frequency, 575
defined, 228
general solution for responses of, 248-254
high-pass filters, analysis of as, 577-578,578-582
Laplace transfolm, using for analysis of, 512-513
lowpass filteis, arlalysis of as, 574-5'76
natuial response of, 236-240, 512-513
qualitative analysis of series, 577-578
quantitative analysis of serieE 578 582
sequential switching, 257 258
se es circuits as filters, 514 576,577 578,5'7q5az
step response, 24G248
time constant, 237
unbounded response, 258-259
voltage, deriving exprcssion for, 237 238

Resistor-inductor (RI) circvits, 228,230 236,A1 246,
248-254,255-256, 570 5'�71., 572 5'�74

curent, deriving expression for, 230 232
cutotr frequency, 573
defined, 228
general solution for responses of, 28-254
low-pass filteis, analysis oI ^s, 5'70-5'71,5'72-5'74
natural response of, 230-236
qualitative analysis of series, 570 571
quantitative analysis of series, 572 574
sequential switching, 255 256
series circuits as filters, 510 571,572 574



steady-state response, 233
step response, 21-246
time constant, 232-234
hansient rcsponse, 233

Resistor-inductor-capacitor (RLC) circ\\its, 284 329,
514-515, 516-517, 583, 584 587, 588-589, 593, 594-597

bandpass filterq analysis of aq 583, 584-587, 588-589
bandroject filten, analysis of as, 593, 594-597
critically damped response, 289, 299-300
cutoff frequency, 585, 588
ignition circuit, 285, 317 -j2O
Laplace transform, analysis of using, 514 515,516 517
natural iespotrse of, 286191, 291-301, 308 311
overdamped response, 289,291 294
palallel, 284,286-291,291 301,301 307,514-515,

s16-517,588-589
qualitative analysis of sedes, 583,593
quantitative analysis of series, 584-587, 594-597
series, 284,308 311, 583, 584-587, 593, 594-597
step response of, 301-307, 308-311, 514-515
hansient response of 516-517
underdamped response, 289,295 298

Resistorq 28, 30-32, 58-62, 73
corductance of, 31
curentin,30
defined, 28
delta (A) interconnect, 73
pamllel,in, 59 .60
pi (z) interconnect, 73
power in, 30-32
series,in,58-59
series-parallel combined, 6{162
tee (T) interconnect, 73
voltage in, 30 31
llTe (Y) interconnect, 73

Resonant frequency, bandpass filte$, 582
Resonant radian ilequency, 289, 308
Response, 22&283, 284-329,335 337 ,537 -540,566,

670.6'�74
first-order circuits, 228-283
flashing tight circuit, 229,263 264
Fourier series application to, 6'70-674
frequency, 566
geneml solution for, 248-254
ignition circuit, 285, 317 -320
integrating amplifie$, 260-263,312 216
natJJJ al, 228, 230-236, 23 GAO, 248 25 4, 2a6-29 1,

291-301,308-311
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resistor-capacitor (RC) circults, 228,236 240,246-248,
a8:254

resistor-inductor (Rf ) ci,tcuits, 228,230 236,247-246,
248-254

resistor-inductor-capacitor (Rl,C) circuits, 284-329
second-order circuits, 282[-329
sequential switching, 25zl-258
sinusoidal, 335-337, 537-540
solutions for, 248-254
steady-state, 233,335:337, 670475
step, 228,240-248,U8-254,301 307,308-311
transfer function and steady-slate sinusoidal, 537-540
transient, 233
unbounded, 258 259

R-L circuits, se€ Resistor-inductor (Rl) circuirs
RICcircuits,see Resistor-inductor-capacitor (RaC)

c1Ictuts
Ims value, re€ Root-mean-squa.re (Ims) value
Rootrnean-square (rms) value, 333,335,399 400,

678-6'�79
effective value, 399
periodic tunctions, 678 679
power calculations and, 399-400
sinusoidal sources, 333, 335

5
Scale changing, 479480,'712
Scaling, 612 614

component scale factors, 613
designhg op amp fi1te6, use o! 61!614
ftequency, 612
magnitude, 612

r-domain, 467,506, 508 510,511-512,520-521,523-526
capacitor in, 509 510
circuit analysis in, 511-512
circuit elements in, 508-510
equivalent circuits, 510
inductor in, 508-509
introduction to, 506
Kirchoff's laws ard, 511
Laplace tansform function of, 467
Ohm's law h, 511
resistorio,508
superposition, use of itr, 523-526
Thdvenio equivalent, use of in, 520-521
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Second-order circuils, 28,[-329
defined, 286
general solution for responses of, 286-290
ignition circuit, 245, 31'7 -320

Integmting amplifierq 260:263,312116
natural response of, 286.291,291 301,308 311
parallel RLC, 284,28G29L,291 j01,301 j07

rcsistor-inductor-capacitor (R-LC) circuits, 284-329
seriesR-LC,284,308 311
step response ol 301 307,308 311
voltage rcspoNes of parallel RaC circuits, 291-301

Self -indnctance, 2U -208, 211 -212

Sensitivity analysis, 93, 133-136
Sequential switching, 254-258
Series-connected circuir elements, 58 59
Series-parallel combinations, 6M2,200 203,348-352

admittance, 350
capacitoin 200 203
circuit elements, 60 62
impedances, 348-352
inductorq 200-203
resistorq 60-62
susceptance, 350

Series RLC circuitE 284,308 311
capacitor voltage ir, 309
characteristic equation, 308
natural rcsponse, 308-311
nepei hequency, 308
resonant radiar frequency, 308
step response, 308-311

Short circuit, 33-34
ST unirs.  rp? [nrernarionals]srem o{ units (Sl) :

Measurement
Sifting propert$ impulse function, 472
Sig0al-pfocessiDg s)slems. eleclrical engineering. 4-5
Signum ftrnction, Fourier tansform of a, 70G707
Simplifying techniques,ieeTransfomations
Simultaneous equationE 95-96,96 97,759 :780

circuit analysis and, 95-96,9G97
linear, solution of, 759-780
numberof,95-96
systematic approach using, 96 97

Sinusoidal response, 335-337, 537-540
steady-state compotrent, 33G337
steady-state sinusoidal analysis and, 335-337
transfer function and, 537-540
traNient component, 335

Sinusoidal sources, 332-335
cu enr, 332-334
period, 332
phase angle, 332
voltage, 332 334

Shusoidal steady-state analysis, 330-389,390-431
cutent-to-voltage (V-I) relationships, 342-345
delra{o-\1]'e (A{o-Y) tansformationq 352-355
frequency donain, 338, 342-346, 346-348, 348-352,

352-355, 355-360, 360-361
household distribution circuit, 331,375
ideal transfomer, 365 371
impedance, 345, 348-352, 352-355
Kirchoff's laws, 346 348
mesh-current method, 36G-361
node-voltage metlod, 359-360
Norlon equivalent c cuit, 355
passive circuit elements, 342-346
phasor diagmms for, 372-374
phasors, 337-342
power calculations, 390 431
response, 335 337
source transformations, 355-358
sources! 332-335
Th6venin equivalent cicuit, 355,357-358
transformen, 361:365, 365:3'71

Source transformations, 116-119, 121-122,355158
circuit analysiq 116 119
defined, 116
frequency-domain circuits, 355 358
No on equivalent c cuit, using to derive a, 121,355
sinusoidal alalysis and, 355-358
steady-srate analysis and, 355-358
Th6venin equivalent circuit, using to derive a, 121-122,

355,357 358
Sources, 24-28,56,332-335,435-436

active element, 25
constant, 56
controlled, 25
dependent, 24
direct cuffert (dc), s6
ideal cufient, 24
ideal voltage, 24
independent, 24
neutral terminal, 435
passive element, 25
sirusoidal, 332-335



symbols for, 24 25 half,wave, 66M66
testing interconnections of, 26 27 odd function, 663-6&
three-phase voltage, 435-436 quarter-wave, 66ffi67

Steady-state response, 233,335-33'7,6'7c-�675
component, 336-337
defined. 233
direcr approach to, 673-674
Fourier series, finding with, 670-675 

Tsinusoidal analysis and, 335 337
Step function, Laplace transform, 468-470 T-equivalent circuit, 787-788
Step response, 22a,240 24a,248-254,301-307,308-311, Tee (T) inlerconnect, 73

514-515,517 519 Teminals, 156-161
capacitor voltage in series RIC circuits, 309 current for op amps, 15c161
defhed, 228 operational amplifiers (op amps), 156
direct approach, 303-304 voltag€ for op amps, 15G161
geneml solution for, 248 254 Terminated two-port cir lls, 741 :747
indirect approach, 302-303 Th6venin equivalent cilcujts, 119 121,722 123,123-126.
Laplace transform, analysis of usirg, 514-515,517-519 355,357 :58,5m 521
method of calculating, 250 amplifiei circuil, using in the, 125-726
multiple mesh circuit, 517-519 circuit analysis of 119-121
parallel-Rlccircuits,301-307 defined, 120
resistor-capacitor (RC) cncrits, 24GA8,248 254 finding, 120-121
resistor-inductor (RL) circu\ts, 241 246,248 254 frequency-domain venion, 355, 357 358
resistor-inductor-capacitor (RLC) circuits, 301-307, independent soutces, deriving with, 123 125

308-311,514-515 Laplace tmnsform, analysis of using, 520 521
series RIC circuits, 308-311 .r-domain, use ofir, 520 521

Stopbard ftequencies, defined, 568 shusoidal steady-state analysis ol 355,357-358
Strain gages, 155,173 1'74 source transformations used to derive, 121-122,
Summing-ampliJiei circuit, 163-164 357-358
Supermesh, concept oi 110 Three-phase circuits,see Balanced three-phase circuits
Supemode, concept oi 102-103 Timeconstant,232234,5'76
Supeiposilion, 129-132,523-526 Time domain, 467,4764'79,576 5'77,591 592,'112:713

circuit amlysis and, 129-132 convolution in, 712 713
defined, 129 differenriarion in, 476:177
l-aplace transform analysis using, 523-526 Fourier transform and, 712-713
t-domair, use of in, 523-526 ftequency domain, relationship to, 576 577, 591 592

Surge suppressom, 507, 548 high-pass filtem, relationship to frequency domain in,
Susceptance, impedance and, 350 591-592
Switches, 187, 188-189, 214-216 integrarion in, 477-478
Switchingoperations,540-542,542-544 Laplacetransfomand,467,4764'79

capacitor circuit, 540-542 low-pass filtels, relationship to frequency domain in,
impulse functions and, 540 5A,542 544 57G577
se es inductor circuit, 542 544 opemtional Laplace transfoims, 476-479

Symmetry, 662 668 translation in, 47&419.'712
even'function, 662-663 Time invariant. defined, 53
Foudei coefficients, effects of on, 662-568 Transducers. 155
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Tlansfer function, 52G528, 528 531, 531-531 ,537-540,
576, 581, 591, 596, 628 629

Butterworth filters, 628-629
circuit analysis using H(r), 530 531
convolution integral and, 531-537
defined, 526
derivation of in a circuit, 527
frequency-selective circuitE 576, 581, 591, 596, 628 529
Laplace transform cfucuit analysis and, 526-540
memory and, 536-537
pa ial ftaction er?ansion, use ol in, 528-531
poles and zercs of fl(r), 528
steady-state sinusoidal response and, 537 540
time invariant, 530
weighting fiinction, 563-537

Tf ansformations, 73 :7 6, 11G119, 121-122, 352355,
355-358

delta-to-wfe (A-to-Y) equivalent circuitq 73-76
delta-to-wye (A-to-Y) impedance, 352-355
frequency domaiq 352-355, 355-358
pi-to{ee (z-to-T) equivalent circuits, 73 74
sinusoidal analysis and, 352-355,355 358
source, 116-119, 121-122, 355-358

Tiansformers, 361 365,365371,'792J95
defined, 362
equivalent circuits, in, 792 795
ideal, 361, 365-371, 792-:7 95
linear, 361-365
primary winding, 362
reflected impedance, 36!364
secondary wiadirg, 362
siDusoidal steady-slale anal)si. .  30l-3b5.365 17l

Tlansient component,sinusoidalresponse, 336
Tlansient response, 233,516 517
Translation, 47&79, 712

Fourier transform, using, 712
ilequency domain, 479, 712
Laplace tiansfoms, using, 478-479
time domain, 47 8479, 1 12

Tiigonometdc form of Fourier serie$ 668-670
Tiigonometric identities, table of, 817
Twin-T notch filter, 639
'l\ o-pofl circuirs. 730-757

analysis of, 741-?47
conversion of parametem, 736
hybdd paiameters, 734
immittance, 734
interconnected, 747-751

paftmetels oI, '732 :741

rcciprccal '739 :741

relarionships among. 735-7Jg
symmetric reciprocal, 740
terminal equatioN foi, 731 732
tefinlnaled, 741J41
transmission pammeters, 734
z parameters, 732 133,'7 42J 46

Two-wattmeter method, three-phase circuitS 452-454

U
Unbounded response, 258-259
Underdamped respoDse, 249,295.:298, 3B

capacitor voltage step response, 309
cwent natural response, 309
damped radian frequenc$ 295-296
damphg coefficient, 296
damping factor, 296
voltage, 289,295298

Unilateral I-aplace transfom, 468
Unit impulse function, 471
Unit step function, 469, 707

V
Var (VAR),unit of reactive power, 395
Vaiable-parameter furction, 471
V-I relationships, r€s Current and voltage (V-I)

relalionships
Virtual short condition, 158
volt-amps (vA), unit of complex power, 401
Voltage ratios, 368-369,369 j70

determination ol 368-369
dot convention, 369
ideal transfomen and, 368 i69,369:3'71
poladty of, 369-370

voltage, 11 12, 72-13,24-2a,37, 39, 56, 65-67, 6u10,
15G161, 16G167, 188-1a9, 196, 231 48, 291-iO1,
332-334,342 345,346-34'�7 , 434435 , 435436

a-phase, 434
balanced three-phase, 434435, 435436
b-phase, 434
capacitors and, 196
common mode input, 16G167
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constant, 56
c-phase, 434
critically damped response, 289, 299 300
defined, 11
differential mode input, 166 167
direct (dc), 56
division, 65-67
elect cal charge and, 11-12
gain, 157
inductors and, 188-189
input constaint, 158
Kirchoff's law, 37,39,346 347
measudng, 68 70
natuml response, 237 238,291-301
negative (acb) phase sequence, 434
negative feedback, 158
opemtional ampMier (op anp) terminals, 156-161
overdamped response, 289,291194
poladty reference, 12-13
positive (abc) phase sequenca, 434
RC circuits, deriving expression for natural response ol

231-238
RaC circuit, natural iesponse forms of for parallel,

291 iO1
second-oidercircuit iesponse, 291-301
smusoroal source, JJZ-JJ4
sinusoidal steady-state analysis and, 332 334,342 345,

346-34
sources, 24-28,56,332 334,435 436
underdamped response, 289,295-29a
V-I relationships, 342-345
virtual sho condition, 158

Voltage-divider circuit, 62-64
Voltmeter, 68

W
Watt (W),unit of average power, 395
Weighting function, concept of, 563 537
Wleatstone bddge circuit, 71 72
Wye (Y) connected loads, 445446,44644'7
Wye (Y) htercormect, 73
Wye-delta (Y-A) circuir, analysis oi 442-445
Wye-wye (Y-Y) circuit, 436-442

analysis o{, 436-442
conditions for balanced three'phase circuit, 437
single-phase equivalent circuit, 438

z
z parameters, '732 :733,742 :746

determination og 732 733
terminated two-port circuit rsir.g, 742J46
two-po circuits, 732-:733,742-:7 46

Zero fiequency, 575
Zeros, 494-495, 528, 799-800, 807-809

Bode plots and, 799+00, 807+09
complex, 807+09
F(s),location of in Laplace transfom, 49rH95
li(r), location of in tratrsfer function, 528
real, fi^t-order, 799 800
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